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EDITORIAL 

This Abstracts Book contains the summaries of 859 presentations accepted within the scientific 
activities of the XIX lnternational Congress of the lnternational Academy of Pathology and the 1 Oth 
World Congress of Environmental and Academic Pathology. They have been selected from among 
1,205 abstracts submitted to the Scientific Committee, and wili be offered as platform presentations, 
posters, or read by title, during the days of the congress. 

Even though the abstracts were conscientiously selected, the number is the largest ever offered 
ata Congress of Pathology. These scientific presentations are complementary to the more than 400 
guest lectures in the program, which comprises a large number of short and long courses, symposia, 
slide seminars and companion meetings. 

The Editors wish to thank ali contributors to the program, many of whom are young pathologists, 
involved for the f irst time in an international gathering of this kind. Presenting in English wili prove 
a chalienge for many of them. 

The Spanish Society of Pathology (Sociedad Española de Anatomia Patologica) joins the 
Spanish Division of the IAP in this venture, in providing a special issue of its journal «Patología», in 
which the abstracts are published. 

We wish therefore to express our gratitude to the Executive Board of this Society for their scientific 
and financia! support. We also wish to recognize the financia! support given by a number of official 
and prívate institutions. 

Finaliy, we wish to thank ali participants for their very generous and enthusiastic help to this 
conference. Their attendance enhances Pathology in Medicine, as weli as in the scientific world. 

EDITORS 

Antonio Ferrandez-lzquierdo MD 

Manuel Gonzalez-Devesa MD 

Anton io Llombart-Bosch MD 

Note: This Abstracts Book has been compiled from material subrnitted by registered delegates. 
Many of the surnmaries were sent in on cornputer diskettes, while others were faxed or printed, 
arnong which there was a nurnber of poor quality in typing. Sorne of the latter were extremely difficult 
for scanner reproduction, and had to be retyped. The content of the abstracts was not changed, but 
sorne idiornatic and orthographic errors were corrected by a native English rnedical translator. We 
apologize for any possible rnistakes that rnay stili be present. 

Valencia , Spain Septemb:~ 
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BONE ANO SOFT TISSUE 

1. OERMATOFIBROSARCOMA PROTUBERANS ARISING 
FROM A SCAR ANO GROWING RAPIOL Y OURING 
PREGNANCY - MORPHOLOGY ANO STEROIO RECEP
TOR ASSAY 

C.J. Ades and l. Gough. Royal Brisbane Hospital. Australia 

Presented are the morphological features, oestrogen re
ceptor (EA) and progesterone receptor (PR) assays of a 
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP). A 31 year old at 
20 weeks gestation observed the tumour arising from a 
«Chicken pox" scar on the upper anterior abdomen. lt grew 
rapidly over 21 weeks until excised one week post-partum as 
a firm dermal and subcutaneous mass measuring 5 x 2.5cm 
with a blue irregularly raised surface. Microscopy showed 
classical features of a plaque stage DFSP including dermal 
origin, epidermal sparing, storiform growth pattern, extensive 
infiltration of subcutaneous fat in a «honeycomb" pattern and 
absence of nuclear atypia. Mitotic activity was unusually 
prominent (8/mm2). 

lmmunocytochemical assay (ICA) was done on fresh 
frozen tissue using an ABBOTT ER-ICA monoclonal kit and 
an avidin-biotin complex method using a BioGenex anti-PR 
primary monoclonal antibody. EA assay was also done by 
solid phase enzyme immunoassay (EIA) using an ABBOTT 
ER-EIA kit. No reaction was seen for EA or PR on ICA and 
ER-EIA gave a level of O. 

DFSP are considered to be fibrohistiocytic tumours of 
intermediate malignancy. Sex incidence is approximately 
equal. 

DFSP arise from scars in 10-20% of cases. Rapid growth 
during pregnancy is rarely described. In our case the abdo
minal location and association with pregnancy shows a 
similarity to abdominal fibromatosis (AF). The presence of 
EA, PR and hormonal responsiveness are well described in 
AF. In contras! the studied case suggests mechanisms 
independent of EA and PR may be responsible for the rare 
cases of DFSP which grow rapidly during pregnancy. 

2. EWING'S SARCOMA. AN ANAL YSIS OF 62 CASES 

M. Odette Almeida, Pedro Oliveira, Paula Borralho, J. 
Queiros, A. Gentil Martins., Instituto Portugués de Oncologia 
de Francisco Gentil, Lisboa; Portugal 

Clinical and pathologic features of 62 cases of primary 
Ewing's sarcoma of bone, diagnosed and treated at IPOFG 
from 1962 to 1990 were studied. Thirty-one patients were 
males and 31 females, with an average age of 12.6 years 
(range, 1-38 years). Pain and/or mass were the cardinal 
symptoms, with 17 patients presenting also systemic signs. 
Femur(n=17), ilium (n=12) and humerus (n=8) were the most 
common bone affected. Metastatic disease (lung and/or 
bone) appeared in 43 patients, in 1 O of them al presentation. 
The therapy varied and associated surgery, radiotherapy 
and chemotherapy in different combinations. Fifty-five cases 
were histologically classified according to Hartman et al. 
(Cancer67:1 63-171, 1991) as: «typicalu (n=41 )and «atypical» 
(n=14). The «filigree" pattern was present in 27 cases. The 
immunophenotype, assessed in 29 tumors was: Vim (14/29), 
NSE (12/29), S100 (1/29), Keratin (2/29). The mean follow-

up time was 30.5 months (range, 2-1 90 months) and the 
cumulative survival was 68%, 26% and 18%, respectively al 
2, 5 and 1 O years. The clinical and pathologic aspects 
correlated with the evolution of the disease allowed us to 
conclude that: 1) Despite the progress in treatment, Ewing's 
sarcoma remains a highly aggressive tumor, with a high 
mortality and morbidit@etter prognosis was associated 
with limb localization, age <5 years and absence of metas
tasis; 3) no histological feature or immunophenotype corre
lated with survival. 

(Supported by a grant from Nucleo Regional do Sul da Liga 
Portuguesa Contra o Cancro) 

3. ANAL YSIS OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN MOR
PHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS ANO BIOLOGICAL 
BEHAVIOR OF CHONOROSARCOMA 

M. Atanackovic, D. Bacetic, S. Vukmirovic, and Z. Stojsic.; 
University of Belgrade, School of Medicine lnstitute of Pa
thology, Yugoslavia 

In an effort to find a correlation between histological 
ascertained levels of chondrosarcoma (ChSa) malignancy 
and biological behavior of tumours in different locations, we 
isolated 42 ChSa with known data of the disease, the 
triggering of recurrences, metastasis, and length of survival. 
All of the patients were treated and observed in the Orthopedic 
Hospital «Banjica» for at least 50 months alter the beginning 
of treatment, i.e. tmtil death. 

On the basis of morphological characteristics, 19 tumours 
were sorted in gradus 1, 19 in gr. 11 and four in gr. 111 when the 
first diagnosis was made. 

From a total of 42 ChSa, 23 had recurrences (54%): most 
often ChSa gr. 1 (14). then gr. 11 (8), and only one gr. 11 1. 
Nevertheless, the total number of relapses was greater 
because each individual patient had a greater number of 
recurrences (1-4). 

Gradus Total Time of meta- Time of death/mo. 
relapses stasis/mo. 

gr. 1 23 53,3 62, 1 

gr. 11 15 24,3 34,3 

gr. 111 3 5,2 9,7 

The results we found clearly indicate that histological 
gradation should be considered as a reliable indicator in the 
evaluation of biological behavior of chondrosarcoma. 

4. TRANSIENT OSTEOPOROSIS OF THE HIP ANO THE 
KNEE 

M. Bansal, R. Schneider, E. F. DiCarlo. Hospital for Special 
Surgery, New York, NY 

Transient osteoporosis (TrOP) is an uncommon, self
limiting condition occurring in middle aged and elderly peo-



ple. 11 is characterized by sudden onset of severe pain and 
disability in a joint, usually of the lower extremity, without an 
apparent cause. 

We have studied the radiographic and histologic features 
of 16 cases that ultimately proved to be T rOP. There were 12 
men and 4 women aged 36 to 93 years with involvement of 
the hip in 6 cases and the knee in 1 O. lnitial plain radiographs 
were either normal or showed slight osteopenia, but more 
apparent osteopenia developed la ter on the involved si de of 
the joint. Radionuclide bone scans showed high uptake in the 
involved a reas in all 16 cases. MAi scans in 8 cases showed 
dittuse decreased signa! intensity on T1 and hyperintensity 
on T2 in the attected siles. 

Histological findings included fat necrosis with lipid-laden 
macrophages (10 cases), dilated sinusoidal blood vessels 
(1 0 cases), increased osteoclastic resorption (6 cases), 
increased osteoblastic activity (4 cases) , reactive bone for
mation (2 cases), and marrow fibrosis (1 case). Eosinophilic 
proteinaceous material was present focally in almos! all 16 
cases. 

The clinical ditterential diagnosis in all of the cases included 
osteonecrosis, metastatic disease, and infection. The biop
sies were taken to exclude these conditions or to provide 
decompression for suspected osteonecrosis. In no case was 
there evidence for any of these conditions. The biopsy 
interpretation suggested the diagnosis of TrOP. 

11 is apparent that pathognomonic microscopic criteria for 
this condition do not exist, and that the diagnosis may be 
initially one of exclusion, depending heavily on clinical and 
radiographic features. However, the presence of dilated 
blood vessels in combination with signs of marrow ischemia 
and necrosis, in the over-all clinical setting, should alert ali 
concerned of the possibility of TrOP, thereby reducing the 
imposition of excessive, unnecessary, and ultimately inef
fective treatment. 

5. DIAGNOSTIC ANO PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF DNA 
FLOW CYTOMETRY IN SOFT TISSUE TUMORS 

M. Bracko, R. Golouh andJ. Lamovec. lnstituteofOncology, 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 

The role of DNA content is increasingly appreciated in a 
variety of human neoplasms, bul there are only a few reports 
regarding its diagnostic and prognostic value in soft tissue 
tumors. We studied the DNA content of 73 malignan! and 19 
benign sofl tissue tumors or tumorlike conditions by flow 
cytometry (FC) using nuclear suspensions from frozen fresh 
tissue. With the exception of an ancient schwannoma which 
showed an aneuploid pattern, ali benign lesions were diploid. 
On the other hand, 37 (51 %) malignan! tumors were 
aneuploid. The mean proliferation index of malignan! diploid 
tumors did not ditter significantly from that of benign lesions. 
In malignan! tumors no association was found between the 
p loidy status and sex, age, or primary site. Aneuploidy was 
more often obseNed in recurren! than in primary tumors, but 
the difference was not significa ni. Ploidy level was related to 
the malignancy grade, i.e. 2of 15 (13%) low-grade and 35 of 
58 (60%) high-grade tumors were aneuploid (P<.004). Among 
the more common histologic types, an aneuploid DNA pal-
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tern was found in 13 of 18 (72%) malignan! fibrous 
histiocytomas, in 6 of 11 (55%) leiomyosarcomas, and in 
none of 8 (0%) myxoid liposarcomas. Fifly-five patients with 
malignan! tumors and a median follow-up of 21 months were 
evaluated for the occurrence of distan! metastases. While 
aneuploidy did not seem to adversely attect the biologic 
behavior of low-grade sarcomas, patients with aneuploid 
high-grade sarcomas hada significantly shorter metastasis
free suNival than those with diploid high-grade sarcomas 
(P<.05). In conclusion, our findings show that while DNA FC 
is of limited value in distinguishing between benign lesions 
and low-grade sarcomas, it may add importan! prognostic 
information to conventional clinical and morphologic pa
rameters. 

6. DEGENERATION OF THE PATELLOFEMORAL JOINT 

L. Cutignola, P.G. Bullough, Hospital for Special Surgery, 
New York, NY, USA 

31 knee joints were collected from individuals between 55 
and 85 al time of death. Three distinct types of carti lage 
lesions were obseNed. 

Fibrillation occurred in 12 of the 31 joints. lt first appeared 
as dimpling and scratching in the intercondylar region; later 
on the medial condyle and on the lower lateral patellofemoral 
condyle. On the patella, fibri llation first appeared around the 
periphery and then spread to the upper lateral and lower 
central facet. Microscopic examination showed a clefting 
lesion, with little cartilage loss and chondrocyte cloning. 
Chondrocyte density was less than in normal joints. The 
tidemark was thick and rippled. The calcified carti lage was 
moderately thickened and there was a lot of woven bone 
subchondrally. 7 of the 12 attected joints showed more 
damage in the patella than femoral articulation. 

Cracks through the cartilage from the surface to the lower 
mid- or deep zone occurred in 7 of 31 specimens seen in the 
central orupper intercondylar region of the femoral articulation. 
Microscopic features included proteoglycan depletion and 
horizontal lesions in the mid·zone. The tidemark had an 
irregular llame pattern. The calcified cartilage appeared very 
thin and there was only a small amount of woven bone. 
Cracks in the patella occurred on the central facet and then 
on the upper lateral and medial facets. 0 1 the 7 attected 
joints, 5 had a more severely damaged patella. 

Ulceration, a localized depression or erosion of the carti· 
lage with well defined boundaries, was present in 6 of the 31 
joints. They first appeared in the intercondylar region of the 
femur, late ron the lateral condyle. Microscopically, there was 
severe cartilage loss and cloning of chondrocytes. The 
tidemarkwas thin, with little irregularity, though afien doubled. 
The calcified cartilage was extremely thick and the bony 
arcade sclerotic and composed of !amellar bone. Ulcers on 
the patella occur either horizontally across ali of the joint 
facets or vertical ly on the medial or odd facet. Five of the 
matched patellae were as damaged as the femoral articu
lations. 

With advancing age there are three distinct types of 
cartilage lesions on the patellofemoral joint. The lesions 
appeared on ditterent sections of the joints and had distinct 



microscopic appearances in various grades of severity. 
Because we never observed the lesions to progress from one 
type to another, we concluded that the lesion types dífferfrom 
the earliest moments of their formation and resulted from the 
varying mechanical and biochemical environments. 

7. GIANT CELL TUMOR OF TENDON SHEATH: 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

A. Cavaliere, l. Ferri.; lnstitute of Pathological Anatomy 
and Histology (Director: Prof. E. Bucciarelli), Perugia Uni
versity, ltaly 

Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath (GCTTS) is most com
mon in young and middle-aged persons and is mainly localized 
on the fingers. The nature of this lesion is still controversia!: 
sorne researchers consider ita reactive process arising from 
chronic inflammation while others regard it as a tumor. 

To investigate this problem we studied 20 GCTTS of the 
fingers using a panel of 18 antibodies, 13 monoclonal and 5 
polyclonal. The immunohistochemical study showed, in all 
cases, that mononuclear cells were positive for vimentin , 
muscle actin (HHF35 monoclonal antibody) and neuron 
specific enolase (NSE), but not for smooth muscle actin, 
myoglobin, EMA, cytokeratins, neurofilaments or S-100 
protein. Multinucleated giant cells as well as siderophages, 
foam cells and sorne mononuclear cells were positive for KP1 
and PG-M1 monoclonal antibodies. A variable but usually 
weak positivity for alpha- 1-antitrypsin and alpha-1-
antichymotrypsin was also observed. Few lymphocytes were 
also present and easily identified with LC or UCHL 1. 

Positivity for vimentin and HHF35 antibodies suggest that 
mononuclear cells may be myofibroblasts because HHF35 
recognizes them in healing wounds or pathologic processes 
like hyperplastic fibrous tissue responses as well as the 
skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscle cells. Positivity for NSE 
could be the expression of this antibody's reactivity with 
gamma-subunitalso expressed in striated and smooth muscle 
cells. These results suggest a relationship between GCTTS 
and fibrous histiocytoma or hyperplastic fibrous tissue re
sponses. 

8. IGF-11 CORRELATES WITH TUMOR DIFFERENTIA
TION ANO NOTWITH TUMOR PROGRESSION IN MALIG
NANT SMOOTH MUSCLE TUMORS 

AO Cavazzana, R Tirabosco, R Frunzio, R Scalerta, M 
Panozzo, S Schiaroli, R Rossi, M Lise, V Ninfo, and LG 
Spagnoli; 11 UniversityolRome, Universityof Padua, University 
of Naples, ltaly 

The prognosis of leiomyosarcoma (LMS), one of the most 
frequent soft tissue tumors, largely depends on its anatomic 
site, mitotíc rate, and size. lt has been suggested that insulin
like growth factor-11 (IGF-11) might be a tumor growth pro
gression factor in LMS. In arder to prove this hypothesis, six 
LMS (3 primary tumors, 2 metastatic, and 1 recurren!) were 
analyzed for IGF-11 and c-myc expression. Smooth muscle 
differentiation in tumor cells was evaluated by positivity to 
muscle markers such as vimentin (Vim), smooth muscle 
actin (SMA) and desmin (D); the proliferative rates were 
estimated by BrdU incorporation and S-phase by flow 
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cytometry. All cases were positive for Vim and SMA; D was 
highly expressed in 4 cases, while two cases showed only a 
scattered positivity. Northern blot analysis of total RNAs 
showed high levels of fetal IGF-11 mRNAs only in two cases, 
while 5 out of 6 had detectable level of c-myc mRNA. The 
expression of IGF-11 was restricted only to desmin-poor 
tumors, regardless of their proliferative rates. The c-myc 
expression, instead, was positively correlated with cellular 
proliferation andan aggressive clinical behavior: in fact, al l 5 
tumors had high values of BrdU jncorporation, moreover 2 
were metastatic and 1 recurren!. Our data show that the IGF-
11 mRNAs levels correlates with specific events in smooth 
muscle differentiation but cannot be used for the assessment 
of malignancy in LMS. 

9. CHROMOSOMES CHANGES IN ADIPOSE TISSUE 
TUMORS 

P. Dal Cin, J.P.Puts, J. Gruwez, l. De Wever, B. Van 
Damme, and H. Van Den Berghe. University of Leuven, 
Leuven, Belgium 

Chromosome investigations have been performed on 
short term cultures of collagenase dissagregated surgical 
specimens of more !han 150 adipose tissue tumors. Most of 
these tumors were pathologically classified as benign lipomas, 
varying from angiolipoma to hibernoma type. The most 
frequently encountered chromosome rearrangements in
volved 12q14-15, 6p21-pter, 13q12-q22 regions, but other 
changes, simple and complex, were seen. Among the 
liposarcomas, 1(12; 16)(q13;p11 ), as well as its varia ni, 
1(1 ;12;16), characterized the myxoid histological subtype, 
anda long marker was frequently se en in the well-differentiated 
type. The meaning of an extra ring in atypical lipomas as well 
as in lipoma-like liposarcomas is a subject of discussion. 

1 O. PERIOSTEAL OSTEOSARCOMA: RECURRENCE ON 
FIBULAR AUTOLOGOUS GRAFT USED FOR FEMUR 
DIAPHISIS RECONSTRUCTION 

C. Della Rocca·, N. Santori§, F.S. Santori " and E. Bonucci·; 
· .Dpt of Human Biopathology and §Qrthopedic Clinic Univ. 
«La Sapienza .. , Rome; • san Pietro Hospital, Rome, ltaly 

Periosteal osteosarcoma is a rare tumor usually arising on 
long bone diaphisis. lt usually grows in a fusiform fashion 
without cortical involvement. Histologically it is characterized 
by prevalen! cartilagineous componen! and scanty osteoid 
production. In spite of its good prognosis in respect to the 
in tramedullary osteosarcoma, local recurrences and 
metastases have been observed. For this reason wide exci
sion is suggested . We report a case of periosteal 
osteosarcoma in which, after wide excision and pre- and 
post-surgery adjuvant therapies, there was recurrence at the 
site of surgery. The recurrence was surgically excised after 
new cycles of adjuvant therapy. The specimen obtained 
showed gross relationship with the graft cortical bone and 
exactly the same type that the primitive tumor had with the 
original diaphiseal cortex of the femur. Histologically, a 
periosteal lamina separating the recurren! tumor from the 
graft cortex was present. Low percentage of induced necrosis 
in both primitive and recurrent tumors was found. 
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In this case, the fallowing aspects appear of interest: a) 
clinical and gross appearances of the recurrence were ex
actly the same as those of the primitive neoplasia; b) the 
histological presence of two periosteal laminae, one covering 
the neoplasia and the other separating the neoplasia from the 
graft cortex, let to suspect that the recurrence originales from 
neoplastic periosteal residues in soft tissues; c) lack of post
therapy necrosis both in the primitive and in the recurren! 
tumors confirms the low response of periosteal osteosarcoma 
to therapies others than surgical. 

11. C068 AS A MARKER OF MONOCYTE-MACROPHAGE 
LINEAGE(MML)IN OSTEOSARCOMA(OS): A COMPARA
TIVE IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO CYTOENZVMATIC 
STUOY 

C. Della Rocca·. N. Santori§, F.S. Santori• and E. Bonucci'. 
·opt of Human Biopathology and §Orthopaedic Clinic - Univ. 
«La Sapienza.,; •s. Pietro Hospital; Rome - ltaly 

CD68 is a macrophage-specilic lysosomal glycoprotein 
detected by the monoclonal antibody KP1; it is considered 
one of the most specific marker far MML cells. The presence 
of such cells in OS can represen! a difficult diagnostic 
problem in histological differentiation from the so-called 
fibrohistiocytic tumors of bone. 

Aim ol this study was to evaluate CD68 presence in OSs 
in comparison with other immunohistochemical and 
cytoenzymatic MML markers. 

15 specimens (5 bioptical and 1 O surgical) from 11 cases 
of OS were routinely embedded in paraffin. Consecutive 
sections obtained lrom paraffin blocks were stained with 
Haematoxylin and Eosin or treated with antibodies far alpha-
1 antichymotrypsin ( o.-1-ACT), lysozyme (L YS), and CD68; 
moreover they were treated for demostration of acid 
phosphatase (AP) and tartrate resistan! acid phosphatase 
(TRAP) activity. 

The results showed the presence in OSs ol mono and 
multinucleated, osteoclast-like, giant cells which were at the 
same time positive lor o.-1 -ACT, L YS and CD68 and showed 
AP and TRAP activity. o.-1 -ACT was detected also in several 
libro- and osteoblast-like neoplastic cells. 

Our results point out that: 1) MML cells in OSs are mainly 
represented by osteoclasts and preosteoclasts; 2)C068 is a 
good marker of osteoclasts and preosteoclasts; 3) o.-1-ACT 
is present in neoplastic osteosarcoma cells. These data 
support the hypothesis ol osteoclast derivation from MML 
cells. 

12. ANGIOSARCOMA IN LYMPHEOEMA FOLLOWING 
MASTECTOMY: IMMUNOSTAINING FOR FACTOR Vlll
RELATEO ANTIGEN, ARGYROPHILIC NUCLEOLAR 
ORGANIZER REGIONS ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL 
FEATURES 

M. Oemiryont, G. Kervancloglu, S. Oztürk. lstanbul Medical 
Facutty, Department of Pathology, lstanbul-Turkey 

In a 66 years-old woman, a chronic lymphedema developed 
lollowing left radical mastectomy, axillary lymph node dissec
tion and radiotherapy which were performed alter diagnosis 

ol breas! carcinoma. Six years la ter, an eventually increasing 
lesion developed on the skin of the flexor surface of her 
ipsilateral arm. The lesion was characterized by superficial 
papules, plaques, bloody bluish nodules and telangiectasia. 

The lesion showed angiomatous areas which character
ized by interanastomosing capillary vascular spaces sur
rounded with atypical endothelial cells in histopathologic 
examination. lmmunostaining far Factor Vlll-related antigen 
was seen to be positive in sorne ol the neoplastic cells but 
Cytokeratin was negative in a ll. Argyrophilic Nucleolar Or
ganizer Regions (Ag-NORs) count was 9.32±3.36 in 
neoplastic endothelial cells and 2.32±0.95 in peripheral 
nonneoplastic vascular endothelial cells. Ultrastructurally 
neoplastic cells lying on a basal lamina contained 
intracytoplasmic Weibel-Palade bodies, pinocytoticvesicles, 
cytoplasmic lilaments. Wellformed intercellular junctional 
complexes were also seen. 
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13. AN EXCEPTIONAL CASE: CLEAR CELL SARCOMA 
OFTENOONS ANOAPONEUROSESIN THE OUODENUM 

T.O. Eklors, H.Kujari, J. Tyrkko, and M. lsomaki. Univer
sity ol Turku, The Finnish Cancer Society, and Loimaa 
District Hospital. Finland 

A 38-year-old mal e complained ol mild epigastric pain ola 
lew months' duration. Ouodenoscopy revealed an indurated 
ulcer in the descending part of the duodenum. The biopsy 
specimen showed atypical cells in the bottom of the ulcer. 
Because carcinoma was suspected, a Whipple operation 
was performed. There was a 3 cm tumor in the papilla region 
of the duodenum invading the head of the pancreas with a 
microscopic metastasis in a small regional lymph node. The 
tumor cells were oval or spindle with vesicular nuclei containing 
very prominent nucleoli. The cells were arranged in nests 
separated by reticulin l ibers. In lew cells there were pigment 
granules demonstrable with silver stains but not with Prus
sian blue reaction. The cells expressed weakly vimentin, 
moderately S-100 protein and locally HMB-45 antigen, but 
not cytokeratin, epithelial membrane antigen nor desmin. In 
rare cells characteristic melanosomes with "barrel-stave" 
structure could be seen under electron microscope. These 
leatures are diagnostic lor clear cell sarcoma ol tendons and 
aponeuroses (malignan! melanoma of soft parts) . Because 
the literature search concerning this tumor in visceral sites 
was unsuccesslul, and no other primary tumor was lound 
despite ol diligent examination ol the patient, we believe that 
the present case is the lirst primary clear cell sarcoma 
reported in a visceral location. 

14. GRANULAR CELL TUMOR: HISTOPATHOLOGICAL 
VARIATIONS 

M T Fernandez Figueras, A Montero, E Musulen, C 
Ferrandiz, C Escribano, J C Lorenzo.; Hospital Universitari 
Germans Trias i Pujol. Badalona; Hospital de la Santa Creu 
i Sant Pau. Barcelona. Spain 

Most tumors containing granular cells are currently con
sidered to be ol neural or neuroectodermal origin, although j 
non neural origin has been recently demonstrated in a small 
subset ol them. The recognition of non-neural tumors with 



granular cells, such as leiomyosarcomas, angiosarcomas or 
metastatic carcinomas, is essential in order to achieve an 
appropiate treatment. Nevertheless, in an attempt no! to 
over-diagnose these nonneural counterparts, it is importan! 
to recognize the histopathological spectrum and the possible 
variations of granular cell tumors (GCT). Clinical and 
histopathological features of 30 GCT seen at our Hospitals 
were reviewed. Seventeen cases were located in the skin 
and the subcutaneous tissue, eight cases involved the tongue 
and five cases appeared in other localizations such as 
breas!, larynx, bronchus and oesophagus. An additional 
case, showing features of both dermatofibroma and GCT, 
was studied. Peculiar variations we found in sorne of them 
include the presence of multinucleated giant cells in a case 
located near to a tendon sheath, the presence of granular 
fibroblasts in an area of previous biopsy, the coexistence of 
a dense follicular lymphoid hyperplastic response in a 
nonulcerated tumor and the presence of areas suggestive of 
epidermotropism in a cutaneous case. 

15. OSSIFYING FIBROMYXOID TUMOUR OF SOFT PARTS: 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO ULTRASTRUCTURAL 
ANAL YSIS OF A SERIES 

C.D.M. Fletcher, J .B. Schofield , T.Krausz, G.Stamp, C. 
Fisher, J .G. Azzopardi.; Royal Postgraduate Medica! School, 
Royal Marsden Hospital and SI. Thomas's Hospital, London, 
U.K. 

Ossifying fibromyxoid tumour (OFMT) is a distinctive re
cently described neoplasm of predominantly superficial soft 
tissue. The histogenesis or pattern of differentiation remains 
unknown and controversia!. Thirteen new cases are pre
sented. Age range was 31-84 years (median 42); 10/13 
patients were male. Trunk and head/neck regions were the 
commonest si tes. All lesions were subcutaneous and ranged 
in size from 1.5 to 8 cm. Histology showed typically 
pseudoencapsulated, lobulated lesions; 11 /13 showed a 
peripheral rim of !amellar bone. Lobules were composed of 
uniform rounded cells with weakly acidophilic ill-defined 
cy1oplasm and pale-staining nuclei. Mitoses were rare. Tu
mour cells were set in a myxoid or fibromyxoid stroma 
containing prominent vessels. lmmunohistochemistry showed 
10/12 S-100 +ve, 7/10 desmin +ve and 4/8 actin +ve. Single 
cases were also weakly reactive for cy1okeratin and myosin. 
EM in 4 cases showed prominent cytoplasmic filaments and 
reduplicated externa! lamina. The novel phenotypic features 
reported here raise the possibilities of either myoepithelial or 
perhaps dual (neural/myoid) differentiation. 

16. A CASE OF RETROPERITONEAL MALIGNANT 
MESENCHYMOMA 

Y. Fujiyoshi', K. lrie'. M. Morimatsu', H. Nishimura', S. 
Ushigome2 'Departments of Pathology and Radiology, 
Kurume University School of Medicine, Kurume, Japan. 
2Department of Pathology. Jikei University School of Medici
ne, Tokyo, Japan 

Malignan! mesenchymoma is arare neoplasm with aspee! 
of two or more sarcomatous components in the same neo
p lasm. We presented a rare case of malignan! 
mesenchymoma. 
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In May, 1990, a 72-year-old female had lower abdominal 
pain. A right-sided retroperitoneal mass invading to the right 
kidney was seen on magnetic resonance imagination (MRI). 
One year later, she underwent a surgical operation to remove 
!he tumor and !he right kidney. The tumor, measuring 13 x 12 
x 11 cm, was elastic hard and showed a yellowish-white and 
solid cut surface with scattered bleeding and necrosis in 
multinodular lesion. These findings were compatible with the 
findings of MRI. Histologically, thetumorshowed characteristic 
appearances as malignan! mesenchymoma that were 
composed of leiomyosarcoma with rhabdomyoblastic dif
ferentiation and well and myxomatous liposarcoma. Partía! 
fibrous septum is observed between the areas of liposarcoma 
and leiomyosarcoma. The border between liposarcoma and 
leiomyosarcoma was relatively clear. Rhabdomyoblastic 
differentiation was observed in leiomyosarcoma. The areas 
of leiomyosarcoma and rhabdomyoblastic differentiation were 
positive for actin, HHF-35 (muscle specific monoclonal an
tibody), and a -smooth muscle actin (smooth muscle specific 
antibody) while the area of liposarcoma was negative for 
actin, HHF-35 and a-smooth muscle actin. We concluded 
that this case is thought to be a rare case of malignan! 
mesenchymoma of the right retroperitoneum with collision 
growth pattern of leiomyosarcoma with rhabdomyoblastic 
d ifferentiation and well and myxomatous liposarcoma, and 
that the origin were retroperitoneum or renal capsule. 

17. AgNOR COUNTS IN RECURRENT LIPOMATOUS 
TUMORS 

R. Golouh, M. Bracko, A. Ciir. lnstitute of Oncology and 
lnstitute of Histology, Medica! Faculty, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

There has been a constan! search for parameters identi
fying biological activity in soft tissue tumors. Two AgNOR 
counts have been descrihed and found to correlate with 
ploidy and proliferative activity: 1/ the mean number of 
AgNORs in 100 cells (mAgNOR) reflecting ploidy and 21 the 
percentage of nuclei with <:5 AgNOR/nucleus (pAgNOR) that 
reflects proliferative activity. We applied the two AgNOR 
counts in tissue sections of 18 patients with recurren! 
lipomatous tumors to assess the possible alterations in thei r 
proliferative activity along !he course of the disease. Primary 
tumors a rose in retroperitoneum (9), lower extremity (6) , and 
in other localisations (3). Histologically, the diagnosis of the 
primary was lipoma in 1, liposarcoma, well differentiated in 5, 
myxoid in 1 O, round cell in 1, and pleomorphic in 1. Number 
of multiple recurrences ranged up to 6, with the longest 
interval to the las! recurrence of 14.5 years. Three patients 
died, ali alter the third recurrence. Seven of 18 primary and 
53 of 63 recurren! tumors were studied for AgNOR-counts. 

In most cases mAgNOR ranged trom 1.43 to 3.50, with 
only 3 of them showing increase in subsequent recurrences. 
mAgNOR counts higher than 4 were found in 4 patients with 
pleomorphic, round cell and dedifferentiated liposarcoma. 
Generally, pAgNOR counts ranged from O to 40. Again , 
values exceeding 40 were observed only in patients with high 
grade tumors. Along the successive recurrences, pAgNOR 
counts increased progressively in three patients only, whereas 
in others they varied considerably but failed to show any 
consisten! pattern. 
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These results suggest that proliferative activity in 
liposarcoma asassessed by AgNOR counts remains relatively 
stable during multiple recurrences. A significan! increase of 
AgNOR counts in recurren! tumor is usually associated with 
a change of its histologic grade. 

18. THE PROGNOSTIC VALUE O F TISSUE 
DIFERENTIATION IN SOFT TISSUE SARCOMAS 

T.G. Miralles; L.O. Gonzalez; J.Mdelera; M.V. Folgueras. 
Hospital Central de Asturias. Centro Universitario. Oviedo. 
Spain 

In ouropinion «GradeofDifferentiation" (DG), is aconcept 
that should be distinguished from «Grade of Malignancy" 
(MG). 

The DG in Soft Tissue Sarcomas (STS) is mainly bassed 
on the presence or absence of elements resembling mature 
tissue. 

To evaluate differentiation we compared 100 STS with the 
development of embryonic mesenchyme of 50 embryon and 
fetuses in difieren! stages of maturation (from 3 weeks to 8 
months ), and 20 cases of what we termed as desdifferentiation 
of adult tissue. With these criteria in mind we defined 4 
groups: Round Cell or Undiferentiated Sarcomas (RCS) (13 
cases); Myxoid Sarcomas (MXS) (16 cases); Well differen
tiated Sarcomas (WDS) (19 cases) and Pleomorphic or 
Undiferentiated Sarcomas (PLS) (52 cases) . 

Survival by tissue diferentiation was measured by the 
actuaria! curves of Benson and Gage. WDS and MXS sur
vived longer (average of 88 and 94 months) that PLS (23 
months) and RCS (15 months). There were statitically sig
nifican! differences between the first two groups (WDS plus 
MXS) combined and the res! of the groups (PLS and RCS) 
with a P = 0.0012. 

In this study we ha ve seen that there are striking similarities 
between difieren! stages in the development of the 
mesenchyma in the embryo and the morphologicappearance 
of the various types of STS. 

We have also found that the DG is of prognostic value with 
respect to survival in patients with this neoplasms. 

19. SOFT TISSUE SARCOMAS IN RELATION TO THEIR 
MALIGNANT GRADE 

T.G. Miralles; C. Penin; J.M. de Lera; L. Gonzalez; V. 
Folgueras; A. Ribas. Hospital Central de Asturias. Centro 
Universitario. Oviedo. Spain 

The mayority of the pathology studies of soft tissue sar
comas (STS) are oriented towards their classification in 
histological types (HT). Other morfological parameters such 
as the malignancy grade (MG) ha ve been far less investigated. 
In this presentation we will correlate the MG to patient 
survival. In 100 STS the malignancy grade according to 
T rojani and col., our own subjective grading system, and 
otherclinical parameters (age, sex, location, size) as well as 
the histological type and necrosis, were correlated with 
survival using actuaria! curves (Benson and Gage). Univariate 
analysis and multivariate discriminan! analysis (BMDP-21, 
Cox model) were also carried out. 
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Malignan! grade (French group) is the most significan! 
single independent variable in relation to survival (P=0.032), 
followed by sex (P=0.006), location (P=0.32), size (P=0.034) 
and subjetive grade (P=0.34). When the French grade is 
substrated in the step analysis, subjetive grade arises as the 
most significan! survival predictive variable with P=0.00 
followed by necrosis (P=0.028), histologic type was not 
statistically significan!. 

We conclude that the MG is the most importan! factor in the 
survival prognosis, whether it is given using a stablished 
score system or subjectively. 

Sex is found to be the second most importan! independent 
variable for survival. We suggest that studies on Hormonal 
Receptors in STS could lead to better undrestanding of their 
biological properties and natural history in this tumors. 

20. MECHANISM OF PAIN IN OSTEOID OSTEOMAS: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

T. Hasegawa, T. Hirose, K. Seki, K. Hizawa, and R. 
Sakamoto. The Departments of Pathology and Orthopaed
ics, University of Tokushima School of Medicine, Tokushima, 
Ja pan 

Osteoid osteoma is a benign bone-forming tumor occuring 
in young individuals. The pain is a principal symptom of the 
disease, and is usually worse al night and is relieved by 
aspirin and other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs). To clarify the mechanism of pain, 5 osteoid 
osteomas, fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin, were 
studied immunohistochemically using polyclonal antibodies 
against prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and S-100 protein. Ali 5 
patients had pain relieved by NSAIDs. Histologically, the 
lesion was characterized by nidus. Nerve fibers positive for 
S-100 protein were observed in fibrous zone, especially 
close to the vessels, around the nidus in all lesions, and also 
within the nidus in 3 lesions. PGE2 immunoreactivitywas found 
in the nidus of 3 lesions, in which PGE2 positivity was un
evenly distributed and tended to be prominent in plump 
ostoblastic cells. Osteoblasts rimming reactive bone around 
the nidus were also PGE2 positive. A control population of 3 
fibrous dysplasias, 3 osteosarcomas and 3 giant cell tumors 
of bone were also studied immunohistochemically. Plump 
osteoblastic tumor cells and osteoblasts of 3 osteosarcomas 
and 2 fibrous dysplasias showed PGE2 immunoreactivity. No 
S-100 positive nerve was seen in these lesions. The peculiar 
pain in osteoid osteoma seemed to be caused by the direct 
or indirect effects of PGE

2 
produced by osteoblasts on pro

liferated vessels and nerves. 

21. MYXOID LIPOSARCOMA CELL LINE FORMING MA
LIGNANT FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA-LIKE TUMOR IN 
VIVO 

T. !sayama, H. lwasaki, S. Yoh, and K Ogata. U. of 
Fukuoka,Japan 

A new cell line was established, by a matrix gel culture 
tcchnique, from a myxoid liposarcoma occurring in the right 
forearm of an 80-year-old woman. The culture showed 
proliferation of round cells admixed with characteristic giant 
cells including symmetrical two nuclei. The established cell 



line was cultured under the condition o! FBS-free medium 
and cloned three times from a single cell by a limiting dilution 
technique. The cloned cultu red cells (107 cells) suspended in 
0.5 mi medium were inoculated in the dermis of congenital 
athymic nude mice (BALB/c nu/nu). The transplanted tumor 
became 4 cm or more in the greatest diameter for about 3 
months. The tumor could be transplanted repeatedly to other 
nude mice. Lipid droplets as the marker of cultured cells in 
liposarcomas were recognized at early passages in the 
culture, but they have disappeared alter 1 Oth passage and 
the cloning. The cells without lipid droplets were treated with 
the culture medium containing 1.0% dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO) for induction o! biological differentiation. These 
treated cells expressed lipid droplets in their cytoplasms. The 
transplanted tumor showed a mixture of round cells, 
pleomorphic giant cells, and spindle cells with marked cellular 
anaplasia, pleomorphism, and a storiform-like pattern. The 
histological features are similar to those malignan! fibrous 
histiocytoma (MFH). 

In conclusion, the myxoid liposarcoma cell line has suc
cessfully formed MFH-like tumor in nude mice. The result 
suggests that liposarcoma and MFH have a common origin, 
and are closely related with each other genetically. 

22. MALIGNANT FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA: PROLIF
ERATIVE COMPARTMENT ANO HETEROGENEITY OF 
«HISTIOCYTIC» CELLS 

Hiroshi lwasaki, Masahiro Kikuchi, Teruto !sayama, and 
Munetomo Enjoji; Fukuoka University School of Medicine, 
Fukuoka, Japan 

To elucidate the precise origin and characteristics of the 
proliferating cells in malignan! fibrous histiocytoma (MFH), 
the authors analyzed 33 MFH tumors, using 
immunohistochemical techniques with a panel of 12 anti
bodies. All three types of MFH cells (spindle cells, polygonal 
cells and bizarre giantcells) stained positive for mesenchymal 
antigens (FU3 and vimentin) but did not stain for macrophage/ 
histiocyte markers (HAM 56 and CD68). Therefore, the MFH 
cells may not represen! true histiocytes, although they may 
be mesenchymal-derived cells behaving as «facultative 
histiocytes» with superficial resemblance to actual histiocytes. 
Normal histiocytes in the stroma tested positive for 
macrophage/histiocyte antigens; the most common cells 
were HAM 56-positive cells constituting 30%-80% of non
neoplastic stromal cells, followed by those positive for CD68 
(10%-50%), Mac 387 (less than 2%) and S-100 protein (less 
than 1 %). Our results indica te the presence of heterogeneity 
of «histiocytic» cells in MFH. 

Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) was expressed 
not only in the spindle and polygonal MFH cells but also in the 
bizarre giant cells. These findings suggest that ali three types 
of MFH cells participate in the proliferative compartment of 
MFH. Uneven PCNA staining of the irregular nuclear seg
ments of the b izarre giant cells may result in abnormal DNA 
synthesis, possibly contributing to the marked diversity of 
nuclear morphology in MFH. Touton's type and osteoclast
like giant cells did not stain for PCNA but stained positive for 
histiocytic markers. Therefore, these giant cells may lack 
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proliferative activity and probably result from normal histiocytes 
fusing together. 

23. RELAPSI NG POL YCHONDRITIS (RP) -A 
CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF TWO CASES 

S. Kakimoto, E. Higashi, T. Ozawa, M. Tadokoro, T . 
Uchicoshi, and E. lshikawa. Dept Pathology, School of Med. 
St. Marianna U., Kawasaki. Japan 

Relapsing polychondritis is a very rare condition. Since the 
first report of polychondropathia by Jaksh - Wartenhorst in 
1923, approximately 400 cases have been reported in the 
literature. The diagnostic standard was established by 
McAdam. Pearce in 1976. In recentyears, a number of cases 
complicated with autoimmune diseases ha ve been reported. 

Case 1. A 52 years old male with recurren! episodes of 
inflammation of auricular and nasal cartilage. Deformation of 
aurícula and saddle nose were noted. The patient visited the 
hospital with asthma - like attacks. Biopsy of the auricular 
cartilage led to the diagnosis of relapsing polychondritis. The 
patient died from respiratory tract infection, and autopsy 
revealed extensive degenerative changes and fibrosis of 
tracheal and bronchial cartilage. Case 2. A 37 years old 
female with Graves disease had received propyl thiouracil for 
tour years. There were reddening and swelling of the auricula 
and nose with pain of jo ints. She also suffe red from 
scleroconjunctivitis. Histological diagnosis of biopsy taken 
from the auricular cartilage was relapsing polychondritis. 
Laboratory examination revealed hyper y globulinemia, 
positive antinuclear antibody, positive reaction for thyroid 
and microsome tests. Both cases showed typical histological 
features of relapsing polychondritis, and T cells predominated 
in the infiltrating cells around the cartilages. 

24. MESOTHELIOMAS IN JAPAN -AN IMMUNO 
HISTOCHEMICAL REAPPRAISAL OF 80 AUTOPSY 
CASES 

M. Kitagawa, and W. lwai.; Toyama Medica! and Pharma
ceutical University, Toyama, and The Research lnstitute of 
Tuberculosis, Tokyo, Japan 

To clarify the curren! status of mesothelioma incidence in 
Japan and its pathological characteristics we collected 80 
cases registered in the Annual of the Pathological Autopsy 
Cases in Japan in 1984, on which a conventional histological 
examination already has been done ( «the first step" survey 
by H. E. , a lucían blue with hyaluronidase digestion, and silver 
impregnation). This time, as the second step, we reexamined 
those cases with EMA, CEA, AE-1 , PKK-1 , and Vimentin 
stainings. The diagnostic rate of «definite" mesotheliomas 
went up to 86.3% (69 cases) from 77.5% (62 cases) at the 
first step. Besides all 12 «probable» cases, 3 of 7 «possible" 
cases and 4 of 11 «not mesothelioma" cases became 
«definite», mainly beca use of positive epithelial characteristics 
in sarcomatous pattern. lnvertedly 1 case of upossible" 
category was diagnosed as adenocarcinoma by the CEA 
positivity. All 3 remaining cases at upossible" were of sarco
matous appearance. The sites of tumors in 69 cases were 
pericardial 6, pleural 50, and peritoneal 13, and the male to 
female ratio was 2.65:1. 
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Thus, immunohistochemistry is a useful means to ensure 
the diagnosis of mesothelioma. An increasing trend of ma
lignan! mesothelioma in these years (around 0.4% in ali 
malignancies) is also to be shown. 

25. NERVE SHEATH TUMORS ANO PSEUOOTUMORS 
OF THE PERIPHERAL NERVES: SIMILARITIES ANO 
OIFFERENCES ASCERTAINEO BY IMMUNOHIS
TOCHEMISTRY 

A. Kotsianti, S. Markaki, G. Liapi-Avgeri, A. Lakka, A. 
Livieratos, V. Bouropoulou.; Histopathology Departement, 
Peripheral General Hospital, KAT Kifissia, Greece 

Tumors and tumor-like proliferations of peripheral nerves 
constitute a group of lesions presenting histologicaliy much 
likeness but also many differences. 

We studied a series of 47 nerva seath benign tumors and 
pseudotumors of peripheral nerves by immunohistochemical 
methods. Ali reactions were performed on serial sections 
from formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissue blocks. The 
antibodies used were commercialiy purchased monoclonal 
against intermediate filaments (cytokeratin, vimentin, desmin, 
S-100 and EMA). 

The results of our study point to the foliowing conclusions: 
True neoplasms of the nerve sheath (neurilemomas and 
neurofibromas) were composed of an ad mixture of Schwann 
celis and fibroblasts. The celis in both tumors reacted with 
vimentin and S-100 and variably with GFAP. The differences 
observed between the two tumors were rather quantative 
and refer to the ratio of Schwann celis to fibroblasts, as weli 
as to the amount and type of interceliular si roma. Amputation 
or traumatic neuromas were also composed of vimentin and 
S-100 positive fibroblasts and Schwann celis but they were 
arranged in organoid structures with centraliy neuraxons 
positively reacting with myelin basic protein. EMA positive 
perineural celis were detected al the periphery. Finaliy in 
Morton's neuromas the proliferating celis were exclusively 
vimentin positive fibroblasts. 

26. MYC PROTO-ONCOGENE ALTERATIONS IN 
OSTEOSARCOMAS ANO EWING 'S SARCOMAS 

M. Ladanyi, C.K. Park, S.C. Jhanwar, J. Healey, A.G. 
Hu vos. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, 
NY 

The MYC proto-oncogene [formerly c-myc] has been 
shown to be overexpressed in tumor specimens of several 
types of sarcoma, including Ewing's sarcoma [ESVperiph
eral neuroectodermal tumor [PNET] and osteogenic sar
coma [OS]. In sorne cases, the overexpression is dueto gene 
amplification, whereas in other cases its molecular basis has 
not been studied. The total numbers of specific types of 
sarcomas included in published studies remains very small. 
MYC deregulation in sarcomas may occur by diffarent 
mechanisms, since sorne OS cell lines show MYC 
overexpression in the absence of amplification. Alternative 
mechanisms of MYC deregulation well described in 
lymphomas include translocations and activating point mu
tations at the exon-1 Pvull site. 

To define the nature and incidence of MYC gene altera
tions in a larger series of clinical specimens of OS and ES/ 
PNET, we studied 33 specimens on 31 patients with high 
grade OS [22 primary, 11 metastatic], and 14 specimens on 
12 patients with ES/PNET [ali primary] for MYC gene rear
rangement, amplification , and activating point mutation. MYC 
gene rearrangement was studied by Southern blot analysis 
[SBA] using a MYC exon-1 probe and EcoRI digestion. For 
MYC gene amplification, the sama blots were rehybridized 
with probes for various reference genes, and the signals 
were comparad and quantitated in suspicious cases. Point 
mutations al the exon-1 Pvuli site were detected by SBA using 
a MYC exon-1 probe with Pvull digestion. 

Two of 32 OS [6%], both of which were primary, and none 
of 11 ES/PNET specimens showed MYC gene amplification. 
None of the specimens tested showed MYC rearrangement 
[0/33 and 0/13]. or point mutation [0/30 and 0/9]. Hence, a 
subset of OS display MYC gene amplification; its possible 
correlation with clinical or biologic parameters warrants fur
ther investigation. We are currently studying the same series 
of cases for MYC overexpression by immunoperoxidase 
staining for the MYC protein. This should aliow us to deter
mine how MYC protein overexpression correlates with gene 
amplification, and whether it occurs in the absence of de
tectable genomic alterations of the MYC gene. 

27. PRIMARY BONE SARCOMAS WITH RHABOO
MYOSARCOMATOUS OIFFERENTIATION. 
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J. Lamovec, A. Zidar, M. Bracko, R. Golouh. ; lnstitute of 
Oncology, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Primary bone sarcomas with rhabdomyosarcomatous 
differentiation are extremely rare. We report three such 
cases: 1. a case of dedifferentiated chondrosarcoma with 
pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma as the «dedifferentiated» 
componen!, in the femur of a 70 year-old man, who died with 
pulmonary metastases 4 months foliowing amputation, 2. a 
case of flbrosarcoma-li ke tumor with differentiated 
rhabdomyosarcomatous componen!, in the tibia of a 32-
year-old man, who is alive 3 years alter the amputation and 
subsequent pulmonary metastasectomies, 3. a case of 
osteosarcoma with foci of differentiated rhabdomyosarcoma, 
in the rib o! a 42-year-old woman, who is alive 3 months 
fo llowing biopsy and preoperative chemotherapy . 
lmmunohistochemicaliy, rhabdomyoblastic celis showed 
positive reaction to desmin in ali 3 cases, to myoglobin and 
muscle specific actin in 2 cases, and to vimentin in one case, 
while reactions to keratin, EMA, and S-100 protein were 
negative. Particularly intriguing is the second case in which 
the bulk of the tumor was represented by a fibrosarcoma-like 
growth with nests of differentiated malignan! rhabdomyoblasts. 
Spindle celis showed no cross striation on light microscopy 
and EM, were negative for muscle markers, and produced 
coliagen. The same two components were also seen in lung 
metastases. We are not certain how to categorize this tumor, 
which bears only partial resemblence to the recentlydescribed 
spindle cell rhabdomyosarcoma. The possibility of Triton 
tumor was entertained, but Schwannian differentiation of 
spindle ce ll componen! was not confi rmed 
immunohistochemically or by EM. We speculate that this 



case may well be an imperfect malignan! mesenchymoma 
lacking one componen!. Our 3 cases add further evidence for 
a pluripotentiality of the primitive mesenchymal cells which 
give rise to bone sarcomas. 

28. TUMORS OF THE GLOMUS BODY: HISTOLOGICAL, 
HISTOCHEMICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
FEATURES 

G. Liapi-Avgeri, S. Markaki, A. Livieratos, A. Kotsianti, A. 
Lakka, V. Bouropoulou; Histopathology Departement, Pe
ripheral General Hospital, KAT Kifissia, Greece 

The term glomus tumor refer to a group of benign lesions 
recapitulating more or less the normal structure of glomus 
body. The histology of these lesions and their differentiation, 
as well as upon the number and appearance of the vascular 
structures which are their main components. Whether or not 
all glomus tumors represen! tumor-like malformations or at 
least sorne of them are in fact true neoplasms is still un resolved. 

The purpose of the present study was the establishment of 
criteria upon which the discrimination of tumor malformation 
of the glomus body from true neoplasms with glomus cell 
differentiation could be based. The histological features of 21 
tumors of the glomus type were correlated to the 
immunohistochemical findings and to the composition of the 
intercellular stroma. 

The results of ourstudycan be summarized in the followings: 
a) most tumor (n=18) were composed of all three components 
present in the normal glomus body (vessels, glomus cells 
and nerve fibers ). Depending upon the ratio of the vascular 
to the cellular camponent these tumors can be defined as 
either vascular or cellular and it is suggested that they 
represen! tumor-like malformations. b) a small number ( n=3) 
of tumors were mainly composed of round cells with scarce 
vascular and stromal elements and devoid of nerve fibers. 
Although the cytological features of round cells were in 
general similar to those of the glomus cells differences were 
observed concerning their immunophenotype. This last tu
mor type might represen! true neoplasm. 

29. OSSIFYING FIBROMYXOID TUMOR, A NON-OSSIFY
ING VARIANT 

CT Liew·, MWM Suen', YF Poon .. , F Mac-Moune Lai* . 
*Dept. of Anatomical & Cellular Pathology, and ··surgery, 
Prince of Wales Hospital, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong 

Ossifying fibromyxoid tumor (OFT) of soft parts is a distinc
tive soft tissue tumor recently described by Enzinger (Am J 
Surg Pathol 1989; 13:817). This encapsulated, partly lobulated 
tumor is microscopically characterized by small eosinophilic 
cells arranged in cords and rows which are separated by a 
prominent myxoid stroma. The term «Ossifying» is coined for 
the presence of a rim of bone and calcification. We describe 
here an otherwise typical example of ossifying fibromyxoid 
tumor, with absence of osteoid formation and of the ossifying 
componen!. 

A 2-cm. subcutaneous nodule was excised from the fore
head of a 43 year-old man which was shown not attached to 
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the skull by CT sean. The nodule hada thin f ibrous capsule 
which contained many nerve bundles. The partial lobulation, 
the small eosinophilic tumor cells arranged in rows and files, 
and the myxoid stroma were all characteristic features of the 
OFT of soft parts. However, no osteoid or calcification could 
be identified. Similar to previously reported cases of OFT, the 
tumorcells did not contain glycogen as demonstrated by PAS 
stain and electron microscopy. The myxoid matrix contained 
small quantity of sulfated glycosaminoglycans stained by 
alcian blue wh ic h was hyaluronidase sensi t ive . 
Ultrastructurally, there were plentiful cytoplasmic intermediate 
filaments, poorly developed organelles, absence of cell 
processes or junction, and incomplete externa! lamina. 
lmmunoperoxidase stain was positive for vimentin and S 100 
protein. Stains for keratins, desmin, actin, GFAP, and Leu 7 
were negative. 

While the term «ossifying fibromyxoid tumor» has been 
used for this distinctive pathological entity, the lack of ossi
fication does not exclude the diagnosis as in our example, 
which was a lso described in 13 of the 61 previously reported 
cases. The nature of this lesion remains undetermined. 
However, chondroid and Schwann cell histogenesis have 
been proposed. 

30. TUMOR CELL HETEROGENEITY IN SYNOVIAL SAR
COMAS: AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL EVALUATION 

S. Markaki, G. Liap i-Avgeri , A. Lakka, A. Livieratos, A. 
Kotsianti, V. Bouropoulou; Histopathology Departement, 
Peripheral General Hospital KAT Kifissia, Greece 

The phenomenon of tumor cell heterogeneity in soft tissue 
sarcomas is expressed by the presence of structural 
polymorphism and cell phenotypic variability. Synovial sar
coma represents a typical example of neoplastic growth with 
biphasic pattern. A series of 15 soft t issue sarcomas 
histologically classified as synovial sarcomas (6 biphasic and 
9 monophasic) were stud ied by immunohistochemical 
methods in order to detect the various cell clones participating 
in the tumorgrowth. The five classesof intermediate filaments 
as well as other structural and functional proteins were 
detected on formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissue sections 
by overnight incubation with commercially purchased 
monoclonals using the avidin-streptavidin method. 

lt was found that in all sarcomas (n=15) more than one cell 
types was present. Besides EMA and cytokeratin positive 
tumorcells, immunoreactivity with neurofilaments (n=9) GFAP 
(n=4) and desmin (n=1) was also observed. Moreover varia
ble number of neoplastic cells also expressed S-100 protein , 
ex 1-antichymotrypsin and smooth muscle actin was detected 
in all tumors. Since tumor cell heterogeneity seems to play 
importan! role in the fields of diagnosis, treatment and 
prognosis of neoplastic diseases we believe that the as
sessment of tumor cell heterogeneity should be part of the 
definition of a tumor. 

31 . EXTRASKELETAL MYXOID CHONDROSARCOMA 
IN CHILDREN: A STUDY OF THREE CASES 

J.M. Meis, Dept. of Soft Tissue Pathology, Armed Forces 
lnsti tute of Pathology, Washington, DC, USA 
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Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma (EMC) is extremely 
rare in children with only seven cases reported in !he litera
ture to date. 01 120 previously unreported cases of EMC 
retrieved from the archives of the Armed Forces lnstitute of 
Pathology between 1970-1989, three (2.5%) occurred in 
children 18 years of age or less. There were three boys 
ranging from six to 15 years of age (median 14 years). The 
lesions were located in the foot, leg, and neck. The tumor size 
was stated in only one case and was 5 cm. All lesions were 
excised and in one case the primary tumor was also treated 
by radiation and chemotherapy. Two patients are alive 16 
yrs. 1 O mos. and 19 yrs. alter diagnosis; both patients 
currently have no evidence of disease although the latter 
palien! did have a local recurrence 14.5 yrs. alter diagnosis. 
The remaining patient expired of widespread metastases 15 
yrs. afterdiagnosis; this patient also had two local recurrences 
(interval to first recurrence 1 Oyrs.) and pulmonary metastases 
(12 yrs.). Histologically, the lesions were somewhat more 
cellularthan but otherwise similar to EMC seen in adults. One 
case was focally hypercellular with isolated foci closely 
resembling monophasic synovial sarcoma. Lesionsconsisted 
primarily of spindled to round cells with sean! eosinophilic 
cy1oplasm, were relatively well circumscribed with a fibrous 
capsule, divided into discrete lobules by fibrous sepia, were 
hypovascular, and hada variable amount of myxoid matrix. 
One case contained small foci of hyaline cartilage. Mitotic 
rates of the primary tumors were low (1-2/50 hpf). The data 
reported herein does no! confirm !he conclusions of previous 
studies that state EMC in children are more aggressive than 
adults; rather they suggest that children tare as well if not 
better despite the fact that their lesions may be more cellular. 
However, like adults, they may experience local recurrences 
and eventually develop late metastases, necessitating 
longterm follow-up and surveillance studies for disease re
currence. 

32. CLEAR CELL SARCOMA (MALIGNANT MELANOMA 
OF SOFT PARTS) IN CHILDREN ANO ADOLESCENTS: A 
STUDY OF 16 CASES 

J.M. Meis, Dept. of Solt Tissue Pathology, Armed Forces 
lnstitute of Pathology, Washington, D.C., USA 

Sixteen cases of clear cell sarcoma (CCS) in children and 
adolescents 18 years of age or less were identified from the 
archives of the Armed Forces lnstitute of Pathology. There 
were 8 males and 8 females, ages 7-17 yrs. (median 12.5 
yrs.). Twelve of 16 tumors (67%) were located in lhe extremities 
(4 foot, 3 leg, 2 thigh, 2 hand, 1 arm) and one each was 
located in the abdominal wall, back, genital area, and scalp. 
Tumor sizes ranged from <1 cm. to 6 cm. (median 3 cm.). The 
majority of patients were treated primarily with excision; only 
3 received adjuvant therapy. Five patients had local recur
rences and 5 had metastases. The median follow-up in 11 
patients was 84 mos. (range 19-264 mos.). Eight patients are 
alive 19-226 mos. alter diagnosis; 7 of these have no evi
dence of disease al a median interval of 84 mos. although 4 
of these had prior local recurrences and/or metastases. 
Another patient is currently alive with lung metas tases al 163 

L 
mos. Three patients are dead of their disease al 22, 55, and 
264 mos. Metastases were to lungs (4), bone (1 ), solt tissue 

(1) and regional lymph nades ( 1 ). Histologically the cells were 
arranged in distinctive packets by collagen bands; they were 
glycogen rich with eosinophilic to clear cytoplasm, uniform 
round to oval nuclei, and prominent nucleoli. There were 
occasional multinucleated giant cells. S100 protein was 
detected in 7/9 cases, HMB-45 in 4n, vimentin in 6/6, muscle 
specific actin in 3/5 and Leu-7 in 1 of 2 cases; no case stained 
for either keratin (0/5) or desmin (0/3) . Six of 7 cases stained 
for both S-100 and HMB-45 and one stained for HMB-45 but 
not for S-100 protein. Overall the survival, metastatic and 
local recurrence rates are similar to !hose in adults with ces 
as are the histologic features and immunohistochemical 
profile. These results indicate CCS in children and adoles
cents is relatively rare but otherwise similar to its adult 
counterpart, requiring longterm follow-up despite prolongad 
disease free intervals. 

33. CLEAR CELL SARCOMA OF SOFT TISSUES: THE 
MAYO CLINIC EXPERIENCE BASED IN AN APPRAISAL 
OF35CASES 

D. Lucas, A. G. Nascimento, and F. H. Sim, Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN. USA 

Thirty five cases of clear cell sarcoma of solt tissues (CCS) 
were studied in an attempt to determine clinical and/or 
morphologic features importan! in predicting prognosis. 
Tumors occurred most commonly in the extremities, and the 
majority of the patients were young adult females. Surgery 
was the elected treatment in every case. Five patients 
experienced local recurrences, and 22 developed metastatic 
disease. Fifty tour percent of the patients died of tumor, 11 
percent are currently alive with disease, and the remaining 35 
percent are alive and well. The average survival for each 
group was 67 months, 113 months, and 103.5 months, 
respectively. ces is characterized by small clusters of 
polygonal to spindle cells featuring clear to slightly basophilic 
cytoplasm, and vesicular nuclei with prominent nucleoli. The 
clusters are separated by delicate fibrous septae. ces is 
characterized by low mitotic activity, little orno necrosis, and 
mild nuclear pleomorphism. Tumor size appears to be !he 
only statistically significan! predictor of prognosis. Ali 12 
patients with tumors over 5 cm died of disease or are alive 
with disease. Eleven of 20 patients with tumors smaller than 
5 cm are alive with no evidence of disease. No significan! 
correlation was found between survival and the other clinical 
and pathological variables examinad. The optimal treatment 
for CCS appears to be complete resection which can be 
achieved by radical amputation procedures oren-bloc resec
tions. Adjuvant radiation therapy may play an importan! role 
in management, as local recurrence adversely affects the 
outcome of this disease. 

34. MALIGNANTTUMORS WITH RHABDOID FEA TU RES: 
HISTOPATHOLOGIC ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
STUDY 

T. Nikaido, T . Shimoda, S. Ushigome, E. lshikawa. Jikei 
U., Tokyo. Japan 

Malignant rhabdoid tumor (MRT) is characterized by ag
gressive clinical course and unique light microscopic find-
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ings. However, our experience shows rhabdoid cells (RCs) 
are seen not only in sarcomas other !han MAT but also in 
carcinomas. We have studied tumors with RCs 
histopathologically and immunohistochemically. 

Reviewed cases consisted of 4 M RTs of !he kidney (MRTK), 
4 MRTs of the soft part (MRTS), 2 squamous cell carcinomas 
(SCC), 3 adenocarcinomas (breas!, pancreas and rectum), 
3 malignan! melanomas and 1 malignan! mesothelioma. In 
carcinomas, RCs were recognized focally in poorly differ
entiated areas. Many RCs had large acidophilic hyaline-like 
inclusion, bu! granular, concentricfilamentous, or peri nuclear 
dot-like structures were also seen. lmmunohistochemically, 
most cases had diverse phenotype with cytokeratins (CKs) 
and vimentin . MRTs also showed myogenous and neural 
diversity. MRTs and adenocarcinomas had tendency with 
appearance of CKs of low molecularweight, and SCC tended 
to demonstrate CKs of high molecular weight. Additionally, 
somecarcinomas revealed positive reaction to NSEg, HHF35 
and desmin. Malignan! melanomas differed from MRTs with 
positivity to S-100 protein and NSE, and negativity to CKs. 

RCs in these different tumors showed morphological, 
immunohistochemical similarity. The results suggest that the 
appearance of RCs does not represen! a particular tumor 
type, bu! a common phenotype in poorly differentiated tumors. 

35. THE METASTATIC PATTERN'S OF EWING'S SAR
COMA OF BONE REVISITED 

Pedro Oliveira, Paula Borralho, M. Odette Almeida., Ins
tituto Portugues de Oncologia de Francisco Gentil, Lisboa; 
Portugal 

Ewing's sarcoma [ES] is an uncommon and highly aggres
sive primary tumor of bone characterized by preferential 
metastatic involvement of lung and/or bone. In order to 
determine whether any pathologic aspects of !he primary 
tumor could predict their metastatic profile, we reevaluated a 
series of 37 ES with metastases in lung (n=16), bone (n=14) 
and lung + bone (n=7). Tumors were classified as «typical» 
(n=9) or «atypical» (n=28) according to Hartman et al. 
(Cancer 67:163-171, 1991) . The «filigree» pattern was 
present in 23 cases. lmmunohistochemical and lectin 
histochemical analysis was performed in 20 cases, using 
antibodies to vimentin, S 100 protein, neuron-specific enolase, 
cytokeratin; and lectins of wheat germ, soybean, horse gram, 
peanut, concanavalin and ulex europaeus. DNA ploidy as
sessed in 4 m Feulgen-stained sections by image analysis, 
was done in 14 cases. 

AtypicaV • filigree• VIM S100 NSE KER Diploidl 
typical aneuploid 

LUNG 4/12 1 5/16 1 5/16 1 0/16 2116 1/16 3/0 

BONE 4/1 o l 13/ 14 
1 

3/ 14 I 0/14 3/14 0/14 5/3 

LUNG 
+ 1/6 5n 1 w on 2n on 3/0 

BONE 

Lectin-binding pattern was uniform for ali cases and only 
binding siles for concanavalin were present in the tumor 
cells. We concluded that: 1) significan! correlation was ob-
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served between !he «filigree" pattem and bone metastasis 
(p=0.002); and 2) immunohistochemical and lectin binding 
pattern confirmed previously documented phenotypes for 
this tumor, and as well as DNA ploidy, showed no value in 
predicting the metastic behaviour. 

(Supported by a grant from Nucleo Regional do Sul da Liga 
Portuguesa Contra o Cancro) 

36. DNA PLOIDY CYTOPHOTOMETRIC ANAL YSIS IN 
SMALL ROUND CELL TUMORS OF BONE 

Pedro Oliveira, Paula Borralho, Isabel Fonseca, M. Odette 
Almeida. Instituto Portugués de Oncologia de Francisco 
Gentil, Lisboa; Portugal. 

DNA ploidy showed to be useful to inform the prognosis of 
certain types of malignan! neoplasms and namely, amongst 
the so-called small round cell tumors (SBRCT), the 
neuroblastomas. In a series of 20 SRBCT primary of bone 
[«typical» Ewing's sarcoma (!ES) (n=12), «atypical» Ewing's 
sarcoma (a ES) (n=5) (Cancer 67: 163-171, 1991) and 
Mesenchymal Chondrossarcoma (MC) (n=3)] with different 
localization and receiving distinct therapeutic approaches 
we perform image cytometry to evaluate the DNA ploidy 
profile of the tumor cells. We analyzed 4 mm Feulgen stained 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded sections; in each case at 
last 120 cells were evaluated and 10-20 lymphocytes/ 
neutrophils used as 2c standard. In mesenchymal 
chondrosarcoma undiferentiated and !acunar cells were 
separately analyzed. 

!ES aES MC[lac.cells] MC[und.cells 

Diploid 1 0/12 3/5 3/3 3/3 

Aneuploid 2112 215 0/3 0/3 

Ali but one palien! died of disease. From these results we 
conclude that: 1) there is a significan! number of diploid cases 
in this series, which reinforces that ploidy is not useful as a 
prognostic indicator in these tumors; 2) there is a relatively 
more frequent number of aneuploid cases in the «atypical» 
Ewing's sarcoma vs «typical" ones; and 3) the 3 mesenchymal 
Chondrosarcoma were diploid and no difference were found 
between the two distinct populations pointing to a common 
progeny. 

(Supported by a grant from Nucleo Regional do Sul da Liga 
Portuguesa Contra o Cancro) 

37. ONCOGENIC OSTEOMALACIA: CLINICOPATHOLO
GIC STUDY OF 17 BONE LESIONS 

Y.K. Park, K.K. Unni, J.W. Beabout, S.F. Hodgson. Sec
tion of Surgical pathology, Departments of Diagnostic Radi
ology and Endocrinology, Mayo Clinic, Mayo Foundation, 
Rochester, MN 

Osteomalacia (from Greek Osteon, bone + malakia, soft
ness) is the skeletal manifestation of various metabolic 
abnormalities which result in detective mineralization leading 
to an accumulation of nonmineralized or poorly mineralized 
osteoid over the surfaces of both compact cortical and 
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spongy trabecular bone. Patients with oncogenic or tumor
ous osteomalacia have mesenchymal tumors that somehow 
lead to hypophosphatemia, normocalcemia, renal phosphate 
leak, elevated alkaline phosphatase and osteomalacia. We 
col lected 17 cases of oncogenic osteomalacia associated 
with bone lesions from the Mayo Clinic and our consultation 
files. There were five cases of fibrous dysplasia, 3 cases of 
hemangiopericytoma, and two cases of atypical fibrous 
histiocytoma. The remainder consisted of one each of 
osteosarcoma, chondroblastoma, chondromyxoid fibroma, 
malignan! fibrous histiocytoma, giant cell tumor, fibroma and 
hemangioma. Radiographs were available for study in 14 
cases. Radiologically, there was diffuse nonspecific decrease 
in radiodensity, coarsening of bon y trabeculae and 
pseudofracture in six cases. In six patients with fibroma, 
chondroblastoma, chondromyxoid fibroma, two fibrous 
dysplasia, osteosarcoma, the grow1h plates were widened. 
The most characteristic histologic findings were the presence 
of vascular proliferation, stromal calcification and giant cells. 
A hemangiopericy1omatous vascular pattern was identified 
in 50 % of cases. Among the 17 tumors, 7 showed stromal 
calcification. In five, there was diffuse to focal fine lattice like 
calcification. 60 % of the lesions contained multinucleated 
giant cells. In most of the cases, there was clinical and 
biochemical evidence of recovery soon alter the complete 
resection of the lesion. Radiologically,four patients with 
widened grow1h plates showed healed rickets lour months 
alter surgery. When the les ion recurred or metastasized, the 
serum phosphorus decreased and alkaline phosphatase 
increased. Bone lesions producing osteomalacia form a 
diverse group of neoplasms and neoplasm-like lesions with 
no single diagnostic pattern to suggest the presence of 
osteomalacia 

38. FU-3 MoAb A SPECIFIC MARKER FOR MALIGNANT 
FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA?. AN ANALYSIS OF 32 MA
LIGNANT BONE ANO SOFT TISSUE SARCOMAS 

Perez-Bacete MJ, Llombart-Bosch A.Department of Pa
thology. Medical School of Valencia. Spain 

Malignan! Fibrous Histiocy1oma (MFH) is a heterogene
ous neoplasm with pleomorphic histology and uncertain 
histogenesis. Facultative histiocy1es showing mesenchymal 
differentiation may constitute the stem cell for this tumor at 
present. No specific cell markers have been recognized for 
MFH. Mesenchymal as well as monocy1e-macrophage 
markers may be present in a variable amount. 

FU-3 monoclonal antibody was raised originally against 
two cultured MFH cell lines and has been claimed by lwasaki 
et al. (1987) to be a specific cell marker for MFH and 
liposarcoma tumor cells as well as for fibroblast and 
perivascular mesenchymal cells in frozen tissue sections. 

We have tested 32 cases of mesenchymal and bone 
malignan! human sarcomas with the FU-3 MoAb using the 
ABC methodology. 51 frozen tumoral cases, obtained from 
surgical (s) specimens (26 cases) and sorne of them trans
planted into nude mice (n) were used. The cases studied 
were 17 MFH (1 Os + 7n), 4 fibrosarcomas (s), 1 O 

osteosarcomas (6s + 4n), 1 O rhabdomyosarcomas (3 s + 7n), 
9 synovial sarcomas (2 s + 7 n), and 1 malignan! melanoma. 

Cellular Stain Perivasc. Stain 

Tumoral type FocaVOiffuse Negative + ++ +++ 

MFH 14 3 10 3 4 

Fibrosarcoma 3 1 1 2 

Synovial Sarcoma 6 3 3 4 2 

Rhabdomyosarcoma 8 2 5 5 o 
Osteosarcoma 8 2 5 2 3 

Malignan! Melanoma o o o 
In conclusion, tumors otherthan MFH express the antigenic 

determinan! recognized by the FU-3 MoAb, both in tumoral 
cells as well in perivascular areas. The pattern of staining 
observed in tumoral vessels might be useful to study the 
distribution of tumoral microvasculature compared with nor
mal tissues. 

39. GENOMIC ABNORMALITIES IN SOFT TISSUE SAR
COMAS 

R. Robinson, Oepartment of Pathology, Universityof lowa, 
lowa City, IA, USA. 

lt is hoped that a better understanding of oncogene ab
normalities in tumors will further extend our knowledge of 
neoplasia. Since in vivo it is unlikely that single oncogenes 
act independently, our laboratory believes that it is importan! 
to study numerous oncogenes in histologically similar tumor 
types. 

To this end we have studied 26 soft tissue sarcomas for 
oncogene amplification (genomic) or rearrangement with 1 O 
difieren! oncogene probes. The tumors included 5 
rhabdomyosarcomas (RMS), 6 malignan! fibrous 
histiocytomas (MFH), 2 fibrosarcomas, 1 osteosarcoma, 2 
Ewings, 4 liposarcomas (LS) and 6 leiomyosarcomas. Ele
ven cases were also sequenced for H-ras-1 gene mutations. 

Southern blotting revealed that one RMS had e-sis and c
myc amplification along with a H-ras-1 mutation. Another 
RMS showed neu rearrangement. A LS hada sis rearrange
ment. We have found a potential 'hot spot' in the H-ras-1 
gene sequence since two MFH's and 1 RMS (the one which 
also hade-sis and c-myc abnormalities) had mutations in the 
second base position of codon 12. There was a G to T 
mutation in the RMS anda G to A mutation in both MFH's. We 
believe the finding of frequent (2 of 5) oncogene abnormali
ties in RMS and a common abnormality in the H-ras-1 gene 
in similar as well as histologically divergen! sarcomas may 
serve as importan! insights into the genesis of these tumors. 

40. HIBERNOMA OF AXILA: CASE REPORT, LIGHT ANO 
E. MICROSCOPY FEATURES 

Rodriguez Prados, S., Colombo de Holgado, S. and 
Reynoso, A .. Servicio de Anatomia Patologica, Hosp. Centro 
de Salud, Tucumán. Argentina 

The term Hibernoma is applied to a special type of lipoma, 
infrecuently found in man. This tumor is considered to arise 
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from vestiges of brownfatsimilar to the glandular brown 
adipose tissue occurring in the hibernating organs of certain 
animal species. We reporta case of a 27 years old male with 
an axilar tumor and no other significan! symptom. Gross 
examination showed a solid encapsulated brown coloured 
mass. lt was 10 x 9 x 4 cm in size. 

Light and E. Microscopy of this un usual tumor are disscused 
and compared with other cases reported in the literature. 

41. STUDY OF SOFT TISSUE TUMORS AT «JUAN 
CANALEJO» HOSPITAL (LA CORUÑA) 

José Manuel Rois Soto, MD, Ana Armesto Pérez, MD, 
José Antonio Bello Giz, MD, Jose Antonio Ortiz, MD, Augusto 
Alvarez García, MD, Francisco Arnal Monreal, MD, Eduardo 
Vázquez Martul, MD. Spain 

Nearly 2.300 soft tissue tumors were studied at «Juan 
Canaleja" Hospital (La Coruña) during an eighteen- year 
interval between 1974 and 1991 . They were classified as 
follows: (1) Tumors and tumorlike lesions of fibrous tissues 
(192) (7,9%) (11) Fibrohistiocytic tumors (282) (11,6%) (11 1) 
Tumors and tumorlike lesions of addiposetlssue (717) (29,5%) 
(IV) Tumors of muscle tissue (182) (7,52%) (V) Tumors and 
tumorlike lesions of blood vessels (600) (24,7%) (VI) Tumors 
of lymph vessels (50) (2,06%) (VII) Tumors and tumorlike 
lesions of synovial tissue (55) (2,26%) (VIII) Tumors of 
mesothelial tissue (12) (0,55%) (IX) Tumors and tumorlike 
lesions of peripheral nerves (230) (9,48%) (X) Tumors of 
autonomicganglia (32) (1,34%) (XI) Tumorsof paraganglionic 
structures (12) (0,55%) (XII) Tumors and tumorlike lesions of 
cartilage and bone fonming tissues (6) (0,2%) (XIV) Tumors 
and tumorlike lesions of disputed or uncertain histogenesis 
(15) (0,66%) (XV) Unclassified tumors and tumorlike lesions 
(37) (1,54%). Detailed subclassification and clinical and 
histological features are reported. 

42. PROOUCTION OF MA TRIX METALLOPROTEINASES 
2 ANO 3 (STROMEL YSIN) BY STROMAL CELLS OF 
GIANT CELL TUMOR OF BONE 

Yasuyuki Sasaguri, Setsuro Komiya, Ko Suzuki•, Akio 
lnoue, and Minoru Morimatsu. Department of Pathology and 
Orthopedic Surgery, Kurume University, School of Medicine, 
Kurume 830, Japan 

GCT is generally considered as benign neoplasm, but 
there is a growing number of case that indica te the metastatic 
potential of GCTs. For tumor invasion and metastasis, deg
radation of basement membrane components is a crucial 
event. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) play a central role 
in catabolism of extracellular matrix macromolecules. 

Therefore, using the cultured GCT and antibodies against 
human matrix metalloproteinase 2 (al so known as "72-kDa
proge latinase I type IV procol lagenase») and 3 
(prostromelysin), we investigated the ability of GCT to produ
ce these enzymes and the relationship between its ability and 
the unique morphological characteristics of GCT. 

Here we report that giant cell tumor of bone produce two 
matrix metalloproteinases in zymogen form, which have 
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been identified as proMMP-2 and proMMP-3. GCT has been 
known to consist of two majorcell populations, multinucleated 
giant cells and stromal cells. Upon several passages of the 
tumor cells in culture, only stromal cells proliferated. These 
stromal cells produced proMMP-2 but not proMMP3. Addi
tion of the conditioned medium of primary GCT culture or 
human macrophage-conditioned medium to the passaged 
stromal cells induced the expression of proMMP-3. The 
production of proMMP-3 was also induced by interleukin 1 
(IL-1) but not by tumor necrosis factor (TNF). ProMMP-1 
(tissue procollagenase) was not detected even after these 
stimuli. lmmunohistochemical studies demonstrated that 
multinucleated giant cells in GCT produce IL-1 and TNF, 
suggesting that IL-1 secreted by multinucleated giant cells 
may be responsible for in vivo produclion of MMPs by the 
stromal cells. 

We propase that GCT has a self-stimulatory system for the 
production of matrix-degrading proteinases and that given 
appropriate stimuli, the ability of passaged stromal cells to 
secrete MMPs play an importan! role on the malignant 
behavior of GCT. 

43. FXllla, C068, SMOOTH MUSCLE ACTIN ANO PCNA 
IMMUNOREACTIVITY OF CONVENTIONAL GIANT CELL 
TUMOR ANO FIBROHISTICYTIC TUMOR OF BONE 

Scapinello A, Bullo S, Fassina AS, Montesco MC, Zoletto 
M, Melanotte PL • and Ninfo V. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica 
and 11 Clinica Ortopedica·. Universitá di Padova. ltaly 

The term ufibroisticytic tumor of bone" comprises a mor
phological and clinical heterogeneous group of lesions char
acterized by a spindle cells proliferation with facultative 
storiform pattern, Mullinucleate Osteoclastic-Like Giant Cell 
(OLGC) and Foamy Histiocytes (FH) in varying proportion. 
Conventional giant cell tumor of bone (GCT) is considered to 
be a member of this family by most authors. In order to clarify 
if a histogenetic link exists between GCT and the so called 
libro histiocytic tumors we investigated the phenotype of 
proliferating spindle cells (SpC) on paraffin embedded tissue 
of 15 GCT, 6 Non-Ossifying Fibromas (NOF) and 4 Malignant 
Fibrous Histiocytomas (MFH) of bone. We employed the 
following primary antisera: FXllla, CD68, Vimentin, alpha-1 
Smooth Muscle Actin (SMA) and Desmin. In the same series 
we tested the expression of MoAb PC 1 O of PCNA to estima te 
the proliferation activity. FXllla stained diffusely the cytoplasm 
of a variable numberof SpC in GCTand was more abundan! 
in storiform areas in which the OLGC content was lesser. 
Several SpC were positive to FXll la in all NOF and in 2 MFH 
where they formed a fine network around the more 
pleomorphic malignan! giant cell. CD68 decorated all OLGC 
and FH, irrespectively of tumor type, anda discrete number 
of SpC, mainly in NOF. Another SpC componen! was positive 
to SMA that in GCT occasionally stained mitotically active 
cells. SMA positive SpC were prominent in storiform areas, 
in a case of de novo malignan! GCT and in all MFH of which 
2 were d iffusely reactive to desmin and were consequently 
classified as leiomyosarcoma. These 2 cases interestingly 
did not express FXllla and CD68. PCNA index correlated 
with the biological characteristics of tumor type: low in NOF, 
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intermediate in GCT, high in MFH. The marked variability of 
PCNA index in our GCT cases seems to be related to MSA 
positive SpC componen!. In conclusion, SpC in GCT , NOF 
and MFH ex pressed FXllla, CD68 and SMA suggesting the 
presence of at least a double pathway of differentiation: 
histio-monocytic and myofibroblastic. In this respect GCT, 
NOF, and MFH appeared immuriophenotipically related entity. 
The proliferative and potentially malignan! SpC might likely 
be considered of myofibroblastic differentiation. 

44. INTERMEOIATE FILAMENTS ANO ACTIN ISOFORMS 
IN MYOGENIC NEOPLASMS : A MORPHOLOGIC, 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO MOLECULAR STUOY 

W. Schürch, M.L. Bochaton, A. Geinoz, R.N. Laurini, M . 
Cintorino, L. R. Bégin and G. Gabbiani. University of Montreal 
and Me Gill University, Montreal, Ganada, University of 
Geneva and Lausanne Switzerland and University of Siena, 
ltaly 

lntermediate fi laments and actin isoforms have proven to 
be most valuable cell differentiation markers, especially in 
myogenic neoplasms. A large series of such tumors was 
therefore analyzed : 4 leiomyomas, 24 leiomyosarcomas, 
and 20 rhabdomyosarcomas. The techniques employed 
included histology (H), transmission electron microscopy 
(T EM), immuno-histochemistry (IH), using antibodies to 
desmin (O), vimentin (V), a-smooth muscle actin (a-sma) and 
a -sarcomeric actin (a-sra), the latter cross-reacting with a 
cardiac and a -skeletal sarcomeric actins, as well as molecular 
methods, i.e. Northem blots (NB) using ANA probes far total 
actin (ta), a -sma, and skeletal and cardiac a-sra. In a ll in
stances the diagnoses were established by H and TEM. IH 
revealed the following cytoskeletal phenotypes: leiomyomas 
: V, O+ a-sma (4) , well differentiated leiomyosarcomas: V, 
O + a -sma (8) , V + a -sma (4), poorly differentiated 
leiomyosarcomas: V+ O (5), V (7), rhabdomyosarcomas: V, 
O + a -sra (18), V + a -sra (2). Molecular methods using NB 
revealed mRNA levels far ta and a -sma in all leiomyomas 
and well differentiated leiomyosarcomas, whereas in poorly 
differentiated leiomyosarcomas a-sma was not detected. 
Rhabdomyosarcomas of all histologic types expressed by 
NB mRNA far cardiac a-sra, but not skeletal a-sra. 

This study employing morphology far diagnoses (H and 
TEM), IH far intermedia te filament and actin isoform analysis 
and NB far mRNA determination of actin isoforms, revealed 
that a-sma represents a reliable differentiation marker in 
smooth muscle proliferation, being present in leiomyomas 
and well differentiated leiomyosarcomas but absent in poorly 
differentiated leiomyosarcomas. Rhabdomyosarcomas, 
surprisingly, expressed only cardiac a -sra, which represents 
a fetal or embryonic actin isoform in these neoplasms, and 
which appears transiently during the development of normal 
skeletal muscle. 

45. GIANT CELL TUMOR OF TENOON SHEATH : AN 
IMMUMOHISTOCHEMICAL STUOY 

K. Seki, T . Hirose, T. Hasegawa, K. Hizawa. The Depart
ment of Pathology, Universty of Tokushima School of Medi
cine, Tokushima, Japan 

Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath (GCTTS) is a benign 
lesion which occurs in the tendon sheath and the articular 
synovium and is composed of multinucleated giant cells 
(MGCs) and mononucleated stromal cells (SCs). lts origin 
and character are obscure. To clarify the character of SCs, 8 
GCTTSs were immunohistochemically studied using anti
bodies against human plasma f ibronectin (the mesenchymal 
maker), macrophge (KP1 and HAM56; the histiocytic mak
ers) and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). We could 
subdivided SCs into two types immunohistochemically. The 
first type is fibronectin-positive cell which is round to oval in 
shape and has an abundan! cytoplasm and eccentric large 
nucleus. These cells were d istributed th roughout the lesion 
and surrounded by fine collagen fibers individually. Sorne of 
these cells contained hemosiderin. The second type is KP1-
positive polygonal cells with a relatively narrow cytoplasm 
anda more centrally situated nucleus. The secons type cells 
tended to be arranged in alveolar and nest-like patterns. 
Many MGCs were also located among the second type cells. 
HAM56-positive cells had similar characteristics as KP1 -
positive cells. MGCs showed immunoreactivity far only KP1 . 
Both types of SCs were positive far PCNA. Normal synovial 
membrane is composed of fibroblast-like B cells and histiocyte
like A cells. The A and B cells are reported to react with 
histiocytic makers and fibronectin respectively . GCTTS 
seemed to be a proliferating lesion of cells corresponding to 
both types of synovial lining cells. Fibroblst-like B cell which 
contains fibronectin seemed to play an importan! role in 
p roliferating process becase fibronectin is thought to have 
many functions, such as regulation of phagocytic activity and 
cell proliferation. 

46. HISTOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 

STUDIES OF MALIGNANT FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA 

T. Shimoda, S. Ushigome, T. Nikaidoh, E. lshikawa. Jikei 

U., Tokyo. Japan 

Various tumors, which are pleomorphic and dedifferentiated 

liposarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, le iomyosarcoma, 

osteosarcoma poorly differentiated fibrosarcoma and carci
noma with sarcomatous change, show extremely similar 

features to MFH, and it is often difficult to d ifferentiate these 

tumors from MFH. We have done h istologica l and 

immunohistochemical analysis of 42 these tumors mimicking 

MFH and 36 cases of MFH. We d iscussed d ifferential diag

nosis between MFH and MFH-like tumors. Histologically, 
MFH was mainly composed of pleomorphic cells without 

specific histological differentiation. lmmunohistochemically, 

many tumor cells were positive far desmin and smooth 

muscle actin showing myofibroblastic d ifferentiation. On the 

other hand, various pleomorphic and dediferentiated sarco

mas and carcinomas with sarcomatous change showed 

same resultas MFH by immunohistochemical examination. 

These results suggest that MFH is primitive mesenchymal 

sarcoma mainly composed of myofibroblastic cell without 

specific cell differentiation. 

-----~------' 
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47. CHARACTERIZA TION OF TUMOR CELLS IN HUMAN 
MALIGNANT FIBROUS HISTIOCYTOMA 

K. Takahashi and M. Takeya. 2nd Dept. of Pathol, 
Kumamoto Univ. Med. School, Kumamoto, Japan 

In our previous studies of malignan! fibrous histiocytoma 
(MFH) in humans and of chemically induced MFH in rats, we 
have elucidated that histiocyte-like cells in these tumors are 
not neoplastic but infiltrated macrophages. In the curren! 
study, five human MFH cell lines were examined 
immunohistochemically and electron microscopically, and 
compared with fibrosarcoma and fibroblast cell lines to clarify 
the nature of tumor cells in human MFH. Ali MFH cell lines 
examined were positive for type 1 collagen and prolyl 
hydroxylase, but they failed to react with most anti-human 
macrophage monoclonal antibodies. Ultrastructurally, these 
cell lines showed the development of rough endoplasmic 
reticulum like fibroblasts or their related cells. These data 
indicated that MFH cell lines possess characteristics very 
similar to !hose of fibrosarcoma and fibroblast cell lines. 
Transplantation of cultured MFH cells into nude mice produced 
tumors similar in histology to human MFH and tumor cells 
showed no differentialion into macrophages or hisliocyte-like 
cells. Histiocyte-like cellsobserved in the nude mouse tumors 
showed no immunoreactivity to anti-human macrophage 
monoclonal antibodies but they were positive for anti-mouse 
macrophage monoclonal antibodies, indicating thal the 
histiocyte-like cells are infiltrated monocyte/macrophages of 
host origin. lmmunoadsorption experiment and 
immunohistochemical staining revealed production of 
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 by MFH cell lines. 

These results indicate that the tumor cells of human MFH 
shared common features to fibroblasts or thei r related cells 
and that the histiocyte-like cells are not neoplastic but infil
trated macrophages attracted by tumor-derived monocyte 
chemoattractant(s) . 

vimentin, but failed to revea! the presence of other markers 
such as myogenic, neurogenic or histiocytic characters. 

Furthermore, the occurrence of rhabdoid cells in ofher 
malignan! neoplasms was observed. In our file, extensive 
sampling of soft tissue sarcomas revealed the presence of 
such cells in difieren! types of soft t issue round cell sarcomas 
as foliows: 12 of 13 cases of epithelioid sarcomas, 8 of 13 
synovial sarcomas (composed of predominantly roundcells), 
6 of 20 extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcomas and 4 of 4 
round cell malignan! mesotheliomas. 

The appearance of rhabdoid cells is nota monopoly of one 
particular type of tumor. MRT of soft parts, however, seems 
to be linked to a definite entity on basis of the clinicopathologic 
features. 

49. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF 
MARKERS FOR SOFT TISSUE TUMORS 

K. von Boguslawsky and T. Bóhling. Dept. of Pathology, 
University of Helsinki, Finland 

Malignan! soft tissue tumors afien present differential 
diagnostic problems when studied by light microscopy. 

We stained 43 malignan! and a few benign soft tissue 
tumors immunohistochemically using antibodies against 
muscle and histiocytic markers to evaluate their use as 
diagnostic tools. Only formalin fixed material was used. The 
panel consisted of antibodies against human: muscle actin 
(MA), alpha-smooth muscle actin (SMA), desmin, myoglobin 
(MYG), sceletal fast myosin (MYS), factorXllla (Xll la) as well 
as the KP1 -antibody. 

The results were (positive tumors/total number of tumors): 
Leiomyosarcomas (LS): MA 19/20, SMA 19/20, desmin 17/ 
20, Xllla 9/20, KP1 4/20 (scattered cells), MYG and MYS 0/20. 

Rhabdomyosarcomas (RMS): MA 9/9, SMA 0/9, desmin 
8/9, MYS 7/9, MYG 5/9, KP1 2/9 and Xllla 0/9. 

Malignan! fibrous histiocytomas (MFH): Xllla 11/11, KP1 
48. MALIGNANT RHABDOID TUMOR OF SOFT PARTS 7¡11, MA 3¡11, SMA 1¡11, MYS, MYG and desmin 0/11 . 
ANO ITS RELATED LESIONS 

Among the markers for muscle differentiation MA shows a 
Masazumi Tsuneyoshi. Kyushu University. Fukuoka, Japan greater sensitivity compared to desmin, but the latter seems 
Six round celi neoplasms of the soft parts that histologically to be more specific as 3 MFH contained MA positive cells. 

resembled malignan! rhabdoid tumors (MRT) of the kidney SMA proved to be a sensitive and reliable marker for smooth 
were studied by immunohistochemical and electron-micro- muscle differentiation as most celis in 95% of the LS and ali 
scopic methods. The age of the patients ranged from 3 leiomyomas showed strong positivity and ali other tumors 
months to 36 years with a median of 17 years. The siles of the were negative except one MFH with rare positive cells. Both 
tumors were the upper arm, shoulder, buttock, perineum, MYS and MYG seem to be specific but rather unsensitive for 
inguinal and neck. The median greatest diameter of the striated muscle differentiation. Of these two MYS was the 
tumor was ?cm. Five of 6 patients died 3, 6, 1 O. 13, 28 more sensitive and never showed background staining occa-
months, respectively, afler the first operation. This indicates sionalty found using MYG. 
an aggressive clinical course in MRT. Histologically, the 
tumors consisted mainly of poorly differentiated round or, KP 1 stained malignan! cells in severa! MFH but also 
sometimes, polygonal cells, with a minority of spindle cells; scattered cells in the other malignan! tumors. Xllla positivity 
the cytoplasm of many of the cells contained filament-laden was found in ali MFH and severa! LS (43%) although the LS 
acidophilic inclusions. Ultrastructurally, the intracytoplasmic usualiy contained much fewer positive tumor cells than the 
structures consisted of aggregates of 10-nm intermediate MFH. The combination of SMA and Xll la therefore seems to 
filaments, but lacking specific structures such as myosin be a useful tool in the differential diagnosis between LS and 
filaments. lmmunohistochemical staining demonstrated the MFH. As no Xllla posilivity was found in the other tumors it 

presence of cytokeratin (AEl/AE3, CA_M_5_._2_)_. _E_M_ A_a_n_d __ ª_p_p-ea_r_s_to be more useful as a marker than KP 1. _J 
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50. MAST CELLS IN STROMA REACTION OF AN EXPE
RIMENTAL MAMMARY CARCINOMA 

N. Andrade, ES. Rivera· and R.M Bergoc· , «A. Roffo,, 
Oncology lnstitute; ·u. of Buenos Aires, Argentina 

The experimental mammary carcinoma was induced in 
female Sprague-Dawley rats by three i.p. doses of N-Nitroso
N-methylurea injected at 50, 80 and 110 days old of the 
animals. 

For histopathologycal analyses, tumor samples (3-6 mm. 
thick ) were fixed in formol 10% and embedded in parafin. 
Slides were cut with a microtome (3-4 mm) and stained with 
haematoxilin-eosin. For mast cells studies an aqueous 
toluidine blue solution was employed. Five random fields per 
slide were counted at 400 X magnification. The malignan! 
lesions developed were ductal carcinomas derived from 
glandular epithelium. Pleomorfism, nuclear hyperchromasia 
and high mitoses number per field were observed. The 
stromal connective tissue was usually composed by 
lymphocytes, eosinophils, mast cells and in sorne cases by 
polymorphonuclear leucocytes and necrosis. The host-re
action was·classified as low, moderate or hight. The mast 
cells were counted in relation to 600 tumora11:ells and were 
usually predominant in stroma reaction. 

The real signilicance of mas! cells presence in this expe
rimental carcinoma is not clear and needs to be investigated. 

51. H1 ANO H2 HISTAMINE RECEPTORS IN EXPERI
MENTAL ANO HUMAN MAMMARY CARCINOMAS 

N. Andrade, C. Davio· , G. Cricco', R. M. Bergoc", and E. 
S. Rivera· , «A. Rotto» Oncology lnstitute, ·u. of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina 

In order to study the role of Histamine (Hi) in tumorgrowth, 
we determined the presence of H1 and H2 receptors in 
experimental and human mammary carcinomas. 

The experimental mammary tumors were induced in female 
Sprague-Dawley rats by i.p. injection of N-nitroso-N
methylurea (NMU). Specific binding siles were characterized 
with 3H-Hi, 3H-Pyrilamine and 3H-Tiotidine using a purified 
membrane fraction of NMU i.p. induced tumors or breast 
tumor biopsies. 

The result obtained shows that ali induced tumors examined 
have specific binding sites, identi fied as H1 (Kd=35±10 nM) 
and H2 (Kd=4±1 nM). 60 % of the human mammary tumors 
examined showed H 1 (Kd=54±22 nM) and H2 (Kd=4±2 nM) 
specific siles and 40 % showed only H1 . 

" In vivo» studies using the agar clonogenic technique and 
«in vivo» treatment of rats bearing NMU induced tumors 
clearly demonstrate that Hi modula tes tumor growth through 
H1 and H2 receptors. 

52. PROLACTIN OEPENOENCE OF EXPERIMENTAL 
MAMMARY CARCINOMA 

N. Andrade, 'G. Martin, ·c. Davio, ºE. S. Rivera and ·R. M. 
Bergoc, «A. Rollo» Oncology lnstitute and ·u. of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina 

The prolactin dependence during the induction phase and 
development of an experimental mammary tumor has been 
studied. Malignan! mammary tumors were induced in female 
Sprague-Dawley rats by three i.p. injection of N-nitroso-N
methylurea at 50, 80 and 110 days old of animals. 

The prolactin dependence during the induction phase of 
these tumors has been analysed in lots of control rats, R 1625 
(1 mg./kg. day) and bromocriptin (1 mg./ kg. day) treated 
animals. The treatments began ten days befo re the first NMU 
injection. 

Difieren! parameters such as histopathologycal variety, 
latency period, tumoral incidence and number of tumors per 
animal were analysed. The results show a significative 
difference in the tumoral incidence (p<0.05) as well as in the 
rate of development of growing tumors. 

Prolactin receptor leve Is were also determined in tumors of 
control and treatcd rats. 

From the results obtained we demonstrated the promotor 
role of p rolactine in these experimental mammary carcino
mas and its influence on the masses of tumors developed. 

53. OIFFERENT EXPRESSION OF C-ERB 82 ONCOGENE 
PROOUCT, EPIOERMAL GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR 
ANO LAMININ RECEPTOR BETWEEN INVASIVE ANO 
INTRAOUCTAL COMPONENTS OF HUMAN BREAST 
CARCINOMA 

K. Arihiro, K. lnai, K. Kurihara, S. Takeda, And N. Khatun. 
Hiroshima University School 01 Medicine, Hiroshima 

Breas! carcinoma arises in the ducts or ductules and most 
of them invade to the stroma in the early stage of growth, but 
the mechanism of invasion has been poorly understood. On 
the other hand, expression of c-erb B-2 oncogene product 
(ERB) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) has 
been reported to be one of the prognostic factors in the 
patients with breast carcinoma Also, VLA-6 laminin receptor 
(LN R), which belongs to integrin family, has been pointed out 
to be a factor concerned in invasion of carcinoma. In this 
paper, we evaluate the expression of ERB, EGFR and LNR 
in human breas! carcinoma immunohistochemically to as
certain ditterences between invasive and intraductal com
ponents of carcinoma. 

Freezed sections of carcinoma as well as benign lesions 
of female breast were stained by ABC method, using anti
bodies anti-ERB (Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan) , anti-EGFR 
(Cambridge Research Biochemicals Ud. Gardbrook park, 
UK) and anti-VLA-6 (lmmunotech S.A., Marseille, France). 
No difference were noted in expression of ERB and EGFR 
between invasive and intraductal components. Furthermore, 
sorne of benign lesions including fibroadenoma and fibrocystic 
disease showed focal positive expression of ERB and EG FR. 
LNR was expressed at the cell membrane of normal ductal or 
ductular epithelium. The invasive components of breast 
carcinoma lost expression of LNR very often, and in the 
intraductal components expression of LNR was relatively 
well preserved. These results suggest that expression of 
ERB and EGFR are not correlated to invasive growth of 
breast carcinoma, but that LNR may play a role in invasive 
growth. 
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54. BREAST CANCER PROGNOSIS BY STATIC 
CYTOMETRY 

J. Azúa, P. Romeo, D. Martínez Tello, M. Serrano. Univer
sidad of Zaragoza. Spain 

The purpose of this work it is to show the obtained results 
in DNA quantification means by static cytometry in breast 
malign tumors. 

lt has been used «TEXCAN» system and progressive 
hematoxiline as staining technique. Which allows a more 
effective incorporation in a laboratory routine. Controls have 
always been internals using stroma cells and lymphocites. 
Cytological samples were obtained by Fine Needle Aspira
tion Biopsy (FNA), and in exceptional cases proceeding from 
surgical biopsy scrapping. 

They has been selected cases diagnosticated since 1980 
and studied its real survival. Histograms attained are com
pared to Auer types and different valuations are made based 
in enthropy and !hose types, coming to a final appraisement. 
The real follow up of the patients ables to make two big 
groups: «low and high grade of malignity» . These are con
firmed clinically as well as statistically, showing unequivocally 
how DNA quantification in breast cancer is the most useful 
prognostic. There have found a high percentage of cases 
with clear discordance between quantification and classic 
prognostic index, those have always been solved pleasing 
the first one. 

55. PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF CLASSICAL ANO 
MORPHOMETRICAL FEATURES IN BREAST CANCER. 
A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 133 PATIENTS 

L. Bengochea, M. Moros, A. Arraiza, D. Martinez-Tello, T . 
Martinez. Hospital Clinico Universitario Zaragoza, Spain 

Assesment of accurate prognostic factors in breas! cancer 
is importan! as it determines terapy selection. Limph node 
status is the most importan! criteria fo r selection adjuvant 
terapy, but it fails since under and overtreatment is conside
rable using this criterion. The prognostic value of several 
clinical, morphological and morphometrical variables were 
analyzed in a retrospective study of 133 breas! cancer 
patients. The morphometrical measurements included as
sessment of the mitotic activity index (MAi) , multivariate 
prognostic index (MPI), cellularity index and eight nuclear 
features. The patients were non metastasic at onset and 
followed at least for 5 years. The 13 variables who correlated 
with survival were: clinical stage (p=0.0001 ), tumor size 
(p=0.015) , histologic type (p=0.0327), histologic grade 
(p=0.014), tumor border (p=0051) , linfoplasmocitic reaction 
(p=0.0044), muscle involvement (p=0.0001 ) , perineural in
vasion (p=0.0001 ), nodal metastases (p=0.0001 ), numbers 
of positive nades (p=0.0001 ), extranodal extension of axillary 
metastases (p=0.0005). The strongest prognosticators of 
morphometrical features were, in agreement with other 
studies, MAi (p=0.0018), MPI (p=0.0001 ). The mean and 
standard desviation of nuclear features were not correlate 
whith survival as did in other studies. The variables most 
strongly correlated with survival were analyazed by logistic 
regression analysis in arder to find out what combination of 
variables had most discriminatary power in predicting survival. 
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lt was found that axillary metastases and extranodal 
extension of axillary metastases were the most predictive. 

56. ASYMPTOMATIC CARCINOMAS IN CONTRA-LATE
RAL BREAST AFTER REDUCTION MAMMOPLASTY FOR 
SYMETRY AT THE TIME OF RECONSTRUCTION ATTHE 
GUSTAVE-ROUSSY INSTITUTE (IGR) : A SERIE OF 16 
CASES 

F. Bertin, G. Contesso, M. Rietjens, MC. Mathieu, JM. 
Guinebretiare, L. Barreau-Pouhaer and JY. Petit, lnstitut 
Gustave Roussy (IGR), Villejuif, France 

From 1978 to 1992, 1389 immediate or delayed breast 
reconstructions alter mastectomy far breas! cancer were 
performed at the l.G.R, including 384 mastopexy, and 452 
reduction mammaplasty (RMCLB) on the contra-lateral breas! 
for symetrical purpose. 

20 carcinomas were discovered on these RMCLB speci
mens, 4 of which had presented clinical and radiological 
symptoms, whereas the aim of RMCLB was purely esthetic 
in the other 16. 

Therefore, 16 totaly asymptomatic «Occult» carcinomas 
were detected by systematic meticulous histologic exami
nation of these RMCLB specimens (4 %) : were «synchro
nous» in relation to the primary carcinoma and 8 others were 
«successive» or secondary. 

The size of the occult carcinomas varied from 3 to 16 mm; 
7 were not measurable and 2 were multifocal. 

The histologic type of carcinoma was: in situ in 12 cases 
(5 CLIS, 4 DCIS non comedo, 1 DCIS comedo, and 2 mixed 
CLIS and DCIS) and invasive in 4 cases (2 tubular, 1 
pleomophic and 1 atypical). In these last 4 carcinomas, the 
histologic grade (SBR) was 1 (1 case), 11 (1 case) and 111 (2 
cases). Seven axillary nade dissections were performed and 
only one case was positive (1/9 N+) . 

These results demonstrate the value of systematic dis
section of all operative RMCLB specimens allowing a better 
appraisal of the first stages of the evolution of breast cancer. 

57. PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF DNA FLOW CYTOMETRY 
IN 333 SURGICALL Y TREATED BREAST CARCINOMAS 
WITHOUT AXILLARY LYMPH NODE INVOLVEMENT 
(N-) 

Bertrand G., Chassevent A., Geslin J., Daver A., Minier 
J .F. et Larra F. Centre Paul Papin, 2 Rue Moll , 49 100 Angers, 
France 

Flow DNA analysis (FCM) was performed on fresh tumors 
far 333 N- breast carcinomas, surgically treated from 1981 to 
1988. We propase a FCM classification based on the impor
tance of S phase cells percent in the two groups : Diploid (O) 
and Aneuploid (A). We considered a high proliferation when 
D tumorsshow S% > 3 and A tumors show So/o> 10. Forthese 
N- patients, 21 ,2% of the tumors were classified in the high 
prolife ration group. 

With a mean follow up of 6 .2 years, tumor stage, tumor size 
SBR grade and S % were of prognostic value in disease free 
survival (DFS) as well as in overall survival (OS). Moreover, 
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estrogen (ER) and progesterone receptors (PR) show a 
prognostic value in OS. The 5 years DFS rates far low and 
high So/o tumors were respectively 80,3% and 59%. 

Multivariate analysis on the Cox model showed that the 
independant prognostic factors were ER and S. Therefore, 
11,4% of N- tumors were ER- and also hada high So/o: they 
show a very bad survival rate (5 year OS rate: 45%). In fact 
prognosis gel worse in DFS when two of the three pejorative 
factors (high So/o, Grade 111 or ER-) emerge. 

S% is therefore a majar prognostic factor for N-breast 
carcinomas, independant form SBR grade and hormone 
receptors. 

58. THE PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF C-ERB 8 -2 IN PRIMARY 
BREAST CANCER 

J.M. Coindre, F. Bonnet-Dorion, l. de Mascare!, F. Bonichon, 
M. Durand, A. Avril, M. Trojani. Fondation Bergonié-Bordeaux
France 

The c-erbB-2 proto-oncogene is faund to be overexpressed 
in approximately 20 to 30 % of primary human breas! cancers 
and has been reported to corre late with poor clinical progno
sis. To assess the practica! prognostic value of c-erbB-2, we 
evaluated its expression by immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
with a polyclonal antipeptide antibody in paraflin embedded 
tissue from 944 patients treated in our Center between 1980 
and 1986 far an operable infi ltrating duct carcinoma (IDC). 
For ali patients, tumor size, axiliary lymph nade status (N), 
histological grade, estrogen receptor status (ER) and 
progesteron receptor status (PR) were known. 

In a first step, we compared results obtained by IHC and 
RNA blot (northern and RNA dot blot) (c-erbB-2 probe kindly 
provided by T. Yamamoto) on 86 breast carcinomas: results 
were concordant in 74 cases (86 %). 

In a second step we analysed the 944 IDC by IHC : 229 
cases (24 %) showed a positive membrane staining. There 
was a significan! association between c-erbB-2 and grade 
(p<.0001 ), ER (p<.0001) and PR (p<.0001 ), but no association 
with tumor size and N. Ali variables other than age were 
statisticaliy significan! (ps;.0001) with respect to overali sur
vival (OS), relapse free survival (RFS) and metastasis free 
survival (MFS). In the N- patients (n = 399), c-erbB-2 was 
significan! far RFS (p = .0011 ) and MSF (p = .023) but not far 
OS. In the N+ patients (n = 545), c-erbB-2 was significan! far 
OS (p = .0002), RFS (p = .0071) and MFS (p = .0071). 
Multivariate analysis identified the foliowing independent 
variables far MFS: grade, N, tumorsizeand PR forthe whole 
group ; grade, tumor size, PR and c-erbB-2 far the N- group 
; and grade, PR and tumor size far the N+ group. 

In conlusion, in our hands c-erbB-2 has a poor prognostic 
value in comparison of the classical prognostic variables 
such as grade, N, hormonal receptor status and tumor size. 

59. THE PRESENCE OF HLA-OR MOLECULES IN BREAST 
CARCINOMA CELLS MAY BE RELATEO WITH TWO 
OIFFERENT MECHANISMS 

Concha A., Nogales F., Garrido F.* and Ruiz-Cabelio F.*. 
Departamento de Anatomia Patologica y ·servicio de Analisis 

Clínicos e Inmunología. Facultad de Medicina. Universidad 
de Granada. Spain 

MHC class 11 molecules are involved in the p rocessing and 
presentation of antigen to T celis. In breas! tissue, HLA-DR 
expression is associated with the inflammatory infiltrate or 
with hormonal stimuli. We studied 15 samples of normal 
breas! epithelium, 24 benign mammary lesions, 94 primary 
breast carcinomas and 4 biopsies of «inflammatory carci
nomas" using mAbs against DR. DP and DO antigens. We 
also investigated the proliferative activity (Ki67) and the 
immunophenotype of the leukocytic infiltrate. 

HLA-DR antigens were observed in normal breast epi
thelium, ali benign lesions and low grade carcinomas, and 
was related with a low rate of proliferation. However, HLA-DR 
expression was independent of the immunophenotype and 
number of the leukocytes in the stroma. In addition, the tumor 
thrombi in the vascular lumina of lymphatic vessels were 
HLA-DR positive in ali cases of «inflammatory carcinomas. 

Our resu lts suggest two possible mechanisns of HLA-DR 
expression in breast lesions: 

a)- Expression associated to a hormonal influx such as 
prolactin in proliferative lesions and low grade carcinomas, 
resembling HLA-DR presence in normal breast tissue. 

b)- Expression related to tumor celi-endothelium interac
tions in «inflammatory carcinomas" this being considered as 
an importan! step in metastatic spread phenomena. 

60. HLA CLASS 1 ANTIGEN EXPRESSION ANO ACTl
VATION OF C-MYC ANO K-AND H-RAS ONCOGENES IN 
BREAST CARCINOMAS. RELATIONSHIP WITH PLOIOY 
ANO HISTOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 

Concha A., Ruiz-Cabelio F.· . Nogales F. , and Garrido F.• 
Departamento de Anatomía Patologica y · servicio de Analisis 
Clínicos e Inmunología. Facultad de Medicina. Universidad 
de Granada. Spain 

Difieren! surface molecules that participate in celi-to-celi 
interactions are modified during neoplastic transformation. 
MHC molecules are importan! celi-surface receptors that 
participate in difieren! immune mechanisms. There is evidence 
indicating that changes in the expression of HLA class 1 
antigens can modulate the biological behaviour and metastatic 
potential of certain neoplasms. We studied 15 samples of 
normal breas! epithelium, 24 benign lesions of the mammary 
gland and 94 breas! carcinomas. Ali cases of normal breas! 
epithelium and non-malignan! lesions presented high levels 
of expression of class 1 antigens. In contras!, 22 out 94 
carcinomas showed a reduction in the level of expression 
and a heterogeneous pattern, 31 carcinomas were consid
ered negative far HLA-ABC expression and 6 cases showed 
selective loss of HLA molecules. 

We found a direct relationship between histological grade 
of malignancy and the level of expression of HLA-ABC 
antigens. Moreover, the p resence of class 1 molecules was 
significantly related to tumor ploidy, presence of axiliary 
metastases and patient survival. In contras!, down regulation 
of H LA class 1 antigens was independent of c-myc amplification 
(Southern-blot) or K- and H-ras mutation (codon 12) (PCR
RFPL). 
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Our results lead us to conclude that HLA-ABC negative 
tumours have a higher metastatic potential and greater 
clinical aggressiveness, independently of c-myc and K- and 
H-ras (codon 12) activation. 

61 . LONG TERM PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN NODE
NEGATIVE BREAST CARCINOMA 

G.Contesso, H.Mouriesse, D.Sarrazin, M.Spielmann et 
J.Y.Petit lnstitut Gustave-Roussy (IGR), Villejuif, France 

The evolution of a series of 1322 patients treated at the 
IGR from 1967 to 1983 for breas! carcinoma without axillary 
lymphnode metastases was studied according to clinical 
(age, menopause, size and site of T), pathological (macro
scopic and SBR grade) and biological (hormonal receptors, 
ER and PR, for the 453 cases treated alter 1980) charac
teristics. Patients were treated by surgery, (892 mastectomy 
and 430 «conservative treatment» forT not exceeding 3cm). 
None received adjuvant chemotherapy. 

The metastasis-free survival rate is 85, 72 and 56 %, for 5, 
1 O and 15 years respectively. No significan! difference was 
found between the evolution· of the mastectomy and «con
servative» group. 

Alter multivariate analyses according to Cox's model, the 
most importan! factors were the SBR grade (p = 10-6) and the 
size of T, whether considered from a clinical (p = 10-6), ora 
pathological (p = 10-3) point of view. The dismal significance 
of the extreme ages merits discussion. When hormonal 
receptor levels were included in the analys 

is, for the 453 patients treated alter 1980, the role of the 
size of T and the SBR grade did not differ. PR did not seem 
to ha ve a particular prognostic effect, unlike that observed in 
node-positive patients. Thus, on the basis of two character
istics, SBR and size of Tan excellent evaluation of the risk 
of metastasis can be achieved in the following table : 

Metastasis-lree survival ratear 10 years for 1322 N- breasr carcinoma 

Size of T SBR I SBR 11 SBR 111 

$ 1 cm (78) 97% (93) 80% 1 (32) 78% 

> 1to $ 3cm (228) 89% (432) 70% 1 (183) 57% 

> 3Cm (50) 80% (130) 57% 1(96) 53% 

(nb of patients) 

62. HISTOLOGICAL AND EVOLUTIVE DATA OF OCCUL T 
INVASIVE BREAST CARCINOMA (OIBC) 

G Contesso, H Mouriesse, JM Guinebretiere, M Rietjens. 
lnstitut gustave roussy, 94800 Villejuif Franca 

2957 patients were treated at the lnstitut Gustave Roussy 
from 1967 to 1983 by primary surgical resection for breast 
carcinoma (free of metastasis, no inflammatory signs and not 
growing rapidly at the time of diagnosis). Among these 
tumours, 571 were non palpable (TO) or$ 1 cm (T1 a, T1 b) and 
included 21 O in situ carcinoma (63 %) and 361 nvasive 
carcinoma (37) % (OIBC). 

The anatomic size of OIBC, measured on surgical speci
men, was very heteregeneous : 77 % were unifocal and 
included 24 % of tumours of < 1 cm (A) and 53 % of ~ 1 cm 
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(B) ; 10 % were non evaluable or diffuse (C) and 13 % 
multifocal (D). The following histologic characteristics were 
studied: histologic type (HT) and grade (SBR), intramammary 
dissemination (IMD), nipple involvement (NI), axillary node 
status (N) and evolutive features : local relapse (LR), 
bilateralisation, overall survival (OS) and disease free survival 
(DFS) of OIBC and of each group (A, B, C, D). 

Histology : OIBC were characterized by a hight rate of SBR 
1 (33 %) and the small number of N+ (33 %). Group A (T < 1 
cm) hada particularly hight rate of SBR 1 (41 %), a lower rate 
of SBR 111 (9 %) and only 21 % of N+ and IMD. Group C 
(diffuse) and D (multifocal) had 32 and 49 % of N+ respec
tively, a higher score of IMD (70 and 49 %) but no medullary 
or mucinous tumour types. 

Evolutivity : at ten years, OS and DFS was 84 and 65 % 
respectively for OIBC. They were greater in A (90 and 74 %) 
than in the others groups (e.g. 76 and 63 % in D). L R was 
three fold lower in A (8 %) than in D. Group A had the lowest 
rate of metastases ( 15 %). Theses findings demonstrate the 
heterogeneity of OIBC. A multifactorial analysis (Cox), which 
take clinical and histological characteristics into account, 
revealed that only the grade SBR (p=0,005) and nodal status 
N (p=0,01) hadan independant pronostic value, whereas the 
anatomic size was simply suggestive of an unfavorable 
outcome (P= 0, 1 O). Thus by combining SBR and N it will be 
possible to determine which patients ha ve the least favorable 
prognosis. 

63. AGGRESSIVE MAMARY CARCINOMA DETERMINA
TION BY C-erbB-2 ONCOGENE AMPLIFICATION 

K. Czerwenka, R. Zeillinger, F. Kury, P. Speiser, and E. 
Kubista. First Dept. of Gynec. & Obstetr., Univ. of Vienna, 
Austria 

DNA extraction provided an analysis of. sixty primary 
mammary carcinomas, by extraction utilizing the Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) technique provid ing an amplification 
of the c-erbB-2 oncogene. No evidence of the c-erbB-2 
oncogene was found in tour carcinomas. Fifty-six cases lrom 
sixty (93.3 %) had a copy of c-erbB-2 from the carcinomas. 
From 26 of the 56 c-erbB-2 oncogene positive-(46.4 %) 
mammary carcinomas, an increased amplification of the c
erbB-2 oncogene was observad. Fifty from 56 c-erbB-2 
positive cases (89.3 %) had a copy detenmination of ap
proximately two. A clear amplification of the c-erbB-2 
oncogene copy of over 5 fold was recognized in 12 of 56 (21.4 
%) of the carcinomas. In 14 of 56 cases (25.0 %), the 2 to 5 
fold c-erbB-2 copies exhibited a definite amplification. A c
erbB-2 oncogene occured immunohistochemically in 12 ca
ses, which were correlated with the definite c-erbB-2 oncogene 
amplified carcinomas. An accurate determination of the 
estrogen (ER), progesterone (PCR), and the epidermal
growth factor (EGF) receptors and the type of tumor, degree, 
as well as stage could be made, and associated with the 
dependency of the c-erbB-2 oncogene amplification upon 
oncoprotein expression. The statistical significance (p = 
0.05) could be evaluated relativa to the PR receptor. The 
comparison of the c-erbB-2 oncogene amplified mammary 
carcinomas, revealed no observable statistical significance, 
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as affecting lymphnode metastases. A significan! correlation 
between the c-erbB-2 oncogene amplification and the EGF 
receptor was not found. An independent prognostic factor for 
mammary carcinomas is provided by the above results. The 
definitely amplified c-erbB-2 oncogenes of the mammary 
carcinomas and the oncogene product fulfill the criteria of 
aggreesive tumors. 

64. X-RAYING OF SLICED SURGICAL SPECIMENS DUR
ING SURGERY : AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE HISTO
LOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF IMPALPABLE BREAST LE
SIONS WITH MICROCALCIFICATIONS 

C.Charpin, P.Bonnier, M.C.Habib L.Andrac, H.Vacheret, 
M.N.Lavaut, J.L.Ansaldi, L.Piana. Timone Hospital, Marseille, 
France 

Surgical specimens from 78 patients operated for impal
pable breast lesions containing micro-calcifications detected 
on mammographs were systematically examined by a pa
thologist during the surgical intervention. The per-operation 
procedures encompassed (i) X-raying of the unfixed speci
mens to ascertain that the latter did enclose the screened 
lesion, (ii) slicing of the specimen and X-raying of the slices, 
in order to localize the microcalcifications (iii) histological 
evaluation of areas containing microcalcifications on frozen 
sections. The whole procedure !asted from 1 O to 35 minutes 
depending on the histological type of the lesion and on the 
difficulties to manage the X-rays processing during surgery. 
Thirty two % of the lesions were histologically benign, 55% 
were malignan! and 13% borderline. Fourty % of the carci
nomas were in situ and 60% were invasive. The per-operation 
histological diagnosis was correct in 65% of the cases, 
erroneous in 10%, uncertain in 25%. Malignancy was never 
over-scored. The "in sano" margins excision and axillary 
lymph nodes removal could be performed in 65% of carci
nomas . lt is shown that X-raying of sliced specimens and 
histological evaluation during the surgical intervention as
certain that (i) lesions screened by mammographs are ef
fectively and completely removed, and (ii) that they are 
precisely and extensively histologically examined. Also, this 
procedure enables the development of computerized image 
analysis of X-rays, improving the specificity of the 
mammographic diagnosis and the further decrease of irrel
evant indications for surgical treatment. 

65. PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZ
ERS (NOR) IN BREAST CARCINOMAS. RETROSPEC
TIVE-COMPARATIVE STUDY WITH DIFFERENT HISTO
LOGICAL PARAMETERS 

M.C. de Miguel, F. García-Bragado, l. Ezpeleta*, E. 
Almudevar, Y. Ruiz de Azua, Hospital Virgen del Camino, 
Pamplona, Spain 

The NOR number appears to be related to the mitotic index 
and other cell proliferation indices in breast cancer. 

To determine the prognostic value of the NOR count we 
analysed 100 breas! carcinomas with a minimum develop
ment time of 5 years (mínimum survival time : 68.5 months) 
and the following factors: age, size, tumoral degree (TD), 
tubular differentiation degree (TDD), nuclear degree (ND), 

mitotic index (MI), necrosis, inflammatory response, 
intraducta l componen!, ganglionic metastasis (GM), 
intratumoral vascular invasion, oestrogen (EA) and proges
terone (PR) receptors and nucleolar organizers (NOR). 

The determination of receptors was done in paraffin mate
rial with the ABBOTT (ER-ICA) ki t. The quantification of the 
NOR was done on 100 tumoral cells with a semi-automatic 
image analyser. Tumoral gradation was traced following the 
Sarff-Bloom-Richardson system was followed, with the 
modification that mitosis was graded as follows : 0-9 mitoses 
per 1 O high power fields (hpf) - 1 point; 10-19 mitoses per 1 O 
hpf - 2 points; > 20 mitoses per 1 O hpf - 3 points. 

We used the Kaplan-Meiersurvival curves forthe univariant 
analysis, evaluating the differences with the log-rank test. 
We used Cox's method for the multivariant analysis. 

The average NOR number per cell was 6.91, sd=2.98. The 
following have prognostic significance in the univariant 
analysis: MI, TG, vascular invasion, ganglionic metastasis, 
oestrogen (EA) and progesterone (PR) (p<0.01 ), the NOR 
number and the GN (p<0.05). The other factors: age, size, 
oestrogen receptors, intraductal componen!, inflammatory 
response, necrosis and type of surgical and post-surgical 
treatment all lack prognostic significance. The multivariant 
analysis only revealed independent prognostic significance 
in: MI (p<0.00001), ganglionic metastasis (p<0.0002), vas
cular invasion (p<0.004) and the progesterone receptors 
(p<0.012). 

In conclusion, the mitotic index is a factor of greater 
prognostic value in breas! carcinomas, surpassing the tumoral 
degree. The NOR number is a variable of less significance. 

Supported by grant from «Gobierno de Navarra». 

66. BREAST CARCINOMA IN TEENAGERS 

S.J. Díaz-Cano, F. Rivera-Huelo, J.J. Ríos-Martín, and H. 
Galera-Davidson. Pathology Dpt. «Virgen Macarena» Hos
pital. Sevilla. Spain 

Breast carcinoma in women under 20 years of age is rare, 
there is little information related to its natural history, and so 
difieren! types of therapy has been used in the last few years. 
We report four new cases, using histochemical (PAS and 
Alcian Blue pH 2.5-PAS) and immunohistochemical (steroid 
receptors) methods. All the patients had operable breast 
carcinoma and various histologic types (one invasive duela! 
carcinoma inside fibroadenoma, two invasive ductal with 
secretory componen!, and one lobular-type carcinoma) were 
studied. Simple mastectomy with low axillary lymph node 
dissection was performed in three post-pubertal patients, 
and a segmenta! mastectomy with low axillary lymph node 
dissection in one pre-pubertal girl. Only one patient received 
adjuvant chemotherapy. The follow-up varied from 24 to 96 
months, and all of them are alive without disease. Difieren! 
risk factors related with the prognosis (stage, age, previous 
benign lesions, family history, histologic types, hormonal 
receptors, and pregnancy) were considered. Age is an im
portan! prognostic factor in the evolution of breast carcinoma, 
but should not constitute a conditioning factor to determine 
the practice of mastectomy. Moreover, the treatment type 
should be based on the pathological stage of tumours, 
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histological type of carcinoma, and the possible association 
of other risk factors. 

67. IMMUNOPHENOTYPE OF LOW GRADE 
ADENOSQUAMOUS CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST 

T. Drudis, K. Van Hoeven, C. Cordon-Cardo, C. Arroyo, 
P.P. Rosen.; Department of Pathology, Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center, New York, N.Y. and Hospital Casa 
Maternitat, Barcelona, Spain 

Low grade adenosquamous carcinoma of the breas! is a 
varían! of metaplastic carcinoma wíth a favorable prognosis. 
The objectíve of the present study was to determine the 
ímmunophenotype of this variant of breast tumor with six 
markers by immunohístochemical assays (Estrogen recep
tor -ER- Progesterone receptor -PR-, prolíferatíng celi nu
clear antigen -PCNA-, p53, Her2/neu and Cathepsin D). We 
studíed 23 patíents (24 tumor samples: 23 prímary tumors 
and 1 recurrence). In our cohort of patíents, 1 had a local 
recurrence and no patíents had lymph node or distan! 
metastases. None of the tumors had more than 5% nuclear 
stainíng for ER or for PR. Nuclear staíning with anti-PCNA 
was socred as more than 10% in 33% of the patients. Thírty 
percent or greater of cytoplasmíc reactívity for Cathepsín D 
was seen in 39% of the tumor. Positíve membrane staining 
for Her2/neu was observed in 46% of the tumors. Only 13% 
of the samples showed nuclear staining for p53. Ali six 
markers were negatíve in 21 % of the tumors, and only one of 
24 was positíve for ali markers but ER/PR (4%). Positívíty for 
one, two, or three markers was 42%, 29% and 4% , respec
tívely. Our results suggest that low grade adenosquamous 
carcinomas have an ímmunophenotype similar to other 
metaplastíc (ER and PR negative) low grade tumor (low 
levels of PCNA and mutated p53). Low grade adenosquamous 
carcinoma expresses sorne markers related with worse 
prognosis and progressíon, but has a favorable prognosis. 

68. INTRADUCTAL PHYLLODES TUMOUR»: A CASE 
REPORT 

M. Eberlein-Gonska, l.A. Born, H.F. Otto, Dept of Pathol
ogy, Uníversity of Heidelberg , Germany 

Phyllodes tumour is a distinctive fibroepithelial tumour of 
the breast which is characterized by íts morphological ap
pearance and particular biological behaviour. The 
histogenesis of this tumor is controversal discussed con
cerning an origin de novo orfrom a pre-existing fibroadenoma. 

We report of an anusual case of an exclusively intraductal 
spread of a phyllodes tumour. A 78 years old woman without 
a prior history of breas! disease was admitted to the hospital 
with a tumour in the left breas!. Physical examination revealed 
a tumour near the nipple without adherance to the skin and 
wíth suspicion of malignancy. An excisional biopsy of about 
4 cm. in diameter showed an exclusively intraductal projec
tion of cellular connective tissue with a moderate degree of 
atypia and a subepíthelial condensation of cells which is 
characteristic of phyllodes tumour. The associated epithe
lium was attenuated over the larger polypoid projectories but 
in other areas showed a typical floríd hyperplasia, as is often 
encountered in these tumours. The phyllodes stroma stopped 
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abruptly at the boundary of the ectatic ducts or possibly 
distorted lobular units which was proved by numerous serial 
sections and an elastic stain. Beca use of the cytology of this 
tumour (nuclei polymorphism, mitotic figures) and in addition 
an atypical hyperplasia in the surrounding ducts and lobular 
units a mastectomy was performed. Now, ít could be proved 
that there was no other extension of a nearby phyllodes 
tumour with the typical morphological appearance. 

This is the first described case in the literature of a solely 
intraductal spread of a phyllodes tumor and confirms the 
exclusiveness of this breas! tumour without a counterpart in 
any other organ. 

69. ARE YOU A TYPER, GRADER OR A MOLECULAR 
CONVERT? PROGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT OF OPERA
BLE BREAST CARCINOMA 

10 Ellís, S Pínder, H Pereira, M Galea 1, JA Bell , A Gilmour, 
CW Elston and RW Blamey'.; Departmentsof Histopathology 
and 'Surgery, City Hospital, Hucknall Road, Nottingham, 
NG5 IPB., UK 

In a series of over 1800 patients with primary operable 
breastcarcinoma, we ha ve investigated a variety of traditional 
histopathological and molecular variables as potential 
prognostic factors. Many of these individual studies have 
been presented to the Society previously. The purpose of the 
present study was to investigate the inter-relationships be
tween histological grade, tumour type, vascular invasion and 
lymph node stage as well recognised traditional prognostic 
factors and molecular markers of prognosis such as nuclear 
DNA content, c-erbB-2 status and oestrogen receptor status. 
In primary operable breast carcinoma lymph node stage, 
tumour size, histological grade and tumour type appear as 
independent prognostic factors. In lymph node negative 
patients tumour size, histological grade, tumour type and 
proliferatíve índex are the most powerful prognostíc factors. 

We conclude that at present the histological assessment 
of the traditional prognostic factors of tumour stage, tumour 
size, histological grade and tumourtype provides the clinician 
with powerful prognostic information currently superior to 
molecular analysis and which can be carríed out in all 
histopathology laboratories using routine material. We con
clude that the pathologist currently holds most of the answers 
but should be a typer and a grader. 

70. MAMMARY CARCINOMA WITH NEUROENDOCRINE 
DIFFERENTIATION 

Yíldiz Erhan, Mural B. Alkanat, Necmettín Ózdemir, Yamai;; 
Erhan, Ahmet Eldem. Ege University Medical School , 
Bornova, lzmir, Turkey 

The aím of the present study is to classify mammary 
carcinomas wíth neuroendocrine differentiation by using 
neuronspecific enolase (NSE) and chromogranin (CG). 

We applied NSE and CG immunostaining technique (avidin
biotin peroxidase) to the formol fixed, paraffin embedded 
sections of 58 mastectomy materials. The specimens con
sisted of infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDC)(24), infiltrating 
lobularcarcinoma (JLC)(l 5) , mucinous carcinoma (8), míxed 
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mammary carcinoma (4), cribriform carcinoma (3) , atypical 
medullary carcinoma (2), papillary carcinoma (1) and 
carcinoid-like carcinoma (1). Among ali specimens seven 
were CG and 32 were NSE positive, while fourcases revealed 
positivity with both. Overall 35 cases were NSE and/or CG 
positive which were diagnosed as, I DC (13), ILC (7), mucinous 
(6). mixed (3), cribriform (3), carcinoid-Jike (1 ), papillary (1) 
and atypical medullary (1) carcinomas. Nineteen out of 31 
cases with axillary metastases were positive for NSE. One to 
three metastatic lymph nodes were encountered in 13 and 
more than three in six of them. 

As a result, positivity was far more common in NSE than 
CG (p < O. 01 ). Besides, in great number of these tumors 
(68%) estrogen and/or progesterone receptors were positive . 
Despite difieren! histologic patterns, these tumors were 
usually made up of small neoplastic cells and neuroendocrine 
differentiation was significan! among mucinous carcinomas. 
Up to 60% positivity detected with these markers in mammary 
carcinomas suggested that they could be used in follow-up 
and the outcome after chemotherapy should be compared 
with !hose of negative marker results. 

71 . THE CORRELATION OF Ki-67 IMMUNOSTAINING 
ANO NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGION-ASSOCIATED 
PROTEINS IN HUMAN BREAST CANCER 

N. Ózdemir, M. Baygün, A. Veral , Y. Erhan. University of 
Ege, Turkey 

Tumor proliferative fraction (TPF) has been studied for the 
detection of tumor growth, the metastatic potential of tumors, 
and to predict the prognoses of the patients. Recen! studies 
have begun exploring the nuclear antigen Ki-67 which is 
present in a ll phases of the cell cycle except the resting 
phase. The curren! study was performed on 35 cases of 
breast carcinoma using Ki-67 labeling and argyrophilic 
nucleolar organizer regían (Ag-NOR) staining as the two 
morphometric parameters associated with prognosis and the 
results were correlated with each other, plus the tumor size, 
histologic grade, and axillary lymph node status. 
lmmunoperoxidase staining by the avidin-biotin method was 
performed on the frozen tissue sections for the evaluation of 
Ki-67 immunoreactivity and a minimum of 1000 randomly 
selected cells were calculated for the determination of the 
percentage of stained cells. The mean number of NOR was 
counted in a minimum of 100 randomly selected cells on 
colloid silverstained sections and an average score was 
determined for each tumor. The mean TPF values for all 
cases were 9.9% by Ki-67 and 7.4% by Ag-NOR staining, 
which correlated significantly al P=0.01. No significan! positive 
correlation was found between the tumor size, histologic 
grading of the tumor, and the number of Jymph node 
metastases and Ki-67 immunoreactivity, and mean number 
of NOR. These data suggest that both Ki-67 and Ag-NOR 
staining are two related methods in the determination ofTPF 
values, but assesing the mitotic index with Ki-67 is a more 
reliable method when compared with Ag-NOR staining. 

72. SYSTEMIC CMF PRIMARY CHEMOTHERAPY IN 
BREAST CANCER: RESUL TS OF A PRELIMINARY HIS
TOLOGIC STUDY 

l. Español, D. Azpeitia, A. Escobedo, A. Moreno, L. Prieto; 
Hospital Prínceps d'Espanya. Barcelona. Spain 

Background: Treatment with systemic chemotherapy prior 
to surgery should improve survival in clinically T2 and T3 
breast cancers. 

Objective: A preliminary histologic study in a series of 20 
patients. 

Methods: Twenty patients with T2 and T3 breast cancer 
gave written consent to enter the tria!. The tumors were 
mammographically measured (product of the two highest 
diameters) . Fine needle aspiration and a small incisional 
biopsy were performed in each case. The patients received 
3 cycles of cyclophosphamide (600 mg/m2); methotrexate 
(40 mg/m2) and 5-fluorouracil (600 mg/m2), days 1 and 8 
each 28 days. Survey of tumor regression was made by 
mammography and classified as Complete (CA); Partial 
greater than 50% (PR>50); Partial between 25 and 50% 
(PR<50); and No Response (NA). Conservative surgery was 
performed in fifteen patients and mastectomy in five. Axillary 
lymphadenectomies included three levels. The histologic 
features of the first biopsies and surgical procedures were 
compared and correlated with the tumor response. Combined 
histological grade was calculated according to the" inethod of 
Contesso et al. 

Results: Carcinomas were infiltrating ductal (19) and in
filtrating lobular (1 ). Fine needle aspira te was positive in 80% 
of the cases. The correlation between the first biopsy and the 
tumorectomy/mastectomy was 100% fortumortype, 58% for 
tumor grade, 75% for the presence/absence of «in situ» 
componen!, and 100% for the type of intraductal carcinoma 
when detected. One palien! had CA, eleven PR>50, three 
PR<50 and five NA. Dissected nodes (mean 24, median 23) 
showed metastasis in 41.6% of patients with CA or PR>50, 
and in 50% of patients with PR<50 or NA (p>0.4). T he 
response was inversely proportional to tumor size (p<0.001) 
but was not statistically related to combined (p>0.7) or 
nuclear (p>0.8) grade. After chemotherapy CA or PR>50 
tumors were most commonly combined grade 3 (p<0.001) or 
nuclear grade 3 (p<0.001 ). 

Conclusion: 1. In our series, primary CMF chemotherapy 
has modified nuclear and combined tumor grade and has 
had little or no effect on axillary lymph nodes 2. The only 
parameter statistically related to response was tumor size. 3. 
The information given by the previous incisional biopsy was 
limited. This procedure can be substituted by fine needle 
aspiration. 

73. CARCINOSARCOMA OF THE BREST: A CASE RE
PORT 

M.J. Fantova, M. Castro-Forns, C. Ferrer, P. HuguetyM.T. 
Vida!. Ciutat Sanitaria Universitaria Vall d'Hebron. Universitat 
Autonoma. Barcelona. Spain 

Carcinosarcoma is one of the most controversy tumors in 
pathology, specially in the breast. lt can undergo spind le-cell 
metaplasia, simulating fibrosarcomas and other sarcoma
tous metaplasicchanges. On theotherhand, carcinosarcoma 
of the breast is a very rare tumor. We present a case in a 78 
years old female, which was biopsied. Clinically, it was 
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thought to be a carcinoma. Histological and 
immunohistochemical findings showed the presence of car
cinoma with fibrosarcomatous stroma, with sorne myxoid 
diflerentiation a reas Etiopathogeny of this tumor is discussed. 

74. THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGING OF MAMMARY 
DUCTAL CARCINOMA IN SITU 

O. Faverly, R. Holland, P. Bult, L. Burgers. Oepartment of 
Pathology and National Expert and Training Centre for 
Breas! Cancer Screening, Radboud University Hospital 
Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

We recently report on an original method enabling the 
exploration of the three-dimensional (30) structure of the 
mammary glandular tree from a paraffin embedded sample'. 
Combined with the Egan's serial subgross method, this 
stereoscopic analysis provide further information on the 
intraductal progression of ductal carcinoma in situ (OCIS). 

125 tissue blocks were deparaffinized and 57 OCIS 
analyzed. The results of 30 examination was then compared 
to histologic classification of OCIS and patient's age. 

44% of OCIS show a multifocal growth pattern. This 
stepwise distribution is found with equal incidence in both 
age groups (before and alter 50 years), but a continuous 
growth pattern is more common (75%) alter menopause. 
78% of large cell type OCIS (comedo, pleomorphic nuclei, 
Neu oncogene overexpression) grow continuously in the 
glandulartree, while 59% of the small cell type (monomorphic, 
small cell nuclei, Neu -) shows a stepwise progression. 

These results have clinical implications in breast-conserving 
surgical treatment, as the value of the assessment of the 
surgical margin is directly related to the growth pattern of 
OCIS, either continuous of multifocal. E.g., the margin as
sessment will be more reliable in a large cell type OCIS of a 
post-menopausal patient. 

•O. Faverly, R. Holland et al. Virchows archiv, in press, 1992 

75. MALIGNANT SALIVARY GLAND TYPE TUMORS OF 
THE BREAST 

Pedro L. Fernandez, Mario A. Luna', Maria J. Merino. 
National Cancer lnstitute, NIH, Bethesda and MO Anderson 
Hospital, Houston·. USA 

Benign mixed tumors of the breas! are rare, but well 
recognized entities. We report three cases of malignan! 
breas! tumors with features of salivary-sweat gland difler
entiation which occurred in wcmen 43, 45 and 49 years of 
age. Histologically, the necplasms shared features such as 
presence of large epithelial nests with central necrosis and 
cylindroma-like pattern with hyaline material in two of them, 
thus resembling the cutaneous eccrine-cylindroma. One 
tumor had areas of myxoid strcma and clear cells and 
another one abundan! cartilage. In all three cases the tumoral 
nests consisted of small to medium size cells with scanty 
cy1oplasm, atypia and high mitotic activity. Prominent periph
eral palisading was observed, being very conspicuous in one 
case whose overall features were !hose of an infiltrating 
basaloid carcinoma. Widely infiltrative areas were present in 
ali tumors. 
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lmmunohistochemical profile was similar to those reported 
for tumors of salivary gland with positive expression of 
vimentin, S-100 and AEI/ AE3 keratins, with difieren! intensity 
and distribution, and Actin. Type IV collagen was also posi
tive in the a reas of marked hyaline content. All three patients 
are alive free of disease 1 to 6 years alter diagnosis. 

Recognition of these types of neoplasms, which resemble 
their salivary and sweat glands counterparts, is importan! 
since diflerential diagnosis should be made with: adenoid 
cystic carcinoma; metaplastic carcinoma; infiltrating ductal 
carcinoma with cribriform pattern and benign mixed tumors, 
all of them with difieren! treatment, prognosis and survival. 
This is the first t ime, to our knowledge, that well documented 
malignan! tumors of the breas! with this type of adnexal 
diflerentiation are reported. 

76. INTERPECTORAL GROUP OF ROTTER IN BREAST 
CANCER 

M.C. Ferro, LAG. Brondi and J. Stecca. School of Medi
cine of Sorocaba, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

From 1979 to 1989, 230 mastectomies were performed 
with the presence of Rotter's group in 127 cases (55.2%) 
32.3% of which were histologically positive. The average 
number per axilla at this level was 2.5 lymph nodes, without 
diflerence between the Classic Radical Mastectomy (CRM) 
and the Modified Radical Mastectomt (MRM). The percent
age of 83.2% of the lymph nodes present at the Rotter's chain 
had 0.5 cm or less in diameter but as greater the size of the 
nodes, higherwill be its positiveness. There was no diflerence 
in the presence of these lymph nodes when compared NO 
and N 1 but, the positive rate in the axilla classified as N 1 was 
47.9%. Metastasis were not present at Rotter's group in 
clinical stage 1, but they were present in 34.8% of stage 11 and 
in 33.3% ofstage 111. The Rotter's group exhibited a high rate 
of involvement (72.7%) when there were more than 10 
positive lymph nodes in axilla. In 230 cases with 22.6% of 
axillary false negative (52 cases), the Rotter's chain was 
involved in 6 of these cases (11.5%). The presence and the 
histologic involvement of the Rotter's lymph nodes had no 
influence on the side of the primary tumor in the breas!. lf only 
the level 1 was involved, the risk of metastasis at the 
interpectoral group was 24.7%. When levels 1 and 11 were 
involved, this risk was 43.1 %. Oue to the lower histologic 
involvement of this group, we suggest its preservation in 
cases of clinical stage 1, llA and llB with negative clinical 
axilla. 

77. NEEDLE LOCALIZATION BIOPSY OF BREAST LE
SIONS WITH USE OFSTANDARD ANO STEREOTACTIC 
EQUIPMENT IN CUBA ANO SPAIN 

S.O. Franco Odio, J.W. Garcia Riveron: L.F. Moreno de 
Miguel; l. Guerra Merino y R. Arrizabalaga Guereñu. Oepart
ment of Pathology. Instituto Nacional de Oncologia, Habana, 
Cuba. and Hospital «Txagorritxun. Vitoria-Gasteiz. Spain 

We studied 100 patients from the «Instituto Nacional de 
Oncologia y Radiobiologia" of Cuba and 49 f rom 
«Txagorritxu» Hospital, Vitoria, Spain which mammographic 
findings were compared with needle localization biopsy. 
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The irregular mammographic lesions had the highest per 
cent of malignancies, 30 (88%) in the Cuban series and 3 
(100%) in Vitoria's; lobulated masses with difluse borders 
represented 2 (100%) and 2:3 (66%) respectively. Assimetrical 
difluse densities in our material accounted for 5(100%) 
positive in Cuba and 2(40%) in Vitoria. Clusters of 
microcalcifications without any visible or palpable mass 
appeared in 24 (41 %) in Cuba and in 1 O (26%) in Spain, all 
with malignan! disease. 

There were sorne diflerences explained by the Screening 
Program, greater number of patients and the use of a metalic 
lattice with an standard equipment in Cuba vs. non selected 
patients and the introduction of stereotactic equipment in 
Vitoria. 

78. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL LOCALIZATION OF 
METALLOTHIONEIN IN BREAST CARCINOMA 

M. Fresno (1), W. Wu, M. Nadji and A. Herrero (1). 
University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain (1), and University of 
Miami, Miami, Florida, USA 

Metallothionein (MT) is a cysteine-rich , low molecular 
weight protein that binds zinc, copper, and cadmium. lt is 
present in a number of normal cells including hepatocytes 
particularly during fetal and early postnatal lile. lt has been 
suggested that developmental profile of MT is similar to other 
oncofetal gene products and hence, it could be used as a 
marker for an aggressive tumor behavior. In arder to test that 
hypothesis, we used a monoclonal antibody to MT (DAKO, 
Carpenteria, CA) and immunohistochemically evaluated 
formalin-fixed, paraflin-embedded tissues from 79 breast 
carcinomas by a standard avidin-biotin method. 

In nonneoplastic breast tissue, a strong nuclear an cyto
plasmic staining was observed in myoepithelial cells. Posi
tive staining for MT was present in 35 (44%) of breas! 
carcinomas. In most positive cases, nuclear, or both nuclear 
and cytoplasmic staining was seen. All positive tumor were 
invasive ductal carcinomas, including a medullary and a 
metaplastic carcinoma. None of the mucinous, lobular, or 
intraductal papillary carcinoma reacted for MT. A statistically 
significantassociation was found between MT immunostaining 
and histologic grade (P<0.01) as well as with nuclear grade 
(P<0.01) of tumors. Wealso observed an inverse relationship 
between MT staining and estrogen receptorcontent of tumors 
(P<0.01 ). No statistically significan! association was found 
between MT staining and size of tumor or the presence of 
lymph nade metastasis. A statistically significan! association 
was found between moderate or strong MT immunostaining 
and decreased overall survival and shorter disease-free 
survival (P<0.001 ). MT immunostaining was also predective 
of a worse prognosis in the subgroup of lymph nade 
negative (P<0.001) and estrogen receptor negative patients 
(P<0.01 ). We conclude that MT staining may be a useful 
marker of less differenciated and more aggressive carci
nomas of the breast. 

79. CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EXPRESSION OF C
erbB-2 ENCOOEO PROTEIN, HISTOLOGIC PARAM
ETERS ANO TUMOR SIZE IN NOOE-NEGATIVE BREAST 
TUMORS 

García Pravia C., Fresno M. and Alonso de la Campa J. 
Universidad de Oviedo. Facultad de Medicina. Oviedo. Spain 

The expression of C-erbB-2 oncoprotein in breast tumors 
is correlated with high risk of early disease relapse. The 
node-negative breast cancer in which is a debatable tapie 
the adjuvant therapy, is the subjet of this study. 

The positive immunohistochemical stain (ABC method), is 
tested in 170 cases of node-negative breas! tumors with a 
minimum follow-up of six years. We related the positivity with 
severa! histological factors including the «Classic» histologic 
grade and tumor size with disease-free survival and overall 
survival. 

We found a significative association between C-erbB-2 
overexpression and histologic grade and five years overall 
survival but not with disease-free survival. 

80. PLOIOY ANAL YSIS ANO S-PHASE FRACTION (SPF) 
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY (FC) IN BREAST CARCINOMAS. 
RELATION TO BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 

T.G. Miralles; M.V. Folgueras; J.M. de Lera; M.T. Allende; 
A. Ribas; A. Ruibal. Hospital Central de Asturias. Centro 
Universitario. Oviedo, Spain 

DNA content (ploidy), SPF and difieren! biological pa· 
rameters such as Estrogen Receptors (ER), Progesterone 
(PR), Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), Cathepsin D (Cal D), 
pS2 and Oncoprotein (Pneu) are of proved value for the 
knowlege of breas! cancer biology, and also of clinical utility. 

The correlation between ploidy / SPF and the mentioned 
biological factors were analyzed by FC,comercial 
enzymoinmunoassay methods, RIA and IRMA. 

The results of 131 cases of breas! Ca and 33 bening 
lesions were studied. 

There was a statically significan! association between 
ploidy and PR (p = 0.005) as well as between SPF and PR 
(P = 0.0000). In 66 % of diploid cases and in 34 % of aneuploid 
the PR values were above of 20 fmol/mg.A relationship was 
noted with the SPF (tumors with low PR have high SPF 
values) . 

The analysis between the DNA/SPF and the Pneu levels 
showed significan! correlation (P = 0.01), (P = 0.008). In 
87 % of diploid tumors and in 65 % of aneuploid , the Pneu 
values were in the normal rates. Samples with high SPF had 
also high values of Pneu. 

The Cal D correlated significantly with the ploidy 
(P = 0.00007) but no with the SPF . In 69 % of diploid tumors 
and in 36 % of aneuploid the Cat D values were low. 

No statitical correlation was encounted between DNA and 
ER, EGF or pS2. The SPF was not correlated with either of 
this parameters. 

Our results let us to consider that diploid ADN and low SPF 
are associated to other biological paramethers with reflect a 
good prognosis in breast Ca (high PR, low Pneu or low 
Cal D).We also think, that the combination of ADN (FC) and 
biological paramethers can help us to stablish subgroups 
with a difieren! clinical risk in breast Ca patients. 
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81. CYTOGENETIC FINOINGS IN PRIMARY BREAST 
TUMORS: A STUOY OF 37 CASES 

R. Gil*, C. López-Ginés*, R. C. Cal laghan*, A. Ruiz' , R. 
Moltó", C.Vazquez*', A. Llombart-Bosch*. *Department of 
Pathology. Medical School. University of Valencia, Spain. 
**Department of Surgery. Valencia lnstitute of Oncology 
(IVO). Valencia, Spain 

Cytogenetic analysis of mammary gland tumors was 
performed on 37 cases out of a total of 160 assayed samples. 
Four cases were histologically diagnosed as fibroadenomas 
and 33 were malignan! tumors: 27 invasive ductal carcino
mas, 5 medullary carcinomas and 1 papillary carcinoma. All 
cases were primary untreated tumors. Twenty three cases 
were investigated by direct preparation method and 14 by 
short-term tissue culture (2-8 days) alter collagenase type 11 
dissociation. Airdried slides were stained by trypsin-G banding 
procedures. 

From the cytogenetic viewpoint, the fibroadenomas had a 
normal karyotype and the carcinomas had: 14 tumors with a 
modal number in the diploid range, 8 were in the triploid range 
and two in the tetraploid range; 9 tumors had no modal 
number. Fourteen tumors hada 46,XX population associated 
to abnormal ones. DNA content was measured by flow 
cytometry in these cases showing good correlations with the 
modal chromosome number, although with slightly higher 
val u es. 

Chromosomal markers have been identified that particu
larly affect chromosomes 1,2,5,6, 11 , 12, 13, and 16, although 
no common markers were present in all cases. Six cases 
showed dmin and 2 cases presented HSR. 

We analysed the cytogenetic results obtained by direct 
preparation or tissue culture and its correlation between 
chromosomal abnormalities and histological and clinical 
parameters. 

82. PLOIDY ANAL YSIS ANO S-PHASE FRACTION (SPF) 
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY (FC) IN BREAST CARCINOMA. 
RELATION TO MORPHOLOGIC FACTORS 

T.G. Miralles; M.V. Folgueras; J.M. de Lera; M.T. Allende; 
A. Ribas; A. Ruibal. Hospital Central de Asturias. Centro 
Universitario. Oviedo. Spain 

Recent studies have suggested that DNA ploidy, SPF, 
Histological Type (HT), Malignan! Grade (MG) and Nuclear 
Grade (NG) are prognostic factors in breast Carcinoma (Ca). 

In 33 bening breast lesions and in 131 cases of breast Ca 
the relationship between DNA content /SPF and the various 
morphological paramethers were studdied by FC. 

The results of the DNA analysis showed that 94 % of the 
bening lesions were diploid while 6 % were tetraploid. 39 % 
of carcinomas were diploid and 61 % showed aneuploid 
DNA.The SPF was high in 57 % of the Ca cases. 

There was a statistically significan! correlation between 
DNA and the histologic types (P = 0.00003). 30 % of ductal 
Ca were diploid and 87 % of lobulillar Ca have a DNA diploid 
histogram. The medullary Ca shows the highest percentage 
of aneuploidy while the papillary the lowest. 
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The DNA and the SPF showed a statically significan! 
relationship (P = 0.0000) with the MG of Bloom and 
Richardson. 22 % of grade 1 tumors, 50 % grade 11and76 % 
of grade 11 Ca were aneuploid. The low grade tumors had 
SPF values lower than those for DNA aneuploid Ca. 

We also noted a statistically significan! relationship be
tween NG (by Fisher) and ploidy /SPF (P = 0.0000). Of NG1 
tumors 15 % were aneuploid, 69 % of NG2 and 92 % of NG3. 
For the SPF, 59 % of NG1 has low SPF and 29 % of NG3. 

Our results indicate that ploidy and SPF correlate well with 
the classical histologic prognostic factors. However, we 
found cases of low risk according to morphologic parameters 
(low MG or NG ) with aneuploid DNA histograms, high SPF 
and viceversa. Long term follow up of these cases will be 
necessary to determine wich factors can predict better the 
clinical behaviour of breas! carcinoma patients. 

83. CELL CYCLE OURATION INOEX (CCOI): A MOOEL 
SYSTEM OF KINETIC MEASUREMENT IN NEOPLASIA 
WITH PROGNOSTIC ANO THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS 

P .. Gonzalvo, A. Sampedro, A. Martinez, J . Morales and 
J.L. Castaño. U. of Oviedo, Spain 

Normal and neoplastic proliferation is an event regulated 
by two different processes. Firstly, the tumor cells ability to 
enter the cell cycle and secondly, the length of the cycle. 
Using histological material and kinetic reasoning, we would 
like to propase an index which is capable of a timing approach 
to the cell cycle duration. 

The CCDI we are proposing is defined by the relation 
between mitotic index (MI), percentage expressed, and the 
proliferative index measured with Ki67 antibody. CCDI = IM/ 
IP-Ki67 

In theory, if a cell cycle took place at the highest rate of 
growth, the cell would pass so rapidly through G1-S-G2 
phases that only mitotic cells would be founrl between the 
cycle cells (Ki67 labelled) in histological sample; in which 
case the CCDI would be equal to 1. In a longer cell cycle, the 
delay in G1-S-G2 phases causes a decrease in the mitosis 
number in relation to Ki67 positive cells; in these cases, the 
CCDI value decreases progressively with the length of the 
cycle. 

We have applied our proposed kinetic index in the study of 
43 breas! carcinoma cases, and have noticed a clear corre
lation between kinetic index and both prognostic and prolif
eration indices. We can also conclude that CCDI can be used 
not only as a prognostic marker but also for therapeutic 
purposes from the point of view that the cell cycle length 
indicates the particular cell pool which would be susceptible 
to chemo-or radiotherapy ata given time. 

84. PATHOLOGICAL FINOINGS IN INFIL TRATING 
BREAST CARCINOMAS OF LESS THAN 1 CM. (STAGES 
T1a and T1b). STUOY OF 60 CASES 

R. Guarch, C. de Miguel, A. Lopez, B. Reparaz y A. Puras. 
Hospital «Virgen del Camino». Pamplona. Spain 

The implementation of screening programs for the detec
tion of breas! cancer has increased the frequency of small
size «in situ .. or infiltrating carcinomas. 
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We describe the pathological findings in 60 infiltrating 
breast carcinomas of < 1 cm. (Stages T1 a and T1 b) . All the 
cases were diagnosed between 1989 and 1992, most of 
them during a screening program. The following parameters 
were examined: histological type, tumoral degree, size, 
associated intraductal componen!, condition of lymphatic 
ganglions, and hormonal receptors. A cytological study is 
available on 47 cases. Tumoral gradation was carried out 
according to the W.H.O. grading and a modified Scarff
Bloom-Richardson method. The determination of hormonal 
receptors was done by the Destran-Charcoal (DDC) bio
chemical method on the largertumors, and on smallertumors 
by the inmunohistochemical method using the Abbott kit. 
Values higher than 10 fm./mg of protein are considered 
positive. 

Histological type: IDC:45 (75%); ILC:8 (13.3%); tubular 
carcinomas: 4 (6.7%); intracystal carcinomas with minimum 
infiltration (23.3%) and colloid carcinoma:1 (1.6%). As far as 
tumoral degree is concerned: 42 (70%) were Grade 1and 18 
(30%) Grade 11. Size: 30 cases measured less than 1 cm 
(range:0.4-0.9), and the other 30 measured 1 cm. In 53 cases 
(88.3%) all the ganglions were negative, and in 7 (11.7%) 
ganglionic metastasis was present (average of positive 
ganglions: 1.4). Hormonal receptors were determined in 47 
cases; in 30 (63.8%) the ER were positive and the PR was 
positive in 32 (68%). 

Puncture-aspiration was carried out with a fine needle 
(FNA) in 47 cases. The diagnoses were as follows: carci
noma:24; suspicion of carcinoma: 5; benign: 5; not evaluated: 
7. In 15 cases stereotaxic puncture was mammography-led. 
The 5 false negatives all measured less than 1 cm (average: 
0.7). 

In conclusion, the majority of infiltrating breas! carcinomas 
under 1 cm. are of the IDC type, of low degree, do not present 
axial ganglionic infiltration, and have positive hormonal 
receptors. A high percentage (70.8%) were diagnosed by 
FNA as carcinomas, despite their small size. 

85. WEDDELLITE : A RETROSPECTIVE HISTO-RADIO
LOGICAL CORRELATION OF MICROCALCIFICATIONS 
OF THE BREAST 

JM Guinebretiere, C Frouge, M Meunier, G Contesso, D 
Vanel. lnstitut Gustave Roussy, 94800 Villejuif France 

In breas!, two types of microcalcifications (MC) are de
scribed : type 1 weddellite MC, a cristalline structure due to 
oxalate calcium dihydrate, and type 11 , due to amorphous 
calcium phosphate. From 1987 to 1991, 300 clusters of 
breast MC were detected and surgically removed at the 
lnstitut Gustave Roussy. The slides of each specimen were 
reviewed using conventional and polarized light microscopy 
to determine presence, type, size, number and location of 
MC. lndependently, mammographies were reviewed by two 
observers in arder to determine the presence of polyhedric 
shape microcalcifications (PM). 

Results : weddellite MC were identified histologically in 42 
cases (14,5 %), always located in benign lesions. Weddellite 
MC were found in banal or apocrine cysts, gene rally located 
in the lumen, less often in the connective tissue. In 5 cases, 

malignan! lesions were also identified, including 2 IDC, 2 
DCIS, 1 LCIS, butwere non located in the vicinity ofWeddellite 
MC. 

Radiographically, in 19 mammographies / 300 (6,3 %) PM 
were detected. There were 18 benign lesions and 1 malig
nancy. In this last one, PM were associated with typical 
malignan! microcalcifications. Among these 19 cases, 
histologically weddellite MC were found in 13 cases, and 
there were no MC on both slides and radiographies of 
paraffin blocks in 6 cases. The size of the Weddellite MC was 
larger in the cases where PM were detected on 
mammography. 

Although rare, PM when detected on mammography, is 
strongly suggestive of benign disease. These preliminary 
results should be confirmed by a prospective study. 

86. BREAST CANCER CELL DIFFERENTIATION: SE
QUENCE OF ANTIGENIC EXPRESSION. 

C. Sallare, A.I. Bravo, V. Turchi , M. Nuti, N. Guman and J. 
Mordoh. Hospital M. Castex, Bs.As., Argentina; 118 
«Fundacion Campomar», Bs.As., Argentina and Policlinico 
Umberto 1, Univ. La Sapienza, Roma, Italia. 

Recent studies of our laboratory supported the stem cell 
hypothesis in breast cancer (Cancer 1991 ,67: 1352-1358). 
With the objetive to find out if a sequence of antigenic 
expression throuqh cellular differentiation existed, we have 
now investigated if severa! antigens (Ags) were expressed in 
stem cells or if they appeared during cellular differentiation. 
Therefore in 28 primary breas! cancer we analyzed simul
taneously the DNA-synthesizing cells by autoradiography 
after Hthymidine incorporation and the antigenic expression 
by immunohistochemistry with the following 1 O monoclonal 
antibodies (MAbs): 81.1 and COL-1 2 (Ag CEA); 4.36 (Ag 
PEM); 872.3 (Ag TAG-72); MBr.1 (Ag MBr.1); 86.2 (Ag 
86.2); ER-ICA (Ag EA); PgR-ICA (Ag PgR); FC-215 (Ag 215) 
and Fc-206 (Ag 206), the last two ones produced in our 
laboratory. Tumor grade was established accordinq to Bloom 
and Richardson. Our results shown that: 1) Mabs 4.36, FC-
215 and FC-206 recognize more than 90% of the our tumors 
and more than 60%. of the tumor cells, independently of the 
tumor grade, while positivity for MAbs 81 .1 , COL-12, 872.3, 
86.2, MBr.1, EA and PgR was significantly associated to 
differentiation grade (p<0.05). 2) The mean percentage of 
proliferative cells recognized by each MAb was: Fc·215 = 
91.3%; Fc-206 = 80.6%; 436 = 64.7%; 86.2 = 41 .7%; 81 .1 = 
29.6%; EA= 27.1 %; PgR = 14.8%; MBr.1 = 14.5%; 872.3 = 
13.2% and COL-12 = 3.2%. 

We propase a sequence of antigenic expression in breas! 
cancer, starting from the stem cell to those of highest dif
ferentiation: 215 - 206 - PEM - 86.2-81.1/ER - TAG.72/ 
MBr.1/PgR - COL.12. 

87. C-ERBB-2-PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN PAGET'S DIS
EASE OF THE NIPPLE ANO UNDERL YING LESIONS 

Torben Haerslev and Grete Krag Jacobsen. Department 
of Pathology, KAS Gentofte, University Hospital of Gentofte, 
2900 Helleup, Denmark 
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The expression of c-erbB-2-protein in Paget's disease of 
the nipple and underlying carcinoma in situ and/or invasive 
carcinom was studied using the indirect immuno-ABC
technique with a monoclonal antibody, anti-c-erbB-2 
(Biogenetics, Denmark). 

In 26 women with Paget's d isease of the nipple positive 
staining was present in the Pagel cells in 23 (88%). Nineteen 
of the patients had an underlying intraductal carcinoma and 
18 of these showed positive staining reaction within the 
carcinoma cells. Eleven patients had an underlying invasive 
ductal carcinoma and 1 O of these were positively stained. In 
three patients the Paget cells were negative. One palien! had 
no underlying lesion, one had an underlying intraductal 
carcinoma, and one had both intraductal and invasive car
cinoma. Ali lesions were negative. 

The c-erbB-2 staining reaction was compared with stain
ing for cytokeratin (CK) and epithelial membrane antigen 
(EMA) and was found to be a helpful d iagnostic marker for 
Paget's disease of the nipple. 

Previous studies have shown that the expression of c
erbB-2-protein in primary breast cancers is correlated to 
shorter relapse free period and poorer short-time survival. 
This is still under investigation in the present study. 

88. BILATERAL BREAST CANCER-STUDY OF 50 CASES 

S. André, R. Gouveia, F. Cunha, D. Pedro. Instituto 
Portugues de Oncología de Francisco Gentil, Lisboa, Portu
gal 

We evaluated !he clinicopathologic features of 50 cases of 
bilateral breas! cancer. Sixteen patients (32%) had clinically 
synchronous tumors and 34 (68%) metachronous (the 2nd 
neoplasia appeared 0.5 to 13 yrs later). The mean age of !he 
patients was 53.4 years (range 38-75 yrs). When 
metachronous, the right breas! was firstly affected in 21 
cases (61%) and !he left breast in 13 cases (38%); the first 
carcinoma had ;e:2 cm in 21 cases (61.7%) and lymph node 
metastases in 13 cases (38,2%); histologically, 5 neoplasia 
(14.7%) were classified as invasive lobularcarcinoma (1 with 
in situ lobular neoplasia) and 29 as invasive ductal carci
noma. Six patients had distan! metastases when !he second 
tumor was detected. Cumulative survival for metachronous 
tumors was 72.7% and 66.1 % at 5 and 10 yrs respectively. 
When synchronous, 15 tumors (53.1%) had <2cm and 15 
(46.6%) had no lymph node metastases; 2 neoplasia were 
classified as invasive tabular carcinoma (6.2%), 2 as tubular 
carcinoma and 28 as invasive ductal carcinoma. Cumulative 
survival for synchronous tumors was 79.8% and 68.4% at 5 
and 10 yrs respectively. The follow-up period was of 1 to 18 
yrs (mean 8 yrs). Cumulative survival for ali tumors was 75% 
al 5 yrs and 66.5% at 1 O yrs. Conclusions: !he majority al 
bilateral breas! carcinomas were metachronous with the right 
breast firstly involved in 61% of the cases; the frequency of 
invasive lobular carcinoma and the number of tumors with 
~cm were high in the first neoplasia of metachronous series; 
the difference in survival between synchronous and 
metachronous tumors was not statistically significan!; the 
age of !he women and the overall survival were similar to 
what is usually reported in unilateral breas! cancer. 
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89. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL (IH) DETERMINATION OF 
THE ANDROGEN RECEPTOR RELATIONSHIPWITH THE 
OESTROGEN ANO PROGEST ERON RECEPTOR IN FE
MALE BREAST CANCER 

S.C. Henzen-Logmans, Th. H. vd Kwast, W. L. J. v Putten, 
C . Claassen, V. Kuenen-Boumeester. DR Daniel den Hoed 
Cancer Centre and Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The 
Nether1ands 

The androgen receptor (AR) seems to be the bes! preserved 
hormonal receptor during the proces of metastases in human 
breast cancer. Data from literature indica te that knowledge of 
!he AR status, using ligand binding studies, add significantly 
to the prediction of survival and response to hormonal 
therapy. However, a simple assay for AR determination isstill 
lacking. Recently a monoclonal antibody (MoAb) F39.4 (re
active to the N-terminal domain of the human AR) has 
become available for IH studies. Therefore we studied the 
presence of AR in 100 primary breas! carcinomas and 
compared its expression with the ER/PR status, patients age 
and histological grading. For this frozen tissue sections were 
cut (5mu) and incubated with either MoAb F39.4 or wilh the 
ERICA kit or PgRICA kit (Abbott laboratories) . Specific 
binding of the antibodies was visualized using the PAP 
method. The % of ER,PR and AR positive tumor cells was 
calculated by counting the number of positive cells on a total 
of 300 cells in three difieren! areas. 

Seventy seven of the 100 carcinomas were AR positive 
with in most cases a high % of immunoreactive cells. All three 
receptors showed a weak to moderate, bu! statistically sig
nifican! positive correlation( Spearman rank correlations 
Rs(AR,ER)=.25, Rs(AR,PR)=.31, Rs(ER,PR)=.49 ). Sixty % 
of !he tumours were positive for ali three receptors. In 13 
cases no immunoreactivity was observed for any of the three 
receptors, twelve of which were grade 3 tumours. While !he 
proportion of ER+PR- tumours was strongly increased in 
postmenopausal patients no change in frequency of AR 
positive tumours was noticed. 

In conclusion AR is expressed in 77% of primary breast 
cancer and a significan! correlation was found between 
AR,ER and PR by IH. lmmunohistochemistry now provides 
a simple method to determine AR expression in breas! 
cancer. 

90. CATHEPSIN D IN B REAST CARCINOMA . AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

Herrero A. (1 ), Fresno M. (1 ), Nadji M. and Wu W. Univer
sity of Oviedo,Spain (1). University of Miami, Florida, USA 

An estrogen-regulated lysosomal protease, Cathepsin D 
produced and secreted in excess by breast cancer cells has 
been proposed as additional prognostic factor. Although 
many au thors have found a correlation be tween 
overexpression of cathepsin D with poor prognostic factor 
such lymph node metastasis, histologic grade and estrogen 
receptor status other groups of researchers were unable to 
demonstrate any correlation and very often the results are 
controversia!. Formalin fixed paraffin embedded sections of 
79 breast carcinomas were examined for the overexpression 
of lysosomal protease cathepsin D. lmmunostaining positivity 
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of cathepsin D was found in 46 cases (58%). Cathepsin D 
immunostaining was only significativa associated with nodal 
status and number of lymph node involved when the asso
ciation was made with negative and strongly stained cases 
(p=0.05) or when weakly stained cases wereavoided (p=0.04). 
We observad higher mean values of ER in cathepsin D 
positive tumors. An almos! significative association (p=0.09) 
between cathepsin D immunstaining and overall survival 
was found. 

In summary, cathepsin D immunostaining, especially 
strongly stained cases, was observed more frequent in 
tumors with favorable prognostic factors and could be a 
prognostically advantageous marker. 

91 . CARCINOMAS OF THE BREAST. PROGNOSTIC 
FACTORS 

T. lbañez, C. Hermosa, B. Eizaguirre, J.D.Toledo. Dpt. of 
Pathology. Hospital Civil Basurto, Bilbao. Spain 

In this study, we review 443 breast carcinomas, reported 
in Basurto's Hospital between 1980 and 1989. The overall 
survival was estimated acording to extension and morpho
logical criteria, trying to evaluate their usefulness. 

Actuaria! methods (Kaplan-Meier and Log-Rank) were 
used to investigate 5-year and 10-year survival rates. The 
single most important factor is axillary lymph node involve
ment. We found also, statistical differences between the cases 
with one to three positive axillary nades, and cases with four 
or more positive nades. Tumor size and UICC staging 
clasification give a good stratification and a good prognostic 
correlation. Histological grading was performed and provided 
a usefull prognostic information. Patients with grade 1 tumours 
have a significantly better survival than those with grade 11 
and 111 tumours. 

The used method involves semiquantitative evaluation of 
four morphological features: percentage of tubule formation, 
nuclear degree, nucleolar degree, and mitotic count. A nu
merical scoring system is used, and overall histological 
grade is derived from the summation of individual seores of 
the four variables. Three grades of differentiation are used. 
Among the four variables, previously reported, nucleolar 
degree, as single factor, provided the most usefull correlation 
with the overall survival. This study show that nucleolar 
status is an easily practicable histologicaVcytological method 
for use in the assesment of prognosis of carcinomas of the 
breast. 

92. UNDERDIAGNOSED BREAST LESIONS TREATED 
BY BIOPSY ALONE WITH SUBSEQUENT INVAStVE 
CARCINOMA 

K. lwabuchi MD, M. Okudaira MD, Dept. of Pathology, 
Kitasato Univ. School of Medicine, Japan 

Between 1972 and 1990, our hospital has experienced 
1000 mastectomy cases for invasiva carcinoma. Out of these 
1000 cases, eleven patients were found to have had previous 
biopsy at the same quadrant of the ipsilateral breast. Reviewing 
the biopsy slide of the eleven cases initially diagnosed as 
benign, we observed carcinoma foci in five cases; one 

invasive ductal carcinoma (scirrhous carcinoma) and tour 
non invasive carcinoma (micropapillary carcinoma 1, multi
ple intraductal papilloma with focal carcinoma 2, intracystic 
papillary carcinoma 1 ). As for the four cases of non invasive 
carcinoma, the intervals between the biopsy and mastectomy 
ranged from 26 months to 73 months (average, 52 months). 
In the remaining six cases, atypical and hyperplastic foci 
were not found in the biopsy slide. 

Our data demonstrate rather rapid development of inva
siva carcinoma from non invasive carcinoma treated by 
biopsy alone (average, 52 months), in contrast to the results 
of sorne previous reports showing the average period of six 
years or ten years. 

93. PROGNOSTIC IMPACT OF THE LOCALIZATION OF 
CATHEPSIN O IN BREAST CARCINOMA: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMtCAL ANAL YSIS 

J. Jacquemier, A. Henric, F. Penault , M. Pizzi, H. Brandone, 
Y. Ayme, M. Torrente, J. Hassoun. lnstitut Paoli-Calmettes, 
Marseille, France 

Cathepsin D is an acidic lysosomial protease present in all 
cells. lts high level in cytosol is correlated with bad prognosis 
in breast carcinomas. A multiparametric immunohisto· 
prognostic study was done in a series of 133 patients. 
Monoclonal antibody D7E3 (BIOSYS) for cathepsin D was 
applied on frozen sections. 102 cases (76.6 %) revealed 
cathepsin D with a variable percentage of immunostained 
cells. 2 groups of tumors were distinguished according to the 
positive cell types: group 1 (n = 50) where only epithelial cells 
were positive, group 2 (n = 52) where stromal cells with or 
without epithelial cells were positive . 

__ Group 1 Group 2 

Grade 1 =r 36 % 8.5 % (p = 0.02) 

Grade 111 13 % 48 % (p = 0.005) 

Positive nades (N+) 30.7 % 

14.6 % EA 

PR 1 21 .9 % 

49.5 % 

48.8 % 

60.7 % 

(p = 0.04) 

(p = 0.01) 

(p=0.0028) 

Ki67 > 15 % --¡ 15.3 % 40.5 % (p = 0.038) 

These results confirm the bad prognosticvalue of cathepsin 
D but only in cases where stromal cells were positiva. 
Conversely the immunostaining restricted to epithelial cells 
correlates with good prognostic criterias. 

94. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANAL YSIS OF P53 PRO
TEIN IN BREAST CARCINOMAS: CORRELATION WITH 
PROLIFERATING FACTORS 

F. Penault , J. Adéla'ide, J. Hassoun, C. Theillier, M. 
Torrente, J. Jacquemier. lnstitut Paoli-Calmettes, Marseille -
France 

P53 may act either as a tumor suppressor gene or as a 
dominant transforming oncogene depending on whether it 
has the wild type or mutant phenotype. 

Accumulation of P53 protein was analyzed in a series ol 
100 breast carcinomas. 3 monoclonal antibodies were com
pared ( 1801 and 0 07 wild and mutant types and 240 mutant 
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type, Novacastra). 20 cases harboured an heterogeneous 
nuclear positivity with 1801 which was retained. The percent
age of positive cells varied from 5 to 80 % (mean value: 55 
%). Gontrary to the negative cases, the positive cases were 
significantly correlated with grade 111 (65 % versus 20.7 % 
p = 0.00035), Ki67 superior to 30 % (42, 1 % versus 1 O% p 
= 0,003), DNA aneuploidy (94,7 % versus 52,5 % p = 0.002) 
and S phase superior to 12% (100%versus60%p=0.02). 

The highly proliferating rate of P53 positive tumors was 
further supported by the absence of estrogen receptors (70 
% versus 20 % p < 0.001) and the presence of EGFA 
receptor (47 % versus 8 % p = 0.0059). 

In absence of sufficientfollow up, these preliminary results 
however suggest that accumulation of P53 protein strongly 
correlated to highly proliferating factors should be system
atically studied in breast carcinomas. 

95. BREAST CANCER SCREENING. QUANTIFICATION 
OF ONA ANO PROLIFERATION FACTORS ON 160 
BREAST CANCER (BC) OIAGNOSEO OURING THE FIRST 
SCREENING STEP 

l. Jauregui, M. Gomez Dorronsoro, B. Larrínaga, F. Monzón, 
J. Martínez-Peñuela. Hospital de Navarra. Pamplona. Spain 

Since September 1990 our Hospital is participating in a 
European Gommunity sponsored program on BG screening 
in Navarra (Spain) focused in the age rank of 45-65 years 
women. On 1992, we have concluded the first screening step 
and discovering 160 BG, most of them of Bloom's grade 11. lt 
is becoming more and more importan! to discriminate different 
prognostic groups among these patients. 

Recent publications ha ve focused on proliferation markers 
in BG, such as AgNORs count, epidermal growth factor and 
nuclear proliferation antigens (PGNA, Ki67) . 

We herein analyze Ki67, PGNA, AgNOAs count and 
phase G1 M,SG2M (cell cycle) in 160 patients with BG. We 
compare them each other and determine their validity in 
comparison to cell cycle and morphometric prognostic index 
(MPI). 

Quantifitation of PGNA and Ki67, as well as cell cycle 
evaluation have been performed by means of a computer
assisted image analysis system (TEXGAN). 

Gonclusions: 

1.- Proliferation factors as measured by MPI (MAi), 
Ki67,PGNA and DNA determinations are of major prognostic 
value. 

2.- MPI, Ki67 and PGNA are a useful tool to subclassify 
grade 11 Breas! Gancer. 

3.- Quantification by image analysis is essential for PGNA 
and Ki67, in order to establish a relationship with the cell cycle 
(G1M,SG2M) 

96. SUPERIORITY OF IMAGE ANAL YSIS QUANTIFICA
TION IN HORMONE RECEPTOR ASSAY OF MUCINOUS 
CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST 

F. Ballouk, T. Jennings, A. Boguniewicz, Albany Medical 
Gollege, Albany, NY. 
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Mucinous carcinomas (MG) are characterized by abun
dan! extracellular mucin and by variable cellularity. Sorne 
MGs are so hypocellular that we questioned the validity of 
biochemical assays in these tumors. We quantitatively 
analyzed paraffin embedded tissue from 34 cases of MG of 
breas! for estrogen receptor (EA) and progesterone receptor 
(PR) using immunohistochemistry on the image analysis 
system (GAS 200). Of the 34 cases, 31 (91 %) were positive 
for EA whereas 18 (53%) were positive for PR. In 21 cases 
the quantitative ER and PA were assayed biochemically by 
dextran-coated charcoal method (DGG). Using the DGG as 
the «true» val u e, the sensitivity of the GAS 200 for ER and PA 
was 100% and 78% and the specificity was 13% and 64% 
respectively. The low specif- icity of the values obtained by 
the GAS 200 was attributed to the fact that 8 cases were 
falsely positive (negative by biochemical and positive by GAS 
200) for ER and/or PR. Review of the histological patterns of 
all 21 cases showed that the 8 falsely positive cases were 
significantly hypocellular (cellularity 5-15%) compared to the 
remaining cases (cellularity 20-75%). We conclude that 
immunohistochemical analysis of ER/PA status on GAS 200 
in MG is a sensitive method with the ability to detect receptor 
content when their concentration might be too low to be 
demonstrated by the conventional method as a result of 
sparse cellularity. 

97. FLOW CYTOMETRIC DNA MEASUREMENTS IN 
BREAST CANCER: COMPARISON BETWEEN FINE
NEEOLE ASPIRATE MATERIAL ANO BIOPSY MATE
RIAL 

L. Krogerus, M. Aailo, M. Shoultz and S. Nordling from 
University of Helsinki, Finland 

Proliferation activity is one of the prognostic factors in 
breas! cancer that might solve the problem of when adjuvant 
therapy is needed in small breas! cancers. lf adjuvant 
therapy is to be given it should start as early as possible and 
be carefully designed. Thus it would be beneficia! to have the 
knowledge of the cancer's proliferation activity that is, the 
percentage of cells in synthesis phase ( S-phase ) of the cell 
cycle already before any operable measures are taking 
place. We now report that flow cytometric DNA analysis from 
fine needle aspirates (FNAB) is as reliable as is flow cylometric 
analysis from segmentectomy material provided that the 
cellular material is diagnostic for cancer. 

We tested the f low cytometric DNA analysis data from 54 
FNAB's against data from subsequent segmentectomy 
preparations. The FNAB's arrived to the laboratory in cell 
culture medium and were immediately stained with 
eth idiumbromide for analysis with the flow cytometer 
FAGScan. Befo re analysis ordinary cytocentrifugation speci
mens were made and stained with toluidine blue for diagno
sis. Operation specimens arrived to the laboratory unfixed, 
ordinary frozen sections were made for diagnosis and adjacent 
tissue was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen to be teased and 
stained with ethidium bromide and analyzed later. 

We found that on average the coefficients of variation (GV) 
of the G 1 peak was lover in the histograms from the FNAB's 
(median 2,6) than in the histograms from the operation 
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specimen (median 4,4). Also small near d iploid peaks were 
more easily d iscernible in the FNAB histograms than in the 
operation specimen histograms. There was 33 aneuploid 
tumours in the FNAB group against 25 in the operation 
specimen group. The mean DNA indexes far the aneuploid 
peaks were 1,57 and 1,78 respectively. Synthesis phase 
fractions had good correlation between the groups (Correlation 
0, 18, R-squared 0,03). Thus we advise to makellowcytometric 
DNA analysis already from the first cytological specimen 
from a breast tumourto enable fast planning and coordinating 
of breast cancer care. 

98 . INVA SIVE DUCTAL CA R CINOMA N OS : 
HISTOLOGYCAL SUBTYPES ANO EXPRESSION OF C
ERB-82 ANO EGF-R 

C. Leal Barbosa, l. Costa, T . Amaro, M.J. Bento and C. 
Lopes. Oncologycal Hospital of Oporto, Portugal 

Most breast carcinomas are assigned to the large 
category of invasive ductal carcinoma NOS. A division of 
these group has beeen tryed but not used far prognoslic 
purposes. The aim of of this study was to perform an 
histologic subclassification of invasive ductal carcinoma NOS, 
diagnosed in a series of 148 patients. The carcinomas were 
subdivided into two subgroups: A - Comedo and/or salid 
pattem, with or without necrosis; B - Tubulo-ductal type 
without necrosis. Each of these subgroups was correlated to: 

1 - Clinical/pathological factors of known prognostic value; 
2 - Multifocal tumor in the mastectomy specimen; 
3 - lmmunocytochemical expression of c-erb-82 onco

protein and of EGF-R. 

The results showed that there was a statislical significan! 
correlation between subtype A carcinoma and the following 
parameters: large tumor size, higher histological grade, 
lymph nade metastasis, absence of estrogen and proges
terone receptors, premenopausal patients, presence of 
multifocal tumor and higher expression of c-erb-82 
oncoprotein. No correlation has been found with expression 
of EGF-R protein. 

There was also statistical significan! correlation between 
c-erb-B2 oncoprotein and absence of progesterone receptors, 
large tumor size and higher histological grade. 

In summary: the histological subclassification of invasive 
ductal carcinoma NOS hasclinical and pathological relevance, 
because subtype A carcinoma seems to be a tumor with 
higher biologic severity; on other hand, the overproduction of 
c-erb-B2 oncoprotein may be a prognostic factor to consider, 
as it seems to be associated with carcinomas with a worse 
prognosis. 

99. PERITUMORAL L YMPHOVASCULAR INVA SION, 
ANGIOGENESIS ANO OCCULT LYMPH NODE METAS
TASIS IN NODE-NEGATIVE INVASIVE BREAST CARCI
NOMA - THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIP ANO BIOLOGl
CAL SIGNIFICANCE 

A.K.C. Lee, S. Bosari, 1 Nasser, R.A. Delellis, G.J. Heatley, 
M.L. Silverman. Lahey Clinic Medica! Center, New England 
Deaconess Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and Tufts 

L niversity School of Medicine, Bastan, MA, USA 

Peritumoral lymphovascular invasion, microvasculature 
and occult lymph nade metastasis were evaluated in a series 
of 160 nade(-) invasive breast carcinoma patients (median 
follow-up 11 years) . Lymphovascular invasion, observed in 
24% of patients, was related to distan! disease recurrence 
(p<0.0001 ). Microvasculature, which reflects tumor 
angiogenesis, was evaluated by factor Vlll-related antigen 
staining. 11 was higher in nade(+) than nade(-) tumors 
(p=0.001), and was also related to recurrence in nade(-) 
patients (p=0-01 ). Occult metastasis, evaluated by H&E and 
keratin immunostaining of serial lymph nade sections, was 
seen in 28% of patients. Occult metastases which required 
detection by immunostaining (12%) was usually <0.2 mm 
and had no impact on disease recurrence, while those which 
were either detectable by H&E (16%), >0.02 mm or involved 
perinodal soft tissue, were more pro ne to recur . 
Lymphovascular invasion was re lated to increased 
microvasculature (p=0.002) and to the presence of occult 
nodal metastasis (p=0.02). In a multi-variate analysis, 
lymphovascular invasion was the most importan! prognostic 
variable (p<0.0001), followed by increased microvasculature 
(p=0.02). Our observations suggest that these 3 parameters 
are biologically related phenomena which may reflect 
metastatic potential and systemic tumor burden, and may be 
helpful in identifying high risk breas! cancer patients. 

1 OO. CORRELATION BETWEEN HISTOLOGICAL GRADE 
ANO C-ERB 8 2 EXPRESSION IN INFIL TRATING DUCTAL 
CARCINOMA OF BREAST 

Lai-Meng Looi and Sook-Fan Yap. Department of Pathol
ogy, Faculty of Medicine, University of Malaya, 59100 Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia 

Expression of c-erb 82 (neu or HER-2) oncoprotein by 
breas! carcinoma has been recently mooted to have an 
association with poor survival. We endeavoured to investi
gate this association in a comparative study between c-erb 
B2 expression and histological grade, another prognostic 
parameter of infiltrating breast carcinoma. Ninety consecu
tive infil trating ductal carcinoma ol breas! were studied by the 
standard avidin-biotin complex method on formalin-fixed, 
paraffin-embedded tissue sections, using a monoclonal an
tibody to c-erb 82 protein. The same tumours were graded 
and scored according to the Bloom and Richardson criteria 
into Grade 1 (well-differentiated), Grade 11 (moderately-differ
entiated) and Grade 111 (poorly-differentiated) categories. 
The distribution of tumours according to grade were: 2 (2.2%) 
Grade 1, 31 (34.4%) Grade 11 and 57 (63.3%) Grade 111. 38 
(42.2%) tumours showed positive membrane staining far c
erb 82. 5 (16.1%) Grade 11 and33 (57.9%) Grade 111 tumours 
expressed c-erb B2. The oncoprotein was not expressed by 
Grade 1 tumours. This study shows a good correlation be
tween histological grade and c-erb 82 expression. lt would 
appear that c-erb 82 expression is an indicator of more 
aggressive biological behaviour and poorer prognosis. 

101 . PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN BREAST CANCER. A 
STATISTICAL STUDY 

D. Ludeña, O. Martin, P. Galindo, E. Serrano, C. Parra, A. 
Bullan; University Hospital, Salamanca, Spain 
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Breas! cancer is an importan! entity in oncological pathol
ogy owing to its elevated frequency and mortality rate (1). 
There are severa! factors involved in its prognosis that have 
been debated and reviewed in the literature (2). 

In the present study we report on a statistical study of 
breas! cancer at our hospital (6 years) and the patients' 
survival at5 years afterdiagnosis. We analyze the prognosis
survival relationship. 215 cases were evaluated studying the 
following: macroscopic data (location, size, consistency, 
metastatic nades, etc); histological data (type, grade, 
metastatic nodes, muscle adipose tisue infiltration, perineural
vascular infiltration, histological benign associated disease, 
necrosis, reactive ganglia, etc). 

To perform an inferential analysis, contingency tables 
were examined (X2 and the Woolfe G test for low frequencies 
and Student's .. , .. test for central tendency). 

The results revea! a statistically significan! association 
between survival and the following parameters: size, meta
static nodes, histological type and grade, muscle-adipose 
tissue infiltration, perineural-vascular invasion, necrosis and 
reactive ganglia. There was no statistically significan! as
sociation in the histological type, benign associated disease, 
bilaterality and grade, considered alone. 

The authors underscore the joint analysis of these varia
bles and their interconnection for the overall prognosis of 
breast cancer. 

1.- Haagensen D.C., W.B. Saunders Company. 3.i Ed. 1986. 

2.- Tubiana M & Koscielnys S. Cancer 74: 43. 1987. 

102. ANAL YSIS OF DNA CONTENT OF HUMAN BREAST 
TUMOURS. A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN FLOW 
CYTOMETRY (FCM) ANO IMAGE ANAL YSIS (IA) 

M.F. Gartner, F. Magalhaes, and F. Sansonetty. Depart
ment of Pathology, Medica! Faculty, University of Porto, 
Portugal 

DNA quantification is a mus! in the routine evaluation of 
breast lesions; however, it remains controversia! if one 
should use FCM ,or IA, or both. In an attempt to settle this 
controversy we studied, using both methods, 22 mammary 
tumours (6 fibroadenomas and 16 carcinomas) and 
6 tumour-like lesions of the breas!, consecutively resected at 
our Hospital. FCM was performed in nuclear suspensions 
stained with propidium iodide. IA was performed in cell 
imprints and nuclear suspensions stained with Feulgen pro
cedure. In 20 cases (71.4%) both methods yielded similar 
results. In most of the remaining cases. IA disclosed aneuploid 
(near d iploid) peaks in tumours considered within the diploid 
range by FCM. Apart from this advantage (disclosure of small 
clones), IA operates also with less amount of cells. FCM, on 
the other hand, is less time-consuming and provides better 
defined histograms anda much more reliable evaluation of S
phase fraction . We conclude that: a) both methods should be 
used together, whenever possible, because they provide 
complementary data; b) IA is mandatory specially when 
dealing with FCM diploid ornear diploid tumours that present 
worrisome features by light microscopy. 
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103. EXPRESSION OF C-erbB2 ANO p53 IN CARCINOMA 
IN-SITU ANO ATYPICAL HYPERPLASIA OFTHE BREAST 

C.N. Makunura, P.A. Yeomans and C.A. Wells. Depart
ment of Pathology, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, 
England 

In order to attempt to predict the biological behaviour of 
carcinoma in-situ and atypical hyperplasia of the breas! 
detected by breast cancer screening, an 
immunohistochemical study using monoclonal antibodies 
raised against the protein product of c-erbB2 and p53 was 
carried out on paraffin sections of 38 cases of carcinoma in
situ and 17 cases of atypical hyperplasia. Cases were 
classified into, firstly ductal and lobular types and the ductal 
carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) was furthersubdivided into comedo, 
large cell micropapillary, and small cell micropapillary/ 
cribriform. Cases of microinvasion were also included and 
this was confirmed or excluded with immunostaining for 
basement membrane components. 

In common with other studies c-erbB2 positivity was 
confined to the cases of large cell type (either comedo-, sol id 
or large cell micropapillary) of which 77.7% (21/27) were 
positive. None of the small cell micropapillary or cribri form 
tumours (0/8) showed positivity. Three cases of lobular 
carcinoma in-situ were also negative. Two of the three cases 
associated with Paget's disease were positive with c-erbB2 
while the other was the sole example of 'neuro-endocrine' 
DCIS in the study being characterised by small cell mor
phology and negativity for c-erbB2. 

Three out of the 13 cases of atypical ductal hyperplasia 
showed sorne focal membrane staining. In two of the three 
the staining was present within the atypical proliferation but 
in one was present in a duct adjacent to the atypia. Four 
cases of atypical lobular hyperplasia were studied and one of 
these showed weak membrane staining. 

p53 immunostaining showed similar results to the c-erbB2 
in most cases but more of the small cell tumours showed 
sorne positivity. 

The results suggest that if increased oncogene 
expression is correllated with prognosis as in invasive 
tumours, c-erbB2 overexpression and p53 positivity may 
help to predict which cases of DCIS or atypical hyperplasia 
will progress to invasive carcinoma. 

104. c-erb-82 ANO p53 EXPRESSION IN LOW ANO IN
TERMEDIATE CLINICAL GRADE BREAST CARCINOMAS 

M. Martinazzi, C. Zampatti, F. Crivelli, S. Martinazzi. Dept 
of Anatomic Pathology, Hospital of Gallarate, ltaly. 

The immunohistochemical (IHC) expression of sorne 
oncogene products associated with a poor prognosis and 
reported to be lacking in low grade (LG: mucinous-Mu; 
papillary-P; tubular-T; cribriform-Cr) and intermediate grade 
(IG: lobular-L; medullary-Me) invasive breas! carcinomas 
(C), have been studied on frozen sections by ABC method. 

In a series of 836 breas! C, 1/12 (9%) wholly pure (serial 
sections) MuC, 1 /19 pu re PC (5.2%), no case of pu re TC and 
CrC and 5/108 (4.6%) LC, 1/4 pu re MeC (25%) demonstrate 
IHC c-erb-82 membrane positivities (385 MoAb), whereas 
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an incidence of 23.7% (92/387 cases) has been observed in 
invasive ductal e (IDe). 

Another IHe prognosticator, p53 oncoprotein (PAb1801 
MoAb) has been found in 5/10 Mee (50%) and in 6/134 Le 
(4.4%) vs. 94/528 IDe (17.8%), whereas no positive Mue, 
Te, Pe, and ere has been detected. 

lt may be supposed that c-erb-82 and p53 segregate a 
subset of both Le and Mee at higher risk far short time (3 yrs.) 
relapses than Le and Mee as a whole. 

In fact a follow-up study on sorne pNO cases shows no 
recurrence in c-erb-82 positive LGe and 1 death/5 in c-erb-
82 positive Le as compared with 1/27 relapses in c-er-82 
negative Le. 

The only case of c-erb-82 positive Mee has died as 
compared with relapse-free survivals in c-erb-82 negative 
cases. 

An IHe expression of p53 is found only in IGe: 215 cases 
of p53 positive Mee died/relapsed vs. 3/5 p53 negative Mee 
and 1/6 cases of p53 positive Le died vs. 1/27 p53 negative 
Le. Differences achieve borderline significance (x2 p=0.03 -
0.07). 

105. SURVIVAL OF BREAST CANCER IN GUIPUZCOA 

Michelena M.J., Toledo, J.D. Instituto Oncotógico. San 
Sebastián, Hospital Basurto, Bilbao and Facultad de Medici
na y Odontología U.PV.-E.H.U. Spain 

1.104 women in Guipuzcoa, diagnosed as having breast 
cancer between 1.983 - 1.987, were followed until december 
1.990. 

Among them, 722 have been staded with TNM etassification 
of Malignan! Tumours (1.987) Utee. 

The stage in breas! cancer was studied with respect the 
survival (Kaptan-Meier), by comparing survival curves, using 
the Maentel Hanzel method. 

The survival of all the cases has been 60% in five years of 
diagnosis. Forstage 1, the survival has been 90%; stage ti A, 
73.5%; stage 11 B, 69,5% stage 111 A, 57%; stage 111 B, 47% 
and stage IV, 17%. 

The survival of the patients without axillary nades, has 
been 78%, and with axillary nades, 52 %. 

106. IMPORTANCE OF GRADING FOR PREDICTING 
BREAST CANCER BEAHVIOUR WITH PARTICULAR 
INTEREST OF VESSEL INVASION ANO NODAL STATUS 

J. Buss, e. Minguillon, W. SchOnegg, W. Lichtenegger 
Universitats-Frauenklinik UKAV Berlin. Germany 

Grading is the most importan! histological factor to descri
be breas! cancer behaviour. Histological sections of tumors 
and homolaterat axillary lymph nades from 253 patients with 
primary breas! cancer have been examined. 58,5% were 
invasive ductal carcinoms, 16,6% invasiv tabular, 5,7% 
medulary, 7,5% special d ifferenciated and 2,4% non-invasive 
carcinomas. 9,9% were ductulo-lobular or tubulo-tobular. 
The tumors have been graded according to Blomm & 
Aichardson. 26,5% were G1 , 57,7% G2 and 15,8% G3. 

Minimal or absent vessel invasion was present in 67,2%, 
moderate in 13,8% and pronunced in 19% of patients. The 
corresponding results far mononuctear cell reaction were 
55,7%, 25,3% and 19%. 54,9% of all patients had no 
metas tases, 20,9% between 1 and 3, 24, 1 % more than 3. T1 
was present in 45,7%, T2 in 34,8%, T3 in 6,9% and T4 in 
12,6% of cases. We could confirm that high grading is 
corretated with high degree of mononuctear cell infiltration. 
Grading is correlated with the degree of vesset invasion and 
nodal status. A tumor size of more than 2 cm. carretales with 
increased grading and increased degree of vessel invasion. 

107. GROWTH FRACTION ESTIMATION OF BREAST 
CARCINOMS USING ANTl-PCNA CYCLIN 

e . Minguillon, l. Schonborn, W. LichteneggerUniversitats
Frauenklinik UKRV Bertin,Germany 

Aim of our study was to determine the value of PeNA 
(Proliferating eell Nuclear Antigen) as marker of proliferation 
in carcinoma of the breast. The PeNA-Expression was 
examined in 219 breast carcinoms (156 ductal invasive, 41 
lobu lar invasive, 22 other carcinoma types) by 
immunhistochemistry in paraffin-embedded formalin-fixed 
material. 1000 cells were counted and the lraction of positive 
cells determined. The results were correlated with severa! 
prognostic factors (histologic differentiation, grading, nodal 
and receptor state). 101 Tumors (46%) showed stight, 80 
(37%) median and 38 (17%) strong PeNA expression 
(<20%/20% - 60%1>60%). Strong PeNA expression was 
significantty more lrequent in invasive ductal than in invasive 
lobular carcinoma (p<0.05), decreased differentiation (p< 
0.001) and low receptor state (p<0.001). There was no 
correlation PeNA-expression with nodat state. eomparison 
of Pe NA and Kl67 as well established marker of proliferation 
revealed a good correlation of both methods (p=0.98). 

Conclusions: PeNA preved to be a retiable marker far the 
determination of the proliferating lraction in carcinoma of the 
breas! and corretated positively with established prognostic 
factors. Of special advantage is its applicability in paraffine
embedded formatin-fixed material. 

108. MORPHOLOGICAL PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN 
BREAST CANCER 

e . Minguillon, W. Friedmann, A. Retes, A. Schafer, M. 
Press·, Universitats-Frauenklinik Charlottenburg use, De
partment of Pathotogy, Los Angeles· . USA 

Frozen tissue of 160 cases of breas! cancer was used far 
these studies. We examined c-erbB-2 quantitatively, Epider
mat Growth Factor Receptor, steroid hormone receptor sta
tus, Ki67, ploidy analysis S-and G2M-phase. 

In 21.9% of the cases an overexpression of c-erbB-2 (1 pg/ 
cell) was found. There was no correlation of c-erbB-2 expres
sion and age, grading, tymphnode status, Ki67 and S-and 
G2M-phase. An inverse relationship between EA and PA 
and c-erbB-2 was recognized. A significan! correlation be
tween c-erbB-2 and the histopathologic d iagnosis was found. 
9,5% of the cases revealed EGFA by immunhistochemistry. 
These tumors showed an increased proliferation. (p 0.01) 
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S-and G2M-phase correlated significantly to the 
immunohistochemical detection of Ki67. 

Conclusion: The determination of severa! morphological 
prognostic factors should be a help in recognizing the high 
risk group of node-negative breas! cacer with increase risk of 
recurrence and the nedd of an adjuvant terapy. 

109. FINE NEEOLE ASPIRATION FROM METAPLASTIC 
CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST 

B. Nielsen and D. Francis; lnstitute of Pathology, Randers 
Hospital, Dennmark 

Fine needle aspiration (FNA) is a well accepted method for 
evaluation of palpable breas! tumors. In sorne cases the 
histological type of the proces can be determinated by the 
aspirated material. FNA from nineteen cases of metaplastic 
breast carcinoma have been investigated for two features. 
Firstly, whether the obtained aspiration was diagnostic of 
malignancy and secondly, whether the histological type of 
the carcinoma could be recognized. 

In ali cases malignan! cells were present, and in most 
cases (14 of 19, 74%) in great number. In 16 of 19 eases 
(84%) the cells showed a high degreed nuclear pleomorphism. 

Special features such as metachromatic substance, 
squamous differentiation, spindle cells and groups of 
pleomorphic or histiocy1oid multinuclear tumor cells were 
found in 17 of 19 eases (89%). These features caused 
suspicion of a metaplastie type of breas! carcinoma. 

Conclusion: fine needle aspiration from metaplastic breast 
carcinoma produce a very cellular aspirate, which is diagnostic 
for malignancy and suggest the histological type of the 
proces. 

110. APOCRINE ANO SPINOLE CELL METAPLASTIC 
CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST 

C. Paties,A. Zangrandi ,C. Manini'. Depts of Pathology, 
Piacenza Civil Hospital and of 'Human Oncology, University 
of Turin , ltaly 

Apocrine carcinoma is a rare variant of breas! carcinoma 
mainly of ductal origin prevalen! in elderly women, recog
nized with variable frequency (0.3-4%) with purely morpho
logical or also immunohistochemical criteria (GCDFP-1 5 
positivity in most of the tumor cells) . Metaplastic carcinomas 
of the breas! represe ni a heterogeneous group of neoplasms 
variably designated showing a dual differentiation (carcino
matous and sarcomatous), which have been further classi
fied according to the sarcomatous componen!. The overt 
epithelial componen! in them is usually a moderately or 
poorly differentiated ductal carcinoma or a squamous cell 
carcinoma. We describe a case of bilateral long-standing 
apocrine carcinoma of the breas! in a 83 year old caucasian 
woman with a sarcomatoid spindle cell componen! on one 
side. The neoplasms were very large (8 and 13 cms) and 
presented roundish margins.ln both neoplasms the epithelial 
componen! was purely apocrine, mainly papillary in pattern 
and expressed GCDFP-15, keratins, CEA, 872.3, EMA and 
histiocytic/ secretive antigens (alpha-1-ACT, alpha-1-AT, 
LeuMI, MAC387, LN5). The sarcomatoid componen! was 
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immunohistochemically poorly expressive: only in sorne 
transitional areas a faint positivity for 872.3, EMA and LN5 
was detected. The histogenesis and clinical behaviour of 
metaplastic carcinoma are still underdebate; a myoepithelial 
cell origin has been proposed due to immunohistochemical 
and ultrastructural features. In our case the apocrine differ
en tiati on of the epithe l ial componen! and the 
immunohistochemical findings are not indicative for a 
myoepithelial origin or differentiation. Clinical and pathologic 
findings suggest that the sarcomatoid componen! may 
originate secondarily in metaplastic carcinoma as a 
dedifferentiated componen!. 

111. PROGNOSTIC MARKERS IN INVASIVE BREAST 
CANCER. A MULTIPARAMETER ANALYSIS 

J . Goris, B. Pedemonte-Coira, and P. Chauhan. Harlem 
Hospital Center, New York, NY, Met. Path. laboratories, New 
Jersey and Columbia University. New York, NY. USA 

Recen! studies suggest that ploidy status, proliferative 
activity and hormonal receptors content, could be importan! 
markers in the prognostic evaluation of patients with breas! 
carcinoma. Fourty-two consecutive mastectomy specimens 
with invasive breas! carcinoma were studied. Proliferative 
activity as indicated by Proliferation Cell Nuclear Antigen 
expression (PCNA), and S-Phase Proliferative Fraction (SPF), 
DNA ploidy status, and Estrogen/Progesterone receptors 
content (ER/PR), were correlated with tumor size, nodal 
involvement and mitotic index. Feulgen stained DNA content 
and PCNA expression were quantitated by image analysis 
(SAMBA 4000). ER/PR levels were obtained by a dextran
coated charcoal assay. Twenty-four of 42 tumors (48%) had 
high SPF. In 25/42 {60%) of the cases, more than 90% of the 
cells expressed strong nuclear PCNA, and 12124 cases 
(28%) had both nuclear and cytoplasmic PCNA. Hormonal 
status were as follows: 31/42 ER+, 21/42 PR + and 13/42 
were both ER/PR +. A combined analysis of this indicators 
showed that aneuploid tumors 24/42 (57%) were agressive 
(lymph node metastasis, size greater than 2 cm., high SPF, 
multiple hyperploid peaks, high mitotic rate and ER or PR 
negative). Ten of the remaining cases were diploid and eight 
tetraploid. This data show a possitive correlation among this 
parameters. This markers could help identify a subset of 
patients that pursue a more agressive course and might 
benefit from adjuvant therapy. 

112. ONA HETEROGENEITY IN ADVANCEO PRIMARY 
CARCINOMAS OF THE BREAST ANO THEIR 
METASTASES: A FLOW CYTOMETRIC STUOY OF 50 
CASES 

E.S.G. d'Amore, A. Fassina, J.C. Manivel, W. Jaszcz, S. 
Pepe, A. Ruggero, G. Pettinato. Universitá di Padova (E. 
d'A., A.F.), Universityof Minnesota (J.C.M. & W.J.), Universitá 
di Napoli (G.P., S.P .. A.R.). ltaly 

Severa! reports indicate that the analysis of the DNA 
content in breas! tumors may be predictive of the patient's 
outcome. Most of the studies have been performed on single 
random neoplastic specimens, which may not be repre
sentative of the ploidy status of the tumors. In order to 
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investigate the problem of tumor heterogeneity we analyzed 
the DNA content from multiple areas of 52 primary breas! 
carcinomas (126 samples) and their metastases (105 sam
ples) by flow cytometry. 

A single DNA peak was found in 35 of the primary tumors, 
with diploid DNA index (DI) in 17 and aneuploid in 19. The 
remaining 16 cases were also ameuploid but in addition they 
showed intraneoplastic heterogeneity, as demonstrated by 
the presence of 2 (12 cases), 3 (3 cases) and 4 (1 case) 
stemlines with difieren! DNA content. Two or more DNA 
stemlines were present in a single DNA histogram only in 9 
out of 42 sanples from the heterogeneous neoplasms; in 
most cases, however, multiple samples were necessary to 
evidence intratumor heterogeneity. There was no correlation 
between tumor heterogeneity and the patient's age, tumor 
size, histopathologicgrade and numberof nodal metastases. 
Comparison of the DNA content in primary tumors and their 
nodal metastases revealed stability of the DI in 31 out of 44 
tumors. However in 13 cases at least one populaton of cells 
undetected in the primary site were found in nodal metastases. 
lnterestingly, a diploid metastatic stemline was seen in 6 out 
of 15 single-aneuploid carcinomas and in 6 out of 14 multiploid 
tumors. Finally, 3 extranodal metastases and 6 recurren! 
carcinomas were also analyzed. In 6/9 of these cases no 
variation of the DI was observed in the evolution of the 
disease, whereas in 3 cases a new aneuploid population 
appeared. 

In conclusion, our findings suggest that: 

1) extensive sampling should be performed to properly 
assess the DI of primary breas! carcinomas, since one single 
ramdom flow cytometric measurement of the DNA content 
frequently underestimates tumor hetereogeneity. 

2) although in most cases of progressive disease there is 
DNA stability, stemlines undetected in the primary tumors 
are frequently observed in metastatic siles. 

3) increasing biological aggressiveness of the abnormal 
subclones is not always associated with DNA aneuploidy, as 
shown by the frequent occurrence of diploid metastases from 
aneuploid primary carcinomas. 

113. INTEROBSERVER-REPRODUCIBILITY IN THE AS
SESSMENT OF IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DETECTION 
OF ESTROGEN RECEPTOR IN PRIMARY BREAST CAR
CINOMA 

B.Bruun Rasmussen, J .Andersen, E.Balslev, D.Francis, 
S.Holck, K.Hou-Jensen, H.Kiaer, T.N0rgaard , J.Rasmussen, 
T.Schi0dt; Dept.of Pathology, Roskilde, Frederiksborg, Fyn 
and Vejle County Hospitals, U. of Odense and Copenhagen, 
Bispebjerg and Hvidovre Hospitals, Denmark 

lmmunohistochemical detection of estrogen receptor 
(ERICA) has many advantages,butalso sorne disadvantages. 
One of these is that the presence and amount of receptor( E A) 
are based on a subjective evaluation, with the risk of both 
intra- and inter-observer variation. Regarding the latter, 
ERICA-slides from 72 consequtive breast carcinomas were 
circulated among a panel of 1 O pathologists. The observers 
evaluated 1. ER positive/negative tumors, 2. the percentage 
of positive cells. As a lower limit of ER-positivity was chosen 

10% positive cells. The evaluation was done blind with regard 
to results obtained by the other members of the panel. The 
results were evaluated by Kappa-Statistics (less than 0.5 
equivalen! to agreement by chance, 0.5-0. 75 good agreement, 
more than 0.75 excellent agreement,).The percentage of 
ER-positive tumors, as evaluated by the 1 O observers ranged 
from 53 to 64%. In 53 cases full agreement as to the 
qualitative assessment of ER-positivity was achieved, giving 
an over-all agreement of 0.886 anda Kappa-value of 0,769. 
However, the reproducibility with regard to the quantitative 
evaluation of %-positive reacting cells was poor, with Kappa
value of 0.1 37, while a rude semiquantitat ive evaluation of 
high vs low ER-content (above or less that 50% positive cells) 
gave better results, with a Kappa-value of 0.555. Concluding, 
there seems to be an excellent reproducibility among 10 
independent pathologists with regard to the assessment of 
ER-positivity, whereas it apparently is not possible to repro
duce a quantitative evaluation of the ER-content. However, 
it is possible to obtain a fairly reasonable reproducibility using 
a rude semiquantitative estimation of high vs low ER-content. 

114. PROGNOSIS OF NODE-NEGATIVE BREAST CAN
CER: FLOW CYTOMETRIC DNA ANAL YSIS CONTRIB
UTES NO NEW INFORMATION 

C. Schuerch, O. Glidewell, L. Trapkin, Geisinger Medical 
Center, Danville, PA.. USA 

Tumor DNA canten! and cell cycle parameters are related 
to outcome forwomen with node-negative breast cancer. We 
undertook to show whether they can be used to improve our 
prognostic ability beyond that obtained in a traditional 
histopathologic tissue examination. 

We studied 238 cases of axillary node negative, 
nonmedullary breas! carcinoma retrospectively with a mean 
follow-up time of 140 months. As judged by Chi Squared 
statistics from the unvariate regression of each variable on 
the time of death with disease by the Cox proportional 
hazards model, the following is a list of prognostically signifi
can! histopathologic variables in descending arder of impor
tance: Nuclear grade, Mitotic rate, Tumor size >2 cm., 
Necrosis (any), lntraductal componen! <10%, Vascular inva
sion. The six variables were summarized in a three level 
RISK classification. 

Cell cycle parameters were optimized as follows: S-phase 
>4%, G2M >10%, (S + G2M) >15%. Ploidy was assigned to 
one of three prognostic groupings: a) Diploid + Unclassified 
(Diploid pattern but G2M>20%), b) Hyperdiploid, c) Tetraploid 
(G2M demonstrated at 8N) and Hypertetraploid. 

In unvariate analysis S phase and (S + GM) were signifi
can! in predicting death with disease (p<.001, p<.009, re
spectively). G2M was significan! for hyperdiploid and diploid 
tumors only (p <.022, p <.044). Ploidy was also significan! (p 
<.004). When adjustment was made for RISK, however, no 
independent effect for S phase, G2M, (S + G2M), or ploidy status 
could be established. 

Thus the prognostic information contained in cell cycle and 
ploidy data can be obtained by histologic examination and 
measurement of tumor diameter. 
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115. PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF VIMENTIN EX
PRESSION IN BREAST CARCINOMA 

J. Sola, A. San Román, J.J. Vázquez, A. Panizo. Clínica 
Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain 

Vimentin expression has been documented in tumor celis 
of invasive breas! carcinoma. This expression was associ
ated with poor prognosis. The prognostic significance of 
vimentin expression by immunohistochemistry in paraffin
embedded t issue was studied in 120 patients with invasive 
breas! carcinoma, who were foliowed up for a minimum of 
five years . Survival analysis was carried out for both time to 
relapse and time to death, using the log rank test. The results 
were confronted with flow cytometric analysis of ploidy and S
phase fraction , histologic type and grade, nodal status, 
tumoral size, and steroid receptor status. Vimentin was 
expressed in tumor cells of 30,5% (11/36) of grade 11 1 
invasive ductal carcinoma no special type, 5.1 % (2/39) of 
grade 11, 0% (0/30) of grade 1 and 0% (0/14) of invasive 
lobular carcinoma. Vimentin expression was positively cor
related to histological grade (p<0.001 ), aneuploidy and high 
S-phraction (p<0.05). No relationship was observed be
tween vimentin expression and either nodal status, tumoral 
size, and steroid receptor status. When subgrouping cases 
of invasive ductal carcinoma (no special type, grade 111) in 
vimentin-positive and vimentin-negative, no prognostic value 
differences were found, as ali patients had a poor outlook. 
We conclude that vimentin expression does not increase the 
prognostic value of histologic grade. 

116. HISTOLOGIC TYPES OF BREAST CANCER IN MEN. 
A POPULATION BASED STUDY IN 282 NORTH AMERI
CAN MEN 

H. Stalsberg, D.B. Thomas, K.A. Rosenblatt, L. M. Jimenez, 
A. McTiernan, A. Stemhagen, W. Douglas Thompson, M.G . 
McCrea Curnen, W. Satariano, D.F. Austin, P. lsacson, R.S. 
Greenberg, C. Key, L. Kolone, D. West.; U. of Troms0, 
Norway; Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle 
WA. USA 

Histologic slides from 282 new cases of breas! cancer 
in men reportad to the Surveiliance, Epidemiology and End 
Results (SEER) program during a three-year period were 
reviewed and classified according to the WHO (1981 ). 01278 
carcinomas, 29 (10.4%) were non-invasive, ali of ductal type. 
01 invasiva carcinomas, most were of ductal type (82.3%), 
loliowed bypapiliary (5.2%), apocrine (4.0%), Paget's (3.2%), 
lobular (2.4%), mucinous (2.0%) and one case each of 
secretory and signe! ring celi carcinoma. There was no case 
of meduliary, tubular, adenoid cystic, or metaplastic carci
noma. Most differences in the distribution ol histologic types 
in men and women can be related to a lower proportion ol 
carcinomas of lobular origin in men. Histologic gynecomastia 
was seen in 22.7% of the cases. 86.7% ol the tumors were 
ER positive and 76.3% were PR positive. There was no 
significan! association between hormone receptor content 
and histologic type, tumor grade, age of the patient or the 
presence of histologic gynecomastia. 

117. HUMAN BREAST CANCER: PROGNOSTIC VALUE 
OF c-erb-82 PROTEIN EXPRESSION DETERMINED BY 
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IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY ON PARAFFIN EMBEDDED 
MATERIAL AS COMPARED TO c-erb-82 mRNA 

Ph. Terrier, J.C. Delarue, H. Mouriesse, B. Loridon, E. 
May•, F. May-Levin. lnstitut Gustave Roussy, 94805 Villejuif, 
France.*Lab. of Mol. Oncology, IRSC, 94802, Viliejuil, France 

Relation between amplification of the c-erb-B2 gene anda 
poor prognosis in human breas! cancer has been first reported 
by D.J. Slamon. Severa! subsequent investigations have 
confirmad this correlation. In a previous work we have shown 
that c-erb-B2 mRNA overexpression was an early and 
powerful prognostic factor in a series of 89 breast 
adenocarcinomas (E. Mayetal Brit. J. Cancer 1990, 62, 430-
435). 

In arder to investiga te the c-erb-82 gene product on t issue 
sections, a rabbit polyclonal antibody was raised to a syn
thetic peptide corresponding to the e-terminal predicted 
sequence (1238-1255) of the c-erb-82 protein. The speciffcity 
of this antibody was demonstrated by a 185 KDa band with 
SK8R3 celi line extrae! on Western-blot. No band was 
obtained when the serum was pre-incubated with the im
munizing peptide. No cross reactivity with the 170 KDa band 
of the EGF-R was observed. The purified antiserum was 
used in an immunohistochemical procedure to detect the c
erb-82 protein on parafffn embedded material correspond
ing to 88 cases of the previously investigated breas! carcinoma 
series. lntensity ol membrana staining and percenhge of 
positiva celis were combinad to define a score (O to 12). 20/ 
88 cases (23%) were considerad positiva (score ~1 ). Com
parison of immuno-histochemical staining to c-erb82 mRNA 
quantification (Northern-blot) was concordant in 73/88 cases 
(83%). Prognostic significance of immunohistochemical c
erb-82 protein detection was tested by the log-Rank test. The 
relativa risk of relapse calculated for patients with negative 
(<1) or positiva (~1) score was respectively 0,70 and 2,50 
(p <1.10-3). 

In a multivariate analysis including palien! age, tumor size, 
axiliary lymphnode status, histological grade, hormonal sta
tus, immunohistochemical score and adjuvant treatment, the 
immunohistochemical score was the most periorment pa
rameter. 

In conclusion, our data confirm the results previously 
obtained by Northem-blot. The anti-c-erb-82 polyclonal an
tibody described here seems to usa valuable tool for routine 
determination of c-erb-82 protein on paraffin embedded 
material. 

118. THE EXPRESSION OF c-jun ONCOGENE IN HUMAN 
BREAST 

D.G. Tiniakos, L. Scott, l.P. Corbett, N.H. Piggott, C.H.W. 
Horne of Department of Pathology, University of Newcastle 
upon Tyne, UK 

The c-jun oncogene is the normal celiular homologue of 
the translorming gene of avian sarcoma virus 17 and a 
member of the early-response gene lamily. The c-jun prod
uct, a 39kMr nuclear protein, is a major componen! of the 
transcriptional factor AP1 and it is considerad to be involved 
in the regulation ol gene expression and in signal transduction 
processes. Any alterations in c-jun expression may affect the 
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transcriptional initiation of specific target genes and as a 
consequence the normal cell growth and function. We have 
recently produced a mouse monoclonal antibody to human 
c-jun oncoprotein, effective for the immunostaining of 
formalin-fixed , paraffin-embedded tissues, which enables us 
to investigate c-jun expression ata cellular level. The aim of 
the present study was to assess c-jun oncogene expression 
in normal, benign and malignan! human breas! tissues. Four 
µm deparaffinized sections of formalin fixed breas! tissue 
were used. Material was obtained from normal adults (n=5) 
and patients with fibrocystic disease (n=12), gynaecomastia 
(n=10), duct adenoma (n=4), fibroadenoma (n=1 0) , 
cy1osarcoma (n=1 ) and carcinoma (n=104). Sections were 
immunostained with the DK4 c-jun specific monoclonal anti
body. Ninety tour out of 104 (90.38%) breas! carcinomas, 
showed positive nuclear immunoreactivity for DK4. Well 
differentiated infiltrating ductal carcinomas showed weaker 
staining and in a smaller number of cells compared to 
moderately and poorly differentiated tumours. All infiltrating 
lobular, mucinous and tubular carcinomas showed intense 
nuclear staining in up to 90% of the cells. All benign and 
normal breas! tissues presented positive c-jun oncoprotein 
immunostaining, which was generally weaker and in fewer 
cells compared to the c-jun nuclear immunoreactivity observed 
in breas! carcinomas. Our results suggest that in human 
breas! c-jun oncogene may play a role in normal cell function 
which is enhanced during malignan! transformation. 

119. FACTORS PREOICTING PROGNOSIS ANO TREAT
MENT RESPOSIVENESS IN NOOE-NEGATIVE BREAST 
CANCER 

J. Torhorst, A. Goldhirsch, R. Bettelheim, M. Neville, S. 
Soederberght, R. Reed, R.O. Gelber, H.J . Senn. lnterna
tional Breast Cancer Study Group, Konsumstrasse 13, CH-
3007 Bern, Switzerland. 

An international trial (formerly Ludwig-Trial V) has been 
conducted in 1275 node-negative breas! cancer patients 
randomized to receive either one cycle of perioperative 
chemotherapy orno adjuvant treatment. A central pathology 
review was conducted in 1203 of the tumours. 

As expected, macroscopic tumour size measured by !he 
pathologist, grade and peritumoural vascular invasion are 
the most importan! prognostic factors. Combinations of these 
factors are able to identify low risk (tumour equal or less 2 
cm., grade 1, no vascular invasion: 5 year disease free 
survival: 85%) and high risk patients (tumour larger then 2 
cm., grade 11and111 , vascular invasion present: 5 year DFS: 
56%). The single course of perioperative therapy was more 
effective within the first 5 years in !hose subgroups which had 
a largernumber of events (i.e. in the population with estrogen 
receptor negative, grade 11 , 111 tumours compared to receptor 
positive grade 1 tumours) . 

120. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF C-erbB-2 EXPRES
SION IN FNAB SMEARS ANO MATCHEO SURGICAL 
SPECIMENS OF BREAST CANCER 

G. Troncone, F. Fulciniti, P. Zeppa, G. Di Benedetto, L. 
Palombini. Cy1opathology Service, 11 Faculty of Medicine and 
Surgery, University of Naples «Federico " "· ltaly 

There is evidence that c-erbB-2 oncogene expression is 
increased in breas! tumours of advanced stage and in poorly 
differentiated neoplasms. However, the results of published 
studies, using formalin fixed paraffin embedded sections, are 
not entirely consisten!. To date, c-erbB-2 oncoprotein 
immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis has not systematically 
been compared to contemporary detection in fresh cells 
obtained byfine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB). The aims 
of this study were to determine the relative rate of c-erbB-2 
oncoprotein immunodetection on matched FNAB smears 
and surgical specimens of breas! cancer and to correlate the 
oncogene expression to the assessment of the DNA ploidy 
status. The expression of c-erbB-2 oncoprotein was evalu
ated using !he APAAP technique in 60 FNAB smears and 
matched surgical specimens; the DNA content data were 
derived by image analysis on Fuelgen stained smears. A total 
of 30 (50%) smears and 25 (42%) corresponding surgical 
specimens were stained by the antibody. The incidence rate 
of oncogene expression was higher in aneuploid tumours 
(71% vs 29%; p<0.05). The higher incidence rate of c
erbB-2 expression found on smears seems to be due to the 
better antigen preservation in fresh cy1ological samples. c
erbB-2 oncoprotein is preferentially expressed in tumours 
with an aneuploid DNA content, as shown by the significan! 
statistical association demostrated. The assessment of c
erbB-2 and DNA ploidy status may be a useful addition to the 
pre-surgical prognostic evaluation of breas! cancer diag
nosed by FNAB. 

This study was supported by a grant from Associazione 
Italiana Ricerca Cancro AIRC 

121. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL OEMONSTRATION OF 
TOPOISOMERASE 11 IN PRIMARY BREAST CARCINO
MAS 

G. Tuccari, A. Rizzo, G. Barresi. ; Dipartimento di Patologia 
Umana, Universita degli Studi di Messina, ltaly 

Topoisomerase 11 (DT-11) is a cell proliferation-dependent 
DNA replication/repair enzyme which may also be involved 
in clinical drug resistance; this enzyme has been found in 
both normal and transformed cells and !he high levels of 
DT-11 were greatly reduced when cells ceased proliferation. 
In the present report , we have performed an 
immunocy1ochemical investigation utilizing a rabbit anti
human DT-11 (Cambridge Research Biochemicals lnc., USA; 
w.d. 1 :200) with ABC method on 5 micron-thick sections 
from specimens frozen in isopentane cooled with liquid 
nitrogen of 71 female patients (age range 32-77 years) 
affected by primary invasive breas! ductal (60) and lobular 
(11) carcinomas. Scoring of DT-11 immunostaining was made 
by counting a mínimum of 1000 cells using a high-power 
(40x) objective; the relationship between the percentage of 
stained neoplastic cells with DT- 11 and Ki67 antisera was 
estimated by the regression linear test. Specimens of normal 
breast tissue surrounding neoplasms were tested as controls. 

All infiltrating ductal and lobular carcinomas showed an 
evident nuclear reactivity for DT-11, with a variable proportion 
of stained cells ranging from 3 to 40 %; only few cells were 
immunostained in normal breas! tissue adjacent to carcino-
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mas. A significan! relationship between DT-11 and Ki67 seores 
was encountered in neoplasms. These data suggest DT-11 is 
a sensitive marker for proliferating cells of breast carcinomas 
similarly to that demonstrated by means of Ki67. 

122. MORPHOMETRIC FEATURES ARE THE STRONG
EST PROGNOSTICATORS IN PREMENOPAUSAL L YMPH 
NODE NEGATIVE BREAST CANCER PATIENTS 

PJ van Diest, JPA Baak. Department of Pathology, Free 
University Hospital, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

In previous studies we demonstrated the strong prognos
tic value of morphometric parameters, especially the mitotic 
activity index (MAi) and the multivariete prognostic index 
(MPI), in comparison with clinical and classical pathological 
parameters for breast cancer patients. However, it remained 
to be proven whether the prognostic value of the MPI holds 
for the subgroup premenopausal lymph node negative pa
tients. We have therefore investigated the prognostic value 
of difieren! variables in a group of 121 premenopausal lymph 
node negative breast cancer patients with long term follow 
up. The MAi, the total number of mitotic figures counted in 1 O 
consecutive fields in the most cellular invasive area of the 
tumor ata 400X magnification, was the best single predictor 
of relapse-free survival (p<0.0001 ) and the MPI, a multivariate 
combination of the MAi, lymph node status and tumor size, 
was the best predictor of overall survival (p<0.0001), both 
exceeding the prognostic value of other features such as 
histological grade. 

The morphometric features MAi and MPI thus seem to be 
the best predictors of prognosis in premenopausal lymph 
node negative breast cancer patients. Since these features 
have shown to be reproducible in intra-and inter-laboratory 
studies and can be assessed with standard equipment in 
routine histological sectionts, they are attractive indicators 
for selecting premenopausal, high risk lymph node negative 
patients for adjuvantchemotherapy trials. lndeed, a randomize 
trial (PREMIS) has been initiated to study the effect of 
adjuvant CMF treatment on survival of premenopausal, 
lymph node negative patients that are morphometrically high 
risk. Supported by grant 28-1398 of the Praeventiefonds. 

123. P-GLYCOPROTEIN EXPRESSION IN LOCALLY 
ADVANCED BREAST CANCER 

Vaquero M., López D., Ribelles N., Barnadas A., Rosell R., 
Abad A., Rull M., and Molina. F.H. Universitario Germans 
Trias i Pujol. Badalona. Spain 

P-Glycoprotein (Pg) expression has been related to higher 
recurrence risk and low survival in breas! cancer. This 
association has been explained by chemotherapy resistence. 
Fifty-one patients with locally advanced breast tumors (stages 
111-A and 111-8), with a median follow-up of 34 months (6-95), 
have been analyzed. Pg expression was detected by 
immunoperoxidase techinique using JSB-1 monoclonal an
tibody in samples obtained by biopsy or alter mastectomy. 
Results were evaluated according to the number of stained 
cells and staining intensity, and three grades were estab
lished for each parameter. The final score was obtained by 
adding both estimates. Only samples with seores of 5 or 6 
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median age: 59 yrs., 18 Stage 111-A and 33 Stage 111-8. The 
histologic pattern was ductal infiltrating carcinoma in 46 
cases. In 36 patiens, radical mastectomy was initially per
formed followed by differenttypes al complementarytherapy. 
In 6 patients neoadjuvant chemotherapy was administered 
before mastectomy. Twenty-six samples were positive 
for P-Glycoprotein (Pg+) and 25 negative (Pg-). 

The median survival for Pg- was 68 months, but has not 
been reached for Pg+ . The mediar! time to progression was 
30 months for Pg- and has not been reached for Pg+. These 
differences were not statistically significan!. The results 
apparently in contradiction with other studies could be ex
plained first, by the size of the sample, and second by the 
coexistence of other more influential prognostic factors in 
these patients. 

124. ABNORMAL p53 IMMUNOREACTIVITY ANO 
PROGNOSIS IN LYMPH NODE-NEGATIVE BREAST 
CARCINOMA 

S 8osari, A K C Lee, G Viale, G J Heatley and G Coggi. 
Department of Pathology, University of Milan (ltaly). De
partment of Anatomic Pathology, Lahey Clinic Medica! Center, 
8 urlington, Ma. (USA) 

Abnormal immunoreactivity for the tumor suppressor 
gene product p53 has been demonstrated in many human 
malignancies. Nuclear p53 immunoreactivity is thought to 
depend on mutations in the p53 coding sequence, leading to 
a protein with an increased hall-lile. The expression of p53 
gene product was immunocytochemically investigated in a 
retrospective series of 164 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
invasive breast carcinomas with pathologically proven 
negative lymph nodes. Overall , 78 tumors (48%) showed a 
variable degree of p53 immunoreactivity. Among these, 38 
cases where low expressors (1 -1 O % p53 immunoreactive 
tumor cells), 21 moderate expressors ( 10-50 % 
immunoreactive cells) and 19 high expressors (>50 % 
immunoreactive cells). Abnormal p53 expression correlated 
significantly with tumor size, histologic and nuclear grade, 
DNA ploidy, mitotic rate and proliferation index, and with the 
lack of estrogen receptors. Disease free and adjusted survival 
analysis of the 124 node-negative patients with long term 
(more than 10 years) follow-up, however, did not reveal an 
independent prognostic role of p53 expression. These data 
suggest thatthe evaluation of p53 immunoreactivity may only 
play a role in a multiparametric prognostic assessment of 
node-negative breast carcinoma. 

125. INFILTRATING MICROPAPILLAR CARCINOMA OF 
THE BREAST. A TYPE OF DUCTAL CARCINOMA WITH 
PROGRESSIVE 8EHAVIOR 

L. Vicioso', 8. González .. , R. Hidalgo ... , M. Alvarez', 
S.Luna .. and A. Malilla'.; Depts. of Pathology ·1sc1 ... Univ. 
of Málaga. 'University and .. A.Carlos Haya Hospitals. 
Málaga, Spain 

The micropapillary carcinoma of the breast is usually 
known in its intraductal type. However, the possibility of an 
infiltrating type IMC has not been considered. We have 
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revised the histological preparations of the 982 cases of 
breast carcinomas, out of which seventeen showed a 
characteristic infiltrating growth pattern in the shape of 
micropapillas with a vascular connective core in most part of 
its extension. Ali the IMe, except one of them, showed axilary 
lymph nade metastases at surgery, on the average of 9 
affected lymph nades (range: 1-35). Out of the 17 cases, one 
of them was in stage 1, 4 in stage 11, 11 in stage 111 and 1 in 
stage IV. The stage was significantly (p < 0.05) more ad
vanced in the !Mes than in a sample of 252 infiltranting 
carcinomas, by means of the chi square method. 

The DNA was quantified by means of a eAS 200 (Becton 
Dickinson) image analysis system on 4-6 µm paraffine sec
t ions, Feulgen stained. 200 neoplastic ce lis and 50 
lymphocytes were analysed, the latter being used as diploid 
control. Most of the resulting DNA patterns showed one or 
severa! malignan! criteria: 14 out of the 17 cases (82.3%) 
were aneuploids, 16 (94.1 %) showed 5 cEA (5c exceding 
rate) > 2, and ali the cases showed 2 cDI (2c deviation 
index) >O. 

In conclusion, we consider the IMe as a group within the 
infiltrating ductal carcinomas, with a characte ri stic 
histopathology anda highly agressive behavior. (Supported 
in part by grants from A.E.e.e. and F.l.S.S. n° 91 /0605) 

126. MUL T IORUG RESISTANCE GENE EXPRESSION OF 
BREAST CANCER OURING PRIMARY CHEMOTHERAPY 

Ph. Vielh and S. Cheviliard. lnstitut Curie, 26 rue d'Ulm, 
75231 Paris eedex 05, France. 

Adriamycin resistance remains a majar obstacle in the 
medica! treatment of breast cancer patients. The main 
mechanism of resistance, termed multidrug resistance, has 
consistently been associated with an increased expression 
of the 170 Kd glycoprotein (Gp170) encoded by the mdr1 
gene. In arder to test the developpment of such a resistance 
in vivo, we have studied the expression of the mdr1 gene in 
a prospective series of 30 breas! adenocarcinomas treated 
by primary chemotherapy, and sequentialiy punctered by 
using fine needle sampling without aspiration. Patients with 
stage 11 or 111 breast cancer were included in a randomized 
protocol associating either 4 cycles of 5-fluorouracil, 
adriamycin and cyclophosphamide (FAe) or 5-fluorouracil, 
thiotepa and cyclophosphamide (FTC). Sequential fine nee
dle samples of each breas! cancer were obtained befare 
treatment, at the end of the first cycle, and befare the 
beginning of the second cycle of chemotherapy. Levels of 
mdr1 mANA were semi-quantified by reverse polymerase 
chain reaction using b2 microglobulin gene expression asan 
interna! standard in each sample. 

Preliminary results show that levels of mdr1 gene expres
sion (mANA) are: 1) variable in the different tested tumors 
befare treatment; 2) significantly increased alter the first 
cycle of chemotherapy in 32 % of breas! cancer, and that; 
3) this mdr1 gene overexpression is more often observed in 
FAe than in FTe reg imen (42 % versus 11 % respectively). 
Further studies comparing these data with clinical response 
at the end of the tour cycles of chemotherapy, will a liow to 
verify whether the early mdr1 gene expression is a reliable 

L arker of chemoresistance to anti-cancer drugs. 

-----

127. PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF ONA-CONTENTS 
ANO S-PHASE IN BREAST CARCINOMA 

J. Vierna, E. Marcote, A. Campos, A. Carreta, F. Arlandis, 
and A. Baltasar. Hospital of Alcoy and U. of Alicante. Spain. 

During recent years attenlion has been focused on prolif
erative activity and contents of DNA as prognostic factors of 
cancer. Most authors agree that malignan! tumors have 
sorne abnormalities in its DNA-contents. We try to define new 
prognostic factors in breas! carcinoma by means of flow 
cytometry. 

Material and methods: We have revised 263 cases of 
breast carcinoma from our fi les, from 1975 to-1985 and 
exclused those with inadequate foliow-up, advanced cancer 
at diagnosis or history of previous cancer. Fifty microns 
sections were made of two representative blocks of each 
case to study it by flow cytometry (mínimum 50,000 nuclei), 
performing its DNA-histogram, and !hose with a variance 
coefficient higher than 8% were refused. In the resting 220 
cases we have related the celiular cycle and DNA contents 
each other and with the remainning prognostic factors and 5-
years-survival rate. 

Aesults: 65.9% of our cases were aneuploid and there was 
not difference in survival between diplod and aneuploid 
tumors. Among aneuploid cases, worse survival were for 
tetraploid, foliowed by hipoploid and slight aneuploid (42.8, 
51.13 and 67.4%) There is not relationship between ploidy 
and clinico-pathologic factors, neither between ploidy and S
phase. Tumors with S-phase lower !han 7% are found to 
have better survival rate !han !hose with S-phase higher than 
7% (68 to 50%). Bes! survival is associated to diploid tumors 
with S-phase lower !han 7% (81.25%). 

128. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUOIES ON 
ONCOGENE PROOUCTS (EGF-R, c-erB-2) ANO GROWTH 
FACTORS (EGF ANO TGF-a) IN BREAST CANCER 

H. Yoshida, A. Yoshida, Y. Umekita, Y. Ohi, Y. Hayase, S. 
Hatanaka, T. Takasaki, and K. Kuriwaki; Kagoshima Univ., 
Kagoshima, Japan 

In this investigation, the expression of EA, EGF-A, EGF, 
TGF-a, c-erbB-2, as weli as histological grage, mitotic index 
and nodal status which are reportedly prognosticaliy signifi
can! factors were examined in human mammary carcino
mas. EA expression was biochemicaliy recognized in 43.4% 
of mammary carcinomas, and EGF-A, EG F, TGF-a and 
c-erbB-2 were histologicaliy recognized in 25.3, 14.5, 27.7 
and 18.0% of mammary carcinomas examined respectively, 
using conventional sections of buffered formalin-fixed, paraf
fin-embedded tissue and monoclonal or polyclonal antibod
ies. There were significan! re lationships between negative 
EA and positive EGF-A or TGF-a; positive EGF-A and TGF
a; positive EGF-A and c-erbB-2; and positive c-erbB-2 and 
TGF-a. The single changes which were the negative EA and 
the positive c-erbB-2 correlated with histoJogical grade and 
mitotic index. eo-expression of EGF-A and TGF-a 
correlated with positive nodal status. Therefore, the present 
investigation indicates that these changes are importan! 
markers which contribute indirectly to prognosis. 
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129. ATR IO VENTRICULAR NODE TUMOR. 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

B. Aguilera, A. Gomez, M. Sancho, R. Mosquera, A. Barat, 
y H. Oliva, Instituto Toxicologico. Fundacion Jimenez Diaz. 
Madrid, Spain 

Atrioventricular (AV) node region tumors are very rare 
lesions, of uncertain histogenesis, that have been described 
in literature as lymphangioendothelioma of the 
heart,mesotheliomas, congenital polycystic tumor and con
genital endodermal heterotopia of the AV node. They are 
responsable for conduction defects and sudden death. 

We reporta case of a 25 years-old cocaine abuserwoman, 
with complete heart block detected al 14 years-old. She died 
of sudden deaths. 

At autopsy the heart weighted 331 grs. without remarkable 
macroscopic findings. Thecomplete histological examination 
of the conduction system demostrated at AV junction a lesion 
measuring 1.3 x 1 cms consisting in tubules and cysts lined 
by flattened or cuboidal cells and solid nests of squamous 
epithelium. 

lmmunohistochemical study of formaldehydefixed, paraffin 
embedded tissue, demostrated strongly and diffuse possitive 
staining against keratin, EMA, CEA, LEU-M1; been negative 
against vimentim and factor VIII. 

The results of the immunohistochemistry do not support 
mesothelial origin and favors and endodermal origin. 

130. INFLAMMATORY ANO ATHEROSCLEROTIC AB
DOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSMS: CLINICAL ANO 
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY ON 66 CASES ANO 
PATHOGENETIC CONSIDERATIONS 

P. Bernucci, G. d'Amati , F. De Santis, L. di Marzo, A. 
Cavallaro, P. Fiorani, and P. Gallo. «La Sapienza., U. of 
Rome; U. of L'Aquila, ltaly 

Etiology. pathogenesis and relation with atherosclerosis of 
inflammatory aneurysms of the abdominal aorta (IAAA) still 
remain controversia!. 

Sixty-six consecutive patients undergoing surgery for in- · 
flammatory (18) or atherosclerotic aneurysms (48) between 
March 1987 and December 1990 were studied. 

As far as clinical history and symptoms are concerned, the 
comparison between the two groups revealed significan! 
differences only for hydronephrosis, exclusively present in 
IAAA (p<0.01 ), and abdominal pain, more frequent in IAAA 
(p<0.01). 

The microscopic study of the aneurysmal wall was per
formed by scoring its histological features from 1+ to 3+. 
Atherosclerotic lesions were present in al! the examined 
cases, whereas periadventitial fibrosis appeared in al! the 
IAAA and in none of the atherosclerotic ones (AAAA); ex
tensive intima! calcification was exclusively present in AAAA 
(p<0.02), fibrous replacement of the tunica media was more 
thorough in IAAA (p<0.01 ), and the amount of inflammatory 
infiltrates was more prominent in IAAA (p<0.01 ). 

Our results point to the existence of a common spectrum 
of disease between AAAA and IAAA, as though the latterwas 
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a variant of the former, characterised by a particular promi
nence of inflammation and fibrosis. Actually, atherosclerotic 
components passing into periaortic fibrosis and eliciting 
granulomatous reaction were observed in two IAAA cases 
featuring prominent 'inflammatory' symptoms, so favouring 
the hypothesis that an immune reaction against sorne com
ponents of the atheroma may lead to the inflammatory 
response peculiar of IAAA. The frequent occurrence of 
dilation of both periaortic lymphatic vessels and lymph node 
sinuses, even in 'incipient' aneurysms, supports the hy
pothesis that it may be the lymphatic stasis to determine 
periaortic fibrosis. 

131. HEART DISEASE IN CHRONIC DIABETES MELLITUS 
IN RATS: A PATHOLOGIC-ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC 
STUDY 

R.B.Bestetti, M.Paro, F.Tessari, G.ltaliano, E.G.Soares, 
L.Z.Pinto, J.S.M.Oliveira, M.Prosdocimi, Fidia Research 
Laboratories, ltaly, and Department of Pathology, Faculty of 
Medicine, Brazil 

This investigation was conduced to detect heart disease in 
chronic rat diabetes mellitus by ECG and pathological analysis, 
in view of the paucity of data concerning heart involvement in 
this model. 

Twenty male Sprague-Dawley rats were injected with 
alloxan (100 mg/kg b.w) when they weighed about 2009. 
Twenty three similar animals injected with saline alone were 
used as controls. Twelve diabetic rats and eight control 
animals were studied electrocardiographically and patho
logically at 3 months of disease (phase 1), while 8 diabetic and 
15 control animals were studied al 6 months of disease 
(phase 11). At phase 1, deep Q waves were found in 3 of 
12(25%) diabetic animals; 1 of them showed abnormal J 
point elevation. Heart weight was 1.68±0.089 for controls, 
and 1.33±0.07 for diabetic rats (p < 0.05), and the heart 
weighl/body weight (x10-3 ) ratio was 3.12±0.19 for controls, 
and 4.32-+o.01 (p < 0.001) for diabetic rats. By applying a 
score to both HE and Masson examination, we identified 1 of 
12(8%) diabetic rats with severe histological abnormalities. 
At phase 11, deep Q wave was found in 5 of 8(62%) diabetic 
rats, lengthened QRS complex in 1(12%), and abnormal J 
point elevation in 1 (12%). Heart weight was 1.40±0.039 for 
controls, and 1.18±0.04 (p< 0.0001) for diabetic rats, while 
the heart weighVbody weight ratio was 2.38±0.05 for controls 
and 3.67±0.18 for diabetic rats (p< 0.00001 ). There was no 
difference with regard to histological examination between 
control and diabetic rats. 

11 appears that the resting ECG can detect myocardial 
alterations in sorne rats with chronic alloxan-induced diabe
tes mellitus. Histological examination, however, is not useful 
to detect heart disease in this model. 

132. LIPID LESION DISTRIBUTIONIN RIGHTCORONARY 
ARTERY OF YOUNG PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT COUN
TRIES (PBDAY-WHO-ISFC STUDY) 

G. Bianciardi, P.Tanganelli, C. Simoes, V. Attino, B. 
Tarabochia, G. Weber !si. Anal. Pat. , Ctr. Ric. Arteriosclerosi, 
Univ. Siena 53100 Siena, ltaly 



One hundred fifty right coronary arteries (RC) of young (5-
35 year old) people from difieren! countries of the world were 
studied by image processing. This study is part of the 
PBDAY-WHO-ISFC Project (Patholobiological Determinants 
of Atherosclerosis in Youth). RC were stained with Sudan IV 
and photographed at the Malmo PBDA Y Reference Center 
(Prof. N.H. Sternby). Computerized image analysis was 
performed at the Morphometric PBDA Y Reference Center in 
Siena. lmages obtained from colorslides by a b/w telecamera 
were digitized by a PC IBM Compatible, an Oculus200frame
grabberand ourownsoftware (C language). Digitized images 
(484 x 512 pixels, 128 grey levels) were filtered by linear
stretch and low pass f ilters. Subsequently, a «fol lower .. 
detected the outlines of both intimal lipid lesions and vessels. 
After the editing procedure, the amount of lipid involvement 
was measured and probability-of-occurrence maps of intimal 
lipid lesions were obtained. Our preliminary results show: 

1. Distribution of the intimal lipid lesions along the RC has 
not presented prevailing areas of localization of the lesions. 

2. The amount of intima! lipid lesions in each RC has not 
appeared correlated to that of the corresponding aorta. 

133. ROLE OF DIC IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
MUL TIORGAN INSUFFICIENCY 

L. Lukasevich, Y. Bissyarin, Medical lnstitute, Lviv, Ukraine 

Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) is a basic 
mechanism in the course of a variety of diseases. The main 
subject of our study is determination of structural transfor
mations of vascular system in DIC -the morphological 
substrate of multiorgan insufficiency. Histochemical and 
electron microscopic methods were used. 

Acule form of DIC is characterized by: 1) numerous 
microthrombi with partial or total occlusion of microvascular 
lumer; 2) vascular injury (desquamation of endothelial cells, 
intravascular fibrin lining, plasmatic impregnation, fibrinoid 
necrosis). Ultrastructural examination showed thickenenig 
and multiplication of basement membranes, picknosis of 
pericites, marked folds on luminal surface of endothelial cells 
-microvillies, cleft like invaginations, signs of clasmatosis, 
cellular debris. Clinical featu res of acule DIC include shock 
and/or insufficiency, acule pulmonary hypertension, focal 
myocardial and CNS ischemia). 

In subacute form of DIC thrombotic occlusion of macro or 
microcirculation is combined with changes of vascular wall 
and lumen (clot organization, multichannel reconstruction 
concentric or excentric intimal proliferation). In chronic DIC 
widespread vascular cells degenration and sclerosis result in 
reducing of microcirculation. Clinical manifestations of 
subacute and chronic DIC are indicative of multiorgan affection 
which bleads to progressive functional disturbances. 

134. NECROTIZING GRANULO MATOUS A ORTIC 
VALVULITIS ANO AORTITIS ASAN UNUSUAL MANl
FESTATION OF WEGENER'S GRANULOMATOSIS 

R.M. Bohle, H.M. Altmannsberger, ºW. Haberbosch, º ºF. 
Dapper, ºB. Temmesfeld, ººF. W. Hehrlein. Dept. of Pathology, 
ºInterna! Medicine and ººCardiothoracic Surgery. University 
of Gieílen, FRG 

In Wegener's granulomatosis (WG) the heart can be 
involved with coronary vasculitis and pancarditis. Valvulitis is 
most unusual in WG. Sorne morphologic data as «Valve 
inflammation .. or «myxomatous change and degeneration of 
collagen .. were given in case reports and were designated to 
be consisten! with valve involvement in WG. 

We had the opportunity to examine aortic val ve, aortic wall, 
and nasal tissue of a 41-year-old female patient, who suffered 
from therapy-resistant rhinitis and otitis media for one year, 
followed by persisten! fever, weight loss and joint symptoms. 
Pri marily she was treated with corticosteroids and 
azathioprine, but was never symptom-free. Laboratory data 
showed signs of unspecific chronic inflammation and an 
elevated autoantibody titer against cytoplasmic antigen of 
human neutrophils (e-ANCA). She developed acule aortic 
regurgitation and aortic valve replacement was performed. 
Kidney and lung involvement was not observed by routine 
clinical methods. 

One of three nasal biopsies showed diagnostic necrotizing 
granulomatous inflammation with vasculitis. Aortic valve 
tissue and aortic wall tissue from the base of the aorta 
ascendens contained numerous necrotizing gran u lomas with 
sorne nuclear detritus and palisading histiocytes. Additionally 
fibrinous pericarditis was found. When cyclophosphamide 
was added to the therapy she dramatically improved. Clinical 
and morphological data were considered to be diagnostic for 
(limited?) WG with aortic valvulitis and aortitis. 

The results indica te that aortic regurgitation can be caused 
by aortitis and valvulitis as a consequence of WG. Thus 
besides pancarditis and coronary vasculitis another acule 
and potentially life .threatening cardiac involvement of WG 
could be evaluated. 

135. CORONARY ARTERY FIB ROMUSC ULAR 
DYSPLASIA AS A RARE CAUSE OF MYOCARDIAL 
INFARCTION 

R. Bosch, J. Tarragona, R. Lorenzo, C. Ruiz de Miguel and 
A. Ortega. Dep. of Pathology, Ciudad Sanitaria Universitaria 
«Valle de Hebrón ... Barcelona, Spain 

Fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) is a non-atherosclerotic 
non-inflamatory idiopathic vascular disease which primarily 
affects medium and small calibre arteries. Renal and 
extracranial carotid arteries are the most common location 
but FMD may be found in any muscular artery. Coronary 
artery FMD is extremely rare and true primary intimal 
fibroplasia is an infrequent type of arterial dysplasia. We 
describe here one such occurrence. An 34-year-old, heavy 
cigarette smoker man was hospitalized with acule ches! 
pain. His mother had died suddenly. On admission, he 
developed profound hypotension and acule myocardial 
infarction features were detected in electrocardiographical 
and biochemical studies. He died with cardiogenic shock 
within a few hours. At autopsy, the heart showed gross and 
histological changes of an extensive lefl acule myocardial 
infarction. Coronary arteries revealed an intimal eccentric 
accumulation of fibrous tissue and smooth muscle elements 
with dysplastic array without lipid or inflamatory componen!. 
The interna! elastic membranes showed duplication. Proxi-
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mal left coronary artery and left circumllex artery had severe 
narrowing ol the arterial lumen and recen! thrombosis in the 
last one. None ol the other arteries in the body was affected 
by FMD or atherosclerosis. Familia! occurrence ol FMD has 
been known and it is suggested that it is inherited as a 
dominan! trait with reduced penetrance in men. FMD may be 
cause ol sudden death in young patients without 
atherosclerosis and rare cuse of myocardial inlarction. 

136. MORPHOLOGIC HETEROGENEITY OF RESTRIC
TIVE CAROIOMYOPATHY 

Bosman C., ºBoldrini R. , *Zachara E., Del Nonno F.; Dept. 
Human Biopathology «La Sapienza .. University; ºDept. Pathol. 
Bambino Gesu Pediatric Hospital; *Division A Cardiology S. 
Camillo Hospital , Rome, ltaly 

Restrictive cardiomiopathy (RCM) is less frequent than 
other forms of cardiomyopathy (hypertrophic, dilated, 
arrhytmogenic dysplasia) . The diagnosis is based on re
duced diastolic compliance ol ventricles, which may be 
hypertrophied, and on atrial dilatation on echocardiographic 
pattem ol RCM. 

Authors reported 9 cases characterized by hemodynamic 
and echocardiographic pattem ol RCM. Morphologic lea
tures ol two cases were desmin deposits in the cytoplasm ol 
cardiac myocites. Desmin storage was also demostrated in 
smooth and in skeletal muscle, in one ol these cases. The 
third case was characterized by lysis o'I thick myosin fila
ments in sarcomeres of cardiac and skeletal fibers. Disarray 
ol hypertrophic f ibers and derangement ol Z lines were 
essentially the lesions observed in the next 4 cases. Amiloid 
deposits within the stroma of miocardium were responsible 
lor ACM in the eight case. Finally a case ol RCM was 
associated with plexiform fibrosis with accumulations ol 
oxythalan tubulo librils and elastic matrix within miocardium. 

137. OILATEO CAROIOMYOPATHY IN A ZIOOVUOINE 
TREATEO AIOS PATIENT 

G. d'Amati, W. Kwan, and W. Lewis. UCLA School of 
Medicine Los Angeles CA. USA 

The pathogenesis ol dilated cardiomyopathy in AIDS is 
poorly understood. We report a case ol a 45 year old HIV 
positive, homosexual male, treated with high dose AZT 
(1 ,200 mg/day) for 2 years prior to development of AIDS. He 
presented with symptoms ol congestive heart lailure and a 
clinical picture ol dilated cardiomyopathy. Endomyocardial 
biopsy findings excluded myocarditis, but intramyocytic 
vacuoles were lound. Transmission electron microscopy 
revealed distortion of mitochondrial cristae and myofibrillar 
loss. His AIDS worsened and he died in October, 1991 . 
Autopsy revealed pericardial effusion and cardiomegaly with 
biventricular dilation without myocarditis. Difluse vacuolar 
changes in cardiac myocytes were present. Pathologic 
findings support a diagnosis of AZT-induced cardiotoxicity. 
Experimental data lrom our laboratory with AZT-treated rats 
suggest a relationship between delects in mitochondrial 
replication and development ol heart and skeletal muscle 
disease in AZT-treated AIDS patients. Further studies ol the 
pathogenetic mechanisms ol this clinical entity are neces
sary. 
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138. OESMIN IN THE INTACT HUMAN FETAL 
MYOCAROIUM: REGIONAL HETEROGENEITY OF EX
PRESSION SUPPORTS A ROLE IN FUNCTION BEFORE 
MOOELLING IS COMPLETE 

Susan Dodd and Huan-Xin Meng, Department ol Morbid 
Anatomy, The Royal London Hospital, London El IBB, UK 

Whilst regional heterogeneity in contractile protein ex
pression has been demonstrated in the embryonic and adult 
mammalian heart, lew studies have acknowledged the im
portance ol examining the distribution ol intermediate filaments 
in the intact heart rather than in isolated cultured cardiac 
muscle cells. 

One hundred and two hearts were examined ranging in 
age from 4 weeks gestation to 4 weeks of postnatal lile. 
lmmunohistochemical staining was performed on formalin
fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue using an antibody to desmin 
(the muscle-specilic intermediate filament). Desmin was 
found to be present in all hearts examined and up to 9.5 
weeks, was presentasgranularcytoplasmic material arranged 
around the nucleus with a pronounced deposition 
subendocardially; hearts ol 5 and 6 weeks gestation showed 
desmin staining in this area only whilst in the subsequent 4 
weeks, weaker peripheral staining was also seen. By 10.5 
weeks, organisation was seen into longitudinal lilaments with 
condesation at Z disc level and in the intercalated discs 
giving a transverse striated pattern. This change was seen 
on the epicardial side ol the ventricles initially but by 12 
weeks gestation, subendocardial myocytes also showed 
cross striations. Several ol the early hearts were sectioned 
through the endocardial cushions, which in one case were 
undergoing lusion; no desmin staining was seen in any ol 
these cells. 

In the neonatal and adult heart regional heterogeneity ol 
desmin expression may be correlated with different lunctional 
or mechanical demands on regions ol the heart wall. lt is likely 
that, whilst early lunction has not been conlirmed experi
mentally, such differential effects may also apply in the 
embryonic heart, long belore modelling is complete. 

139. THE OEVELOPMENTAL EXPRESSION OF 
CYTOKERATINS 8, 18 and 19 BY MYOCAROIAL, 
ENOOTHELIAL ANO SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS WITHIN 
THE HUMAN FETAL HEART; AN IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL STUOY AT LIGHT ANO ELECTRON MICRO
SCOPIC LEVEL 

Susan Dodd and Huan-Xin Meng, Department ol Morbid 
Anatomy, The Royal London Hospital , London El IBB, UK 

The heart is derived embryologically lrom precardiac 
mesoderm which has dilferentiated from an epithelium, but 
despite this few studies have acknowledged the presence ol 
cytokeratin intermediate lilaments within cardiac myocytes. 
One hundred and two hearts were examined ranging in age 
from 4 weeks gestation to 4 weeks ol postnatal lile. 

lmmunohistochemical staining was performed on formalin
lixed, paraffin-embedded tissue using CAM 5.2 antibody 
(which detected cytokeratins 7 and 8). A panel of monoclonal 
antibodies tocytokeratins 7 (RCK105), 8 (LE41 and M20), 14 
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(LL001 ), 18 (LE61 and RCK106) and 19 (LP2K) was used to 
evaluate CAM 5.2 positivity further using 24 , snap frozen 
hearts. lmmunoelectron microscopy using colloidal gold
conjugated CAM 5.2 antibody was performed and for confir
mation of distribution, double staining with a desmin antibody 
was used. 

Cytokeratins 8 and 18 {both primary cytokeratins) were 
present within fetal myocardium only up to 18.4 weeks 
gestation, concentrated subendocardially initially and then 
seen throughout the myocardium. Staining took a granular 
cytoplasmic pattern and was most intense in hearts of 10-12 
weeks gestation. At electron microscopic level, in contras! to 
previous studies, cytokeratins could be seen to be integrated 
into desmin-vimentin arrays rather than being restricted to 
the intercalated discs. Smooth muscle cells within vessel 
walls contained keratins 8 and 18. Cytokeratin 19 stained the 
endocardium in earlygestation and sorne vessel endothelium 
showed expression of cytokeratin 8. 

Myocardial cytokeratin expression is perhaps not surpris
ing in a tissue differentiated from an epithelium; its presence 
in early gestation and in a predominantly subendocardial 
location suggests that a functional role, perhaps in modelling, 
cannot be excluded. 

140. ANNULO-AORTIC ECTASIA ANO DISSECTION OF 
THE AORTA 

T. Birkner, W. Feigl, H. Reckendorfer. Dep.of Pathology, 
Allgem. Poliklinik, Vienna, Austria 

Annulo-aortic ectasia is an importan! manifestation of the 
Marfan syndrome, but is more frequently observed in pa
tients without generalized connective tissue disorder. We 
present the case of a 44-yr old patient with annulo-aortic 
ectasia who did not have the classical Marfan syndrome. He 
died because of a dissecting aneurysm of the ascending 
aorta which finally ruptured into the pericardial cavity. Light 
microscopy revealed severe cystic medial necrosis Erdheim
Gsell , characterized by cystic change, elastin fragmentation, 
disappearance of smooth muscle cells, and fibrosis in the 
aortic media.The most striking observation, however, was 
the discrepancy between Goldner's trichrome and Orcein 
elastic staining. The latter revealed between diminished 
elastic lamellae part cloddy, part splitted up elastic material 
(pseudo-elastin) which was not seen in Goldner's trichrome 
staining. This elastic material corresponds to electron micro
scopically observed bundles of microfibri lls lacking elastin. 
The discrepancy mentioned above was morphometrically 
quantified. 17 aortic samples were investigated. 6 aortas of 
patients with severe cystic medial necrosisi Erdheim-Gsell 
(without signs of generalized connective tissue disorder) , 1 
aorta of an Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 5 atherosclerotic, and 
5 normal aortas, respectively. In Erdheim-Gsell and Ehlers
Danlos aortas, morphometry revealed a elastin/pseudo
elastin ratio of approximately 1 :3. 

In conclusion, the results suggest an intrinsic abnormality 
of elastin fibrillogenesis in these patients. We hope that 
genetic investigations wlll help to define causal mechanisms 
predisposing patients to aneurysmal dilatation. 

141. ATHEROSCLEROSIS-ASSOCIATED CARBOHY
DRATE-BINDING CAPACITIES IN HUMAN ARTERIES 

K. Kayser, HJ Gabius, Y. Yoshida, J. Fernandez
Britto.Department of Pathology, Thoraxklinik, Heidelberg;. 
Department of Glycohistochemistry, Philipps University, 
Marburg; lnstitute of Pathology, Yamanashi University, 
Yamanashi; lnstitute of Pathology, Finlay Hospital, Habana 

A set of biotin-labelled neoglycoproteins and sulfated 
polysaccharides ha ve been applied to various formalin-fixed, 
paraffin-embedded human arteries of 1 O autopsy cases. 
Histological slides of atherosclerotic lesions and non-altered 
parts of the right and left coronary artery, carotid artery, 
abdominal and thoracic aorta, pulmonal artery, and femoral 
artery were incubated with probes specific for glucose {glu), 
mannose (man), lactase {lac), fucose (fue) , fucoidan (fud), 
dextran sulfate (dex), and heparin (hep) and with polyclonal 
antibodies specific for an endogenous B-galactoside-specific 
lectin (A 14kD) and a heparin binding lectin (AHL) at room 
temperature for 60 min. The percentage of binding capacities 
was slightly increased in the atherosclerotic lesions compared 
to non-altered parts of the same vessel. Greater differences 
(p< 0.05) were noted for the binding of fue, man, and dex
expressing neoglycoproteins in the coronary arteries and for 
biotinylated hep in the carotid artery. The heparin-specific 
lectin and the 14kD-lectin were found to be present in nearly 
all arterial walls independent from the localization and 
presence of an atherosclerotic lesion. No association could 
be observed with associated risk factors such as diabetes 
mellitus, smoking, and hypertension. The findings suggest 
that the expression of endogenous lectins detectable by 
labelled ligands may be of importance in the development of 
atherosclerotic lesions in the coronary and carotid artery. 

142. ATHEROSCLEROSI S PROGR ESSION: A 
MUL TIARTERIAL STUDY SHOWING THE IMPACT OF 
DIABETES ANO HYPERTENSION IN ITS EARL Y DE
VELOPMENT 

J. Fernandez-Britto, J. Bacallao, R. Wong, R. Campos, L. 
Falcan. Havana Atherosclerosis Research Reference Center, 
Faculty of Medicine Finlay-Albarran, Havana Medical Uni
versity, Cuba 

The atherometric system of Fernandez-Britto and 
Carlevaro, was employed in a set of 2.148 autopsy material 
with ages ranging from 5 to 99 years, to characterize the 
lesiona! conditions of 20 different arteries, e.g. circle of Willis, 
common carotids, coronaries, aorta, renals, iliacs and 
femarais. For each age interval, the values correspondig to 
subjects who died as a consequences of a disease not 
associated with atherosclerosis, were conventionally taken 
as reference and the z-scores were calculated forall individuals 
on seven variables which describes both qualitatively and 
quantitatively the magnitud of the atherosclerotic lesions 
(AL) in the endarterial surface. A complete characterization 
of the lesiona! condition of all arterial siles was thus achived 
and its dependence on age, sex, presence of diabetes, 
hypertension or both diseases was analyzed. 

The most relevan! conclusion were to observe in each 
age interval the following features: (a) the evolution and 
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progression of each AL; (b) the rate of transformation of fatty 
streaks in fibrous plaques and from fibrous plaques to severe 
plaques; (e) the impact of diabetes and hypertension in 
atherosclerosis progression and (d) the pattern of associa
tion of each AL in difieren! arterias. 

143. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE SECTIONS OF PA
THOLOGY TO THE IT ALIAN HEARTTRANSPLANTATION 
PROJECT: THE FIRST 5 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

P. Gallo, L. Agozzino, E. Arbustini , G. Baroldi, G. Bartoloni, 
E. Bonacina, C . Bosman, G. Catani, P. Coceo, C. di Gioia, 
L.R. Grillo, T. Motta, G. Passarino, A. Pucci, M. RoccoandG. 
Thiene. Sections of Pathology, Cardiac Transplantation Units 
of Rome, Naples, Pavía, Milan, Catania, Cagliari , Padua, 
Bergamo, Turin and Udine, ltaly 

In the first 5 years of activity ( 1985/1990) of the ltalian 
Heart Transplantation Project, 847 cardiac transplants have 
been performed, with an actuaria! survival rate of 77% al 5 
years. The Sections of Pathology have given a majar con
tribution to the success of the Project examining 10,446 
endomyocardial biopsias (EMBs). 

The indications for transplantation were mainly dilated 
cardiomyopathy (48,5%) and ischemic heart disease (IHD) 
(35,3%); the mean age of recipients ranged from 49 years 
(IHD) to 6 years (endocardial fibroelastosis). 

In the follow-up period, a 17 .5% death rate was recordad; 
the main causes of death were the early failure of the 
transplanted heart (27 pts), postoperative complications 
( 16), hyperacute rejection ( 4) , acule rejection ( 18), infections 
(the singular most frequent cause of death, 35 pis), the 
proliferative endoarteritis of coronary b ranches (that caused 
21 deaths and required 14 re-transplants) and the develop
ment of neoplasms (11) . 

Rejection monitoring required an average number of 12.5 
EMBs per recipient, and allowed 1. 7 rejection episodes (RE) 
per palien! to be diagnosed. The fewerwere the RE occurring 
in a Unit, the higher was the percentage of deaths because 
of infections. Besides acule rejection, the endomyocardial 
biopsias pointed other lesions out: infective myocarditis 
(0.2%), Quilty A effect (in nearly hall of the patients) , Quilty 
B effect (correlated with the occurrence of chronic rejection), 
early (A-type) and late (B-type) ischemic necrosis. B-type 
ischemic necrosis, proliferative endoarteritis of intramyocardial 
coronary branches and the so-called active fibrosis ap
peared to be the bioptic features of graft arteriopathy. 

144. ARRHYTHMOGENIC CARDIOMYOPATHY WITH 
EXTENSIVE LEFT VENTRICULAR INVOLVEMENT 

P. Gallo, G. d'Amati, F. Pelliccia. U. of L'Aquila; «La 
Sapienza,, U. of Rome, ltaly 

Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (previ
ously known as arrhythmogenic right ventriculardysplasia) is 
characterised by adipose or fibroadipose replacement of the 
right ventricular myocardium, whereas the left ventricle is 
said to be substantially spared. 

Two cases of the disease with evidence of extensiva left 
ventricular involvement at pathological examination were 
observad. 
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Both the patients died suddenly: in the former case (M, 32 
y), sudden death was apparently the first sign of disease, 
whereas the latter patient (M, 36 y) had previously experienced 
a syncopal episode, but no cardiac abnormality could be 
diagnosed prior to death. Al the postmortem examination, 
both the hearts showed fullthickness, right ventricular, fatty 
(case 1) or fibroadipose (case 2) infiltration associated with 
extensiva left ventricular involvement (>50% of myocardial 
thickness) . Myocardial remnants, as both isolated cells and 
small strands or nests, were observad in the subepicardial 
and midparietal portions of the free wall of both ventricles. 
This observation suggests that myocardial replacement by 
adipose or fibroadipose tissue progresses from the 
subepicardium to the trabecular myocardium, which is usu
ally spared. The absence of full-thickness involvement of the 
left ventricle could be dueto the greater thickness of its walls. 

The occurrence of a left ventricular involvement in 
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy might ex
plain the reportad clinical fea tu res of left ventricle dysfunction 
in a subset of patients with this cardiomyopathy. 

In view of the biventricular involvement of the disease, the 
term «arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy» is proposed. 

145. IMMUNOCHEMICAL LOCALIZATION OF MICRO
VESSELS IN ATHEROSCLEROTIC ANO NON
ATHEROSCLEROTIC HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES 

T. Halme', P. Klemi' , and H. Jarveliiinen2. Departments of 
'Pathology and 2Medical Biochemistry, University of Turku, 
Turku, Finland 

Angiogenesis, the formation of new capillary blood vessels, 
is an essential event in a variety of normal and pathological 
processes such as embryogenesis, wound healing and tu
mor growth. 11 has been suggested that angiogenesis also 
plays a role in the pathophysiology of coronary atherosclerosis 
(Barger et al., N. Engl. J. Med. 310:175-177, 1984). 

In this study, atherosclerotic and non-atherosclerot ic hu
man coronary artery specimens obtained al autopsy were 
immunochemically stained for factor VIII (von Willebrand 
factor) antigen, and the specimens were investigated by light 
microscopy. The results demonstrated that in microscopi
cally normal coronary arteries the microvessels are located 
almos! exclusively in the adventitia. Only in a few normal 
coronary specimens there were occasional microvessels 
also in the intima-media. In coronary artery specimens ex
hibiting mild hyperplasia of the intima-media without a marked 
fibrosis, intima-medial microvessels were seen more fre
quently than in normal coronary arterias. In coronary artery 
specimens with advanced atherosclerotic lesion , there were 
microvessels in the intima-media in all specimens except in 
one. The microvessels were located in the cellular region of 
the lesions, the fibrotic nucleus of the lesions being free of 
microvessels. In two specimens with advanced atherosclerotic 
lesion, an inflammatory process was seen. In these speci
mens, microvessels were located mainly at the site of in
flammation. 

The above results are in accordance with the previous 
findings that angiogenesis and coronary atherogenesis are 
coupled. lt remains to be clarified whether angiogenesis is 
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responsible far the growth of atherosclerotic lesions in coro
nary arteries or whether it is just a secondary event during 
coronary atherogenesis. (This study was supported by a 
grant from Finnish Foundation far Heart Research). 

146. MITOCHONORIAL ONA ANO ULTRASTRUCTURE 
IN IOIOPATHIC OILATEO CAROIOMYOPATHY 

R. Herva, R. Sormunen, A. Remes, K. Peuhkulinen and K. 
Hassinen. University of Oulu, Finland 

ldiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy is the most common 
form of idiopathic cardiomyopathies. The precise mechanism 
of its pathogenesis is unknown, it is probably multifactorial. 
Deletions of myocardial mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) have 
been identified in autopsy material. Amplification and 
sequencing by means of the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) have been employed to detect both deletions and 
point mutations in members of a large single pedigree. Also 
mitochondrial ultrastructural anomalies have been described. 
Because knowledge of the occurrence of mitochondrial 
anomalies in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy rests on a 
few case reports we set out to perform a systematic study of 
15 patients. Deletions in mtDNA could not be detected by 
Southern blot analysis, but EM study showed in three patients 
mitochondrial structural abnormalities, giant mitochondria, 
concentric cristae, transversal zig-zag cristae and increased 
tal. The ultrastructural changes are reminiscent of !hose in a 
Kearns-Sayre syndrome patient recently described by us. 
Therefore, a mtDNA defect could be found in the 
cardiomyopathic hearts, provided that a method of sufficient 
sensitivity is used. Because of the limits of Southem blotting 
in detecting small percentage populations of deleted mtDNA 
and because of the growing evidence of the importance of 
mtDNA defect in cardiomyopathies due to various causes 
this material will be reanalyzed by the PCR methodology. 

147. CAROIOVASCULAR CHANGES IN YOUNG INOl
VIOUALS PATHOHISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS. A 
PBOAY-WHO STUOY 

M.Hubay, A. Kádár, J . Kulka, Semmelweis University of 
Medicine, Budapest, Hungary 

The 2nd Department of Pathology and the Department of 
Forensic Medicine of the Semmelweis University of Medicine 
ha ve be en participating in the international PBDA Y I 
Pathobiological Determinants of Atherosclerosis in Youth/ 
study organized by the WHO. 

Materials collected from standard siles of the thoracic and 
abdominal aorta, the coronary arteries and heart muscle 
during autopsies performed within 24 hours following death 
on subjects from the 5-34 years age group were studied. 

Beside the standard procedure our Reference Center has 
the possibility to use the remnants of collected samples far 
further investigation and comparison with the background 
information - obtained from questionnaires completed in 
each case - with the help of a computer. 

As a pilo! study alterations of the myocardium and coro
nary arteries - in cases of healthy individuals died of violen! 
death - were investigated by light and electron microscopy. 

Our observations revealed unexpected pathological 
changes - with no previous medica! history - involving small 
branchesof coronary arteries, myocardial cells and interstitium 
in almos! all cases. 

Data of various risk factors - obtained from the question
naires - were compared with the pathohistological findings. 

148. IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF 
QUILTY EFFECT IN TRANSPLANTATION 

M. A. ldoate, F. J. Pardo, M. D. Lozano, E. de Alava. 
Clínica Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Quilty effect (QE) is a histopathological characterislic 
les ion defined as a heavy and sharply demarcated endocardial 
lymphocytic infiltrate observed in biospsies of cardiac 
transplant recipients. 

lmmunophenotypic evaluation of QE was made by studying 
200 endomyocardial biopsies of heart allograft , which were 
fixed in 1 O% formal in or B-5. A immunohistochemical study 
by avidin/streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase technique was car
ried out using a large panel of antibodies: UCHL-1 , CD3, 
MT1, MT2, LN1, LN2, LN5, la, LCA, MB2 and CD20. 

QE was seen in 41 biopsies (20.5 %). Of them, in 30 
biopsies immunophenotypic characterization could be car
ried out. A double immunophenotypic pattern was observed: 
the most frequent pattern was characterized by 80 % of T 
immature lymphocytes (MT1 , UCHL-1 , CD3 +, LN2, MT2 -
) , 15 % of B immature lymphocytes (CD20, MB2, LN2 +) and 
5 % of monocytes/macrophages/ natural killer cells (LN5 +). 
The second pattem was characterized by a central popula
tion of B immature lymphocytes (70 %) surrounded by T 
mature lymphocytes (MT1, UCHL-1, CD3, MT2 +) and oc
casional monocytes/natural killer cells. Endocardium asso
ciated to quilty effect showed HLA-DR antigens (la+). 

We conclude that the first pattern of QE may be related to 
acule rejection, while the 2nd pattern is more frequently 
associated to cyclosporin treatment. 

149. ORIGIN ANO FATE OF uFAT» ACCUMULATING 
CELLS IN YOUNG HUMAN AORTAS. A WHO STUOY 

G.lllyes, Anna Kadar. Semmelweis Univ. of Med., 2nd 
Dept. of Pathology, Budapest, Hungary. 

A study was performed on 108 aortic samples to prove that 
(1) macrophages are present in the normal intima, (2) they 
provide the lipid-laden cells of difieren! early atherosclerotic 
lesions and (3) contribute to the development of the necrotic 
material in advanced plaques. 36 cases between the age of 
5-34 years were selected randomly from a number of 90 
autopsies participaling in the international study of the 
Pathobiological Determinants of Atherosclerosis in Youth 
organized by the WHO. From large pieces of thoracic and 
abdominal aortas collected by our Laboratory 3 samples 
were chosen: one which was macroscopically normal, one 
having the most advanced atherosclerotic lesion and one 
showing a change of intermediate severity. Adjacent tissue 
sections were stained to demonstrate lipid and 
histomorphology. lmmunperoxidase reactions with 
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monoclonal antibodies for Factor VI 11, Desmin, Vimentin and 
against five separate antigenicdeterminants on macrophages 
were applied. We have found out of 108 segments 46 normal 
aorta area (AN), 1 intima! fib rous thickening (FT), 2 gelatinous 
lesions (GL), 11 flat fatty lesions (FF), 40 fatty streaks (FS) 
and 8 advanced plaques (AP). Scattered cells without fat 
content reacting as macrophages were observed in NA, FT, 
GL. The aggregates of foam cells in FF and FS could be 
identified as macrophages. AP contained foamy macrophages 
in the shoulder region and macrophage specificantigens 
were detected in the basal necrosis. 

lt was found that in early atherosclerotic lesions the fat 
accumulating cells are macrophages,Their role and origin 
will be discussed. 

150. MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON EXTRACRANIAL 
ARTERIES IN PATIENTS WITH MIGRAINE 

F. Shi, X. Ji, L. Zhuo, M. Duan, J. Zhao H. Shuo, L. Wei, and 
Y. Ruan. Chinese PLA 205 Hospital, Jin Zhou, China., 
Chinese PLA General Hospital , Beijing, China and Fuwai 
Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Science, Beijing, 
China 

Migraine is a prevalen! syndrome clinically, however,few 
pathological materials were found. Since 1990,partial section 
of the extracranial arteries were performed in patients with 
intractable migraine and the cures were 91 percent in 46 
cases in which 62 arteries examined pathologically. Ali cases 
showed pathological findings of fibromuscular dysplasia 
<FMD>. lt was demonstrated that FMD is the morphological 
basis of migraine. The causes of FMD in extracranial arteries 
may contribute to physical damage of vessel wall due to 
repeated dilation. There were several ways that related to 
symptoms and histological abnormalities. 

151 . PATHOLOGICAL ANALYSYS OF HYPERTROPHIC 
CARDIOMYOPAT HY SIMULATING DILATED CARDIO
MYOPATHY 

Tetsuya Kawashima, ·voshiyuki Yokota, Hiroshi ltoh, and 
*Mitsuhiro Yokoyama. The First Department of Pathology, 
and *The First Departmentof Interna! Medicine, Kobe. Japan 

To investigate the morphologic feature of hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy simulating dilated cardiomyopathy (H-D), 
we pathologically assesed 7 autopsied hearts of H-D and 11 
autopsied hearts of HCM. The hearts were cut transversely, 
the cavity area and the wall thickness of left ventricule were 
measured. Percent area of massive fibrosis (%MF), percent 
area of d isarray (%0 ) and percent luminal area of 
intramyocardial small arteries (IMSAs) were also estimated 
quantitively by using image analizer. 

Results: 1) Unlike typical HCM, significan! left ventricular 
enlargement and wall thinning were obseved in H-D. 2) % MF 
and % Din H-D were significantly greaterthan !hose in HCM. 
In H-D the disarray distributed diffusely, the massive fibrosis 
d istributed more intensively in septum and anterior wall !han 
in lateral and posterior wall. 3) The narrowing of IMSAs was 
more frequently observed in H-D, especially in septum and 
anterior wall, !han in HCM. 
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Conclusion: These results suggest that the enlargement 
and wall thinning of left ventricle in H-D are attributed to 
massive fibrosis progressing non-uniform ly, which is closely 
related with small artery lesions. 

152. MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION: THE ROLE OF 
REPERFUSION IN PATHOGENESIS ANO MORPHO
GENESIS 

J. Kiyak, D. Zerbino of Medical lnstitute, Lviv, Ukraine 

During myocardial infarction (MI) there are a lot of cases 
leading to myocardial ischemia with reperfusion following 
next. 

To find out the signs of possible reperfusional injury we 
examined the ultrastructure of intact and near-infarction 
zonesof the heart in 54 patients (age group 39-75) which died 
in acule period of MI. Myocardial tissue samples were taken 
by express-necropsy immediately alter patients deaths in 
clinic. Myocardial cells (MC) showed various signs and 
degrees of injury: vacuolisation of sarcoplasmic reticulum, 
swollen mitochondria, cristaelisis, intramitochondrial dense 
deposits, subsarcolemmal blebs, sarcolemmal ruptures. 
Besides, the accum ulation and ac tivation o f 
polymorphonuclear leucocytes (L) in ischemic myocardium 
was observed. Depending on the degree of MC injury we 
distinquish the following cell groups: intact, slightly damaged, 
considerably damaged and necrotic cells. The degree of 
injury often depended on the cell's distance to infarction 
zone. (L) usually occured in near-infarction zone. After leav
ing the microvessels lumen they often interact with damaged 
and/or intact MC. 

These results confirm that reperfusional injury occurs 
during MI and it is one of the major causes, leading to MC 
damage and, sometimes, to their death. Drug administration 
is necessary to preven! postreperfusional injury. 

153. MORPHOMETRIC EVALUATION OF MYOCARDIAL 
PROTECTION BY GAMMA-HYDROXYBUTYRATE (GHB) 

A. Kolin, E. Pandula, and M. Mamelak, Sunnybrook Health 
Science Centre, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

The cardioprotective act ion of sodium gamma
hydroxybutyrate (GHB) was tested in 40 gerbils. Ali animals 
received a single i.p . dose of isoproterenol HCI (IPR) - 0.1; 
0.3; 2.5 and 1 O mg/kg respectively-and eitherGHB (500 mg/ 
kg 30 min prior to IPR and th ree maintenance doses of 250 
mg/kg in subsequent 2 hours' intervals) or saline and were 
sacrificed 8 hours after IPR injection. Accumulation of neutral 
tal drop lets in sarcoplasm was the most consisten! effect of 
IPR. Only the highest IPR dose produced scattered myofiber 
death. The volume of fat droplets could be measured by 
electron microscopic morphometry and expressed as % ot 
sarcoplasmic volume. Such measurements showed IPR 
causing a three to five fold increase in tal droplet volume 
compared to normal values. This fat accumulation was either 
abolished or significantly reduced by GHB treatment and 
irreversible myofiber damage caused by the highest IPR 
dose was completely prevented. 
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The cardioprotective effects of GHB against IPR do not 
depend on its hypothermic action, as physically induced 
hypothermia was unprotective and warming of GHB treated 
animals did not abolish the cardioprotection. 

EM morphometry of sarcoplasmic tal may become a 
valuable method for comparison of effectiveness of various 
cardioprotective measures. 

154. SPONTANEOUS HEMORRHAGIC MYOCAROIAL 
INFARCTION ANO IT'S CLINICO-PATHOLOGIC SIG
NIFICANCE: STUOY ON 14 AUTOPSY CASES WITHOUT 
PTCR ANO/OR A-C BYPASS 

S. Kuwao, K. Kasai, S. Yokouchi and T. Kameya. Kitasato 
Univ., Japan 

Spontaneous hemorrhagic infarction (HI) of !he heart is 
very rare. The lesion has almos! never been reported. Bu! 
recently, the secondary HI is frequently encountered foliow
ing percutaneous transluminal coronary recanalization 
(PTCR) or A-C bypass surgery in patients with tresh 
myocardial infarction. Unlike the anemic inifarction, it has 
been regarded to be unrelated to prognosis. In this study, 
much attention was paid on the etiology and clinico-pathologic 
significance of spontaneous HI without PTCR or A-C bypass 
surgery. 14 HI cases (8.0%) out of 176 fresh myocardial 
infarctions during the past 19 years (1972-1990) at our 
institution and the aliied hospitals were reviewed. The ex
tensive hemorrhage developed into the infarcted focus and 
the patients died of acule heart failure or suspected 
reinfarction. The etiology of spontaneous HI was investigated 
by detailed analysis of !he clinical course, macroscopic and 
microscopic examination of the myocardium and postmortem 
coronary angiography of the intramural coronary branches. 

lt is concluded thatthe hemorrhage induced by reperfusion 
foliowing spontaneous recanalization of the obstructed artery 
mainly results from massive bloodinflow into veins via pre
existing or newly formed arterio-venous anastomoses either 
within or around the infarcted focus . Although early 
hemorrhage did not enlarge !he infarcted focus, !he presence 
of extensive contraction band necrosis ( 100%) may deteriorate 
the lelt ventricularfunction or delay the healing process of the 
lesion. Furthermore, the hemorrhage sometimes extended 
over the infarcted focus and eventualiy resulted in cardiac 
rupture and death (64%). From these findings, the secondary 
HI should be regarded as the unfavorable event during the 
thrombolytic therapy as is !he case seen in !he spontaneous HI. 

155. DISTRIBUTION OF THE COMPLEMENT MEMBRANE 
ATTAC K COMPLEX ANO ITS REGU LATORS IN 
MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION 

P. Laurila, A. Vakeva, and S. Meri. Department of Pathology, 
and Department of Bacteriology and lmmunology, University 
of Helsinki, Finland 

Recent studies have the suggested that the complement 
(C) system is involved in the development of tissue injury of 
myocardial infarction. 11 is not known why !he C system starts 
to react against autologous heart t issue. We have therefore 
analysed the expression of the membrane regulators of e 

(CD59, CR1 , DAF, MCP) and the pattern of C componen! 
and plasma C regulator (C4-binding protein and S-protein) 
deposition in normal (n=7) and infarcted (n=13) human 
myocardium. lndirect immunofluorescence methods were 
applied using specific monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. 
Both cryosections and paraffin embedded sections were 
used. 

Normal myocardial celis showed a strong expression of 
the CD59-antigen (protectin), whereas DAF, MCP and CR1 
were only weakly or not at ali expressed in the sarcolemmal 
membranes. The staining far CD59 was clearly diminished or 
totaliy absent from the large areas of infarcted myocardial 
tissue. The CD59-negative areas appeared as distinct zones 
or multiple patch-like lesions within individual heart speci
mens. Depositions of the C membrane attack complex (MAC) 
were observed in infarcted myocardial lesions. The MAC 
deposits colocalized with the protectin negative areas. Depo
sitions of S-protein (vitronectin), and of C4-binding protein 
were also seen within the same areas of infarcted myocardial 
tissue. 

The results provide further evidence far the role of the 
MAC in the pathogenesis of t issue injury in myocardial 
infarction. Furthermore, the loss of the CD59-antigen from 
the heart muscle celis may be the main regulatory event 
rendering the celis susceptible to the complement-mediated 
membranolysis during myocardial infarction. 

156. VALUE OF ENOOMYOCAROIAL BIOPSY (EMB) IN 
THE OIAGNOSE OF TOXOPLASMA INFECTIONS IN 
HEART TRANSPLANT PATIENTS 

M.O. Lozano, F. J. Pardo-Mindán, S. Valerdiz. Clínica 
Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain 

lnfection continues to be a majar cause of morbidity and 
mortality in heart transplant recipients. Toxoplasma Gondii 
(TG) is an stablished cause of morbidity and mortality in 
these patients. We report six cases of clinicaliy unsuspected 
toxoplasma infection diagnosed by routine EMB in six 
orthotopic heart transplant patients. TG infection was de
tected in sixteen EMB obtained from 26 to 968 days post
transplant. Ali patients received triple drug therapy as 
immunosuppressive treatment. lgG antibody titers were high 
in two donors and in one recipient previously to transplant. Al l 
patients presented positive serologic test titers when TG 
infection was diagnosed by EMB. Parasited fibers showed 
granulomatous basophylic inclusions, which displaced the 
nuclei. In one case, TG infection appeared simultaneously to 
acule rejection (AR). In five patients, TG disappeared from 
EMB 39 to 71 days alter diagnosis, and one patient died due 
to disseminated toxoplasmosis and pulmonary aspergiliosis 
7 days alter diagnosis. The myocardium is known to be 
infected during the acule phase. Because of the lack of 
specific symptoms or signs of toxoplasma infection, and the 
frequent lack of correlation of serologic ti ters with clinical 
disease, we have adopted strict criteria to base a diagnosis 
of toxoplasmosis in this type of patients. The EMB seems to 
be of great value far the early diagnose and adequate foliow
up of this complication of heart transplanted patients. 
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157. PULMONARY HYPERTENSION IN RHEUMATIC 
HEART DISEASE. 

V. Malhotra, R. Gondal, M. Tatke, M. Nigam and S.K. 
Khanna. G.B. Pant Hospital, New Delhi , India. 

Open Lung biopsies from lingual lobe were done in fifty 
patients of Aheumatic heart disease undergoing mitral valve 
repair or replacement. Clinically pulmonary hypertension 
was graded on clinical or Echocardiography findings. Cardiac 
catheterisation was done in twelve patients only. 

Histological examination of lung biopsies revealed only 
medial hypertrophy of 100 to 100 µ diameter vessels in forty 
two cases. In six cases it was accompanied by intimal 
thickening. One case showed rare findings of necrotizing 
arteritis and another showed atherosclerosis of muscular 
pulmonary vessels.The clinical and histological grading 
showed disparity in 62% of the patients. 

158. ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN ALASKA NATIVES ANO 
NON-NATIVES. 

W.P. Newman, 111 , J.P. Middaugh, M.T. Propst, D.R. 
Aogers, M.A. Guzman, J.P. Strong. Dept. of Pathology, LSU 
Medical School, New Or1eans, LA and Alaska Division of 
Public Health, Anchorage, AK, USA 

Since reports that coronary heart disease is rare in indig
enous Arctic people and possibly related to intake of Omega-
3 fatty acids, we have been studying atherosclerotic lesions 
and Omega-3 fatty acids in deceased Alaska natives. We 
evaluated the extent of coronary and aortic atherosclerotic 
lesions from autopsied natives and other residents of Alaska. 
Based on 213 autopsied subjects, the percent of total surface 
(TS) and raised lesion (AL) involvement, adjusted in all 
groups to mean age 39.8, was less extensive in Alaska 
natives in coronary arteries (p < .05) and aorta (p < .01) than 
in white residents of Alaska. 

Female Male 
Native Other Native Other 
(n=32) (n=22) (n=68) (n=75) 

Coronaries 

~ TS 14.1 26.9 37.5 

AL 9.9 21.7 32.2 6 

Aorta 

TS 33.7 42.9 

I, 
35.9 ~ AL 12.5 22.8 17.0 o 

These data suggest that low CHO mortality rates in Alaska 
natives result from less eX1ensive atherosclerotic lesions. 
The interrelationships of coronary heart disease , 
atherosclerotic lesions, and Omega-3 fatty acids are worthy 
of intense investigation. 

159. THE CARDIAC CONDUCTION SYSTEM IN ENDO
MYOCARDIAL FIBROSIS. A PATHOMOR-PHOLOGICAL 
STUDY 

A. Paramio Auibal. Dep of Path. of the hospital and Fac. 
f Medicina uCdte. Manuel Fajardo». La Havana. Cuba 
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Four patients dying with endomyocardial fibrosis were 
selected for a semi-serial histological study of the cardiac 
conduction system because one of them had developed a 
severe cardiac arrhy1hima that was the cause of death. The 
arrhy1hmia was a supraventricular tachycardia associated 
with disturbances of conducticon such as complete 
atrioventricular and left bundle branch blocks. 

Vascular changes were evident in the small-size arteries 
that irritgate the sinoatrial (SN) and atrioventricular (AVN) 
nades in 3 of the 4 cases. These vascularchanges were more 
severe and extense, together with fibrosis and lymphocitic 
exudate in the AVN and were all present in the case 3, that 
otherwise was the patient that had the most severe arrhy1hmia. 
The frecuency of the vascular changes (75%) and the rela
tionship with the duration of the symptoms, indicate that the 
vascular damage may be secondary to the main lesion in 
Endomyocardial Fibrosis, which is not know and probably 
have the same pathogenic mechanism in other primary or 
secondary cardiomyopathies. These vascular changes 
suggest that transient disturbances in cardiac 
e lectrophysiology are probably more frequent in 
Endomyocardial Fibrosis !han currently thought. 

160. INFLAMMATORY MEDIATORS IN CHRONIC 
PERIAORTITIS 

A.L. Aamshaw & D.V. Parums, Nuffield Department of 
Pathology, University of Oxford, John Aadcliffe Hospital, 
Oxford OX3 9DU, U.K 

A spectrum of chronic inflammation is seen associated 
with human advanced atherosclerosis when the aortic media 
is thinned. This triad of advanced atherosclerosis, medial 
thinning and aortic adventitial chronic inflammation is termed 
'chronic periaortitis'. 

In all forms of chronic periaortitis lymphoid follicles are 
common. lmmunohistochemistry has shown that there is a 
predominance of B lymphocytes, including plasma cells, 
su rrounded by CD4-positive T lymphocytes and 
macrophages; MHC Class 11 molecule expression is abun
dan! with IL-2 and IL-4 receptor expression and B and T cell 
proliferation is seen within the lymphoid follicles. 

In arder to investigate the role of inflammatory mediators 
in chronic periaortitis, cy1okines and adhesion molecules 
were investigated. ANA was extracted from six fresh surgical 
specimens of atherosclerotic aortic aneurysm wall showing 
a spectrum of chronic periaortitis. Controls were normal aorta 
and HUT 78 T cell line. PCA assisted amplification of mANA 
was carried out for interleukin (IL)-1, IL-2, IL-4, tumour 
necrosis factor (TNF)-a . interferon (IFN)-ywith ~-actin asan 
intemal control. Only ~-actin was present in the normal aorta. 
All except TNF-a were detected in the six atherosclerotic 
aortas. ANA dot blots were also prepared from tissue and 
control ANA. These were hybridized with 32P-labelled cy1okine 
and control probes and the bound radioactivity was meas
ured using a flat-bed scintillation counter. These quantitative 
hybridization measurements supported the PCA data and 
revealed increasing cy1okine expression with increasing 
severity of inflammation. 
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lmmunohistochemical analysis ol cytokine-dependent 
adhesion molecules included endothelial leucocyte adhesion 
molecule-1 (ELAM-1 ), intercellular adhesion molecule-1 
(ICAM-1) and vascular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1). 
Strong anti-VCAM-1 staining was seen associated with B cell 
aggregates with moderate staining ol vessels in lymphoid 
loliicles; strong anti-ELAM-1 staining was confined to 
endothelial celis in the aortic media and adventitia; anti
ICAM-1 staining was extensive. VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 ex
pression paralieled the degree ol inflammation, while ELAM-
1 expression did not. 

These findings reveal the active nature ol chronic inflam
mation associated with human advanced atherosclerosis 
(chronic periaortitis) and reveal its progressive potential. 

161. RIGHT VENTRICLE ANEURYSMS IN TRANPOSITION 
OF GREAT ARTERIES 

E. Pinto, A. Macedo, M.P. Magalhaes, S. Silva, F. Sampayo. 
Pathology and Paediatric Cardiology Depts. Hospital Santa 
Marta, Lisbon, Portugal 

We describe 3 cases ol right ventricle (RV) aneurysms in 
newborns (pts) with transposition ol great arteries (TGA), 2 
cases detected at autopsy and one at surgery. Two pts had 
TGA with intact ventricular septum and the other with VSD, 
straddling mitral valve and pulmonary stenosis. In ali cases 
we have lound on gross observation ol anterior inlundibular 
sub-aortic RV wali, one thin wall aneurysm with 1 cm2• 

Another similar apical aneurysm was also found in one pi. 
Coronary aneurysms have been excluded by aortography 
made in ali during lile and by coronariography made in the 
two necropsy specimens. At histology we lound calcilication 
and coagulation necrosis, suggesting an ischaemic etiology. 
One pt died belore cardiac surgery was attempted because 
ol aneurysm rupture and tamponade after cardiac massage. 
On the other pt operated on with arterial switch, the RV 
aneurysm was sutured and closed with success. Among ali 
15 cases with TGA seen in our hospital at autopsy, these RV 
wall abnormalities were never lound. 

We conclude that in TGA: 

1) RV wall aneurysms having a thin wall may become weak 
specialiy under systemic pressures. 

2) Myocardium ischaemia during loetal lile may be ad
vanced as etiological hypothesis, although the real cause 
and arrhy1hmogenic tendency are unknown. 

3) This must be a very rare entity. 

162. CARDIAC OUTFLOW TRACT ANOMALIES IN 
DIGEORGE SYNDROME 

A. Macedo, E. Pinto, M. Ferreira, S. Silva, F. Sampayo. 
Pathology and Paediatric Cardiology Depts. Hospital Santa 
Marta, Lisbon, Portugal 

In order to study the cardiac outflow tract (OT) in DiGeorge 
syndrome (DGS) in children, 7 cases out ol 9 observed lrom 
December 1985, were analysed by morphological study in 
necropsy specimens (sp). Outlet strutures were compared 
with 26 sp with similar cardiac pathology. In DGS group the 
lindings were: 2 truncus arteriosus (TA), one with aortic arch 

interruption (AoAI); 3 type B AoAI; one tetralogy of Fallo! (TF) 
with absence of pulmonary valve; and one just with VSD. 
Malalignement perimembranous VSD was found in 5 pis 
(71 %) with sub-arterial obstacle in 4. Ali 7 pts had abnormal 
OT with: posterior deviation of infundibular septum (IS) and 
ventriculo-infundibular fold (VIF), which together with antero
lateral muscle (ALM) created sub Ao critica! obstacle in sp 
with AoAI; deviation of VIF with overriding Ao in the sp with 
just VSD; anteriordeviation of IS with sub-pulmonary obstacle 
in TF; absent IS with sub-arterial VSD in TA. Mitral valve 
aortic leaflet was normal in ali sp, but left ALM was found in 
5. Hypoplastic and more apical Lancisi muscle was found in 
6 sp (86%) in DGS group, but in 3 (10%) within the control 
group. 

We conclude that in our specimens from pts with DiGeorge 
syndrome, the cardiac outflow tract is always abnormal and 
malalignement VSD with sub-arterial obstacle as Lancisi 
muscle anomalies frequently occurs. These features make of 
these hearts a group, on morphologic and etiological grounds 
favouring the neural crest hypothesis as possible cause. 

163. PATTERNS OF MYOCARDIAL FIBROSIS IN 
IDIOPATHIC CARDIOMYOPATHIES ANO CHRONIC 
CHAGASIC CARDIOMYOPATHY 

Marcos A. Rossi. Department of Pathology, Faculty of 
Medicine, University ol Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, S.P. , 
Brazil 

This study reports a series of observations on the fibrillar 
nature and structural lea tu res of the coliagenous interstitium 
ol the myocardium in normal and cardiomyopathic human 
hearts, employing the picrosirius red technique and polariza
tion microscopy. Such inlormation extends our knowledge of 
the various expressions ol interstitial myocardial librosis in 
the idiopathic cardiomyopathies and chronic Chagasic 
cardiomyopathy and perhaps provides insight into the 
pathogenesis. A total of 46 hearts of adults obtained at 
autopsy were used 5 controls without evidence ol cardiac 
disease, 9 with dilated cardiomyopathy, 5 with hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy, 4 with endomyocardial libros is affecting the 
left ventricle, and 23 with chronic Chagasic cardiomyopathy. 
The findings in the control myocardium did not differ from 
those reported in the literature. The myocardium in both 
dilated and hypertrophic cardiomyopathies showed diffuse 
fibrosis varying in degree from one case to another, but 
present in ali cases. The basic pattern was characterized by 
diffuse increase in both endomysial and perimysial coliagen 
thick fibers, particularly surrounding individual myocy1es 
( endomysial sheath). The microscopical study of the cases of 
endomyocardial fibrosis showed a thickened fibrotic 
endocardiun, consisting predominantly of thick collagen fibers 
extending as septum, corresponding to broad perimysial 
sheaths, into the myocardium. In the superficial muscle líber 
bundles, usualiy composed of atrophic fibers, there was an 
increase in the thickeness of coliagen fibers in both the 
perimysial and endomysial connective tissue matrix. To a 
variable degree, but present in ali cases, interstitial and 
diffuse fibrosis could be observed in the chronic 
cardiomyopathy of Chagas' disease. This manilested by 
diffuse increase in the amount of thick coliagen fibers sur-
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rounding muscle fiber bundles (perimysial matrix), varying in 
intensity !ron an area to another, and around intramural 
coronary vessels, combined with less pronounced increase 
in the endomysial collagen matrix. Further research into the 
patterns and pathogenesis of myocardial fibrosis are needed 
in arder to offer possibilities of prevention and corrective 
forms of therapy of the fibrotic process. 

(Supported by FAPESP and CNPq) 

164. ANTl-CD4 ABROGATES REJECTION ANO 
REESTABLISHES LONG-TERM TOLERANCE TO 
SYNGENEIC NEWBORN HEARTS GRAFTED IN MICE 
CHRONICALLY INFECTEDWITH TRYPANOSOMA CRUZ/ 

Marcos A Rossi, José Mengel, R. Ribeiro dos Santos, J.L. 
Laus, J. Santana Silva, And Wilson Savino. Departments of 
Pathology and lmmunology, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao 
Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto; Department 
of lmunology, Evandro Chagas Hospital, Instituto Oswaldo 
Cruz, Rio de Janeiro; Department of Veterinary Medicine, 
Unesp, Jaboticabal and lhe Departmenl of lmmunology, 
Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

The contribution of autoimmunity in the genesis of chronic 
Chagas heart pathology is not clear. In the present, we show 
that: (a) BALB/c mice cronically infected with Trypanosoma 
cruzi reject syngeneic newborn hearts; (b) in vivo treatment 
with anti-CD4 bul not anti-CD8 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) 
abrogates rejection, (e) CD4+ T cells from chronically in
fected mice proliferate in vitro to syngeneic myocardium 
antigens and induce heart graft destruction when injected in 
situ, (d) anli-CD4 treatment of chronically infected mice 
establishes long-term tolerance to syngeneic heart grafts; 
and (e) the state of tolerance is related to in vitro and in vivo 
unresponsiveness of the CD4+ T cells. These findings allow 
us to suggest that auto-immunity is the majar mechanism 
implicated in the rejection of syngeneic heart tissue grafted 
into the pinna of the ear of mice chronically infected with T. 
cruzi. The similarly of the lesions to those found in human 
suggests that autoimmunity is involved in the pathogenesis 
of chagasic cardiomyopathy in humans. Moreover, this could 
imply therapeutic strategies by reestablishing long-term tis
sue-specific tolerance with anti-CD4 mAB treatment, mediat
ing anergy, or deleting the responser CD4+ T cells to heart 
lissue antigens. (Supported by FAPESP and CNPq). 

165. CHRONIC CHAGASIC MYOCAROITIS PATHOGE
NESIS: DEPENDENCE ON AUTOIMMUNE ANO MICRO
VASCULAR FACTOR$ 

Marcos A. Rossi, and Jase O. Mengel. Departments of 
Pathology and lmunology, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao 
Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, S.P. Brazil 

We present herein a dynamic allernative hypothesis 
conncerning the pathogenesis of chronic chagasic 
myocarditis. The development of myocarditis is related to 
progressive and additive focal cellular necrosis, and associ
ated reactive and reparative myocardial fibrosis and sur
rounding myocytes hypertrophy. These processes are inili
ated and perpetuated by autoimmune factors and allerations 
in the myocardial microcirculation. This could imply future 
therapeutic strategies in the nanagement of chronicchagasic 
patients to optimize the medica! treatment and hopefully to 
improve the prognosis. Supported by FAPESP and CNPq. 
M.A. Rossi is Senior lnvestigator of the CNPq. 
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166. INCIOENCE OF MYOCAROIAL BRIDGE$ OVER 
CORONARY ARTERIES CORRELATEO WITH THE 
COURSE ANO OISTRIBUTION OF THE ARTERIES IN 
CADAVER HEARTS 

K. Shigemasa' , K. Shimada' , T. Kitakawa' , T. lshii2, and 
R.F. Gasser3. Department of Anatomy, Nihon University, 
School of Dentistry, Tokyo, Japan', Department of Pathol
ogy, Tokyo Medica! College, Tokyo, Japan2 and Department 
of Anatomy, Louisiana State University Medical Center, New 
Orleans, Louisiana3 . U.S.A. 

The bridging of epicardial coronary arteries by myocardial 
tissue was first described by Crainiciann (1960) and Polacek 
(1961, 1962). They referred to the arrangement as a 
myocardial bridge. Pathogenically, the existence of the brid
ge and course of the coronary arteries, especially their 
manner of distribution may possibly be responsible for sud
den death and arteriosclerosis. The study was conducted on 
219 (128 male, 91 female) adulls, human hearts from Japa
nese cadavers. First, the epicardial tissue was carefully 
removed fro the superficial aspee! of both coronary arteries 
and their many fine branches. The distribution pattern of the 
arteries was divided into three types by following Spallheholz's 
diagram (1924). The occurence of myocardial bridges along 
the course of esch artery and its branches was recorded. 
Since the branches of coronary arteries are not officially 
named, the branch terminology of Banch (1904) and 
SPaltheholz (1924) was used. As to the incidence of 
myocardial bridges, one or more bridges occurred in 61 % of 
the specimens. The incidence was highest over the anterior 
descending branch of the left coronary artery. The width of 
the bridges averaged about 13mm. The course of coronary 
arteries and their distribution were classified into three types 
according to the Spaltheholz (1924). The types are defined 
as follows: Type 1, the right coronary predominates; Type 11, 
the right and left coronaries are balanced in distribution; Type 
111, the lefl coronary predominates. From our observations 
the Type 1 arrangementwas present in 26% of the speciments, 
Type 11 in 52% and Type 111 in 22%. In the Japanese cases 
examined the balanced type represented hall the cases. 
Right and left dominan! types shared the remaining cases 
about equally. 

167. QUANTITATIVE STUOY OF THE INTERCELLULAR 
JUNCTIONS BETWEEN SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS IN 
AORTAS WITH A BLOOO PRESSURE OF 12, 120 ANO 
200 mmHg 

J.A. Sosa-Melgarejo and C.L. Berry. The Royal London 
Hospital. England 

lntercellular junctions between vascular smooth muscle 
cells are involved in transmission of force (intermediate 
junctions) and intercellularcommunication (nexus junctions). 
Transmission electron microscopy and image analysis were 
used to determine their density in the tunica media of the rat 
thoracic aorta. Al a blood pressure of 12 mmHg there were 
0.45 and 0.01 nexus junctions per 100 cell profiles and per 
100 llm of cell perimeter respectively. There was a six fold 
increase in the nexus junction density al a blood pressure of 
120 mmHg and a 16 fold increase al 200 mmHg. lntermedi
ate junctions al 12 mmHg occurred al a density of 8.35 and 
0.31 per 100 cell pretiles and per 100 µm of cell perimeter. 
These junctions showed a non significan! reduction of 30% 
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at 120 mmHg anda highly significan! reduction of 82% when 
the blood pressure was 200 mmHg. 

Our data has shown that a higher density of nexus junc
tions may be necessary to activate and coordinate the cell's 
synthetic machinery for the increased production of 
extracellular matrix during normal development and in patho
logical states. The reduction of intermediate junctions in 
hypertension may have deleterious consequences for the 
integrity of the vessel wall and may be associated with the 
mechanisms by which hypertension predisposes to degen
eration of the media with ectasia, aneurysm formation and 
dissection. 

168. HISTOLOGIC PATTERNS OF FIBROATHEROMA
TOUS PLAQUE ANO RISK FACTORS 

Luigi Giusto Spagnoli, Alessandro Mauriello, Giampiero 
Palmieri, Augusto Orlandi, Ada Amante; Cattedra di Anatomia 
ed lstologia Patologica - Dipartimento di Chirurgia- Universita' 
di Roma «TorVergata», Vía Carnevale-00173, Roma, ltaly 

The histological characterization of the fibroatheromatous 
plaques and their histogenesis are still to be defined. Factors 
responsible for the evolution of intimal lesions and the 
mechanisms and stages of fibroatheromatous plaque forma
tion are still largely obscure. Focusing on symptomatic 
plaques, the aim of this study is to answer the questions 
whether plaque heterogeneity is the result of a haphazard 
clustering of various components oran organized pattern in 
response to risk factors. To this end, 180 carotid plaques 
from patients affected by TIA or by stroke, with angiographic 
stenosis greater than 50%, were s tudied alter 
endoarterectomy. Clinical and morphological data were col
lected by means of a pre-defined protocol, quantified and 
correlated, by using the discriminan! analysis, with age, sex, 
hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia and smoking 
habit. 

Our results shows that the relationships between plaque 
compone nis are consistent with the knowledge derived from 
studies on human and experimental plaques. Moreover 
sorne plaque patterns can be significantly correlated with 
single risk factors. The fibrous plaque was correlated with 
aging and diabetes; the granulomatous plaque, rich in giant 
cells, with the female sex and hypertension; the xanthomatous 
plaque, rich in foam cells and with extensive alcianophilia, 
with hypercholesterolemia. In the smokers, finally, the plaques 
were lrequently complicated by mural thrombosis. 

169. PATHOLOGY OF SURGICALL Y EXCISED PRIMARY 
CARDIAC TUMORS 

H. Tazelaar. T. Locke, C. McGregor. Mayo Clinic Foun
dation, Rochester, MN, USA 

To determine histologic features useful in distinguishing 
benign from malignant primary cardiac tumors 11 O neo
plasms from 106 patients (39 males, 67 females, mean age 
49 yrs, range 2-80) seen at the Mayo 

Clinic were reviewed. Histologic features evaluated in 
each tumor were: cellularity (1-3+), mitotic figures/10 high 
powered fields (hpf), necrosis, and cytologic atypia (none, 
mild, moderate, severe). Based on a correlation of outcome 
and histology, the tumors were classified as benign atrial 
myxomas; otherbenign tumors, including fibroma, lipomatous 

tumor (L T), fibroelastic papilloma (FP), cardiac hamartoma, 
(oncocytic «cardiomyopathyu ); and sarcoma (angiosarcoma, 
2; leiomyosarcoma, 2; malignant fibrous histiocytoma, 2; 
osteosarcoma, 1; sarcoma, not otherwise specified, 1 ). 
Results were as follows: 

Tumor Cellularity Mitosis/ Tumor Atypia 

Type (N) (ranga) 10 hpf (range Necrosis (%) 

Myxoma (80) 1.2 (1-2) o 9.0 mild-mod 

Fibroma (9) 1.4 (1-2) o o non e 

LT (5) 1.0 o o non e 

FP (7) 1.0 o o non e 

Hamartoma (1) 1.0 o o non e 

Sarcoma (8) 2.6 (2-3) 6.1 (3-1 O) 100 mild-sev 

Most benign cardiac tumors have a characteristic histol
ogy and are unlikely to be a diagnostic problem. However, 
sorne myxomas and low grade sarcomas may have overlap
ping histologic features. Therefore, diagnostic criteria for 
separating these are desirable. Although myxomas had mild 
to moderately atypical cells and most sarcomas clearly 
malignan! cytology, one of the sarcomas had areas with 
bland cytology; therefore, cytologic fea tu res were not consid
ered as diagnostically useful as other features. The most 
useful criterion for distinguishing benign from malignan! 
tumors was the presence, even focally, of mitotic figures. 
Mitotic figures were identified in areas of glandular differen
tiation in only 1 myxoma but were never encountered in the 
spindle cells. Mitotic figures also appeared to correlate 
adversely with survival in malignant tumors. Other helpful 
features useful in separating malignant from benign tumors 
included cellularity and the presence of tumor necrosis. 

170. SYSTEMIC VASCULITIS AS ECOLOGICAL PA
THOLOGY. NEW FACTS 

D. Zerbino. Medica! lnstitute, Lviv, Ukraine 

Non atherosclerosis lesions of vessels were learned and 
united into 4 conventional groups: nonspecific aortoarteritis 
(64 autopsies), systemic arteritis (30), periarteritis nodosa 
(38), granulomatosis gigant-cells arteritis (6), Wegener's 
granulomatosis ( 16), obliterative endoarteritis (61), obliterative 
tromboangiitis (Burger disease) (20). This diseases were 
often caused by various xenobiotics (X); this fact was distin
guish in a part of our investigation by atomic-absorbation 
spectroscopy. lncreasing of number of X lead to develop
ment of ecological pathology (EP). that is to hidden morpho
logical changes in cells and subcells structures, by effect of 
alteration of X. The most dangerous X are combinations of 
lead, mercury, cadmium, pesticides and gas-vapor-aerosolic 
mixtures. X is etiological inducements of arteriis damage in 
young age, which clinically revealed as coronary heart dis
ease hypertensive heartdisease, infarct of brain. This pathol
ogy very often developed in mens which are working as 
drivers, smelters, printers, fermers, radio and TV mechanics, 
stamping and steel workers, printers, bailding workes, farwers 
dealing with pesticides. Ethyological stimuli for systemic 
vasculitis may be complex interaction of various X: smoking, 
professional and ecological hazards, allergy to drugs in 
combination with overcooling of the body. 
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CYTOPATHOLOGY 

171. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY OF SALl
VARY GLAND TUMORS. A STUDY OF 303 CASES 

Margarida Almeida, Isabel Fonseca, M. Evelina Mendoni;:a, 
Jorge Soares., Servii;:o de Patologia Morfologica, Instituto 
Portugués de Oncologia de Francisco Gentil, Lisboa, Portu
gal 

The diagnostic value and limitations of FNAC were as
sessed by examining 303 cases of salivary gland tumors 
which hada definitive histological diagnosis. Histologically, 
195 were benign and 108 were malignan! tumors (72 primary 
and 36 metastatic). Five out of 303 aspirates (1.7%) were 
considered inadequate for cytologic evaluation. By FNAC, 
194 (64.0%) lesions were diagnosed as benign tumors, 98 
(32.3%) as malignan! neoplasms and 6 (2.0%) smears were 
reported as suggestive of malignancy. Seven false positive 
and 1 O false negative diagnosis yielded specificity of 96.3%, 
sensitivity of 90.6% and accuracy rates of 94.3%. Ali the false 
positive and 7 false negative cases were due to misinter
pretation. Sampling error was responsible for the remaining 
3 false negative reports. The most common pitfall was the 
differential diagnosis between adenoid cystic carcinoma and 
pleomorphic adenoma. We conclude that in salivary gland 
tumors the FNAC accuracy supports the use of the technique 
for preoperative diagnosis. 

172. INTRAOPERATIVE CYTOLOGIC CONSULTATION. 
A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 308 CASES WITH FROZEN 
SECTION CORRELATION 

F. Arnal-Monreal, MD. Guitian , A. Capdevila, JA Bello, A. 
Armesto and M. Gonzalez-Cuesta. H. Juan Canaleja, La 
Coruña. Spain 

Cytologic study has been proposed as a quick, less 
expensive and reliable method in intraoperative consultation. 
Most studies have been done by pathologists with special 
training in cytology. 

A prospective study was carried out in intraoperative 
consultations done for diagnosis of unknown pathologic 
process suspicious for malignancy or for staging purposes in 
malignan! tumors. 

The pathologist in charge, with limited exposure to 
cytopathology, obtained a touch imprint of the specimen and 
stained it with a "diff quick" method. While waiting for the 
frozen section the smear was studied and the diagnosis, 
benign or malignan!, written down. The cytologic diagnosis 
was compared with the frozen section and the final diag
nosis., 

The time spent from the reception of the specimen to the 
end of the cytologic evaluation was also recorded. 

A total of 308 cases were studied. In 287 cases the 
diagnosis was corree! (93,2%) : 158 cases were benign 
(51 ,3%) and 129 (41 ,9%) malignan!. There were 17 (5,5%) 
false negative and 4 (1 ,3%) false positive cases. Lymph 
nodes (12) and breast (4) accounted for most of these errors. 
The mean time of the studies was 5,5 min. 

The accuracy of this method is high (93,2%) but there is a 
significan! difference with the sensitivity of the frozen section 
in these same patients (99%) p::>0,0005. 
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There was a significan! difference in favour of the cytologic 
diagnosis in the time of the two methods to arrive at a 
diagnosis: p::>0,0005. 

lntraoperative cytology is a useful method that can be used 
as an adjuvant to the frozen section diagnosis even by 
pathologists without special interest in cytopathology. Spe
cial caution must be taken in lymph node and breas! speci
mens. 

173. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY DIAGNOSIS 
OF PAEDIATRIC ORBITAL TUMOURS. AN IMMUNO
CYTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

R.Arora, S.M. Betharia. Dr Rajendra Prasad Centre for 
Ophthalmic Sciences, AllMS, New Delhi. India 

Specific antibodies against neurone-specific enolase, leu
cocyte common antigen, and desmin were assessed. for 
their usefulness in the cytodiagnosis of 25 cases of paediatric 
orbital round cell tumours (1 O cases of orbital recurrence of 
retinoblastoma, 11 cases of embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma 
and 2 cases of inflammatory pseudotumour) . Necroticgranular 
material was obtained in 2 cases. Alcohol-fixed aspiration 
biopsy smears were decolorized and stained with monoclonal 
antisera using the peroxidaseanti-peroxidase procedure. 20/ 
23 aspirations were positively immunostained with antisera 
against leucocyte common antigen, desmin and neurone
specific enolase. Most staining reactions reflected the 
histogenesis of the neoplasms. These results indicate that 
FNA used in association with immunocytochemistry is a 
reliable tool for establishing the diagnosis and classification 
of the paediatric malignan! round cell orbital tumours. 

174. INCOMPETENCE OF PAPANICOLAOU STAINING 
FOR DNA QUANTIFICATION AS COMPARED TO 
FEULGEN REACTION 

S. Biesterfeld, M.C. del Villa Cadenas, A. ·aacking; lnsti
tute of Pathology, Technical University of Aachen, Germany 

Precise microphotometric DNA measurements in cell 
nuclei depend on a stoichiometric chemical reaction between 
DNA- and dye molecules. With restrictions, this is acknowl
edged to be the case for the histochemical Feulgen staining. 
Nevertheless sorne scientists claim that DNA measurements 
for diagnostic purposes are also possible on Papanicolaou 
stained specimens (Synovec et al. 1989; Tritz et al. 1989). 

In this study we compared the DNA histograms obtained 
from 10 normal cervical smears and 10 smears containing 
squamous cell carcinoma alter having measured 150 iden
tical cells, first in Papanicolaou staining and second alter 
Feulgen re-staining. Relocation of identical cells was per
formed using a scanning stage and photographs of the cells 
under measurement. 20 granulocytes per specimen served 
as an interna! standard. The interference filters used had 
wavelengths of 530 +/- 10nm (Papanicolaou) or 570 +/-
1 Onm (Feulgen). Correction of background light intensity was 
performed for each individual nucleus. 

Ali histograms of Feulgen stained normal squamous 
epithelia revealed, as expected, peaks al 2c, few cells 
between 2c and 4c and sorne cells at 4c. The corresponding 
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histograms of Papanicolaou stained cells showed a shift of 
the histograms to higher values, a wide scatter of values 
instead of a clearcut diploid peak and many high values 
greater 4c. The same phenomena were observed in the 
carcinomatous smears: loss of stemline, wide scatter of 
values and unexpected high values, as compared to results 
alter Feulgen staining. Statistical analysis showed no cor
relation between the stemline ploidies and the variance of the 
ONA values around the normal 2c values (2c01) between 
Papanicolaou and Feulgen stained cells. 

These results implicate that ONA measurements on 
Papanicolaou stained cells should not be performed, espe
cially if any diagnostic conclusion should be drawn. 

175. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION PUNCTURE IN DIAG
NOSIS OF THYROID DESEASES 

V. Bogin, M.O., V. Bondarenko, M.O., N. Shapiro, M.O., S. 
Orlovskaja. Central Clinical Hospital N1 , Moscow, Russia 

Since 1987 we have been using a complex of diagnostic 
methods for examinig the patients with various deseases of 
thyroid gland. This complex includes subsequently used 
ultrasonography with fine needle aspi ration puncture and 
urgent cytologic study of the aspiration material, 3.200 pa
tients were examined. We performed aimed aspiration punc
ture under ultrasonic control using elaborated standard 
methods based on ultrasonic classiffication of thyroid lesions 
A single node less than 1 O mm in diameter was punctured in 
the centre anda lager one - in the centre and in the periphery 
of the focus. In case of presence of more than a single focus 
in thyroid gland we performed puncture byopsy of the two 
nodes with most unfavourable ultrasonic features. In cases 
when tissue of the thyroid gland was changed and contained 
one or more nodes we performed punction byopsy of the 
ground and the node with ultrasonically unfavourable 
features. When thyroid gland was diffusely enlarged without 
any nodes we used to perform aimed puncture in the centre 
of each lobe choosing ultrasonically different zones. Carrying 
out urgent cytologic studies made it possible to value the 
adequacy of aspiration puncture. The specificity of the com
plex examination of the patients with various lesions of 
thyroid gland was found to be 87% and the sensifility rate 
reached 94 %. 

176. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) IN 
THE PREOPERATIVE ASSESSMENT OF SALIVARY 
GLAND TUMOURS 

Borges A.M., Rodrigues C., Tata Memorial Hospital, Bom
bay, India 

Severa! studies have compared the results of FNAC with 
final diagnosis of salivary gland tumours.Few have assessed 
its impact on treatment. Aspirates from 122 consecutive 
cases of clinically diagnosed salivary lesions in whom a final 
diagnosis was reached were evaluated with respect to treat
ment. Results were as follows: (a) Primary salivary lesions 
(78/81) were easily separated from nonsalivary lesions (39/ 
41) viz. soft tissue tumours (6/7) tuberculous and other 
lymphadenites (13/13) and perisalivary node metastases 
(20/21), which are importan! mimics of salivary tumours in 
India. In fact 2 of the 3 misdiagnosed salivary lesions were 
high grade ductcarcinomas called metastatic nonkeratinizing 
squamous carcinoma on FNAC. A parapharyngeal myxoid 

nerve sheath tumor and a cystic metastasis of a squamous 
carcinoma were miscalled low grade salivary tumor and 
salivary cyst respectively. (b) Salivary tumours were effi
ciently separated from cysts and sialadenitis; sensitivity 
92.2%, specificity 100%. Thus 39.3% of 122 cases were 
saved a diagnostic exploration and treated on merit. (c) 
Smears diagnosed as tumours (68) were classified as benign 
(21 ), malignan! (35), and indeterminate (10) , giving a 76% 
sensitivity for the diagnosis of malignancy and 95.45% 
specifici ty. Grading was attempted for malignan! and indeter
minate cases. Accuracy of grading was 80.85%. (d) Overall 
accuracy of tumour subtyping was 79.4%; that for mixed 
tumour 94.2%, adenolymphoma 100%; adenoid cystic carci
noma 100%, imucoepidermoid carcinoma 64.3%, high grade 
duct carcinoma including malignan! mixed tumour 58.3%. 
Treatment given was found to be independent of malignancy 
or subtype viz. nerve sparing resections where possible for 
parotid, suprahyoid clearance for submandibular, and wide 
excision for minor gland tumours.We conclude that FNAC 
can reliably provide the minimum preoperative information 
required i.e.presence or absence of salivary tumour & grade. 
The latter may be of use in planning radiation or prophylactic 
neck dissection for high grade tumours.Tumour subtyping is 
often possible but is seldom required on FNAC. 

177. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF PEDIATRIC 
ABDOMINAL MASSES, INCLUDING LIVER, KIDNEY ANO 
ADRENAL GLAND 

E. Carabias, J. Vargas, M. Lopez Carreira, M.A. Martinez 
and P. de Agustin; Oepartment of Pathology, Hospital 12 -
Octubre. Madrid 

Fine needle aspiration biopsy (F.N.A.B) of abdominal 
masses is becoming an extremely importan! non-invasive 
diagnostic tool. with elevated rates of sensivity and specificity 
specially with the help of auxiliary diagnostic methods, such 
as electron microscopy. 

We review twenty cases studied in our Oepartment, per
formed under radiologic control and we analyse our results. 
These results display a high usefulness of this procedure, 
with diagnostic specificity very similar to !hose obtained by 
biopsy. Neuroblastomas (five) , lymphomas (tour). 
nephroblastomas (two). hepatoblastoma (o ne), 
rabdomyosarcoma (one) and non-tumoral lesions (one 
hidatidyc cyst) were correctly diagnosed, sorne of them with 
the help of electron microscopy. 

In three cases non-diagnostic cells were obtained. On!y in 
three cases we were notable to perform a specific diagnosis, 
anda generic diagnosis of two small cell malignan! tumor and 
one spindle cell malignan! tumor was rendered . 

Our results clearly show that F.N.A.B biopsy with the help 
of electron microscopy can be useful in the diagnosis of most 
pediatric abdominal masses leading to a precise non-inva
sive diagnosis. 

178. IMMEDIATE CYTOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF 
TRANSBRONCHIAL FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION (TBNA} 

C. Carli , L. Anselmi , S. Chiare, M. Nosenzo, C. Simonassi. 
Anatomía Pato logica - Pneumologia , Ospedale 
Sampierdarena, Genova, ltaly 

TBNA is a new method in the diagnosis of lung lesions and 
it is very useful in the peripheral or peribronchial masses, in 
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which the other techniques give poor results. In our Hospital 
the specimens are obtained by the bronchoscopist with a 
flexible fiberoptic instrument and 23 G needles, under 
fluoroscopy ; sorne smears are rapidly stained (Diff-Quik 
staining) and examined microscopically by the pathologist, 
who attend the aspiration with the clinician. We performed 
TSNA in 93 patients with peripheral lung lesions, controlled 
by bronchoscopic or open biopsy, at surgery or by clinic 
follow up. The immediate cytologic interpretation was the 
following : adequate / inadequate ; positive for neoplastic 
cells (classified : small or no-small carcinoma ; others or 
metastasis) ; suspicious ; negative. In over 70% of 87 
patients with lung peripheral cancer (6 patients had benign 
lesions), TSNA was positive or suspicious for neoplastic cells 
; the precise histologic type was interpreted on the perma
nent slides ; the negative results required further diagnostic 
procedures or follow up. The immediate cytologic interpre
tation is useful to repeat the TSNA if inadequate or negative, 
to perform percutaneous aspiration biopsy and to program 
additional stains orstudies (immunocytochemistry) if it needs, 
during the same single bronchoscopic procedure. 11 is very 
importan! the cooperation of the bronchoscopist, the radi
ologist and the pathologist for an accurate diagnosis. 

179. LATEROCERVICAL LYMPH-NODE METASTASIS 
FROM A PRIMARY INTRACRANIAL GLIOMA DETECTED 
BY FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY (FNAB) 

P. Castelli, E. Songiorno, G. Pelosi, S. Fiaccavento. 
Ospedale S. Cuore di Negrar, Verona 

Extracranial metastasis from a primary intracranial neo
plasm is a rare event, with few documented localizations to 
the lung, pleura, lymph-nodes, bone, liver, heart, adrenal 
gland, spleen, thyroid, kidney and pancreas. The diagn_osis 
of these extracranial metas tases are mostly based on h1sto
logical material. We report a case of a cervical lymph-node
metastasis trom a primary intracranial glial tumor detected by 
FNAS. Our patient, a 56 year old man, underwent a surgical 
resection of a frontal intracranial neoplasm in June of 1988 
with the histological diagnosis of uGlioblastoma Multiforme .. . 
In february of 1991 he underwent a second surgical resection 
tora recurrence. One year later the palien! exhibited a right 
cervical limphadenopaty that was aspirated. The smears 
were cellular and the spindle shaped tumor cells occurred in 
loase fibri llar aggregates in a background of lymphoid cells, 
mostly small lymphocytes. The tumorcells were atypical with 
hypercromatic and irregular nuclei; the cytoplasm was scanty 
with elongated or stocky tails. No mitotic activity nor necrosis 
were present. lmmuno-peroxidase staining for glial fibrillary 
acidic protein (GFAP), was positive while staining for 
cytokeratin CAM 5.2 was negative. The cytologic diagnosis, 
based on morphological features and clinical history, was of 
a lymph-node metastasis of a glial tumor. The positivity for 
GFAP helped to confirm this diagnosis. This seems to be the 
first report of a lymph-node metastasis of intracranial tumor 
detected by FNAS. The role of immunohistochemical analy
sis of FNAS seems to be of major importance for a corree! 
diagnosis. 
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180. BRONCHOAL VEOLAR LAVAGE WITH BALLOON
TIPPED CATHETER (BTC) IN DIAGNOSIS OF VENTILA
TOR-ASSOCIATED PNEUMONIA 

l. Catala, A. Saez, R. Srossa, R. Casas, B. Sarreiro• and 
J .E. Ferrer; Oepartment Pathology. Pneumology•. Hospital 
Principes de España. Barcelona. Spain 

The usefulness of bronchoalveolar lavage (SAL) in the 
diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) has not 
been yet well established. Is still not clear if quantitative 
cultures of cytological examination for intracellularorganisms 
(ICO) improve the reliability of this technique. 

Methodology: 36 suspected VAP were studied with Pro
tected specimen brush (PSB) and SAL using a 
transbronchoscopic STC. Aecovered organisms were con
sidered pathogenic when cultured in concentrations > 103 
colony forming units (CFU)/ml for PSS and > 1 o• (CFU)/ml for 
SAL. SAL fluid was used to prepare cytospin slides, wich 
were stained with Papanicolaou, Giemsa and Gram. In the 
slides stained with Giemsa and Gram, 300 cells were 
examinated ata magnification of 1,000 x, and the percentage 
of cells containing intracellular microorganismm. A cut off 
ponit of 2% of SAL cells with ICO was accepted. 

Aesults: VAP was retrospectively confirmed in 1 O patients 
and ruled out in 19. Diagnosis remained indeterminate in 7. 
In VAP group, 8/1 o PSS and 6/1 O SAL cultures were positive. 
In 7/1 o cytologic examination demonstrated the presence of 
ICO. In non-VAP group 1/19 (5%) PSS and 3/19 (15%) SAL 
cultures were positive. Only 1/19 (5%) cytologic examination 
was positive. The efficacy of these techniques was: 

Sensibility Specifity PPV NPV 

PSS 80% 84% 72% 88% 

BAL 60% 94% 85% 82% 

>2% ICO 1 70% 95% 87% 85% 

Conclusions: There was substancial agreement between 
the results of quantitative cultures of SAL, determination of 
cytologic examination for ICO and quantitative cultures of 
PSS 

181 . KIMURA'S DISEASE (KD) IN 7 NON-ORIENTAL PA
TIENTS (Pts) 

Martinez V, Catalana E, Reginato A, Pappu R, Lessin S, 
Heymann W. University of Chile, Santiago, Chile & UMDNJ
RWJMS; Camden, NJ USA 

Seven pis with KD (mean age of 28 yrs) were seen 
between 1977 & 1991 presented with subcutaneous nodules 
(Nds) in single (4) and multiple siles elsewhere (3) : lace, a_rm, 
abdomen (3), ches! (2), scalp, esophagus, throat, myocard1um 
(1 ). Pts with multiple Nds had eosinophilia. Associated prob
lems included bronchial asthma, perivascular Nds around 
large arteries (2) and arthritis, leucocytoclastic vasculitis (1) 
Nds revealed well developed germinal centers, 
polykaryocytes, eosinophiles and nodular fibrosis: lncrease 
in post capillary venules and thickened artenoles w1th 
endothelia l proliferation was seen. lmmunochemistry showed 
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T and B Ls (5) and only T Ls (1 ). Probes for heavy chain 
immunoglobulins failed to show monoclonal gene rear· 
rangement. Management included surgical excision (7) and 
steroids • topical(I), oral (2). One pt on oral steroids died due 
to septicemia, the rest having a stable course. 

KD is an immunological disorder with a polyclonal re
sponse to an unknown antigen, mimicking lymphoma and 
may present with arthritis, vasculitis and bronchial asthma. 

182. VALUE OF FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY 
IN DIAGNOSING PALPABLE SUPRACLAVICULAR 
MASSES 

Cuesta C, Sanz 1, García-González R, González-García 
C, Guadamillas ML (CTIAC}. Sección de Citología. Servicio 
de Anatomía Patológica. Hospital Ramon y Caja!. Madrid 

Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) isa well eslablished 
diagnostic tool for evaluating tumor masses. The goal of the 
current study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of 
FNA of supraclavicular masses and the utility of this proce
dure for initial diagnosis and staging malignan! tumors. 

Ninety seven FNAC of supraclavicularmass was performed 
in 92patientssince1989to 1991, inordertoconfirm or to rule 
out malignancy. The cytologic findings were verified by 
correlation with histologic and clinical findings. Final diagnoses 
were reached in 78 patients of whom 65 had a malignan! 
supraclavicular mass. 

Among the 65 patients with a malignan! supraclavicular 
mass, the cytologic findings revealed malignancy in 60 
patients (92.3 %), and failed to reveal malignancy in 5 pa
tients (7.7%), 2 of them because there were no material, 1 
necrotic material and 2 as suspected of malignancy. Among 
all 13 patients with a benign supraclavicular mass, the cytologic 
findings were reported as nonmalignant. We assesed the 
ratios of diagnostic accuracy and the utility of this procedure 
for staging malignan! tumors. Results: sensitivity: 92.3%; 
specificity: 100%; positive predictive value: 100%; negative 
predictive value: 72.2%; accuracy index: 93.6% 

Using this technique an initial diagnosis was performed in 
32% of the cases and we detected a metastatic disease in 
55.4% of neoplasic patients. There were no complications 
following the FNAC procedure. 

FNAC is a simple, sale and highly accurate method for 
diagnosing both malignant and benign supraclavicular masses 
and for staging malignant tumors. 

183. KIKUCHl'S NECROTIZING LYMPHADENITIS. FINE 
NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY OF TWO CASES 

Cuesta C, García-González R, Sanz 1, Villanueva C, Tello 
MJ (CTIAC}. Seccion de Citología. Servicio de Anatomía 
Patologica.Hospital Ramon y Caja!. Madrid 

Kikuchi's disease (KD} is a disorder of unknown origin 
most commonly attecting cervical lymph nades in young 
fema les. The histopathologic basic lesion is characterized by 
focal necrosis in paracortical areas with karyorrhectic debris, 
large mononuclear cells and very scanty plasma cells and 
granulocytes. 

To our knowledge, only two cases of diagnosis by Fine 
Needle Aspiration Cytology (FNAC) of KD have been re
ported previously. We report two new cases in which !he 
diagnosis was suggest by FNAC, and confirmed by posterior 
histologic and inmunohistologic study of the lymph node. 

Both cases were Jemales, 20 and 29 years old, with single 
lymph node in their neck which showed the same cytologic 
findings: characteristic nuclear debris in the background 
(wich were the key of !he diagnosis), a polymorphous 
lymphocitic population, histyocites and occasional plasma 
cells. 

We think that KD can be diagnosed by cytologic examination 
of smears lrom FNAC of an involved lymphadenopathy, but 
thisdiagnosis should only be made aftercarefully examination 
of adecuate material and with supportive clinical and analytical 
findings. 

184. THE ROLE OF TRANSRECTAL ASPIRATION 81· 
OPSY IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF PROSTATIC CANCER 

A. de la Cruz, P. de Agustin, J. Vargas, A. Perez-Barrios, 
Centro Oncologico de Galicia (La Coruña) and Hospital .. 12 
de Octubre" (Madrid), Spain 

Al present, the diagnosis of carcinoma by aspiration biopsy 
citology (ABC) has been accepted as definitive despite the 
absence of histologic confirmation, in Sweden. Despite re
ported advantages of this technique the method appears to 
be used inlrequently in other countries (Spain, United 
States,. .. ). 

We report our results based in 134 patients with an 
abnormal digital examination of the prostate. We performed 
134 ABC with the Franzen needle guide as described 
previosly. In 124 patients corresponding histological material 
was available simultaneously by core needle biopsy. In 10 
patients histologic material was obtained of metastatic lo
cations. 

Aspiration citology was 94% sensitive and 100% specific. 
lnitial core needle biopsy compared to the final histological 
diagnosis had a sensitivity of 89%. No majar complications 
ocurred with the ABC method. 

We concluded that ABC of the prostate is accurate, sale, 
and cost-ettective, and greater application of this technique 
is encouraged. 

185. USE OFTHYROID·PEROXIDASE IMMUNOSTAINING 
ON ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY TO DISTINGUISH BENIGN 
FROM MALIGNANT THYROID NODULES 

C. De Micco, L Skoog, E.M. Tani , A. Denizot, S. Garcia, F. 
Chapel, G. Lebreuil, J.F. Henry. INSERM U38, and CHU 
Marseille, France. Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden 

Fine needle aspiration (FNA) of thyroid nodules is not 
completely reliable for the detection of thyroid carcinoma: its 
reported sensitivity varies from 66% to 93%. We have pre
viously shown that in 96,9% of malignan! thyroid tumors the 
enzyme thyroid-peroxidase (TPO) possesses antigenic 
changes detectable by a monoclonal antibody termed MoAb 
47. In this work we have investigated the interest of TPO 
immunodetection on FNA as a screening tool for carcinoma 
in thyroid nodules. 
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PATIENTS AND METHODS: The study was performed on 
150 representative preoperative FNA. Slides were air dried 
and stained by anti TPO-MoAb 47 immunohistochemistry. 
According to the percentage of positive epithelial cells, 
patients were divided into two groups: benign (>60%), and 
malignan! (~60%). The final histological diagnosis was re
corded as benign (n=126) or malignan! (n=24).Results are 
given in the following table: 

Histology No Patients TPO Benign TPO Malignan! 

Ben_ign 1 126 1 120 ., 
2
6
4 Malignan!. 24 . O 

~~~~~~~~~ 

TPO immunodetection provided a corree! diagnosis in 
96% of the cases. lts sensitivity for the detection of malig
nancy in thyroid nodules was 100% and its specificity 96%. 

CONCLUSION: TPO immunostaining is a highly sensitive 
and specific method to detect thyroid malignancies. lt should 
become an essential complement in the cytological investi
gation of thyroid nodules. 

186. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION DIAGNOSIS OF RENAL 
ONCOCYTOMA. A MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY 
APPROACH 

l.de Torres, A.Moragas, M.García-Bonafé, M.Sans. Hos
pital Universitario Vall d'Hebrón and Autonomous University 
of Barcelona.Spain 

In a number of cases, differentiation between renal 
oncocytomas and granular-cell renal carcinoma from FNA 
cytology smears may offer considerable difficulties. To better 
define the diagnostic criteria, we resorted to high-resolution 
architectural characteristics of nucleus and cytoplasm based 
on mathematical morphology concepts. Particulate structural 
elements were selected by their size and optical density by 
a so-called top-hat function. Spatial density, size distribution 
and a function of distance among particles were computed. 
We quantitated cellular samples from FNA obtained from 1 O 
renal oncocytomas(in two of them cytologic diagnosis was 
renal carcinoma) and 5 granular-cel l renal carcinomas. 
Subsequent removal of the tumor and histological examination 
established the final diagnosis in all cases. Stepwise discri
minan! analysis correctly classified all cases as oncocytomas 
or renal carcinomas, although results need to be considered 
with caution dueto limited number of observations.Graphic 
representation by stargliphs clearly depicted the differences 
between oncocytomas and renal carcinomas, and the ab
normal characteristics of two cases initially missclassiffied as 
carcinoma. 

187. CYTOHISTOLOGIC CORRELATION IN WARTHIN'S 
TUMOR DIAGNOSED BY FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION 

Echevarría,C.; Lazaro,R.; Vicandi, B.; Viguer, J.M.; Lopez 
Ferrer, P.; Hernandez, R. Department of Pathology. «La 
Paz .. Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

The purpose of this report is to review ali our cytologic 
Warthin's tumor diagnoses made by fine needle aspiraltion 
cytology ( FNAC ). 
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We analyzed those cases which had been interpreted as 
Warthin's tumor by FNAC, but their histologic study revealed 
that they were other kind of lesions. 

The total number of cytologic diagnoses of Warthin's 
tumor was 23, only 16 were histologically confirmed. This 
group was distributed in 13 Warthin's tumors and 3 incorrect 
diagnoses, distributed as follows: 

-Low-grade mucoepidermoid tumor 2 cases 

-Benign cystic lesion 1 case 

The predictive value of Warthin's tumor diagnosis by 
FNAC in our serie was 81%. 

On the other hand,we considered a group of 7 patients with 
no Warthin's tumor cytologic diagnosis,but with evidence of 
this kind of tumor alter histological studies.The cytologic 
diagnosis of these patients is distributed as follows: 

-Benign cystic lesion 

-Negative cytology 

-Benign papilar tumor 

-Suspicious of malignancy 

3 cases 

1 case 

1 case 

1 case 

-Non representative 1 case 

The sensitivity of cytologic diagnosis of Warthin's tumor 
reaches 65%. 

We concluded from this review that the most importan! 
problem in the differential diagnosis of Warthin's tumor is 
different kind of cystics lesions. 

188. PROSTATIC ASPIRATION BIOPSY CYTOLOGY: A 
SIX YEAR RETROSPECTIVE STUDY 

B. García, D. Grammatico. Department of Pathology. 
UWO Health Sciences Center, London, ONT. Ganada 

The purpose of this study is two fold: 1) to determine the 
overall diagnostic yield of prostatic aspirates when compared 
to their respective core biopsies, 2) to grade the aspirates in 
order to determine the accuracy and usefulness of cytologic 
grading. Diagnostic data from prostatic aspirates was retrieved 
from the files of University Hospital, London, Ontario. A total 
of 219 aspirates were obtained from 179 patients. All aspi
ration biopsies had corresponding core biopsies obtained al 
the same time with the exception of 1 O which were excluded 
from the study. From the remaining 209 aspirates 30 were 
considered to be insufficient for diagnosis and were also 
excluded. A total of 3 core biopsies were also found to be 
insufficient for diagnosis and were also elmininated from the 
study. From the remaining 179, 97 aspirates were diagnosed 
as benign and this was confirmed by the surgical specimen. 
The remaining 82 aspirates which had cytological diagnosis 
of: positive for malignancy, suspicious for malignancy and 
atypical cells present were reviewed and re-screened blindly 
along with their corresponding core biopsies. The presence 
of tumor was noted and cytological and histological grading 
was performed. The overall diagnostic sensitivity of the 
technique was 97.2% and the specificity 98%. When the 
subset of positive diagnosis was assessed, the sensitivity 
was found to be 94%, correctly diagnosing 77 out of 88 cases 
with a specificity of 96% (3 false positives). This compared to 
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the core biopsy specimens which show a sensitivity of 89% 
anda specificity of 100%. When used in combination, cy1ology 
and histology correctly diagnosed ali prostatic cancers. Ex
cellent correlation is noted when cytologic and histologic 
grades are compared. Only 5 out of 82 cases shows signifi
can! discrepancies. lt appears that it may be beneficia! that 
both aspiration biopsy and the traditional core biopsy be 
performed on these patients as both procedures appear to 
complement each other, resulting in an extremely high de
gree of diagnostic accuracy. With aspiration biopsies there 
exists a potential that the less cohesive, highly malignan! 
cells be aspirated, but missed on the core biopsy. 11 these cells 
are correctly graded as poorly-differentiated, this may have 
an influence on the further treatment of the patient. 

189. CYTOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (FINE NEEDLE ASPl
RATION CYTOLOGY -FNAC-, SCRAPING ANO 
TZANCKS'S TEST) OF DERMATOLOGICAL LESIONS 

B. García, A. Hernández-Gil, P. Sánchez-Pedreño, V. 
Vicente, M. Pérez-Guillermo. General Hosp. Univ. of Murcia. 
SM Rosell Hospital, Cartagena. Spain 

Cy1opathology is a weel-known technique, stand rized and 
widely used in severa! specialties and applied on difieren! 
parts of the human body. However, its role in Dermatology is 
not common, so we decided to evaluate its usefulness while 
diagnosing dermatologial lesions. FNAC technique was per
formed according to Zajicek' rules on it. 

600 cases were obtained, 500 of them rendered repre
sentative smears to be studied. Results were divided into 5 
categories, specifying their Sensitivity (Se), and Specifity 
(Sp), and the number of cases: 

1. Epithelial tumours, Se: 95.05% and Sp: 92.5%, 282. 

2. Non-epithelial tumours , Se: 85%, Sp: 78.5%, 61. 

3. Cutaneous Metastasic tumours, Se: 92%, Sp: 100%, 30. 

4. Pigmentary lesions and tumours, Se: 100%, Sp: 88.8%, 38. 

5. lnflammatory lesions, 89 cases, only 10 biopsies were 
available, Sp: 90.9%. 

Cytopathology is reliable in díagnosing most of the lesions 
in Dermatology, and should be regarded as essentíal in the 
diagnostic armoury of every Dermatologist. 

190. CYTO-HISTOLOGIC CORRELATION IN THE DIAG
NOSIS OF MUCOEPIDERMOID CARCINOMA OF SALl
VARY GLAND BY FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY 

M. García, J.M. Viguer, B. Vicandi, P. Lopez., Hospital 
«Alarcos", Ciudad Real. , Hospital «La Paz,,, Madrid, Spaín 

We have reviewed 15 cases of Mucoepidermoid Carci
noma (M.C.) of salivary glands diagnosed by cy1ology, in our 
Department. Among these, we could obtain histologic confir
matíon in 13 tumors. Six of them were actually M.C., but in 7 
cases that were misinterpreted as M.C. in the Fine Needle 
Aspiration Biopsy examínation, the histologic sectionsshowed 
they were the following lesions: Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma (1 
case), Squamous Carcinoma (1 ), Warthin's Tumor (1 ), Be-

nign Mixed Tumor (3), and Chronic Sialoadenitis (1 ).The 
predictive value of a diagnosis of M.C. was 46, 15%. 

Conversely, we found 5 patients whose tumors were not 
diagnosed of M.C. in the Aspiration Biopsy smear, but the 
subsequent histologic examination showed they were M.C. 
The cytologic diagnoses of those cases were distríbuted as 
follows: Poorly Diflerentiated Carcinoma (1 case), 
Granulomatous Reaction, Suspicious for Malignancy (1), 
Benígn Cystic Lesion (2), and lnflammatory, Negative smear 
(1 ). The sensitivity of the cy1ologic diagnosis of M.C. was 
54,5% in our series. 

From this review, we conclude that M.C. is, from the 
cytologíc diagnosis point of víew, a most troublesome tumor. 
Thís may be due to: a) The presence of cystic areas ín:the 
tumorwith outstandíng ínflammatory reaction. b) The difficult 
differential diagnosis of high grade M.C. with other poorly 
differentated malignan! tumors. c) The size of the lesíon may 
proclude the obtaínment of suitable material for a proper 
interpretatíon of the lesion. 

191 . DIAGNOSIS OF HYDATID DISEASE BY CYTOLOGIC 
EXAMINATION 

B. García Rubio, P. López Ferrer, J. M. Viguer, B. Vicandi 
M.A. Limeres and R. Lazaro. Department of Patholohy. «La 
Paz,, Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

Echinococcosis is a human infection caused by the larval 
form of Echinococcus, being the most common E. granulosus. 
Definitive hosts are many species of carnivores, mostly the 
dog. Man is infected by close contact with this kind of animal. 
The disease has a worldwide distribution and is specially 
prevalen! in East Africa, Mediterranean countries and in the 
Middle East. lnfection is endemic in Spain. The hydatid 
disease (HD) develop most frequently in the liver and the 
lung. lt is diagnosed by clinical, immunologic and radiologic 
techniques. Finally histopathologic study demonstrates the 
hydatid cyst in surgical specimens. In a fewcases pulmonary 
hydatid cysts have being diagnosed on exfoliative cy1ology 
usually alter fistulae developed. Ocasionally hydatid cysts 
have being aspirated where HD was nota dilerential diagno
sis or alter negative serology. The procedure is hazardous 
dueto the risk of anaphylaxis, secondary cyst formation and 
possible bacteria! infection. 

We report the results of 22 cases diagnosed of HD by 
cy1ological methods: 9 with exfoliative cytology (2 sputum, 1 
bronquial brushing and 6 bronchoalveolar lavage) and 13 
with fine needle aspira ton cy1ology (FNA) (6 from lung, 3 from 
liver, 2 from solt tissues, 1 from kidney and 1 from brain). The 
diagnosis of HD in these patients was unsuspected. Aspira
tion was undertaken using a 25-gauge needle. None of them 
had any adverse reaction. Exfoliative specimens smears 
showed: fragments of the laminated membrane in 5 cases, 
scolices in 4 cases and hooklets in 4 cases. The fluid from 
FNA showed brood capsules in 12 cases, scolices in 4 cases 
and hooklets in 7 cases. We discuss these features, the 
absence of complications of FNA, and compare this findings 
with reports of the literatu re. 
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192. PREVALENCE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS IN· 
FECTION IN DYSPLASIC ANO NEOPLASIC LESIONS: IN 
SITU HYBRIDIZATION ON CERVICAL ANO VULVAR 
EXFOLIATED CELLS 

E. García Ureta, l. Galed Placed. Hospital Teresa Herrera, 
La Coruña. Spain 

Human Papillomavirus (HPV) has a relevant role to play in 
malignan! transformation at uterine cervix like in other siles. 
Studiesabout identification of HPV DNA by in situ hybridization 
performed on tissues are frequently reported. We state the 
incidence and distribution of HPV on exfoliated cells derived 
from 11 O women with diverse grades of cervical intraepithelial 
neoplasia (CIN), squamous carcinoma of cervix (SCC) and 
vulva (SCV) and checksmears afterconization (SAC) because 
previous CIN 111 diagnosis. We applied the ENZO BIOPAP kit 
on slides of exfoliated cervical and vulvar cells for testing for 
the presence and typing of HPV DNA. We found positivity for 
HPV in 56,3% of all cases. A el ose relation between following 
groups was confirmed: 6-11 HPV type and low grade lesions 
(30,3% of CIN I); 31-33-51 and intermediate risk lesions 
(42, 1 % of CIN 11) 16-18 and high grade lesions (62,5% of GIN 
111 and 50% of SCC). Neither of SCV and SAC cases were 
positive. The incidence of positive cases in the group with 
morphologic signs of HPV infection (60,3%) was similar to 
incidence in the group without them (62,9%). 

193. NASAL SCRAPE CYTOLOGY IN THE DIAGNOSIS 
OF WEGENERTS GRANULOMATOSIS 

R. Granados, N.M. Constantine, E.S. Gibas. Brigham and 
Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, 
MA.(U.S.A.) 

Wegener's granulomatosis (WG) is a serious condition 
characterized by necrotizing and granulomatous inflamma
tion and vasculitis of the respiratory trae! and kidney. The 
variety of clinical presentations often makes the diagnosis 
difficult. We present a case of WG in a 23 year old male in 
which the diagnosis was first suspected based on the cytologic 
findings of a nasal scrape performed for chronic sinusitis. The 
patient had complaints of upper and lower respiratory tract 
infections for several weeks and no abnormal findings in the 
urine sediment. Nasal scrape showed marked acule inflam
mation containing numerous neutrophils and occasional 
multinucleated histiocytic giant cells. Numerous reactive 
epithelial cells from the respiratory mucosa were also present. 
No organisms were identified on Gram or Acid-Fast stains. 
Considering the clinical setting, the diagnosis of WG was 
suggested. Subsequent renal biopsy revealed a necrotizing 
and crescentic glomerulonephritis. 

WG is a potentially fatal disease in which early diagnosis 
and treatment with immunosuppressive agents is essential in 
inducing general remission . The diagnosis usually requires 
open lung biopsy. This case illustrates a rapid and non
invasive method by which the diagnosis may be suspected 
early in the course of the disease. 

194. AN UNUSUAL FORM OF ENDOMETRIOSIS AS A 
DIAGNOSTIC PITFALL OF MALIGNANCY 

A. He ns', MD; J.Ruiz'', MD. ·Departamento de Anatomía 
Patológica, Hospital Universitario de Puerto Real, Cádiz. 
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" Departmento de Anatomía Patológica, Hospital de Jerez 
de la Frontera, Cádiz. Spain 

A fine needle aspiration biopsy was performed of a 2 cm 
painful inguinal tumor in a 40-year-old woman. The satisfac
tory specimen consisted of lymph node background plenty in 
epithelial cells in sheets, small groups or ductlike structures, 
which differed from cuboidal to columnal and had abundant 
cytoplasm with ill-defined borders. No mocus was found. 
Stromal cell and hemosiderin-containing macrophagues were 
no present. The nuclear cromatin was finely granular without 
prominent nucleoli, but a hight number of mitotic figures were 
observad. A positive malignancy diagnosis was made, and 
suggestive of nodal metastasis from a well-diferenciated 
non-mucosecretor adenocarcinoma. An open biopsy was 
recomendad. Histological examination demostrated a nodal 
endometriosis. In view of this the palien! was carefully 
questioned, and we realizad that the smears were obtained, 
«Unfortunatelly», in the proliferative phase of the menstrual 
cicle. The aims of this work is emphatize the importance of 
experience and clinical information, and keep this posibility in 
mind to avoid misdiagnosis. 

195. CYTOHISTOLOGIC CORRELATION IN 
PLEOMORPHIC ADENOMA OF SALIVARY GLANDS DI· 
AGNOSED BY FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION 

Hernandez, R. ; Viguer, J.M.; Vicandi, B.; Lopez Ferrer, P.; 
Garcia Rubio, B. ; Antón, E. Department of Pathology. «La 
Paz,, Hospital, Madrid. Spain 

The purpose of this report is to review all our cytologic 
pleomorphic adenoma diagnoses by fi ne needle 
aspiration(FNAC). 

We analyzed !hose cases which had been interpreted as 
pleomorphic adenoma by FNAC, but their histologic study 
revealed that they were other kind of lesions. 

The total of cytologic diagnoses of pleomorphic adenoma 
was 119, only 98 were histologically confirmed. This group 
was distri buted in 94 mixed tumors and 4 incorrect 
dignoses,distributed as follows: 

-Monomorphic adenoma 

-Adenoid cystic carcinoma 

-Carcinosarcoma 

·Reparative giant cell granuloma 

1 case 

1 case 

1 case 

1 case 

The predictiva value of pleomorphic adenoma diagnosis 
by FNAC in our serie was 95.9%. 

On the other hand, we considered a group of 12 patients 
with no pleomorphic adenoma cytologic diagnosis, but with 
evidence of this kind of tumor alter histological studies.The 
cytologic diagnosis of these patients is distributed as follows: 

-Benign cystic lesion 
-Non representative 
-Sialadenitis 
-Adenoid cystic carcinoma 
-Low-grade mucoepidermoid tumor 
-Pleomorphic adenoma with carc. 

The sensitivity of cytologic diagnosis 
adenoma reaches 88.6%. 

6 cases 
2 cases 
1 case 
1 case 
1 case 
1 case 

of pleomorphic 
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We concluded from this review, that the majority of mixed 
tumors can be accurately diagnosed in the cytological mate
rial , and that cystic transformation of these lesions was the 
most difficult problem in the differential diagnosis. 

196. CYTOMORPHOLOGIC FEATURES OF 59 HEPATO
CELLULAR CARCINOMAS BY FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRA
TION BIOPSY 

M. Joly, J. Sola, A. Panizo, M.C. Robledo. Clínica Univer
sitaria, Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain 

The early recognition of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
and its differentiation from secondary tumors are of special 
importance in view of the relatively favorable prognosis of this 
tumor with adequate treatment. 

We present the spectrum of cytomorphologic findings by 
fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) in 59 primary HCC 
diagnosed from 1984-1991. The accurate diagnosis of HCC 
by FNAB was confirmed in all cases which were biopsied, 
hepatectomized fortransplantation orstudied in the autopsy. 

We studied 16 cytologic features that were grouped in 
cellular arrangement, cell size and shape, and nuclear and 
cytoplasmic features. 

According to our results the most typical characteristics of 
HCC in FNAB are: irregularly distributed chromatin (98%} 
variable increase in nucleocytoplasmic ratio (97%), 
hyperchromatic nuclei (95%), trabecular pattern (81%), in
creased cellularity (78%), round nuclei (65%), medium sized 
cells (56%), loss of cell cohesion(53%}, prominent nucleoli 
(54%} and intranuclear inclusions (54%). The presence of 
bile is an specific but not a sensitive finding, as it is only 
present in 24% of our cases 

Other features such as multiple nucleoli , pleomorphism, 
and lobulated nuclei are not specially relevan! for the 
diagnosis of this tumor. 

We conclude that FNAB is a good tool for !he diagnosis of 
HCC. We emphasize the importance of cellular arrangement 
in the accurate diagnosis of HCC. 

197. RETROSPECTIVE c-erbB-2 IMMUNOSTAINING IN 
ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY OF BREAST CARCINOMAS 

Jorda M (*), Nadji M. Department of Pathology, University 
of Miami, Miami, Florida, U.S.A. (*} Granted by F.l.S., Spain 

In arder to compare the immunocytochemical staining for 
c-erbB-2 in histologic and cytologic samples of breas! can
cer, we tested tour commercially available antibodies, three 
monoclonals and one polyclonal rabbit antibody to c-erbB-2 
oncoprotein on a known positive case. Monoclonal antibody 
NCL-CB 11 (Novocastra, England} that recognizes the interna! 
domain of c-erbB-2 produced the bes! results. We then used 
this antibody to retropectively immunostain 50 fine needle 
aspiration cytologies of breast cancer, and compared the 
presence and the pattern of staining with their respective 
histologic sections. Previously alcohol-fixed, Papanicolaou
stained aspiration cytologies were retrieved from the files, 
the cover glasses were removed, and a standard ABC 
procedure was carried out with a 1: 100 dilution of the primary 
antibody for 18 hours at 4º C. A similar reaction was per-

formed on formalin-fixed, paraffin sections of the corre
sponding biopsies. 

In 13 (26%) of cases, both the cytologic samples and 
histologic sections were positive. In 2 cases the needle 
aspirations were positive while the paraffin sections were 
negative. Conversely, in one case, the histologic section 
showed a positive reaction while the aspiration cytology was 
negative. The positive reactions were predominately local
ized in the cytoplasmic membranes. All positive cases were 
infiltrative ductal carcinomas w ith a preponderance of comedo 
type. The staining was either present in all cells throughout 
the tumor or it was completely absent. 

We conclude that: 1 }lmmunocytochemistry for c-erbB-2 
oncoprotein can be performed on f ine needle aspiration 
cytology samples that are previously fixed and stained; and 
2)The sensitivity of the results are comparable to that of 
histologic sections. 

198. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY OF BONE: 
STUDY OF 115 CASES 

Jorda M MD*, Garcia E CT(ASCP}, Ganjei P MD. Depart
ment of Pathology. University of Miami, Miami, Florida, 
U.S.A. ("} Granted by F.l.S., Spain 

In arder to assess the diagnostic accuracy of Fine Needle 
Aspiration Cytology (FNAC} of bone lesions, we reviewed 
115 consecutive FNACs of bone which had surgical or 
clinical follow-up. They corresponded to 64 male and 51 
female patients, with an average age of 48 years; 12 patients 
were under age 20. 

An average of 2-3 passes were performed and aspirated 
material was smeared. T hen slides were fixed in 95% alcohol 
and stained with modified papanicolaou technique. Cyst 
contents and hemorrhagic specimens were centrifuged and 
cytospin slides were prepared accordingly. Cytologic diag
noses was only made when sufficient radiologic data was 
available and they were categorized as follows: NEGATIVE 
FOR MALIGNANCY (27) , INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS 
(15) , BENIGN NON-INFLAMMATORY LESIONS (22) , 
SUSPICIOUS FOR MALIGNANCY (6) , PRIMARY MALIG
NANT BONE TUMORS (12) and METASTATIC TUMORS 
(33). The diagnoses were compared with patient's clinical 
(13%) or surgical outcome (87%). 

Of the 51 malignan! cases by cytology (suspicious for 
malignancy, primary and metastatic tumors), follow-up con
firmed malignancy in 50. The only false positive case was a 
«giant cell tumor» diagnosed as «cellular spindle cell tumor 
consisten! with sarcoma» . Of the 64 cytologically non-malig
nan! cases, 58 were confirmed to be negative for malignancy 
by follow-up. The 6 false negative results of the series were 
a result of sampling error. A sensitivity of 89% anda specilicity 
of 98% were recorded for the diagnosis of malignan! bone 
lesions. For metastatic tumors both the specificity and sen
sitivity of this technique was 100%. The predictive value for 
the diagnosis of benign non-inflammatory conditions such as 
giant cell tumor, enchondroma, fibro-osseous lesions, etc. 
was 91%. 

We conclude that FNAC of bone is a simple and reliable 
diagnostic technique that can faci litate pre-operative deci
sion-making for patients with bone lesions. 
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199. THE IMPORTA NCE OF THE CELL BLOCK TECH
NIQUE. A COMPARATIVE STUDY WITH CONVENTJONAL 
CYTOLOGJC SMEARS 

M.A. Lima, B. Halla! Jorge. Faculdade de Medicina do 
Triangulo Mineiro, Uberaba, Minas Gerais, Brazil 

As it happens with Fine Needle Aspirations ( FNA) from 
others organs, little attention has been given to thyroid FNA 
paraffin - embedded cell block. The routine use of the latter 
has the following advantages: 1. to preserve the tissue 
architecture; 2. the celular morphology is familiar to the 
histopathologists, tough it is not as real as observed on 
smears; 3. it is possible to obtain many histologic sections for 
severa! difieren! stains and imunohistochemistry; 4. the 
diagnoses is !aster, since the tissue concentrates in a small 
area of the slide. 

We compared the diagnostic value of Thyroid FNA versus 
thyroid FNA paraffin block from 100 patients with thyroid 
pathology. 

We found 68% agreement between the diagnoses on the 
smears with the diagnoses on cell blocks. In 18% and 7% of 
the cases, the diagnoses could only be established, respec
tively, on the cell blocks and on the smears. The diagnoses 
with smears was totally unrelated to the diasgnoses with 
paraffin cell-block in 13% of the cases. 

We concluded that FNA diagnoses should be based, as 
much as possible, on smears and cell-blocks. JI only one 
method is available the latter should be the choice. 

200. THE DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF PERICARDIAL 
CYTOLOGY 

Vassiliki D. Malamou-Mitsis, Niki J. Agnatis; Cytopathology 
Dept., University Hospital of loannina. Medica! School, 
loannina, Greece 

The aim of the present study is to estimate the diagnostic 
value of pericardial cytology as well as the reliability of 
cytological prediction conceming the right histologic type of 
malignancy. In a six year period (1986-1991) a total of 32 
pericardial fluids from 27 patients were examined in our 
Department. The specimens were collected by 
pericardiocentesis and submitted fresh or fixed in 50% alco
hol. Alter the routine cytological preparation, all slides were 
examined and the results were correlated with the histologi
cal reports or the clinical data, in the cases that a biopsy was 
not performed. Consequently, the following remarks were 
made: 1) In the 12 cases, where both diagnoses (cyto & histo) 
were available, the sensitivity and specificity of cytology was 
100%. 11) In the remaining 15 cases, where the comparison 
was done with the clinical diagnosis, cytology showed a 
sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 91,6% . 111) In seven 
cases of malignancies, where both diagnoses (cyto & histo) 
were made, there was not any false negative answer. Fur
thermore the histological type of cancer was predicted in five. 

In Conclusion, our results justify the high accuracy of 
pericardial cytology, which should be performed on a routine 
basis in all busy Cytopathology Departments. 
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201. FIBROADENOMA.CYTOPATHOLOGJC FEATURES 

J. Merheb, L. Lopez-Marin, A. Femandez-Cid.lnstitut 
Universitari Dexeus,Barcelona,Spain 

Fibroadenoma is a benign tumour of fibrous and epithelial 
elements. During the last five years (1986-1990) in our 
Breast Pathology Unit at the lnstitut Universitari Dexeus, 227 
patients with biopsy proven fibroadenoma submitted to 
previous cytologic screening by fine needle aspiration, were 
studied. In 79 cases, smears showed sorne type of active 
cellularchanges; thirty three cases (14,4%) were interpreted 
cytologically as celular fibroadenoma, thirty cases (13,5%) 
showed epithelial hiperplasia and in the remaining sixtheen 
(7%) malignancy were suspected. 

Cases with discrepancies were reexamined. 11 was con
cluded that in 75,9% of cases,biopsy showed histopathological 
changes that correlated with cyto logical findings. 
Mamographic and ecographic findings are commented u pon. 

202. SMALL CELL UNDJFFERENTIATED CARCINOMA 
OF THE URINARY BLADDER. REPORT OF TWO CASES 

R. Oncins, l. Catala, l. Español, B. Llaveras, A. Vida!, T. 
Serrano and E. Condom; Hospital Príncipes de España. 
Barcelona. Spain 

Small cell undifferentiated carcinomas have been reported 
in a variety of body siles, the most common being the lung. 
The bladder is an unusual Jocation for these tumors. 

We report two cases of small cell carcinoma of the urinary 
bladder diagnosed by urine cytology. 

Two men, 50 and 70 years old, presented with hematuria. 
In both cases spontaneous urine was sent for cytologic 
diagnosis. Cytocentrifuge slides were stained by the modi
fied Papanicolaou method. 

Cytoscopic examination disclosed a multifocal , exophytic 
tumor and a transurethral resection sample was obtained. 

Cytocentrifuge preparations yielded abundan! 
undifferentiated malignan! cells. These cells were small, with 
scant cytoplasm, coarse nuclear chromatin, high nuclear/ 
cytoplasmic ratios and showed nuclear molding. Urothelial 
cells did not show atypia. Final diagnosis was small cell 
undifferentiated carcinoma, wh ich was confirmed 
histologically. lnmunohistochemical stains were negative for 
chromogranin A and positive for low-molecular-weight keratin 
and enolase. 

Small cell carcinoma of the urinary bladder can be identi
fied by urine cytology. 

Urinary cytology is an accuratte method for diagnosis and 
follow up of these patients. 

203. CYTOLOGY OF MEASLES 

P.V. Patil, P.V. Havaldar, J.N. Medica! College, Belgaum 
- 590 01 O, India 

From January 1990 to December 1991, in 86 cases of 
Measles clinically diagnosed, Nasal, Bucea! and Conjuncti
val smears were examined for cytological features during 
prodromal and exanthema stage and to know its diagnostic 
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utility. The material was collected with sterile cotton swabs 
and smears fixed in ether alcohol were stained by 
papanicolaous method. In Nasal smears, polymorphs 
(neutrophils) were seen in plenty in all 86 cases (100%); 
whereas multinucleated giantcells (W.F.G.C.) weredetected 
in 32 cases (37%). In Bucea! smears, polymorphs were 
present in moderate number in 33 cases (38%) and 
multinucleated giant cells were seen in 12 cases (14%). In 
conjunctival smears, polymorphs were few to plenty in 48 
cases (56%) and multinucleated giant cells were present in 
24 cases (28%). In 6 cases (7%) giant cells were seen in 
smears taken lrom ali 3 siles. In 12 cases (14%) the giant 
cells were detected in Nasal and Conjunctival smears. 

Only giant cells, in the absence of polymorphs were not 
seen. Whenever giant cells were seen in Bucea! and Con
junctival smears, they were present in Nasal smear. A simple 
lab. test to identify Measles. 

204. HEPATOBLASTOMA: THE CYTOLOGIC ASPECT IN 
FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATES (F.N.A.) 

M.Pérez-Guillermo, J.Sola-Pérez, J.Madrid, T.Manzanera, 
and F. Caro. from H. Rosell (Cartagena) and H.U. Arrixaca 
(Murcia). Spain 

Hepatoblastoma (HBL) accounts fornearly 40%of primitive 
liver tumours in children under 3 years old. Four histological 
subtypes are recognized. The purpose of this paper is to 
describe the cytological findings in six cases of HBL and to 
discuss the dilferential diagnosis against hepatocarcinoma. 
Aspirates were obtained by means of FNA under image 
guidance according to the technique pul forward by Zajicek. 
Wedescribe fourdilferent cytologic patterns which reflect the 
histological subtypes already recognized: anaplastic, em
bryonal, fetal and macrotrabecular. Alpha-fetoprotein was 
positive in all subtypes except anaplastic, and vimentin was 
positive only in anaplastic. 

We opine that FNA enables us to separate the four types 
of HBL. 

205. DIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS IN FINE-NEEDLE ASPl
RATION BIOPSY OF BENIGN ADNEXAL CYSTS 

A. Rey, E. Redondo, T. Hernández, J. Pérez, J. Monzón. 
Hosp. Ntra. Sra. del Pino, Las Palmas de G.C., Spain 

Experience in fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) of 
ovarian masses is still sean!. In the last 3 years we have 
studied 200 per-laparoscope FNABs of presumptively be
nign (by clinical and echographic findings) ovarian cystic 
lesions. There were 142 cases (71%) with representative 
smears and 121 cases (60,5%) with histologicverification: 52 
ovarian functional cysts (20 corpus luteum cysts, 19 follicular 
cysts and 13 endometriotic cysts); 33 cystic tumors (21 
benign: 8 mucinous , 5 serous, 6 teratomas , 1 
cystadenofibroma, 1 fibroma; 6 «borderline»: 2 mucinous, 4 
serous; 6 invasive carcinomas); 17 ovarian simple serous 
cysts; 16 paraovarian cysts (hydrosalpinx or hydatids); 3 
inflamatory conditions. 

Attainment of enough diagnostic covering cells from be
nign cysts with one or few cell layers and without intraluminal 

growth is the main problem. ldentification of luteinized 
granulosa cells makes easy to diagnose the foll icu lar cysts 
(12/17 cases). However, corpus luteum cysts render foamy 
cells, that in routinely stained smears are similar to exfoliated 
mucinous cells or macrophages. Endometriosis may show 
associated changes that mask the true nature of the lesion 
and simulate another condition, even a malignan! one. 

Mucinous cystadenomas show usually nonspecific find
ings, with prominent hemorrhage and few isolated foamy 
cells; only 1 of 8 cases was specifically diagnosed. What we 
call «benign cystic lesions with se rous monolayer,, 
(cystadenoma/adenofibroma, serous inclussion cysts, 
hydrosalpinx and hydatids) show similar cytologic picture; 
this was the diagnosis in 20 of 36 cases; 12 cases were 
labeled simply as benign cysts (beca use there were very few 
epithelial cells) and 4 cases were acellular. Teratomas are 
easily recognizable. 

Cytologic criteria for malignan! lesions are not dilferent 
from other locations, but separation of borderline tumors 
remains unresolved. 

206. DIAGNOSIS OF BRONCHIAL CARCINOMA ON SEC
TIONS OF PARAFFIN-EMBEDDED SPUTUM. (SENSITIV
ITY ANO SPECIFITY OF ANAL TERNATIVE TO ROUTINE 
CYTOLOGY) 

H.Rixen, S.Biesterfeld, A.Bocking. lnstitute of Pathology, 
Aachen University of Technology, Aachen, Germany 

The diagnostic accuracy of sputum cytology for the diag
nosis of bronchial carcinoma using paralfin-embedded, seri
ally sectioned and hematoxylin and eosin-stained speci
mens was tested in 4,297 sputum samples from 1,889 
patients, 219 of whom had bronchial carcinoma. The diag
nostic sensitivity depended mainly on the number of investi
gated samples and was 85.4% with three sulficient sputa. 
The sensitivity was not influenced by the histologic types, 
location or TNM stage of the tumor. The specifity of the 
method was 99.5%. In three cases localization of sputum 
cytologically diagnosed bronchial carcinomas was not possi
ble immediatly (occult carcinomas, pTx); in two of these 
cases the bronchial carcinomas were located during follow
up. The third patient died without verification of the cytologic 
diagnosis. According to our results, sputum cytology on 
serial sections is a valuable instrument for mass screening of 
highrisk groups for the early detection of bronchial carci
noma. Lower sensitivities of sputum cytology in mass 
screening programs for the early diagnosis of lung cancerare 
discussed critically. 

207. STUDY OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS INFECTION 
FROM THE FEMALE GENITAL TRACT IN A POPULA
TION AT RISK: COMPARATIVE STUDY USING IN SITU 
HYBRIDIZATION IN GYNAECOLOGICAL SMEARS ANO 
BIOPSIES 

Roldan M.", Gomez F.". Cu riel l. · , Romero N ... , Muñoz 
E."*', Alonso M.J.', Lopez-Bravo A.·; Servicio de Anatomía 
Patologica del Centro Nacional de lnvestigacion Clinica y 
Medicina Preventiva (Instituto de Salud Carlos 111), Madrid; 
..Servicio de Ginecología del Centro Penitenciario Femeni
no, Madrid; **'Departamento de Biologia Celular y Patología, 
Universidad de Salamanca, Spain 
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Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a common sexually trans
mitted disease. Al present, the most frequently used diag
nostic technique for the detection and typing of HPV in 
gynaecological smears is in filler hybridization with isotopic 
DNA probes (Dot blot). To demonstrate the usefulness of in 
situ hybridization in the study of smears, vaginal, exocervical 
and endocervical smears were taken from females inmates 
in the Penitanciary Centre in Madrid with previous cytological 
findings compatible with HPV infection. In situ hybridization 
techniques using biotinylated DNA probes specific for HPV 
types 6/11, 16/ 18, and 31/33/51 were performed on cells of 
the smearsand on sections of the cervical biopsy specimens. 
The results were then compared. 76% of smears were shown 
to be positive for HPV types 6/11, 44% positive for HPV 16/ 
18 and 24% positive for HPV types 31 /33/51 . Multiple infec
tion due to different types of HPV was detected in 44% of 
smears. In the study of cervical biopsy specimens only one 
case of multiple infection was detected, the HPV types 
identified being the same os those detected in the corre
sponding smear from the same subject. In 92% of cases, the 
type of HPV detected in !he biopsy specimens was the same 
as that detected in smears in case of single infection and in 
cases of multiple infection was the same as one of !he HPV 
types present in smears. Only 8% of cases presented dis
cordancy between !he types of HPV identified in biopsy 
specimens and smears. 

These results offer confirmation of the usefulness of in situ 
hybridization with non-isotopic probes in the study of gy
naecological smears, especially when the results obtained 
are compared with !hose obtained by using the same tech
nique in cervical biopsy specimens. 

208. INTRAOPERATIVE FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION 
CYTOLOGY OF PANCREATIC LESIONS 

A. Saez, l. Catala, R. Casas, A. Funes, P. Gomez and J.E. 
Ferrer; Hospital Principes de España. Barcelona. Spain 

Undiagnosed masses in the pancreas still represen! a 
problem al laparotomy. lntraoperative biopsy of pancreatic 
lesions frequently does not detect carcinoma and may be 
associated with severe complications. 

The aim of the present study is to determine the diagnostic 
accuracy of intraoperative fine needle aspiration (FNA) cytol
ogy of pancreatic masses. 

Seventy-two patients were studied from 1988 to 1991 . The 
cytologic diagnoses were correlated with histology, autopsy 
results or clinical follow-up. Aspirates were reported as 
benign, suspicious, malignan! or unsatisfactory. Final diag
nosis of malignan! pancreatic di seas e (MPD) was establishead 
in 44 patients and of benign pancreatic disease (BPD) in 28 
patients. Among the 44 cases with MPD, the cytologic 
diagnosis was concordant in 35 and was interpreted as 
suspicious in 4. One palien! with benign cytology and 4 with 
unsatisfactory cytology later preved to have malignan! dis
ease. A total of 28 patients had benign disease; 24 of these 
had benign cytology. The remaining had «unsatisfactory" 
cytology reports. 

There were no false-positive cytology reports. 
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The sensivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive 
values, and diagnostic accuracy for intraoperative FNA 
cytollogic results were 97%, 100%, 100%, 96% and 98% 
recpectively. No complications followed the procedure. 

In conclusion, intraoperative FNA of the pancreas is a sale 
and highly accurate method of diagnosis for pancreatic 
lesions found al laparotomy. 

209. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION OF TESTIS 

Beatriz Salvagno. Hospital Zonal de Esquel - Chubut -
Argentina 

This report describes the experience of the author with a 
small series of fine needle aspiration (FNA) cytology in the 
diagnoses of testis pathology. 

During five years we did 16 FNA of testis. The results are 
the folowing: 

Benign Pathology: 

• Organized lntratesticular Hemorrhages: 2 

*Hydrocoele: 2 

·spermatocoele: 1 

• Granulomatous Orchitis: 2 

Malignan! Pathology: 

*Seminoma: 8 

*Endodermal Sinus Tumour: 1 

Seminoma show smears with tumour cells generally dis
persed, rounded nuclei and prominent nucleoli of moderate 
size and small lymphocytes. Endodermal sinus tumour show 
clusterof large maligna! epithelial cells, prominent cytoplasmic 
vacuolation and PAS positive material within the clusters. 

In our Hospital tuberculous orchitis and epididymitis are 
very frecuent. FNA smears are good to diagnose these and 
it is becoming a common diagnostic procedure todemonstrate 
acid-fast bacilli in the smears FNA cytology of the testis. The 
findings in these cases indicate that it is a reliable procedure 
for the morphologic diagnoses of testis pathology. 

21 0. THE COMBINED USE OF STEREOTACTICALLY 
GUIDED FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION ANO CORE BIOP
SIESINTHEEVALUATION OFNON-PALPABLE BREAST 
LESIONS 

M. Sanchez, J. Greweldinger, R. Stahl, M. Goldfischer, A. 
Krementz, M. Kashani, P. Mazzola; Englewood Hospital, 
Englewood, New Jersey., USA 

Fine needle aspiration has been u sed for a long time for the 
diagnosis of palpable breast lesions. 

In the last few years stereotactic equipment has become 
available and both fine needle aspiration and core biopsies 
are now performed in many centers. 

The Cytodiagnosis and Breast Ca re Center at Englewood 
is an interdisciplinary unit with cytopathologists and radiolo
gists based in the center. 

Non-palpable breast lesions are biopsied first using fine 
needle aspiration techniques. lf tHe aspirate does not show 
epithelial cells and the mammogram reveals a suspicious 
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lesion, core biopsies are performed using #18 gauge Biopty 
gun. On 50 patients this combined approach was used and 
all cases were classified accordingly. 

Fine needle aspiration and core biopsies are complemen
tary rather than mutually exclusive. In the appropriate setting 
the use of this combined approach enhances palien! care 
and overall accuracy of evaluation of non-palpable breas! 
lesions. 

21 1. FINE - NEEOLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY ON COM
MON ANO UNCOMMON CYSTIC LESIONS OFTIHE HEAO 
ANO NECK WITH HISTOLOGIC CORRELATION 

V. Schnadig, D. Kumar. UniversityofTexas Medical Branch, 
Galveston, TX. USA 

Fine-needle aspiraton of head and neck cysts has become 
a routine diagnostic procedure. lt has been our experience 
that the majority of these lesions do not create diagnostic 
dilemmas. One must, however, be aware of certain cystic 
neoplasms that can masquerade as benign cysts. We re
viewed 38 cystic lesions aspirated al our institution. Congenital 
epithelial and epidermal cysts were not generally diagnostic 
problems. Thirteen cases were diagnosed as congenital 
epithelial cysts (thyroglossal or branchial cleft), 10 as either 
epidermal inclusion or dermoid types and two as 
lymphoepithelial. Two of three cystic papillary carcinomas (2 
metastatic thyroid and one primary in a thyroglossal duct 
cyst) were correctly identified by the presence of psammoma 
bodies and atypical papillary epithelium. Twocystic Wharthin's 
tumors were misdiagnosed as an adnexal tumor and con
genital cyst, respectively. One cystic, metastatic squamous 
cell carcinoma, 1 pilarcyst and 1 pilomatricoma were correctly 
identified. The remaining lesions included 2 cysts without 
epithelial lining, 2 bronchogenic cysts and 1 organizing 
hematoma. Diagnostic pitfalls are created by papillary car
cinoma without well preserved epithelial cells, Wharthin's 
tumors with abundan! squamous cells and keratin and cystic 
metastases of squamous carcinoma. Very careful evalua
tion of epithelial elements is mandatoryforcorrectclassification 
of head and neck cysts. 

212. EVALUATION OF p53 IMMUNOSTAINING AS A 
MARKER OF MALIGNANCY IN CYTOLOGICAL PREPA
RATIONS OF BOOY FLUIOS 

D.G. Tiniakos, R.M. Healicon, L.W. Little, T. Hair, C.H.W. 
Home, V. Wadehra, B. Angus. University Derpartment of 
Pathology, Royal Victoria lnfirmaryand Departmentof Clinical 
Cytology, Newcastle General Hospital, Newcastle upan 
Tyne, U.K. 

The identification of suspicious cells in cytological prepa
rations is an everyday problem in diagnostic cytopathology. 
Thus methods that would improve the accuracy of morpho
logical diagnosis in uncertain cases would be valuable in 
clinical practice. Mutation of the p53 gene may represen! the 
commonest genetic event in human malignancy. Mutation 
leads to altered conformation and increased half-life, result
ing in detectability by immunohistochemistry. Recently, p53 
immunolocalization has been proposed as a possible marker 
of neoplasia in cytological preparations. The aim of the present 

study was to evaluate the usefuleness of p53 immunostaining 
as a marker of malignancy in cytological analysis of body 
fluids. 

Fifty-two sequentia l samples of ascitic and pleural f luids 
were cytospined, fixed in acetone/methanol 50% and stained 
by the indirect immunoperoxidase technique using PAb1801, 
a mouse monoclonal anti-p53 oncoprotein antibody. T47D 
and MCF-7, breas! carcinoma cell-line derived, cell cytospins 
were used as positive and negative controls. Eight cases had 
been diagnosed as suspicious and 5 as definitely malignan! 
by conventional morphological analysis. In 6 out of 13 cases 
(suspicious and malignan!) , positive p53 nuclear 
immunoreactivity was noted. In addition, 1 case designated 
benign on conventional cytological examination, showed 
unequivocal p53 immunostaining; on review, suspicious 
cells were identified and the patient was found to have a 
tissue diagnosis of ovarian carcinoma. A further 1 benign 
case showed equivoca! p53 staining and on review no 
malignan! cells were seen; the palien! has since died without 
post mortem examination. 

Our results suggest that the presence of p53 
immunoreactivity in cytological preparations of body f luids is 
suggestive of malignancy, although its absence does not 
exclude neoplasia. Further investigation is required to assess 
the possible value of p53 immunostaining as a marker of 
malignancy in diagnostic cytopathology. 

213. INFARCTION OF A PAPILLARY THYROIO CARCI
NOMA AFTER FINE NEEOLE ASPIRATION 

Vera-Sempere FJ*, Prieto Rodríguez M*, Ramos 
Fernández v·, Saiz Paches V .. , Beaus Climent B***, 
Camañas Sanz A· . Servicios de ·Anatomía Patológica, 
'*Radiodiagnóstico and •**ORL. Hospital «La Fe», Valencia. 
Spain 

Fine needle aspiration (FNA) of the thyroid gland is only 
slightly invasive and involves fewcomplications. Exceptionally, 
FNA has been reported to cause necrosis and hemorrhage, 
possibly dueto vascu lar damage inflicted on performing the 
technique. 

We present the case of an 82-year-old woman with severa! 
years history of goitre. The right lobe had increased in size 
over the past few weeks. Gammagraphy revealed a marked 
uptake. FNA performed under echographic control using a 
23-gauge needle revealed a salid lesion with abundan! 
cellularity anda tendency to form monodimensional plaques 
and papillae. The cells exhibited abundan! cytoplasm and 
rounded nuclei, with a slight polymorphism and occasional 
pseudoinclusions. Colloid content was scarce and very den
se (chewing gum). Cytological diagnosis was papillary car
cinoma. 

Following FNA the nodule diminished considerably in size. 
A total thyroidectomy was performed 37 days post-FNA, 
without radio- orchemotherapy or hormone treatment prior to 
surgery. The removed nodule (2.5 x 4 x 3 cm) was yellowish 
and well delimited, with an enveloping fibrous capsule. 
Histologically, coagulative necrosis was seen to affect 80% 
of the nodule with a reas of fibrosis and pigmented macrophagic 
reaction; only a small persisting tumor remnant was ob-
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served that allowed confirmation of the FNA diagnosis. There 
were no signs of either vascular thrombosis or infection. 

To conclude, this case is of interest in that the tumor 
infarction complicates definit ive histological diagnosis. 

214. V ALU E OF FNAC IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF HODGKIN 
DISEASE 

Vicandi , B. ; Limeres, M.A.; Viguer, J.M. ; Lopez Ferrer, P. 
; Echevarrla , C .; and de la Rosa , P . Department of 
Pathology, «La Paz,, Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

We report !he cytological features and the differential 
diagnosis of Hodgkin Disease (HD), made by Fine Needle 
Aspiration Cytology (FNAC). The 62 patients reviewed had 
been seen at «La Paz» Hospital, between 1981 and 1990. 

In 58 of the 62 patients surgical biopsy was performed, and 
in 55 cases there was agreement between cytologic and 
histologic diagnosis. In the remaining 3 cases, the histologic 
diagnosis was carcinoma (2 cases) and High Grade Non 
Hodgkin Lymphoma -HGNHL- (1 case) . In 15 cases the 
FNAC was suspicious of HD. The histopathology was of Hd 
in 1 O cases. In the remaining 5 cases the diagnosis was: one 
HGNHL, two reactive lymphadenitis, one Ki-1 lymphoma and 
one metastatic cancer. 

On the other hand 17 patients with FNAC, were 
histopathologically diagnosed of HD. The cytological diagnosis 
was: suspicious of malignancy (6 cases), lymphoproliferative 
disorder (2 cases), malignan! tumor (2 cases) and cancer (2 
cases). The remaining 11 cases were diagnosed as reactive 
(3 cases), negative (4 cases) and non representative (4 
cases) . 

The results of this study indica te a sensibility of 79.3% and 
a predictive value of 89%. 

The problems in the differential dignosis of FNAC in HD are 
similar to !hose described in surgical biopsy (Non Hodgkin 
Lymphoma, lymphadenitis and cancer). One of the most 
importan! cause of misdiagnosis in FNAC is mainly the 
unsatisfactory or inadecuate specimens, and the presence 
of necrosis and a dense inflamatory infi ltrate of 
polymorphonuclear leucocytes . 

We think that FNAC is a useful tool far the diagnosis of HD. 
Between 1981 and 1985 only 20% of all the peripheral lymph 
nade histopathologically diagnosed as HD, were aspirates. 
Between 1986 and 1990 this percentage raised 70%. 

215. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ESTROGEN/PRO
GESTERONE RECEPTORS ANO PROLIFERATION 
MARKERS IN TUMOR CELLS ANO TISSUE IN BREAST 
CANCER 

M. Villegas, W. P. Kunze, l. Brightman, U. Costabel, J. 
Guzman. Department of Pathology, University of Bochum, 
Germany 

The value of hormone receptors and cell proliferation 
measurements in the therapy of breas! cancer is well known. 
lmmunohistochemical assays have been shown to correlate 
with established biochemical techniques of hormone recep
tor analysis. lmmunocytochemistry of fine needle aspi rates 
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or fluids may also provide a receptor status. In this study, 
immunocytochemical results of estrogen/progesterone re
ceptor status and cell proliferation (PCNA) analysis were 
compared with those of immunohistochemistry of frozen 
sections in 25 cases with breast cancer . Far 
immunocytochemistry, the tumor cells were directly isolated 
from the tumor specimens and further processed using 
cytocentrifuge preparations and the adhesive slide assay. 
No differences between cells and tissue were found in !he 
immunoscore which was obtained bydetermining the intensity 
of the reaction and the percentage of positive reacting cells, 
except far one case with discrepancy in estrogen receptors, 
and five cases in progesterone receptors, with respect to !he 
intensity of staining. An inverse correlation was observed 
between the estrogen/progesterone receptor immunoscores 
and !he cell proliferation as measured by PCNA. These 
results emphasize the usefulness of immunocytochemistry 
to determine hormone receptors and proliferation markers in 
tumor cells from breast cancer. 

216. A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE ROUTINE 
USE OF THE PAPNET AUTOMATED CYTOLOGY SCREE
Nl NG SYSTEM AS A COMPLEMENTARY QUALITY 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE IN THE ASSESSMENT OF CER
VICAL ANO VAGINAL SMEARS 

J. Weintraub, D. Wenger, and D. Weintraub.; Laboratoire 
Weintraub, Geneva, Switzerland 

The development of automated cytology screening sys
tems has been made possible by recen! advances in the 
technology of image acquisition and image interpretation by 
artificial intelligence using neural networks. We have evalu
ated one application of PAPNET, that of rescreening as part 
of a quality control program, by examining a retrospective 
consecutive series of 1022 vaginal , exo-, and endocervical 
smears, and comparing the results with the conventionally 
determined cytologic findings. Standard PAP smears were 
retrieved from archives and without knowledge of previous 
results examined using PAPNET. Alter comparison of the 
results with those obtained using conventional methods a 
final diagnosis was determined. The distribution of the con
ventional cytologic diagnoses far the 1022 smears was 999 
(98%) negative, 11 (1 %) atypia of uncertain significance, 10 
(1%) low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (SIL) and 2 
(0.2%) inadequate. lnitial rescreening results with PAPNET 
included 639 (63%) negative, 140 (14%) selected far review, 
and 230 (23%) inadequate far interpretation by PAPNET due 
to low cellularity (5%) or to !he presence of blood, neutrophils, 
or debris (18%). Based on analysis of the first 500 slides, 7 
of 88 smears selected for review were confirmed positive, 6 
with a previous positive and 1 with a previous negative 
diagnosis. The newly detected case was an high grade SIL 
(CIN 11). In contras!, 1 conventionally diagnosed positive 
case, a low grade SIL (condyloma) characterized by rare 
koilocytes, was no! detected but was identified subsequently 
using a more advanced algorithm. Finally, endocervical cells 
were identified on 5 smears reported as having no endocervical 
cells present. In conclusion, based on this limited analysis, 
use of PAPNET as part of a program of quality control was 
associated with an increase in the overall sensitivity of 
detection of both abnormal cells and endocervical cells. 
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217. CYTOLOGY OF EXTRANODAL Kl-1 LYMPHOMA 

M.F. Zakowski, P. Thomas, H. Feiner, M. Finfer, and D.A. 
Filippa. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, 
NY; and New York University Medical Center, New York, 
NY.USA 

Anaplastic Ki-1 large cell lymphoma is an uncommon 
neoplasm, and may present with extranodal as well as nodal 
disease, with soft tissue, skin and lung as the most common 
extranodal sites. By definition, the tumor cells are 
immunoreactive for Ki-1 or Ber-H2 antigen (CD30). There 
have been few cytologic descriptions of this lymphoma, and 
none describing its detection in ex1ranodal siles. We descri
be the cytologic findings in 3 cases of extranodal Ki-1 
lymphoma. Case 1 was a 15 y.o. boy who presented with 
multiple osteolytic lesions, significant weight loss and no 
adenopathy. Fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy of an 
ischial lesion was performed under radiologic guidance. 
Case 2 was a 33 y.o. male with AIDS and Kaposi's sarcoma 
who presented with a sterile pleural effusion. Case 3 was a 
38 y.o. male with lymphoma involving nodal tissue, bone 
marrow and bladder wall. Slides prepared from the ischial 
aspirate, the pleural fluid and the urine of the respective 

patients were stained using Diff-Quik and Papanicolaou 
methods. Cytologic examination of all 3 cases revealed a 
heterogenous population of lymphocytes and numerous 
bizarre, pleomorphic tumor cells. These cells were charac
terized by generous amounts of vacuolated, basophilic cyto
plasm, eccentric, multilobulated nuclei, sorne showing 
«wreath-like» configurations. The diagnosis of Ki-1 lymphoma 
was suggested on the basis of cytologic findings in all of these 
cases and confirmatory immunohistochemical markers were 
done. The pleural fluid and the urine contained tumor cells 
that were positive for Ber-H2 and epithelial membrane anti
gen (EMA), and negative for cytokeratin. The ischial tumor 
FNA itself was no! immunostained, but !he palien! underwent 
open biopsy that revealed the same population of tumor cells, 
reactive for Ber-H2. All cases showed the characteristic 
surface membrane and cytoplasmic paranuclear dot-like 
staining for Ber-H2. Case 1 was also studied for clonal 
rearrangement of the immunoglobulin or T-cell receptor 
genes by Southern blot analysis, but none were not detected. 
A subset of Ki-1 lymphomas are known to be of «null » 
genotype and phenotype. Our findings indica te that FNA and 
exfoliative cytology play a role in the diagnosis of anaplastic 
Ki-1 large cell lymphoma. 
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DERMATOPATHOLOGY 
218. SIMULTA NEOUS CYTOMEGALOVIRUS ANO HER
PES INFECTIONS IN SKIN BIOPSY FROM 5 AIDS PA
TIENTS 

A. Amigo, A. Chaves, M. Solsll>, R. Duran, J. Fraga. Pa
thology and Dermatology<•> Dpts. Hospital de la Princesa, 
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. Madrid. Spain 

Cytomegalovirus ( CMV ) infection involving the skin is 
rare. We report simultaneous CMV and herpes simplex
varicella-zoster virus (HSV NZ) in skin biopsy specimen from 
5 patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) 
in the las! five years. We are aware of only 7 cases with this 
combined infection in !he literature. 

We present lesions of three men with perineal ulcers and 
two women with non-anogenital vesicles. Their ages range 
from 24 to 52 years. Two men were homosexual, a woman 
was an intravenous drug abuser and in the other two patients 
the way of infection was not known. 

Microscopically diagnostic findings for both infections were 
present and we describe them. But in one case the herpes 
infection diagnosis was established only by exfoliativecitology 
of !he lesion, because epidermal necrosis not allow histologic 
slides. In two cases the initial diagnosis was herpes infection 
but the CMV infection was not recognized in !he original 
interpretation. 

lmmunoperoxidase studies confirmed the presence of 
CMV in ali cases. HSVN Z infection can mask a simultaneous 
CMV infection. 11 is importan! through to ascertain a CMV 
association. When !he latter is detected in !he skin appears 
to be associated with peor prognosis. In fact two or our cases 
died by sistemic CMV infection soon alter skin biopsy diag
nosis was made. 

We have no! found correlation between grade of skin 
involment of CMV and prognosis. 

In one case the skin biopsy showed only scattered 
endothelial cells with a CMV associated with intense herpetic 
infection and the palien! died with systemic CMV involvement. 

This revision suggest that this combined infection could be 
more frequent !han generally rccognized, specially in AIDS 
patients with perianal ulcers. 

219. ECCRINE POROCARCINOMA: IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL STUDY OF SIX CASES 

Ballestin C, López JI' , Gil R, Sanz M' , Nevado M; Hospital 
12 de Octubre, 'Hospital Civil de Bilbao y 'Hospital de Seria. 
Spain 

Eccrine porocarcinomas are rare anexial tumors. 
Histologically, they must be differentiated from other skin 
tumors, chiefly squamous carcinoma. The authors study six 
eccrine porocarcinomas by light microscopy and 
immunohistochemical methods. A literature reviewconcerning 
these points was also performed. 

Surgical specimens were fixed in 10% buffered formalin 
and embebbed in paraffin. The study was carried using a set 
of epithelial markers for glandular and squamous phenotypes, 
by the Avidin-Biotin Peroxidase Complex method. Tumors 
expressing high and low weight keratins, showed a mixed 
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immunostaining pattern. Glandular markers as CEA and Leu 
M1 were also occasionally featured. Epithelia l membrane 
antigen stains variably. Apocrine marker GCDFP-15 was no! 
expressed. 

lmmunohistochemical studies can aid to differential diag
nosis of eccrine porocarcinoma, bycoexpression of squamous 
(high weight keratins) and glandular markers (low weight 
keratin, CEA, Leu M1 ). CEA staining may differentiate eccrine 
tumors originating in ductal epithelium (+) from eccrine 
tumors proceeding from secreting glandular portien (-). As 
appointed by sorne authors, expression of EMA in !he 
background of anexial tumors suggests achrosiringeal dif
ferentiation. At this particular, irregularity in the immunostaining 
in our study suggests a relationship w ith t he 
siringoachantomatoid growth: there is a preference for nidus 
of mixed glandular-like and squamous appearance. 

220. THE PROLIFERATIVE FRACTION OF DYSPLASTIC 
NEVI IN PATIENTS WITH A HISTORY OF MALIGNANT 
MELANOMA IS GREATER THAN IN PATIENTS WITH NO 
HISTORY OF MELANOMA: A DNA PLOIDY STUDY BY 
FLOW CYTOMETRY 

E.1. Banez, B. Krishnan, R.A. McBride, Baylor College of 
Medicine, Houston, Texas. USA 

Dysplastic nevi (DN) are gene rally recognized as potential 
precursors to malignan! melanoma (MM). A family history of 
MM further increases the risk for the malignancy. We studied 
the flow cytometric DNA ploidy and proliferative fractions of 
DN in patients with multiple DN anda personal history of MM 
(DN/Melanoma group; N=8) and in patients with multiple DN 
without a personal history of melanoma (DN/Non-melanoma 
group, N=13). The specimens (19 in the DN/Melanoma 
group and 32 in the DNA/Non-melanoma group) were ali 
archiva! formalin fixed, paraffin embedded excisional biop
sies and were processed using a modification of Hedley's 
technique. There was no evidence of DNA aneuploidy in 
either group of DN. The values of the S phase fraction 
(mean+s.d.: 5.00%±0.985), the G

2
M fraction (8.18%±2.36) 

and the S+G2M fraction (13.1 9%±2.65) in !he DN/Melanoma 
group were statistically greater !han the corresponding val
ues in the DN/Non-melanoma group: (2.83%±0.893), 
(3.42%±1 .14) and (6.24%±1.43) (p value <0.0001 , !-Test, ali 
parameters). The S+G2M fraction showed !he bes! discrimi
nan! function. There were no demonstrable histologic dif
ferences in !he lesions between the two groups that would 
correlate with the evident proliferative fraction differences. 
This is the first study comparing the two clinically distinct 
groups of DN at the DNA leve!. That this observation on the 
DNA content of these lesions is a sub-cellular correlate of !he 
clínica! (melanoma-history) differences is unclear. We feel it 
premature to conclude that a high proliferative fraction in a 
DN indicates a greater risk for melanoma. We suggest that 
there is a need for additional investigative studies to cor
roborate our observations as well as to correlate DNA con
tent/p rol ife ra tive fraction , immunohistochemica l, 
ultrastructural and cytomorphometric parameters, specifically 
comparing similarly defined clinical groups. Conceivably a 
combination(s) of these techniques may emerge as ad
junctive markers for !he risk of developing MM. 



221. A SURVEY OF SKIN BIOPSIES IN AIDS PATIENTS 

Recio Calle-Rodrigue+, M.O., Marilyn C. Ray", M.O., Edwin 
N. Beckman+, M.O. and George A. Pankey•, M.O., Oepart
ments of Pathology , Oermatology· and Interna! Medicine 
(lnfectious Diseases)', Ochsner Medical lnstitutions, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, USA 

We studied 77 skin biopsies from 45 Ochsner patients 
from 1983 into 1992. Specimens excised for epidermal and 
melanocytic neoplasms were excluded. The patient popula
tion had male:female ratio 42:3; 37 Whites, 5 Blacks, 2 
Hispanic, 1 Asian; age range 25-73 years, mean 41 years, 
median 38. Risk factors were homosexuality (22), bisexual
ity (6), intravenous drug abuse (4), prior transfusions (4), 
heterosexual contact (2), occupational exposure (1), and 
unknown (8). 43 skin lesions were biopsied for suspected 
Kaposi's sarcoma; 27 (63%) biopsies confirmed Kaposi's. 
The remaining 16 included a wide range of diagnoses such 
as large cell lymphoma, metastatic melanoma, secondary 
syphilis, granulomatous dermatitis, variants of vasculitis, 
molluscum contagiosum and purpuric reaction . Histologic 
diagnoses in the 34 biopsies for conditions other than possi
ble Kaposi's included drug reaction, erythema multiforme, 
syphilis, folliculitis, leukocytoclastic vasculitis, molluscum 
contagiosum, ischemia and herpetic infections. Thus, a wide 
variety of skin lesions present diagnostic challenges warrant
ing histologic examination. Biopsies are particularly useful 
when Kaposi's sarcoma is suspected. That diagnosis will be 
confirmed in majority of circumstances, but other significan! 
lesions may be present which will require different therapy. 

222. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL STAINING IN MELANOCYTIC LESIONS 

A. Cordoba, B. Larrínaga, M.L. Gomez, J.M. Martínez
Peñuela. Hospital de Navarra. Pamplona, Spain 

We have measured by means of a computer-assisted 
image analysis system (TEXCAN), the immunohistochemical 
staining intensity of melanocytic lesions for S-1 00 protein, 
HMB-45 and HLA-OR antigens. This study include 58 
melanomas, 38 naevi and 12 Spitz naevi. The staining 
intensity has been measured in three distinct layers of the 
lesions. We could summarize our results as follow: 

A.-Naevi presents less intensive staining in the deep layer 
for HMB-45 and HLA-OR; on the contrary the intensity for S-
100 is constant. The reactivity for HLA-OR increases in direct 
relation with de intensity of cellular dysplasia. 

B.- Melanomas exhibits the same pattern of reactivity as 
naevi for HMB-45. Superficial spreading type presents the 
greatest expression of HMB-45, and acral lentiginous and 
polypoid melanomas show the most intense staining for 
HLA-OR and S-1 OO. Melanomas with a vertical growth phase 
have more intense reactivity than the enes with radial growth 
phase. 

C.- The expression of the three antibodies tested is signifi
cantly less intense in Spitz naevi than in melanomas and 
common naevi. 

We conclude that immunohistochemical quantitation would 
be useful in the differential diagnosis of Spitz naevus. The 
reactivity for HLA-OR depends on the growth phase of the 
melanomas. 

223. AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF p53 EX
PRESSION IN MELANOMA 

P.M. Oonisi, G. Capitanio, A. Menegon and V. Stracca
Pansa; Civil Hospital of Venezia, ltaly 

An immunohistochemical study of the nuclear phospho
protein p53 expression was performed on 31 melanomas 
from different stages of tumor progression (24 primary and 7 
metastatic) in orderto assess the prevalence of the expression 
of mutan! p53, common event in various human cancers, and 
the reliability of the results on frozen and fixed specimens. In 
normal cells the wild type p53 (p53-w) has a growth sup
pressive function that is lost by the mutated p53 (p53-m). 
Since p53-m is much more stable than p53-w, 
immunohistochemistry detects mainly the p53-m. 

We used the monoclonal antibodies PAb1801, that binds 
to both forms of p53, and PAb240 that reacts with p53-m and 
not with p53-w. We also used a new polyclonal antibody CM-
1 with an overlapping in specificity to PAb1801 but having a 
greater sensitivity on fixed and paraffin-embedding tissue 
sections. 

The study performed on frozen (9 cases), formalin-fixed 
(11 cases) and alcohol-fixed (11 cases) specimens, showed 
15 positive cases on the whole ( 48.4%) with nuclear staining 
variable from focal (mainly in primary melanomas) to diffuse 
(frequent in metastatic melanomas) but detectable with all 
!he three utilized antibodies. Furtherrnore a peculiar dot-like 
intranuclear staining was often seen using the polyclonal 
antibody CM-1 . 

Evaluation of antigenic expression, correlated with tissue 
processing, showed a significan! correspondence between 
fixed and frozen specimens (the check was kept on the same 
frozen and fixed specimens) and between formalin and 
alcohol fixation altough the former requires a proteolllytic 
treatment for antigenic staining. 

Finally a significantly increased prevalence of p53-m was 
found in metastatic melanoma (85.7%) compared with pri
mary tumors (37.5%) (p=0.007) suggesting a higherfrequency 
of p53 activations in late stages of tumor progression. lt is 
conceivable that a focal nuclear staining, frequently ob
seNed in primary melanomas, could be the expression of a 
clonal selection which confers a more aggressive phenotype 
to tumor cells. 

224. FIBROUS PAPULE OF NOSE - IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL STUDY OF SEVEN CASES REGARDING 
HISTOGENESIS 

F. Ellinger, F.C.L. Schmitt, S. Hamada, L.C. Silva, 
A.L.Therezo; Faculty of Medecine of Marilia, Faculty of 
Medecine of Botucatu , Brasil 

The histogenesis of the Fibrous Papule of Nose (FPN) is 
not yet entirely defined. Sorne authors contend that it contains 
melanocytes and represents reggressing nevi, wile others 
believe that it has a fibroblastic origin. In order to further study 
the histogenesis of this lesion, we submitted seven cases of 
histologically typpical FPN to immunohistochemical study by 
the immunoperoxidase method (Avidin-Biotin-Peroxidase). 

The cases were stained for the following markers: 
Lysozyme, S-100 Protein, Factor VIII related antigen, Alfa 1 
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antitrypsin and Vimentin in order to investigate the possible 
histi ocytic, endothelia l, melanocyti c or l ibroblasti c 
histogenesis of FPN. All cases were negative for Lysozyme, 
S-100 Proteinl and Factor VIII RA. Two cases stained posi
tively for, Alfa 1 antitrypsin and all cases stained positively for 
Vimentin. We believe that the positive staining for Alfa 1 
antitrypisn in two cases is non specific, since no case stained 
for Lysozyme. The positivity for Vimentin in all cases further 
supports a libroblastic histogenesis for FPN. 

225. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANAL YSIS OF CUTA
NEOUS MALIGNANT MELANOMA-COMPARISON OF S-
100 PROTEIN, HMB-45 ANO NKl/C

3 

S.S.E. Femando, S.J. Johnson, Liverpool Hospital, NSW, 
Australia, J. Bate, U. of Duesseldorf, Germany. 

lmmunohistochemical analysis was carried out on 144 
formalin fixed paraffin embedded cases of cutaneous 
melanoma to ascertain the value of three difieren! immune 
markers. The sensitivity and staining patterns regarding 
intensity and distribution as well as correlation to pigment 
content, cell type, surface ulceration and host response was 
noted. The stains used were monoclonal HMB-45 (Dako 
product No. M634), NKl/C

3 
antibodies (Biogenex prod. No. 

MU077) and polyclonal Rabbit anti S-1 OOA protein (Dako 
prduct No. L 1845). 01 these, 63 were malignan! melanoma 
with an adjacent componen! of superficial spreading type, 61 
were malignan! melanoma with adjacent lentigo maligna 
type, 8 were in-situ with 7 superficial spreading melanoma 
and 1 lentigo maligna (HMF), 1 O were metastatic melanoma. 
All 144 lesions stained for S-100 (100% sensitivity). 137 
stained for NKl/C

3 
(95%); 132 stained for HMB-45 (92% 

sensitivity). S-100 is the most sensitive marker and stained 
tumour cells diflusely, whereas with HMB-45 and NKl/C3, 

though marginally less sensitive, staining was stronger and 
patchy. In addition, NKl/C

3 
showed a tendency for peripheral 

(membrane) staining. HMB-45 staining was directly propor
tional to the pigment content; with stronger staining of radial 
growth phase melanoma and negative staining of !hose 
lesions where pigment content was minimal or absent. Also 
decrease in staining intensity with depth or vertical growth 
phase was observed. There was no relationship to cell type 
with HMB-45 but with NKl/C

3
, five out of the seven that fai led 

to stain showed spindle cell diflerentiation. Surface ulcera
tion or the degree of host response played no part in the 
staining properties. The authors advocate that all three stains 
be used in the assessment of nevomelanocytic lesions and 
that still no specific single marker is available forthe diagnosis 
of malignan! melanoma where pigment content is minimal or 
absent. 

226. GRANULAR CELL BASAL CARCINOMA. Light 
microscopy, immunohistochemistry and ultrastructural 
features 

M.O. Garcia-Prats, M. Lopez-Carreira, l. de Prada, M.A. 
Martinez, C. Ballestin, R. Gil ; Hospital 12 de Octubre. Madrid 
Spain 

Granular cell basal cell carcinoma is a rare histological 
varían! of basal cell carcinoma. Only four cases have been 
previously reported in the medical literature to our knowl
edge. We report the case of a 67-year old male with basal cell 
carcinoma located in the dorsum of the nose. Light microscopy 
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shows a tumor with classical features of basal cell carcinoma 
in which most cells show finely granular eosinophilic cyto
plasm. 

Electron microscopy shows a proliferation of uniform 
epithelial appearing cells with scarce stroma, joined by 
abundan! pentalaminar desmosomes with adjacent 
tonofilaments. Cytoplasms are full of pseudolysosomial 
granules surrounded by a single membrane measuring 0,2 to 
0,4 micrometers Other organelles are almos! lacking. 

lmmunohistochemical study of tumor cells showed mas
sive positivity for Cam 5.2 (low molecular weight keratin) and 
positivity for AE 1 (pankeratin), thus confirming, together with 
the presence of tonofilaments and desmosomes, the epithelial 
differentiation of the granular cells of this tumor.The 
immunohistochemical stain for lisozyme is negative in this 
case, so it doesn't support that the granules of tumorcells are 
lisozymes. 

227. MELANOCYTIC INTRAEPIDERMAL NEOPLASIA: 
NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGION 

T. Rivera, E. Delgado, C. Miralles, E. Jareño, and F. 
Contreras. La Paz Hospital Madrid, Spain 

The precise histologic definition dysplastic naevi remains 
controversia! with difieren! opinions regarding the necessary 
and sufficient histologic criteria for their diagnosis. Classic 
histological features include architectural atypia (AA) 
mesenchymal reaction (MR) and, according to difieren! 
authors, melanocytic atypia (MA). 

We quantify the melanocytic activity, using the method of 
staining nucleolar organizer region NOR with colloidal silver 
nitrate in: 10 common naevi (CN); 14 AA naevi; 26 AA-MA 
naevi; 26 AA-MR-MA naevi; and 10 malignan! melanoma 
(MM). Selected parameters were: AgNOR number, size and 
distribution. AgNOR number were: CN 2.5; AA 3.96; AA-MR 
4.04; AA-MR-MA 5.1; MM 6.4. A solitary large AgNOR with 
a granular appearance was observad in CN, but occasional 
melanocytes showed two or three AgNOR in the dermo
epidermal junction. In contras!, AAAA-MR AA-MR-MA naevi, 
exhibited more numbers of AgNOR, which increased among 
them, being smaller and dispersed, and giving a difieren! 
appearance, even if non atypical melanocytes are present. 
MM has the higher number of AgNOR smallest and dis
persad. Our observation suggest that it could be interesting 
to group the difieren! confusing terms used (dysplastic naevi, 
epidermal melanocytic dysplasia, intraepithelial atypical 
proliferation, and melanoma in situ) under the denomination 
MELANOCYTIC INTRAEPIDEAMAL NEOPLASIA (MIN), 
as we do with other neoplasias of the skin and mucous 
membranes. In the tumoral progression concept MIN would 
be intermediate lesions between CN and MM. We propase 
the following gradation: MIN 1: melanocytic hyperplasia with 
AA. MIN 11: melanocytic hyperplasia with AA and MA. MIN 111 
(melanoma in situ): melanocytic hyperplasia with AA, MR 
and MA. 

Clark WH and col. A study of the tumor progression. The 
precursor lesion of superficial spreading and nodular 
melanoma. Hum Pathol 1984; 15: 1147-11 65. 
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Frankel KA. lntraepithelial melanocytic neoplasia (IMN) 
versus intraepithelial atypical melanocytic proliferation 
(IAMP) .Am J Dermatopathol 1988;10:92-93. 

228. COMPLETE SKIN REMISION IN PRIMARY CUTANE
OUS FOLLICULAR-CENTER-CELL L YMPHOMA: A CASE 
REPORT 

A. Hens·. MD; C. Gamallo .. , MD; F.Contreras", MD; J. 
Vozmediano· · ·. MD. *Departamento de Anatomia Patoló
gica, Hospital Universitario de Puerto Real , Cádiz. 
.. Departmento de Anatomia Patológica, Hospital Universita
rio «La Paz .. , Madrid. ***Departmento de Dermatología, 
Hospital Universitario de Puerto Real, Cádiz. Spain 

73-year-old woman with a three months history of a 1 O cm 
nodulartumorlocalized in the skin, confined to a circumscribed 
area of the back. Histologically the lesion showed 
nonepidermotropic diffuse dermal infiltrate of large follicular 
center cells. The clinical characteristics and follow-up date 
was spectacular: 7 months treatment with lnterferon and 
Ethetrinate resulting in complete skin remision. Only a single 
drainage lymph node appeared which was subject to surgical 
excision. Histological, clinical follow-up, immunohistochemical 
and immunogenotypic features were reported. 

229. PCNA STAINING OIFFERENTIATES BASAL CELL 
CARCINOMA FROM TRICHOEPITHELIOMA 

G. Hollenberg, B. Pedemonte-Coira, G. Niedt, R. Mesa
Tejada. MetPath Laboratory, Teterboro NJ, Albert Einstein 
Coll. of. Med., New York, NY, and Columbia University Coll. 
of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, NY. USA 

Histopathologic differentiation of trichoepithelioma and 
basal cell carcinoma is often difficult. Cell kinetic studies are 
importan! indicators of tumor proliferation activity, and accurate 
measurement of cell proliferation has been found to be 
indicative of tumor behavior. Proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA), also known as cyclin, is a nuclear protein 
which serves as a marker for cell proliferation. A monoclonal 
antibody to PCNA was used to study paraffin sections of a 
group of ten stereotypical cases of trichoepithelioma and ten 
of basal cell carcinoma for the presence and staining pattern 
of PCNA. Strong nuclear staining of over 50% of cells was 
obtained in all ten basal cell carcinomas. No staining at all 
was noted in six of the trichoepitheliomas, and less than 25% 
of the cell nuclei were positive in the other four cases. These 
results suggest that PCNA staining may be a useful adjunct 
in differentiating these two lesions. 

230. AOULT SOLITARY CUTANEOUS SPINOLE CELL 
TUMOURS WITH MYOGENIC OIFFERENTIATION. 

P. lyer, and A. Leong, MD, lnstitute of Medical & Veterinary 
Science, Adelaide, Australia 

Solitary cutaneous spindle cell tumours with myogenic 
differentiation in adults have been considered to be smooth 
muscle tumours. We examined the clinical, histological and 
immunohistochemical features of 30 such lesions and found 
1 O with features conforming to the entity described by Chung 
and Enzinger (1981) as infantile myofibroblastomatosis and, 

more recently as myofibroma (Smith et al, 1989). Of the 
remaining, 16 were leiomyomas and 4 were leiomyosarcomas. 
All smooth muscle tumours expressed desmin, n-smooth 
muscle actin, muscle-specific actin and vimentin and were 
negative for S100, HMB45 and cytokeratin; the tumour cells 
being outlined by type IV collagen and laminin. In contras!, 
myofibroblastic tumours, while distinctly and diffusely posi
tive for n-smooth muscle actin, muscle-specific actin and 
vimentin , failed to label for desmin, type IV collagen and 
laminin. Myofibroblastomas were composed of plump and 
elongated spindle cells which formed relatively well-cir
cumscribed dermal lesions with finger-like extensions into 
the surrounding tissues, particularly at the deep margins. 
Most tumours displayed a whorled or nodular pattern, 
sometimes resembled dermatofibromas, and occasionally 
had vascular central areas mimicking hemangiopericytomas. 
Focal myxoid change was seen. Ultrastructural examination 
in two tumours revealed myofibroblastic features, viz, elon
gated cells with prominent nuclearinvaginations and scattered 
actin filaments and subplasmalemmal dense bodies. Focal 
basal lamina was evident in one case. Unlike smooth muscle 
tumours, none of the myofibroblastomas recurred or 
metastasised. These biological , histological and 
immunohistochemical features identify the solitary cutaneous 
myofibroblastoma as a specific entity in adults, hitherto, 
largely unrecognised. 

231. LOSS OF MHC-CLASS 1 ALLELES, HEAVY CHAINS 
ANO p2- MICROGLOBULIN IN PRIMARY ANO META
STATIC MALIGNANT MELANOMAS 

L.Kaklamanis, KC.Gatter, J.Stretch, K.Denton, E.Ralfkier 
and S. Fuggle. Nuffield Departments of Pathology and Sur
gery, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University, UK 

MHC-class 1 molecules are widely expressed in many cell 
types. Their main function is to regulate the ability of cytotoxic 
T-lymphocytes (CTL) to recognize antigens presented by 
them on the cell surface of target cel ls. Loss of MHC-class 1 
molecules has been reportad in many tumours in the past, 
including melanomas. Such loss was regarded as a possible 
mechanism through which tumourcells could escape immune 
surveillance. 

In this study we analysed, by immunohistochemistry, 30 
primary cutaneous and 29 metastatic malignan! melanomas 
(MM) with a panel of 12 monoclonal antibodies to allelic 
products of MHC- Class 1 loci, P2-microglobulin (P2-m) and 
A,B,C heavy chains. Total loss of MHC class 1 was observed 
in 1 of the 30 primary and in 6 of the 29 metastatic MM 
(P<0.01), due to an underlying defect in the expression of 
either P2-m or the heavy chains or both. Allelic loss was 
observad as follows: Al :(in 2 of 7 primary and in 1 of 6 
metastatic MM), A2 (in 1 of 10 metastatic), A3: none, B7 ( in 
2 of 7 primary and in 1of9 metastatic MM), B27 ( in 4 of 12 
and in 1 of 11 respectively), Bw4 (in 3of14 and in 1 of 8) and 
Bw6 (in 5 of 23 and in 4 of 14 ). 

These results suggest that the underlying mechanism of 
total loss of MHC-class 1 is regulatory, mostly at a tran
scriptional leve l. They also show that allelic loss, possibly due 
to small deletions or mutations at the respective loci, is not 
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uncommon, occuring in 15-20% ot the cases. lt is this loss 
which could retlect an immune selection and represen! 
escape mechanisms from immune surveillance. 

232. LIGHT, ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC (EM) & 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL (IH) CHARACTERISTICS OF 
BACILLARY ANGIOMATOSIS (BA) 

Mery Kostianovsky, MD & M. Alba Greco, MD. Thomas 
Jefferson Univ., Philadelphia, PA & NYU Med School, NY, 
NY,USA 

Eight skin cases ot AIDS-related BA were studied by light 
and EM and by IH with a panel ot antibodies specitic tor 
endothelial and histiocyticmarkers. Light microscopy showed 
a well-circumscribed capillary proliferation interspersed with 
spindle cell proliteration, edema, intlammatory cells and 
clusters of Warthin-Starry positive bacilli. By IH 90% ot the 
cells expressed all the endothelial markers used (BNH9, 
Factor VII 1-related antigen, CD34 and Ulex europaeus lectin) 
and approximately 10% of the cells expressed macrophage/ 
monocyte markers (alpha-1-antitrypsin, lysosome, Factor 
Xllla and CD68). By EM multiple capillaries were present, 
with abortive or slit-like lumens. The abluminal endothelial 
membrane showed frequent budding into the surrounding 
connective tissue. These cytoplasmic extensions tormed 
parallel micro-processes or in other areas, tormed a complex 
network ot interdigitating filitorm processes. The intercellular 
junctions between these processes ranged lrom well-de
veloped light junctions to poorly formed intermediate type. 
The endothelial cells and their processes contained numerous 
pinocytotic vesicles and were surrounded by a discontinuous 
or multilayered basal lamina frequently encasing cat-scratch
like bacilli and their wall-detective forms. 

In conclusion, these IH and EM studies demonstrated that 
the spindle cells in BA represen! endothelial cells in difieren! 
stages ot angiogenesis strongly expressing CD34. The 
possible pathogenetic mechanism ot this lesion might be 
related to a bacillus-produced angiogenic tactor(s) as de
scribed in verruga peruana. 

233. BASAL CELLCARCINOMA:FACTORS PREDICTIVE 
OF RECURRENCE 

R. Lázaro, M. Sánchez, P. De la Rosa, M. García Viera and 
F.Contreras. Hospital «La Paz».Madrid.Spain 

Most basal cell carcinomas (BCC) are slow-growing, 
relatively nonagressive tumors that are cured by local 
treatment. However, a minority ot BCCs have an agressive 
behavior with recurrences. The aim ot this study was to 
determine sorne clinical and histologic parameters usetul in 
predicting recurrence ot BCC. 

Materials and Methods: A total of 3942 cases ot BCC were 
reviewed between January 1970 and December 1990. 92 
patients developed one or more recurrences.The patient's 
age,sex and site ot ocurrence were recorded. Original sec
tions stained by hematoxilin and eosin were examined. 

The lesions were classified into three histologic patterns: 
expansive (rounded cell groups, peripheral pallisading and 
stromal induction ), infiltrative (spikey cell groups,absent or 
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poorlytormed peripheral pallisade and stromal desmoplasia) 
and superficial multicentric. 

lnvolved resection margins,nuclear pleomorphism and 
mitotic rate were evaluated. 

Results: 95% ot recurren! tumors were located on the head 
and neck;the most frequent locations being the nose (28 
cases) and ear and periauricular region (16 cases).The 
infiltrative pattern (51%) was more likely to recur than the 
expansive (36%) and superficial multicentric (13%).67% ot 
recurren! tumors hadan involved margin.A marked nuclear 
pleomorphism was noted in 20% and other 20% had over 20 
mitoses per 10 HPF.Sixty ot 92 patients (65%) developed 
only one recurrence and 14 patients (15%) three or more. 

Conclusions: Among the evaluated clinical parameters 
only the location appeared to be of importance,with a head 
and neck location being associated with recurrence.The 
intiltrative pattern is more associated with recurrence and 
tumor was present al resection margins in a high percentage 
(67%) ot recurren! tumors. 

234. MALIGNANT MELA NOMA WITH OSTEOCARTl
LAGINOUS METAPLASIA: A CLINICOPATHOLOGIC, 
IMMUNOHISTO-CHEMICAL, ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL 
ANAL YSIS OF FOUR CASES 

D. Lucas, H. Tazelaar, F. Dimarzio, L. Wold, K. Okada, K. 
Unni. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN and Michiana Medical 
Laboratories, South Bend, IN. USA 

Malignan! melanoma with osteocartilaginous metaplasia 
(MMOM) is a rare variant ot melanoma; only eight cases 
have been reported. To turther characterize this unusual 
neoplasm, we report the clinical and pathologic features ot 
tour new cases, trom two men and two women, mean age 56 
yrs (range 47-78 yrs). All arase in the distal extremeties; 
three were subungal finger lesions and one was from the sale 
of the foot. All tour had been previously diagnosed as or were 
suspected to be primary osseous neoplasms. 

All tumors had acral lentiginous features, i.e., large atypical 
melanocytes were arranged as single units a long the dermal
epidermal junction. All tumors were deeply invasive [Clark's 
level IV (2·cases), V (2 cases); Breslow range, 1.9 to 8.0 mm]. 
The dermal components consisted of high grade, amelanotic 
spindle cell malignancies with abundan! osteoid production. 
Two also had areas of chondroblastic differentiation. Cells 
with epithelioid features, including prominent eosinophilic 
nucleoli were discernable in every tumor. Regional lymph 
nade metastases in two cases maintained osteocartilaginous 
differentiation. The metastatic cells in the third case were 
purely epithelioid. Tumor cells in each case reacted strongly 
for S-100 and vimentin, and negatively tor cytokeratin. Two 
tumors had cells which expressed HMB-45. Cells in direct 
contact with osteoid and metastatic tumor cells maintained 
these patterns ot reactivity. Ultrastructural examination was 
performed in two tumors which disclosed melanosomes as 
well as abundan! extracellular collagen. No desmosomes or 
bundles of tonofilaments were identified. The differential 
diagnosis includes osteosarcoma, spindle cell squamous 
carcinoma with osseous metaplasia, and atypical libro-os
seous proliferations. Features favoring MMOM include: 
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junctional activity, absence of primary bony involvement, 
regional nodal metastases, immunoreactivity for S-100 and/ 
or HMB-45, lack of cytokeratin reactivity, and ultrastructural 
identification of melanosomes. 

Ali three patients in whom follow-up was available had 
developed regional lymph nodal metastases but are alive 
and well at 5 - 101 months. 

235. EXPRESSION OF INTERCELLULAR ADHESION 
MOLECULE-1 {ICAM-1), ALPHA 2, ALPHA 4, ALPHA 5 
ANO BETA-3 INTEGRIN CHAINS IN MALIGNANT 
MELANOMA 

Montesco MC, Scapinello A, Fassina AS, Zanco S, Frizzera 
E, Rossi CR, Ninfo V. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica e 
Patologia Chirurgica 1, Universita di Padova, Italia 

Expression of cell adhesion receptors has been reportad 
to be different in normal melanocytes, benign nevi and 
malignant melanomas and it has been suggested that they 
may play an importan! role in regulating melanoma invasion 
and dissemination. In this studywe investigated the expression 
of sorne of these molecules in a series of nevo-melanocytic 
lesions. Monoclonal antibodies to ICAM-1 (CD 54), alpha 2 
(CDw 49b), alpha 4 (CDw 49d), alpha 5 (CDw 49e) subunits 
of the beta-1 integrins and to beta subunit (CD 61) of beta-3 
integrins were used to immunohistochemically stain criostat 
sections of 8 benign nevi, 12 primary and 20 metastatic 
malignan! melanomas. ICAM-1 and alpha-2 were detectad in 
the majority of benign (5/8) and malignan! (27/32) lesions. 
The intensity and the pattern of staining was variable, but no 
significativa associations have been found with different 
stages of tumor progression.On the contrary, only two nevi 
showed patchy and weakly immunostaining for alpha 4 and 
none for alpha 5 and beta 3 chains. Among malignan! lesions 
reactivity for alpha 4, alpha 5 and beta 3 subunits was 
detectad respectively in 32%, 29% and 60% of cases. The 
expression of these integrin subunits appeared strongly 
associated with tumor growth phase, since alpha 5 and beta 
3 subunits were expressed exclusively in vertical growth 
phase and metastatic melanomas and only two cases of 
radial growth showed alpha 4 positivity.Our findings confirm 
the results reportad by other authors that expression of these 
integrins might be helpful in the identification of more aggres
sive melanomas. Moreover, in the group of «!hin melanomas» 
their evaluation might facilitate the recognition of neoplasms 
in early vertical growth phase. 

236. CUTANEOUS PLEIOMORPHIC LARGE T CELL 
LYMPHOMA AS FIRST MANIFESTATION OF AIDS 

JF Mosnier (1 ), MA Khuong (2), M Grossin (3), P Faucher 
(4), D Henin (1), F Pote! (3). (1) Anatomie et Cytologie 
pathologiques, Hopital Beaujon, Clichy, France, (2) Mal. 
infect. et tropicales, (4) Dermatologie, Hopitaux St Denis (3) 
Anatomie et Cytologie pathologiques, Hopital Bichat, Paris 

Non Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHLs) in AIDS patients, in 
contrast to the general population is found to originate 
predominantly in extranodal siles (central nervous system, 
bone marrow, liver and gastro-intestinal tract). Skin involve
ment is rare. The majori ty of NHLs are of high or intermediate 

grade, B cell phenotype. We report a case of pleiomorphic 
large T cell non Hodgkin lymphoma involving the skin as first 
manifestation of AIDS. This 27 yearold woman, intra-venous 
drug abuser, was HIV positiva since 1987. On examination in 
January 1992, she had cutaneous violaceous nodules sur
rounded by erythematous infiltrated plaques, located on the 
left supraclavicular zone, a mouth candidosis, axillary 
lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly. Laboratory test showed 
283 helper T cells/mm3 and an increase of serum lactate 
deshydrogenase level. Serum P 24 antigen was also posi
tiva. Skin biopsy revealed a high grade non Hodgkin 
lymphoma. Staging procedure (brain, chest, abdominal sean 
and bone marrowexamination) was negativa. Patient received 
a polychemotherapy regimen. 

A skin biopsy was embedded in paraffin and another was 
snapfrozen in liquid nitrogen. On microscopic excamination, 
there was a nodular and diffuse infiltration of dermis by 
neoplastic lymphoid cells without epidermotropism. This 
lymphoma consisted in pleiomorphic large cells with irregu
lar, vesicular nuclei. Sorne immunoblastic cells were present. 
Neoplastic large cells expressed T anti gens CD2, CD3, CDS 
and b chain of T receptor. There was a loss of CD? expres
sion. lmmunophenotyping showed a CD 8 T suppressive/ 
cytotoxic phenotype anda strong expression of class 11 MHC 
antigens. There was no expression of interleukin 2 receptor 
(CD25) and Ki 1 antigen (CD30). 

Skin involvement by NHL appears in 3,7-10% of AIDS 
patients. Primary cutaneous lymphoma is rarely the first 
manifestation of AIDS and when present, always B cell type. 
Lymphomas are thought to arise in immunosuppressed 
patients because of antigenic stimulation or activation of 
lymphoid cells by EBV. However, this lymphoma appears to 
have originated in a suppressed population of T lymphoid 
cells. 

237. SURGICAL PATHOLOGY DATA AS INTERMEDIA TE 
ENDPOINTS OFTHE SWISS MELANOMA PREVENTION 
CAMPAIGN 

P. Neeser, J. Torhorst, Th. Rufli, E. Perret. Depts. of 
Pathology, Dermatology, Population Based Cancer Regis
try, University Basel , Schonbeinstrasse 40, CH-4003 Basel , 
Switzerland 

In Switzerland repetitiva professional and public informa
tion campaigns were realizad from 1986 onwards with spe
cial efforts in 1986 (Basel pilot project) and 1988 (whole 
Switzerland). Before this period the skin melanoma inci
dence (European standard population. both sexes, Basel) 
rose from 6,5 (1970-74) to 10,9% (1981-85, + 68%), in the 
special effort period to 14, 1 (1986-88, + 29%). Thereafter the 
incidence tell to precampaign levels: 11,5 (1989-90, - 18%). 
The greatest campaign induced changas occurred in males 
(m): lncidence m: + 36%, f: + 8%, fraction of pT1 , 2 tumours: 
m: + 31%, f: + 17%. The effect in males was seen for trunk 
melanomas only. In 1989-90 the absoluta and relativa fre
quency of pT3, 4 tumours were not lower than before the 
intervention years. Superficial spreading melanomas in
creased during the campaigns. Future interventions should 
be targeted to old people: 48% of the 589 Basel-Patients 
(1981 -90) were 60 years or older. In rural areas general 
practitioners have been shown to be effective in melanoma 
detection. 
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238. DEMONSTRATION OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS 
TYPE 2 IN A VERRUCOUS CARCINOMA OF THE FOOT 
BY PCR AMPLIFICATION 

J.C. Noel*, M.O. Peny', O. Detremmerie'* , J. Peny*", G. 
De Dobbeleer·, L. Thiry••, A. Verhest*. Depts of Pathology (*) 
and Virology (**), Erasme Hospital, Free University of Brussels, 
Belgium. Centre de Pathologie ('*' ), Dijon, France 

Verrucous carcinoma is a distinct and uncomman variant 
of well diflerentiated squamous cell carcinoma characterized 
by a local aggressivity with little metastatic potential. This 
tumor has been demonstrated in nearly all parts of the body 
including the foot, where it has been called «epithelioma 
cuniculatum». Recently, it has been suggested that verrucous 
carcinomas are associated with human papillomavirus (HPV) 
infection : HPV types 1, 3, 4, 6, 11 and 18 have been 
demonstrated in this tumor. Also, HPV 2 has been found in 
two anogenital carcinomas but to our knowledge, this HPV 
subtype has not been described in peripheral carcinomas. 
We report here one case of verrucous carcinoma of the foot 
containing HPV type 2 DNA which was detected by the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) DNA amplification method. 
Our findings suggest that HPV 2, which was classically 
associated with plantar warts, may also play a substantive 
role in the pathogenesis of peripheral skin verrucous carci
noma. 

239. CD31 ANO CD34AS ENDOTHELIAL CELL MARKERS 
IN MALIGNANT VASCULAR TUMO AS OFTHE SKIN ANO 
SOFT TISSUES 

E Poblet, C Santana, L lbañez, F Jimenez Acosta and F 
Gonzalez Palacios. H Ntra Sra del Pino e Insular, Las Palmas 
y H Ramon y Cajal, Madrid, Spain 

The CD31 antigen is a membrane glycoprotein found on 
granulocytes, monocytes, platelets and endothelial cells. 
The CD34 antigen (human hematopoietic progenitor cell 
antigen) has been recently reported to be present on 
endothelial cells. The aim of this study was to evaluate the 
usefulness of CD31 and CD34 in association with other 
endothelial cell markers (F VIII and Ulex europaeus) in the 
immunohistochemical study of malignan! vascular neoplasms. 
Formalin fixed, paraflin embedded tissue sections from five 
angiosarcomas and ten Kaposi's sarcomas (KS) were 
immunostained with Ulex europaeus 1 :300 (DAKO), von 
Willebrand factor 1 :40 (monoclonal DAKO),CD34 1 :100 
(QBend/1 OJanssen Research) and CD311 :40 (JC70 DAKO). 

We find that CD31 is more reliable in the 
immunohistochemical study of angiosarcomas than any of 
the other antibodies tested. Anti CD34 is the most sensitive 
marker of KS and the only one that is consistently found on 
the spindle cell componen! of KS. 

240. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY DIFFERENTIATES BE
TWEEN INTERNAL ANO EXTERNAL ANTIGEN SOURCE 
IN SPONGIOTIC DERMATITIS 

V Prieto and NS McNutt.; Division of Dermatopathology. 
New York Hospital-Cornell Medica! Center. New York, NY. 
USA 
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A frequent problem in dermatology is presented by pa
tients with erythema and mild dermatitis in an unusual 
distribution or even covering almos! the entire body. A biopsy 
shows histologically a superficial perivascular lymphocytic 
infiltrate and a slight degree of spongiosis in the epidermis. 
This histologic pattern can be observed in skin reactions to 
antigens presented through the epidermis (externa! source) 
or through the vessels (interna! source). Therefore, on his
tologic grounds alone, it is not possible to define the route of 
entrance of the antigen. 

Since Langerhans cells (LCs) are the main antigen- pre
senting cells in the epidermis, we have tested the hypothesis 
that when the antigen is presented through the epidermis 
there should be an alteration in the number and/or function of 
!hose cells. We have stained 84 cases of dermatit is clinically 
considered secondary to externa! (43 cases) or interna! 
antigen (41) by anti-S100 and LN3 (antibody against HLA
DR in paraflin sections). We havecounted the numberof LCs 
per linear millimeter of epidermis, whether stained by anti
S 100 or LN3. With each antibody, the number of LCs was 
significantly higher in the cases of dermatitis secondary to 
externa! versus interna! antigen (p<0.001 ). 

Our results show a quantitative ditterence between inter
na! vs ex1ernal antigen presentation. These findings may 
help determine the relevan! pathophysiologic mechanisms in 
various cases of spongiotic dermatitis (V.P. supported by 
FISSS No. 91 /5290). 

241 . MELANOCYTIC INTRAEPIDERMAL NEOPLASIA: 
MORPHOMETRIC ANAL YSIS 

T. Rivera, E. Delgado, P. Gonzalez-Peramato, and F. 
Contreras. La Paz Hospital Madrid, Spain 

Considerable confusion persist regarding the histologic 
features necessary for the diagnosis of dysplastic naevi. 
Classic histological features include architectural atypia (AA); 
mesenchymal reaction (MR), and according to difieren! 
authors, melanocytic atypia (MA). 

We quantify the morphometric cellular parameters of 1 O 
common naevi (CN); 14 naevi with AA; 26 naevi with AA-MR; 
26 naevi with AA-MR-MA and 10 MM. The selected param
eters forthe morphometric evaluation were: area, largest and 
smallest axis and volume (cellular and nuclear). The 
morphometric data obtained demonstrated that, for each 
selected parameter, values of melanocytes in AA, AA-MR, 
and AA-MR-MA naevi, increased among them, with gradual 
and interposed values between CN and MM. 

Our observation suggest that it could be interesting to 
group the difieren! confused terms used (dysplastic naevus, 
epidermal melanocytic dysplasia, intraepithelial atypical pro
liferation and melanoma in situ) under the denomination 
MELANOCYTIC INTRAEPIDERMAL NEOPLASIA (MIN). 
Our result verify that MIN represen! the step in the progres
sion tumor concept. The morphometric data support MIN 
gradation inthreedegree: MIN 1: melanocytic hyperplasia with 
AA. MIN 11: melanocytic hyperplasia with AA and MR. MIN 111 
(melanoma in situ): melanocytic hyperplasia with AA, MR 
and MA. 
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242. HISTOPATHOLOGICAL ANO MOLECULAR DIVER-
SITY OF BOWENOID PAPULOSIS , 

M.C. Robledo, F. Contreras-Mejuto, F.J. Pardo, F. Nanita. 
Clinica Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Bowenoid papulosis was described by Wade, et al as 
multiple, small, reddish to violaceous, papules appearing in 
penisorvulva of young patients. Histopathologically it showed 
a full thickness atypia indistinguishable from Bowen's disease. 
Nevertheless sorne authors found slight ditterences such as 
more «Condylomatous" architectural pattern, slight superfi
cial maturation, and lesser number of mitotic figures. We 
reviewed 24 biopsies of 20 patients diagnosed clinically of 
bowenoid papulosis (BP) and performed DNA «in situ» 
hybridisation {DISH) todetectHPVtypes6, 11, 16, 18, 31 , 33, 
and 51. Tenwere male and 10 females, and theirage ranged 
from 16 to 45 years (mean 27,9). Histopathologically 16 were 
penile or vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN or VIN) grade 
11 1, 4 grade 11 , and 2 grade l. One case had a biopsy of 
condyloma and another biopsy of VIN 111. Most biopsias had 
a slight superficial koilocytosis. Thirteen out of 24 biopsias 
(54, 1 %) had HPV infection. No one was positive for HPV 31 , 
33, 51. Seven grade 111 lesions were positive for HPV 16/18. 
One case had areas positiva for HPV 16/18 and areas for 
HPV 6/11 . The tour grade 11 lesions were positive for HPV 6/ 
11. Both cases of grade l lesions were negative for HPV. The 
condyloma was positive for HPV 6/11 and the VIN 111 lesion 
of the sama palien! was negative for HPV. We conclude that 
BP is nota distinct entity but a peculiar clinical expression of 
ditterent stages of an spectrum of keratinocytic dysplasia that 
goes from condyloma to Severe dysplasia (PIN or VIN 111), 
sorne of which are usually related with HPV 6 and 11 {PIN or 
VIN 1and11) and sorne with HPV 16 and 18 (PIN or VIN 111). 

243. DETECTION OF HPV DNA IN SQUAMOUS CELL 
CARCINONA OF PENIS USING THE PCR TECHNIQUE 

M. Sanchez Viera, C. Lopez Varela, JL Vicario Moreno, F. 
Garcia Sanchez and M. Lacona Echeverria. From Depart
ments of Dermatology and Pathology, Hospital General 
Gregario Marañan, and Molecu lar Genetics Laboratory, 
Centro de Transfusion de la Comunidad de Madrid. Madrid. 
Spain 

BACKGROUND 

Molecular virologic studies have demonstrated a strong 
association between human papillomavirus (HPV) 16 and 18 

and intraepithelial neoplasia and invasive carcinoma of cer
vix. The pathogenic role of these virus in vulvar and penis 
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) has not been clearlydettined. 

Our purpose was to detect the presence of DNA se
quences of HPV-16 and 18 in both IN and ISCC of penis from 
15 patients diagnosed in our hospital. 

MATERIAL ANO METHODS 

24 surgical and biopsy, paraffin-embedded, specimens 
from 15 carcinomas were processed to extrae! DNA. All the 
specimens were histologically evaluated. PCR analysis of 
the samples was performed using a set of consensus primers 
to amplify sequences from a bread spectrum of genital and 
mucosal HPVs (6, 11 , 16, 18, 31 , 33). 

Southern-blotting and hibridization with oligonucleotide 
probas were performed in arder to identify type-specific 
HPVs. 

RESULTS 

Sequences from HPV 16 and 18 were amplified in 6 
carcinomas. 

DISCUSSION 

Ourfindings are similar to several recently reported studies 
using the PCR technique and support a pathogenic role of 
sorne HPVs in SCC of penis. However, the absence of HPV 
DNA in the remaining cases suggests pathogenic pathways 
other !han HPVs in SCC of penis. 

244. SEBOMATRICOMA: AN ONL Y NAME FOR AN ONL Y 
BENIGN SEBACEOUS NEOPLASM 

E. Sánchez Yus, P. Simón, L. Requena, E del Río. Depart. 
Dermatology. San Carlos University Hospital. Complutense 
University. Madrid. Spain 

A lot of confusion is found, in our opinion, around the 
classification of benign sebaceous tumors, mainly concern
ing the concept of sebaceous epithelioma; this varies from 
!hose who identify it to basal cell carcinoma with sebaceous 
ditterentiation to !hose who define itas sebaceous adenoma 
with a predominance of the unditterentiated basaloid cells. 

We ha ve studied 14 benign sebaceous neoplasms from 1 o 
patients. We have evaluated the location of the tumoral 
lobules in the upper, mid or deep dermis and the balance 
between basaloid (germ, matrical) cells and vacuolated cells 
(sebocytes) and we have found every type of combination 
between both location and degree of maturity. 

Sebaceous adenoma, as pilomatricoma with regard to ha ir 
matrical cells, is a neoplasm of the sebaceous germ cells; 
andas there are pilomatricomas mainly formed by basophilic 
cells and other ones where few ar no basophilic cells remain, 
sebaceous adenomas can also show a variable balance of 
basaloid and sebaceous cells. 11 nobody has ever proposed 
differents terms for pilomatricomas accordlng to its contents 
of basophilic cells , why to name sebaceous epithelioma to 
the sebaceous adenoma with plenty of sebaceous cells? 

The elimination of the term sebaceous epithelioma would 
greatly clarify the classification of cutaneous tumors with 
sebaceous differentiation, as only one benign sebaceous 
tumor does exist: Sebaceous adenoma, for which we pro
pase the graphlc term sebomatricoma. 
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245. INCIDENTAL ACANTOLYSIS 

E. Sánchez Yus, L. Requena, P. Simón, l. Belinchón. 
Departamento de Dermatología. Hospital Universitario San 
Carlos. Universidad Complutense. Madrid. Spain 

The incidental finding of microscopic foci of acantholytic 
dyskeratosis, reproducing !he histological pattern of Darier's 
disease, has been !he subject of a number of papers in the 
las! few years. On the contrary, the incidental finding of non
dyskeratotic acantholysis has practically never been men
tioned in the literature. 

In the last five years , we have noticed such a microscopic 
finding in 14 biopsy specimens (0.15% of our cutaneous 
specimens). They were from 13 patients (7 men and 6 
women); their ages ranged from 37 to 79 ys (mean, 63). 
Three lesions were located on the head, 7 on the trunk, and 
4 on !he limbs. The histologlcal diagnoses were basal cell 
carcinoma (6), keratoacanthoma (2), psoriasis (2), elastolytic 
granuloma, acral arteriovenous angioma, ti nea corporis and 
leukocytoclastic vasculitis, (1 each). The histological patterns 
of !he acantolytic foci were: pemphigus vulgaris (9), superfi
cial pemphigus (1 ) , Hailey-Hailey disease (3) and 
unclassifiable acantholysis (1 ). None of the patients had a 
familia! or personal history anyway realted to acantholytic 
disorders. 

lnfrequently, someotherwise healthy persons may present 
an outbreak of minute cutaneous lesions whose 
histopathology can mimic ali known patterns of acanthoiltic 
disorders (transient acantholytic dermatosis). Very much 
frequently, such a phenomenon develope in a subclinical 
way. 

246. ERYTHEMA NODOSUM vs NODULAR VASCULITIS. 
USEFULNESS OF HISTOPATHOLOGY IN RESOLVING 
THIS CLINICAL DILEMMA 

E. Sánchez Yus, M-D. Sanz Vico, V. de Diego. Depart
ment of Dermatology, San Carlos University Hospital, 
Complutense University. Madrid, Spain 

Although erythema nodosum (EN) is usually considered 
!he paradigm of septal panniculitis, and nodular vasculitis 
(NV) that of lobular panniculitis, it has never been published 
a double-bl ind study to test the usefu lness of that 
histopathologic classification in the solution of !he frequent 
clinical dilemma EN vs NV. 

From the study by this method of 88 panniculitis cases, 
considered to be within !he clinical spectrum of either EN or 
NV, it resulted that in the clinically typical cases, the clinico
pathologic agreement was 93 % and 94% for EN and NV 
respectively, whereas it lowered to 79%, 72% and 67% in the 
cases clinically diagnosed as EN migrans, atypical EN and 
atypical NV respectively. On the other hand, septal and 
lobular panniculitis were always two clear cut, difieren!, 
opposite patterns of hypodermal inflammation in !hose con
ditions. 

For these reasons, we conclude that, in the absence of a 
known pathogenetic mecahnisme, the histopathology re
mains, at present, the most objectlve discriminating marker 
between both EN and NV, ma1nly in the clinically atypical and L doubtful cases. 
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247. HISTOPATHOLOGY OF CUTANEOUS CHANGES IN 
DRUG-INDUCED COMA 

E. Sánchez Yus, L. Requena, P. Simón, M . Hospital , 
Departaments of Dermatology (Hospital Universitario San 
Carlos) and Cell Biology (P.S.), Facultad de Medicina, Uni
versidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain 

Present knowledge of the histopathology of cutaneous 
changes in drug-induced coma is very incomplete: Only one 
of !he eleven papers on this subject does mention hair follicle 
or sebaceous gland damage and veryfew attention is focused 
on vascular changes. We made a careful study of serial 
sections from eight cutaneous biopsy specimens from seven 
patients. The following findings can be standed out: 1) The 
secretory portien of !he eccrine sweat coil is the epithelium 
the most susceptible to necrosis. lt is followed by, exaequo, 
eccrine sweat duct, hair foll icle and sebaceous gland and, 
las!, the epidermis. 2) In the eccrine sweat duct, the outer hair 
follicle sheath and the epidermis, the necrosis does not 
usually start in the outermost or in the basal cell layer. 3) 
Necrosis of the outer roo! sheath of the telogen club is always 
usually more advanced !han that of the secondary ha ir germ 
and, sometimes, a spared anagen bulb can be seen in the 
closest vicinity. 4) Vascular changes correlate to the pres
ence of epidermal damage and mainlyconsist of inflammatory 
infiltrate, largely neutrophils, and blood vessel wall damage, 
mainly involving arterioles. All these features state serious 
doubts concemlng !he largely accepted hypothesis of pressure 
as !he main cause of the cutaneous changes in drug-induced 
coma. Only more elaborated histologic studies from both 
drug-induced coma and immobilized patients of any other 
etiology, will contribute to clarify such a problem. 

248. CUTANEOUS MELANOMA: AN EPIDEMIOLOGIC 
ASSESSMENT IN TRIESTE, A TOWN ON THE SEA 

F. Silvestri, G. Grandi, R. Bussani , C. Cosatti, N. Pavietic, 
A. Candoni. lnst. of Pathological Anatomy, University of 
Trieste. ltaly 

In the las! years both the pathobiologic response of skin to 
the sun and !he rising incidence of cutaneous melanomas 
(CM) have been widely discussed. We have described basic 
epidemiologic features of this malignancy in the province of 
Trieste which has developed on the sea cost. 

Out of 165613 bioptic cases examined al the lnstitute of 
Pathological Anatomy of Trieste in the period 1978-1990, 
389 new CM have been histologically diagnosed. Such a 
number corresponds to !he average annual incidence (AAI) 
of this disease in our province during !he same period. 

There were 170 males (AAI 10.19%000, world standard 
ized incidence rates (WSI) 6.98 %000, mean age 56.39 yrs) 
and 219 fema les (AAI 11 .28%000, WSI 10.01 %000, mean 
age 57.32 yrs). 

Age specific-incidence rates in males increased propor
tionally up to 65-74 age group (peak incidence 20.08%000), 
while female rates increased from 3.4%000 in patients under 
34 to 14%000 in the subsequent age groups, reaching !he 
peak incldence (17. 15%000) in !he 65-74 age group. 
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The most common siles of origin of CM resulted !he trunk 
(AAI 4.26%000, mean age 60.2 yrs) and extremities (arms, 
AAI 1.44%000, mean age 62.7 yrs, legs, AAI 1.38%000, 
mean age 59.2 yrs) for males, the lower extremities (AAI 
3.96%000, mean age 56.8 yrs) and trunk (AAI 2.37%000, 
mean age 60.7 yrs) for females. 

Rising incidence with age is evident lor CM of the trunk in 
male patients (incidence rates: 1.34%000 in aged >=75), 
while in females with CM of the lower extremities the peak 
incidence (6.2%000) is reached in !he 55-74 age group. For 
other localizations there was no relation to age. 

Temporal trends in incidence rates evidenced a highly 
significan! rise of CM in both sexes (P 0.841, p<0.0001 ). 
lncreases in rates were particularly evident for trunk CM in 
males (r= 0.979, p<O.OI) and for superior extremities in 
females (r= 0.858, p<0.01 ). The age groups al !he highest 
risk were males aged over 54 and females between 35 and 
54 and over 75 years of age. 

249. SKIN RECOVERY AFTER PSORIASIS-SHAVING. A 
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY 

H. S0gaard, J. Kiil and J. Kiil lnstitute of Pathology, Dept. 
of Plastic Surgery, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark 

Selected patients with plaquetype psoriasis are olten 
suitable for cure by dermatomeshaving. lt is importan! to 
shave to the right depth in the dermis. 

Alter surgical treatment, a new epidermis derived from hair 
follicles and viable epidermal margins quickly covers the 
surface, lollowed by a delicate libroblast proliferation in the 
reticular dermis. Finally alter three months time, the archi
tecture in the papillary dermis and the superficial vascular 
plexus is reestablished. 

The skin recovery is illustrated by sequential punch biopsies. 

Ref. Surgical Treatment of Psoriasis, Kiil, J.,S0gaard,H. 
and Kiil,J. Lance! 1985, 1 ;16-18 
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ENDOCRINE 

250. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DETECTION OF EGF
RECEPTOR ANO PROGNOSIS OF PA PILLARY THY
ROID CARCINOMA 

Akslen, L.A.' , Myking A.O. '. Salvesen, H.2, Varhaug, J.E.2 

Department of Pathology', The Gade lnslilute, Department 
of Surgery2 , University of Bergen, Bergen. Norway 

Expression of the receptor for Epidermal Growth Factor 
(EGF) seems to be importan! in the regulation of tumor 
growth. In this study, the influence of EGF-receptor staining 
on tumour recurrences and thyroid cancer deaths was ex
amined in 127 cases on surgically treated papillary thyroid 
carcinomas above 1 O mm in largest diameter 
(microcarcinomas were excluded). Standard variables such 
as sex, age, primary tumour extension and regional lymph 
node metastases were also included. Of ali cases, 97% were 
positive for EGFreceptor, and both membraneous (MS) and 
diffuse cytoplasmatic staining (CS) were observed CS was 
found to be significantly increased in tumours with extra
thyroidal growth (p=0.009). In the lile-table analysis, CS was 
associated with decreased recurrence free survival (p=0.023), 
and it persisted as a strong prognosticfactor in the multivariate 
Cox' analysis (p=0.028) in addition to regional lymph node 
metastases (p=0.0002). The degree of MS was not related to 
other prognostic factors or to survival. Thus, cytoplasmatic 
EGF-receptor staining seem to be an importan\ marker for 
recurren! disease in papillary thyroid carcinoma. 

251. ENDOCRINE CELL GASTRIC CARCINOMA 

S. Almenar, C. Calabuig, M. Pérez, S. Navarro and A. 
Llombart-Bosch. Instituto Valenciano de Oncologia, Hospital 
General Universitario, Facultad de Medicina. Universidad de 
Valencia, Spain 

We describe two gastric tumors whose clinical behavior, 
morphology and pattern of metastatic spread were those of 
the undifferentiated medullary variant of endocrine cell car
cinoma in the TAHAAA classification. 

lmmunohistochemically, in both cases the vast majority of 
the neoplastic cells reacted against anti-chromogranin A, 
neuron-specific enolase (NSE), carcinoembryonic antigen 
(CEA) and epithelial membrane antigen (EMA). 

Surprisingly, one of them contains scarce cells strongly 
reactive to alpha-fetoproteina (AFP). 

Al present we are carrying out an immunohistochemical 
study in six cases whose histological fea tu res are consisten! 
with undifferentiated medullary carcinoma. 

252. POSSIBILITIES OF PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS 
OFTHYROID CARCINOMA IN PATIENTS WITH CLINICAL 
MANIFESTATIONS OF THYROTOXICOSIS 

V. Bondarenko, M. D., V. Bogin , M.O., N. Shapiro, M.O., 
Central clinical Hospital N1 , Moscow, Russia 

From 1981 till 1992 we performed operations in 1.840 
patients for variatation deseases of thyroid gland. In 708 
cases (38.5 %) clinical manifestations of thyrotoxicosis 
occured. Histological data revealed carcinoma of thyroid in 
patients with thyrotoxicosis in 42 cases (5.9 %). Among them 
papilar carcinoma was diagnosed in 27 cases, follicular 

carcinoma - in 12 cases, medular carcinoma - in 2 cases and 
one patient had a squamous cell carcinoma. In 28 cases 
thyroid carcinoma was found in patients with diffuse toxic 
golter but only once in palien! with diffuse-modular goiter, 12 
patients had a recurren! toxic goiter and two other patients 
had a toxic adenoma. Due to the rising amount of revealing 
thyroid carcinoma in patients with thyrotoxicosis (from 1.987 
till 1.992 we operated 34 of 42 such patients) we elaborated 
a program of examining such patients which includes a 
complex of diagnostic methodsconsisting of ultrasonography 
with aimed aspiration puncture byopsy with urgent cytologic 
stadying of the aspiration material. This program made it 
possible to verify the presence of the thyroid carcinoma in 11 
cases (26.2 %), to revea! severe dysplasia of follicular 
epithelium in 14 patients (33.3 %) and in 6 cases (14.3 %) 
middle-stage displasia was found. In this series 2 patients 
had a false positive results. Until we began appying the 
suggested examination of the patients with thyroid lesions 
the diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma was established jusi as 
histological findings when studing the operative specimen. 
Surgical treatment of the patients with verified diagnosis of 
thyroid cancer include, as we recomended the thyroidectomy 
with obligatory preliminary visualisation of the recurrent 
nerves and parathyroid glands In cases suspicious of car
cinoma we performed extirpation of one of the lobes of the 
thyroid gland under control of visusalised recurrent nerve 
with urgent cytologic studies followed if needed by histologic 
studies. On confirmation of the diagnosis of carcinoma of 
thyroid gland performed thyroidectomy. 
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253. CARCINOMAS OF THE THYROID. IS THERE ROOM 
FOR A SINGLE HISTOGENESIS? 

J. Cameselle-Teijeiro, C. Sambade, J. Varela-Durán, J.P. 
Villanueva, and M. Sobrinho-Simoes. Meixoeiro's Hospital 
and General Hospital, Vigo, Spain. Medica! Faculty, Porto, 
Portugal. Medica! Faculty, Santiago, Spain 

The existence of mixed follicular/parafollicular thyroid 
carcinomas (TC) raises by itself doubts on the classic dual 
histogenesis of follicular (endodermal) and parafollicular/C 
cells (neuro-ectodermal) and their respective tumours. In an 
attempt to clarify this issue - and despite knowing how difficult 
it is to draw histogenetic conclusions from differentiation data 
- we undertook the histological, histochemical, lectin 
histochemical, immunohistochemical and ultrastructural study 
of 16 follicular ca (FC), 32 papillary ca (PC), 43 medullary ca 
(MC), 33 poorly differentiated ca (PDC), 5 mucinous ca 
(MUC), 3 epidermal ca (EC), 9 mucoepidermoid ca (MEC), 
1 o anaplastic ca (AC) and 7 cases of solid cell nests (rem
nants of the ultimobranchial body). We conclude that: 1) 1t is 
easier to interpret our data, from a histogenetic standpoint, if 
one sticks to a unitarian theory - TC derive from a ultimo
branchial, multipotential stem cell - than to the classic dual 
theory. 2) lt is possible to identify in TC three main lines of 
differentiation: a) endocrine-like (terminal) characterized by 
follicle formation and thyroglobulin immunoreactivity, fitting 
with FC; b) neuroendocrine-like (also terminal) characterized 
by so lid g rowth pattern and calci tonin/CG RP 
immunoreactivity, fitting with MC; c)intestinal-like, which 
corresponds to a more primitive phenotype featuring papil-



lae, mucins and high- molecular-weight keratins, fi tting with 
PC, MUC, MEC and EC. 3) lt is also possible to find hybrid 
tumours sharing features of the afore mentioned three types, 
as well as carcinomas lacking partially (PDC) or totally (AC) 
signs of differentiation 

254. ME DULLARY THYROID CARCINOMA W ITH 
THYROGLOBULIN IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN A PATIENT 
WITH MEN 2A 

J.Cameselle-Teijeiro, M.C. Campo-Blanco, R.V. Garcia
Mayor and N. Alfonsin-Barreiro. Meixoeiro·s Hospital and 
General Hospital. Vigo, Spain 

lmmunostaining for thyroglobulin (T) and calcitonin (C) 
has been demonstrated in differentiated thyroid carcinomas 
of intermediate type, in mixed (medullary-follicular) carcino
mas, in sorne medullary carcinomas (MC) and even in the 
same neoplastic cells, both in the primary tumor an in lymph 
nade metas tases. To the bes! of our knowledge, the first case 
of MC with T immunoreactivity in a palien! with MEN 2a is 
reported. A 27-year-old woman was admitted to the General 
Hospital of Vigo with a nodular goiter and increased (22868 
pg/ml) serum C level (normal <150 pg/ml). A maternal aun! 
had been diagnosed of MC and bilateral pheochromocytoma, 
and a sister had MC. There was no regional lymph node 
enlargement. Total thyroidectomy was performed. The biopsy 
showed two grayish well-defined, 5 and 3.7 cm tumors. The 
neoplasia was formed mainly spindle-shaped cells and 
scattered small follicle-like structures fi lled with homogene
ous eosinophilic colloid-like material within the sol id masses. 
The tumor contained a small amount of amyloid. Foci of 
mucin production were seen. The avidin-biotin-peroxidase 
complex (ABC) method was used. lmmunoreactivity for C 
and CEA was demostrated in ali neoplastic cells . 
Coexpression of C and T was found in sorne cells and in the 
tumor cells lining the follicles containing a colloid-like mate
rial. Although the possibility of absorption of T cannot be 
completely ruled out, our finding supports the concept that 
most, if not ali , mixed, medullary and folliclar carcinomas of 
the thyroid are derived from a stem cell capable of dual or 
even multidirectional differentiation. 

255. DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION OF CHROMOGRANIN 
A ANO 8 IN VA RIOUS TYPES OF PITUITARY ADENOMAS 

C. Capella, C. Riva, M. Leutner, L. Usellini, M.R. Brianza. 
Dept. of Human Pathology, 11 Faculty of Medicine, Univ.of 
Pavía at Varese. ltaly 

Chromogranins A(CGA) and B(CGB) have been demon
strated in the human normal anterior pituitary and in sorne 
pituitary adenomas. 

Using immunohistochemical techniques and employing 
monoclonal antibodies against CGA (LK2H10 and Phe 5) 
and CGB (B-11) we investigated their distribution in a series 
of 145 cases of pituitary adenomas including 21 PRL (ali with 
amenorrhea and/or galactorrhea),9 GH and 6 mixed GH
PRL (ali with acromegaly), 14 ACTH (8 with Cushing disease, 
one with Nelson syndrome, 5 without functional signs) and 
105 clinically non functioning adenomas (73 FSH-LH , 17 
alpha subunit, 11 small argyrophilic granules, SAG, and 4 

TSH cell adenomas). CGA appeared widely expressed in 
clinically non functioning adenomas (the percentage of posi
tive cases ranging from 81 .8% for SAG adenomas to 92% for 
gonadotroph adenomas), with the exception of the silent 
ACTH adenomas. On the contrary CGA-immunoreactivity (
IR) was poorly demonstrable in PRL (10%), GH (1 1 %), mixed 
GH-PRL (16.6%) and ACTH (0%) functioning pituitary 
adenomas. CGB appeared largely expressed both in func
tioning (the percentage of positive cases ranging from 95.2% 
forPRL to100% for ACTH, GH, and mixed GH-PRLadenomas) 
and in non functioning pituitary adenomas (the percentage of 
positive cases ranging from 40% for ACTH to 100% for TSH 
adenomas). Our results suggest that CGB appears as a 
reliable general marker for ali pituitary adenomas, whereas 
CGA seems to be useful in distinguishing glycoprotein hor
mones producing adenomas. In addition, chromogranins are 
mainly detected in non functioning tumors and their expres
sion is often exceeding that of glycoprotein hormones; on the 
contrary in functioning adenomas hormone expression ap
pears to be prevalen! in comparison to CGA and CGB 
expression. In conclusion the various functional types of 
pituitary adenomas show a differential distribution of CGA 
and CGB. Unbalanced chromogranin in camparison to hor
monal content might be involved in the functional or non
functional character of these tumors. 

256. QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN PARATHYROID 
ENDOTHELIAL COMPONENT BETWEEN MEN-1 SYN
DROME AND SECONDARY HYPERPARATHYROlrnSM 

T. D'Adda, A. Amorosi, G. Bussolati, M.L. Brandi, C. Bordi , 
Universities of Parma, Florence and Turin, ltaly. 

In MEN-1 patients a circulating factor having mitogen 
activity on parathyroid tissue and likely involved in the 
pathogenesis of the patients' parathyroid hyperplasia has 
been described (Brandi ML et al., N Engl J Med 
314:1287;1986). In vitro studies with bovine tissues have 
shown that the MEN-1 mitogen, which has structural and 
immunological similarities to basic fibroblast growth factor, is 
active on the endothelial componen! of the parathyroid 
tissue. To evaluate whether the MEN-1 mitogen actually is 
effective also in vivo and in human tissues we have 
morphometrically investigated the endothelial componen! of 
hyperplastic parathyroid glands of patients with the MEN-1 
syndrome (n=6) and compared these results with those 
obtained in patients with uremic (secondary) 
hyperparathyroidism (UrHpt) (n=6) and in three morphologi
cally normal parathyroid glands removed from patients un
derwent total thyroidectomy forthyroid cancer. The study was 
performed al the e.m. level using the point counting method. 
In each case 20 low power (3750 X) electron micrographs 
taken al random from sections of 3 blocks of parathyroid 
tissue were examined. The results of the study are the 
following (the reference volume is the parathyroid tissue) 

a)MEN·I b)UrHpl c)Normal 
---, 

Endolhehal volume density (%±50) 3.41±1. 78 1.32±0. 75 3.11±0.53 

P: vs b)<0.05 vs c)<0.05 vs a) NS 

Endolhelial nuclei (nlm' xl O') 

P: 
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0.07±0.04 1 0.02±0.02 

VS b)<0.05 VS C)<0.05 

0.07.t0.01 

vs a) NS 



These data indicate that the proliferation of parathyroid 
cells in MEN-1 patients is accompanied by parallel increase 
in the associated endothelial componen! that does no! occur 
in patients with secondary hyperparathyroidism. These re
sults provide the first evidence for an in vivo role of MEN-1 
mitogenic factor in structural changes of parathyroid glands 
in MEN-1 patients. · 

257. PITUITARY ADENOMAS, A STUDY OF FOLLICULO
STELLATE CELLS (FSC} 

J. de Lera, A. M. MCniclos, A. Astudillo, T. G. Miralles, L. 
O. González, M. de la Vega, P. Menéndez, C. Penín, A. 
Ribas. Hospital Central de Asturias (Spain). Glasgow Royal 
lnfirmary .UK 

As well as !he hormone secreting cells in !he pituitary, 
there is another cell type (FSC), which shows a stellate 
shape, forming a reticular pattern in the pituitary tissue. Their 
histogenesis and function are still unknown. This cell type 
was first described in rats by Rinehart and Farquhar, nowadays 
they have been demostrated in other species including man. 

By taking advantage of their positivity to S-100 protein we 
try to describe their distribution in difieren! types of adenomas. 
As controls we used sections of melanoma and normal 
pituitary. We studied the positivity for S-100 protein in 57 
pituitary adenomas which were histological, clinical and 
immunohistochemicaly typified. 

Positivity was found in 49% of them, a little more !han other 
authors describe (MCnicols et al). This group can be divided 
in difieren! degrees of distribution and intensity of positivity 
for a better knowledge and understanding. 11 is remarkable , 
that seven cases showed a generalized and strong pattern; 
another seven showed a generalized pattern bu! weak 
positivity; the res! of the group showed a local distribution 
with difieren! degrees of intensity. 

In immunoreactive adenomas, 60% contained FSC, 
plurihormonal adenomas showed 100% ; most cases of 
generalized positivity were in this group. In contras!, non 
immunoreactive adenomas, showed a very low level of 
positivity (less !han 20%). In this las! type of pituitary 
adenomas, !hose with only occasionall folliculo stellate cells, 
were found to be more aggesive locally as was seen through 
CAT measurements. 

This is only a preliminar descriptive study, in which the 
literature has been reviwed and compared to our results. 

11 is part of a larger study in which multivariate analisis of 
difieren! factors we hope will show the real paracrine function 
of FSC. 

258. ADRENAL PSEUDOCYSTS. A CLINICOPATHO
LOGIC STUDY OF TWO CASES WITH UNUSUAL FEA
TURES 

JM Elizalde, JI Lopez, JC Angulo. , B Eizaguirre, C Ereño, 
and JO Toledo. Dpts. of Pathology and Urology · ,Hospital 
Civil de Bilbao, Basque Country University/EHU, 48013 
Bilbao, Spain 

Adrenal pseudocysts are uncommon lesions which usu
ally present with abdominal discomfort, swelling, and even 
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haemorrhage. A small percentage are incidental findings in 
elderly individuals al the time of autopsy. They arise within 
the adrenal gland and are surrounded by a fibrous wall 
devoiding a demonstrable lining layer. Women are mostly 
aflected. 

CASE 1. A 66 year-old woman presented left loin pain. CT 
sean revealed a cystic, necrohaemorrhagic, partially calcified 
mass on the upper renal pole. Preoperative diagnosis included 
renal carcinoma and hydatidic cyst. lis adrenal origin was 
confirmed on surgical time. CASE 2. A 23 year-old woman 
consulted right iliac fossa pain and tachycardia. CT sean 
showed a cystic lesion on the right adrenal gland together 
with extensive retroperitoneal haemorrhage. 

The etiology of adrenal pseudocysts still remains a matter 
of debate. Trauma, pregnancy, and severe infections have 
been claimed as triggering factors in sorne cases. However, 
no causative agents can be demonstrated in many others. As 
intracystic vascular structures have been occasionally ob
served, sorne authors favour a vascular origin (Groben et al. , 
Arch Pathol Lab Med 1986; 11 O: 121-1 23). At least one case 
has been related to metastatic seed (Gaffney et al. , Am J Clin 
Pathol 1990; 94: 706-713). Pseudocysts are usually com
posed of a fibrous wall with a necrohaemorrhagic content. 
Adrenal rests are frequently observed close to !he capsule. 
Adipose, osseous, and myelolipomatous tissues are rare 
findings that can be regarded as metaplastic phenomena. 
Such unusual features, two of them seen in !he cases we 
present (adipose and osseous metaplasia), have been re
cently reported in the literature. 

In orderto rule out a metastatic origin, it has been stressed 
that a careful sampling of the surgical specimens should 
always be performed. 

259. FATAL THYROID CARCINOMA 

Fassina AS, Spanio P, Rupolo M and Montesco MC. 
lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di Padova. ltaly 

In the period from 20/10/77 to 28/08/91 al the lnstitute of 
Pathology of Padua University 864 pis underwent total 
thyroidectomy with lymphadenectomy for TC, or received 
secondary surgical treatment or radioiodine therapy. In this 
series, 7 4 pis died because of TC or of complicancies direct ly 
at tributable to TC. 25 pis were male and 49 female; mean pis 
age was 63, 65 for women and 59 formen. 84,4% of cancer 
deaths occurred within 5 years from diagnosis. The death 
occurrence rate was significantly higher during !he first year 
alter treatment. 5 pis died from local recurrence of 3 PTC and 
2 FTC. Slides were reviewed according to 1988 WHO clas
sification: 35 cases were FTC, 15 PTC, 6 MTC, 17 ana plastic 
and 1 sarcoma. No conversion of well-differ entiated PTC or 
FTC to an anaplastic variant was noted. 1 palien! had neck 
irradiation during infancy. Post-surgical stadiation was as
sessed according to 1982 UICC categories: 49 cases pre
sented metastases al diagnosis (M 1 ), 17 were in T 4 stage, 2 
in T3, 1 in T1 and 5 without staging. 

Moreover, we definied a control group composed of 70 
cases of FTC, 30 PTC, 12 MTC and 34 anaplastic carcino
mas, with corresponding characteristics of sex, age (within 2 
years), pTNM status and geographic origin to be matched 
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with the deceased cohort. EORTC, AMES (Lahey Founda
tion), UICC and AGES prognostic seores were employed far 
comparison between the two groups. lndepedent prognostic 
factors resulted to be age, metastases, disease extension, 
and histotype, only if anaplastic cases were included. Sex 
showed a Male:Female ratioof 1 :1.1 forthe lethal PTCgroup, 
1: 2,9 for FTC and 1 :1,4 far anaplastic. 

Abbrevia tions: pts=patients, TC=thyroid carcinoma, 
PTC=papillary thyroid carcinoma, FTC=follicular thyroid 
carcinoma, MTC=medullary thyroid carcinoma. 

Univariate associations with death from thyroid cancer 

260. DISTANT METASTASES IN DIFFERENTIATEDTHY
ROID CARCINOMA 

Fassina AS, Rupolo M, Spanio P, Casara o·, D'Amore E, 
Scapinello A and Ninfo V. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica e 
Radioterapia•, Universita di Padova, ltaly 

Several reports indicate that patients with metastases of 
DTC bear a poor prognosis, and that younger patients with 
distan! metastases show long disease free survival period, 
whereas older patients almos! invariably die of disease in 
short time. In arder to assess reliable variables far progno
sis 1 we performed a retrospective study of 844 cases of DTC 
treated at the Univer sity of Padua from 16/01 /78 to 28/08/91. 
In this series 98 cases presented metastases al admission. 
Metastases were detected by X-ray or SCAN in 41 (41.8%) 
cases of PTC, 50 (51%) of FTC and 7 (7.2%) of MTC. 26 pts 
were male and 72 female with M:F ratio of 1 :2,80. Mean age 
was 52 far both sexes. Median follow was 60 months, with a 
range from 1 to 148 months. Lung was involved in 49 (50%) 
of cases, bone 28 (28.5%), liver 3 (3.1 %), and 18 pis (18.4%) 
presented multiple site metastases. Alter radiojodine meta
bolic therapy, 30 pis resulted disease-free, 31 had progressive 
disease and 37 died of DTC. The overall mortality rates were 
40% and 50% alter 60 months and 120 months, respectively. 
By univariate analy sis, age (p), tumor extent (p) , cell type (p) 
and nodal involvement (p) were significan! prognostic factors. 
Furthermore, we applied multivariate Cox's regression model 
to the above significan! variables. Age and metastases al 
diagnosis were independently associated with cancer mor
tality. 

Abbreviations: pts=patients, DTC=differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma, PTC=papillary thyroid carcinoma, FTC=follicular 
thyroid carcinoma, MTC=medullary thyroid carcinoma. 

261. PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN 844 CONSECUTIVE 
CASES OF DIFFERENTIATED THYROID CARCINOMA 

Fassina AS, Piazza M, Pennelli N and Ninfo V. lnstitute of 
Pathology, University of Padova, Via Gabelli, 6135100 Padova 

This report describes 844 pts with differentiated thyroid 
carcinoma, who received secondary surgical treatment or 
radioiodine therapy at Padua University City Hospital, in the 
period from 20/10177 to 28/08/91. 200 pis were male and 644 
were female, with a male:female ratio of 1 :3,22. Mean age at 
diagnosis was 45 far both sexes. All pis underwent total 
thyroidectomy, and lymphadenectomy. At the conclusion of 

L e study the median follow up evaluation was 80 months; 

131 pis were observed far more than 120 months. 721 pis 
(85.4 %) were free of disease, 59 (6.9 %) were living with 
known locoregional recurrence or distan! metastases, 56 
(6.6 %) had died of disease and 8 (1.1 %) from other causes. 
Histological categories were performed according to 1988 
WHO classification: 599 (71 %) were PTC, 

220 (26%) were FTC, and 25 (3%) were MTC. 98 pts (11.6 
%) had metastatic disease al admission. 11 pis(%) presented 
a second cancer in the following siles: 8 breast, 1 large 
intestine, 1 uterus, 1 parotid gland. Univariate analysis 
demonstrated that sex (p), age (p), cell type (p), nodal status 
(p), metastasis (p) and local invasion (p) were significan! 
prognosis predictors. Multivariate analysis was carried out 
using Cox's Regression Model and metastasis, age (consid
ered as a continuous variable), cell type, local invasion and 
sex turned out to be of statistical significance in descending 
arder. 

In arder to reduce the first surgical approach, and on the 
basis of present results, AMES scoring system (Lahey 
Definitions of High and Low Risk Groups) for differentiated 
thyroid carcinoma should be successfully employed. 

Abbreviations: pts=patients, PTC=papillary thyroid carci
noma, FTC=follicular thyroid carcinoma, MTC=medullary 
thyroid carcinoma. 

262. ARE ADENOMATOUS ANO CARCINOID TUMORS 
OF THE MIDDLE EAR DISTINCT ENTITIES? 

D. Faverly, J. Manni, U. van Haelst. Radboud University 
Hospital, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

The c linicopatho log ical, u ltrastructura l and 
immunohistochemical characteristics of tour primary tumors 
of the middle ear are reported. These neoplasms showed a 
striking heterogenous aspect ranging from solid-trabecular 
(Type 1) to tubulo-glandular(Type 11) growth patterns. Setretory 
activity of the tumor ce l ls was evaluated by 
immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy. Based on 
these procedures, three cell types were found , mainly limited 
to tumors with tubulo-glandular (Type 11) growth pattern. Most 
frequent are B-cells with an abundan! pale cytoplasm con
taining neuroendocrine granules, both cytokeratin and 
vimentin as well as several endocrine marker substances. 
Less frequent are A-cells, these are slender, darkly staining 
and line the glandular lumina. These cells show exocrine 
activity only and stain strongly with a polyclonal cytokeratin 
antibody. Finally, least frequent are amphicrine cells, these 
are characterized by both intracytoplasmic lumina and 
neuroendocrine granules and are interpreted as the link 
between A and B cells. Although this morphological description 
closely resembles that of carcinoids and adenocarcinoids of 
the respiratory tract and gut, the clinical behaviour of these 
middle ear tumors seems nevertheless different, with no 
recurrence or metastasis alter 1 to 14 years of follow-up 
(median 78 months). Therefore, sorne authors suggest that 
these tumors should be classified as middle ear adenomas 
or adenomatous tumors. However, we strongly feel that 
these tumours represen! a distinct entity and can be classi
fied as adenocarcinoids or amphicrine tumors, i.e. demon
strating both exocrine and endocrine activities. Further work 
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is required to evaluate theexact proportion of neuroendocrina 
and amphicrine tumors in the heterogenous group of 
adenomas and in the rarely desc ribed g ro up of 
adenocarcinomas. 

263. PECULIARITIES OF MICROCIRCULATORY 
CHANGES IN OIABETIC ANGIOPA1HY 

l. Gogina, E. Pleshanov and H. Pavlovska. Medica! lnsti
tute Lviv, Ukraine 

For the purpose of diabetic angiopathy (DA) pathogenetic 
mechanism study 390 patients with diabetes mellitus were 
examinad. Biomicroscopy of the front and back parts of the 
eye was made. Electronic microscopy and ultrahistochemistry 
(Na+, K+, Mg•2 -ATP-ases) of 52 conjunctive and iridic 
specimens taking during diabetic cataract extraction were 
investigated. Clinical and morphological comparisons per
mitted to find out in the early phase of DA following obligatory 
destructiva - regenerative processes: hypertrophy of sorne 
endotheliocytes with mitochondrial apparatus hyperplasia 
general on the background of dystrophic changas of vascular 
endothelia with decrease of mitochondrial Mg2' -ATP-ase 
activity and suppression of Na', K' -ATP-ase activity in cell 
membranas. 

In the aggravation of DA microvascular deendothelisation, 
chronic intravascularclotting of blood ( «sludge»-syndrome), 
microthrombosis, increased vascular permeability, leakage 
of plasma through intracellular foramens and diapedesis of 
blood cells in the pericapillary space were present. 

Studies revealed disorders of blood flow, ultrastructure, 
metabolism and activity of cell enzymic processes in DA. lt is 
advisable to prescript deaggregants, membrana protectors 
and drugs which increase redox processes. 

264. AUTOALLERGY ASPECTS OF DIABETIC 
ANGIORETINOPATHY PATHOGENESIS 

l. Gogina, H. Pavlovska and A. Gudz.,Medical lnstitute 
Lviv, Ukraine 

Bio-microscopy and -photography of the conjunctive and 
retina, electronic microscopy of the conjunctive and iris 
bioptates, histamine and cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(cAMP) blood level ot 120 patients with diabeti c 
angioretinopathy were studied. 

Struc tu ral changas in endotheliocytes lead to 
deendothelisation of capillaries, increase vascular perme
abil ity with intensiva transudation, appearance of 
hemorrhages, plasmorrhages with regional microcirculatory 
disorders. 

In patients with hemorrhage form of retinopathy, especially 
in the 1-st type diabetes mellitus, with electronic microscopy 
investigation many of obese cells in a state of degranulation 
around the vessels were present. lt was proved that the 
degranulated obese cells ralease histamine, heparin and 
other active biologic substances, which participate in the 
increase of permeability. lt is confirmad by the noticeable 
increase of histamine level to O, 17±0,01 µg/ml (p<0,001) and 
cAMP level to 11,78±2,04 pM/ml (p<0,001) in blood of the 
patients with hemorrhages and plasmorrhages in the fundus 
ot the eye. 
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Taking into consideration the action of biological active 
substances, prescription of antihistamine drugs and prepa
rations, which decrease degranulation of obese cells, is 
pathogenesically indicated. 

265. THE OIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF NUCLEOLAR OR
GANIZER REGIONS (Ag-NORs) IN HURTHLE CELL 
NEOPLASIAS OF THE THYROIO 

R. Granados, C.J. Prasad, and D.S. Weinberg. Brigham 
and Women's Hospital and Harvard Medica! School, Boston, 
MA, USA 

Ag-NOR counting has been reportad to be a useful tech
nique to distinguish between a variety of benign and malig
nan! tumors, and increased numbers have correlated with a 
worse prognosis in sorne malignancies. To assess the di
agnostic utility of Ag-NOR counts in Hurthle cell neoplasias, 
we enumerated the Ag-NORs in histologic material from 8 
Hurthle cell adenomas, 3 Hurthle cell carcinomas, and 5 
normal thyroid samples using a silver staining technique. The 
total number of Ag-NORs in the nucleus (scattered and within 
the nucleolus) of neoplastic or normal follicular cells was 
counted. The mean number of Ag-NORs per nucleus was 
2. 11 (SO: 0.22) in normal thyroid, 5. 16 (SO: 0.46) in Hurthle 
cell adenomas, and 5.19 (SO: 0.94) in Hurthle cell carcino
mas. Most of the Ag-NORs counted were located within a 
large nucleolus in both neoplastic groups. The normal, non
neoplastic, follicular cells contained one or two small nucleoli 
in which the nucleolarorqanizer regions were fully aggregated 
to form a solitary silver-stained particle. 

These data suggest that, although Hurthle cell tumors 
dysplay an increased number of Ag-NORs when comparad 
with normal thyroid, Ag-NOR counting is not useful in sepa
rating benign from malignan! Hurthle cell neoplasias of the 
thyroid. 

266. A COMPARATIVE STUOY OF NEUROENOOCRINE 
CARCINOMA ANO CARCINOID TUMOR WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO HLA-OR ANTIGENS ANO PCNA 

Noriko Kimura, MD. and Hiroshi Nagura, MD; Dept. Pathol. 
Tohoku Univ. Sch. Med. Sendai, Japan 

Both carcinoid tumor and neuroendocrinecarcinoma (NEC) 
are composed of neuroendocrina cells which are positiva for 
chromogranin, the former is a low grade malignancy but NEC 
is a highly aggresive malignancy. We comparad histological 
differences of those tumors with special reference to the 
expression of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
class 11 antigens (HLA-DR) and proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA). Surgically obtained 35 carcinoids, 1 NEC 
and autopsied 1 carcinoid and 5 NEC tumors were fixed with 
bu ffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. 
lmmunohistochemical studywas performed using monoclonal 
antibodies for HLA-DR and PCNA and Streptavidin-Boitin 
peroxidase kit. The stromal cells positiva forHLA-DR, including 
endothelial cells of the capillaries and cells of a monocyte/ 
monocyte lineage were evident in carcinoids but few in NEC. 
On the contrary, immunoreactive tumor cells for PCNA were 
92% in NEC, but 27% in carcinoids. We concluded that HLA
DR antigens and PCNA play sorne importan! role for regula
tion of tumor growth. 
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267. NULL CELL ADENOMAS, ONCOCYTOMAS ANO 
GONADOTROPH ADENOMAS OF THE HUMAN PITUl
TARY: AN IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL ANO ULTRAS
TRUCTURA L ANAL YSIS OF 300 CASES 

Kontogeorgos G., Kovacs K, Horvath E., Scheithauer 
B.W. Department of Pathology, SI. Michael's Hospital, Uni
versity ofToronto, Toronto, Ontario, Ganada and the Depart
ment of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, Mayo Glinic, 
Rochester, Minnesota, USA 

Of 3000 operated pituitary adenomas, all ultrastructurally 
characterized, 724 (24%) non-secreting tumors were iden
tified, including 226 (30%) null cell adenomas, 217 (37%) 
oncocytomas and 241 (33%) gonadotroph adenomas. The 
immunoprofile of 100 of each type, equally represented by 
sex, was studied. Each was reimmunostained for all known 
pituitary hormones (GH, PAL, AGTH, LH, FSH, TSH, and 
alpha-subunit). Semiquantitive estimates of immunoreactivity 
were made. The majority of tumors (84%) were to sorne 
extent immunopositive. Reactive cells varied in number, 
topography (focal, patchy, or diffuse) and staining intensity. 
Glycoprotein hormones were most frequently encountered. 
In all three adenoma types, particularly in males, more than 
one subunit (alpha and/or beta) was usually present, par
ticularly FSH and alpha-subunit. In contras!, the presence of 
alpha-subunit alone was seen in only 17 tumors, including 9 
null cell adenomas, 4 oncocytomas, and 4 gonadotroph 
adenomas. TSH was !he least frequent hormone represented; 
no adenoma producing beta-TSH alone was found. Fully 
25% or more of adenoma cells were immunopositive for FSH, 
LH and/or alpha-subunit in 97 tumors (34%), including 23 null 
cell adenomas, 28 oncocytomas, and 46 gonadotroph 
adenomas. In addition, fifty-five tumors (18%) contained 
occasional cells immunoposnive for GH, PAL or AGTTH, as 
well as glycoprotein hormones. AGTH was the least frequent 
peptide hormone represented. 

Given the high proportion of FSH, LH and/or alpha-subunit 
immunoreactive cells in 23% of tumors with ultrastructural 
features of null cell adenomas and in 28% of oncocy1omas, 
it might be argued that such tumors differentiate toward FSH, 
LH , and/or a lpha-subuni t -produc ing adenomas. 
Ultrastructural and immunocytochemical studies continue to 
play a central role in the study and classification of 
endocrinologically non-functioning pituitary adenomas. 

268. EVALUATION OF DNA PLOIDY IN ENDOCRINE 
TUMOURS 

F. Mangili, l. Sassi, A. Andreassi, F. Ferrara. Gattedra di 
Anatomia e lstologia Patologica, lstituto Scientifico H. San 
Raffaele-Milano. ltaly 

The distinction from benign and malignan! neoplasm of 
endocrine system is often difficult, because morphologic 
parameters lack absolute diagnostic value. DNA ploidy 
analysis has been suggested to be an important marker of 
malignancy and aneuplo idy is present in the majority of 
malignan! tumours. The current study investigated the value 
of nuclear DNA analysis by flow cy1ometry using paraffin
embedded matherial from 92 cases of endocrine tumours; 39 

thyroid, 28 adrenocortical and 25 pancreatic neoplasias were 
analyzed. Evidence of DNA aneuploidy was found 33.7% of 
thyroid, 28.5% of adrenocortical and 56.5% of pancreatic 
tumours despite their morphological featu res. 11 is concluded 
that DNA aneuploidy is common in endocrine adenomas 
and, according with other authors (1,2) the DNA aneuploidy 
is not incompatible with a benign histologic diagnosis. Refer
ences: 

1- J .B. Anderson, E. Darracot Vaughan, G.F. Gray et al. 
Flow Gy1ometric Analysis Of Nuclear Dna From Adrenocortical 
Neoplasms Gancer 59:2091-2095, 1987. 

2- H. Joensuu, P.J. Klemi. Dna Aneuploidy In Adenomas 
Of Endocrine Organs. Am J Pathol 132: 145-151, 1988. 

269. S-100 PROTEIN IMMUNOPOSITIVITY IN HUMAN 
NONTUMOROUS HYPOPHYSES AN O PITUITARY 
ADENOMAS 

F. Marín, K. Kovacs, L. Stefaneanu, E. Horvath, and Z. 
Gheng. Dept. of Pathology, St. Michael's Hospital, U. of 
Toronto, Toronto, Ont. Ganada 

The presence, distribution and morphologic appearance 
of S-100 protein immunoreactive cells in the human 
hypophysis, as well as their response to d iverse pituitary 
lesions were studied by immunocy1ochemistry. One hundred 
and twelve nonadenomatous pituitaries from fetuses to adults, 
31 pituitaries affected by several lesions including metastases, 
acute infarcts, lymphocy1ic hypophysitis as well as 115 
pituitary adenomas were exam ined. S- 100 protein 
immunoreactivity was detected in neu rohypophyseal 
pituicytes and stellate shaped cells of the pars distalis from 
5 months following birth. In adults, double immunostaining 
revealed that S-1 00 protein immunopositive cells displayed 
a preferential topographic association with somatotrophs, 
gonadotrophs and with capillary walls. No conclusive corre
lation between the S-100 protein positive cells and sex, age 
or previous gonadectomy was observed. Golloid-containing 
follicles were mainly lined by hormone-containing cells, al
though scattered S-100 protein immunoreactive processes 
ar cell bodies were also observed forming their walls. No 
major changes in S-100 protein immunoreactive cells were 
observed in the pituitary parenchyma bordering metastatic, 
inflammatory, necrotic or adenomatous tissues. Eighteen 
out of 115 pituitary adenomas contained variable number of 
S-100 protein immunoreactive cells. No preferential associa
tion of these cells with any type of pituitary adenoma was 
found, although gonadotroph adenomas exhibited more nu
merous S-1 00 protein immunoreactive cell population which 
were both, stellate or morphologically indistinguishable from 
!he rest of adenoma cells. 

We propase that S-100 protein expression in the 
nontumorous adenohypophysis and pituitary adenomas may 
constitute a dynamic process and that S-1 00 protein positive 
cells may constitute a heterogeneous cell population, sorne 
of them derived from transdifferentiated follicular cells and 
others belonging to an independent cell line of fully differen
tiated stellate cells. 
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270. THE PITUITARY IN BREAST CARCINOMA: A HIS
TOLOGIC ANO IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF 
125 CASES 

F Maríon, K Kovacs, B W Scheithauer, and W F Young, Jr. 
Department of Pathology, St. Michael's Hospital , 30 Bond 
Street, Toronto, GANADA, and Departments of Pathology 
and Endocrinology, MayoClinic, Rochester, Minnesota, USA 

Pituitary glands obtained at autopsy of 125 women dead of 
disseminated breas! carcinoma were studied by histology 
and immunocy1ochemistry for lactotroph hyperplasia, pitui
tary adenomas, and diverse pituitary lesions or anomalies. 
Pituitaries obtained in 85 unselected consecutive autopsies 
from women dying of various other diseases servad as 
controls. The frequency of lactotroph hyperplasia was slightly 
higher in breast carcinoma patients, but the difference was 
not statistically significan!. Differences in the frequency and 
size of pituitary adenomas, both prolactin-producing and as 
a whole, were also not significan!. No correlation was found 
between the presence of lactotroph hyperlplasia and/or 
prolactin-producing adenomas and such factors as patient 
age, bilaterality of the carcinoma, prior treatment with 
tamoxifen or oophorectomy, disease stage, or survival. A 
higher frequency of breas! carcinoma metastatic to the 
pituitary gland was observad in the study group than were 
nonmammary tumor metastases in controls; the difference 
remains to be explained. No preferential metastatic in
volvement of any lobe of the gland was observed. Relativa 
proportions of other lesions such as infarcts, intermediate 
lobe cysts, lymphocytic infiltrates, or basophil invasion were 
similarwithin the study and control groups. lt can be concluded 
that accumulation of prolactin cells, whether hyperplastic or 
adenomatous, cannot be considerad a major risk factor in the 
genesis or progression of breas! carcinoma. 

271 . V ALU E OF THE GROO VED NUCLEUS IN THE DIAG
NOSIS OF THYROID CANCERr 

C. Scopa*, M. Melachrinon, C. Saradopoulou, M. J. Me
rino*. *Laboratory of Pathology, NCI, Bethesda, MD and 
University of Paltras, Greece. 

Nuclear grooving has gene rally been accepted as a useful 
diagnostic criterion for papillary thyroid carcinoma. In order to 
determine whether this feature can serve as a reliable 
cy1omorphologic marker of papillary carcinoma we studied, 
by light microscopy, the surgical specimens of 80 nonpapillary 
thyroid lesions including 35 follicular adenomas, 8 follicular 
carcinomas, 5 Hurthle cell adenomas, 4 Hurthle cell carcino
mas, 4 medullary carcinomas, 2 undifferentiated carcino
mas, 5 cases of Hashimoto's thyroiditis, 5 diffuse thyroid 
hyperplasias, 2 adenomatous hyperplasias and 1 O nodular 
goiters . In each case, 1 O random high-power fields (HPF) per 
slide were reviewed and the frequency of grooved nuclei per 
microscopic field examinad recorded. Nuclear grooves were 
found in the majority of the cases (86%). Eleven cases (one 
case of adenomatous thyroid hyperplasia and 1 O cases of 
nodular goiter) did not show them. Overall, 40% of the 
nonpapillary thyroid lesions contained nuclear grooves in 
more than 9 HPF's, 42% in 5-8 HPF's and 18% in less than 
4 HPF's. Twentyfour percent of the nonpapillary neoplastic 
lesions had 7 or more grooved nuclei per HPF and 76% had 
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6 or less. The latter frequency was recordad for the 50% of 
the nonneoplastic thyroid conditions. Occasional intranuclear 
inclusions were seen in two cases of foll icular tumors and one 
case of Hurthle cell carcinoma. 

lt is apparent from this study that nuclear grooving is not 
necessarily restricted to the papillary thyroid carcinomas and 
when present one must be very cautious in making such a 
diagnosis. Special attention should be paid when interpeting 
cy1ologic material in which the histologic architectural pattern 
is not present. 

272. MEDULLARY CARCINOMA OFTHE THYROID(MCT): 
CLINICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL FINDINGS IN 
20 CASES. 

G. Peiro, E. Oliva, R. Cabezas, X. Matías-Guiu, C. Pons, 
J. Prat. Deparment of Pathology. Hospital de la Sta. Creu i 
Sant Pau, Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, 
Spain. 

Production of various polypeptide hormones and other 
substances by MCT has been considerad to be of prognostic 
significance. We have correlated immunohistochemical re
action lor calcitonin (CT), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), 
Leu-M1 and somatostatin (ST) with patient survival in 20 
MCTs ( 7 primary tumors -PT-, 8 primary tumors with node 
metastases -LNM- and 5 metastatic tumors-LNM). 

Patients were 12 women and 8 men, with a mean age of 
47 years. Seven cases were familia! and 13 sporadic. Six 
tumors were Stage 1, 4Stage 11 , 8Stage111 and 2 Stage IVThe 
mean lollow up was of 72 months 

All PTs and LNM reacted strongly positively (>75%) for 
CEA. Similary, 12 cases exhibited comparable number of 
positive cells in PT and LNM for CT. In three cases the 
number ol CT + cells was lower in the LNM (25-75%) than in 
the corresponding PT; one was Stage 111 tumor and the other 
two Stage IV. 

In 4 cases (2 stage I; 1 Stage 11 ; 1 Stage IV) over 15% of 
the cells of the PT were positiva for Le u-MI, whereas 6 other 
cases had less than 15%Leu-ML+ cells (2 Stage 1, 1 Stage 
11 and 3 Stage 111) The rate of ST positiva cells was greater 
than 5% in 3 PTs (2Stage 1and1Stage 11) and lower than 5% 
in 6 (2 Stage 1, 1 Stage 11 , 2 Stage 111and1 Stage IV). Eleven 
PT were negativa for ST. 

Of the 13 patients with LNM, Leu-M1 was positive in 9 (1 
Stage 11 , 6 Stage 111 , 2 Stage IV) and ST in 3 (1 Stage 11 and 
2 Stage 111). 

No correlation between Leu-ML expression and patient 
survival was incountered. High ST expression was detected 
in early stages (1 and 11). 

273. THE ADRENAL IN THE SUDDEN INFANT DEATH 
SYNDROME (SIDS) 

U. Perez-Platz, W. Saeger, Th. Bajanowski , Hamburg, 
Munster, F.R.G., Marienkrankenhaus, Department of Pa
thology, lnstitute ol Forensic Medicine ol the University 

The causes of death of many cases with SIDS remain 
unclear even though after post-mortem examination. There
fore, it seems to be of interest whether or not the cortex and 
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the medulia of the adrenals show any alterations. Our coliec
tion of 121 adrenals in SIDS (69 males, 52 females, aged 
from 14 to 587 days) was studied by light microscopy and 
immunocytochemistry (anti-chromogranin A and anti-S 100-
Protein). In 36 cases a siderosis was demonstrable in the 
outer fetal zone. Necroses, extensive bleedings or 
inflammations were not found. In many adrenals progressive 
transformation (lipid depletion in the zona fasciculata) was 
seen. The medulla including its content of sustentacular/glial 
celis (S100-Protein-positive) and the neuroendocrine celis 
(Chromogranin A-positive) was unchanged. Our results clearty 
demonstrate that the ad renal alterations are the effect of the 
underlying rapid disease and not the cause of the sudden 
death. 

274. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
WELL, POORL Y ANO UNOIFFERENTIATEO CARCINOMA 
OF THE THYROIO 

A. Sakamoto, M. Mernyei, M. Morí, and Y. Dobashi. 
Dept. of Pathology, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan. 

Thyroid malignancies derived from follicular celis can be 
divided into weli , poorly and undifferentiated carcinomas on 
histology. The histological difference was thought to be 
fundamentaliy related to their cytoskeltal intermediated fila
ments and celi products. In the present study, we examined 
immunohistochemical characteristics of 60, 11 and 11 cases 
of weli , poorly and undifferentiated carcinomas, respectively ,to 
clarify a relation to their histology. Ali the materials were 
obtained from the surgicaliy removed thyroid tumors. Avidin
biotin-peroxidase complex method was applied for these 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens. 

Positive rates for thyroglobulin were 90%, 36.4% and 
9.1 % in weli, poorly and undifferentiated carcinomas, re
spectively. Those for c-erbB-2 were 1. 7%, 18.2% and 27 .3%. 
The differences of positive rates for cytokeratin, vimentin, 
PCNA, and p53 protein were also statisticaliy significant 
between weli and undifferentiated tumors. 

These results indicate that histological grading and 
immunohistochemical reactivity for various antibodies are 
closely linked in the thyroid cancer. 

275. NEUROENOOCRINE PHENOTYPE IN AORENO
CORTICAL TUMORS (ACTs) 

S. SchrOder, B. Padberg, R. Jahn, G. Klóppel. ; Universi
ties of Hamburg, Germany, and Brussels, Belgium; and Vale 
University School of Medicine, New Haven, USA 

lmmunocytochemistry has gained increasing importance 
for the typing of human neoplasms. This applies particularly 
in the case of neuroendocrine (NE) tumors which can be 
readily identified using markers of NE differentiation. Among 
these, synaptophysin (SYN) (p38) has been shown to be 
superior to neuron-specific enolase (NSE) and chromogranin 
A (Chr A) , since NSE is present also in severa! non-NE 
tumors, while Chr A-reactivity is restricted to NE tissues 
containing chromaffin secretory granules. Our data suggest, 
however, that SYN-positivity might also be encountered in 
certain non-NE neoplasms, thus causing considerable differ-

ential diagnostica! problems especially in the 
immunocytochemical classification of adrenal tumors. 
Formalin-fixed paraffin sections of 89 primary ACTs were 
analysed. Ali cases lacked immunoreactivity for Chr A. U pon 
using a rabbit antiserum (G95) against SYN, 49 (55%) ACTs 
showed unequivocal staining, which was somewhat more 
frequent in carcinomas (21/27=78%) as compared with 
adenomas (28/62=45%). SYN positivity was not recorded in 
any of 117 specimens of normal adrenal cortex. Utilizing a 
monoclonal antibody (SY38) against SYN, staining was 
detected in 23 ACTs (26%) which each time had also been 
decorated with G95. The difference in the proportion of ACTs 
which were positive with the two probes was most likely 
caused by the weli-known limitations of SY38 in its applica
tion on routinely processed specimens, since residual 
adrenomedullary tissue bordering ACT was also negative in 
several cases with this antibody. In two immunocytochemically 
SYN-positive ACTs, fresh-frozen tissue was available for 
immunoblotting. In one of these cases, SYN could be visu
alized both by using the polyclonal serum G95 and the 
monoclonal antibody C7.2. We are as yet unable to offer a 
plausible explanation for the occurrence of p38/SYN, known 
to be present in presynaptic and chromaffin secretory vesi
cles, also in ACTs. This finding has, however, to be considered 
when histologically unclear ad renal neoplasms are classified 
by immunocytochemical means. 

276. EXPRESSION OF LAMININ, FIBRONECTIN, A NO 
COLLAGEN IV IN PAPILLARY ANO FOLLICULAR CAR
CINOMAS 

EA Sheffield and M Luckett, Department of Histopathology, 
Bristol Royal lnfirmary, Bristol, United Kingdom BS2 8HW 

lnteractions between neoplastic epithelium and the 
extracellular matrix may determine the behaviour of different 
thyroid tumours. This was an immunocytochemical study 
comparing the basement membrane in thyroid papillary and 
follicular tumours, ata light and electron microscopic leve l. 25 
papillary, 15 follicular and 5 mixed papillary-follicular carci
nomas were studied using antibodies to laminin, collagen IV, 
and fibronectin. Diamino-benzidine stained sections were 
resin embedded, and semi-thin sections cut and stained with 
toluidine blue. This provided greatly increased resolution of 
the stained structures in the sections al light microscopy. 
Thin sections were then cut and examined by electron 
microscopy. In contrast to carcinomas in other siles, both 
types of thyroid tumour strongly expressed basement mem
brane proteins. Papillary tumours in particular showed 
thickening and reduplication of the basement membrane, a 
feature uncommon in follicular tumours. Although both types 
of tumour showed clase epithelial-endothelial basement 
membrane contact, fusion was rare. Loss of basement 
membrane was observed in follicles within adjacent normal 
follicles and veins invaded by neoplastic follicular epithelium. 
These results confirm that there are differences in the ex
pression of basement membrane structures in these tumours. 
lnteractions between the basement membrane, extracellular 
matrix, cell adhesion molecules and neoplastic epithelium 
are relevant in tumour progression. These are the subject of 
further study. 
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277. PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMA IN YOUNG 
PATIENTS - A REVIEW OF 55 CASES. 

Ana L Clode, Jorge Soares, M. Limbert, E Limbert. Servi
cio de Patologia Morfologica and Servi9io de Endocrinologia, 
IPOFG, Centro de Lisboa. Portugal. 

Fifty-five cases of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) oc
curring in patients aged under 20 years (children and ado
lescents - group A ) were reevaluated for thei r clinical and 
morphological characteristics (38 cases available for 
hlstologlcal review). They are part of a series of 294 PTC 
treated by total thyroidectomy (and 131 1 in sorne cases) 
during a 17-year period. An adult group of 256 PTC patients 
(group B) was used for comparative purposes regarding 
stage at presentation (local extension and metastases), 
macroscopy (diffuse/nodular), histology [ «Common» vs. 
«uncommon» types ( diffuse sclerosing, diffuse follicular, 
mucoepidermoid, insular, trabecular) ] and disease evolu
tion. 

Extraglandular Diffuse forms .. uncommon .. Unfavourable 
extenslon histology outcome 

GroupA 60.0% 26.3% 34.2% 12.7% 

GroupB 19.7% 1.9% 3.5% 16.8% 

Ali patients belonging to !he young group are alive al the 
end of the follow-up period (range: 6 - 326 months) and only 
7 had an unfavorable outcome (recurrence and/or 
metastases). In the adult group, followed during the same 
period of time , 18 patients died of disease, 213 are alive 
without disease and 25 are alive with persisten! disease. 

We conclude that PTC occurring in young patients more 
frequently exhibits ag ressive forms of presentation -
extrathyroid extension, diffuse tumors and «Uncommon» 
histology - than those found in adults. However, they behave 
quite favorably when compared to the adult group, which 
reinforces that age influences the disease prognosis and 
points to a better response to treatment in young patients. 

This study was partially supported by a grant from the 
Ministerio da Saúde ( Projecto de lnvestiga9ao ng 36/91) 

278. REARRANGEMENTS OF RET PROTO-ONCOGENE 
IN PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMAS 

P. Soares, L. Roque, D. Wynford-Thomas, S. Castedo, J. 
Soares and M. Sobrinho-Sim6es. University of Porto, Portu
gal; Cancer lnstitute of Lisboa, Portugal; and University of 
Wales, U.K 

The proportion of papillary thyroid carcinomas with 
rearrangements of RET proto-oncogene varies considerably 
between difieren! series. We found rearrangements of this 
gene in 2 out of 13 papillary carcinomas (15.4%). In both 
tumours structural chromosomal abnormalities involving band 
1 Oq11 (where RET proto-oncogene is located) were de
tected by conventional cytogenetics. Signs of vascular and/ 
or lymphatic invasiveness were observed in the two «posi
tive" tumors; the series is however too small to allow definite 
conclusions on the pathogenic meaning of this finding. Our 
results confirm the presence of RET rearrangements in a 
minority of papillary carcinomas. Apart from !he possibility 
that sorne rearrangements may ha ve been missed by South-
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ern b lot analysis, we suggest three explanations for this low 
frequency: 1 ) lt may be that RET activation is simply 
statistically less likely to occur than alternative (as yet un
known) activating events in this tumour; 2) lt may be a 
relatively late secondary event; or 3) lt may reflect the low 
frequency of a hitherto unrecognized sub-population of 
follicularcells which is uniquely responsive to the biochemical 
signa! provided by the activated RET kinase. 

279. SOLITARY FIBROUS TUMOR OF THE THYROID 

G.L. Taccagni, M.R. Terreni A. Cantaboni, J.M. Nesland 
and M. Sobrinho-Simoes; U. of Milano, ltaly; Norwegian 
Radium Hospital, Oslo, Norway; U. of Porto, Portugal 

Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) was first reported asan entity 
in 1931 by Klemperer and Rabin. For many years it was 
believed that the lesion arose exclusively in the pleura as 
solitary (or localized) fibrous mesothelioma. Subsequently 
SFT were observed in other cavities lined by serosa (peri
toneum and pericardium), in parenchymal organs or in 
structures lined only partly by a serous membrane (lung, 
mediastinurn, liver), and recently in organs lacking a serous 
lining (nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses, parotid gland). This 
report is the first on three cases of SFT (two woman, one 
man; 32 to 61 years) arising from thyroid stroma. Biologic 
behavior of these tumours was benign, without disease 
recurrence at the same site or at distan! locations even alter 
long follow up periods (4 to 5 years). Grossly, !he tumours 
were clearly delimited but only partly encapsulated. The 
following histomorphologic growth patterns were observed: 
1) bundles in storiform configuration; 2) non structured bun
dles; 3) fibrous; 4) highly cellular, non structured; 5) loase, 
non structured; 6) hemangiopericytic and 7) lipomatous. 
lmmunohistochemically, the tumor cells in ali three lesions 
demonstrated intense, diffuse vimentin positivity and focal , 
less intense actin positivity. Electron microscopy revealed 
prevalently immature mesenchymal cells characterized by 
abundan! intermediate filaments in large bundles and globu
lar structures, relatively well structured cilia, and abundan! 
basal lamina material. In addition to this type of cell we 
observed others which expressed sorne differentiation char
acteristics: cells with adipose and myofibroblastic differentia
tion, and fibroblastic and myofibroblastic. The different 
histomorphologic patterns in our cases may be related to 
various stages in the natural history of the lesion. The areas 
with higher cellularity may correspond to earlier phases of 
grow1h, cellular areas mixed with vascular structures and 
stroma to an intermediate grow1h phase, and a prevalen! 
stromal reaction to regression or involution stages. The 
presence of lipomatous areas in one of our cases was 
probably related to a peculiarity of thyroid stromal tissue, 
which develops this type of metaplasia both in normal gland 
aging and due to involution of benign follicular neoplasms. 
Thus, in the course of the natural history of the lesion, a 
variable proportion of the proliferating cell population, start
ing from a non committed mesenchymal cell, would undergo 
differentiation towards one or more mature mesenchymal 
lines. Therefore, our cases represen! a new primitive 
mesenchymal lesion of the thyroid, which should be included 
in differential diagnosis of the following neoplastic entities: 
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1 med""'"' "";oomo (•p;odle oell '";ety), h: moog;o
pericytoma, schwannoma, fibroma and fibrosarcoma, poly
morphic lipoma, spindle cell lipoma and !liposarcoma) 

fibromatosis, fasciitis, and benign and malignnant fibrous 

histiocytoma. 

280. GROWTH HORMONE-, PROLACTIN- ANO b
CHORIONIC GONADOTROPIN mRNA IN PITUITARY 
ADENOMAS BY IN SITU-HYBRIDIZATION USING DIF

FERENT DETECTION METHODS 

G. Tallen, W. Saeger, S. Fehr, H. Uhlig, and D.K. Lüdecke, 

Hamburg, F.R.G. , Marienkrankenhaus, lnsti tute fo r 

Cellbiochemistry and Clinical Neurobiology, and Department 
of Neurosurgery, University of Hamburg 

63 pituitary tumors in acromegaly and 20 prolactinomas 

were studied by in situ-hybridization (ISH) using digoxigenin
UTP labelled and 35S-labelled probescoding forGH·, prolactin
and BHCG-mRNA and the results were correlated to the 

corresponding immunohistological hormone content. In all 

the 63 adenomas in acromegaly, GH-mRNA was revealed , 
also prolactin-mRNA in 59 and BHCG-mRNA in 36 adenomas. 

Concerning GH, the comparison of the 2 ISH-methods did 

not reveal any diflerences. Prolactin-mRNA was demon
strated in 40 adenomas in acromegaly by the non-isotopic 

detection system and merely in 32 adenomas by the radioac

tive method. All of the 20 prolactinomas showed prolactin
gene expression, whereas GH-mRNA was present in 12, and 

BHCG-mRNA in 2 adenomas. Our findings indicate that the 

different hybridization signals and the corresponding 
immunohistological hormone content were found as ex

pected by the difieren! clinical hyperfunctions. The meaning 

of the additionally found signals and of the discrepancies 
between the signals and the hormone content has to be 

discussed. 

281. PAPILLARY DIFFERENTIATED THYROID CARCI
NOMAS: PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN 75 CASES 

Tanda F, Cossu S, Canu L, Cossu A, Bosincu L Massarelli 
G. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di Sassari, ltaly 

Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is a well diflerentiated 
tumour which usually undergoes an indolent course and a 
relatively favourable outcome. 

The adequate surgical treatment is a controversia! issue 
since a conservative surgery seems to be suflicient to obtain 
comparable results to !hose found using radical surgery. The 
aim of the study is to investigate the pathological findings of 
75 consecutive PTCs, diagnosed in our lnstitute, all treated 
by total thyroidectomy, looking for !hose flndings associated 
with bilaterality and metastases. Sex, age, size, muticentricity, 
location within the gland, presence of a capsule, presence of 
psammoma bodies and lymphoid infiltration have been 

The main findings show that 41 ,3% of cases have 

bilaterality, 83,8% in tumour of bigger size !han 1 cm and 

16,2% in tumour with size between 1 and 0,6 cm. None case 

smaller than 0,6 cm is bilateral . 17 ,3% of cases have lymph 

node metastases; all of them are localized in a subcapsular 

location. These flndings suggest that tumours smaller than 
0,6 cm and with intraparenchymal location can be safely 

treated with a conservative surgery; !hose smaller than 1 cm 

have a low risk of bilaterality. Tumours bigger !han 1 cm are 
frequently associated with bilaterallty and !hose in subcapsular 

location have an high risk of metastases. 

282. DETECTION OF NUMERICAL CHROMOSOMAL 

ABERRATIONS ON THYROID TUMORS BY FLUORES

CENCE IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION 

D. Taruscio'·2, M.L. Carcangiu3 . T. Ried' , D.C. Ward'. 'Dept. 
of Genetics, Vale University, New Haven, USA. 2Dept. of 

Ultrastructures, lstituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, ltaly. 
3Dept. of Pathology, Yale University, New Haven, USA 

Specific genetic changes in tumors are receiving a grow

ing attention as their role in the initiation and progression of 
neoplasia can be ver¡ importan!. Cytogenetic analysis of 

hemopoietic malignancies has revealed several specific 
structural anomalies (translocations, inversions, deletions) 

as well as numerical aberrations (gains or losses) of chromo
somes. 

With regard to thyroid neoplasms, little is known about the 

occurrence of such changes, although cytogenetic studies 
on chromosome preparations obtained from in vitro cultures 
have been performed by several groups. In fact, it is well 
documented that thyroid tissue is diflicult to cultivate on 
account of the ver¡ low mitotic index. Metaphase cells are 
ver¡ scant and chromosomes often display low quality for 
banding analyses. A difieren! approach is represented by 
flou rescence in situ hybridization, in order to reduce these 
difliculties and to increase the knowledge about the numeri
cal chromosomal pattern of these solid tumors. In particular, 
this approach allows to detect numerical chromosome dis
orders on metaphases as well as directly on interphase 

nuclei, so that culturing of tumoral cells is not required and 
secondary chromosomal changes, due to difieren! growth 

caracteristics of cultured cells, will be nota problem. 

evaluated. 

We ha ve performed double fluorescence in situ hybridiza

tion on isolated nuclei and on tissue sections of twelve cases 
of thyroid pathology: two adenomas, one follicular carcinoma 
and nine papillary carcinomas. A set of nine alpha-satellite 
DNA probes, specificforchromosomes#1 , 3, 7, 9, 11 , 12, 17, 
18 and X, was used to investigate the presence of numerical 
chromosome aberrations within such specimens. Numerical 
chromosomal aberrations were found in all the specimens 

examined. Histological malignancy correlated with a larger 
number of chromosomal abnormalities. _ ______ J 
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283. THE NUCLEI OF PAPILLARY CARCINOMA REVISITED 

A. Trillo and l. Zayid. Victoria General Hospital and 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Ganada. 

The nuclei of papillary thyroid carcinoma display charac
teristic appearances which have been used for diagnostic 

purposes. Ground glass, optically clearor orphan Annie eyed 

as well as nuclear groove are the most commonly cited. The 
reason for the peculiar appearance of the nuclei remain 
unclear. As an attempt to elucidate the nature of these 
nuclear features, we studied ten papillary thyroid carcino
mas. Paired tissue samples were fixed in glutaraldehyde and 

in 10% buffered formalin and studied by light- and electron 

microscopy. Optically clear nuclei, ground glass nuclear 

pseudoinclusions and nuclear grooving were observed by 
light microscopy in both glutaraldehyde and formalin-fixed 

tissues. Electron microscopic examination of glutaraldehyde 
and formalin-fixed samples showed the following nuclear 

patterns: Finely dispersed chromatin with chromatin 

margination, central nuclear clearing with chromatin con
fined to a narrow peripheral rim, nuclear cytoplasmic 

pseudoinclusions, and deep nuclear indentations which at 

times were traversing almost the entire nucleus. In addition, 
small intranuclear inclusions types 1 and 111 were present 
more clearly in glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue. These observa
tions suggest that the optically clear nuclei as seen by light 
microscopy are the result of fine dispersion or clearing of 
chromatin with subsequent margination. The ground glass 

nuclei are the result of cytoplasmic nuclear pseudoinclusions 

caused by invagination of nuclear membranes. The nuclear 
groove is the result of single, narrow, deep nuclear indentation. 
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284. MORPHOMETRIC TEXTURE ANAL YSIS OF NOR
MAL ANO NEOPLASTIC PARATHYROID GLANDS BASED 
ON 3 GRAY LEVEL ZONES 

P. Unger, MD, Z. Liu, MEE, J . Barba, Ph.D.', J . Gil, MD. 
Department of Pathology, Mount Sinai Hospital , New York, 
NY 10029; and ·oepartment of Electrical Engineering, City 
College of CUNY, New York, NY. USA 

This study was designed to compare by morphometric 
texture analysis normal (1 O cases) and neoplastic parathyroid 
glands (1 O adenomas and 9 carcinomas). The approach 
consisted of manual tracings of nuclear profiles of the cells 
followed by histogram formation of the enclosed nuclear area 
and gray level standardization based on transforming im
ages to occupy a predetermined range of the non-linear 
camera-monitor characteristic. The range of gray levels was 
divided into three equal zones and their average was com
puted and all pixels in each zone were replaced by their 
average. This resulted in the division of the nuclear profiles 
into multiple texture primitives (textons) which were labelled 
white, gray and dark. The average combined area was 
tabulated for specimens with the same diagnoses and linear 
regression plots of the texton area against the total nuclear 
area were prepared. The average areas were: 

Dark 

Gray 

White 

Carcinomas Adenomas Normal 

7.10 6.62 1.80 ,_ 
9.50 7.66 1.12 

~ 

8.30 5.87 1.66 

Linear regression plots against nuclear area showed cor
relation between gray and nuclear areas in both groups with 
no correlation with the white and dark areas. Multivariate 
cluster analysis techniques from the field of pattern recogni
tion and neural network analysis achieved classification of all 
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GASTROINTESTINAL 

285. PROTEOL YTIC ACTIVITY IN HUMAN RECTAL CANCER 

Knut-Jan Andersen', Nils-Petter Aardal2 and lngvar 
Moberg2.' Division of Clinical Cell Biology, Medical Department 
A and 2The Gade lnstitute, Department of Pathology, Uni
versity of Bergen, Haukeland Sykehus, N-5021 Bergen, 
Norway 

The most importan! biological difference between benign 
and malignan! colorectal tumors is the tendency ol the latter 
to invade surrounding tissue and metastasize. The ability of 
proteolytic enzymes ol cellular origin to degrade compone nis 
ol the extracellular matrix suggests that these enzymes may 
ha vean importan! role in tumor expansion and invasion. The 
purpose ol this study was to look for a possible increased 
activity of these enzymes in rectal cancers. Fresh tumor 
tissue lrom 8 patients with carcinoma ol the rectum were 
lrozen and stored at -80°C. The normal mucosal control were 
taken 1 o cm lrom the tumor edge. Tissue homogenates were 
assayed lor proteolytic enzyme activity using higly sensitive 
spectrofluorimetric enzyme assays. The results demonstrate 
a statistically increased activity ol cathepsin L (p<0.002); 
cathepsin B, tripeptidyl peptidase 11 , neutral a-glucosidase 
(p<0.01 ); cathepsin H, mono amino oxidase (p<0.02) ; 
tripeptidyl peptidase 1, leucine ~-napthylamidase, and acid ~
glucosidase (p<0.05) in the tumors. The activity ol alkaline 
phosphatase, y-glutamyl transferase, Dipeptidyl peptidase 1, 
11 and IV, N-acetyl-~-glucosamnidase, acid ~-galactosidase, 
acid phosphatase, and tryptase were not statistically in
creased. The results may explain the high collagenolytic 
activity observed during invasion ol rectal cancers. 

286. EXPERIMENTAL COLORECTAL CANCER: A COM
PARATIVE STUOY OF CA 19-9 ANO CA 72-4 AFTER 
TREATMENT WITH 5-FLUOROURACIL ANO FOLINIC 
ACID 

M. Abad, J. Noriega, M.J. Pedraz, A. Bullón, A. González, 
P. Rivas, E. Muñoz, J.J. Cruz, J.I. Paz. Hospital Clínico. 
Salamanca. Spain 

In the present work we analyze the modilications occurring 
in two tumor-associated antigens CA 19-9 and CA 72-4 in 52 
Sprague-Dawley rats with colorectal cancer induced by 
dimethylhydrazine (30 mg/kg s.c. over 30 weeks). Later, 9 
animals were subjected to chemotherapy with 5 Fluorouracil 
(FU) (1 O mg/kg p.o. over 5 weeks) and 17 to FU plus folinic 
acid (60 mg/kg s.c. over 5 weeks). Serum determination ol 
the labels was performed by IRMA. The incidence ol tumors 
was 81 % in the untreated animals; 84,2% in those treated 
with FU and 58,8% in !hose treated with the FU + Folinic Acid 
combination. No significan! differences were observed in the 
serum values of CA 19-9 among the different groups, al

though the highest values were lound when metastasis was 

present. There were, however, significan! differences (p<0.05) 
between the group with tumors and !hose treated with FU + 
Folinic Acid when CA 72-4 was evaluated. These findings 
confirm that the most cytotoxic effect is produced by the FU 

+ Folinic Acid combination. 

287. HIGH GRADE DISSEMINATED L YMPHOMA PRE
SENTING AS MUL TIPLE POL YPOID LESIONS IN THE 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT: A CASE REPORT 

E. Abreu, M.A.M. Rodrigues, M.E. Marques and F.L. 
Schmitt.; Botucatu Medica! School, UNESP, Brazil 

Multiple lymphomatous polyps are the least common type 
ol primary gastrointestinal lymphomas. We report a high 
grade disseminated malignan! lymphoma presenting as 
multiple polypoid lesions in the GI tract in a 64-year-old white 
woman. The necropsy study revealed a widely disseminated 
diffuse centroblastic lymphoma involving the GI tract as 
multiple sessile and umbilicated lesions in the stomach, 
jejunum and ileum. Systemic spread was detected in the 
kidneys, lungs, pancreas, adrenals, thyroid, uterus and 
ovaries. There was no apparent lymph node, spleen and 
bon e marrow envolvement. The immunohistochemical studies 
on paraffin sections were positive lor CD 20 (L26) and 
negative lor CD 45R (UCHL). The peculiar distribution of the 
malignan! lymphoid cells seen in this case suggests that it 
represents a primary lymphoma ol mucosa associated 
lymphoid tissue and should be distinguished from the entity 
multiple lymphomatous polyposis which is a lymphoma of B 
cell centrocytic type. 

288. LECTIN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY IN DEVELOP
ING RAT COLON ANO HUMAN COLONIC NEOPLASMS 

Mural B. Alkanat, Müge Tun9yürek. Ege University Medi
ca! School, Bornova, lzmir, Turkey 

Twenty rats of foetal, suckling, weanling and adult ages, 
five colonic adenomas and five colon carcinomas were 
detected ímmunohistochemically for their glycoprotein con
tents. Peanut agglutinin (PNA), ulex europeus agglutinin
type 1 (UEA-1), wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), and soybean 
agglutinin (SBA) were used for immunohistochemical assays. 

Sections from formol fixed, paraffin embedded tissues 
were stained with peroxidase-antiperoxidase and avidin
biotin antiperoxidase techniques. 

PNA and UEA-1 lectin-binding intensity decreased in rats 
with increasing age, whereas WGA and SBA binding patterns 
did not change significantly. While UEA-1 did not bind to 
colonic adenomas, except a villous adenoma, it showed 
intense binding to colon carcinomas. Also PNA had affinity 
for colonic adenomas and carcinomas. 

We suggested that, a return to foetal characteristics in 
colon mucosa occurs in colonic neoplasms, and this property 
is successfully revealed by UEA-1. 

289. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL OBSERVATIONS ON 
ENDOSCOPIC INTESTINAL BIOPSIES FROM PATIENTS 
WITH ULCERATIVE COLITIS (UC) ANO CROHN'S DIS
EASE (CD) 

V.A.F. Alves, M.A.M. Rodrigues', P.R. Arruda Alves and 
A. hABR-GAMA; Sao Paulo Medical School, USP, Brazil and 
*Botucatu Medica! School, UNESP,Brazil 

Endoscopic intestinal biopsies (n=82) lrom patients with 
UC (n=47), CD (n=23) and controls (n=1 2) were submitted to 
the searchof CEA, p S100 prole in, Factor VIII and macrophage 
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marker HAM56 through avidin-biotin-peroxidase on 4-mi
crometer sections from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
tissue aiming al discriminating patterns of antigen expression 
in each entity. CEA (or the related NCA) staining was 
considerably higher in the cytoplasm or cell membranes in 
histologically active inflammation of UC cases. Dendritic 
cells and hypertrophic nerve fibers found either in UC or CD 
were found strongly positive for S100 protein. Neoformed 
vessels showed strong staining of endothelial cells for Factor 
VIII in both pathologic conditions. Although HAM56 was very 
useful to enhance the finding of macrophage crowdings, 
especially in CD no pathognomonic pattern was character
ized. The attempt to apply «numerical seores» of antigen 
expression for the differential diagnosis in these conditions 
was unsuccessful. However, several immunohistochemical 
reactions enabled the visualization of morphological structures 
useful as diagnostic hints which, in several samples were not 
clearly identified in histological grounds alone. 

290. FOLLOW-UP OF GASTRIC INTESTINAL 
METAPLASIA. ANAL YSIS OF COSTS ANO BENEFITS 

R. Barbazza, R. Manconi, G. Sacchi, R. Giordano and V. 
Stracca-Pansa; Pathology Dept. of Mi rano, San Dona', Dolo 
And Ven ice (College of Pathologists of Provincia di Venezia). 
ltaly 

Gastric intestinal metaplasia (G IM) su lphomucin + (type 
111) is variably regarded as precancerous on a long-term 
basis. 1 na perspective study of 223 patients (pts) we analyzed 
costs of follow-up ranging from 12 to 88 mo. (mean 37 .5) of 
the 112 GIM cases found (type 111 : 19). A total of 386 
endoscopy (END) biopsies were processed by convenzional 
histology (CI) and special histochemistry (SH) to classify 
GIM. Two of 19 pis developed early cancer (EC) alter 60 and 
72 mo. END follow-up of the 112 pis costed 25.283.000 Lit., 
CI plus SH cost was 85.533.740, each GIM type 111 being 
5.832.460, and one EC 55.408.307. Alternatively END plus 
CI without SH would been 34.658.940 and each EC 
17.329.470. SH made only in the 59 pts aged more !han 65 
would have costed 29.857.360 to find one EC. 

Costs of a follow-up of GIM on a routine basis are unac
ceptably high and largely prevail over benefits. 

291. AgNOR TECHNIQUE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS ANO 
COLONIC ADENOCARCINOMAS 

M. Muscara, G. Giuffre, G. Tuccari and G. Barresi.; 
Dipartimento di Patologia Umana, Universita degli Studi di 
Messina, l taly 

In order to investigate the proliferative activity of the 
colonic mucosa in patients (pts) with long-standing ulcerative 
colitis (UC) we have applied the AgNOR technique according 
to Ploton et al. (1986) to 61 biopsy specimens from 36 pts with 
active UC (AUC) and from 25 pts with inactive UC (IUC); in 
addition, we have examined 32 specimens of colon ic 
adenocarcinomas (AC) and 21 specimens of normal colonic 
mucosa (NCM). For each case we have counted the total 
AgNOR number per nucleus (TN) in 100 cells; the pis were 
pooled for each histological class, the mean values and the 
standard deviations of TN were calculated (NCM 3±0.49; 
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IUC 7.27±3.4; AUC 14.84±5.21; AC 15.99±4.28). The 
unpaired t-test applied to the AgNOR seores allowed to 
discriminate (P <0.001) AUC versus (vs) NCM, AUC vs IUC 
and IUC vs NCM; moreover, an equivalen! P value was 
obtained when IUC and AC were compared. No statistical 
significance between AUC and AC was recorded. 

In long-standing UC the AgNOR technique can be consid
ered an additional histochemical method forthe evaluation of 
the cellular proliferative activity; the comparable seores of TN 
in AUC and AC may be considered a further morphological 
demostration of the increased neoplastic risk in pis with AUC. 

292. ACUTE APPENDICITS OR " ACUTE APPENDICITS?»: 
CAUSES OF ERRORS-ECOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

B. Belyavskaya., Medicar lnstitute, Lviv , Ukraine 

Within one year the first aid hospital in Lviv (Ukraine) 
recieved 1177 patients(P) (751 females and 426 males) with 
the diagnosis(D) of acule (Ac) appendicits (Ap), «Ac Ap?». 
However, in the hospital reception section this D was rejected 
for 533 P ( 45,2% of all P), including 372 women ( 49,5% of the 
females) and 161 men (37,8% of the males). Thatmeansthat 
while diagnosing before hospitalisation errors were made or 
almost hall of the P. Those were other nosological forms 
which we distributed into tour big groups: 1 ).gastrointestinal 
diseases (Ds)- 277 P (52% of the rejected D); 2).urological 
Ds- 188 P (25,9%); 3).gynecological Ds- 47 P (54,7%); 4).the 
rest- not included in the first three groups. 644 , were 
hospitalized. Nevertheless, the D «Ac Ap» was rejected for 
74 of !hose P (11 ,5%) and they were not operated on. For 14 
out of 570 operated P the D was changed during the opera
tion and appendectomy was not carried out. Forthe other 556 
P (47,2% of the P brought to the hospital with the D of «Ac 
Ap») the D of «Ac Ap» was clinically confirmed. In the 
pathohystological way suppurative and gangrenous Ap re
vealed for 353 P (63,49%), catarrhal Ap for 26 (4,68%) P. The 
appendices without any hystological changes of 167 P (30%) 
were removed, that is, appendectomy was carried out to no 
purpose. For the most part there were removed appendices 
(without hystological changes) of females at the age of 14-
18, 60 years and older, males: 26-30 years. The peak of 
groundless appendectomy was in August when the local 
sanitarian epidemic inspection registered the peak of Ac 
intestinal Os. The mínimum of groundless appendectomy 
was in January and July when the mínimum of Ac intestine Os 
was also registered. 

293. LINITIS PLASTICA OF THE STOMACH: STUDY OF 
82 CASES 

Bellefqih S. , Prade M. , Theobald S., Bognel C. Duvillard 
P., LasserPh. , RougierPh. -lnstitut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, 
France 

We ha ve studied 82 cases of linitis plastica of the stomach 
between 1969 and 1991 treated at lnstitut Gustave Roussy 
(IGR), to evaluate the relation between their clinical and 
pathological characteristics. The study was performed on 37 
males and 47 females with a mean age of 49 years. The 
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lesion was diffuse in 21 cases, was present in the distal third 
in 28 cases, in the proximal third in 14 cases and in the middle 
one in 19 cases. This las! location predominated in females 
(79 %). Resection was perfomed in 52 cases (68 %), total 
gastrectomy in 27 cases and partial gastrectomy in 25 cases. 
For !he las! 30 pa1ients, 18 had laparotomy without resection, 
and for the other 12 patients, only biopsy was done. Histo
logical classification was done according to that o! IGR in 52 
cases. The transparietal extension reached the serous cavities 
(TS) in 69.6 % o! cases and reached the neighbouring organs 
(T6) in 30.4% of the cases. Regional lymph nades (LN) 
metastasis (NI) was found in 20 % of the cases and distan! LN 
metastasis in 55 . 6 % (N2) . In 24 % of cases no metastasis 
was found (NO). Submucous lymphatic emboli (E) were 
present in 73 % of the cases, subserous emboli in 40 %, and 
venous emboli in 3 % of !he cases. Neural invasion (NI) was 
present in all the cases. A correlation was found between 
subserous and submucous emboli and !he LN metastasis (P 
< 10-2). The juxta-tumoral mucosa contained lesions of 
superficial and/or interstitial gastritis associated with intestinal 
metaplasia in 40 % of the cases, with mild dysplasia in 40 % 
o! the cases, with moderate dysplasia in 30 % and with 
severe dysplasia in 18 %. The frequency o! the in1es1inal 
me1aplasia increased with age (P = 0.001 ) and predominated 
in male.ln summary, because o! the following observations, 
the behavior of linitis plastica appear d ifferent from other 
types o! gastric carcinoma: the female predominance, the 
frequent incidence in young patients, and f inaly, its wide 
extension explaining the difficulty o! radical surgical resec
tion. 

294. EPITHELIAL MARKERS IN ANORECTAL MALIG
NANT MELANOMA. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 
OF 13 CASES 

O. Ben-lzhak, L. Auslander, S. Weill , M. Lurie and C . 
Lichtig. Rambam Medical Center, Haifa; Hillel-Yafe Hospital, 
Hadera; Carmel Hospital, Haifa, Israel 

Following investigation o! a case o! amelanotic malignan! 
melanoma (MM) o! the anal canal wich showed diffuse 
staining with antibody (Ab) to polyclonal CEA (P-CEA), we 
conducted a retrospective study in paraffin sections of 13 
cases o! anorectal MM, using antibodies to various epithelial 
markers. All cases showed diffuse staining with Vimentin Ab 
(DAKO; 1 :15) and HMB45 (ENZO; 1 :2500). Staining with 
S 100 Ab (DPC; prediluted) was diffuse in 8/13, showed focal 
to single-cells s1aining in 3/13 and negative in 2/13. P-CEA 
Ab (DAKO; 1 :700) showed diffuse staining in 4/13 (including 
2 amelanotic tumors which also lacked junctionaV in-situ 
componen!) and focal to single-cells staining in 5/13. Stain
ing with monoclonal CEA Ab (M-CEA, DAKO; 1 :30) was 
negative in all cases. Broad-spectrum cytokeratin Ab (B.S. 
Ker, DPC; 1 :20) showed only single-cells staining in 3/13. 
Staining with low-molecular weight cytokeratin Ab (CAM 5.2, 
Becton Dickinson; 1 :20), EMA (DAKO; 1 :1 O), B72 (BTI; 
prediluted) and Leu M 1 (Becton Dickinson; 1 :50) were nega
tive in all cases. 

We conclude that (1) Staining with P-CEA is no! rare in 
L norectal MM. This «anomalous» staining should be recog-

nized by surgical pathologists. Since staining o! tumor cells 
was completely negative using M-CEA, !he staining by P
CEA may be due to the presence o! cross reacting proteins 
(like Nonspecific Cross reacting Antigens) in melanoma 
cells. (2) Anorec1al MM show extensive staining using con
ventional melanoma markers (Vimentin, HMB45, S 100) and, 
excluding P-CEA, do no! show significantstaining by epithelial 
cell markers. 

295. MUCOSAL CARBOHYDRATE PATTERN IN IN
FLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE 

G.M. Boehmer, J. Prechtl, H. Moerk, F. Seibold, P. Weber. 
Departmen1 of ln1ernal Medicine 1, Univeristy of Tuebingen, 
F.R.G. 

Glycoproteins and glycolipids are components of cell 
membrane as well as mucins. They are involved in adhesion 
processes and cell-to-cell communication. The expression of 
the sugar determinants changes during ontogeny and in 
certain pathological conditions, e.g. malignancies. The car
bohydrate pattern of epithelium can be evaluated by com
plementary lectin binding. We investigated the expression of 
terminal and subterminal sugar residues of mucosal 
glycoconjugates of ileal and colonic mucosa. Biopsies from 
different bowel segments of patients with Crohn's Disease 
and Ulcerative Colitis as well as healthy controls were 
examined. A panel of nine lectins (RCA, ConA, UEA, WGA, 
DBA, SBA, HPA, GSll , PNA) with different specificities was 
used in d irect peroxidase technique. As the oligosaccharide 
structu res are citen covered by terminal sialic acid, parallel 
sections were preincubated with neuraminidase. In all biopsy 
specimen of patients and controls terminal galactosamine, 
galactose, mannose and glucosamine determinants could 
be detected. Cellular and regional differences in the staining 
pattern could be demonstrated. The PNA receptor (D-Gal-
1,3 GalNAc) was found predominantly in ileum similar to UEA 
which did not stain epithelium in colon nor rectosigmoid. The 
preincubation with neuraminidase revealed additional 
receptors only for galactosamine and mannose specific 
lectins. The pattern of sugar residues may reflect disease 
activity and progress in inflammatory disease. 

296. THE DIAGNOSIS OF A-GVHD IN THE COLONIC 
BIOPSY AFTER BMT. RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 85 
CASES 

JA Bombí, A. Nadal, E. Carreras, J . Muñoz, A.Cardesa. 
Department of Pathology, Hospital Clinic, Faculty of Medici
ne, University of Barcelona. Barcelona. Spain 

We reviewed 85 colonic biopsies from 65 patients under
going bone marrow transplantation (BMT), 58 allogeneic and 
7 autologous, to assess different morphological changes 
related to !he acule graft-vs-host disease (A-GVHD). Only 5 
biopsies were done befare the day 20 post-BMT. 

We studied the thickness and the presence of ulcers and 
atrophy in the mucosa; the nuclear atypia and inflammatory 
infiltra te in the surface epithelium; the degeneration, atrophy, 
dilation of the glands and the crypt abscesses. In the glandu
lar epithelium we searched for apoptosis and intraepithelial 
lymphocytes. In the corion we looked forthe focal periglandular 
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infiltrate (FPGI), inflammatory infiltrate, edema, fibrosis, in
crease of capillary vessels and presence of muciphages and 
clusters of enterochromaffine cells. We related these findings 
to the following clinical parameters: type of BMT, time post
BMT, diarrhoea, clinical diagnosisof A-GVHD and the degree 
of hepatic and cutaneous GVHD. 

We found apoptosis of the glandular epithelium in 53 
cases. This finding was statistically significan! when related 
to the clinical diagnosis of A-GVHD (p<0.009) but occasionally 
it was found in auto-BMT patients and in the 60% of our cases 
with less than 20 days of BMT. The FPGI was found in 12 
cases, and it was closely related to apoptosis and diarrhoea 
(p<0.03). Changes such as degeneration, atrophy, dilation 
and crypt abscesses were frequent in patients with A-GVHD, 
but they did not reach statistical significance. 

The presence of apoptosis has a predictive value of 90% 
for the diagnosis of A-GVHD. The presence of FPGI is of 
greal suspicion for apoptosis, and it is importan! to know it in 
the cases with scarce presence of this cellular death. 

297. MORPHOMETRY OF GASTRIC (FUNDIC) ENDO· 
CRINE CELLS IN HYPERGASTRINEMIC PATIENTS 
TREATED WITH OCTREOTIDE 

C. Bordi, C. Azzoni, F.P. Pilato, F. Robutti, P. Caruana, B. 
Annibale, and G. Delle Fave. U. of Parma; Gen. Hospital 
Alessandria; U. " La Sapienza», Rome, ltaly 

The somatostatin analogue octreotide (SMS 201-995) 
inhibits growth of endocrine tumours. In this study its effects 
on the endocrine cell hyperplasia of fundic mucosa of 
hypergastrinemic patients, a preneoplastic condition for gas trie 
carcinoids, were investigated. Endoscopic fundic biopsies 
were collected from patients with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome 
(ZES) (n=4), antral G cell hyperplasia (AGCH) (n=4) and 
atrophic gastritis type A (AGA) (n=4) befare and afler 3 
months' treatment with octreotide 100 mg/bid se and 3 
months afler drug discontinuance. Sections were stained 
with Grimelius method and immunoreaction for somatostatin 
(SMS) and alpha-HCG. The volume density of stained cells 
was morphometrically evaluated. In all patients except 2 
octreotide treatmentsignificantly reduced serum gastrin levels 
though afien not for the entire extent of the treatment period. 
Reduction (> 10%) of vol u me density of argyrophil (mostly 
ECL) cells afler 3 months' treatment was found in 9 patients 
(75%; 87.5% of cases of ZES and AGA) , depending on either 
decrease of area size or frequency of ECL cell profiles or 
both. Reduction was not observed in the 2 patients in which 
serum gastrin was not lowered. The gastrin dependen! 
expression of alpha-HCG was reduced in 6 cases (50%) but 
not in the 2 with persisting hypergastrinemia. No specific 
changes were found in SMS cells. Three months afler drug 
withdrawal rebound of serum gastrin levels was found in all 
patients. lt was accompanied by increase in ECL cell vol u me 
density and area size (92% and 77%, respectively; 100% if 
AGCH cases are excluded). 11 is concluded that 3 months' 
treatment with octreotide is effective in reducing gastrin 
dependen! changes in ECL cells. Variations of ECL cell 
vol u me density are at least partially related to changes of cell 
size. Although these effects are largely depending on the 
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concomitan! decrease in serum gastrin, being less pro
nounced in cases of AGCH (with lower basal levels of 
gastrin), a direct effect of octreotide on ECL cells cannot be 
ruled out. 

298. DNA PLOIDY IN EARL Y GASTRIC CARCINOMA. A 
MUL TICENTER FLOW CYTOMETRIC STUDY 

M.Brito, M.l. Filipe, G.Williams, J.Rosa, H.Thompson, 
M.Ormerod. UMDS Guy's Hosp., London; Univ. Cardiff UK; 
IPO Lisbon Portugal; Gen, Hosp. Birmigham UK; lnst. Cancer 
Res., Sutton, UK 

Early gastric carcinomas (EGC) appear to fall into two 
broad categories 1) Small mucosal and superficial spreading 
types, afien depressed lesions slow growing and good 
prognosis; 2) penetrating types PEN A and B, afien raised 
lesions, rapid growing and early metastases. The ability to 
predict tumor behaviour in these lesions will determine the 
clinical management of the patient. We report here the 
results of a multicenter study on the DNA ploidy in EGC from 
100 patients. To our knowledge a similar large series in
vestigation has not been carried out outside Japan. DNA 
content of these tumors was analysed by flow cytometry on 
archiva! material. Follow up greater than 6 months (mean 3,3 
years) was available in 84 patients. Tumors were classified 
according to size, growth pattern and depth of invasion 
(Kodama 1983). Chi square test was used for statistical 
analysis. The majority oftumors were diploid (61 %). Significan! 
correlation was observed between ploidy and clinical 
pathological parameters. Aneuploidy was more common in 
protruded elevated tumors(61 %) than in flat or depressed / 
excavated types (36,5%) (p=0.001) and in tubular (45,5%) 
compared to signe! ring tumors (17,4%) which are pre
dominately diploid (p=0.016). The majority of PENA tumors 
(70%) and larger tumors of supermucosal type (50%) are 
aneuploid compared to 20% of small\mucosa types (p<0.008). 
DNA ploidy did not correlate with the presence of L. nade 
metastases. There were 5 related deaths among 84 patients 
and the 5 year survival rate was 92%. The small number of 
related deaths of this period precluded any statistical analysis 
on DNA ploidy and survival. Our data suggests that DNA 
ploidy analysis of early gastric carcinomas may play a role in 
the preoperative assesment of tumor behaviour. 

REF: Kodama et al. Cancer 1983;51 :320-326 

299. p53 OVERE XPRESSION IN GASTRIC 
CARCINOGENESIS: A STUDY OF PRECANCEROUS 
LESIONS ANO EARL Y GASTRIC CARCINOMA 

M.J. Brito, M.l.Filipe, G.Williams, D.P.Lane. UMDS Guy's 
Hosp. London; Univ. Cardiff UK; Univ. Dundee UK 

p53 is a tumor suppressor gene which shows mutation in 
a wide variety of human tumors including gastric carcinoma. 
To determine the timing of the mutation event in gastric 
carcinogenesis and relation to progression of the disease, 
th e mutan! p53 phenotype was studied by 
immunohistochemistry (anti-p53 antibody CM1) on archiva! 
material from early gastric carcinomas (EGC=82), dysplastic 
lesions (n=49), intestinal metaplasia (1 M=37) and hyperplasia 
(n=54) adjacent to these carcinomas. Tumors were classi-
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fied into two bread groups: 1) small mucosa! and superficial 
spreading types with or without submucosal invasion and 
slow growing 2) penetrating types (Pen A and B) rapid 
growing tumors. We observed overexpression of p53 
(positive nuclear staining) in 33 EGC (40%) and in five cases 
of dysplasia (10%). None of the areas of IM showed un
equivocal p53 positivity. Hyperplastic areas were negative. 
Fifty tour percent of the tumors of penetrating subtype (Pen 
A and B) known to be associated with a more aggresive 
behaviour were p53 positive, compared to 38% of the small 
mucosal/submucosal groups and to the higher frequency of 
p53 positivity (57%) seen in a previous study on advanced 
carcinomas. These findings suggest that in stomach the p53 
gene mutation may play a role in progression of disease and 
tumor behaviour. 

300. SMALL-BOWEL TRANSPLANTATION IN CHILOREN: 
IN SITU CYTOKINES ANO SERINE ESTERASE B GENE 
EXPRESSION IN ALLOGRAFT REJECTION 

Fromont G, Peuchmaur M, Devergne O, Jan O, Emilie O, 
Goulet O, Brousse N. Hópital Necker, 149, rue de Sevres 
75743 Paris Cedex 15, France 

In situ hybridization was used to determine the expression 
ot IFNy IL 1 p, IL 6, and serine esterase B (SE B) genes in 
intestinal biopsies and surgical specimens from 6 children 
who had undergone small-bowel transplantation. The sam
ples were examined for the presence or absence of histologi
cal signs of rejection. Normal and non specific inflamed 
intestines served as control. 

Cytokine and SE B gene expressions were difieren! in 
gratis and controls. Extensive necrosis of the gratis with 
ongoing acule rejection precluded the detection of cytokine 
mRNA. However, IL6 gene expressing mononuclear cells 
were detected in one biopsy before showing no histological 
evidence of rejection. One graft resected for acule rejection 
was extensively studied: there was expression of IFNy IL 1 ~. 
IL6, and SE B genes. Such cytokine and SE B gene expres
sions were not found in normal control intestine and in small
bowel allograft biopsies without evidence of rejection. The 
cytokine-expressing cells were mononuclear cells in the 
lamina propria; SE B-positive cells were in close contact with 
glands showing partial necrosis. IFNyproduction in intestine 
allografts was correlated with an increased MHC Class 11 

expression by enterocytes. 

The critica! finding of this study was the demonstration of 
a specific expression of 1 L6 and SE B in intestinal grafts. The 
results indica te that cytokines such as 1L1 p, IL6 and IFNyplay 
a role in acute small-bowel allograft rejection, and suggest 
that SE B may be responsable for the appearance of epithelia l 
damages. 

301. CELL PATTERNS IN EPITHELIAL GINGIVAL 
HYPERPLASIA INOUCEO BY CYCLOSPORINE. AN 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY APPROACH 

M.C. Sánchez-Quevedo, G. Moreu, J.A. López-Escámez, 
M. Gónzalez-Jaranay, A. Campos. Dept. Histol. Fac. Med. 
Uni. Granada, Spain 

In the past decade cyclosporine has reached wide accept
ance in therapy for patients undergoing organ transplant. 
Different studies have emphasized the cell biology offibroblast 
and immune cells in gingival connective tissue, but few have 
approached the gingival epithelium with TEM and SEM. 
Specimens of overgrown and healthy tissue obtained during 
gingivectomy were processed for electron microscopy using 
conventional and cytochemical methods. Sections were ex
amined in a Zeiss EM1 OC. Bulk specimens were observed in 
a Philips SEM505. In gingival epithelium basal cells showed 
marked activity as revealed by the presence of hyperplasic 
golgi derivates. Five distinct microscopic patterns in the 
surface of the externalmost cells of the gingival epithelium 
were observed in healthy and hyperplasic specimens. The 
most frequent cellular patterns covering the surface in 
hyperplasia were the reticular and sponge-like types. Despite 
hyperplasic proliferation processes, cells may in fact not be 
shed until they reach final stage of keratinocyte lineage 
differentiation. SEM images showed therefore a well devel
oped keratinized epithelium. 

302. PREVALENCE ANO CHARACTERISTICS OF 
HELICOBACTER PYLORI (H.P.) INFECTION IN NORTH
ERN PORTUGAL 

F. Carneiro, J. Soares, J. Cotter, F. Pereira,J. Pedrosa, D. 
Barrote, E. Fonseca, C. Pinho and M. Sobrinho-Simóes. 
IPATIMUP, University of Porto and Departments of 
Gastrenterology, C.H . Vale Sousa, H. Guimaraes, H. 
Bragarn;:a. Portugal. 

We undertook the present study in order to establish the 
prevalence of H.P. in patients from Northern Portugal and to 
see whether or not the H.P. infection could be related to 
severa! clinico-pathological features. The study included 764 
patients, all of them submitted to endoscopy. Al leas! 6 
gastric biopsies were performed in each palien! (2 in the 
antrum, 2 in the incisura, 2 in the body), except in gastric 
stumps. H.P. infection was evaluated in gastric biopsies 
studied by H.E. and modified Giemsa. The overall preva
lence of H.P. infection was 79.1%. The results according to 
the above-mentioned features showed: 

H.P. +(%) 

Male (n=436) 78.9% 
Female (n=328) 79.4% . 

<40 years (n=211) 86.7% 
40·60years (n=273) 83.1 % 
>60 years( n=280) 69.3%""" 

Non-ulcer-dysp (n=263) 83.7% 
Gastric ulcer (n=102) 85.3% 
Duodenal ulcer (n=l 39) 93.5% 
Erosions (n=68) 89.7% 
Chr.Liver Dis.(n=31) 51.6% 

H.P.+(%) 

Normal mucosa (n=64) 32.1% 
Antral gastritis (n=241) 9 1.7% 
Corpus gastritis (n=28) 42.9% 
Pangastritis (n=365) 88.0%""" 
tExduding stumps and carc. 

Activily presen t (n=638) 88.7% 
Aclivity absent (n=126) 29.4%""" 

l.M. presen t (n=296) 73.3% 
l.M. absen t (n=468) 82.5% .. 

Gastric carcin (n=2B) 53.6% Fov Hyp present (n=103) 87.4% 
Gastric stump (n=38) 32.4% Fov Hyp absent (n=640) 59.1%""" 
..:;Oc;.thc:.er"-s-"(n_=.;;..95'-')----'-'64'-'-.=2º.:.:Yº_ •• _.---'--'tc::E.:.:va=I. in well oriented frag. o the corpus 

• n.s.; •• p=0.003; ••• p=0.0001 

These results demonstrate a high prevalence of H.P. in 
Northern Portugal and confirm the positive association of the 
infection with active gastritis and the negative association 
with l.M .. They show a ligh frequency of infection in u normal" 
mucosas, an association with the type of gastritis and a 
significan! association with foveolar hyperplasia. The low 
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prevalence of infection in the mucosa adjacent to gastric 
cancer probably reflects the high frequency of l.M. in the 
neighborhood of the neoplasias. 

303. IMMUNOHISTOLOGICAL STUDIES OF IL-2 RECEP
TOR IN NORMAL ANO INFLAMED ILEAL MUCOSA 

C. Cuvelier, N. De Wever, M. Schelfhout, M. De Vos, H. 
Mielants, B. Veys, H. Aoels. N. Goormaghtigh lnstitute of 
Pathology, University Hospital, B-9000 Ghent, Belgium 

lnterleukin-2 (IL-2) is a T cell-derived growth factor in
volved in the regulation of B and T lymphocytes. Activated T 
and B cells express IL-2 receptors as also monocytes do. 

In order to examine the presence of activated cells in ileal 
mucosa we studied the IL-2 receptors in ileal mucosal 
biopsias of patients with Crohn's disease, acule or chronic 
ileitis and of normal controls. Therefore we used an enhanced 
AP AAP method on frozen sections. The monoclonal antibody 
used was anti-IL-2r (Dakopatts). 

In control biopsies of normal ileum only scattered positive 
lymphocytes and scarce weakly stained macrophages were 
observed in the lamina propria. In the lymphoid follicles 
isolated positive cells were present. In ileal biopsies featuring 
Crohn's disease or acule or chronic ileitis there was an 
increase of IL-2 receptors in both the lamina propria and the 
dome area and germinal centers. IL-2 receptor positive 
lymphocytes and macrophages were numerous in areas of 
active inflammation. 

This study demonstrated that activated cells are scarce in 
normal mucosa. In contras! they are numerous and express 
variable amounts of IL-2 receptors in inflamed mucosa. Our 
data indicate that inflammatory cells are stimulated to secrete 
IL-2 which can than induce nonspecific cytotoxicity. 

304. DIAMIN E OXIDASE (DAO) AN O TRA NSGLU
TAMINASE (TG) PLAY A KEY ROLE IN PATHOLOGY OF 
THE INTESTINAL TRACT 

M. D'Armiento, F.P. D'Armiento, L.M. Terracciano, F. 
Baldassarre V. Giordano, ·G. D'Argenio, ·s. Daniele • 
L.D'Agostino, A.Vecchione. lnstituteof Pathologyand lnstitute 
of Gastroenterology 11 Faculty of Medicine and Surgery, 
Naples , ltaly 

The distribution of DAO and TG is measured by 
immunohistochemistry in both normal and abnormal tissues 
of the fetus and the adult intestinal trae!. Difieren! distribu
tions were found for various stages of development and there 
was variable amount in pathological condi tions 
(Mucoviscidosis, celiachia, enterocolitis necrotising). When 
the TG level increases the DAO amounts decreased, this 
was observed in 200 cases of new and still born babies. In the 
adult the TG is present in difieren! layers of the colon and 
small intestine, whereas the DAO is present only in the small 
intestine. During Ulcerativa Colitis (ACU) regeneration there 
is large increase in the TG levels in the epithelium (in 43 of 48 
cases). Specifically in the stroma of adenocarcinomas during 
the couse of development the levels increased when the 
prognosis was good (27 ot 31) , while the levels decreased 
when the prognosis was poor and also decreased in ulcera-
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tive phase of ACU. DAO starts to be shown in Chronic 
Atrophic Gastritis with low intestinal metaplasia (33 out of 36) 
and disappears in displasia (21 out of 24). The above data 
shown suggest the key role of these enzymes as markers of 
normal development of the intestinal trae! and of neoplastic 
disease. 

305. C-ERBB-2 EXPRESSION IN PRIMARY GASTRIC 
CARCINOMAS ANO THEIR METASTASES 

L. David, R. Seruca, J .M. Nesland, P. Soares, F, 
Sansonetty, A. Holm, A.L. B0rresen, and M. Sobrinho
Simoes. University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; The Norwegian 
Radium Hospital , Oslo, Norway 

We studied the C-erbB-2 expression and/or gene ampli
fication in a series of 87 primary gastric carcinomas and their 
respective metas tases (n=335) using immunohistochemistry 
and DNA analysis (30 primary tumors and 1 O metastases 
from eight cases). Five out of 87 primary tumors (5.7%) and 
17 out of 335 lymph node metastases (5.1 %) showed un
equivocal membrane immunostaining for c-erbB-2. Seven out 
of 30 primary tumors (23.3%) showed gene amplification 
while amplification was identi fied in 4 out of 1 O metastases 
(40.0%) from three patients. Eight tumors (9.2%) showed c
erbB-2protein immunoreactivity, gene amplification or both. 
Three primary tumors showed gene amplification but 
immunoreactive cells could not be identified. In no case was 
protein overexpression identified in the absence of gene 
amplification. Five cases with c-erbB-2 expression/amplifi
cation were well/moderately differentiated and all the eight 
cases with c-erbB-2 expression/amplification disclosed ag
gressive features. Lymphatic permeation/lymph node 
metastases were found in all the cases and seven cases 
showed vascular invasion as well. In one case there was also 
a liver metastasis. Two cases were early gastric carcinomas 
(T1 sm) showing lymphatic permeation/nodal metastases 
and venous invasion. Six cases were aneuploid. We conclude 
that c-erbB-2 detection/amplification identifies a small pro
portion of aggressive gastric carcinomas that share vascular 
and lymphatic invasiveness, well/moderately diflerentiation 
and aneuploidy. 

306. CDW75 ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN HUMAN GASTRIC 
CARCINOMAS 

L. David, J .M. Nesland, S. Funderud, and M. Sobrinho
Sim5es. University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; The Norwegian 
Aadium Hospital, Oslo, Norway 

The present immunohistochemical study was performed 
to evaluate the expression of CDw75 antigen (considered to 
represen! either the enzyme ~-galactosyl a2,6-
sialyltransferase ora carbohydrate product of that enzyme) 
in gastric carcinomas (n=87), using a monoclonal antibody 
(HH2). Normal looking mucosa and tocio! intestinal metaplasia 
adjacent to the carcinomas were always nonimmunoreactive. 
Two cases showed CDw75 expression in dysplastic glands. 
Thirty six cases (41.4%) were immunoreactive in the primary 
tumors and/or in the metastases. A very close relationship 
was found between the expression of the CDw75 antigen in 
primary tumors and their respective metastases. The expres-
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sion of the CDw75 antigen was correlated with infiltrative 
growth pattern, lymph node metastization, vascular invasion 
and aneuploidy. Ali but one immunoreactive case had lymph 
nodes metastases or lymphatic permeation. No relationship 
was found between CDw75 expression and the morphologic 
types of gastric carcinoma, the amount of local lymphoid 
infiltrate and the penetration of the gastric wall. We conclude 
that CDw75 antigen is a specific marker of transformed 
gastric epithelium anda good indicator of clinical aggressive
ness of gastric carcinoma. The nature of the antigen CDw75 
is discussed considering the available data on record: does 
it represen! the ~-galactosyl a2,6-sialyltransferase or a car
bohydrate product of the enzyme activity? 

307. SIMPLE MUCIN-TYPE CARBOHYORATE ANTI GENS 
(Tn, SIALOSYL-Tn and T) IN GASTRIC MUCOSA, CARCI
NOMAS ANO METASTASES 

L. David, J.M. Nesland, E. Dabelsteen, H. Clausen, F. 
Carneiro and M. Sobrinho-Simoes. University of Porto, Por
to, Portugal; The Norwegian Radium Hospital , Oslo, Norway; 
and the Royal Dental College, Copenhagen, Denmark 

lmmunohistochemical study of the expression of simple 
mucin-type carbohydrate antigens (Tn, sialosyl-Tn, T and 
sialosyl-T) was performed using specific monoclonal anti
bodies in the mucosa adjacent to gastric carcinomas 
histologicaliy appearing unaflected (n=58), and in primary 
gastric carcinomas (n=87) and their metastases (329 lymph 
nodes and 2 liver metastases). Normal looking mucosas: Tn 
antigen expression was identified in ali the cases; sialo:syl-Tn 
in 8 cases; T antigen was never expressed and sialosyl-T 
antigen was observed in 4 cases; the expression of these 
antigens was distinctly limited to the cytoplasm, mostly in 
supranuclear (Golgi) area. Ali the mucosas with intestinal 
metaplasia showed sialosyl-Tn expression in the goblet 
celis. Gastric carcinomas: 80 cases (91.9%) stained for Tn 
antigen, 69 cases (79.3%) expressed sialosyl-Tn antigen, 18 
cases (20.7%) expressed T antigen and 17 cases (19.5%) 
stained for sialosyl-T antigen. In contras! to normal mucosa, 
carcinoma celis expressed simple mucintype antigens both 
at the cytoplasm and at the celi membrane. Most primary 
carcinomas were concurrently stained forTn and sialosyl-Tn 
antigensalone (41.4%), ortogetherwith Tantigen or sialosyl
T antigen (28.7%). We found a close relationship between 
the expression of simple-mucin type carbohydrate antigens 
in the primary tumors and their respective metastases. T 
antigen (and sialosyl-T antigen) expression was correlated 
with the wali invasiveness of the tumors. The 18 tumors 
expressing T antigen and 16 out of the 17 tumors expressing 
sialosyl-T antigen had nodal metastases and/or invaded 
lymphatic channels. We found no association between Tn 
and/or sialosyl-T n expression and the aggressiveness of the 
tumors (wali penetration, lymph node metastization and 
venous invasion). No significan! diflerences were observed 
between positive and negative tumors for Tn, sialosyl-Tn, T 
and sialosyl-T antigens regarding the morphologic type, 
growth pattern, ploidy and lymphoid infiltrate of the primary 
tumors. 

308. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CELLULAR KINETIC 
ANO STAGE IN COLO-RECTAL AOENOCARCINOMA 

SJ Díaz-Cano, L Vicioso, JJ Ríos-Martín, F Rivera, A 
Blanes, JJ Sánchez-Carrilio, and A Malilla. Pathology Dpt. 
University Hosp Seville, Málaga. Spain 

We have evaluated 66 colo·rectal adenocarcinomas (10 
Dukes' A, 20 Dukes' B, 20 Dukes' C and 16 Dukes' O) by 
means of slide cytophotometry with the aims of knowing the 
relationship between nuclear DNA patterns and proliferating 
rate with pathological stage. 

Ali the cases were rutinary processed and morphometric, 
and DNA-densitometric valuated, measuring 300 neoplastic 
intraepithelial celis. Each case was Feulgen stained, and 
measured using the CAS-200. The evaluated parameters 
were nuclear area (NuA), nuclear shape factor (ShF), DNA
ploidy, 2c deviation index (2c01), Se exceeding rate (ScER), 
malignancy index (MI), DNA index, and proliferation rate (PR 
-S + G2/M fases fraction-). 

46 cases (76.67%) were aneuploid, especialiy in meta
static tumours (13/16=81.25% Dukes' O), although multiples 
aneuploid stem lines were observed mainly in Dukes' A 
tumours (7/10=70%). On the contrary, the PRs were the 
lowest in the stage B tumours (18.71% in diploid and 35.50 
in aneuploid) and the higher in stage A tumours (35.72 in 
diploid and 61.75 in aneuploid). 

In conclusion, lower stage of tumour has a low grade of 
aneuploidy, and tend to have a higher grow1h rate. 

309. QUALITY ASSURANCE IN SURGERY BY APPENOl
CECTOMY 

A. Escalona, P. Araneda, O. Rojas and l. Roldan.; Fusat, 
Hospital El Cobre, Rancagua, Chile 

Appendicectomy is the most frecuent intervention in abdo
minal surgery; in hospital we studied 100% of these. The 
quality of a Surgery Department is related with number of non 
acule appendicitis (NAN). We know that 10% of 
appendicectomys wili be NAN. The objetive is determinate 
the frecuence of NAN and to correlate with the difieren! 
factors related. 

MATERIAL ANO METHODS: 240 specimens undergoing 
appendicectomy between 1985 and 1991 were analyzed. 
We studied difieren! variables such as age, sex, symptoms, 
signs, clinic diagnosis, surgeon etc. and relacionated them 
with the pathologic diagnosis. We processed ali the informa
tion with Mystat Software. 

RESUL TS: The age of the serie was between 3 to 65 years 
old (mean = 23.9), 141 were men. The frecuency of NAN was 
30% (73 cases), 27 of these were extirpated due other 
causes such renal transplantation, histerectomy, etc. and the 
real frecuency of NAN was 22% (46 cases) . One of 10 
surgeons had 50% of this surgeries like NAN. The women, 
childrens and older people had an high risk of NAN. The 
correlation between leucocytosis over 10.000 and pathologic 
diagnosis was the best. There was most acule appendicitis 
in the holidays months. 

DISCUSSION: Our hospital shows a very high frecuency 
of NAN, but we do not know about others hospitals with 100% 
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of appendix specimens examination. The affiliated to Fusa! 
(health fundation) ha ve a very impulsive and powerful syndi
cate and the surgeon do not can wait. The variables analyzed 
show that the classical sings-symptons are very helpfull in 
the diagnosis. We believe that the high frecuency of NAN 
should be studied in our hospital, but will necesary to com
pare with other centres. NOTE: this wortk is part of Tissue 
Comitte Proceedings 

31 O. ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC HIGHLIGHTSON LARGE 
BOWEL CARCINOMA 

El-Assi MH, Besah SM, Girgis AS, Mashali N, Fadali GA, 
Khidr MM. Faculty Of Medicine, MAi, Alexandria University. 
Egypt 

Though the vast majority of large bowel (LB) cancer can be 
diagnosed by light microscopy (LM). ye! in sorne unusual 
cases, achievement of proper diagnosis can be tempted by 
electron microscopy (EM). 

A total of 35 large bowel (LB) specimens from 27 Egyptian 
patients suffering from LB cancer, were diagnosed 
histopathologically by conventional H & E sections, supple
mented by PAS and Trichrome stains. All 35 biopsies were 
subjected to electron microscopic (EM) examination, to verify 
their exact nature and explain sorne histopathological find
ings on basis of EM features. 

23/27 cases were of glandular origin. Their EM features 
were similar to the undifferentiated mucosal cells with no 
differentiation to goblet cells. Viral particles were evident in 
one case. Associated bilharzial ova were evident in 18 cases 
and their EM picture was described. 

The remaining tour cases were of unusual types. The 1" 
case, diagnosed as highly undifferentiated carcinoma was 
evident by EM to be of glandular origin. The 2"" case diag
nosed as squamous carcinoma with glandular areas, re
mained typical for squamous type with no glandular elements 
by EM . The 3•d case was diagnosed as Epithelioid 
Leiomyosarcoma with suspicious areas of signet ring carci
noma & +ve PAS. But EM eleminated this suspicion and 
approved the diagnosis of Leiomyosarcoma. The4"' extremely 
un usual case, diagnosed as highly anaplastic tumour, showed 
on EM level fea tu res of choriocarcinoma with typical cyto and 
syncytio trophoblasts. Extra confirmatory tests, including +ve 
pregnancy test, +ve PAP staining for HCG, and -ve 
endometrial curettage, approved its primary extragonadal 
origin. Accordingly a course of methotrexate gave an excel
lent response with disappearance of hepatic seedlings. 

Thus EM is helpful to reveal the exact na tu re of un usual LB 
tumours for therapeutic and prognostic importance. 

311. p53 OVEREXPRESSION IN GASTRIC CARCINOMA. 
CORRELATION WITH PLOIDY, PROLIFERATION ANO 
PATIENTS SURVIVAL 

M.I. Filipe, H. Martin, O.P. Lane. UMOS Guy's Hosp., 
London; The University of Oundee, UK 

The p53 gene is a putative recessive oncogene located in 
chromosome 17 p13.1 . Analysis of the gene in several 
malignancies has revealed that mutations of the gene are the 
commonest genetic abnormality in human cancers. 
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In this study we applied an immunoperoxidase technique 
to archiva! material from 125 advanced gastric carcinoma 
using a polyclonal anti-p53 antibody (CM1 ). Overexpression 
of p53 (positive nuclear staining) was observed in 57% of 
carcinomas. lntratumoral variation in p53 was noted with 
65% of tumors being of high grade (more than 50% positive 
cells). lntratumoral variation in p53 nuclear staining intensity 
was also observed being moderate/strong in 62% of tumors. 
p53 overexpression was not significantly related to carci
noma type, growth pattern or degree of differentiation. A 
marked trend was shown with tumor depth of invasion and 
lymph node metastases (p=0.07). p53 grade of expression 
was not related to any histological parameter, but showed 
strong relationship with grade of proliferation measured by 
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (P=0.008). p53 
intensity of expression was related to carcinoma of intestinal 
type (p<0.05) and to tumor ploidy (p<0.05). The most important 
finding was the strong association between p53 status of the 
tumor and patients survival alter diagnosis (p=0.02). The 5-
year survival for patients with p53 positive tumors was 24% 
compared to 56% with p53 negative tumors and mean 
survival times of 13 and 102 months respectively. 

We conclude that p53 overexpression is an importan! 
event in gastic carcinogenesis, it is associated with a more 
aggressive tumor behaviour and is an independent indicator 
of poor prognosis. These findings may help to define targets 
for chemotherapy. 

312. CELL PROLIFERATION IN PRECURSOR STAGES 
OF GASTRIC CARCINOMA MEASURED BY PC10 ANTl
BODY TO PCNA 

M.I. Filipe, A. Mendes, O.P. Lane*, R. Morris. UMOS Guy's 
Hosp. London and *CRC Lab.,Univ. Oundee,UK 

The central problem in routine diagnosis of endoscopic 
gastric biopsies is differentiating reactive from neoplastic 
changes and defining the stage of the lesion in terms of 
cancer risk. There is a need for quantitative means of defining 
and grading premalignant lesions and monitoring its evolu
tion. This study assesses cell proliferation in mucosa adja
cent to early gastric carcinoma compared to mucosa from 
non-cancer bearing stomachs. lmmunohistochemistry using 
PC10 monoclonal antibody to proliferating cell nuclear anti
gen (PCNA) was applied to archiva! material from adjacent 
mucosa to 22 carcinoma-bearing stomachs: normal (20), 
hyperplastic (30), intestinal metaplasia (46), dysplasia (41); 
and 6 non-cancer controls: normal (6), intestinal metaplasia 
(6). Labelling indices (LI) were obtained from upper, middle 
and upper compartments in each gland. PCNA staining was 
confined to the nuclei. Our data shows: 1. Overall higher 
Lls,expansion and altered location of the proliferating zones 
in carcinoma fields compared to controls; 2. Different Lis 
between compartments of the same gland (p<0.001) and 
between the same compartments in different lesions 
(p<0.001 ); 3. Significant difference in overall Lis and in the 
pattern of distibution of labelled cells between " normal 
glands in carcinoma-fie lds and in non-cancer controls 
(p<0.001);4. Patterns of proliferation differ in type 1 (complete) J 
and type 3 (incomplete) intestinal metaplasia, the prolifera-
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tive zone being confined to the lower crypt in type 1 whilst in 
type 3 proliferative activity extends throughout the crypt; 5. In 
dysplastic lesions proliferating cells are present throughout 
the gland or predominan! in the upper compartment. Our 
results suggest that differences in patterns of celi prolifera
tion in gastric biopsies might prove useful in predicting cancer 
risk and in monitoring changes over time in intervention 
studies. 

313. RATIO OF EPITHELIUM ANO STROMA IS ONE OF 
PROGNOSIS FACTORS ANO ITS ROLE IN CLASSIFl
CATION OF THE CANCER OF THE STOMACH 

S. Fomin. Research lnstitute of Medical Radiology, Obninsk, 
Russian Federation 

The purpose of this paper is to study in detail the domination 
of parenchyma or stroma in the cancer of the stomach (CS), 
the relationship between this sign and other morphological 
criteria and survival. The amount of parenchyma and stroma 
(in %) in histologic specimen in the centre and peryphery of 
the tumor in 66 post-operative patients with es was calcu
lated morphometricaliy. 28 cases revealed domination of 
parenchyma (Group 1) compared to 38 cases where stroma 
was dominated (Group 11). Statistic analysis showed papiliary 
adenocarcinoma occured more often in Group 1 while Group 
11 had otherhistologic forms. However, significan! d iscrepancy 
in the histologic structure between the two groups has not 
been found . 

Group 1 showed CS with mucous, submucous and muscu
lar invasion, the compact form of the growth and without 
metastases in the regional lymph nodes while in Group 11 es 
with invasion of subserous or ali layers of the wali of the 
stomach, the infiltrative growth in adjacent t issues and 
metastases in the regional lymph nodes occured more often 
(p<0.05 in ali cases). 

lnvasion of tumor celis in vessels and expression of celi 
reaction of stroma did not depend upon the domination of 
parenchyma or stroma. 

Analysis of patient survival showed that 5-year survival 
with domination of stroma was 15,5 ±5,9 % with domination 
of parenchyma was 47,4±9,4%. 

The data obtained present domination of parenchyma or 
stroma as one of prognosis factors in patients with CS. This 
must be reflected in histologic classification of CS. 

314. FIBROXANTHOMA OF THE STOMACH: REPORT 
ON A CASE WITH CYTOGENETIC ABNORMALITIES 

F. Carneiro, R. Seruca, P. Soares, E. Fonseca, R. Pina, S. 
Castedo. Departments of Pathology (RS, FC, PS, EF, RP) 
and Medical Genetics (SC), Medical Faculty, University of 
Porto, Portugal 

We reporta case of f ibroxanthoma of the stomach in a 29-
year-old female. The tumor was round and weli limited, with 
soft, yellowish core and dense whitish periphery. Two main 
types of cells were observed by light microscopy: short 
fusiform/oval cells and xanthomatous celis. In the core of the 
lesion, cholesterol clefts were a lso seen. The diagnosis of 
fibroxanthoma was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and 

electron microscopy. The tumorwas diploid by flow cytometry. 
The karyotype obtained aftershort-term tissue culture showed 
4 metaphases with telomeric associations (TA) consistently 
involving the short arm of chromosome 12 
[46,XX,tas(4;12),46,XX,tas(7;12),46,XX,tas(12;20),46,XX,tas(2;12)], 
3 metaphases with 46, XX, der(12) 1(12;?) ( 12;?), +m[der(11 ?)] 
and one metaphase with 46,XX,der(12) t(5;12) (q11 ;p11). 
T As, whose role (if any) in oncogenesis and/or tumor pro
gression remains to be elucidated, are most often observed 
in malignan! fibrous histiocytomas, cardiac myxomas and 
giant celi tumors of the bone. lf one excludes cardiac myxomas, 
which are tumors of still disputable histogenesis, ali the 
above-referred tumors belong, as the present case, to the 
group of fibrous histiocytic neoplasms, thus supporting the 
assumption that TA is apparently a cytogenetic phenomenon 
characteristic for this heterogeneous group of tumors. 

Acknowledgments: This work was partly supported by 
research grants of JNICT and INIC. 

315. CH RO MOGRANIN POSITIV E CELLS IN 
COLORECT AL CARCINOMAS 

G. Lapertosa, P. 8aracchini, F. Delucchi, E. Fulcheri; lnst. 
of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, U. of Genoa, ltaly 

Sporadic differentiation of endocrine cells inside 
adenocarcinomas of the gut (combined tumors) has been 
obseved mainly in the stomach and less frequently in the 
colon. Since one or more lines of endocrine cel ls could be 
present, a wide-spectrum marker of neuroendocrine celis 
seems to be useful in defining the prevalence of an endocrine 
componen! in colorectal carcinomas. 

One hundred and fifty cases of unselected colorectal 
adenocarcinomas were immunohistochemicaliy evaluated 
on formal in fixed and paraffin embedded material, employing 
Streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (SA8C) w ith anti 
chromogranin antibodies (Cg). Ali samples were obtained in 
peripheral areas ofthe neoplastic proliferation without necrosis 
or haemorrhage. Four serial sections from each block were 
cut and stained w ith HE., Grimelius, Masson Fontana and 
SA8C anti chromogranin (PHE 5 - Enzo 8íochem.). 

Chromogranin positive celis were found in 21 out of 150 
cases (14 %). In 17 cases, scattered celis (one single cell or 
a few cells in each section) were located between neoplastic 
epithelial celis . In 4 cases, clusters of Cg positive celis were 
found in patchy areas where endocrine celis represen! 20-30 
%. of the celi population. Fourteen tumors were locate'tl in the 
sigma-rectum and 7/21 in the colon. Histologically 18/21 
were ordinary adenocarcinomas and 3/21 were mucinous 
adenocarcinomas. According to the tumor grading, 5/21 
were G 1 and 16/21 were G2. According to tumor staging, 
fol lowing Dukes' classification (modified by Astler & Coller), 
2121 were 81 , 8121 82, 7121 C1 ,and 4121 C2 

In conclusion, no significan! correlations resulted between 
the adenocarclnoma with an endocrine componen! and 
tumor grading and staging. Moreover, the presence of only 
few endocrine celis could be insufficient to characterize a 
combined tumor. Therefore, the only crude relatively low 
prevalence of combined tumors (41150 = 2.7%) could be 
noticed. Our observations ótherwise confirm that no appar-
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ent change of tumor prognosis or clinical behaviour could be 
postulated for most of these tumors. 

Work partialiy supported by grants MURST 40%. 

316. HISTOPATHOLOGY ANO IMMUNOPATHOLOGY OF 
CLINICAL INTESTINAL TRANSPLANTATION 

B.Garcia, D.Hurlbut, O.Grant, & W.Wall. Department of 
Pathology. UWO Health Sciences Center, London, ONT. 
Ganada 

We describe our experience obtained from the post
operative assessment of the first 6 cases of clinical intestinal 
transplantation at our institution. Recipients (5 female, 1 
male; age 8-46) received smali bowel transplants either asan 
isolated a llograft(ll, a combined liver/intestinal aliograft<3l ora 
«cluster» transplant including stomach, smali bowel, liver 
and pancreas<21. Ali patients had complications of chronic 
total parenteral nutrition which was required for treatment of 
short gut syndrome(3l, recurren! proximal jejunal ulceration 
and stenosis, enlarging retroperitoneal desmoid and familiar 
polyposis. The intestinal grafts were monitored with serial 
endoscopicaliy directed and blind mucosal biopsies through 
the ileostomy. Histological criteria for rejection included 
increased enterocyte mitosis, goblet celi loss, crypti tis, 
lymphocy1ic infiltrate, flattening of intestinal villi and villus 
sloughing with necrosis. Rejection was diagnosed in two 
patients and succesfuliy treated in one. The case of irrever
sible rejection required removal of the graft. Examination of 
the latter revealed the patchy nature of intestinal rejection, a 
possible source of pitfalis in diagnosis of rejection in blind 
biopsies. Histological evidence of graft versus host disease 
occurred in one patient. Both «Cluster» transplants developed 
Lymphoproliferative Disorder of Transplantation. Ali long 
term survivors acquired opportunistic infections involving 
both intestinal and extra-intestinal siles. Extensive 
immunohistochemical studies were also performed in 35 
mucosal biopsies from the first 5 recipients with a panel of 
monoclonal antibodies for lymphocytes (CD2, CD3, CD4, 
CDS) and macrophages (Ki-M1, Ki·M6, Ki·M7). Mucosal 
b iopsies showed Ki-M6 positive mononuclear celis in the 
lamina propia in both patients with rejection episodes. In one 
of the patients this finding clearly predated routine histological 
findings of rejection. 

This paper reviews these pathological findings,the sources 
of pitfalis in biopsy interpretation and complications of smali 
intestinal transplantation. 

31 7. CROHN DISEASE: CONTRIBUTION OF MUSCULAR 
HYPERPLASIA ANO FIBROSIS IN THE COLONIC WALL 
THICKENING 

F. Gérard, S. Guerret, Y. Fran<;ois·, J. Vignal", L. 
Deseos .. , andJ.A. Grimaud. lnstitut Pasteur, Lyon; ' Clinique 
Claude Bemard, Ouliins; ··centre Hospitalier Lyon Sud, 
Pierre-Bénite, France 

Aim of the work : Determine the nature of the colonic wali 
thickening, one of the complications of colonic Crohn Dis
ease (CD) responsible for the colonic stenosis. 

Patients/methods : 35 specimens sampled in 9 colonic 
resections were compared to 1 O control s. 
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lsotypes of collagen (Coli) type 1, 111 , prolll , IV, were studied 
by immunochemistry. 

Smooth muscle ce lis were identified by a monoclonal a -actin 
antibody (Sigma). Histological muscular wali thickness data 
were related to the colorimetric tissular dosage of total 
coliagen on slides : this method is based on the affinity of 
picrosirius to coliagen and of light green to ali matricial 
proteins. The dosage is expressed in µg of coli/mg of proteins 
(Guerret et al., 1988). 

Results : In CD, an accumulation of coli type 1and111 was 
noted in the under epithe lial basal membrane of the mucosa. 
Coll. type IV labeled strongly the vessels and a connective 
area close to the muscularis mucosae. 

The quant itative and comparative study of muscular wali 
thickeness and fibrosis d isplayed two situations : 

1. No significative ditterences of the muscular wali 
thickeness(:s; 2 mm) and of the coliagen rate between CD and 
controls (CD : m = 126. 7 ; controls : m = 131 .2). 

2. A thickening of the muscular wali (> 2 mm), a smooth 
celis hyperplasia in the periglandular area associated with a 
significative increase of the collagen tissular amount 
(CD : m = 151.2) (test t : P < 0.01 ). 

In conclusion, the increase of the tissular coliagen amount 
(Type 1, 111 , IV) is contemporaneous with a muscular wall 
thickening anda muscle celis hyperplasia. Relations between 
smooth muscle celis and ex1raceliular matrix may be defined. 

S. Guerret et al., Coll. Rel. Res. 1988, 8, 249-258. 

318. DIAGNOSTICS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM PRENO
SOLOGIC CONOITIONS IN XENOBIOTICS TOXICOLOGY 

M. Gzhegotsky, B. Shtabsky. Medical lnstitute, Lvov, 
Ukraine 

There have been distinguished conditions of norm, satis
factory and unsatisfactory adaptation as well as 3 degrees of 
intoxication severety (mild, moderate and severe with potential 
lethal outcome). Lead intoxication shows that the conditions 
ditterentia l diagnostics can be based on dose dependen! 
association between pathognomonic manifestations of 
xenobiotics effect and conjugated data of digestive organs 
condition . 

Healthy dogs with stomach fistulas and isolated loop of 
smali intestine were given lead nitrate in dose of 3.6 mg/kg ( 
1/400 LO 50) with drinking water during 45 days. lt has been 
revealed high informity of secretion intensity data of gastric 
and intestinal ju ices with the simultaneous pH determination; 
Na, K, Ca, Mg ions debit, histochemical and electronic
microscopic studies. 

Diagnostic assessment of digestive system condition has 
proved to be of paramount significance as perspective direc
tion of xenobiotics toxicology. 

319. GASTRIC CARCINOSARCOMA: ARARE TUMOR 
WITH FATAL OUTCOME 

A. He ns', MD; J.Ruiz .. , MD; J . Matz .. , MD; A. Benitez .. ", 
MD. 'Departamento de Anatomía Patológica, Hospital Uni· 
versitario de Puerto Real, Cádiz . .. Departmento de Anatomia 
Patológica, Hospital de Jerez de la Frontera, Cádiz. 
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... Servicio de Digestivo, Hospital de Jerez de la 
Frontera, Cádiz . Spain 

A primary carcinosarcoma of stomach is reported. the 
neoplasm appeared in a 79-year-old male with chronic 
anemia. An endoscopic study was performed and a large 
exophytic tumor was biopsied. Specimen consisted of 
lobulated tissue with highly celular cartilaginous atypical 
sheets, without epithelial elements. A diagnosis of sarcoma 
with chondroid metaplasia was made. The lesion was totally 
excised and an admixture of epithelial and sarcomatous 
malignan! cells without transition forms were found. Curi
ously it remained a unique small cartilague-like area. Anti
bodies to cytokeratin, vimentin and epithelial membrane 
antigen were negative in both tumor components. A clearly 
positivity with carcinoembryonic antigen was restricted to 
epithelial cells. This rare entity, with no more than 40 cases 
described al the present, had a survival date of 0% a year 
atter diagnosis. Our patient died 6 months after diagnosis, 
with ascitis and hepatic metastasis. This neoplasm lends 
support to the concept of a primitive multipotencial cell origin. 

320. CHANGES IN SUGAR RESIDUES IN NEOPLASTIC 
HUMAN LARGE INTESTINAL MUCOSA 

K. lwakawa, N. Ueda, R. Fukunishi. Department of Pathol
ogy, Ehime University School of Medicine, Ehime 791-02, 
Japan 

This purpose of this research was to investigate how the 
changes in sugar residues in colorectal mucosa were related 
to cellular atypism. To evaluate the effects of neuraminidase 
pre-treatment on lectin staining with DBA and UEA-1, sam
ples were treated with KOH and neuraminidase in order to 
avoid sialic acids binding al nonreducing ends of carbohy
drate chains. In addtion, samples underwent Culling's PAT/ 
KOH/PAS (PKP) staining for demonstrating the pattern of 
o-acylation of sialic acids. Tissue samples were obtained 
from either polypectomy or surgical resection, and included: 
76 cases of normal control mucosa, 118 cases of adenoma, 
15 cases of carcinoma-in-adenoma and 74 cases of carci
noma. 

Both reactions of DBA and UEA-1 were markedly en
hanced by neuraminidase pre-treatment. In almos! ali control 
cases, DBA showed positive, while positiveness of DBA 
decreased in cases with cellular atypism. On the contrary, the 
UEA-1 reaction showed stronger reactivity in more atypical 
mucosa. Specific intracytoplasmic reactions were found in 
4% of adenoma cases, in 47% of carcinoma-in-adenoma 
cases and in 43% of carcinoma cases, respectively, and 
stromal reactions were seen in 28% of the carcinoma cases. 
PKP staining showed that o-acylated sialomucin without 
vicinal diols also decreased with cellular atypism and corre
lated well with these lectin stainings. 

From these findings it was suggested that changes in 

l
sugar residues may precede the histological malignan! trans
formation. Neuraminidase pre-treatment seemed to be very 
useful for lectin staining to identify the carcinoma-associated 
antigens of large intestine. 

321. HYPERPLASTIC POL YP IS A MARKER FOR 
POPULATIONS BUT NOT INDIVIDUALS AT HIGH RISK 
FOR COLORECTAL CANCER 

J.R. Jass, P. Young, and E. Robinson of University of 
Auckland School of Medicine, New Zealand 

336 specimens of large bowel obtained atautopsy (forensic) 
were examined in order to analyse the role of hyperplastic 
polyp (HP) as a predictor of adenoma (AD) presence, mul
tiplicity, size and dysplasia. 303 specimens from New Zea
landers of European origin (high risk group) (M = 185, F 
= 118) yielded 251 HP and 149AD. 33 Maori/Polynesian (low 
risk group) specimens (M = 25, F = 8) yielded five AD and one 
HP. Regression analyses revealed HP to be less prevalen! in 
the Maori/Polynesian group (p = 0.04 ), to predictAD presence 
(p = 0.0001) and multiplicity (p = 0.06), to show a trend 
towards predicling high grade dysplasia (p = 0.19), but to 
show no relationship with AD size (p = 0.9). On the other hand 
59% of patients with AD did not have HP. 11 is likely that two 
factors are responsible for the development of HP. One of 
these may influence neoplastic evolution al the steps of 
iniliation/mutagenesis/transformation, but not growth pro
motion. When this factor is present alone, AD may occur in 
the absence of HP. The shared factor is probably dietary and 
linked to butyrate leve Is within the large bowel. The preceding 
hypothesis explains why HP is a marker for populations, but 
not individuals at high risk for colorectal cancer. 

322. A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF MALIGNANT 
L YMPHOMA OF THE STOMACH 

S. Kakimoto, T. Maruyama, T . Shinagawa, T. Takakuwa, 
T. Uchikoshi, K. Oikawa, and E. lshikawa. Dept. Pathology, 
School of Med. SI Marianna U., Kawasaki. Japan 

A clinicopathological and immunohistochemical study of 
22 cases of malignan! lymphoma of the stomach was carried 
out. There were 13 males and 9 females. The ages of males 
ranged from 23 to 77 years (mean average 51 .5 years) and 
those of females 22 to 73 years (mean average 58.6 years). 
According to the Japanese Lymphoma Study Group Clas
sification (LSG classification), most cases belonged to the 
diffuse, small cell type or mixed cell type. In the 5 fatal cases, 
2 were of the large cell type and 3 of the mixed cell type. 
lmmunohistochemistry revealed 18 cases to be B cell 
lymphomas, 1 case T cell lymphoma, and 3 cases as unclas
sified. Monoclonal antibody against proliferating cell nuclear 
anligen (PCNA) was applied on ali cases. As compared to the 
17 living cases, a significa ni greater number of positive cells 
were found in the 5 fatal cases suggesting the evident pro
liferation of tumor cells in the fatal cases. 

323. AUTOPSY STUDY OF COLONIC ISCHEMIA WITH EM
PHASIS ON NECROSIS OF MUSCULARIS PROPRIA (pm) 

H. Hatanaka, H. Orikasa, l.Katayama; Saitama Medical 
School, Saitama, Japan 

Colonic ischemia causes reversible or irreversible injuries J 
to the colon secondary to nonocclusive or occlusive ischemia 
of the region. While mild injuries resolve spontaneously or 
with medica! therapy, severe injuries require surgery for 
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complications of fulminan! colitis, rupture, or stricture. Diag· 
nosis is established usually by clinical evaluation plus diag· 
nostic procedures (endoscopy, barium enema, and biopsy) 
which, however, often fail to uncoverthe presence and extent 
of injuries in the muscularis propria (pm). Hence, the surgery 
becomes indicated often alter the development of compli· 
cations. The purpose of this study was to examine the 
incidence and extent of ischemic gut injuries, particularly 
those in pm of the colon as potential predictor of surgical 
indication, utilizing 21 2 consecutive autopsy cases. 

Representative sections were taken from such macroscopic 
lesions as mucosal hemorrhage, edema, and/or necrosis 
anyplace in the gut and, as control, renal pelvis and 
endometrium. As results, 34 stomach, 29 small intestine, 84 
colon, 38 renal pelvis, and 31 endometrium were found to 
have ischemic lesions. Although lesions in the renal pelvis 
did not correlate with those in the colon, 18 of 31 cases with 
endometrial lesions were found to have significan! ischemic 
lesions of the colon, suggesting systemic low-flow state as 
common denominator. lschemic necrosis of pm was seen in 
1 O among the 84 cases who showed lesions in the colon. In 
summary, 74 (34.9%) and 10 (4.7%) of 212 cases showed 
respectively superficial and transmural ischemic injuries of 
the colon. The latter group is considered to be the candidata 
for developing complications requiring surgery. 

324. CORRELATI ON BETWEEN EXPRESSION OF 
INTEGRINS ANO MORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS 
IN GASTROINTESTINAL CARCINOMAS 

N. Koike, K. Saitoh, T. Todoroki, T. Kawamoto, N. Sugae, 
and Y. lwasaki. U. of Tsukuba, Japan 

lntegrins are one type of cell adhesion receptor and are 
considerad to play importan! roles in differentiation, invasion 
and metastasis of carcinomas. Using immunohistochemical 
methods, we investigated the expression of two integrins, 
a2P 1 and a6P 1 (a6P4 ), in the carcinomas of the gastrointestinal 
tract, and the relation between the degree of expression and 
the morphologic characteristics of the carcinomas were 
studied. Tissue samples were removed from the surgical 
specimens: 50 cases of gastric carcinoma, 30 cases of 
colorectal carcinoma and 30 cases of carcinoma of biliary 
trae!. Cryostat sections were stained by the avidin-biotin 
complex immunoperoxidase technique using anti a2, anti a6 
and anti p1 antibodies. lmmuno-electron microscopy was 
then performed to clarify the intracellular distribution of the 
integrins. a2P1 (a collagen receptor) and a6P1 (a6P4)(a 
laminin receptor) were expressed on the cell surface in both 
the normal epithelium and the carcinomas under both the 
lightand electron microscopes. The expression of the integrins 
was reduced in the infiltrating cancer nests of the poorly 
differentiated carcinomas as comparad that of the normal 
epithelium. Conversely, the integrins were expressed exten· 
sively on the basal surface of the expansively growing, well 
differentiated carcinomas. The carcinoma cells infiltrating 
the vascular channels were strongly positiva for these two 
types of integrins, regardless the degree of differentiation. 

L: 
These results indicated that the expression of integrin 

a2P1 and a6P1 (a6P4) are correlated with the histological 
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types and growth patterns of the carcinomas. The strong 
expression on the cancer nests showing vascular invasion 
also indicated that integrin a2P1 and a6P1 (a6P4) might ac· 
celerate hematogeneous metastasis of the carcinoma. 

325. GASTROINTESTINAL B-CELL L YMPHOMA OF 
MUCOSA-ASSOCIATEO L YMPHOIO TISSUE (M.A.L.T): 
ANATOMO-CLINICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
STUOY OF 28 CASES 

S. Korbi , K. Skandrani, M.T. Yacoubi, M. Mokni, F. Derbel , 
M. Laarif, N. Chatti; Laboratorie d'Anatomie et de Cytologie 
Pathologiques. C.H.U. Farhat Hached, Sousse, Tunisie 

The authors have retrospectively studied 28 cases of 
primitive gastrointestinal uMALT" lymphoma, diagnosed at 
the laboratory of pathology al Sousse (Tunisia), overa period 
of six years. 

In all the cases, an immunohistochemical study of a 
section in parafin with antibodies anti L26 (CD20), LN1 
(CDW75) LN2(CD74), anti lgA, lgG, lgM and anti Kappa light 
chain and Lambda, was carried out. The study comprised 16 
males and 13 females with an age ranging between 15 and 
82 years (the average age being 48 years) . 

89 % of the patients consulted for abdominal pain mainly 
in the epigastric region, 57 % suffered from vomiting, and 
60.7 % of the patients were in poor general health. 

In most cases, the endoscopy suspected the diagnosis of 
malignancy in the presence of the following aspects: · 

• Ulcerated tumor in 16,6 % 

• Thickening of the mucosal pleats andfor parietal infiltration in 40 % 

• Simple ulcer in 30 % 

• Ulcerated gastritis in 1 O % 

The gastric location was found in 26 cases (92.8 %) mainly 
in the antral region, and in the remaining cases, the tumor 
was found in the small intestine. The immunohistochemical 
examination confirmed that all the cases are B Cell lymphoma, 
the immunotype being dominated by lgM Lambda. However, 
2 patients had a·chain disease the authors discussed the 
re lationship between «MAL T" lymphoma and the 
immunoproliferative small intestinal disease with or without 
a·chain disease. 

326. CELL PROLIFERATION ANO OIFFERENTIATION IN 
THE NON-NEOPLASTIC MUCOSA ANO INTRAMUCOSAL 
CARCINOMA OFTHE HUMAN STOMACH: FROM MUCIN
HISTOCHEMISTRY ANO PROLIFERATING CELL NU
CLEAR ANTIGEN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY. 

R. Kushima, M. Ohmura, K. Yokoyama, Y. Hosokawa and 
T. Hattori. Shiga Univ. Med. Sci., Japan 

Cell proliferation and differentiation in the non-neoplastic 
mucosa and carcinoma cells in the 56 cases of intramucosal 
gastric carcinomas were studied by mucin·histochemistry 
and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) 
immunohistochemistry. In the non-neoplastic gastric mucosa, 
PCNA-positive cells were confined to the neck area of the 
gland, and seen at the lower hall leve! of intestinalized 
tubules. Mucin·histochemically, ali the undifferentiated-type 
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carcinomas (20 cases) were of the gastric type, and the 
differentiated-type carcinomas (36 cases) were classified 
intothe intestinal-type (26 cases) and gastric-type (1 O cases) 
adenocarcinomas. Gastric-type carcinomas of the 
undifferentiated and differentiated types showed the same 
mucin-histochemical pattern as the normal pyloric mucosa. 
Labeling indices of PCNA in the undifferentiated-type carci
nomas, intestinal and gastric-type adenocarcinomas were 
36.5±9.3, 46.7±13.5 and 34.7±16.0%, respectively (mean 
values±SD). The localization of PCNA-positive cells re
sembling that of the non-neoplastic mucosa was identified 
not only in most undifferentiated type-carcinomas but also in 
a hall of gastric-type adenocarcinomas, and it was also 
identified in 4 cases of intestinal-type adenocarcinomas. lt is 
indicated that the pattern of proliferation and differentiation of 
the non-neoplastic gastric mucosa is well preserved in most 
gastric-type carcinomas and in certain intestinal-type 
adenocarcinomas. 

327. NEUROENDOCRINE DIFFERENTIATION IN GAS
TRIC CARCINOMAS 

Ana Laban, Zorica Stojsic, and Vesna Koko. lnstitute of 
Pathology, U. of Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

The incidence of neuroendocrine (NE) · cells in gastric 
carcinoma was investigated using 63 tumors obtained from 
stomachs resected surgically. Paraffin sections were stained 
using Grimelius technique. Sequential sections were 
immunostained with neuroendocrine differentiation antibod
ies: NSE, human chromogranin A, serotonin, somatostatin, 
substance P and VIP. All the carcinomas were in advanced 
stage and classified according to the scheme of Lauren. 

Twenty-eighV63 (44,4%) carcinomas expressed NE anti
gens: ten/31 (32,2%) of intestinal type, and eighteen/32 
(56%) of diffuse type. NE cells werealso identified in regional 
node metastases in ten/34 cases. In 50% of all the stomach 
carcinomas analyzed, NE cells were distributed sporadically, 
sometimes only in restricted zones of tumor; in 18% NE cells 
were present in larger amounts but only in a hall of tumor 
tissue analyzed; however, in almost 1/3 of all stomach 
carcinomas, 32%, NE cells were present in large amounts, in 
all the parts of the tumor. 

We tentatively conclude that given a limited battery of 
immunoprobes, gastric carcinoma comprise 3 groups: 1. 
pure exocrine carcinomas, 2. mixed exocrine and NE carci
nomas, and, 3.exocrine carcinomas with occasional NE 
cells. Preliminary clinical correlative data indicate that mixed 
exocrine and NE carcinomas behave more aggressively 
than pure exocrine carcinomas. 

328. JEJUNO-ILEAL ALVEOLAR RHABDOMYOSARCOMA 

D. Laky and D. Radulescu. «Víctor Babes" lnstitute; «Ion 
Cantacuzino·· Hospital, Bucharest, Romanía. 

Intestinal localization of rhabdomyosarcoma is excep
tional. A 34 year old patient with abdominal pain and fever, 
was found to have an infiltrative white-gris tumour involving 
20 cm. of the jejuno-ileal wall and also the surrounding 
mesenterium and limph nodes. 

Histologic examination showed an alveolar type of 
rhabdomyosarcoma, composed of ill-defined aggregates of 
poorly differentiated round or oval tumour cells with irregular 
«alveolar" spaces in which loosely textured aggregates of 
tumour cells adhere to fibrous septa. 

The presenceof multinucleated giant cells and the positivity 
of immunoperoxidase technique for detection of myoglobin 
and myosin was importan! fordifferential diagnosis, especially 
to alveolar soft part sarcoma, malignan! mesothelioma, 
malignan! melanoma, synovial sarcoma or papillary carci
noma. This case is the first published in Romanía. 

329. SMOOTH MUSCLE TUMORS OF THE GASTRO
INTESTINAL TRACT: A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL ANO 
QUANTIT ATIVE ANAL YSIS OF 33 CASES 

E. Lerma, D. Tugues, E. Oliva, J. Prat. , Department of 
Pathology, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Autonomous 
University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Smooth muscle tumors of the gastrointestinal trae! are 
infrequent and their behaviour is difficult to predict based only 
on conventional pathologic features. 

Thirty-three surgically resected tumors were investigated. 
They were classified as leiomyomas (L) , 15 cases, epithelioid 
leiomyomas or leiomyoblastomas (LB) , 6 cases, and 
leiomyosarcomas (LS), 12 cases. The age of the patients 
ranged from 17-84 yrs (mean 57 yrs) . Most L and LB 
originated in the gastric wall whereas LS arose with similar 
frequency in the stomach and small bowel. The mean diameter 
was 4.2cmforLand LB, and 12.7 cm for LS. Microscopical ly, 
L and LB hada mitotic index (MI) (mitoses per 1 OH PF) lower 
than 2 and lacked nuclear atypia and necrosis. LS were 
subclassified based on MI (Four tumors less !han 5, three 5-
9, and five 10+) and histologic grade (MI, nuclear atypia and 
necrosis): FiveGrade 1, six Grade 11, andone Grade 111. Ploidy 
was analyzed by flow cytometry. Seventeen (79%) benign 
tumors (L and LB) were diploid, three (16%) hypodiploid and 
one (5%) polyploid. Five (50%) of 10 LS were aneuploid (4 
polyploid and one hypodiploid), whereas the other 5 were 
diploid. In the other two cases DNA analysis was unsatisfac
tory. Nene of the benign tumors recurred. In contras!, only 2 
LS patients were alive and free of tumor 1 O years alter 
surgery. They had small, Grade 1 tumors with MI lower than 
9, and only one cell population (diploid in one and hypodiploid 
in the other) . The other 1 O patients died within 2.5 years. For 
LS, size of the tumor, MI, histologic grade, and numberof cell 
clones, though not statistically significan!, correlated better 
than DNA ploidy with tumor recurrence and patient survival. 

330. RISK FACTORS FOR CARCINOMA IN A DENO
MATOUS POL YPS OF THE COLON 

R. Lev, Roger Williams Hospital Providence, RI. USA 

In adenomatous polyps (AP), degree of dysplasia and 
villosity are risk factors for carcinoma (ca) in the polyp and 
possibly for metachronous ca but assessment of these 
features is partly subjective. Semi-quantitative methods were 
used to grade 584 AP. Dysplasia was classified as mild, 
moderate or severe. Al leas! 10% of an AP had to show 
moderate dysplasia to so designate it, whereas only 1 or 2 
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foci of severe dysplasia sufficed to place the AP in that 
category. Villosity was estimated according to deciles and 
the AP then classified as tubular, tubulovillous or villous. A 
sample of 44 of these AP was reanalyzed 2 years later using 
kappa statistics to evaluate agreement (A) and reproducibility 
(K). A and Kvalues were 0.77 and 0.60 (±0.12) fordysplasia, 
and 0.88 and 0.81 (±0.11 ) for villosity; !hose K coefficient 
values are considered moderate and strong respectively. 
Reduction in grades of dysplasia from 3 to 2 (i.e. to mild and 
severe only) increased the A value to 0.86 and the K value to 
0.64. 

11 is concluded that reasonably good intra-observer repro
ducibility and agreement can be achieved using semi
quantitative evaluation of dysplasia and villosity in AP and 
that this can further be improved for dysplasia by reducing the 
number of grades from 3 to 2. 

331. COLLAGENOUS COLITIS - REVIEW ANO UPOATE 

C .G. Lindstri:im. lnst. of Patho logy, Univ. of Lund, General 
Hospital, Malmi:i, Sweden 

Collagenous colitis, first described by Lindstrom in 1976, 
is an entity characterized clinically by profuse, often therapy 
resistan!, watery diarrhoea and histopathologically by a 
subepithelial bandlike layer of collagen beneath the surface 
epithelium of the colorectal mucosa, which seems to block 
the normal resorption of water and electrolytes in the large 
bowel. 

Up to the beginning of 1992, 343 cases of collagenous 
colitis were recorded from the world literature. Of !hose 263 
(76.7%) were women and 80 (23.3%) were men. Mean age 
for women was 54.8 (range 12-90) years and formen 53.4 
(range 5-86) years. Colorecta l biopsy is needed for diagno
sis, while X-ray and endoscopy usually are normal. 

Etiology is unknown, but autoimmunity, response to in
flammatory reaction and a connection with microscopic 
(lymphocytic) colitis have been discussed. Two Dutch families 
with a hereditary form of collagenous colitis were described 
by van Tilburg et al. in 1990. A few pediatric cases have also 
been published. 

The disease may be quite therapy resistan! to antidiarrhoic 
remedies, but e.g. sulfasalazine, loperamideand prednisolone 
have been tried with success in sorne cases. 

Ref. : Lindstri:im, CG. Pathol Europ 1976; 11 :87-89. 

Van Tilburg, AJP et al. J Clin Gastroenterol 1990;12:279-285. 

332 . OETECTION OF EPSTEIN-BA RR VI RUS IN 
L YMPHOEPITHELIAL CARCINOMA OF THE STOMACH 
BY THE POL YMERASE CHAIN REACTION TECHNIQUE 

E. Lopez, M. Adrados, F. San!, P. Castro, L. Bernado, F. 
Contreras, and F.J . Pardo-Mindan. Hospital de Gerona «Dr. 
J . Trueta». Gerona, Spain; Clínica Universitaria de Navarra. 
Pamplona, Spain 

The Epstein-Barr Vi rus (EBV) is implicated in the 
pathogenesis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Outside the 
nasopharynx, «lymphoepithelia l-like» carcinomas have been 
described in a variety of siles, including the salivary glands, 
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larynx, lung, thymus, skin and uterine cervix. A single case of 
lymphoepithelial carcinoma (LEC) o f the stomach w ith 
demonstration of EBV viral genomes has been reported. 

A 58 year-old woman, had a large, fungating, 6 cm. 
ulcerated mass in the cardias. 11 extended to the serosal 
surface and 1 o lymph nodes were free of tumor. Sera tested 
for EBV disclosed a profile characteristic of previous infec
tion. Histologically, the tumor was similar and resembled 
lymphoepithelial carcinoma of the nasopha rynx . 
lmmunohistochemical stains demonstrated strong 
immunoreactivityfor anti-keratin (AEI and 503) in the epithelial 
componen!. lmmunophenotyping of the lymphoid compo
nen! disclosed that the lymphocytes were p redominantly 
UCHL-1 positive (a T-cell marker). In situ hybridization 
technique was performed and gave no signal. EBV genomes 
were detected in the tumor using polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded t issue blocks. 

These findings support a potential oncogenic relationship 
between EBV and LEC of the stomach and the exquisite 
sensitivity of PCR to detecta few copies of EBV-DNA. 

333. BARRETT' S ESOPHAGUS: HISTOLOGICAL, 
HISTOCHEMICAL A NO IMM UNOPATHOLOGICAL 
STUOY. 

V. Malhotra, M . Tatke, R. Gondal, M.L. Prasad, S. Brore. 
G.B. Pan! Hospital, New Delhi, India 

Columnar lined (Barrett's) esophagus is frequently seen in 
white population as compared to blacks. In India in Delhi city 
Barrett's esophagus was seen in 24 patients out of 840 
patients with reflux esophagitis giving an incidence of 2.9% . 
Mucosa was specialised columnar in all the 24 cases. How
ever a mixture of specialized columnar, atrophic gastric fundic 
and junctional cardiac type were seen in tour patients. 
Adenocarcinoma complicating Barrett's was. seen in 3 pa
tients (12.5%). High iron diamine stain showed presence of 
sulphomucins in 8 out of 21 cases of Barrett's (33%). How
ever, all the three cases with adenocarcinoma showed 
evidence of sulphomucins in the metaplastic epithelium. 
Staining forcarcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) using peroxidase 
antiperoxidase technique showed positive staining in 6 ca
ses (25%) including positive staining in all the three cases 
complicated by adenocarcinoma. 

To conclude Barrett's esophagus is rare in ourcountry, but 
the incidence of adenocarcinoma complicating Barrett's is 
comparable to that observed in other countries. Presence of 
sulphomucins and CEA may delineate a high cancer risk 
group. 

334. ESOPHAGEAL CARCINOMA: C LINICO-PATHO
LOGICAL STUOY OF SURGICAL SPECIMENS AFTER 
PREOPERATIVE CHEMO-RADIOTHERAPY 

A.M. Mandard', F. Dalibard2
, M. Gignoux2

, Ph. Segol2, G. 
Samama2, J.M . Ollivier, A. Roussel', J.H. Jacob', J . Marnay' , 
D. Pottier2, J. F. Petiot3 of 'Centre Frani;ois Baclesse, F-14021 
Caen Cedex; 2Centre Hospitalier Universitaire, F-14033 Caen 
Cedex; and 3 1.U.T. , F- 56036 Vannes Cedex. France 
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The pathology of squamous cell carcinoma of the 
esophagus alter preoperative treatment associating 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy is presented on 93 surgical 
specimens serially cut (1 ). The qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics of cancer regression are correlated with pa
tient survival. Median survival of patients with more than 90% 
cancer regression is 43 months. A simplified method of 
pathological study of those surgical specimens is proposed 
to surgical pathologists. 

(1) A.M. Mandard et al. A study method of 
esophagogastrectomy specimens in esophageal cancer. 
Acta Endoscopica, 1981, 11 (4-5) 293-298. 

335. STROMAL TUMORS OF THE GASTROINTESTINAL 
TRACT. CORRELATION OF IMMUNOPHENOTYPE ANO 
GROWTH FRACTION WITH CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL 
FEATURES 

Marin Garcia E, Villar Rodriguez JL, Mendoza Garcia E, 
Gonzalez Campara R. Facultad de Medicina de Sevilla. 
Spain 

Stromal tumors of the gastrointestinal tract remain a per
sisten! source of controversy with regard to its histogenesis 
and biological behavior. We have examined the 
immunophenotype ( with tour antibodies: vimentin, actin, 
desmin and S-1 00) and the growth fraction ( by the aid of 
PCNA antibody) in 63 gastrointestinal stromal tumors. In 
ours hands 65% of the cases showed smooth muscle dif
ferentiation, 8% appeared as neura l tumors, 6% manifested 
bidirectional differentiation and 3% were negative for all the 
markers used. Histological appearance do not reliably reflect 
immunophenotype. Most sarcoma had a smooth muscle 
phenotype. We found association between mitotic rate and 
number of cells stained with the antibody PCNA in the group 
of tumors with less than 5 m itoses per 1 O HPF (n=22) and in 
group with more than 1 O mitoses per 1 O HPF (n=28). In 
tumors with 5-1 O mitoses per 1 O HPF the number of stained 
nuclei with PCNA may give orientative information about 
prognosis: 60% of patient with tumors with less than 100 
stained nuclei carry a favorable evolution, while 60% of those 
with tumors with more than 100 stained nuclei died with the 
disease. 

336. COLONIC AOENOCARCINOMAS ARE CON
STANTL Y IMMUNOSTAINEO WITH A MONOCLONAL 
ANTIBOOY THAT INHIBITS IN VITRO INTERLEUKIN-3 
BINOING ANO FUNCTIONS 

Javier Menárguez-Palanca (*); Juan Tardío-Dovao (* *); 
Stephen C . Peiper (''*); Zhang Chen ( .. *); Ernesto Moro
Rodriguez ('); and Carmen López-Varela (*).(') Opto. de 
Patología Hospital Gregario Marañón, Madrid, Spain.( .. ) 
Opto. de Patología Hospital Severo Ochoa, Leganés, Ma
drid, Spain.(***) J. Graham Brown Cancer Center, Univ. of 
Louisville, Kentucky, KY, USA 

lnterleukin-3 (IL-3) has multiple known roles. IL-3 receptor 
(IL-3R) structure is not well known up to date. H1 M1 is a 
monoclonal lgM antibody reised by one of us (Z.C.) alter 
immunization w ith human blood mononuclear cells that 

L mmunoprecipitates a 220 kd cell surface g lycoprotein and 

detects a formalin resistan! epitope. lt has been shown 
befare to specifically in vitre inhibit the binding of recombinan! 
IL-3 to myeloid cells and to antagonize IL-3 ability to stimulate 
stem cells to form hematopoietic colonies in bone marrow 
cultures assays. Therefore, itcould possiblydetecta molecule 
closely related to the IL-3R. H1 M1 is strongly expressed in 
stem cells, granulocytes, monocytes, 60% of acute myeloid 
leukemias and in sorne epithelial cells. Recently, it has been 
shown that IL-3 is able to stimulate colonic carcinoma cells 
lines (Berdel el al. , Blood. 1989; 73: 80-83). This prompted us 
to investigate H1 M1 expression in neoplastic and non 
neoplastic colonic epithelia. For this purpose, we selected 
from our files material from a group of formalin fixed and 
paraffin embedded classic colonic adenocarcinomas (n=37) 
and immunostained them using the ABC method. We also 
studied normal colonic mucosa in the proximity of the tumors 
and in distan! areas. Non-neoplastic mucosa showed constan! 
H1 M1 expression in superficial epithelium and crypts. The 
expression was stronger in the basal portions of crypts. 
Weak, although constan! positivity was also observed in the 
lumen, mixed with mucous secretions. All the tested tumors 
showed strong H1 M1 expression, at least in sorne areas. 
Surprisingly, it was extremely variable in different a reas of the 
same tumor. lt was not possible to correlate this finding with 
the depth of invasion or histologic grade of the tumor. H 1M1 
expression in these tumors is a novel finding . l ts 
overexpression in n.eoplastic cells in comparation with nor
mal mucosa raises questions about IL-3 potential ro le in their 
growth and maintenance. T his role is worth to be explored 
and its possible therapeutic consequences perhaps need to 
be tested in the future. 

337. NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS (AgNORs) IN 
SURGICAL ANO ENOOSCOPIC GASTRIC MUCOSAL 
BIOPSIES 

D. Mihailovíc, O. Stojanovic, G. Penev and R. llic.; Univer
sity of Nis, Serbia, Yugoslavia 

Nucleolarorganizer regions (NORs) are loops of ribosomal 
ONA which are present in the nucleoli of cells and which 
transcribe to ribosomal RNA. Associated with these NORs 
are argyrophilic acidic nonhistone proteins that have allowed 
the demonstration of NORs by the use of an argyrophilic 
method (AgNORs). 

Tumor tissues of 24 intestinal type gastric Carcinoma ( 14 
surgical samples and 1 O endoscopic samples) and 32 tissue 
blocks of pericancerous mucosa ( 17 surgical samples and 
15 endoscopic samples) were used in this study. Sections 4 
~1m thick were cut and dewaxed in xylene. The AgNOR 
staining solution was prepared by adding one vol u me of 2 per 
cent gelatine in 1 per cent formic acid to two volumes of 50 
per cent aqueous silver nitrate. The rehydrated tissue sec
tions were incubated for 45 minutes in the dark at room 
temperature. 

In the cancerous tissue the mean number of AgNORs was 
significantly higher in endoscopic samples (4.56; SO: 1.60) 
than in surgical samples (1.93; SO: 1.60). Similar findings 
were demonstrated in the pericancerous mucosa. 

We therefore conclude that the mean number of AgNORs 
in gastric mucosal biopsies is influenced by tissue fixation. 
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338, PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF ONA PLOIDY ANO 
S-PHASE FRACTION MEASUREO BY FLOW 
CYTOMETRY ANO PROLIFERATIVE ACTIVITY MEAS
UREO BY IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL REACTION TO 
PCNA/CYCLIN ANO Ki-67 MONOCLONAL ANTIBOOIES 
IN COLORECTAL CARCINOMAS 

R. Miquel, E. Campo, R. Valderrama, F. Carretero·, C. 
Guardiola, F. Novell, M. Trias, A. Palacin and A. Cardesa. 
Dpts. of Pathology, Gastroenterology and Surgery, Hospital 
Clinic, U. de Barcelona. ·coulterCientífica, Barcelona. Spain 

Surgical specimens of colorectal adenocarcinomas from 
141 patients were examined for DNA ploidy and proliferative 
activity (S-phase fraction) by Flow Cytometry (FC). Eighty
nine of these cases were also studied for PCNNcyclin and 55 
cases for Ki-67 antigens, in paraffin-embedded and fresh
frozen tissue respectively, to assess proliferative activity. 
Results were correlated to pathologic characteristics of tumors 
and to survival of patients. 

Of the 141 tumors 81 (57%) were DNA aneuploids. There 
was no correlation between DNA aneuploidy and age, tumoral 
grade and Dukes stage. Abnormal DNA ploidy correlated 
with distal location (p=0.05), PCNNcyclin (p<0.009) and S
phase fraction (p<0.001 ). DNA aneuploidy correlated with 
survival (p<0.05). Al 5 years 73% of patients with DNA diploid 
tumors survived whereas only 46% of aneuploid ones did. 

No correlation was found between proliferative activity and 
histopathologic variables nor overall survival of patients. 

In conclusion, DNA aneuploidy seems to be a prognostic 
factor in colo rectal carcinomas. S-phase fraction and PCNN 
cyclin showed higher values in DNA aneuploid tumors. We 
have not found correlation between proliferative activity and 
survival with any of the different methods used. 

339. STUOY OF THE CHRONIC GASTRITIS ASSOCl
ATEO WITH HELICOBACTER PYLORI 

E. Muñoz, T. Carmona, M.M. Abad, F. Gómez, M. Roldán, 
M.J. Alonso, A. López-Bravo, J .I. Paz, A. Bullón. Facultad de 
Medicina Universidad de Salamanca. Hospital Provincial 
Avila. C.l.C. Carlos 111 Madrid. Spain 

Many works have related H.P. as a cause of chronic 
gastritis. We have studied 152 non-selected patients- sent 
for endoscopy of the upper digestive tract. In each case, 
multiple biopsies were taken for microbiological and histo
logical study. The prevalence of gastric colonization by H. 
Pylori was 59,8%. 138 patients (90,8%) showed sings of the 
chronic gastritis, simultaneous affectation of the antrum and 
fundus being most common (50,7%).The most frequent 
forms of gastritis were superficial (49,3%) and type B ( 
45,4%); both forms were also significantly more common 
among the patients infected with H.Pylori. In 96 patients 
(63, 1 %) we have observed activity of the gastritis. There was 
metaplasia in 46 cases (30,3%), it was of intestinal type the 
most frequent (26,9%). 

The importan! information that the histological study can 
provide make it difficult to set, without your help, the treat
ment and frequency of follow-up of the patients with this 
gastric pathology. 

340. COLONIC ANGYOOYSPLASIA. A STUOY IN 14 CASES 

J.Muñoz, J.A. Bombí, A. Nadal, J.M. Piqué' , M. Trias", 
A. Cardesa. Departments of Pathology, Gastroenterology• 
and Surgery ... Hospital Clínic, Faculty of Medicine, Univer
sity of Barcelona, Spain 

Whe ha ve studied 14 cases with histopathologic diagnosis 
of angiodysplasia of colon,9 men and 5 women.Twelve of 
them were diagnosed clinically and the other two in autopsy. 
We evaluated the age, bleeding, location, the microscopical 
changes of the vascularwalls and the involvement of mucosa, 
submucosa and serosa. 

The mean age of the patients was 65 years (30- 89 years) . 
All cases presented w ith colonic bleeding. The cases were ali 
but one located in the cecum. Only one was found in sigmoid 
colon. Telangiectatic vessels were always in the submucosa. 
Also, di latation of intramucosal vessels in 6 cases and 
predominan! involvement of serosal vasculature in 1 case 
were found. Cases whith only submucosal changes showed 
lower age of presentation than those with multiple, layers 
involvement.We have not found significan! differences be
tween diameter of vessels and age, sex or location. 

Four cases had angiomatous malformations with thick 
walled vessels.Ten cases showed numerous d ilated thin 
walled vascular channels. The age of presentation of the first 
group was lower than the second one (51 years to 70years) . 
These findings support the theory that there are probably two 
different pathogenetic conditions included in this entity. 

341. INFLAMMATORY MYOGLANOULAR POLYPS OF 
THE COLON ANO RECTUM-A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL 
STUOY OF 32 PEOUNCULATEO POLYPS, OISTINCT 
FROM OTHER TYPES OF POL YPS 

S Nakamura, 1 Kino and T Akagi. Hamamatsu Univ Sch 
Med and Okayama Univ Med Sch, Japan 

Hitherto unclassified colorectal polyps were identified in 
32 patients (23 men and 9 women; mean age, 53 years) . The 
only symptom, which was observed in less than hall the 
patients, was passage of blood or occult blood. Endoscopic 
examination revealed solitary pedunculated reddened polyps 
with a smooth surface. These polyps were found in the left
side colon, especially in the sigmoid colon. The characteristic 
features of these polyps were inflammatory granulation tis-
sue in the lamina propria mucosae, proliferation of smooth 
muscle and hyperplastic glands with occasional cystic dila
tation. The etiology of this type of polyp is unkncwn, but could 
involve chronic trauma from the fecal stream and from 
peristalsis of the bowel. These polyps can be differentiated 
from juvenile polyps and inflammatory polyps by the pres
ence of abundant smooth muscle cells in the inflamed lamina 
propria mucosae. They also can be differentiated from Peutz
Jeghers type polyps which appear as hamartomatous 
structure with tree-like proliferation of muscularis mucosae 
covered by colonic mucosa without inflammatory granulation 
tissue. They also are distinguishable from mucosal prolapse 
syndrome and polyps developed alter colostomy based on 
their locations and macroscopic appearance. In addition, 
these new polyps differ from inflammatory 'cap' polyps in 
lacking fibrin cap. We proposed the name ' inflammato~ 

-------
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myoglandular' (IMG) polyps for these polyps which are 
distinct clinicopathologically from other types of colorectal 
polyps. 

342. HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS INFECTION ANO ANAL 
CARCINOMA 

A.E. Noffsinger, Y.Z. Hui, C.M. Fenoglio-Preiser, L. 
Yochman, P. Hurtubise. U. o! Cincinnati, Cincinnati OH. USA 

There is abundan! evidence in the literature implicating 
human papillomavirus (HPV) in the genesis o! squamous cell 
neoplasms o! the uterine cervix. Recently, a similar association 
has been found between HPV and anorectal carcinoma. 
Malignan! lesions in both the female genital trae! and anal 
region are most closely linked to infection with HPV types 16, 
18, 31 and 33. lntegration o! these high risk HPV types into 
the host cell genome results in expression o! viral E6 and E7 
genes. These genes encode proteins which are capable o! 
binding both the retinoblastoma and P53 tumor suppressor 
gene products. HPV may therefore have a causal role in 
carcinogenesis through inhibition o! normal regulators o! cell 
grow1h. 

26 cases o! squamous cell carcinona o! the anus were 
examined for the presenceof HPVtypes 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33 
and 35 with the use o! in-situ hybridization. Flow cytometric 
analysis o! a subset o! these tumors was carried out to 
evaluate DNA ploidy and S phase fraction. lmmunoperoxidase 
staining for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) was 
also performed to further assess the proliferative activity o! 
the tumor cells. 

HPV type 16 and 18 DNA was found in 27% o! the anal 
carcinomas examined. None o! the tumors contained DNA 
from HPV types 6, 11 , 31, 33 or35. Aneuploidy was associated 
with the presence o! HPV 16, 18 DNA. The majority o! tumors 
containing an aneuploid cell population also showed evi
dence o! HPV infection. In addition, PCNA staining demon· 
strated high proliferative activity in HPV positive carcinomas. 
We postulate that infection with HPV types 16 and 18 
destabilizes the host cell genome by allowing deregulation o! 
cell grow1h. This hypothesis could be supported by exami
nation o! HPV positive tumors for the amplification and 
overexpression o! myc, ras, los and jun oncogenes, as well 
as P53 gene mutation studies. 

343. ONA PLOIOY PATTERN ANO ONCOGENE EXPRES· 
SION OF COLORECTAL TUMORS 

M. Ohmura, R. Kushima, K. Yokoyama, Y. Hosokawa and 
T. Hattori. Shiga Univ. Med. Sci., Japan 

Multiple expressions o! oncogenes in colonic tumors have 
been reported in previous studies. The analysis o! DNA 
ploidy patterns also give importan! informations about tumor 
biology. We analyzed the relationship between DNA ploidy 
patterns and mult iple oncogene expressions by 
cytofluorometry and immunohistochemistory in 64 cases o! 
colorectal tumors (13 cases of adenomas, 38 cases o! 
severe dysplasias (intramucosal carcinoma) and small car
cinomas, and 13 cases of invasive carcinomas). Tumors 
were fixed in 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin. Serial 
4µm sections and 1 OOµm sections were made. The serial 

4µm sections were stained by the streptoavidin-biotin
peroxidase method for immunological study o! oncogene 
expressions (EGF, EGF receptor, TGF-b, e· myc, erbB2 and 
p53). Many cases o! the carcinomas and severe dysplasias 
showed aneuploid-predominant patterns (14/38 in small 
carcinomas and severe dysplasias, 11/ 13 in invasive carci
nomas). Multiple oncogegne expressions were observed in 
the carcinomas and severe dysplasias more lrequently than 
in adenomas (21 /38 in smal l carcinomas and severe 
dysplasias, 10/13 in invasing carcinomas and 3/ 13 in 
adenomas). There was no significan! relationship between 
DNA ploidy patterns and oncogene expressions. Colonic 
cancers can show various changes o! DNA ploidy and 
oncogene expressions al random during tumor progression. 

344. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUOY OF L YMPHOCYTE 
SUBSETS IN HELICOBACTER PYLORI (Hp) GASTRITIS 

E. Oliva, F.J. Sancho, C. Pons, S. Saiz, J. Menes. Depart
ment o! Pathology. Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, 
Autonomous University o! Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

lt is accepted that most type B gastritis are dueto infection 
by Hp; over 80% o! infected patients present active chronic 
gastritis with lymphoid hyperplasia. 

To study lymphocyte subsets in Hp gastritis (Hp+ G), and 
compare them with !hose observed in Hp-negative type B 
gastritis (Hp- G) and normal mucosa (NM), we investigated 
Hp infection in a large series o! dyspeptic patients and 
performed 4 antral biopsies: 2 for morphological study, 1 for 
urease test, and 1 for microbiological culture. 50 patients 
were selected, 29 infected by Hp and 21 uninfected (12 with 
normal mucosa and 9 with chronic gastritis). 

Pan-B (L26 DakoPatts and CD45R Knikerbocker) and 
Pan-T (CD3 Dakopatts) monoclonal antibodies were used in 
paraffin sections. 

NM 

Hp- G 

Hp+G 

B-Lymphocytes T-Lymphocytes 
lntraepithelial Lamina propria 

n=;.t:2 ·_ -11 & 1 -1 +1 1 -1 +1 0 ++1 
n= 9 -4 +5 -2 +4 ++3 +4 ++5 

n=29 +3 ++12 +23 ++3 +16 ++8 

~+14 . +++3 +++5 

Conclusions: 

Few T-lymphocytes were found intraepithelial and in the 
superficial lamina propria in normal antral mucosa, no B
lymphocytes were observed. 

Hp+ G is characterized by a significan! increase in T
lymphocytes, especially in the superficial lamina propria, and 
also by large numbers o! B-lymphocytes in the deep lamina 
propria, frequently arranged in lymphoid follicles (27 out o! 29 
cases).Hp- G contains a small proportion o! B-lymphocytes. 

Supported by a FISS grant 91-1013. Spanish Dep. o! Health. 

345. GASTROINTESTINAL VASCULAR MALFORMATION 

Pannain VL, Avila CM, Luvizuto JC, Trinconi JC. Federal 
University 01 Río De Janeiro, Brazil 
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Diulafoy's disease was described in 1898, it had been 
considered a rarity. Morphologically is represented by single, 
large and tortous artery, located in the gastric submucosa 
and overlying by mucosa defect. Two identical lesions were 
described in jejunum. 

We report two cases of the gastrointestinal vascular mal
formation: one of them in the stomach (case 1 ), the other in 
jejunum (case 2). Both affected elderly woman with severe 
gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Diagnosis by endoscopy of 
vascular pathology was done only in case 1. Stomach wall 
was ressected locally. The surgical specimens showed 
mucosa ulcerd 92cm. with a cap of thrombotic material. 

Histologically disclosed and enlarged tortous artery lying 
within the submucosa that opened in the luminal surface, 
through ulcered mucosa with inflamatory response confined 
to the ulcer base. Case 2 an emergency exploratory 
laparotomy was performed and 9 cm of the jujunum was 
ressected that showed ulcer mucosa (2,5cm) covered by 
fibrin cap, overlying a ruptured serpiginous vessel. 
Histologically disclosed a large, tortous and thick vessel with 
artery pattern , that extended through difieren! layers. The 
overlying mucosa was ulcered with minimal inflamatory 
reaction . 

We believe that better knowledge of this lesion and more 
reports about it, are importan! to decrease mortality rate. 

346. COLORECTAL CANCER BEFORE 40 YEARS OF 
AGE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PATHOLOGY, TU
MOR CELL PROLIFERATION ANO PROGNOSIS 

F. Para!, S. Jothy. Department of Pathology, McGill Uni
vers ity, Montreal PO, Canada; Service d'Anatomie 
Pathologique, Hópital Necker, Paris, France 

Colo rectal adenocarcinoma before the age of 40 is uncom
mon. lt has been reported to be more often associated with 
predisposing factors, to have a higher percentage of poorly 
differentiated types, and a poorer prognosis than in older 
patients. A case group composed of 35 patients less than 40 
years of age, who had surgical resection for colorectal 
adenocarcinoma, was compared to a control group of 35 
patients older than 65 years. Patients were matched by sex, 
cancer site, and Dukes stage. 

Mean age was 34 ± 4 years for the case patients and 75 ± 
6 years for the control patients. Six case patients hada family 
history of colorectal cancer, compared to one of the control 
patients (p<0.05). None of the patients had familia! 
adenomatous polyposis or ulcerative colitis. Tumor differen
tiation, grow1h pattern, presence of vascular and perineural 
neoplastic invasion, tumor cell proliferation measured 
immunohistochemichally by a monoclonal antibody against 
proliferating nuclear cell antigen (PCNA, clone PC10), and 
survival according to the Kaplan Meier method were not 
significantly different between the case and control groups. 

This case control study documents that there is no differ
ence in pathologic features, tumor cell proliferation and 
prognosis of colorectal adenocarcinoma in patients younger 
than 40 years compared to patients older than 65, when the 
two groups are matched by sex, cancer site, and Dukes 
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stage. Familia! history of colorectal cancer is more common 
in younger patients, suggesting that, even if they appear to 
present sporadic cases, they are more likely to have determi
na ni genotypic anomalies. 

347. INTESTINAL SIDEROSIS 

S.S. Refsum. lnstitute of Pathology, University of Oslo. 
The National Hospital, N-0027 Oslo. Norway 

lron deposits maysometimes be found in the small intestine, 
but the significance of these deposits is uncertain. During iron 
absorption part of the newly absorbed iron is transferred to 
the body, the rest of the iron being lost. Somehow, there must 
be a relationship between the cells with iron deposits and the 
intestinal iron metabolism. 

Alter staining with Peris' reaction iron deposits were found 
in sorne 450 intestinal biopsies, mostly in the intestinal 
macrophages (IM) and in sorne 50% of the biopsies, in the 
goblet cells as well. During heavy iron deposits in the IM, 
additional iron deposits could be observed both in the sheat 
cells, in the endothelial cells of the lymphatics, and in the 
enterocytes. Most of the biopsies were from the proximal 
small intestine, but iron deposits could also be found in 
biopsies from the distal ileum. 

The iron uptake from the gut lumen goes through the 
enterocytes. lron deposits could only be found when there 
was a concomitan! heavy iron deposits in the IM which thus 
may block the iron trans-fere from the enterocytes to the 
blood vessels. The goblet cells seems to excrete iron, as any 
iron absorption against a gradient of a continious mucous 
excretion is unlikely. Ali iron transfere from the enterocytes to 
the blood vessels and from the IM to the goblet cells mus! 
pass through the sheat cells, but the function of these cells is 
unknown. lron deposits in the endothelial cells of the 
lymphatics were only found during pronounced iron deposits 
in the IM, and the lymphatic drainage may be due to an 
overflow of iron from these IM. As iron deposits could be 
found in the distal ileum, an additional iron absorption may 
take place in this part of the intestine. 

Body macrophages are engaged in release and in reten
tion of iron (from red cell breakdown). The IM may be a part 
of this iron regulating system, submitted to the same un
known factors controlling their function. By blocking the 
transfere of surplus iron from enterocytes to blood vessels, 
the IM acts in reality as a mucosal block. 

348. COLONIC HYPERPLASTIC POL YPOSIS WITH TWO 
MIXED POL YPS ANO ONE INVERTED POLYP. REPORT 
OF A CASE 

M.F. Relea, F. Colina, H. García Muñoz, l. de Prada, M.O. 
Garcia Prats, P. Dhimes. Department of Pathology,Hospital 
12 de Octubre, Madrid. Spain 

Hyperplastic polyps are the most frequent occurring tumor
like lesion of the colon, being usually small and multiple. 
Hyperplastic polyposis is rare (1) and so the hyperplastic 
polyps more than 0.5 cm in size. Mixed polyps have been 
reported (2), being constituted by hyperplastic polyps with 
adenomatous foci. On the other hand, inverted polyp is an 
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unusual form of hyperplastic polyp with endophytic growth 
and it can simulate an adenoma or carcinoma by penetration 
of muscularis mucosae (3) . 

CASE: A 55-year-old man with a two-years' clinical history 
of frequent diarrhoeic episodes with intense abdominal pain. 
His uncle died of colonic adenocarcinoma. There was no 
other family history of intestinal disorders. Barium enema 
showed multiple colonic polyps varying in size from 0.2 to 2 
cm. They were evenly distributed troughout the large bowel. 
Colonoscopy was performed on tour occasions and 6 polyps 
were biopsied. Histologically, 4 biopsy specimens were 
tubular adenomas and 2 tubulovillous adenomas. Afterwards, 
a right hemicolectomy was performed with 20 cm of ileum 
and 27 of right colon. Microscopically, the appendix showed 
hyperplastic mucosa! changes. Four of the 32 polyps that 
were seen in right colon were larger !han 1 cm. in size. 
Twenty-nine of the polyps showed elongated glands with a 
sawtooth lumina (hyperplastic polyps). Other two polyps, 
larger than 1 cm, were mixed polyps (hyperplastic with 
adenomatous foci and no signs of malignancy) and one 
polyp, 0.7 cm in diameter, showed glands belowthe muscularis 
mucosae (inverted polyp). 

Such a combination of pathologic changes have not been 
reported in the literature until now. 

REFERENCES. 1. SumnerH, eta!. Dig. Dis. Sci. 1981; 26: 85-89. 
2. Longacre T. et al. Am. J. Surg. Pathol. 1990;14: 524. 
3. Sobin L. H. Am. J. Surg. Pathol.1985;9: 265-72. 

349. SYNCHRONOUS MUCINOUS LESIONS OF OVARY 
ANO APPENDIX 

A. Rey, E. Redondo. Hosp. Ntra. Sra. del Pino, Las Palmas 
de G.C., Spain 

Association of ileocecal appendicular mucinous tumors 
with pseudomyxoma peritonei and ovarian mucinous tumors 
is known from more than 70 years. However, this is still a 
discussed topic, with three main problems: their frecuently 
simultaneous presentation, their histologic similarity and, in 
many cases, absence of obvious signs of malignancy (i.e., 
invasion). We show 5 new cases of synchronous appendicular 
and ovarian mucinous tumors that were found alter reviewing 
7000 appendicectomies, 92 of which (1,24%) had simple 
mucoceles or tumors. 4 of the 5 patients were peri- or 
postmenopausal (mean age, 43 years) . The first case was an 
appendicular mucinous hyperplasia with mucocele and ovar
ian mucinous borderline tumor. The three following cases 
were appendicular cystadenomas with difieren! grades of 
«mucocele» adn associated with ovarian cystadenomas (2 
cases) and 1 borderline mucinous tumor. In this last case, the 
epithelial dysplasia was similar in both organs and there was 
pseudomyxoma peritonei. The 5th case was a well-differ
entiated mucinous cystadenocarcinoma, Dukes B, with 
pseudomyxoma peritonei and bilateral ovarian mucinous 
tumors that were initially considered to be primary borderline 
tumors, taking into account their cytologic features and the 
lack of stromal invasion. 

Recen! studies about bonderl ine tumors with 
pseudomyxoma peritonei suggest that ovarian lesions are 
secondary. This explanation may be applied to our last two 

cases. However, it does not solve the cases with obviously 
benign tumors or hyperplastic lesions. lt could be possible, 
then, to propase a «field effect", because the low frecuency, 
individually, of each lesion makes their casual association 
umprobable. Nevertheless, diverse origin (endodermal for 
bowel epithelium, mesodermal for ovarian celomic cells) is 
an obstacle for understanding the cytologic similarities of 
both lesions. 

350. TYPO 1 OR ADENOMA TOUS GASTRIC DYSPLASIA. 
MORPHOMETRIC STUDY ANO CLASSIFICATION 

M. G. Tabernero Jubindo, J. González del Tánago. F. 
Bilbao-Ercoreca, J.J. Burgos-Bretones , M. Moretó Canela 
and J. M. Rivera-Pomar; Department of Pathology. Hospital 
de Cruces. University of Basque Country. Basque Health 
Service. Bilbao. Spain 

Prospective studies consider the gastric dysplastic epi
thelium as a precancerous state, specially in severe gastric 
dyplasias. The accuracy of diagnosis in dysplastic states is 
extremely importan! to predict in sorne way their malignan! 
potential. A total of 116 biopsies of 67 patients were selected 
for this study. The samples were subjectively evaluated by 
two independent pathologists and objectively by a 
morphometrical study of 15 variables concerning to cell 
nuclei, cytoplasms and glandular architecture of the dysplastic 
epithelium. Correlations among such variables, clinical data 
and subjective diagnoses were made. An statistical study 
including multivariate, factorial and discriminan! analises 
permitted to stablish the significance degree of the difieren! 
variables in grading dysplastic states. A new simple 
classiffication system of gastric dysplasias including two 
main groups of malignan! potential (high and low degree) is 
proposed. 

351. HI STOPATHOLOGICA L EVALU ATION OF 
ENDOSCOPIC INTESTINAL BIOPSIES FROM PATIENTS 
WITH ULCERATIVE COLITIS ANO CROHN'S DISEASE: 
VALUE OF A SCORE SYSTEM IN THE DIFFERENTIAL 
DIAGNOSIS 

M.A.M. Rodrigues·, V.A.F. Alves, P.R. Arruda Alves and 
A. hABR-GAMA; *Botucatu Medica! School, UNESP, Brazil 
and Sao Paulo Medica! School, USP, Brazil 

A retrospective histologic blind study of endoscopic intes
tinal biopsies (n=1 73) from Brazilian adult patients with 
radiologic, endoscopic and clinical diagnosis either of ul
cerative colitis (UC) or Crohn'sdisease (CD) was carried out. 
Fifteen patients (n=97 biopsies) with UC (12 women, 3 men, 
mean age 37,5) and 7 patients (n=53 biopsies) with CD (5 
women, 2 men mean age 45,3) were studied. Controls (n=23 
biopsies) consisted of 4 patients (1 women, 3 men, mean age 
58,4) bearing no inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). A score 
system for 1 O histologic fea tu res was used to evaluate its 
usefulness in the differential diagnosis between UC and CD. 
The features included distorted crypt architecture, mucous 
cell depletion, crypt atrophy, villous surface, mucosa! clefts, 
ulceration, increased number of neutrophils and round cel ls 
in the lamina propria, crypt abscess, epithelioid granuloma 
and isolated giant cells. The seores were discriminating for 
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UC, CD and normal biopsies. They allowed a corree! diagno
sis in 93.4% of the UC patients and 57, 1 % of CD patients. We 
therefore propose this scoring system as an useful tool in 
routine dilterential diagnosis of IBD. 

352. DNA FLOW CYTOMETRY IN GASTRIC CANCER: 
PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF DNA CONTENT ANO PRO
LIFERATIVE ACTIVITY 

F. Sonego, J. Rubio·, R. Balta, M. Guido, M. Cassaro, V. 
Ninfo·· and M. Rugge. Cattedra di lstochimica ed 
lmmunoistochimica Patologica, Universita' di Padova-Servizio 
di Anatomia Patologica ULSS 19, Italia. ·oepartment of 
Pathology, Louisiana State University Medica! Center, New 
Orleans, USA ... 111 Cattedra di Anatomia Patologica,Universitá 
di Padova, Italia 

Although the tumor cell DNA content has been demostrated 
of prognostic significance in a large number of solid cancers, 
the available data conceming the Gastric Carcinoma (GC) 
are quite rare and contradictory. According to Hedley , the 
DNA flow cytometry (FC) has been carried out on formalin
fixed , paraffin-embedded histological material from 76 
gastrectomies for GC. Every patient could be followed up at 
leas! for 64 mounths alter surgical treatment or till his death. 
Ali the cases in wich the coefficient of variation of the GO/GI 
peak was higherthan 8 were excluded from the present study 
(CV mean=6; range 3-8; SD=1.58). DNA diploid ( DNA lndex
D.l.= 1 ) was detectad in 22 out of 76 cases. The remaining 54 
cases were aneuploid. In particular 33 out of 54 were 
hyperdiploid (D.I. > 1; 61 %), 15 were hypodiploid (D.I. <1 ). 6 
cases were multiploid (multimodal D.I.) and 2 cases tetraploid 
(D.l.=2). Proliferative fraction (PF) was calculated in 38 
tumors. There is no significan! correlation between D.I. and 
PF when we try to distinguish PF values lower than 10% and 
equal or higher than 10%. The 6 years survival rate of ali the 
patients was 21.1 %. The six years survival rate for diploid 
patients (40.4%) was significantly higherthan that of aneuploid 
(hypodiploid= 26.6%; hyperdiploid = 9.9%; hyperdiploid= 
9.9%; multiploid= 25%; tetraploid= 50%; p<0.03). No 
statistical correlations were found between PF and progno
sis. 11 was thus assummed that the DNA ploidy pattern was 
a useful prognostic indicator of gastric cancer. 

353. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL EVIDENCE OF p53 
OVEREXPRESSION IN GASTRIC EPITHELIAL 
DYSPLASIA 

M.Rugge, Y.H. Shiao , R. Balta, F. DiMario· and P. 
Correaº. Cattedra di lstochimica ed lmmunoistochimica 
Patologica, Universita di Padova-Servizio di Anatomía 
Patologica ULSS 19, Italia. ºDepartment of Pathology, Loui
siana State University Medical Center, New Orleans, USA. 
·cattedra di Malattie dell' Apparato Digerente, Universitá di 
Padova, Italia 

p53 gene is believed one of the most importan! tumor 
suppressor genes involved in salid human tumors. lts mutan! 
phosphoprotein is immunohistochemically detectable. A 
polyclonal antibody to wild and mutan! type of p53 protein 
was used to stain formalin fixed paraffin embedded biopsias 
and surgical specimens from 33 cases of gastric epithelial 

dysplasia (GED). In 13 of these patients a gastric carcinoma 
(GC) was also present. p53 positiva nuclei were present in 12 
out 33 cases (36.4%). For each patient multiple histological 
samples were analyzed and a positiva immunoreaction was 
found in mild GED (19.0%), moderate GED (27.3%), severe 
GED (64.3%),and in GC (61 .5%). The high percentage of 
nuclear mutan! p53 reactivity in GED as well as in GC 
suggests a strong relationship between p53 gene mutation 
and gastric precancerous and carcinomatous lesions. 

354. FLOW CITOMETRY ANAL YSIS OF THE DNA AS A 
PROGNOSTIC FACTOR IN EARL Y GASTRIC CANCER 

R. Rodriguez Merlo, J. Sanz Esponera, J.A. Lopez GQ
Asenjo, R. Garcia Delgado, J. Sanz Ortega. Madrid. Spain 

Early gastric cancer is, as a whole, a neoplasm with a good 
prognosis, though there are sorne forms with a greater 
agresiveness, lending to infiltrate and spread. Factors such 
as size, macroscopic grow1h, histological type and depth of 
invasion, have been used as prognostic factors. The DNA 
study by flow citometry and the possibility of using paraltin
embedded material, provides new aspects in relation with 
celular ploidy and cinetics wich have still unclear pronostic 
value. 

We have studied 45 cases of early gastric cancer consid
ering clinic, endoscopic, histopathological, cells cynetics and 
ploidy parameters. The sex distribution was 3m/1f, with a 
mean age of 55,8 years (29-83y). The most frequent location 
was antral (84.4%). The most common macroscopic type 
was 111 (68,8%). 57,7% of the cases were of Lauren-s 
intestinal type, ADN 42,2% diltuse with a high incidence of 
signe! ring cells type. 13,3% of the cases had an aneuploid 
ADN content and 8,8% had heterogeneus populations. 

The age and tumor size had an statistically significativa 
relation w1th the depth of invasion haven't 'found this relation 
between location, macroscopic type and histologic dilteren
tiation with evolutive parameters. 

There is a relation between an aneuploid-DNA content and 
the incidence of metastasis, as well as between the ploidy 
and survival rate. 

The DNA content analysis with fow citometry is a pronostic 
factor in the early gastric cancer progression. 

355. GANGLIONEUROMATOSIS OF THE COLON. 
INMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

N. Saracibar; F. Guevara y M.C. Albaina. Hospital 
"Txagorritxun. Vitoria-Gasteiz. Spain 

Intestinal ganglioneuromatosis (G.N) consists of a mas
sive proliferation of nerve fibers, ganglion cells, and supporting 
cells of the enteric nervous system. Ganglioneuromatosis 
and neurofibromatosis of the colon have been described to 
occur in multiple endocrina neoplasia type 2b (MEN 2b) and 
in von Recklinghausen disease and Cowden disease, and 
have been sporadic cases in patients with juvenile poliposis, 
adenomas and adenocarcinoma of the colon, or as an 
isolated finding. 

The palien!, a 42 year-old man, hada history of epigastric 
pain, weight loss. and occasional diarrhea. None of the 
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stigmata of Van Recklinghausen's disease or MEN 2b were 
found. Barium enema examination reveales a stenotic lesion 
in the ascending colon. A right hemicolectomy was performed. 
Gross examination revealed a specimen consisting of 2 cm 
of distal ileum and 18 cm. of ascending colon, with a stenotic 
area over de distal hall (2 cm). Microscopic examination 
revealed involvement of all layers of the bowel wall by 
massive proliferation of nerve fibers, supporting cells, and 
enteric neurons (transmural GN). lnmunohistochemical 
staining far S-1 00, NSE, Vimentin and desmine, were useful 
far outlining the enteric nervous system, and confirmed the 
transmural distribution of the lesion. 

356. ISOLATED GRANULOMATOUS APPENDICITIS: A 
CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY 

E.P. Saraga/José Costa. lnstitute of Pathology, University 
of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzer1and 

lsolated granulomatous appendicitis is a rare entity with 
less than a 100 cases recordad in the litera tu re since 1934. 
We have studied 23 cases of this entity found in our files 
between 1975-1991. They represen! O, 16 % of the appen
dicectomy specimens examinad during this period. 

In 7 patients we were able to establish !he etiology of !he 
granulomatous inflammation; it was due to a foreign body in 
4 cases, to yersiniosis in 2 cases and to bilharziosis in 1 case. 
In 4 other cases we found small epithelioid granulomata far 
which the etiology could no! be established. In contras!, 12 
specimens showed the constellation of histopathological 
features seen in Crohn's disease including transmural in
flammation, variable thickening of the appendiceal wall, 
ulceration of the mucosa and epithelio'id granulomata. Crypt 
abcesses, fistula and perforations were also present in a few 
cases. The clinical profile of this group of patients was as 
follows: Sex: 7 males, 5 females; age range: 15-39 years. In 
1 O cases the initial clinical diagnosis was appendicitis whereas 
in 2 cases there was suspicion of a tumor. Of these 12 
patients, only one developed systemic Crohn's disease at 
follow-up. Eight patients ha ve been free of disease 1-7 years 
alter appendectomy (mean follow-up: 3.6 years) and one 
palien! has suffered from occasional abdominal pain and 
diarrhea that have not been investigated. Two patients have 
been lost to follow-up. 

We conclude that on morphological grounds a sub-group 
of patients with granulomatous appendicitis can be consid
erad as suffering from Crohn's disease limitad to the appen
dix. Follow-up shows a favourable evolution. 

357. BALANTIDIUM COLITIS: REPORT OF TWO CASES 

S. Savva, E. Christofidou, E. Paira, H. Kokka, G.Liapi
Avgeri, S. Markaki. ; Histopathology Departement, Fleming 
General Hospital Melissia, GREECE.; Histopathology 
Departement, Peripheral General Hospital, KAT Kifissia, 
Greece 

Palantidium coli is the largest ciliated protozoan that can 
infect human large intestine. The pig is the main host of !he 
parasite. Human infection occurs where human contact with 
pigs is particularly clase. In most cases the infection run 
assymptomatically or can lead to acule or chronic diarrheal 

disease. Besides sporadic cases of balantidiasis and sorne 
small epidemias appearing in the literature, a big epidemy in 
Truk islands has also been reportad. 

We present two sporadic cases of chronic balantidiasis of 
the colon referring to a woman aged 51 anda man aged 42 
years old. A great number of parasites were found in biopsy 
specimens from the colonic mucosa of both patients, whilst 
their stool samples were negativa. The infection in one of the 
palients was manifestad and treated as ulcerativa colitis. 

Despite the common occurrence of Balantidium coli in 
stool samples, the parasite responsible far the colitis is 
usually confirmed in biopsy material. 

358. CHARACTERIZATION OF FREQUENT K-RAS 
ONCOGENE MUTATIONS IN DUODENAL NEOPLASIA 
FROM PARAFFIN EMBEDDED ARCHIVAL DNA SPECl
MENS 

K. R. Schroer and P. B. Trickey. Dept. of Pathology, U. 
South Florida School of Medicine and Moffitt Cancer Center, 
Tampa, FL. 33612. USA 

The K-ras oncogene encades a 21,000 kd membrane 
bound protein. Mutations of K-ras are activating when present 
in the 12th, 13th, or 61 st codon. This study examines duode
nal neoplasms that consist of adenoma without carcinoma, 
carcinoma alone and carcinoma developing in a pre-existen! 
adenoma. DNA is recovered from paraffin blocks 1-48 months 
old, digested and amplified by the polymerase chain assay 
using either single or nested primers. PCR product DNA is 
then dot blotted onto nylon membranes and mutation-spe
cific-oligomer hybridization performed to detect single base 
changes in the 12, 13, or 61 codons. Confirmatory DNA 
sequencing follows. Mutations were present in six of nine 
patients. Seven of fourteen duodenal tumorscontain activating 
ras mutations. Glycine (Gly) represents the unmutated codon 
al position 12. Mutations are found only in codon 12 of K-ras. 
Mutations consist of gly-ser, gly-ala (two patients), gly-val 
(two patients), and gly-cys. Mutations are found in 3/7 
adenomas and 4/7 carcinomas overall. One case with both 
adenoma and carcinoma contains identical mutations in both 
tumors (case #3) . Two of the adenoma associated carcino
mas contain mutations that were not found in the adenomas. 
A high frequency of an activated K-ras gene is found in the 
duodenal carcinomas (57%). The duodenum ras mutation 
frequency is very high, similar to the pancreas (70-100%), 
intra-hepatic bile ducts (67%), and extra-hepatic bile ducls 
(66%), and differs from gall bladder (0%) and stomach(20%). 

(Supported hy grant #30008, Moffitt Cancer Ctr) 

359. ROLE OF MEDIATORS IN CYTOPROTECTION ANO 
ULCEROGENESIS MECHANISMS IN THE STOMACH 

A. Sklyarov,Ye. Sklyarov,Ye. Panasiuk. Medical lnstitute, 
Lvov, Ukraine. 

Gastric ulcer has been modelled by injecting 2 mg/kg 
noradrenaline intraabdominally in rats. In 24 hours the ani
mals were recaptured under anaesthesia, their stomachea 
removed and studied macroscopically. Mediatory substances 
(serotonine, acetylcholine, PGE2 and ATF) in dose of 200 
mkg/kg were injected with noradrenaline (n=70). 
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Noradrenaline effect caused the development of destruc
tive-hemorrhagic lesions (ulcers, hemorrages, infiltration) of 
the mucous membrane of stomach in 75% of animals. 
Cytoprotective effect of PGE2 in characterised by 45% 
decrease of affected anima Is number as well as lessening of 
destructive-hemorrhagic area from 57 mm2 to 11 .3 mm2 

(p<0.02) . Serotonine w ith noradrenaline potentiate 
ulcerogenic processes. Acetylcholine effect is insignificant. 
Noradrenaline with PGE2 and serotonine action the PGE2 
effect was blocked. Combined effect of ATF and PGE2 
stimulate citoprotective processes in the mucous membrane 
of stomach. 

Achieved results recover the role and interaction of me
diators in cytoprotective and ulcerogenic processes and 
have clinical importance. 

360. METHOD OF DUODENAL REFLUX DETERMINING 
BY SODIUM IONS LEVEL IN GASTRIC JUICE 

E. Sklyarov, A. Sklyarov. Medical lnstitut, Lvov, Ukraine 

lntensity of duodeno-gastral reflux (DGR) being a patho
genic factor in the development of ulcers and chronic gastri
tis, is measured by gall acids concentrations in gastric ju ice. 
Pancreatic juice reflux is not usually taken into account. We 
ha ve determined pancreatic bycarbonates reflux by comparing 
abundan! quantities of sodium in gastric juice with sodium 
concentration in insoluble mucus. 

lt has been determined in 30 healthy volunteers that 
sodium concentration in gastric juice basal secrete was 
47.3±2.0 mM/I, in insoluble mucus it was 67.9+3.1 mM/I. 
When examining 25 patients with duodenal ulcers and chronic 
gastritis withous DGR sodium concentration in basal secrete 
proved to be 54.6+5.1 mM/I, in insoluble mucus equal to 
71.5±2.6 mM/l. In 25 patients with duodenal ulcers and 
chronic gastritis with DGR sodium concentration in gastric 
ju ice increased to 110.3±4.5 mM/I (p<0.001 ) while in insolu
ble mucus this quantity changed but a little - 75.2±2.6 mM/I 
(p>0.05). After secretion stimulation with histamine the de
crease of DGR intensity has been noted by 26%. 

T herefore to assume chola tes detergen! effect it is neces
sary to take into account pancreatic bycarbonate reflux into 
gastric cavity. 

361. P53 EXPRESSION/MUTATION IN GASTRIC CARCI
NOMAS 

R. Seruca, L. David, R. Holm, l. Veiga, J.M. Nesland, S.M. 
Fangan, S. Castedo, A-L. B0rresen, and M.Sobrinho-Sim6es. 
University of Porto, Portugal; Cancer lnstitute of Porto, 
Portugal and The Norwegian Radium Hospital, Oslo, Norway 

We searched a series of 56 consecutively resected primary 
gastric carcinomas for p53 mutations in hot spots A,B, C and 
D(exons 5 ,7 and 8) using constan! denaturant gel 
electrophoresis (COGE), and for p53 protein expression 
using a monoclonal antibody (PAb1801). We found 10 mu
tations (4 in hot spot 8, 3 in C and 3 in O) and 5 immunoreactive 
cases, thus supporting the advantage of molecular analysis 
over immunohistochemistry in the disclosure of p53 abnor
malities. There was a significan! correlation (p <0.05) be-

tween the occurrence of mutations and the presence of 
immunoreactivity. No significan! relationship was observed 
between the presence of mutations and/or immunoreactivity 
and any of the following clinico-pathologic features: sex and 
age of patients, tumor site, staging, histological classifica
tion , growth pattern, desmoplasia, lymphoid infiltration, 
vascular invasion, nodal metastization,and S-phase fraction. 
In contras! to the other report on record (Tamura et al Cancer 
Res 51:3056,1991) we found a relatively low frequency of 
expression/mutation of p53 in gastric carcinoma and no 
relationship between p53 expression/ mutation and 
aneuploidy. 

362. CYTOGENETIC FINDINGS IN ELEVEN GASTRIC 
CARCINOMAS 

R. Seruca, S. Castedo, C. Correia, P. Gomes, F .Carneiro, 
P. Soares, B. de Jong and M. Sobrinho-Sim6es. University of 
Porto, Portugal ; Cancer lnstitute of Porto, Portugal; and 
University of Groningen, T he Netherlands 

We describe the results of the cytogenetic study of ten 
primary adenocarcinomas of the stomach and one lymph 
node metastasis after direct harvesting or short term in vitro 
culture. All cases showed a variable number of numerical 
and/or structural clonal cytogenetic aberrations. Polysomy of 
chromosomes #2 and #20 were the most common numerical 
abnormalities. Rearrangements of chromosomes #1, #3, #7, 
and #13 were each observed in at leas! hall of the cases. 
Chromosomes #3 and #13 were the chromosomes more 
often exhibiting structural cytogenetic aberrations. In five 
tumours a partial deletion of the long arm of chromosome #6 
was noted (common deleted region 6q22- >qter) . The re
curren! markers found in our series were an (8q) and an 
i( 17q) in three and two cases, respectively. Double minutes 
or homogeneously staining regions were present in three 
tumours. Contrary to the recen! claim that structural abnor
malities affecting 11 p13-p1 5 were specifically involved in 
gastric cancer, we only detected rearrangements of this 
region in two cases. 

363. GASTRIC CARCINOMA WITH OSTEOCLAST-LIKE 
GIANT CELLS: REPORT OF FOUR CASES 

V.Stracca Pansa, L. Bozzola, F. Fedeli, F.Quarto, A. 
Menegon, P.M. Donisi and G. Pettinato; Pathology Dept. of 
Venice, Vicenza, Bologna, Castellammare di Stabia and 
Napoli. ltaly 

Osteoclast-like giant cells (OGCs) are very rarely reported 
in diverse malignancies, including breas!, urinary bladder, 
liver and thyroid carcinomas. We present the first series of 
gastric carcinomas with the unique feature of an histiocytic 
stromal multinucleated componen! intimately associated to 
the neoplastic proliferation. 

All the four patients were male, middle aged (range, 33-
63). The neoplasms were ulcerated and localized in the 
antrum (2) or in the cardiac region (2). 

Microscopically, three tumors were characterized by a 
bland cytological appearance andan either sol id or cribriform 
pattem. The neoplastic cells were uniformly cuboidal, with a 
granular and acidophilic cytoplasm centered by a single 
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vesicular nucleus, features reminiscent of the «parietal gland 
carcinoma», a rare variant of gastric cancer. OGCs were 
found adjacent or intimately intermixed to the neoplastic 
cells, often associated with lymphocytes, mononuclear 
histiocytes and a desmoplastic stroma. An identical cellular 
componen! was found in the lymphnodal metastasis which 
were present in all the cases. The histological appearance of 
the fourth case wasdifferent, showing an anaplasticcellularity, 
numerous multinucleated neoplastic cells together with be
nign OGCs. Electron microscopy performed on this particular 
case showed abundance of organelles, mainly m1thocondria 
and polyribosomes as well stalcks of REA, in the cytoplasm 
of OGC. Nuclei were irregular, with deep invaginations of the 
nuclear membrane. Tumor cells showed high nuclear-cyto
plasmic ratio, thick nuclear membrane, irregular clumps of 
chromatin and large nucleoli. By the immunohistochemical 
analysis mononuclear and OGCs showed in all the cases 
diffuse positivity for alfa 1 antichymotrypsin, alfa 1 antitrypsin 
and KP1 (CD 68). In two cases Leu Common and in one NSE 
were demonstrated. Neoplastic cells stained for pankeratin 
(MNF 11 6), CEA but not for chromogranin and alfafetoprotein. 
In two cases they exhibited focal immunorection with NSE 
and ina single case with Beta HCG. Al follow-up, two patients 
died alter 7 and 15 months alter the diagnosis and two are 
alive, without evidence of disease, alter 7 and 120 months. 
This report describes for the first time a novel variant of 
gastric carcinoma with distinctive and unique histological 
features. 

364. HISTOLOGY OF INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE 
IN CHINESE 

Michael WM Suen·, CT Liewº, JWC Leung·· , RKK Hsu .. , 
N Leung .. , C Kassianides .. , KK Lo·· and SSC Chung .. . 
ºDepts. of Anatomical and Cellular Pathology, •• Medicine, 
and " ' Surgery, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin, Hong Kong 

ldiopathic inflammatory bowel disease is rare among 
Oriental. Several studies have been done in Chinese which 
were limited to the clinical and epidemiological aspect. We 
report the histological findings of 15 patients who were 
clinically and histologically diagnosed to have inflammatory 
bowel disease from 2014 colonoscopies performed in the 
Prince of Wales Hospital since it opened in 1984. Six were 
diagnosed CD and 9 as UC. The mean ages for Crohn's 
disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) are 26.1 and 34.8 
years. Clinico-histological concordant rates are 5/6 (83.3%) 
and 7/9 (77.8%) forCD and UC respectively. Thecomparative 
histological features are tabulated as follow: 
Features Age Sex u TI IC CA A GC F 

m:I N L Aggr 

UC(n=9) 348 5:4 419 319 719 719 519 719 419 1/9 519 ., 
CD(n =6) 26.1 5:1 516 616 216 216 516 1/6 116 516 4/6 

U = ulceration; TI = transmural inflammation; IC= inflam
matory cells; N = neutrophils; L = lymphocytes; Aggr = 
lymphoid aggregate; CA = crypt abscess; A = glandular 
atrophy; GC = granulomatous changes; F = fibrosis. We 
conclude and confirm that: 1) idiopathic inflammatory bowel 

disease is uncommon in Hong Kong; and 2) Crohn's disease 
presents al a younger age. Histologically: a) crypt abscess, 
mixed inflammatory cells infiltration and glandular atrophy 
are more common in UC; b) ulceration, transmural inflamma
tion, lymphoid aggregation and granulomatous changes are 
more common in CD; and c) increase in fibrosis occurs in 
approximately hall of the patients in both CD and UC. 

365. INCREASING TENDENCY OFTHE RATIO OF INTES· 
TINAL TYPE OF GASTRIC CANCERS IN SURGICAL 
MATERIALS OF TOKYO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL IN 
RECENT 19 YEARS 

F.Tanaka, K.Yamaguchi, and late Y.Urano. Teikyo Uni· 
versity Hospital; Kanto Teishin Hospital; and University of 
Tokyo, Japan. 

We have already reported the increasing tendency of 
intestinal/diffuse type ratio(l/D rallo) since 1967 to 1985 
(Cancer 59: 1978-1982, 1987) but it depended on diagnoses 
made by more than ten pathologists for many years. How
ever, histological classification of gastric cancer is not sim
ple, and different diagnoses are often made by different 
pathologists about histological typing for same material, so it 
is necessary to make decision by only one pathologist's eye 
in orderto gel accurate data for such epidemiological studies. 

There are 2,370 gastric carcinomas(excluding malignan! 
lymphomas and sarcomas) from 2, 173 patients since 1967 
to 1985, and 1 (Tanaka) ha ve microscopically examined all of 
them. Result is the same; l/D ratio has increased, and this 
tendency is more obvious in male patients than in female, in 
old than in young, and in cases of early cancers than in 
advanced. These tendencies are probably due to nation
wide utilization of early screening methods such as radio· 
graphic or endoscopic examinations, and they suggest that 
it might become much more importan! to establish the early 
screening systems for female and young people. 

366. S 100 ANO NEUR ONSPECIF IC ENOLASE 
IMMUNOSTAINING IN HIRSCHPRUNG'S DISEASE 

Müge Tunr;:yürek, Mural B. Alkanat, Erol Balik, Baha 
Taneli. Ege University Medical SChool, Bornova, lzmir, Turkey 

Large bowel resection materials from 24 patients were 
rewieved with respect to their innervation. There were 15 
(63%) male and nine (27%) female patients. Mean age was 
three years and one month. Twenty patients have been 
diagnosed as Hirschprung's disease previously, while re
maining four were normoganglionic. 

Neighboring ganglionic segments as well as aganglionic 
ones were evaluated in five materials. The abnormal nerve 
plexus in ganglionic segments revealed a wavy pattern with 
anti-S100 protein immunostaining. The immunoreactivity 
was intense and the plexus were devoid of nuclei. S100 
immunoreactive structures were also encountered between 
circular and longitudinal muscle layers. 

Abnormal nerve plexus were admixed with ganglionic nests 
in the areas clase to gangl ionic segments. No S100 
immunostaining was observed in the nuclei and cytoplasms 
of ganglion cells, while the satellite cells and nerve fibers 
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revealed intense immunoreactivity with a honey-comb pat
tern. 

With neuronspecific enolase (NSE) ali neural elements, 
but the nuclei, revealed intense positivity. Especially the 
immunoreactivity was significan! in the cytoplasm of ganglion 
cells, which formed small groups in submucosa. The 
ganglioncells of Auerbach plexus revealed intense NSE 
immunoreactivity in a honey-comb pattern. 

We concluded that, immunostaining against S100 and 
NSE will be efficient diagnostic methods, especially in 
evaluating small biopsy specimens and materials from in
fants as well as in retrospective studies on intestinal innerva
tion. 

367. FASTED RATS EX HIBIT EAR LY ANO LATE 
CHANGES IN SMALL INTESTINAL GENE EXPRESSION 
UPON REFEEDING 

MP Upton, AA Hodin, JA Graham, S Meng. Departments 
of Pathology and Surgery, Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard 
Medica! School, Boston, MA. USA 

Villus atrophy and associated diarrhea, malabsorption and 
impaired gut barrier function are a majar clinical problem. 
Molecular mechanisms of growth and differentiation of smal l 
intestinal epithelia are poorly understood. Refeeding alter 
fasting provides a model of these changes alter quiescence 
and atrophy. 

Alter 4 days on water only, adult male Sprague-Dawley 
rats were refed standard chow diet. Al 2, 4, 8, 24 or 48 hours 
of refeeding, small intestinal segments were collected from 
anaesthetized animals, mucosal scrapings harvested and 
ANA purified by guanidium isothyocyanate extraction, with 
segments fixed in formalin for morphometry. Northern blot 
analyses were performed using probes specific for 
protooncoogenes e-tos and c-jun, and brush border en
zymes lactase-phlorizin hydrolase (lactase) and intestinal 
alkaline phosphatase (IAP). In ileum marked increases in 
expression ofc-fos and c-jun (approx. 3-fold) were seen at 
2-hours, levels remaining slightly elevated throughout the 48 
hour period. In contras!, dramatic and differential alterations 
in brush-border enzyme gene expression occurred much 
la ter. lleal lactase mRNA is virtually undetectable in control s. 
markedly increasing with fasting (approx. 5-fold), then de
creasing at 24 and 48 hours of refeeding. Changes in lactase 
expression in duodenum and jejunum are qualitatively similar, 
but less pronounced. The 3.0kb IAP mRNA is undetectable 
in jejunum during fasting, reappearing al 24 and 48 hours of 
refeeding, with similarchanges seen in duodenum . Villin and 
actin mRNA were unaltered by fasting or refeeding. 
Morphometric analysis confirms a trend of mucosa! atrophy 
al 2-days fast, with return to normal villus height by 48 hours 
of refeeding, structural changes lagging behind molecular 
events. 

In summary, gene expression in rat smali intestine exhibits 
a temporal response to refeeding , early increases in 
protooncogene expression presumably represen! a mitogenic 
response, similar to immediate early gene expression de
scribed in other cell types alter exposure to growth factors. 

The differential changes in lactase and 
occurring at later time points, appear to reflect an alteration 
in differentiation of small intestinal mucosa back to the fed 
state. 

368. HELICOBACTER PYLORI COLONIZATION IS DE
CREASED IN THE BORDEA OF GASTRIC ULCERS 

J. Valle, P. Sipponen and M. Siurala. Dept of Pathology 
and Second Dept of 1 nternal Medicine, University of Helsinki, 
00290 Helsinki, Finland. 

The prevalence and density of Helicobacter pylori (HP) in 
82 consecutive gastric ulcer patients (35 prepyloric and 
antral, 28 angular and 19 proximal ulcers) was examined in 
multiple endoscopic biopsies obtained from the border of the 
ulcer and from distant places in antrum and corpus. The 
extent of HP colonization was estimated in Giemsa stained 
biopsy specimens on a scale O to 3 (O= non e, 1 = occasional 
bacteria found , 2= bacteria in several high power fields of 
surface and pits, and 3= large numbers of bacteria present in 
ali fields). HP was present at least in one of the biopsy 
samples in 60 cases (73%). The occurrence and mean 
density (±sem) of HP in biopsies from different places are 
shown in the table: 

ULCER BORDEA ANTRUM CORPUS 

HP+ 

Density 

39/60 (65%)'---+-5_0_/6_0~(_83_º1c_o)_*-+-5_8/_6_0~(9_7_%_)_••_ 

1.8±0.8 2±0.8 2±0.8 

· , •• p<0.05 and p<0.01 respectively compared to ulcer 
border. 

These results show that the occurrence of HP is significantly 
higher in distant places either in antrum or corpus than in the 
border of gastric ulcers. Therefore, multiple biopsies from 
sites other than the ulcer border are advisable in order to 
increase the diagnostic accuracy of HP infection in gastric 
ulcer patients. 

369. THE EXPRESSION OF THE CELL ADHESION MOL
ECULE UVOMORULIN (E CADHERIN) IN COLORECTAL 
TUMOURS 

J. Van Aken, C. Cuvelier, Y. Gao, N. De Wever, H. Roels, 
M. Mareel. Depts of Pathology and Cancerology, University 
Hospital, B-9000 Ghent, Belgium 

Celi adhesion molecules are found at the cell surface and 
lateral wali of most epithelial celis . They are importan! in the 
maintenance of tissue integrity. They consist of three distinct 
families : the cadherin family of molecules of the adhesive cell 
junctions and desmosomes, a subset of the immunoglobulin 
gene superfamily (N-CAM, 1-CAM and CEA) and the integrin 
receptors which are heterodimeric t ransmembrane 
glycoproteins. Because these molecules may play a role in 
tumour invasion and metastasis, we studied the expression 
of uvomorulin (E cadherin) in various colorectal tumours. 
Therefore we stained adenomas and adenocarcinomas with 
different histological degrees of differentiation and invasion 
using a modified PAP technique andan APAAP technique. 
In well differentiated tumours there was E cadherin expres
sion at the cell membrane of ali glands. In less differentiated 
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and highly malignan! tumours there was also E cadherin 

expression but sorne isolated tumour cells and glands did not 

exhibit E cadherin expression. The absence of E cadherin 

expression was focal and limited. These findings support the 

concept that a (temporary) down-regulation of cell adhesion 
molecules favours invasive tumour growth and metastasis. 

370. CHRONIC GASTRITIS ASSOCIATED WITH 

HELICOBACTER PYLOR/: ACTIVITY, EPITHELIAL LE

SIONS ANO INTESTINAL METAPLASIA 

J.J. Vázquez, J.J. Sola, M.A. Joly and M.A. Muñoz. Cl ínica 
Universitaria, Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, Spain 

To study the relationship between activity, epithelial ab
normalities, intestinal metaplasia and H. pyloriinfection , 3304 
biopsies taken from 500 patients were examined. From most 
of the patients biopsies from corpus and antrum were avail
able. In addition, biopsies from incisura angularis were also 
obtained in 22% of the patients. 

Activity was defined as the presence of granulocytes 
within or in close contact with the epithelia of at least two 

crypts. 

Three kinds of epithelial lesions were observed: 
vacuolization of the luminal part of the cxtoplasm, formation 
of micropapillae and erosion of the luminal part of the cells. 

H. py/oriwas detected with Giemsa stain. The activity was 
correlated with H. pylori (p<0.0001 in antrum and p=0.0015 
in corpus). Epithelial lesions correlated with H. pilory infec

tions (p<0.0001 both in corpus and antrum) and with activity 
(P<0.0001 in corpus and p<0.05 in antrum) . Intestinal 
metaplasia was found more often in mucosae harboring H. 

pilory, compared with H. pilorynegative patients, although the 
association was not statistically significan!. 

371. EFFECT OF CHRONIC ETHANOL CONSUMPTION 
ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ILEUM BRUSH BORDEA 
ENZYMES AFTER SMALL BOWEL PROXIMAL RESEC
TION IN RAT 

S. Zucoloto; G.C. Santos; V.B. Braulio; F.S. Ramalho; 
M.P.M. Scandar; J.A. Mello de Oliveira; Department of 
Pathology; School of Medicine of Ribeirao Preto-USP . 
Brazil 

Ethanol consumption has a topical toxic effect on epithe
lium of the proximal jejunum. And has also, a bloodborne 
toxic effect on the distal ileum because it is almos! completely 
absorbed in the stomach, duodenun and proximal jejunum. 
The effect of alcohol in the ileum brush border enzymes 
mal tase (M), sucrase (S), lactase (L) and akaline phosphatase 
(AP) were biochemically measured alter small bowell proximal 
resection. 50% of the proximal small bowel was excised in 26 
Wistar rats, 3 days la ter they were randomly divided in groups 
A(13) and C (13); rats A were fed with a liquid diet added with 
36% ethanol, rats C were pair-fed with the same volume of 
that diet w/o alcohol but containing carbohydrate calories 
equivalen! to ethanol. Alter 30 days the remnant segment 
was sampled, the muscle layers excised and the enzyme 
activities were determined Histochemistry of AP activity was 
also studied. As shown the results demonstrate that only AP 
activity has decreased indicating poor maturation of the villus 
enterocytes in chronic experimental alcoholism. 

ENZIME PAIR·FED CONTROL ETHANOL·FED p 
(U/mg prot.) (U/mg prot.) 

Alkaline 
phosphatase 9.4 (2.6 - 25.9) 4.6 (1.1 - 21.3) 0.01 

Lactase (U.10·2) 2.3 (0.6 - 9.5) 2.0 (1 .0 - 9.6) 0.12 

Mallase 1.4 (0.2 - 2.8) 1.6 (0.4 - 3.0) 0. 14 

Sucrase (U.10·1) 2.9 (0.6 - 7.2) 2.6 (0.9 - 11.4) 0.39 

P<0.05 - Significan!; Values expressed as median (range) 

Financia! support:CNPq and FAPESP 
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372. BETA HUMAN CHORIONIC GONAOOTROPHIN EX
PRESSION IN CARCINOMA OF THE PROSTATE 

SI Baithun', J Martin', BJ Jenkins2, MD Sumner2 and JP 
Blandy2 , Departments of 'MorbidAnatomy and 2Urology, The 
Royal London Hospital, London El IBB, UK 

Previous studies from this Department have suggested 
that bladder tumours which secret Beta Human Chorionic 
Gonadotrophin (B-HCG) have a poor prognosis. Whether 
this applies to prostatic carcinoma is unknown. 

Eighty cases of prostatic cancer on the file in the Depart
ment of Pathology were re-examined and stained by an 
immunohistochemical techique for 8-HCG. 

Twelve tumours were positive. 11/ 12 (91 .66%) of !hose 
patients died within 18 months of presentation with dissemi
nated disease. There was no correlation between Gleason 
score and prognosis. 

The remaining 68 negative 8-HCG cases, 25/68 (36.8%) 
were dead within 18 months of diagnosis, with disseminated 
disease. 

Twelve cases were incidental findings at TURP. five were 
B-HCG positive and ali had metastasis. Seven were negative 
8-HCG, with no metastasis al presentation. Only one subse
quently developed bony metastasis. 

In conclusion, B-HCG positive tumours have a worse 
prognosis. This has prompted us to commence a prospective 
study to determine if prostatic tumours which secret B-HCG, 
have a worse prognosis. 

373. ESTABLISHEMENT ANO CHARACTERIZATION OF 
A BELLINI OUCT CARCINOMA CELL LINE 

AO Cavazzana, A Ti raboseo, E Bonanno, T Prayer-Galetti, 
A Montaldi, M Stelia, F Pagano, LG Spagnoli; 11 University of 
Rome, University of Padua, Ospedale Civile Vicenza, ltaly 

Bellini duct carcinoma (BDC) is arare and highly aggressive 
renal neoplasm whose histogenesis is stili a matter of debate 
although a putative origin from coliecting ducts has been 
proposed. A tumor celi line ( >40 passages) was obtained 
from a BDC of a 57 year-old man who presented with a mass 
of the right kidney. The palien! died from disease progression 
18 months from diagnosis. In vitro, the tumor celis displayed 
difieren! features from conventional renal celi carcinoma 
(RCC) when examined with phase contras! microscopy, 
scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electroli 
microscopy. The celis were smalier than RCC celis, pos
sessed long, slender celiular processes, and did not form 
glandular lumens. The expression of low (K18) and high 
molecular weight (K5, K8, K10) keratins was studied. The 
BDC tumor celis displayed strong positivity for keratins 5, 8, 
and 18 but did not react with the anti-keratin 10 antibody. 
Cytogenetic analysis revealed an aneuploid karyotype: 53, 
XY, del(1)(p34), +iso(1q) , +iso(5p), +4, +7, +8, -14, 
del(16)(q22), +17, -18, +20, +20, -22. The positivity to high 
molecularweight keratins, normaliy expressed in the collecting 
ducts, supports the origin from the distal coliecting system. 
Moreover, the absence of structural changes in chromosome 
3 (usualiy present in conventional RCC) in conjunction with 
abnormalities involving the long arm of chromosome 1, as 
observed in malignan! lesions of urothelial origin, seems to 
further substantiate this origin. 
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374. STAGING OF EARLY PROSTATE CANCER: A PRO· 
POSEO TUMOR VOLUME-BASEO PROGNOSTIC INOEX 

D.G. Bostwick' , S.D. Graham, Jr.2
, P. Napalkov2

, P. 
Abrahamsson3 , P.A. di Sant'Agnese3 , F. Algaba•, P.A. 
Hoisaeter6, F. Lee6, P. Littrup6, F.K. Mostofi7, L. Denis8 , F. 
Schroeder9, G.P. Murphy'º; 'Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN; 
2Emory University, Allanta, GA; 3University of Rochester, 
Rochester, NY; 4Barcelona, Spain; 5Haukeland University 
Hospital, Bergen, Norway; 6St. Joseph Merey Hospital, Ann 
Arbor, MI; 7Armed Forces lnstitute of Pathology, Washing
ton, OC; 8Antwerp, Belgium; 9Erasmus University, Rotter
dam, The Netherlands; and 'ºAmerican Cancer Society, Al· 
lanta, GA 

Curre ni staging of early prostate cancer separates patients 
into two groups: !hose with palpable and non-palpable tumors. 
Such staging relies on digital rectal examination in making 
this separation, despite the low sensitivity, low specificity, 
and low positive predictive value of this method. As an 
alternative, tumor volume may be useful for staging because 
of its powerful prognostic ability and its potential to be 
assessed clinicaliy due to recen! advances in imaging 
techniques such as transrectal ultrasound. In this study, we 
evaluated the utility of tumor volume in predicting progression 
of early prostate cancer based on the composite published 
evidence from nine pathologic studies of serialiy-sectioned 
prostates. Logistic regression revealed that tumor volume 
was a good positive predictor of ali measures of tumor 
progression. There was a 10% probability of capsular inva
sion in tumors measuring about 0.5 cm3 ; 10% probability of 
seminal vesicle invasion in tumors measuring about 4.0 cm3

; 

and 10% probability of metastases in tumors measuring 
about 5.0 cm3 . These composite results suggest that tumor 
volume is a significan! predictor of cancer progression. A 
volume-based prognostic index is proposed asan adjunct to 
staging for early prostate cancer. 

375. ATYPICAL AOENOMATOUS HYPERPLASIA (AAH) 
OFTHE PROSTATE 

D.G. Bostwick', J. Srigley2, D. Grignon3, J. Maksem•, P. 
Humphrey5, T. van der Kwas~. D. Bose7

, R. Young8 ; 'Mayo 
Clinic, Rochester, MN; 2University of Toronto, Toronto, 
Ganada; 3University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario; 
•Merey Medica! Center, Des Moines, JA; 50uke University 
Medical Center, Durham, NC; 6Erasmus University, Rotter
dam, The Netherlands; 7University of Maryland, Baltimore, 
MD; and 8Harvard University, Boston, MA. 

Atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH, or adenosis) is 
a localized proliferation of smali glands within the prostate 
which may be confused with carcinoma. To determine diag
nostic criteria for separating AAH from carcinoma, seven 
observers independently evaluated 54 selected lesions from 
45 transurethral resection specimens. Three patterns of 
glandular proliferation were observed, ali arising in associa
tion with nodular hyperplasia: low grade AAH (38 foci); high 
grade AAH (8); and weli differentiated carcinoma (8) . 
lnterobserverconcordance was 87%. 0133 architectural and 
cytologic features evaluated, the foliowing were useful in 
distinguishing low grade and high grade AAH from cancer: 



variation in gland size and shape, infiltrative borders luminal 
basophilic mucinous secretions, average nucleolar diameter 
(0.69, 1.43, andl.78 microns, respectively) , largest nucleolar 
diameter(average, 1.66, 2. 71 , and 2.81 microns, respectively), 
percent nucleoli over 1 micron in diameter (18%, 58%, and 
77%, respectively) ; crystalloids within suspicious glands 
(16%, 13%, and 75%, respectively) ; and discontinuity of the 
basal cell layer in AAH (vs. complete absence in carcinoma) 
as shown with basal cell-specific anti-keratin monoclonal 
antibody 34B-E12 immunostaining. Features which could 
not reliably separate AAH from carcinoma included lesion 
shape, circumscription, encapsulation, multifocality, average 
gland size, variation in gland size and shape, epithelial 
pattern, nuclear size and shape, chromatin pattern, and 
amount and tinctorial quality of cytoplasm. Although the 
biologic significance of AAH is uncertain, its light microscopic 
appearance and immunophenotype allow separation from 
carcinoma in the majority of cases. We recommend the use 
of the tenn high grade AAH for small glandular proliferations 
which are suspicious for adenocarcinoma but lack diagnostic 
cytologic features such as nucleolomegaly. 

376. ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS OF HIGH GRADE 
PROSTATIC INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIA 

D.G. Bostwick', M.B. Amin2 , P. Dundore3 , W. Marsh3. D.S. 
Schultz2 ; 'Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, 2Henry Ford Hospital , 
Detroit, MI, 2University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, 20hio 
State, University, Columbus, OH. USA 

High grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) is 
characterized by cellular proliferations within pre-existing 
ducts and glands with cytologic changes mimicking 
adenocarcinoma, including prominent nucleoli, but lacking 
stromal invasion. In arder to determine the architectural 
spectrum of high grade PIN, 60 serially-sectioned radical 
prostatectomy specimens with PIN and cancerwere reviewed. 
Four common patterns of high grade PIN were identified, 
usually with multiple patterns in each case: tufting (seen in 
87% of cases); micropapillary (85%); cribriform (32%); and 
flat (28%). Tumor grade was not significantly associated with 
any pattern of PIN. Luminal cytoplasmic apical blebs were 
found in all cases regardless of the pattern of PIN. A variety 
of associated architectural and cytologic features were ob
served with high grade PIN: epithelial arches (60% of cases); 
cellular trabecular epithelial bars (22%); «Reman " bridges 
(30%); partial gland involvement (82%); microinvasion (23%); 
large cystic gland involvement (10%); involvement by nodular 
hyperplasia (5%); microcalcifications (8%); proteinaceous 
luminal secretions (62%); corpora amylacea (55%); exfoliated 
cells of PIN (42%); luminal crystalloids (3%); and mucinous 
metaplasia (2%). High grade PIN exhibits a variety of ar
chitectural patterns while retaining the distinctive cytoplas
mic apical blebs anddiagnostic nuclearand nucleolarfeatures. 

377. KIDNEY MALDEVELOPMENT: NEW PERSPECTIVES 
BASED ON A STUDY OF 500 AUTOPSY CASES WITH 
KIDNEY MALDEVELOPMENT 

J. Sánchez', J.I. Rodriguez .. , J . Cuevas·, M. Morente• , S. 
Martín• and P. González-Peramato. Hospital General-Uni
versitario Guadalajara - Universidad de Alcalá de Henares· 

and Hospital "La Paz» - Universidad Autónoma, Madrid ... P. 
lnv. FIS 83/897-88/1670 

The interpretation of kidney maldevelopment remains as 
an unsolved problem. Tryng to provide new perspectives, 
500 autopsy cases (Hospital «La Paz, Madrid), with kidney 
maldevelopment, were evaluated according a protocol in
cluding macro-microscopical and immunophenotypical data. 
Contrasting the findings with embryiological knowledge, the 
following interpretation is proposed: 

1. COMPLEX OF «MESONEPHRIC» KIDNEY 
MALDEVELOPMENT (CMSKM): 

Type 1: with malformation of the «Upper urinary tract» and/ 
or «dysplastic collecting ducts» (280c-52%). 

(A) «Mesonephric» kidney agenesis (64c), "Mesonephric" 
kidney dysplasia (1 06c-multicystic, reniform, hydronephrotic, 
mini mal macroscopicalchanges), congenital hydronephrosis 
(77c) , bilateral «combined» cases (25c). 

(8) Bilateral «Familia!» reniform «mesonephric» dysplasia 
with «atipycal» congenital fibrosis (Be - Meckel syndrome 
and others). 

Type 11: without malformation of the «upper urinary tract» 
and «collector cystic selective transformation» (CCST) (34c-
26%). 

-Policystic hepato-renal disease(47c) -Medullary sponge 
kidney (?). 

->•Cortical» C-CST (87c- trisomy 13-15 and other synd.). 
Type 111 : «Molecular»(some «non malformative congenital 

nephropathies" of the collecting system: nephrogenic diabe
tes insipidus .. ),»Others»?. 

2. COMPLEX OF «METANEPHRIC» . KIDNEY 
MALDEVELOPMENT (CMTKM): 

(A) «Metanephric» kidney agenesis (total and «late 
metanephric" = oligomeganephronic renal hypoplasia) 

(B) «Metanephric maldifferentiations,,: (a) «blastematous»: 
renal nodular blastema, metanephric hamartomas and 
nephroblstematosis; (b) uglomerular» (several synd.) and 
«tubular» (tuberous sclerosis) CST; (e) «molecular»: 
glomerulo-tubular «non malfo rmative congenital 
nephropaties» («hereditary tubulopathies», Alport .. ). 

3.»MIXED» COMPLEX OF MESO-METANEPHRIC KID
NEY MALDEVELOPMENT: Sorne bi lateral agenesis?, Type 
1 of CMSKM?, Sorne «non mal!. cong. nephropaties»?. 

4. STROMAL CONGENITAL MALDIFFERENTIATION?: 
congen. mesob. neph.?. 

5. VARIANTS OF NORMAL DEVELOPMENT (68c-13%; 
.. with normal parenchyma» variations in: shape, number, 
vol u me and position).This interpretation should be contrasted 
with other experiences and can provide etiopathogenical 
orientations as well as precise basis for anatomo-clinical 
diagnosis ( «imaging technics») and epidemiologycal studies. 

378. p53-PAb1801 ANO Ki67 EXPRESSION IN BLADDER 
CARCINOMAS 

P. Dalla Palma, PF. Bassi", E. Leonardi, S. Girlando, G. 
Dvornik, F. Voltolina·, M. Barbereschi. Dept. Histopathology, 
S. Chiara Hospital, Trento, *Dept. Urology, University, Padova. 
ltaly 
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The p53 tumor suppressor gene and its product have 
recently been studied in many human neoplasms, including 
bladdercarcinomas (BC). p53 nuclear immunoreactivity may 
be regarded as an indirect clue to assess p53 gene abnor
malities, which may affect the proliferative activity of neo
plasms. 

Material and methods: We investigated a series of 13 
frozen BC and 18 samples of similarly frozen normal 
urothelium (NU) to evaluate the immunohistochemical ex
pression of p53 protein and of the Ki67 cycle related antigen. 
lmmunostainings have been performed on serial sections as 
previously described (Barbareschi et al. J Pathol 1992, Am J 
Clin Pathol 1992). 

Results: In BC an association between histological grade 
and the percentage of Ki67 and p53 labelled nuclei was seen. 
In NU the PAb1801 monoclonal antibody consistently labelled 
the cytoplasms of the cells, with higher degree of staining for 
the upper cell layers. Nuclear PAb1801 staining was seen in 
occasional NU in very rare cells of the basal layers; staining 
was more prominent in areas of squamous metaplasia. 

Discussion: Ki67 labelling can only be performed on 
frozen sections. The use of frozen material from BC is not 
practical, and can not be suggested as routine method. 
However because p53 may be immunolocalized in fixed 
samples, it could be suggested that p53 immunolabelling 
index could be used as an indirect tool to evaluate the 
proliferative activity of BC in routine samples. Further studies 
are needed to evaluate the PAb1801 cytoplasmic staining of 
NU: it may be dueto cross-reactivity, but it could also reflect 
different localization of the p53 protein. 

379. CLASSIFICATION OF TESTICULAR LESIONS IN 
INFERTILE PATIENTS ON THE BASIS OF A QUANTITA
T IVE STUDY OF THE SEMINIFEROUS EPITHELIUM 

de la Rosa, P.; Nistal, M.; Limeres, M.A.; Navio S.; Garcia 
Viera, M.; Izquierdo, F. Department of Pathology «La Paz,. 
Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

We quantified the germinal line (spermatogonia -S-, pri
mary spermatocytes -S.1-, inmature -Sa+b- and mature -
Sc+d- spermatids) in 30 cross section of 211 biopsies of 
infertile patients. The diagnosis of only Sertoli cells, mosaic 
( only Sertoli and spermatogenesis partial ortotally preserved) 
or diffuse tubular sclerosis were not included. 

We represented the results of each case in a Cartesian 
Diagram with numeric values of 1-40 in ordinales, and with 
spaces in regular intervals for the several terminal cells in 
abscissas. We used as control the values got in specimens 
from young adults died in traffic accident. On the basis of the 
distribution of the various cell types we grouped the biopsies 
in three main entities: 

A) Hipospermatogenesis (H): 84 case showed an associa
tion of a low number of S. anda number of S.l larger than S .• 
with orwithout proportionality in the remaining germinal cells. 
We distinguished three subtypes: 

- Pu re H. (29): proportional decrease in all celular types in 
the seminiferous tube. 

- H. associated with late degeneration of S.I (37): S. 
number low, S.I proportional to S. and fall in the recount of 
Sa+b and Sc+d. 

- Paradoxical H. (18): similar to previous but the Sc+d 
number is higher than Sa+b one. 

B) Maturation arres! (42) : fal l or partial stop of 
spermatogenesis in S. or S.I (35) . or in Sa+b (7). 

C) Degeneration of adluminal compartment cells (32): 
here we had two situations: 

- Late degeneration of S.I (27): the S. and S. I numbers are 
normal but there is a severe decrease in Sa+b and Sc+d. 

-Sa+b degeneration (5): the S., S.I, and Sa+b numbers are 
normal but there is a severe decrease in Sc+d. 

In more than 50% of cases the lesion type in both testicles 
is not concordant, which support the evolution of the lesions. 

380. DEGENERATION OF GERMINAL CELLS OF THE 
ADLUMINAL COMPARTMENT (GERMINAL CELLS 
DESQUAMATION) IN INFERTILE PATIENTS 

de la Rosa, P. ; Nistal, M.; Navio, S.; Limeres, M.A.; Garcia 
Viera, M.; Lazaro, R. Department of Pathology. «La Paz,. 
Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

According to a quantitative study of 211 testicular biopsies, 
32 cases displayed degeneration of germinal cells; 27 in the 
primary spermatocytesgroup and 5 in the inmature spermatids 
(Sa+b) one. 

Hormonal serum leve Is (FSH, LH, Testosterone, Prolactin) 
were normal and semen analysis fluctuated between severe 
oligosperm1a to normality. 

- 50% of patients with degeneration of primary spermato 
cytes had a good correlation between expected number of 
mature spermatids (Sc+d) of testicular biopsy and 
spermatozoids in the semen analysis. In the remaining cases 
it was lower according to quantitative study of testicular 
biopsy. There were varicocele in 100% patients. The ab
sence of correlation between semen analysis and biopsy 
may be due to an obstruction on a level of the intratesticular 
spermatic veins. The presence of luminal dilation in sorne 
close tubes support this affirmation. We compared both 
testicles and the contra lateral was coincidental in 5 cases, in 
1 case it had Maturation arrest in spermatogonia, 1 Maturation 
arres! in Sc+d, 3 Hipospermatogenesis associated with late 
degeneration of primary spermatocytes, 2 only Sertoli cases, 
1 Pure hipospermatogenesis, 1 mosaic and 1 hemorrhagic 
infarct. In 7 we didn t dispose the other biopsy. 

- Late degeneration of Sa+b is probably an early stage of 
seminiferous epithel ium atrophy, secondary to Sertoli 
disfunction. In 1 case the contralateral testicle image was 
coincidental , in 1 Maturation arres! in Sc+d, 1 Pure 
Hipospermatogenesis, 1 Maturation arres! in spermatogonia, 
and in 1 we didn't have the opportunity of study it. 

381 . HIGH PCNA INDEX IN CYTOLOGIC ANO HISTO
LOGIC PREPARATIONS AS A MARKER OF ADVANCED 
CLINICAL STAGE IN PROSTATIC CARCINOMA 
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A. de las Morenas, P. Crespo and S. Elderiny. Mallory 
lnstitute of Pathology, Boston, MA. USA 

PCNA/Cyclin (Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antibody), an S
phase-associated nuclear protein represents a simple 
technique for the routine analysis of cell kinetics in formalin
fixed paraffin-embedded tissue and cytologic preparations. 
In this study 18 histologic tumor sections representing 6 well 
differentiated adenocarcinomas (G1 ), 6 moderately differ
entiated adenocarcinomas (G2) and 6 poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinomas (G3) were stained with PCNA antibody. 
Eleven of these tumors (3 of the G 1, 4 of the G2 and 4 of the 
G3) had had previous positivecytologic diagnosis by Prostatic 
Needle Aspiration (PNA). These cytologic specimens were 
also stained with PCNA antibody. Prostatectomy specimens 
were available for seven cases; including two well differen
tiated, 3 moderately differentiated, and 2 poorly differentiated 
tumors while the remaining cases were represented by either 
Prostatic Needle Biopsy (PNB) or Transurethral 
Prostatectomy (TU RP). Five of the G 1 tumors and 4 of the G2 
were clinical stage A or B and the remaining tumors were 
stage Cor D (all G3 tumors were stage Cor D). The PCNA 
index was defined as the percentage of positive tumor cells. 
On histologic sections every G3 carcinoma had a PCNA 
index of 25 ormore, while it was less than 151n all the G1 and 
G2 cases. The PCNA index of the G1 and G2 cases which 
were stage Cor D, were 1, 2 and 14 respectively and all were 
PNB or TURP specimens. Six of the 11 cytologic cases had 
a PCNA index of 40 or more (1 of the G1, 2 of the G2 and 3 
of the G3 by histologic grading). The PCNA indices of the 5 
remaining cases were 33 (stage A, G2), 30 (stage B, G2), 28 
(stage D, G3), 23 (stage D, G1), and 18 (stage B, G1). 

We conclude that a high PCNA index on histologic sections 
is indicative of both a high histologic grade and advanced 
clinical stage (C or D). A high PCNA index in cytologic 
specimens is also related to advanced clinical stage tumors 
and can be used as alternative mechanism of cytologic 
grading. The PCNA index of cytologic specimens was higher 
stage by stage than that of histologic specimens. Because of 
the possibility of sampling error, low cytologic or PNBfTURP 
histologic PCNA index and/or low histologic grading does not 
exclude an advanced clinical stage. 

382. ATYPICAL BASAL CELL HYPERPLASIA OF THE 
PROSTATE: IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC PROFILE ANO 
PROPOSEO CLASSIFICATION 

L T. Devaraj, G.M. Farrow, D.G. Bostwick, Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN., USA 

Prostatic basal cell proliferations range from focal basal 
cell hyperplasia (BCH) in nodular hyperplasia to florid adenoid 
basal cell tumor (ABCT). Thirty-five cases of basal cell 
proliferation were reviewed, and five distinct patterns were 
identified by light microscopy: basal cell hyperplasia (BCH) 
(1 O cases); atypical BCH with nucleolomegaly (8); sclerosing 
BCH (2); basal cell adenoma (BCA) (8); and adenoid basal 
cell tumor (ABCT) (7) . Twenty-two cases were evaluated 
immunohistochemically with antibodies to basal cell-specific 
high molecular weight keratin (34BE12), prostate specific 
antigen (PSA), prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP), 

chromogranin, S-100, and neuron specific-enolase (NSE). 
All cases displayed cytoplasmic immunoreactivity with basal 
cell-specific keratin, but with decreased staining in ABCT and 
BCA compared with BCH. Partial PSA and PAP reactivity 
was seen in all forms of BCH except for two cases each of 
BCA and ABCT which were negative. Chromogranin and S-
100 reactivity was minimal in BCH and rare or negative in 
BCA and ABCT. NSE reactivity was rare to negative in all 
cases. Nucleolar diameter was significantly larger in atypical 
BCH (mean, 1.96 microns) than other forms of basal cell 
proliferation (mean, <1.0 microns) (P<0.05). These results 
indicate that the spectrum of basal cell proliferations in the 
prostate can be separated into five distinct groups (BCH, 
atypical BCH, sclerosing BCH, BCA, and ABCT) based on 
the combination of light microscopic, immunohistochemical, 
and morphometric findings. 

383. NUCLEAR ONA ANO PROLIFERATION PATTERNS 
PREOICTING THE EVOLUTION OF INVASIVE TRANSl
TIONAL CELL CARCINOMA OF THE BLAOOER 

SJ Díaz-Cano, JJ Ríos-Martín, SI Baithun, A Blanes, DJ 
Pollock, and A Malilla. Pathology Dpt. University Hosp Se
ville, Málaga (Spain) and London Hosp. (UK) 

The invasive transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) of the 
urinary bladder is a highly malignan! neoplasm which evolution 
can not be predict. We have evaluated 91 initial transurethral 
resection specimen of high grade invasive (pT

2
-pT

3
) TCC of 

the bladder to select the predicting parameters of disease 
evolution. Al l the cases were rutinary processed and 
morphometric, and DNA-densitometric valuated, measuring 
300 infiltrating cells. Representative samples of each case 
were Feulgen stained, and measured using the CAS-200 
lmage Analysis System. The evaluated parameters were 
nuclear area (NuA), nuclear shape factro (ShF), DNA-ploidy, 
2c deviation index (2cDI), Se exceeding rate (ScER), malig
nancy index (Ml) ,DNA index, and proliferation rate (PR -S + 
G2/M fases fraction-). The mean patient follow-up was 53.37 
months; 48 patients died due to tumor-related (DTR) condi
tions (M: 23.48 months), whereas 40 were alive (25 with 
disease (A+D) and 15 without it (A-D)]. 

Those patients A-D showed the higher value of evaluated 
parameters: NuA (M: 63.33µm2, SD: 26.38µm2), ShF (M: 
23.03, SD: 20.74), DNA-ploidy (M: 2.44, SD: 1.24), 2cDI 
(4.59), ScER (29.38), MI (1 34.85), DNA-index (2.1 O), and PR 
(40.49%). Those patients A+D showed the lower values of 
the parameters, and those patients DTR showed values in 
between. 

The fatal outcome invasive TCC can be especially pre
dicted by a near triploid DNA nuclear content, a moderate 
proliferation rate , and a high nuclear pleomorfism (mean and 
standard deviation of shape factor) . 

384. «IN SITU» TRANSITIONAL CELL CARCINOMA OF 
THE BLAOOER: ITS PROGNOSTIC IMPLICANCES 

SJ Díaz-Cano, JJ Ríos-Martín, SI Baithun, A Blanes, JJ 
Sánchez-Carrillo, and A Malilla. Pathology Dpt. University 
Hosp Seville, Málaga (Spain) and London Hosp. (UK) 

lntraepithelial transitional cell carcinoma (CIS) is an estab
lished entity, although many facets of the disease are poorly 
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understood. We have evaluated S 1 cases of GIS in the initial 
transurethral resection specimen from 91 patients with high 
grade invasive (pT

2
-pT

3
) TGG of the bladder. The aim of this 

study is valorate the influence of its presence in the disease 
evolution. 

Ali the cases were rutinary processed and morphometric, 
and DNA-densitometric valuated, measuring 300 neoplastic 
intraepithelial cells. Each case was Feulgen stained, and 
measured using the GAS-200. The evaluated parameters 
were nuclear area (NuA), nuclear shape factor (ShF), DNA
ploidy, 2c deviation index (2cDI), Se exceeding rate (ScER), 
malignancy index (MI), DNA index, and proliferation rate (PR 
-S + G2/M fases fraction-). The mean patient foliow-up was 
S3.37 months; 33 patients died due to tumor-related (DTR) 
conditions (M: 23.48 months), whereas 16 were alive [14 with 
disease (A+D) and 2 without it (A-D)). The remaining two 
patients died far non tumoral complications. 

Histological patterns were fallen into three types: diffuse 
large cell (DLC) (>6S µm2)(31, 2S in patients DTR and 6 in 
those A+D), pagetoid large cell (PLG) (around SS µm2) (7, 4 
in DTR, 1 A+D, and 1 in a patient died far other cause), and 
small cell type (SGT) (around 4S µm2 (13, 14 DTR, 6 A+D, 2 
A-D and 1 died far other causes). Ali cases showed multiple 
aneuploid stem lines. 

The GIS of DLG presence points towards a fatal outcome 
of the patients with invasive TGG. 

385. DNA CELLULAR HETEROGENEITY IN INVASIVE 
TRANSITIONAL CELL CARCINOMA OF THE BLADDER 

SJ Díaz-Gano, JJ Ríos-Martín, SI Baithun, A Blanes, DJ 
Pollock, and A Malilla. Pathology Dpt. University Hosp Se
ville, Málaga (Spain) and London Hosp. (UK) 

The transitional celi carcinoma (TTC) of the urinary blad
der is a heterogeneus disease which shows difieren! compo
nents of diverse significance. We have evaluated 91 initial 
transurethral resection specimen of high grade invasive (pT 2-

p T) TCC of the bladder with the aim of validating tumor 
heterogeneity. Ali the cases were rutinary processed and 
morphometric, and DNA-densitometric valuated, consider
ing two separate components: superficial (!hose celis above 
muscularis mucosa zone defined by loase smooth muscle 
fibers, and/or ectatic blood vessels), and infiltrating (!hose 
cells under muscularis mucosa). Representative samples of 
each case were Feulgen stained, and measured using the 
CAS-200 lmage Analysis System. The evaluated param
eters were nuclear area (NuA), nuclear shape factro (ShF), 
ONA-ploidy, 2c deviation index (2c01), Se exceeding rate 
(ScER), malignancy index (Ml),ONA index, and proliferation 
rate (PR -S + G2/M fases fraction-) . 

The superficial componen! showed a lower morphometric 
features: NuA (mean 47.94 ~1m2, standard deviation 2S.90 
µm2) , ShF (M:16.60, SO:S.4S) and ONA-ploidy (M:2.12, 
SO: 1.29) than infiltrating one [NuA (M:S4.63 µm2 , S0:21 .94 
µm2) , ShF (M:22.01, SO: 24.S4) and ONA-ploidy (M:2.23, 
S0:1.06). On the other hand, proliferating parameters and 
DNA indices are higher in superficial [PR (4S%) ONA-index 
(2.1S)] than in infi ltrating [PR (40%), ONA-index (1.6S)]. 
Multiple aneuploid stem lines (2-4) were showed, especialiy 
in infiltrating cells. 

So, significative topographic differences ha ve been shown 
in TCC with near tetraploid and highly proliferating stem lines 
above muscularis mucosa, and near triploid moderately 
proliferating stem lines under it. 

386. ILS ANO TNFa PRODUCTION IN RENAL CELL CAR
CINOMA (RCC) 

O. Oroz, M. Augusti and J. Gogusev. Hópital Necker, 
Paris, France 

Severa! clinical and biological features suggest that 
cytokines implicated in the inflammatory response are pro
duced in RGC. In 19 RGG we examined by northern-blot 
analysisthe m-RNA specific for TNFaand far IL6. Thetissular 
localisa tion o f these cytokines was specified by 
immunohistochemistry using polyclonal antibodies (ab) 
against TNFaand IL6. Non-tumoral areas from homologous 
kidney were used as controls. In addition tumoral celi cultures 
obtained from 4 RCC were investigated far TNFa and IL6 
mRNA expression (northern-blot) and far TNFa and IL6 cell 
immunoreactivity; levels of TNFa and of IL6 were measured 
in cell culture supernatants by specific bioassays. 

IL6 m-RNA was detected in 17/19 tumors and TNFa 
mRNA in 7/13 tumors with a stronger signa! in the tumor than 
in the correspo nding non tumora l area. By 
immunohistochemistry IL6 was not detected in the 19 tumors. 
In contras! anti-TNFa ab gave a strong staining of the tumor 
stroma (endotheliums and macrophages) in ali cases and in 
8 of them the tumoral cell themselves were clearly positive. 
In all 4 cases the tumoral cultured cells were immunoreactive 
far TNFa but negative far IL6; spontaneous 

IL6 m-RNA expression was detected in 2/4 cases and 
TNFa m-RNA in 1/4; IL6 but not TNFa was detected in the 4 
supernatants. 

These data indicate that RGC tumoral cells produce IL6 in 
vivo and in vitro which is not stored in the celis but liberated 
into the medium. lncreased expression of TNFa m-RNA in 
RCC is related to the stroma but also to the tumoral cell 
production. IL6 and TNFa production in RCC could be re
lated to severa! clinical and biological symptoms as weli as to 
the importance of neoangiogenesis and necrosis observed 
in these tumors. 

387. DISTRIBUTION OF CELL TYPES IN SMALL CLINl
CALLY DETECTABLE RENAL CELL CARCINOMAS 

J. Eble and K. Lapis. Indiana University and Roudebush 
Veterans Affairs Medica! Center, lndianapolis, IN and 
Semmelweis Medica! University, Budapest, Hungary. 

lncreased detection of smalier renal neoplasms by mod
ern imaging techniques has focussed attention on the 
pathologic features of small renal cortical tumors and the 
adenoma-carcinoma controversy. Previous studies have 
shown that among tumors smaller than S mm in diameter, the 
basophil cell type predominates and in large tumors, the clear 
cell type predominates. In arder to better understand the 
distribution of cell types among tumors al the low end of the 
range of clinically detectable sizes, 113 tumors ranging from 
S mm to SO mm in diameter from surgical (4S cases 1983-
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1991) and autopsy (68 cases) archives were examined 
histologically and classified according to the system of 
Thoenes et al (Pathol Res Pract 181 :125, 1986). Our 
findings were: 

Tumor Size (mm) 

5-10 10-20 20-30 30-50 

:~~ -
2 3 

~ -
1 30 

Clear Cell 3 
1 

17 L 1 
Chromophil 23 12 

Other 5 2 

Totals 31 31 2 

Among tumors from 10-20 mm in diameter, 55% are of 
clear cell type and appear to be small, potentially curable, 
renal cell carcinomas, differing from larger ones only in their 
size. From 5 mm to 50 mm, the proportion of chromophil 
tumors (most of which are of the basophil subtype) drops 
from 74% to 20%. Since they are so greatly predominan! 
among the smallest, and presumably earliest, lesions. this 
indicates that most small chromophil tumors have limited 
growth potential. 

388. BENIGN ANO PREMALIGNANT LESIONS IN 
PROSTATIC RESECTATES FOR NODULAR 
HYPERPLASIA 

P.L. Fernández ('), F.F. Nogales, A. Zuluaga, J.Jiménez, 
J.J. López-Caballero, J.L. Miján. Hospital Clinico Provincial , 
Barcelona (') and Faculty of Medicine, Granada, Spain. 

Prostatic nodular hyperplasia (NH) is one of the most 
common specimens that pathologists have to deal with . This 
benign condition can harbar other lesions, sorne of them with 
malignan! potential. In an attempt to assess the incidence of 
such lesions, we screened 135 cases with an initial diagnosis 
of NH. Also, an immunohistochemical study was performed 
using antibodies against prostate specific antigen (PSA), 
prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP), S-100 protein, epithelial 
membrane antigen (EMA), vimentin and Leu-7. We found 18 
cases of basal cell hyperplasia (BCH) one of them with 
nuclear atypia; 2 cases of clear cell cribriform hyperplasia 
(CCCH), 3 of sclerosing adenosis (SA), 8 cases of atypical 
adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH), 4 grade 111 prostatic intra
epithelial neoplasia (PIN 111), and 6 incidental carcinomas 
(IC). Statistical significance was found for the ocurrence, in 
the same specimen, of BCH and SA (p <0.01 ). This, together 
with the finding of an hybrid lesion with histological features 
of both BCH and SA, leads us to propase a pathogenetic 
pathway for both lesions in which SA could precede BCH. 

Knowledge of ali these frequent benign lesions is manda
tory, since they cause problems in the differential diagnosis 
with malignancies. The finding of premalignant and malig
nan! entities implies caution when assuming the benign 
character of NH. 

389. V ALU E OF DNA ANAL YSIS IN THE PREDICTION OF 
PROGRESSION IN SUPERFICIAL TRANSITIONAL CELL 
CARCINOMA OF THE BLADDER 

l. García., M. Alvarez ·.L. Vicioso·, A. López- Beltrán ... A. 
Blanes· and A. Malilla'. *Depts. of Pathology. Univ. of 'Má
laga and .. Córdoba, Spain 

Tumoral recurrence, alter transuretral resection , is fre
quent in the evolution of the superficial transitional cell 
carcinoma (TCC) of the bladder. Occasionally, they develop 
into invasive tumors p(T2-T3). In order to identify objective 
parameters, which help us to predict the progression in the 
superficial TCC, we have studied, by means of image analysis, 
123 cases of patients with superficial TCC, thirty of which had 
progression in their evolution. 

For DNA quantification, 4-6 µ paraffin sections of the initial 
tumour, were Feulgen stained, and measured using an 
image analysis system (CAS 200, Becton Dickinson). A 
minimum of 200 tumoral cells were analysed and 50 
lymphocytes were used as diploid control. The evaluated 
parameters were DNA index, 2c deviation index (2c DI), Se 
exceeding rate (ScER), nuclear optical density (NOD), and 
textura! parameters relative to cromatin disposition in the 
nuclei. 

Out of the progressive TCC, 25 cases (83.3 %) were 
aneuploids compared with the 46 cases (49.5 %) of non
progressive TCC, showing significative correlation (p<0.001) 
between aneuplo idy and progression. Other parameters 
related to the progression were: DNA > 1.5, 2cDI, ScER, NOD 
(standard deviation) and the textura ! parameters 
TXAM,TXBM, TXIM (entropy), TXOM, TXRM, TXSM and 
TXVM. The discriminan! analysis showed a correctly classified 
group rate of the 86.17 %, being best classified the group of 
patients who had not progressed (87.1 %). 

In conclusion, the data obta ined from the DNA
densitometric analysis of the tisular sections give us objec
tive parameters of importan! predictive value of the pro
gression in the superficial TCC of the bladder. 

(Supported in part by grants from A.E.e.e. and F.l.S.S. 
nQ91/0605) 

390. MATURATION ARRESTAS MASCULINE INFERTIL TY 
CAUSE 

García Viera M., Nistal M., Martínez García C. , Limeres 
M.A., De la Rosa P., Leon L., Hospital "La Paz». Madrid. 
Spain 

According to a quantitative study of 221 testicular biopsies 
35 cases displayed maturation arres! in spermatogonia and 
7 maturation arrest in primary spermatocy1e. Hormonal se
rum levels (FSH, LH, Testosterone and prolactin) were 
normal. 

In every case we studied the following parameters: tubular 
diameter, spermatogonias, primary spermatocy1es, inmature 
spermatids and Sertoli Cells for c ross (transverse) reactions 
in 30 seminiferous tubules. 

Arres! maturation in spermatogonia was defined when the 
formed primary spermatocytes number was inferior to the 
spermatogonias. Spermatogonias number varied between 2 
for cross tubular reaction to 28 (N=17). lt was observed 
correlation between testicular biopsy and the analysis semen ' 
in every case in what the spermatogonias was superior to 1 O J 
for tubular reaction. 

Arres! maturation etiologies were: varicocele (30 %), 
hypogonadotropic hypogonadism and excessive a lcohol-
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taken (15 %) and germ cells congenital disminution (20 %), 
and in the res! cases was not found no cause. 

7 patients disclosed maturation arres! in primary 
spermatocyte. One case demonstrated asociation with bila
teral varicocele, being mature spermatids counts superior to 
the expected number in the analysis semen in the rest cases 
was not found cause. 

391 . EXPRESSION OF INTERMEOIATE FILAMENTS ANO 
OTHER SPECIAL MARKERS BY TESTICULAR GERM 
CELL TUMORS. WITH REFERENCE TO 
EMBRYOGENESIS 

Jun Hanai' and Meisui Lin2 • 'Department of Pathology, 
Sakai Municipal Hospital, Sakai, Japan, 2Department of 
Pathology, Shanghai Medical University, Shanghai, China. 

Distribution of intermediale filamenl proteins (IFs) and 
severa! special markers was studied in 39 testicular germ cell 
tumors and 8 embryos and fetuses. The similarity and 
ditference between development of germ cell tumor and 
embryogenesis were immunohistochemically investigated. 
Seminoma and embryonal carcinoma, as a tumoral coun
terparts of undifferentiated germ cell, were characterized by 
few IFs expression. This study revealed that !he maturing 
and ditferentialing process in germ cell tumor is ditferent from 
normal embryonal develop and the tumor cells showed 
leaping maturing steps in tumorigenesis. lmmunostaining for 
IFs helped to discover the further ditferentiation occurred in 
embryonal carcinoma and to demonstrate heterogeneous 
elements in non-seminoma germ cell tumors, which some
times mightnot be apparenl by light microscopical observation 
of H & E staining section. According to !he findings, two 
patterns in mixed germ cell tumors were suggested, i.e., 
combined and ditfuse types. The mechanism of tumorigenesis 
of the two types is supposed to be ditferent. The recognition 
of two patterns of mixed tumors may assist us in understanding 
!he complicated combination of the germ cell tumors and 
making an accurate diagnosis. 

392. PROLIFERATING CELL NUCLEAR ANTIGEN(PCNA) 
IMMUNOSTAINING IN RENAL CELL CARCINOMA ANO 
ITS RELATIONSHIP TO TUMOR GRAOING, FLOW 
CYTOMETRIC ONA ANAL YSIS ANO PROGNOSIS 

H. Hara, F. Tanioka, M. Hiroi , T. Moriki, and T. Yamane. 
Dept. of Pathol. , Kochi Medica! School , Nankoku; Public 
Health lnstitute of Kochi Prefecture, Kochi , Japan 

Nuclear PCNA immunoreactivity is found in the proliferaling 
compartmenl of normal and tumor cells The purpose of !he 
present study was to examine immunohistochemical stain
ing of PCNA in renal cell carcinoma and ils relationtionship to 
tumor grading, flow cytometric DNA analysis and prognosis. 
The resected kidneys from 82 patients with renal cell carci
noma were used. Anti PCNA monoclonal clona! antibody 
was applied to paraffin sections to identify proliferating cells 
with ABC technique. Proportion of PCNA positive cells to 
negative cells was determined by counting the tumor cells 
stained by PCNA at a magnification of 400x and expressed 
as percentage of positive cells. In parallel with the PCNA 
immunostaining DNA flow cytometry was performed, using 

l 
the cell suspension prepared from paraffin sections and 
stained with propidium iodide. 

lmmunohistochemically there was no significan! differ
ence in percentage of PCNA positive cells between tumor 
grading G1 and G2 (1.1±1 .1 % in G1 and 1.5±1.4% in G2). 
But, G3 tumors contained high percentage of PCNA positiva 
cells with a mean of 6. 1 %. The percentage of PCNA positive 
tumor cells was found to correlate with histological grading of 
tumor and also well with S+G2+M phase fraction and S 
phase fraction measured by flow cytometry. The mean 
percentage of PCNA positive tumor cells were higher in 
aneuploid tumors than in diploid tumors. There was no 
significan! relationship between percentage of PCNA posi
live cells and tumor staging. Sixty four cases were available 
for survival analysis. The patients with G3 tumors, mostly of 
pT3 stage showed poor survival rateas compared with !hose 
with G1 arl'.l G2 tumors. In these tumors a high percentage 
of PCNA showed no correlation with clinical outcome. The 
results suggest that PCNA staining combined with flow 
cytometry is useful in evaluating !he proliferative activity of 
renal cell carcinoma. 

393. MICROSCOPIC CHANGES ANO INCREASEO IN
TERMEOIATE FILAMENTS IN MINIPIGS OETRUSOR 
MUSCLE FOLLOWING INFRAVESICAL OBSTRUCTION 

W. Helmy, G. Jasmin, C. Tautu, G. Kiruluta and M. Elhilali. 
Department of Pathology; University of Montreal and Depart
ment of Urology; McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Ganada 

Partial chron ic obstruction of urinary bladder leads to 
structu ral and functional alterations of detrusor muscularis. 
The evolution and reverversibility of obstructive changes 
were studied in 17 minipigs. Partial outlel obstruction was 
induced by placing an artificial sphincter cutf around the 
bladder neck in 13 pigs and 4 p igs were used as a control 
group. Obstructed groups were sacrificed alter 16 & 24 
weeks while deobstructed groups were sacrificed alter 12 
weeks realce following 8, 1 O, 12 and 14 weeks obstruction. 
Tissues from bladder body level were excised, processed 
and examined by light and electron microscopy, a.nd 
immunofluorescence using monoclonal antibodies against 
desmin and vimenlin. Obstructed groups showed degen
erative changes associated with evident features of smooth 
muscle hypertrophy and increased interstitial connective 
tissue canten!. There was considerable deposilion of basal 
lamina-like material, collagen and elastin fibrils in intercellular 
spaces as compared to the control and deobstructed groups. 
Confined aggregation of disarrayed intermediate filaments 
(10 nm) involving cellular core which appeared electron
translucent were frequently observed in obstructed cell 
profiles. The identily and frequency of intermediate filaments 
were established through specific reaction to vimentin anti
body in comparison to the control and deobstructed groups. 
Morphometric study of obstructed groups revealed double 
widening of intercellular spaces and obvious reduction of 
sarcolemmal junctional areas relative to the control and 
deobstructed groups. In addition, hypertrophied muscle pro
fi les showed a decrease in percentage ratio of nuclear/ 
cellular shortest diameter. We may conclude that disorgani
zalion and increased canten! of intermediate fi laments occur 
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in pathologically hypertrophied detrusor muscle. Alteration of 
intermediate filaments organization together with other fac
tors, as widening of intercellular spaces and decreased 
sarcolemmal junctional a reas, could interfer with !he force of 
contraction generated by obstruction of urinary bladder. 

(Supported by M.R.C.M. T. 10476) 

394. RELEVANCE OF NUCLEAR TEXTURES IN THE 
PREDICTION OF PROGRESSION IN SUPERFICIAL 
TRANSITIONAL CELL CA RCINOMA OF T HE BLADDER 

l. Hierro, M . Alvarez, l. García, L. Vicioso, J .J. Sánchez
Carrillo, A. Blanes and A. Malilla. Depts. of Pathology. Univ. 
of Málaga, Spain 

In superficial transitional cell carcinomas (TCC) of the 
bladder the histological grade is an importan! factor to predict 
the progression in successive recurrences. As the determi
nation of !he histological grade is based mainly on !he nuclear 
characteristics, our aim is to establish, by means of 
densitometric image analysis, objective parameters which 
allow us to predict the progression in !he superficial TCC of 
the bladder. 

We have studied 123 cases of patients who had one or 
more recurrences in their evolution, thirty of which had 
progression. The densitometric analysis was made on 4-6 µ 
paraffin sections, Feulgen stained, by CAS 200 system 
(Becton Dickinson). 

Besides the integrated optic density (OBSDDS) the textures 
chosen for !he study were: TXA (second angular moment), 
TXB (contras!), TXI (entropy), TXO (standard deviation), 
TXR (diagonal moment), TXS (second diagonal moment), 
TXV (blobness), and then their average value was measured. 
The comparative analysis that we had made pointed out as 
significan! , in relationship to the progression, the OBDDS, 
TXAM, TXBM, TXIM, TXOM, with a reliable level of 95% 
(p<0.0002). The higher mean values in these variables 
corresponded to those cases which experimented progres
sion. 

We can conclude that there is a direct correlation between the 
textures and the evolution of the TCC towards progression. 

(Supported in part by grants from A.E.e.e . and F.l.S.S. n2 91/0605) 

395. PROLIFERATIVE ACTIVITY ANO EXPRESSION OF 
THE TUMOR SUPPRESSOR GENE PRODUCT p53 IN 
TRANSITIONAL CELL CARCINOMA 

A. Hittmair, G. Schater, F. Offne r, K. Grünewald, K. Weyrer, 
D. Ófner, J. Eberle, G. Mikuz, H. Feichtinger. Department of 
Pathology, University of lnnsbruck. Austria 

Mutations of the p53 gene and overexpression of the 
nuclear protein p53 are suggested to be importan! mecha· 
nisms in malignan! transformation of cells. This malignan! 
transformation is associated with dysregulation of normal cell 
growth, in the control of which proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA; cyclin) is involved. In the present study we 
have investigated the expression of p53 and PCNA in a 
series of 25 human transitional cell carcinomas (TCC) by 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) using the respective monoclonal 

antibodies (mab1801, OncogeneScience; mab PC1 O, DAKO) 
on sections from formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue. 
Number of PCNA-positive cells and the pattern of expression 
in tumor cell complexes was distinctively different in papillary 
and primary infil trating TCCs. 9/25 tumors showed 
overexp ression of p53, however, with variation in the per
centage, pattern and reaction intensity of positive nuclei. In 
these nine tumors by usage of double IHC with peroxidase 
labeled secondary reagents (PCNA) andan APAAP technique 
(p53) a colocalization of !he two molecules could be dem· 
onstrated in a signifant proportion of tumor cell nuclei sug
gestive for a link of p53 overexpression and the proliferative 
activity. To confirm the morphological overlap we evaluated 
the percentage of positive cells and the reaction intensity for 
PCNA and p53 on consecutive immunostained sections by 
image analysis (CAS-System, B&D) using a program device 
for quantification of nuclear antigens. These measurements 
suggest higher PCNA levels in tumor cell nuclei when com
pared to PCNA-positive cells in normal urothelium. The 
present results indicate that p53 overexpression is found in 
a significan! percentage of TCCs and that il might be asso
ciated with a detective growth regulation resulting in increased 
PCNA-levels and enhanced cellular proliferation. 

396. CHANGES OF SPERMATOZOA DUE TO LARGE 
DOSES OF VITAMIN 66 

Y. lde, M. Kaido, S. lwai, S. Nakano, O. Koide. U. of 
Occupational and Environmental Health, Japan 

Recently we reported !he testicular damage caused by 
large doses of Vitamin 86 (86) . In !he curren! study, changes 
of spermatozoa are investigated by means of the 
intraperitoneal administration of smaller doses of 86 !han the 
previous ones: 63, 125, 250 and 500 mg/Kg/day for 6 weeks. 

The decrease in number as well as in movability of the 
spermatozoa and the deformation of spermatozoa nuclei 
exhibited dose responses. The significan! differences of 
these between adeministration groups and control group 
were determined by the !-test to be over 125mg. By 
morophometry using several parameters, the tendency to 
miniaturize as well as to straighten !he spermatozoa nuclei 
was seen to be generally mild. The significan! shifts of mean 
valuas (p<0.05) with !he same variances as !he control group 
were noted. A quantitative histologic examination of the testis 
was performed to determine the most vulnerable stage in 
spematigenesis. Late mature spermatids decreased in 
number slightly and a delayed spermiation was noted in the 
125 and 250mg groups, while germ cells up until the early 
mature spermatids did not decrease in number. Phagocytosis 
by Sertoli cells became prominent in association with delayed 
spermiation. 

Maturation disturbance and phagocytosis by Sertoli cells 
of late mature spermatids during pre- and postspermiation 
may play an importan! role in !he changes of spermatozoa 
such as the decreased number, decreased movability and 
deformity of nuclei. 

397. MOSAJCTESTlCULAR LESION IN INFERTlLE PA TlENTS. 

F. Izquierdo, M. Nistal, S. Navio, P. de la Rosa and M. A. 
Limeres. Complejo Hospitalario de Leon; Hospital La Paz; 
Hospital Ramon y Cajal; Madrid; Spain. 
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Testicular biopsies from 32 infertile patients showing 
seminiferous tubules with spermatogenesis, close to other 
Sertoli cell only tubules, were studied in order to determine 
the congenital or adquired nature of this disorder. 

Quantitative study of the germinal line (mean number of 
spermatogonia, primary spermatocytes, immature spermatids 
and mature spermatids per transversal tubular section) 
showed: normal spermatogenesis (10%), 
Hypoespermatogenesis (10%), adluminal compartment 
desquamation with cellular degeneration (10%), 
spermatogenesis maturation arrest (62%); being unvaluable 
the remaining 8%. 

Sertoli cell only tubules were classified as: dysgenetic, 
adult and involutive type, based on tubular diameter, Sertoli 
cell number and features. 40% of cases presented tubules 
with dysgentic Sertoli cells, 45% with adult type and 25% with 
involutive type. 

50% of cases showed sclerotic tunbules, being obstructive 
type in 65% of cases, dysgenetic type in 25% and 
unclassifiable in 10%. 

Tubular dilatation were present in 55% of cases and 
angiectasis in 45 %. 

In our study mosaic lesion is probably primary in 45% of 
cases and secondary to varicocele or intratesticular sper
matic ducts obstruction in the remaining 55%. 

398. SECOND PRIMARY MALIGNANCY FOLLOWING 
TESTICULAR CANCER 

G. KragJacobsen, H. M011er, A. Mellemgaard, O. Pedersen, 
H.H. Storm, S.AA. Engelholm.; Oept. of Pathology, Gentofte 
Hospital, University of Copenhagen; Danish Cancer Regis
try, lnstitute of Cancer Epidemiology, Copenhagen; Dept. of 
Experimental Clinical Oncology, Aarhus Kommunehospital, 
Aarhus; Dept. of Oncology, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, 
Denmark 

The incidence of second primary malignancy was inves
tigated in 6.187 Oanish men diagnosed with testicular cancer 
in the period 1943-87. 459 cases occurred, demonstrating 
significantly increased relative risk (RR) for leukaemia, can
cer of the stomach, pancreas, urinary bladder, skin (except 
melanoma) and contralateral testis. lncreased RR was also 
found for sarcomas. lncreased incidence of leukaemia ap
peared in the first ten years, the excess incidence for gastric, 
pancreatic, rectal and lung cancer was strongest 10-19 years 
after the testicular cancer and the RR for cancer of the 
pros tate, bladder and skin increased throughout the period of 
follow-up. 73% of the second malignancy occurred in patients 
treated for seminoma. The increased incidence of the majority 
of the second primary malignancies in the cohort was most 
likely found to be caused by radiotherapy used as treatment 
for the testicular cancer. Long-term effects of the successful 
chemotherapy introduced in the late 70's are not reflected in 
the present study, but may be revealed in the next decades. 

The long-term effect of radiotherapy in these patients 
should be taken into consideration when future treatment 
regimes are planned especially regimes for stage 1 testicular 
cancer patients of whom the majority are cured by 
orchidectomy alone. 

399. NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS ANO PCNA 
EXPRESSION IN PROSTATIC CANCER 

N. Kawase, T . Otsuka, A. Shiokawa, H. Ola and K. 
Kazama. U. of Showa, Japan; T.Hayama; and The Aoyama 
Tokyo Metropolitan Hospital, Japan 

Nucleolar organizer regions are ONA loops encoding 
ribosomal ANA production associated with silver-stainable 
proteins (AgNORs). In general, the numbers of AgNORs 
increases in various mal ignan! tumors, and correlates with 
increased cell proliferation, ploidy and transcriptional activ
ity. Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) is a co-factor of 
DNA polymerase d and useful marker of cell proliferation. We 
show the results of silver staining (Crocker et a l.) of 79 
prostatic cancers and 16 normal prostatic tissues obtained 
by needle biopsy and TUR-P between 1986 and 1989. 
lmmunohistochemical stain using a monoclonal antibody 
against PCNA was used in 43 cases. We devised morpho
logical classification to count silver dots based on relations 
between intra- and extranucleolar AgNORs (A,B,C,D type). 
AgNOR counts were significantly higher in carcinoma (4.2 ± 
1.57) than in the control group (1.90 ± 0.24). AgNOR differ
ences were evident in histological differentiation, nuclear 
anaplasia and presence of nucleoli. In morphological clas
sification of AgNORs, B type (intranucleolar AgNORs) more 
increased in cancer. Previous studies have shown the use
fulness of AgNORs in various organs, but in prostatic cancer 
there has been debate about its usefulness because of 
overlap of the AgNORs number between carcinoma and 
normal prostatic tissue. This study shows the diagnostic 
value of AgNORs in prostatic cancer, and the importance of 
morphological classification of AgNORs. Further, in 
immunohistochemical stain, PCNA positive cells were sig
nificantly increased in cancer. lt is suggested that PCNA is 
also a useful marker of cell proliferation in prostatic cancer. 

400. ASPIRATION BIOPSY IN RENALANGIOMYOLIPOMA 

L. Krogerus, M. Taavitsainen and S. Rannikko, from Uni
versity of Helsinki , Transplantation Laboratory and Dept. of 
Radiology and Second Oept. of Surgery. Finland 

Ultrasound guided aspiration biopsy of renal mass lesions 
was performed in 56 patients in whom renal cell carcinoma 
could not be excluded due to equivocal imaging results. 
Cytology showed non-malignan! mesenchymal cells con
sisten! with angiomyolipoma in 12 patients. In 5 of these 
patients the diagnosis was ensured by open biopsy. No 
nephrectomy was performed. In 6 of the 7 patients not 
operated upon the tumours remained unchanged with no 
evidence of malignancy during a 3-36 months follow-up 
period. The cytological preparations, both air dried May
Grunwald-Giemsa smears and ethanol-fixed Papanicolau 
preparations have now been rewiveded together with mate
rial from 12 well differentiated renal cell carcinomas to 
evaluate the cellular findings and their differences in respec
tive tumours. 11 was found that if the cellular material 
contained adipose tissue intermingled with atypical 
mesenchymal cells the diagnosis was easy and sale. lf there 
was only active mesenchymal cells singly or in small clusters 
well differentiated renal cell carcinoma or a degeneration 
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focus of a renal cell carcinoma could not be ruled out 
cytologically. This ditficulty could easily be overcome by 
taking multiple biopsies from each tumour and thus save the 
patient from an unnecessary operation. Multiple aspiration 
b iopsies is recommended fo r the diagnosis of renal 
angiomyolipoma when rontgenological investigations are 
not diagnostic. 

401. INCIOENCE OF HIPOSPERMATOGENESIS 

Limeres, M.A.; Nistal, M.; Navío, S. ; de la Rosa, P.; Garcia 
Viera, M.; Izquierdo, F. Department of Pathology. u La Paz., 
Hospital. Madrid. Spain 

According to a quantitative study of 21 1 testicular biopsies 
84 displayed Hipospermatogenesis (H): Pure H. 29, H. 
associated with late degeneration of primary spermatocytes 
(S.I) 37, and Paradoxical H. 18. 

All patients had normal homonal serum levels (FSH, LH, 
Testosterone, prolactin). 

- Pure H.: the correlation between testicular biopsy and 
semen analysis showed agreement in 50% cases and in the 
remaining the spermatozoid number was lower than we 
expected on the basis of the quantitative study of biopsy, and 
we imputed it to a congenital defect of germinal cells. In 5 
cases the contralateral testicle displayed the same alteration, 
5 displayed Paradoxical H., 3 late degeneration with or 
without H., and 4 other lesions. In 7 cases we didn't arrange 
the contralateral sample. 

- H. associated with late degeneration of S. I: in 50% of 
cases we found a good correlation between biopsy-semen 
analysis in the remaining the number expected in semen 
were lower than those suggested for the biopsy study. 75% 
had associated varicocele, the clinical history of the others 
did not show any possible etiology. In 5 cases the contralateral 
pattern was coincidental, while 5 had Maturation arrest in 
spermatogonia, 3 mosaic, 2 Pure H., 1 Paradoxical H .. 3 
another lesions; in 12 cases the contralateral biopsy wasn't 
available. 

-Paradoxical H.: correlation biopsy-semen analysis showed 
discordant data, sometimes lower and sometimes higher 
than we expected in quantitative biopsy study, 75% testicles 
had varicocele, the remaining had prostatitis. In 4 cases the 
contralateral biopsy was coincidental, 5 showed Pu re H., 1 H. 
associated with late degeneration S.I , 1 tubular sclerosis, 
and in 3 we didn't dispose the other biopsy. In this type of H. 
there are an increment of mature spermatids in relation with 
inmature ones, on a background of H. From now on we 
haven't an explain for this entity, may be it is the result of a non 
representative testicular biopsy. 

402. PROGNOSTIC USEFULNESS OF SPREAO ANO 
GRAOING PARAMETERS IN UROTHELIAL CARCINOMA 
OF THE BLAOOER 

JI López, JC Angulo, N Flores, JO Toledo, Dpts. of Pathology 
and Urology, Hospital Civil de Bilbao, Basque Country Uni
versity/EHU, 48013 Bilbao, Spain 

In order to assess the prognostic significance of spread 
and grading in urothelial carcinoma of the bladder, a series 

of 343 patients has been retrospectively reevaluated. They 
were all homogeneously treated according to Stage and 
followed up for a period up to 8 years. Kaplan-Meier actuaria! 
method and Mantel-Haenzel (log-rank) test have been per
formed. 

Age ranks from 13 to 91 years (mean 65.87, modal interval 
65-69). Sex distribution shows a male predominance (298 M/ 
45 F). Histologically, 85 % are pu re transitional cell carcinomas 
and the rest (15 %) also displays squamous, glandular or 
other components. 

According to UICC 1988 TNM Classification, 5-year sur
vival is detailed as follows: pTa+pTis (n=32) 100 %, pT1 
(n=170) 74.45 % (C.I. , a=0.05, 85.21-63.69), pT2 (n=27) 
40.09 % (75.91-4.27), pT3 (n=67) 20.15 % (38.25-2.15), pT 4 
(n=27) O %. Staging, once included N and M cathegories, 
shows a quite similardistribution. Jewett-Marshall (pathologic 
staging) Classification also predicts 5-year survival: O (n=32) 
100 %, A (n=170) 74.45 % (85.21-63.69), B (n=45) 36.49 % 
(65.57-7.24), C (n=28) 25.67 % (51.23-0.01 ), D (n=48) 5.11 
% (12.15-0). Log-rank test shows statistical ditferences 
(p<0.05) between all cathegories in both Classifications. 
UICC: pTa+pTis/pTI (p<0.02), pT1/ pT2 (p<0.001 ), pT2/pT3 
(p< 0.02), pT3/pT4 (p< 0.001 ). Jewett-Marshall: O/A (p< 
0.02), A/B (p<0.001 ), B/C (p<0.02), CID (p< 0.001 ). Histologic 
Grading (1to 111) has also been analyzed as a predictive factor 
thus revealing thefollowing 5-year survival: GI (n=121) 91.18 
% (99.24-84.40), Gii (n=1 26) 50.1 8% (65.28-35.08), Glll 
(n=96) 10.04 % (29.08-0). Log-rankconfirms their differences 
are also significan!: Gl/Gll (p<0.001) , Gll/Glll (p<0.001 ). 

Association (chi2 test) proves positive between pT and G 
(p<0.001 ). In addition, the stratificalion of the initial series 
according to TNM Stages reveals the predictive value of 
Grade does not completely depend on Stage, for log-rank 
test shows differences between Stage 1 Gl/Gll (p<0.001), 
Stage 111 Gll/G lll (p<0.05), and Stage IV Gll/Glll (p<0.05). 

In summary, Grading System is valuable by itself in pre
dicting survival in patients affected by bladder cancer. On the 
other hand, both TNM and Jewett-Marshall Pathologic Clas
sifications also prove their de finite value. For practica! 
purposes, Jewett-Marshall is easier to reproduce now that 
bladder preservation is being increasingly' claimed and the 
depth of infiltration in the muscular layer is difficult to be 
assessed in transurethral resection specimens. 

403. TRANSITIONAL CELL CARCINOMA OF URINARY 
BLAOOER AN O HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS. 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY, IN SITU HYBRIOIZATION, 
ANO PCR ANAL YSIS 

*A. Lopez-Beltran, ' L. Vicioso, ' M. Alvarez, ·c. Reymundo, 
'JC Carrasco, ·c. Morales, .. R. Hidalgo, and 'A. Malilla.; 
Depts. of Pathology, Urology and .. SCI. University of 'Cór
doba and 'Málaga, Spain 

The natural history of transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) of 
urinary bladder is somewhat variable with a significan! number 
of tumor recurrences, which occasionaly evolve toward an 
infiltrating disease. The aim of this study was to investigate 
the presence of human papillomavirus (HPV) in 76 TCC 
specimens, and then to correlate such findings with the 
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recurrence/progression of tumors and patients · overall sur
vival. However, other classica l prognostic clinical and 
pathological parameters (grade, stage, koilocytosis, DNA
ploidy, age, and sex) were also tested. HPV was investigated 
by means of immunohistochemistry (IHC), in situ hybridization 
(ISH), and polymerase chain reaction analysis (PCR). A 
biotinilated DNA probe that recognizes HPV 6-11, 16-18, and 
31-33-35, was used for JSH. A rabbit polyclonal antibody 
raised against HPV structural antigen was used for IHC. In 
addition, ali positive cases (using ISH or IHC) were also 
tested for HPV 6, 11 , 16, and 18 utilizing PCR techniques. 
DNA ploidy was measured using Feulgen staining and the 
lmage Analysis System CAS 200. Our results showed that 25 
(32%) out of 76 TCC specimens were reactive by IHC; 12 and 
7 out of such 25 cases were also reactive with ISH and PCR 
techniques. Additionally, 11 cases showed a diploid pattern 
while 14 cases were aneuploid. The discriminan! statistical 
analysis also showed a correctly classified group rate of 
87.5% for tumor recurrence with the following variables: 
grade, ISH, koilocytosis, DNA ploidy, 2c deviation index 
(2cDI), and 5c exceeding rate (5cER). PCR showed no 
significan! results. These observations may prove useful in a 
prognostic stratification of patients with bladder cancer. 

(Supported in part by the grant 02-90-07, Reina Sofia 
University Hospital , Cordoba). 

404. HISTOGENESIS OF TESTICULAR MICROLITHIASIS 

Martinez García C., Nistal M., Milan Ybañez C., García 
Viera M., Echevarria C., Sanchez Ramos M., Hospital «La 
Paz,, . Madrid, Spain 

Testicular lithiasis has been observed in many situations: 
focal associated with other process (testicular tumors, 
disgenetictestis) or diffuse without pathology (microtesticular 
lithiasis). 

The pathogenesis remain unexplained, and severa! 
hipothesis has been reported. Ali of them suggest the 
intratubular origin of calcifications. They were derived from 
degenerated spermatogonia displaced into the lumen of the 
tubules or tubular secretions which might later calcified. 

Our study does not confirm these findings.The prelithiasic 
material is originated in extratubular space, and removed 
later in tubular lumen. 

We studied 29 cases: 13 prelith iasic lesions (6 
criptorquidism, 2 Klinefelter'ssyndrome, 2 Down'ssyndrome, 
3 tubular dysgenesia); 16 lithiasic (5 germ cells tumors, 3 
sen ile testicular atrophy, 2 chron ic renal failu re, 2 
criptorquidism, 2 hipogonadotropic hypogonadism, 1 
Klinefelter's syndrome, 1 testicular microlithiasis). 

The prelithiasic material is made up of glycoproteins, with 
the presence of sulphated mucopolysaccharide acids (an 
habitual componen! from the basal lamina), demostrated by 
PAS and Alcian Blue stainings. The localization is extratubular, 
with a periferical positivity for collagen type IV and Laminin 
antibodies, who separated the calcified bodies from Sertoly 
cells. 

Finally we conclude that the calcified bodies origin is 
extratubular, and are made by basal lamina material, and 
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posibly it has relation with basal lamina of seminifeous 
tubules. 

405. "HYPERPROLIFERATION" CYTOKERATIN EX
PRESSION IN LOW-GRADE UROTHELIAL NEOPLASMS 

J. Martinez-Peñuela, F. Sanchezde la Fuente,B. Larrínaga, 
l. Jauregui. Hospital de Navarra. Pamplona. Spain 

Recen! immunohystochemical studies ha ve demonstrated 
quantitative and qualitative changes in the expression of 
severa! cytokeratins (CK) through the neoplastic transfor
mation of urothelial cells. On the other hand, CK n6 (56Kd) 
and CK n16 (48Kd) have been identified in epithelial cells 
from severa! organs under a "hyperproliferative" status. 

We herein describe the resu lts of a retrospective study 
with a panel of 8 Monoclonal Antibodies, including anti CK 16, 
on a series of 9 Normal Urothelium (NU), 9 Cystitis Glandularis 
(CG), 17 lnverted Papilloma (IP) of the urinary tract, 3 
Papilloma ("grade O")(GO), 13 Papillary Urothelial Carcinoma, 
grade 1 (GI) , and 17 Urothelial Carcinoma, grade 11 (Gil). 

NU express simple epithelium CK with the highest inten
sity in superficial cells; stratified epithelium CK are noticeable 
in basal and medial layer cells, being negatives in superficial 
cells; there is no expression of keratinized epithelium CK 
and, jusi focally, there is a weak basal cells expression of 
"Hyperproliferation" CK.We found a decrease of simple and 
stratified epithelium CK expression in reactive and low-grade 
urothelial neoplasms, which show simultaneously an increase 
of "Hyperproliferation" CK expression in the same cells of the 
basal layer. There are statistical ly significan! differences on 
this data between GI Carcinomas, NU ,CG, and 
GO.Keratinized epithelium CK is show focally in areas of 
squamous metaplasia. 

We state that the finding of "Hyperproliferation" CK ex
pression is of interest in the differential diagnosis of low
grade urothelial neoplasms . 

406. DEEP CORTICAL NEPHROBLASTEMATOSIS: PRE
CURSOR OF NEPHROBLASTOMA (WILMS· TUMOR) IN 
THE RAT 

G. M. Mesfin, Drug Safety Research, Upjohn Laborato
ries, Kalamazoo, MI. USA 

Nephroblastoma (NE), inchildren, arisesfrom nephrogenic 
rests of different morphological spectrum. Unl ike NE in 
children, precursor renal alterations of NE in rats have not 
been documented. This report describes the precursor lesion 
of NE (designated nephroblastematosis) in a colony of 
Sprague-Dawley rats [Upj:TUC(SD)spf] genetically predis
posed to spontaneous NE. Precursor lesion to NE was 
characterized by light microscopic evaluation of kidneys of 
16, 5 to 21 month old rats. NE in the rat started as focal or 
multifocal interstitial proliferation of intensely basophilic round 
to oval undifferentiated cells with abundan! chromatin and 
sparse cytoplasm (blastema cells). Foci of b lastema cells, 
invariably located in the deep cortex, increased in size by 
radiating outward from a central core and by confluence of 
adjoining foci. Dense tightly packed proliferating blastema 
cells progressively expanded the interstitial space, thereby 
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crowding and eventually compressing existing normal renal 
structures. Mitotic figures were very rare in these foci. The 
overall structural organization and integrity of the kidney 
were not overtly disrupted even when interstitial involvement 
was extensive. With increasing size, however, 
nephroblastematous foci displaced renal tu bu les and showed 
differentiation into epithelial cells arranged in rosettes, alveolar 
structures, and tubules; ductules, surrounded by mantles of 
blastema cells; and glomeruloid structures. NE in the rat is 
usually supported by fibro-collagenous stroma and rarely by 
neoplastic mesenchymal cells. Nephroblastematous foci 
occurred in one or both kidneys and in unaffected kidneys of 
rats with unilateral NE. 

Precursor lesions of NE in rats differ from !hose of children 
by its distribution within the kidneys, its presence in adult and 
aged rats, and its early histologic features. 

407. HISTOGENESIS OF GERM CELL TUMORS OF THE 
TESTIS 

E. Nacov, MMA, Sofia, Bulgaria 

The study ot 457 Germ Cell Tumors of the Testis (GCTT) 
showed that the vertical histogenetic scheme (neoplastic 
Germ Cell - embryonal carcinoma or yolk sac tumor - all the 
rest of GCTT) is unacceptable. 

On the basis of light microscopy, electron microscopic and 
immunohistochemical (AFP, CEA, hCG and its alpha and 
beta subunits, S-100 protein and others) investigations we 
ha ve found out a great diversity in the tumors' cell population 
of the pure types of GCTT in the primary testicular tumor as 
well as in its metastases. 

Many epidemiological data, structural peculiarities and 
biological behaviour (metastatic index, survivale, radio- and 
cytostatic sensitivity etc) of these tumors have been evalu
ated. We believe that all these tumors (seminoma, embryo
nal carcinoma, yo lk sac t umor , polyembryoma, 
choriocarcinoma, teratoma and the whole diversity of com
bination between them - combined GCTT) derive directly 
from the neoplastic transformed Stem Cell and that each of 
them maintains posibility to change its phenotype image and 
to transform in each other. 

The proposed new histogenetic scheme is related not only 
to the histogenesis but also to the biological behaviour and 
therapeutic treatment, which is very useful for the practice. 

408. CHANGES IN URINARY BLAOOER OF MICE AFTER 
IRRAOIATION THERAPY ANO CHEMOTHERAPY IN
VESTIGATEO BY STEROLOGICAL METHOOS 

K Ni el sen and F. Lundbeck. lnstitute of Pathology, Aalborg 
Hospital and Department of Experimental Clinical Oncology, 
Danish Cancer Society, Arhus, Denmark 

The aim of this study is to investigate changes in epithe
lium, in subepithelial connective tissue, and in muscle layer 
in mice treated with radiation therapy and chemotherapy. 

71 mice were used: 15 untreated as controls, 1 O irradiated 
for investigation of early changes, and 26 irradiated, 7 treated 
by chemotherapy and 13 treated with both irradiation and 
chemotherapy for investigation of late changes. 

The total vol u me of the following tissue components were 
investigated by use of Cavalieri' principie: urothelium, 
subepithelial connective tissue, muscle tissue, connective 
tissue in the muscle layer, and vessels. 

Early irradiation change was a significantly increased 
amount of connective tissue in the muscle layer. Late changes 
were a significantly increased amount of urothelium and a 
significantly increased amount of connective tissue in the 
muscle layer. The increase of the connective tissue was less 
in the mice treated with both irradiation and chemotherapy. 
This may indicate that the formation of connective tissue in 
the muscle layer is activated immediately alter the irradiation 
as loase connective tissue ending-up with collagen formation 
which may be prevented by chemotherapy. 

409. EOSINOPHIL CATIONIC PROTEIN IN NORMAL, IN
FLAMMATORY ANO FLAT NEOPLASTIC MUCOSA OF 
THE HUMAN URINARY BLAOOER 

K Nielsen, G. Lose, S. Lindenberg and B. Frandsen, 
lnstitute of Pathology, Aalborg Hospital and Department of 
Urology, Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark 

Eosinophil cationic prole in is a poten! cytotoxic agent and 
the local activity of eosinophil leucocytes may partly reflect 
the immunological competence of the host and thus, being a 
possible prognosticator in cancer patients. 

The aim of this preliminary study is to localize the eosinophil 
cationic protein in the mucosa of human urinary bladders 
without disease, and with follicular inflammation, with inter
stitial cystitis, and with flat neoplastic disease grade 11 and 
grade 111. 9 blocks from normal mucosa, 12 blocks from 
follicular cystitis, 5 blocks from interstitiel cystitis, and 20 
blocks from flat neoplastic disease grade 11 and 111 were 
investigated with a threelayered immunoperoxidase tech
nique where the primary antibody (against the eosinophil 
cationic protein) was raised in sheeps. 

The staining reaction was almos! the same in the normal 
and the inflammed mucosa: weak positivity in the superficial 
layer of the urothelium and in the glycocalyx. In the flat 
neoplastic lesions grade 11 and grade 11 1 there was no or weak 
diffuse positivity in all cell layers. 

In conclusion, this preliminary investigation of the localiza
tion of eosinophil cationic protein in urinary bladder mucosa 
shows a normal pattern with eosinophil cationic protein 
localized in the superficial cells and glycocalyx which is los! 
in theflat neoplastic urothelium. This may indicate an increased 
turn over of this protein from the subepithel ial cells through 
the urothelium to the urine. 

410. ESTABLISHMENT ANO CHARACTERIZATION OF 
FIVE TUMOR CELL UNES OERIVEO FROM GERM CELL 
TUMORS OF TESTIS 

R. Noguera, l. Calderon, S. Navarro, R. Gil, F. Ciar, A. 
Llombart-Bosch, Dept. Pathology, Medical School , Univer
sity of Valencia, Spain 

We present the morphologic, immunophenotypic, 
cytogenetic and ploidy characteristics of five new cell lines 
derived from germ cell tumors of the testis diagnosed as 
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follows: embryonal carcinoma with yolk sac tumor (cases 1-
2), embryonal carcinoma with seminoma (case 3) and 
teratocarcinoma with extensive neuroectodermal areas (ca
ses 4-5). Cultures from surgical material were obtained 
following the enzymatic disggregation method with 
collagenase 11. The cells were grown with RPMI 1640 + 20% 
fetal bovine serum + 1 % L-glutamine + 1 % penicill in/strep
tomycin until confluence and subculture, when necessary. 
Morphologically the cells grew as monolayer with diversity of 
cell populations: neural, epitheloid, giant and spindle shaped. 
lmmunocy1ochemically, alpha-fetoprotein was demonstrate 
in each case, but predominantly in the mixed yolk sac tumor 
cell lines. Neural markers were present in the teratocarcinoma 
cell lines. Cytogenetic analysis of cases 2, 4 and 5 showed 
in the hypotriploid mode isochromosome 12p plus multiple 
reammgements. Case 1 presented DMs and HSR. Case 3 
presented as unique abnormalities a partial trisomy of 
chromosome 12 anda monosomy of chromosome 16. Ploidy 
analysis showed heterogeneity of the tumor cell populations 
with diploide and aneuploid cycles. With these results we 
conclude that germ cell tumors of testis, despite the diversity 
of morphologic characteristics, have common markers im
plicating chromosome 12. Other markers are present in 
these five cell lines, which prognostic value is unknown. 
Further studies of severa! cases are required to typify them 
not only by karyotyping but also by molecular biology meth
ods. 

41 1. TESTICULAR BIOPSY: OUR EXPERIENCE IN 630 
INFERTILE MEN 

A. Faramio, F. Navaroli , JL Gonzalez and R. Gil. 
Departament of Pathology Hospital CQ Docente «Ctde. M. 
Fajardo" . Ha vana, Cuba 

During the last 28 years, 630 patients underwent_ testicu
lar biopsy at «Cdte. M. Fajardo .. Hospital, as part of an 
investigation of infertility on barren marriages. Bilateral bi
opsies were performed as a rule , in almos! all cases and 
afterwards the tissue was inmersed in Bouin's fixative and 
proceseed using routine histological techniques. Occasionaly, 
biopsy was performed incidentally to varicocelectomy. In the 
last 170 patients, the values of serie FSH , by 
redioimmunoassay methods were studied. 

The histological diagnosis were made following a modi
fication of Heller and Nelson clasification for infertility and 
these were: normal ; hypospermatogenesis-HPS-(29%) ; 
hypospermatogenesis with thickeened tunica propia
peritubular librosis-(15%) ; post-orchitis tubular sclerosis 
(10%); Klinefelter syndrome (6%); mixed tubular lesions 
(11 %); germinal hypoplasia, germinal aplasia; germinal 
aplasia with focal spermatogenesis ; maturation arres! and 
prepubertal tesis. The HPS alone and HPS with thickened 
tunica propia were the most frequent histological pictures 
founded. lt is possible that both findings represen! differents 
stades of the same process, but this fact has not been 
proved. The first histological picture will have a better prog
nosis. 

In 170 consecutive patients , in which both testicular 
biopsy and FSH serie values were perfomed, there was a 
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good correlation between the increase in FSH valuves and 
the degree of testicular dama ge, as a whole group. However, 
ocasionally there were normal FSH values in germinal aplasia 
and high values in HSP. 

412. CYTOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS ANO DNA QUANTIFICA
TION: AN EXCELLENT METHOD FOR THE STUDY OF 
PROSTATIC BIOPSIES OBTAINED BY FINE NEEDLE 
ASPIRATION 

J.I. Paz, M. Abad, M.C. García-Mac ias. J. Ciudad, A. 
López, A. Orfao, E. Muñoz, A. Bullón. Hospital Clínico. 
Salamanca. Spain 

In the present study we analyze the DNA content, the 
number of cells in the GO/GI, S and G2/M phases by flow 
cy1ometry (FACScan, Cell Fil, Becton/Dickinson, U.S.A.) 
and their relationship with the cy1ologic grade in transrectal 
FNA biopsies of the prostate from 78 consecutive patients: 
47 (60%) with benign hyperplasia and 31 (40%) with carci
noma. Six carcinomas were well differentiated, 16 moderatley 
differentiated and 9 poorly differentiated. Aneuploid DNA 
was detected in 12 patients with carcinoma (39%), all of them 
corresponding to moderately differentiated (5) and poorly (7) 
carcinomas. The well-differentiated carcinomas and the 
benign hyperplasia were diploid. Regarding the cellular cy
cle , the patients with carcinoma displayed a significantly 
higher proportion of cells in the S phase (p= 0.0003) and G2/ 
M phase (p=0.0006), ascompared with the benign hyperplasia 
cases. We propase the use of this technique on transrectal 
FNA biopsies of the prostate, in that it combines the cy1ologic 
diagnosis and grading and the analysis of both the DNA 
ploidy status and the cell cycle distribution, to obtain a rapid 
and accurate diagnosis as well as simultaneous prognostic 
information on the clinical evolution of prostatic disease 
patients. 

413. ARGYROPHILIC NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER RE
GIONS (AgNORs) COUNTS, PROLIFERATING CELL 
NUCLEAR ANTIGEN (PCNA) SCORES ANO DNA FLOW 
CYTOMETRY OF BLADDER UROTHELIOMAS IN ROU
TINEL Y TREATED BIOPSIES 

A.Pich, A.Comino, L.Chiusa, A.Fruttero and R.Navone. 
Department of Biomedical Sciences and Clínica! Oncology 
Pathology Section, University of Turin , and City Hospital of 
Cuneo, ltaly. 

The proliferative activity of 32 primary transitional cell 
carcinomasofthe bladder (11G1 , 10G2, 11G3; 18pTa, 9pT1 , 
5pT2-4) has been investigated on formalin-fixed, paraffin
embedded biopsy specimens utilizing AgNOR silver staining, 
PCNA immunostaining (anti PC1 O monoclonal antibody) and 
DNA flow cy1ometry. 

A linear relationship was found between AgNOR counts 
and PCNA seores (r=0.85, p<0.0001 ). The AgNOR counts 
were highly associated with the tumour histologic grade (6.14 
for G1, 7.57 forG2, 13.25 for G3; p<0.0001) or stage (6.54 
for pTa, 11 .33 for pT1 , 13.87 for pT2-4; p<0.0001) as !he 
PCNA seores (13.62% for G1 . 21.98% for G2, 37.47 for G3; 
16.22% forpTa, 33.63% forpT1, 37.42% forpT2-4; p<0.0001 ). 
Aneuploidy was observed in 90% G3, 30% G2 and 54.5% G 1 
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(p<0.016) and in 80% pT2-4, 77% pT1 and 44% pTa tumours 
(p=0.14). The AgNOR counts were significantly higher in the 
19 aneuploid (10.07) then in the 13 diploid (7.51) cases 
(p=0.03), while PCNA seores were not significantly difieren! 
in diploid (20.97%) oraneuploid (26.79%), tumours (p=0.19). 
In the diploid tumours no relationship was found between S
phase and AgNOR counts (r=0.41) or PCNA seores (r=0.18) 
and between Proliferative lndex and AgNOR counts (r=0.1) 
or PCNA seores (r=0.15). 

Our results indica te that AgNOR counts, PCNA seores and 
DNA flow cytometry are reliable procedures for assessing 
the proliferative activity of bladder urotheliomas. They may 
be useful tools fortumours prognosis andtherapy. Compared 
with DNA flow cytometry, AgNOR and PCNA methods are 
easier and quicker to perform; they exclude interference of 
stromal and inflammatory cells and enable the simuilaneus 
evaluation of the tumour cell morphology and kinetics even 
on small biopsies. 

414. PRELIMINARY FINOINGS IN 20 PROSTATIC 
LEIOMYOSARCOMAS 

A. Ramos, C. Davis, l. Sesterhenn, F. Mostofi, Armed 
Forces lnstitute of Pathology, Washington, D.G. USA 

Prostatic sarcomas are rare, representing approximately 
0.1 % of all primary prostatic malignancies. 01 these, 
leiomyosarcomas rank among !hose more commonly en
countered. Twenty cases of primary prostatic leiomyosarcoma 
accessioned in the Genitourinary Pathology Registry of the 
Armed Forces lnstitute of Pathology are presented. The ages 
of !he patients were between 41 and 88 years (median 63.5 
years). Clinically, the patients experienced hematuria and 
obstruction afien accompanied by frequency, urgency, as 
well asdysuria. The tumors, when grossly apparent, appeared 
lobulated and fleshy to grayish-white, although in sorne, 
there were associated areas of hemorrhage and necrosis. 
Microscopically, !he tumors were composed of intersecting 
fascicles of spindled to ovoid cells with eosinophilic cytoplas
mic and cigar-shaped nuclei. Follow-up information ranging 
from 4 months to 18 years, obtained in 17 patients, revealed 
that seven (41 %) are alive, five of them clinically free of 
tumor. Ten patients (69%) died. Four developed metastatic 
disease and six had residual tumor al the time of death. The 
histologic parameters that correlated with biologic behavior 
were mitotic activity and infiltrative growth. Mitoses in the 
neoplasms of patients who died were significantly more 
(average 9.5/1 O h.p.I.) in comparison to those who remained 
alive (average 2.5/10 h.p.f.). Furthermore, we observed that 
tumors in the latter group were essentially non-infiltrative and 
had sorne features of cellular leiomyoma. 

415. AOENOMATOUS (FUNCTIONING ANO NON-FUNC
TIONING) HYPERPLASIA OF THE LEYOIG CELLS IN 
THE CRYPTORCHIDIC TESTES 

J . Regadera, M. Nistal, P. Cobo, F. Martínez-García, C.G. 
Martín-Córdova and R. Paniagua.U. Autonoma de Madrid 
Hospital La Paz; and U. Alcalá. Madrid. Spain 

The immunoexpression of the testosterone of the Leydig 
cells was studied in 32 cryptorchidic adult patients localized 
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in the high portian of the inguinal duct or intra abdominal 
cavity. In 22 cases with complete lubo-interstitial sclerosis 
we have observed well delimited but uncapsulated multiple 
nodules of Leydig cells which are presenting pleomorphism 
and disgenetic changes. 

Sorne of the nodules are mainly formed by secretory cells 
of testosterone meanwhile other adjacent nodules are not 
secretory being formed by abundan! vacuolated 
dedifferentiated cells and atypical Leydig cells. 

In the 62% of !he functional nodules and in !he 79% of the 
non-functional we observed abundan! blood vessels, espe
cially capillaries. 

The study of colagen IV, endothelial antigen and UE 1 
lectin have put in evidence an increased angiogenesis in the 
Leydig cell nodules. The endothelial antigen is obtained in 
histometric methods the greatest density volume of capillar
ies. 

The adenomatous hyperplasia of the Leydig cells is first 
produced by the interstitial Leydig cells grouping, the atrophy 
of the testicular parenchyma followed by an endocrine glan
dular transformation. This lesion must be differentiated of the 
Leydig cell tumors. 

416. RHABOOMYOMATOUS ANO CHONOROID OIFFER
ENTIATION WITHIN A SPERMATOCYTIC SEMINOMA 

V. Sabater and M. Martorell. Department of Pathology. 
General University Hospital. Valencia. Spain 

A case of spermatocytic seminoma with double sarcoma
tous differentiation is reported. The patient, a 42 year-old 
man, presented with a six-months history of lelt-sided tes
ticular enlargement, followed by a sudden and painful in
crease in size, for the previous two weeks. Orchiectomy was 
performed. An 8x5x4 cm, well circumscribed salid testicular 
mass, was observed. Focal sol! mixoid-like areas with foci of 
necrosis and hemorrhage could also be appreciated. The 
histologic evaluation of the tumor revealed the intimate 
association of spermatocytic seminoma and sarcoma, the 
latter being classified as embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma. 
Focal chondroid tissue was also noted. 
lmmunohistochemically, cytokeratin and leukocyte common 
antigen were negative in both components. The sarcoma
tous componen! was positive for vimentin and alpha-1-
antichymotrypsin, and in areas with rhabdomyomatous dif
ferentiation, it was positive for myoglobin and desmin. Fur
ther investigations showed an absence of metastatic dis
ease. Chemoterapy was initiated. Alter ten months of treat
ment, !he palien! was free of disease. The interest of this case 
is based in: 1. The low frequency of this association with only 
eight cases of spermatocytic seminoma with 
rhabdomyosarcoma or undiflerentiated spindle cell sarcoma, 
in the literature. 2. The poor prognosis of this finding, usually 
following a very aggressive behavior with metastatic dis
semination. 3. The possible pathogenesis of !he sarcoma
tous component. lt has been discussed, that the sarcoma
tous componen! could be originated either from a teratoma or 
an anaplastic transformation of spermatocytic seminoma. 
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417. PSEUDOSARCOMATOUS LESIONS OF THE FE
MALE URETHRA. A REPORT OF TWO CASES 

J.A. Sáenz García, J. de Diego Rivas, l. Guerra Merino y 
R. Díaz de Otazu. Department of Pathology. Hospital 
uTxagorrilXU». Vitoria-Gasteiz. Spain 

In the genitourinary tract, and particularly in the urinary 
bladder and prostate gland, have been described lesions 
nonneoplastic benign showing an infiltrative-like growth 
pattern, hypercellularity, pleomorphism andfrequent mitosis, 
aspects what can lead to a mistaken diagnostic of malignancy. 

These lesions have been classified in two major groups. 
The first includes the lesions termed post-operative spindle 
cell nodules of the genito-urinary trae!, and the second other 
types of pseudosarcomatous lesions described with severa! 
names such as «inflammatory pseudotumor», «atypical" or 
«pseudosarcomatous fibromyxoid tumor" and «reactive 
pseudosarcomatous response». Lesions of the latter group 
localizated in a urethral caruncle are very rare and we only 
know the case reported by Young and Scully (Arch Pathol 
Lab Med 1987; 111 :354-8). 

We present two cases of pseudosarcomatous lesions of 
the urethral caruncle in two women, 32 and 50 year-old, 
without reference of surgical story recently. 

Microscopic examination revealed a granulation tissue, 
highly vascular with a lympho-plasmocit ic and 
polymorphonuclear inflammatory infiltrate. Numerous atypi
cal cells, arranged singly or in small groups, were dispersed 
in the lesion. Ocasionally, these cells had a ganglionic 
appearance. The nuclei was large, irregular, polylobulated 
and frequently with cytoplasmatic pseudoinclusions. Mitotic 
activity was absent. The atypical cells showed positive 
staining for vimentin and were negative for cytokeratin (CAM 
5.2) , S100 protein, actin and neurofilaments. 

The microscopic appearence had resemblance to the 
case reported by Young and Scully and, such as they did, we 
interpreted these lesions as urethral caruncles with atypical 
reactive mesenchymal cells in its stroma. 

5 and 4 months la ter, at time of submit this abstrae!, there 
is not evidence of recurrence. 

418. GROWTH ENHANCEMENT OF HUMAN PROSTATIC 
TUMOR CELLS IN ATHYMIC MICE WITH A HUMAN 
BASEMENT MEMBRANE MATRIX 

L. J. Goodly, R. K. Singh, M. H. Wang and G. P. Siegal., 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA 

The mechanisms controlling metastatic behavior of prostatic 
carcinoma in humans are poorly understood. Two processes 
thought to play importan! roles are tumor proliferation and 
invasive ability. Previous work by others has suggested that 
tumor growth in vivo and in vitro is modulated by neoplastic 
cells' interaction with components of the extracellular matrix. 
In this study, we investigated the effects of a novel human 
reconstituted basement membrane (BM) matrix, which we 
call Amgel, on tumor growth of three human prostatic tumor 
cell lines in vivo and the subsequent ability of these cells to 
invade through Amgel in vitro. 

The androgen dependen! cell line, LNCaP showed little to 
no growth in athymic mice irrespective of whether or not 
Amgel was co-injected. However, two androgen-independ
ent cell lines, PC-3 and DU-145 when mixed and coinjected 
subcutaneously with Amgel (2 mg) into the hindquarter of 
nude mice, demonstrated a 2-3 fold growth enhancement 
over animals receiving tumorcells a lone during the course of 
the experiment. Calculated tumor volumes were between 
350-550 mm3 in Amgel-supplemented animals versus 100-
180 mm3 in non-treated controls ( P:S 0.02-0.001 by ANOVA). 

PC-3 and DU-145 cells hada significan! (2-3 fold) increase 
in invasive ability in vitre when compared to either androgen
responsive LNCaP cells or normal human fibroblasts. Addi
tionally, PC-3 cells showed greater ability to invade across 
Amgel membranes than DU-145 cells (P<0.05), during a 72 
hourassay. Theexpression of the 72-kDa Type IV collagenase 
and Tissue lnhibitor of Metalloproteinases (TIMP), detected 
by immunochemistry/reverse zymography may explain the 
observed differences in prostatic tumor invasiveness. 

We, therefore, conclude that Amgel when mixed with 
androgen independent prostate tumor cells, has growth 
enhancing abilities. Furthermore, we postulate that this new 
reconstituted human basement membrane may have a role 
in understanding the interdependence between prostatic 
tumor cells and extracellular matrix. Lastly, these observed 
effects may be related to the regulation of type IV collagenase/ 
TIMP present in the cellular milieu. 

Supported by NIH Grant CA 45727 

419_ C-ERB-82 ONCOPROTEIN ANO DNA CONTENT IN 
SPINDLE CELL LESIONS OF THE URINARY BLADDER 

C. Lepes, R. Carvalho, l. Leal. Oporto Center of Cancer, 
Oporto, Portugal 

In the course of a research program on bladder cancer in 
which DNA analysis by flow cytometry and antibodies for 
keratins, desmin, actin and oncoprotein of c-erbB2 are being 
investigated, 4 cases of inflamatory pseudosarcoma, 6 ca
ses of spindle ce ll carcinoma and two cases of 
leiomyosarcoma have been selected, considering the spin
dle cell pattern of all !hose lesions. 

In the inflamatory pseudosarcomas the cells were diploid 
and didn't stain for c-erbB2 oncoprotein. On the contrary, all 
the six cases of spindle cell carcinoma revealed a clear 
aneuploidy and in 4 of them, a strong cytoplasmic stainning 
for c-erbB2 oncoprotein was found in the spindle cells; in the 
carcinomatous componen!, the stainning was seen in the 
cytoplasmic membrane, as described. Regarding the 
leiomyosarcomas, no immunostainning forc-erbB2 was seen; 
the DNA analysis in one case showed also aneuploidy. 

Although not any conclusion must be achieved consider
ing the small number of cases studied and the infrequency 
with which these kind of lesions are found, we will try, in the 
future, to confirm if the immunoreactivity for c-erbB2 
oncoprotein can be an usefull «epithelial marker» in the 
spindle cell carcinoma, namelly in the monophasic cases in 
which immunoreactivity for keratins can be unconclusive. 
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Concerning DNA analysis, it may be usefull in the differen
tial diagnosis between inflamatory spindle cell pseudosarcoma 
and malignan! spindle cell tumors, whenever conventional 
histology and immunocytochemistry aren't conclusive. 

420. PROSTATIC CA RCINOMA IN TRIESTE {ITA LY): 
EPIDEMIOLOGY ANO BIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR 

L. Giarelli , F. Silvestri, R. Bussani, C. Cosatti, N. Pavletic. 
lnst. of Pathological Anatomy, University of Trieste. ltaly 

Carcinoma of the prostate (PC) is the second most com
mon malignancy in men and its incidence dramatically in
creases with age. We have analyzed the epidemiologic 
feature of this tumor in the province of Trieste where 30% of 
subjects are over 60, of which 35% are over 75 yrs old and 
the male mean age is 46 yrs old. 

Out of 120232 biopticcases and 25053 autopsies perforrned 
at the lnstitute of Pathological Anatomy of Trieste in the 
period 1980-1988 there were 1029 new cases of PC. Ali 
microcarcinomas have been excluded. Thesecasesconstitute 
the incidence of the lesion in a province highly representative 
of the situation in Northern-ltaly. 

Out of 1029 total cases (average annual incidence (AAI) 
89.33%000, world standardized incidence (WSI) 35.7%000) 
615 have been diagnosed in lite {clinical cancers (CC), mean 
age: 73.6 yrs) and the other 414 at autopsy (incidental 
cancers (IC), mean age: 79.6 yrs). While age specific inci
dence rates in IC significantly increase with age {1233.48 
%000 in aged >=85), rates in ce increase to a lesser degree 
(382.14%000 in patients 75-84 and 325.99 %000 in aged 
>=85). Concentration in the elderly for PC (85.35%000) 
resulted significantly higherthan for large bowel (10.75%000) 
and lung tumors (11.32%000). 

Analysis of age-standardized incidence rates over time 
evidenced asignificant rise for IC (r=0.937, p<0.05), whilethe 
rates of CC remained almost constan!. Two hundred-eighty 
tour CC patients died. Ali underwent autopsy, 40% of whom 
still had the tumor, while other 45% had visceral metastases. 
The latter were never detected in G1 carcinomas, but were 
detected in 42.8% of G2 and in 87% of G3 tumors. IC distan! 
metastases were evidenced in only 13.5% of cases. Nearly 
6% of patients affected by ce deceased from the tumor 
within the first year alter the histological diagnosis and within 
the filth year 70% of subjects were still a live. The adjusted 
suNival rates within the second year of follow-up were 66. 7% 
for patients aged <=85 versus 85% for younger subjects. 

421 . TUMOR MU LTIPLICITY IN PATIENT S WITH 
PROSTATIC CANCER 

R. Bussani, F. Silvestri, C. Cosatti, N. Pavletic, L Giarelli. 
lnst. of Pathological Anatomy, University of Trieste. ltaly 

Little information is available concerning the risk values of 
developing a second malignancy alter the diagnosis of 
prostatic carcinoma (PC). This problem has been examined 
on the basis of 1029 cases of histologically proved PC 
observed between 1980-1988 at the lnstitute of Pathological 
Anatomy of Trieste in which the autoptic rate reaches 95% of 
the hospital deceased patients. 

Out of 1029 cases, 615 were diagnosed in lite (clinical 
cancers. CC) and the remaining 414 at autopsy (incidental 
cancers, IC). The relative risk (RR) of developing a new 
primary subsequent to the prostatic one has been calculated 
according to Schoenberg and Myers. The observed number 
of patients with tumor multiplicity was compared with the 
expected number based on calendar period-specific person
years at risk, and age and calendar period-specific incidence 
rates for the new primary for the whole population of Trieste. 
In 92 CC (15%) and 107 IC (25.8%) patients a synchronous 
or metachronous second primary malignan! neoplasm has 
been histologically diagnosed. Filtheen of these patients had 
three primaries. In other 45 subjects the associated tumor 
was anteceden!. The RR of a new malignancy resulted 
particularly high in CC patients aged under 70 (44 ObSeNed, 
RR: 18.03, confidence interval (CI) 95% : 14.56-22.33, vs 170 
obseNed, RR: 2. 73, CI 95%: 2.36-3.15 in patients aged more 
than 70).A statistically significan! excess risk of bladder (40 
observed, RR: 26.14, CI 95%: 21.28-32.11 ) and renal (16 
observed, RR: 25.8, CI 95%: 18.64-35.71 ) tumors was 
found. Primary cancers of the lung (63 observed, RR: 16.36, 
CI 95%: 13.64-19.62) and of the large bowel (29 obseNed, 
RR: 11 .03, CI 95%: 8.27-14.72) alsooccurredwith increased 
frequency. The RR of developing a new malignancy resulted 
particularly significan! in the first two years of follow-up. At 
autopsy in 15.3% of ce patients without tumor multiplicity (30 
cases) the prostatic cancer was healed, In 41.8% (82 cases) 
there was locoregional persistence and/or recurrence of the 
tumor and in 84 patients there were visceral metastases. 
Autoptic examination of subjects with tumor multiplicity dem
onstrated PC persistence in 45.4% of cases (33 patients) and 
visceral metastases in 23.8% (17 cases) . 

422. EXPRESSION OF NSE ANO S-100 IN TESTIS ANO 
GERM CELL TUMORS 

K-0 Sóderstróm, Department of Pathology, University of 
Turku, Turku, Finland 

Neuron specific enolase (NSE) and S-100 are markers for 
cells of neural origin. Since NSE ANO S-100 might also be 
importan! in diagnosis and histogenetic studies of germ cell 
tumors, their expression in normal human fetal and adult 
testis as well as germ cell tumors was investigated. 

The NSE and S-1 00 were immunohistochemically demon
strated using the avidin-biotin complex method. 

The material consisted of paraffin embedded tissue from 
5 adult testes, 1 O fetal testes at 8-12 weeks of fetal devel
opment, 1 o seminomas, 1 O embryonal carcinomas and 3 in 
situ testicular carcinomas. 

In normal adult testis only the Leydig cells were weakly 
labelled with antibodies for NSE. No germ cells were labelled. 
However, in the fetal testis a clear staining was detected in 
the primordial spermatogonial cells as early as the eight 
developmental week. There was a clear uniform cytoplasmic 
staining of all seminoma cells. In all embryonal and in situ 
carcinomas a large proportion of the cells were stained. 
Staining for S-1 00 was only seen in the interstitium of normal 
adult testis and in sorne cells among the lymphocytic cell 
infiltrate accompanying seminoma cells. These cells prob
ably represented macrophages. 
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The results suggest that the fetal spermatogonia have 
NSE activity which is lost during development but that this 
activity is re-established in germ cell tumors. Despite its 
unspecificity NSE might be a helpful marker for the d iagnosis 
ot germ cell tumors. 

423. V ALU E OF BLADDERWASH CYTOLOGY ANO FLOW 
CYTOMETRY FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF TRANSITIONAL 
CELL CARCINOMA OF THE BLADDER 

M. Solé, LI. Alós, C. Mallofré, M. Morell, J. Muntané, J .A. 
Romero, A. Cardesa. Hospital Clinic i Provincial, Univ. of 
Barcelona, Spain 

The use of bladder wash (BW) specimens improves the 
detection rate of transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) by both 
conventional cytology and f low cytometry, as compared with 
voided urine. The aim of this study was to compare the 
diagnostic value of both techniques and evaluate their utility 
forthe detection of low grade TCC. A series of 90 consecutive 
BW specimens obtained during cystoscopy were studied by 
conventional cytology and flow cytometry for DNA ploidy and 
proliferation index (Pl=S+G2M). There were 34 cases with 
biopsy proven TCC at the moment of the cystoscopy, and 56 
cases free of tumor; from these, 25 were under follow-up for 
previous TCC, and 31 underwent cystoscopy for causes 
other than TCC, and were used as controls. 

Conventional cytology was positive or atypical in 57% 
grade 1TCC, 90% grade 11and90% grade 111 and carcinomas 
«in situ" (CIS). Atypia was seen also in 36% of the cases with 
previous TCC (two of them with dysplasia in random biopsies) , 
and in 16% of the controls. Among TCC proven cases, 30 
were diploid and 5 aneuploid (1grade1, 2grade11 and2 CIS). 
Average PI was 18% for grade 1, 31 % for grade 11and27% for 
grade 111 TCC. 45% of grade 1, 87% of grade 11 and 86% of 
grade 111 TCC had Pl~O%. The average PI for the control 
group was 18%, 42% of the cases having P1~0%. Cases 
without actual tumorwhich had been treated with endovesical 
BCG showed cytologic atypia in 56%, the average PI being 
20% . 80% of the aneuploid cases had tumor recurrence alter 
2-16 months of follow-up, whereas it only occurred in 31 % of 
the TCC patients with diploid BW. 

This results indicate that both conventional cytology and 
flow cytometry of BW specimens are highly sensitive lorgrade 
11and111 TCC, but miss many grade 1 TCC. BCG endovesical 
therapy and severa! benign conditions may induce cytological 
atypia and high PI. BW aneuploidy seems to be related to a 
higher risk of tumor recurrence. 

424. HISTOCHEMICAL STUDY ON RENAL CELL CARCI
NOMAS ANO RENAL ADENOMAS 

M. Suzuki and S. Aizawa. Jikei University, School of 
Medicine, Tokyo. Japan 

Histochemical study using lectins and antibodies was 
done for renal cell carcinomas and renal adenomas. 
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One hundred and eighty two renal cell carcinomas and 19 
renal adenomas (13 caces) were used. Lectins (PNA, DBA, 
SBA, and Lotus), LeuM1 , vimentin, PKK1 and EMA were 
used for this study. 

Positive rates of renal cell carcinomas for EMA, LeuM1 , 
Lotus, vimentin, PKK1 , SBA, PNA and DBA were 86%, 65%, 
35%, 26%, 19%, 17%, 16% and 9%, respectively. Positive 
rates of renal adenomas for EMA, SBA, PKK1 , PNA, DBA, 
Lotus, LeuM1 and vimentin were 100%, 89% , 89%, 79%, 
63%, 37%, 32% and 26%, respectively. 

Positive rates for PNA and EMA had negative relationship 
with the nuclear grades, and that of vimentin had positive 
relationship with the nuclear grades. 

Clear cell type of renal cell carcinomas showed higher 
positive rates for leuM 1 and EMA, and lower positive rates for 
DBA and vimentin than granular cell type of renal cell 
carcinomas. 

Papillary renal cell carcinomas showed higher positive 
rates for LeuM1, Lotus, DBA and PNA than a lveolar renal cell 
carcinomas. 

425. ROBSON STAGING OF RENAL CELL CARCINOMA 
VERSUS UICC-1.987: INCIDENCE ANO SURVIVAL IN 
PATIENTS OF THE BASQUE COUNTRY 

J.D. Toledo (') and l. Hernáez (**). (') Hospital Civil de 
Bilbao. D. of Pathology. University of the Basque Country 
UPV-EHU. (**) Hospital de Gipuzkoa. D. of Urology 

Staging of Tumours is used not only for the determination 
of type of their complementary treatment but also for the 
assessment of their prognosis. UICC booklet of 1.987 affords 
a new Staging system, which was lacking in the former 
editions. Staging alter Robson was the only existing up to this 
date. 

We have staged 276 cases of renal cell carcinoma of 
patients in the Bask Country, (Gipuzkoa) alter the method of 
Robson and of the UICC (1.987). Survival was determined 
alter TNM and Staging of both criteria by means of the 
method of Kaplan-Meier, with differential test of significance 
of Mantel-Hanschzel (logrank). 

The comparison of results in the survival reflects the 
differences of criteria in the classification. Low stages of 
UICC are more restrictive, their number is smaller, and the 
results show a better survival: 100 %, 77 % and 49% in 
Stages 1, 11 and 111, versus 79%, 57 % and 15 % in the same 
Stages alter Robson. Both Stages IV are very poor, 7,8% 
versus 6,8 %. 

The main usefulness of the UICC clasification depends on 
the estimation of de diameterof the tumour, and its adaptation 
to the early diagnosis. 
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GYNECOLOGY 
426. NK CELLS IN EGYPTIAN CERVICAL CARCINOMA 

Abd El All H ... , Prade M.', Theobald S.', Ghaly A.' .. , 
Awaad H.'·, Khatab T .... Kamal K .... Robinet E.' , Gay F., 
Chouaib S.'; ·1nstitut Gustave-Roussy, Villejuif, France, 
··oept of Pathology, Fac. of Medecine, lsmailiya, Egypt 

This study was performed on 41 invasive cervical carci
noma, which is the first gyneacological cancer in Egypt, and 
in 1 O non cancerous cervices in an attempt to identify NK cells 
and to define new therapeutical approaches. NK cytotoxicity 
of patients peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL), studied in 4 
hours 51 Cr release assay was similar to the control group. 
Tumour infiltrating NK cells wer identified by the monoclonal 
antibodies CD57, CD16 and CD56. CD57 + cells were present 
in 39 cases, CD16+ cells in all cases and CD56+ cells were 
present in 27 cases The mean number (nb) of CD57+ cells, 
CD16+ cells and CD56+ cells was always higher in the 
cancerous group than in the non cancerous one: it was 12.23/ 
HPF (P = 0,0096), 14.22/HPF (P = 0,0013), 3.01/HPF (NS) 
for CD57, CD16 and CD56 respectively. Double staining 
showed that these cells are CD3 negative. In 213 of the cases, 
CD57+ cells and CD16+ cells were found surrounding the 
tumour islands, with few cells in between the cancerous cells, 
and in 1/3 they were distributed ali over. CD56+ cells were 
noted either in betwen the cancerous cells or all over the 
tumours. In 10 cases CD57+ cells and CD16+ cells were 
seen inside vascular spaces. CD56+ cells were never seen 
inside vascular spaces. A higher nb of CD57+ cells, CD16+ 
cells as well as marked increase in the NK cy1otoxicity of PBL 
were noted in stage lila. Positive correlation was found 
between the nb of CD16+ cells and NK cytotoxicity of PBL (r 
= 0,47 and P = 0.0053). Positive correlations were noted 
between the nb of CD56+ cells, the degree of plasma-cellular 
infiltrate (P = 0,042), the degree of eosinophilic infiltrate (P = 
0,004) and the presence of mas! cells (r = 0,32 and P = 
0,041 ). Our data indicate the presence of significan! nb of 
tumour infiltrating NK cells. lt is attempting to speculate that 
the potentiation of the cytotoxic activity of these cells by sorne 
biological modifiers (cytokines) will serve as a new basis for 
the treatment of cervical carcinoma. 

427. PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN OVARIAN BORDERLINE 
TUMOURS. THE IMPORTANCE OF DNA PLOIDY 

Abeler VM, Kj0rstad KE, Kcern J, Pettersen E, Trope CG.; 
Departments of Pathology and Gynecologic Oncology and 
lnstitute of Cancer Research , The Norwegian Radium Hos
pital, Oslo, Norway 

Patients with ovarían borderline tumors gene rally have an 
excellent prognosis, but a small fraction of the patients die of 
recurren! disease. 

Between 1970 and 1982, 370 patients with ovarian bor
derline tumours were treated al the Norwegian Radium 
Hospital. The following histopathological parameters were 
analyzed in relation to survival: histological type (serous 
papillary 17 4, mucinous 178, others 18) and cellular atypia 
(mild 127, moderate 128, severe 15). Statistical significan! 
differences in survival were found between the histological 
types. The grade of atypia had no significan! influence on 
survival. 

Flow cy1ometric DNA analysis of tumour tissue from 335 
cases was performed. The material was rescued from the 
paraffin blocks. Of these, flow cytometric DNA histograms 
were evaluable in 321 cases. 293 tumours were diploid and 
28 anaploid. In a multivariate analysis ploidy was shown to be 
the most importan! predictor of prognosis. 

428. ADENOCARCINOMA IN SITU OFTHE ENDOCERVIX: 
A CLINICO-PATHOLOGIC STUDY OF 9 CASES WITH 
DETECTION OF HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS BY IN SITU 
HYBRIDIZATION ANO THE POL YMERASE CHAIN RE
ACTION 

M. Alejo, X. Matías-Guiu, l. Macedo, C. Pons, J. Prat. 
Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Autonomous University 
of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

We studied the clinico-pathological features of 9 patients 
with adenocarcinoma in situ (ACIS) of the endocervix, one 
with microinvasion. In situ hybridization (ISH) with biotinylated 
probes to human papillomavirus (HPV) types 6/11 , 16/18 and 
31/35/51 was done in 8 tumors. The presenceof HPV 16 and 
18 was also investigated by the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) in five cases. The patients, whose ages ranged from 
29 to 63 years (mean 52 yrs) , presented with vaginal bleeding 
(2) or positive PAP smears for adenocarcinoma (2) and/or 
CIN (7). Fourtumors were of endocervical type, two endome
trioid, and three mixed (endocervical-intestinal). Coexisting 
cervical squamous neoplasia was found in 8 tumors. 

Only one of the 8 tumors studied by ISH was positive for 
HPV 16/18 in the dysplastic squamous epithelium but none 
showed positivity in the adenocarcinomatous areas. In 
contras!, 3 of 5 ACIS were positive when studied by PCR: two 
for HPV 16 and one for HPV 18. 

The results confirm the frequent association of ACIS with 
CIN and HPV. Negativity for HPV by ISH probably reflects 
small number of viral DNA copies and low sensitivity of the 
technique. 

Supported by grant FISS (90-0755), Department of Health, Spain. 

429. DETERMINATION OF HPV DNA BY IN SITU HY
BRIDIZATION (ISH) ANO THE POLYMERASE CHAIN 
REACTION (PCR) IN 150 GENITAL TRACT BIOPSIES 
FROM 115 FEMALE PATIENTS 

M. Alejo, N. Margall , X. Matías-Guiu, P. Coll, J . Prat. 
Department of Pathology, Hospital de la Santa Creu i San! 
Pau, Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

The pathologic features of 150 biopsies of the lower genital 
tract obtained from 11 5 patients were analyzed. The patients, 
ages 18-77 yrs (mean 36 yrs), had colposcopically and/or 
cytologically detected cervical (123) , vaginal (6) and vulvar 
(2 1) epithelial lesions. Squamous lesions were classified 
according to the WHO System in: Chronic inflammation (27) , 
koilocy1ic atypia (7) , condylomata (21) and dysplasia (85) ; 42 
slight, 24 moderate and 19 severe dysplasia/carcinoma in 
situ. Six squamous cell carcinomas and 4 adenocarcinomas 
of the cervix were also studied. The positivity rate was 35% 
by ISH, and 51 % by PCR. HPV DNA was detected by either 
ISH and/or PCR in 63% of the biopsies . . Forty-two percent 
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and 60% of the dysplastic lesions contained HPV DNA when 
examined by ISH and PCR, respectively. Such discrepancy 
was most significan! in cases of severe dysplasia (21 % vs 
79%). In no case of invasive carcinoma was HPV DNA 
detected. 

Although this study confirms that PCR is more sensitive 
than ISH fordetection of HPV DNA, simultaneous use of both 
methods allows visualization of target DNA in tissue samples 
as wel l as a high sensitivity. Furthermore, in 5 PCR-negative 
biopsies, HPV DNA was detected exclusively by ISH . 

(Supported by grant FISS 90/0755. Spanish Department 
of Health). 

430. STUDY OF INFECTION BY HUMAN PAPILLOMA
VIRUS FROM 123 BIOPSIES OF FEMALE GENITAL 
TRACT USING IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY ANO NON 
ISOTOPIC IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION 

Alonso M.J.*, Gomez F.*, Roldan M.*, Curiel l.*, Abad 
M.M.**, PazJ.I. ... Bullan A.*, and Lopez-BravoA.*; *SeNicio 
de Anatomia Patologica del Centro Nacional de lnvestigacion 
Clinica y Medicina Preventiva (Instituto de Salud Carlos 111) 
de Madrid; ··Departamento de Biologia Celular y Patologia 
de la Universidad de Salamanca, Spain 

Among the techniques currenlly used for the detection of 
human papillomavirus (HPV) in genital lesions, only two 
correlate HPV with the histopsthological findings of the 
lesion: immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization. 
Consequenlly, we were prompted to carry out a study on both 
techniques in 21 biopsy specimens of vulva diagnosed 
histopathologically as condyloma acuminata and 102 biopsy 
specimens of uterine ceNix diagnosed histopathologically as 
condylomas (34 cases), ceNical intraepithelial neoplasia 
grade 1-11 (38 cases), and ceNical intraepithelial neoplasia 
grade 111 and carcinoma in situ (30 cases). These biopsy 
specimens were studied by immunohistochemical and in situ 
hybridization techniques using a polyclonal antibody against 
the common antigen of the HPV capsid, a biotinylated DNA 
probe specific to HDV (screening) and three biotinylated 
DNA probes specificto HPV types 6/11, 16/18 and 31 /33/51. 
In biopsy specimens of vulva, immunohistochemistry de
tected 13 positive cases (61 .90%), whereas in situ hybridi
zation detected 18 positive cases (85. 71 %), of which 17 were 
positive tor HPV types 6/11 and 1 for HPV 31 /33/51 . In 
ceNical biopsy specimens, immunohistochemistry detected 
18 positive cases (17.64%), whereas in situ hybridizalion 
detected 71 positive cases (69.60%), of which 23 were 
positive for HPV types 6/11 , 23 for HPV types 46/18 and 32 
for HPV 31 /33/51 . 

The resulls suggest that in situ hybridization is a more 
sensitive technique than immunohistochemistry. However 
we recommend the use of both techniques in the case of 
potentially malignan! lesions sin ce better prognostic informa: 
tion can be obtained from joint analysis of both results. 

431. HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS IN VULVAR INTRAE
PITHELIAL NEOPLASIA 111 DETECTED BY IN SITU HY
BRIDIZATtON 

Andrade, Liliana A.L.A. and Engelman, Diana E.S. Depar
tamento de Anatomia Patologica - Universidade Estadual de 
Campinas. CEP-13081 -Campinas-SP-Brasil 

The occurrence of vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia 111 
(VIN 11 1) in women of reproductive age has been more 
frequent nowadays than in the past. There is an increasing 
evidence that Papiliomavirus infection is an importan! etiologic 
factor which must be considered in genital cancer studies, as 
specific Human Papillomavirus (HPV) types have been im
plicated in difieren! pathological entities. 

From 1983 to 1991 , 31 cases of VIN 111 were obseNed at 
the Department of Pathology of the University of Campinas 
(UNICAMP). Ali cases were diagnosed hystologicaliy ac
cording to the criteria proposed by the lnternational Society 
for the Study of Vu lvar Disease. The age of the patients 
ranged from 15 to 82 years (mean age, 47 years) . The tissue 
samples were obtained by punch biopsies or by simple 
vulvectomy. Paraffin sections from the aflected tissues were 
screened forthe presence of DNA-HPV by in situ hybridization, 
which permits localization of the viral genoma to specific 
celis. The kits used for these reactions, obtained from Enzo 
Diagnostics (Pathogene), were composed by three difieren! 
pools of HPV probes: HPV 6/11 , HPV 16/18 and HPV 31 /35/ 
51 . Fourteen cases were positive for H PV 16/18 ( 14/31 =45%). 
The mean age of positive cases was 36 years. The negative 
cases may be not associated with HPV or may be explained 
by low copy numbers of HPV in the lesions, or by incomplete 
probe panel. From the positive cases,three were positive for 
both HPV 16/ 18 and HPV 31 /35/51 and one was posit ive for 
both HPV 16/18 and HPV 6/11 . Therefore, considering that 
ali positive cases were associated with the HPV 16/18, there 
is strong evidence that these HPV types may have an 
importan! role asan etiologic agent in cases of VIN 111 , mainly 
in the younger group. 

432. LECTJN HJSTOCHEMISTRY OF SEX CORD
STROMAL TUMORS ANO SMALL CELL CARCINOMA OF 
THE OVARIES. 

V. Bychkov, L. Deligdisch, A. Talerman, and V.Reddy. 
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York City, New York; 
Thomas Jeflerson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 
and Loyola University Medical Center, Maywood, lllinois, 
USA. 

One of the key roles in celiular diflerentiation belongs to the 
glycoconjugates which may be assessed in histological 
sections by the lectin binding technique. Application of lectin 
histochemistry has proved to be useful for the study of 
common epithelial tumors, but the sex cord-stromal tumors 
have not been studied. We used avidin-biotin-peroxidase 
labeliing technique to localize the binding siles of peanut 
agglutinin /PNA/, Ulex europaeus /UEA-1/, concanavalin A / 
Con Al, and wheat germ agglutinin /WGA/ in 1 O granulosa 
cell tumors, 1 O Sertoli-Leydig cell tumors, 4 theca celi tumors, 
and 5 small cell carcinomas of the ovaries. Con A and WGA 
reacted positively with the majority of the studied neoplasms, 
while PNA and UEA-1 were persistenlly negative in the sex 
cord-stromal tumors. This phenomenon may be used for 
differentiation between sex cord-stromal tumors and common 
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epithelial tumors because the latter always bind PNA and 
UEA-1 . 

Small cell carcinomas were focally positive for Con A and 
WGA. Four out of 5 small cell carcinomas were positive for 
PNA which formed peculiar linear structures making them 
distinct from the sex cord-stromal and common epithelial 
tumors. UEA-1 showed weak positivity in 3 small cell carci
nomas. 

The study shows that lectin histochemistry may be useful 
in the d ifferential diagnosis of ovarian tumors . 

433. PREVALENCE OF CONDILOMATOUS LESION OF 
CERVIX SINCE 1955 TO 1990. COM PARISON OF 
POPULATIONS 

C. Calabuig, M. Martorell, S. Almenar, A. Llombart-Bosch. 
Instituto Valenciano de Oncologia, Hospital General Univer
sitario, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de Valencia Spain 

We have studied the incidence of condilomatous lesions in 
Valencia during the years 1955, 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 
1980, 1985 and 1990, and a sample of the same years 
(except 1990) in a Manchester population. 

We have found a global prevalence of 15.3% of condilomas 
in all gynecological biopsies studied. Comparing both 
populations the incidence is somewhat higher along the time 
in Manchester, be ing more similar in both populations in 1985 
(24.5% in Manchester versus 19% in Valencia) . 

The epidemiological profile in the patients studied in Va
lencia during 1985 is similar to the previously described being 
the mean age of condiloma patients of 38.8 years, and the 
most statistically significan! parameters related to condiloma 
are nr of partenaires, age at onset of sexual activity and 
frequence of coitus. 

Among the different techniques performed to demonstrate 
the presence of HPV virus ortheir antigens the most sensitive 
and specific has been the in situ hibridisation. 

The ploidy of nuclei of koilocy1es studied with static 
cy1ometry showed direct relation to the degree of dysplasia 
associated with the condyloma. 

434. ADENOACANTHOSIS OF THE ENDOMETRIUM: A 
KIND OF ATYPICAL HYPERPLASIA IN YOUNG WOMEN 
(PSEUDOA CA NTHOMA) WITH AN OVARIAN ACTIVITY 
PRESERVE O 

C. Gonzalez-Garcia, C. Villanueva, A. Candia, A. Gimenez, 
R. Raya, R. Carapeto and L. Capote. H. Ramón y Cajal , 
Madrid, Spain 

Adenoacanthosis of the endometrium is a disorder char
acterized by atypical glandular hyperplasia with squamous 
metaplasia. We have carried out a clinicopathologic study of 
5 cases. All the women were premenopausal and ranged in 
age from 19 to 41 years. The clinical findings were abnormal 
bleeding (3 cases) or infertility (2 cases) . In 4 cases the rest 
of the endometrium was secretory. All the cases had a 
preserved ovarian activity with regular cycles. In the cases 
treated with progesterone (2 cases) the lesion decreased or 
disapeared. In one case, the woman became pregnant and 

hada normal pregnancy and delivery. In the same case, the 
lesion was shown to be present again in a later abortion. 

In th e literature, a controversy exists between 
adenoacanthosis and adenoacanthoma; we think like Grum, 
who describes this entity, that they are two pathologies 
radically different; the adenoacanthosis is a benign , reactive 
disease (viral?) which occurs in young women with a preserved 
ovarian activity, while adenoacanthoma isan adenocarcinoma 
with squamous metaplasia w hich occu rs in perimenopausal 
women and it is associated with hyperoestronism . 11 is 
necessary to know these entities to preven! an incorrect 
treatment. 

435. CYTOGENETIC BASIS OF TYPE ANO GRADE OF 
ENDOMETRIAL CANCER 

S.G. Carinelli, M. Cattaneo, M. Milesi, M. Mussida,and L. 
Romitti.lstituti Clinici di Perfezionamento,Milan, ltaly 

Tumor type and grade are the two most importan! micro
scopic prognostic indicators of endometrial carcinoma. To 
investigate their biological basis and assess the accuracy of 
diagnostic criteria we attempted to karyotype 34 consecutive 
cases of endometrial carcinoma which were diagnosed on 
gentle VABRA curettage. 

Material for cy1ogenetic analysis was obtained from the 
hysterectomy specimen w hich was subsequently fixed in loto 
and enterely blocked. Cell cultures were set up in all cases 
anda mean of 20 mitoses were analyzed, by mea ns of QFQ 
banding technique. Tumors were classified in endometrioid 
(29), clearcell (3), serous (1 ), and mucinous (1 ). Endometrioid 
carcinomas were subclassified and graded as tubular and 
villous carcinomas, pure (4 cases) and mixed with <10% of 
cribriform pattern (5 cases), corresponding to FIGO GI, 
cribriform carcinomas FIGO G2 (9 cases), and carcinomas 
with transitional-like or sol id patterns, prominent nucleoli and 
anaplasia FIGO G3 (11cases). Mean age >60 years, de
structive myometrial invasion, and Stage >I occurred on ly in 
G>I and non endometrioid tumors . Failure of karyotyping 
occurred in 1 GI, 1 G2, 5 G3, and 3 non endometrioid tumors. 
Normal karyotype was found in GI tumors. Simple chromo
some changes occurred in 3 of 8 G2 tumors and 1 of 6 G3 
tumors. Severe karyotypic abnormalities were found in 5 of 
6 G3 and each of 2 non endometrioid tumors. 

While a correlation between type/grade and karyotype 
was expected at the poles of the spectrum, our findings also 
demonstrate that tumors of intermediate category (G2) ha ve 
well defined anomalies which are intermediate between 
normal and severely atypical karyotype. 

436. PROLIFERATING CELL NUCLEAR ANTIGEN/ 
CYCLIN (PCNA) IN HPV INDUCED ANOGENITAL LE
SIONS 

M.A. Carrasco, F. García, L.I. Surralles, F. Pastallé, J . 
Leira, V. Marco. Hospital General de Catalunya. S. Cugat del 
Vallés . Barcelona. Spain 

HPV are capable of disrupting the mechanisms of cell 
proliferation. Recent investigations indicate that HPV 16 and 
18 proteins E6 and E7 inactivate suppressor genes (RB 1 
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and P 53), which normally down-regulate cell proliferation. 
We investigated the pattern of cell proliferation in anogenital 
lesions induced by HPV, with a monoclonal antibody to 
PCNA (Dako, Carpenteria.CA). PCNA is present in prolifer
ating cells, predominantely during the S-phase of the cell 
cycle. 

Seventy three biopsias of anogenital lesions were studied. 
Parattin embedded tissue sections were stained with anti
PCNA, the predominan! distribution of the positive cells was 
noted (basal, intermediate, superficial layers). HPV were 
determined by in situ hybridization (Pathogene kit, Enzo 
Diagnostics, lnc.). All biopsies of normal mucosa (1 o cases), 
and 7 (70%) biopsies of atypical lesions of uncertain signifi
cance (AUS), showed few PCNA positive cells restricted to 
the basal layer, HPV was negative in all cases. In thirty one 
biopsies of low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) , 
29 (94%) showed abundan! PCNA positive cells in the basal 
and parabasal layers. In the intermediate and superficial 
layers, only koilocytes were consistently positive. All twenty
two high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), 
showed abundan! PCNA posilive cells in the basal and 
intermedia te layers, and scattered positive cells in the super
ficial layers. Filteen (79%) HPV 6/11 positive biopsies showed 
a basal PCNA pattern, similar to LSIL. Ten (83%) positive 
biopsies with HPV 16/18, and 8 (80%) with HPV 31 /33/51 
showed basal, intermediate, and superficial PCNA positive 
cells, with a pattern similar to HSIL. 

In conclusion, PCNA pattern correlates positively with the 
degree of dysplasia, and with HPV type. Koilocytes are 
consistently PCNA positive. Basal PCNA pattem is more 
common in LSIL, and HPV 6/11 induced lesions. BasaV 
intermediate PCNA pattem predominates in HSIL, and HPV 
16/18 and 31/33/51 induced lesions. Sorne LSIL may present 
basal/intermediate PCNA pattern, due to the presence of 
numerous koilocytes. PCNA pattern helps to ditterentiate 
AUS and LSIL. 

437. p53 IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN INFLAMMATORY ANO 
NEOPLASTIC LESIONS OF THE UTERINE CERVIX 

P Bossi, M Roncalli , S Bosari , G Viale and G 
Coggi.Department of Pathology, University of Milan,ltaly 

lmmunoreactivity for the tumor suppressor gene product 
p53 has been found in many common human malignancies 
and few premalignant conditions, but never in normal tissues. 
Nuclear p53 immunostaining is thought to depend on mu
tations in the p53 coding sequence, leading to a protein with 
an increased hall-lile. We investigated p53 immunoreactivity, 
using MAb 1801 (Oncogene Science, Manhasset, NY), in 94 
routinely processed paraffin-embedded lesions of the uterine 
cervix. The cases included 42 chronic cervicitis, 12 low grade 
squamous intraepithelial lesions (SIL), 18 high grade SIL, 
and 22 squamous invasive carcinomas. Focal nuclear 
immunoreactivity, strictly confined to the basal cell layer, was 
detected in 35 of 54 (67%) inflammatory lesions and low 
grade SIL. Conversely, in high grade SIL and invasive 
carcinomas, p53 immunoreactivity was found in 20 of 40 
cases (50%), but with a suprabasal and/or dittuse pattern of 
distribution. The results of our investigation suggest that the 
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pattem of p53 immunoreactivity (i.e. basal versus suprabasal), 
and not the immunoreactivity per se, can discriminate benign 
and low grade versus high grade and invasive lesions. The 
unexpected finding of p53 immunoreactivity in benign lesions, 
though possibly related to an increased proliferation rate of 
the basal compartment, needs further study. 

438. PSEUOOTUMORAL EPITHELIAL LESIONS OF 
UTERINE CERVIX 

Combalia N., Ferreres JC., Cabezuelo A., Bella MR., 
AndreuJ. and Rey M. Hospital de Sabadell (CHPT). Sabadell. 
Barcelona. Spain 

Non neoplastic epithelial lesions of uterine cervix are 
usually underdiagnosed because of their similarity to normal 
cervical structures. They can be also misinterpreted as a 
malignan! epithelial lesion. The aim of this study is to establish 
the frequency of these kinds of lesions in a consecutive 
series of surgical specimens. 

This study is based on 473 hysterectomy and 33 cervical 
conization specimens perfomed between January 1990 and 
March 1992. Among lhem, 195 (38,5%) -176 cases from 
hysterectomy (37% ) and 29 from cervical conization 
(57,6%)showed sorne kind of lesion considered as 
pseudotumoral epithelial lesion of uterine cervix. The distri
bution of lesions was as follows: tubal metaplasia in 7 4 cases 
(14,6%); tunnel cluster type B in 64 (12,6%); microglandular 
hyperplasia in 28 (5,5%); reserve cell hyperplasia in 27 
(5,3%); tunnel cluster type A in 22 (4,3%); 7 cases showed 
mixed lesions of tunnels A and B; endometrioid metaplasia in 
1 O (2%); deep nabothian cysts in 7 (1,4%); mesonephric 
remnants in 5 (1 %); mesonephric remnants hyperplasia in 2 
(0,4%); mucin extravasation in 6 (1 ,2%) and endometriosis in 
5 (1 %). 

In 58 cases (11 ,5%) more !han one lesion coexisted, the 
presence of tunnels B with the rest of lesions being the most 
frequent association. 

In conclusion these types of lesions have a high incidence, 
more frequent when total inclusion of the specimen 
(conization) is performed. They can cause problems in the 
diflerential diagnosis of epithelia l malignancies. 

439. p53 EXPRESSION IN CERVICAL NEOPLASIA: RE
LATIONSHIP TO HPV INFECTION ANO INTEGRATION 

K. Cooper, C.S. Herrington, K.C. Gatter and J. O'D McGee, 
Nuttield Department of Pathology & Bacteriology, John 
Radclitte Hospital, Oxford OX3 9DU, U.K. 

HPV E6 protein binds in vitro with tumour suppressorgene 
product of wild-type p53. The hypothesis has been formulated 
that wild-type p53 cell regulating functions are annulled in 
human cervical cancers, either by mutations in the HPV 
negative cases oras a consequence of their complexing with 
HPV E6 protein. 

The aims of this study were to test this hypothesis on 30 
fresh cervical biopsies and to correlata the physical state of 
the virus with p53 expression. Expression of p53 prole in was 
present in the basal to middle third of CIN and 19/22 HPV 
positiva cervical carcinomas using the anli-p53 monoclonal 
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antibody pAb240. Using dual detection of p53 antibody and 
HPV 16 DNA in the same tumour sections, the majority 
demonstrate either p53 protein or HPV 16 only. However, 
isolated cells with co-localisation of both signals in the same 
cell were also evident. These findings contras! with the in 
vitro hypothesis. An alternative explanation would be the 
conformation hypothesis which proposes that wild-type p53 
changes from suppressor (PAb240-ve) to prometer 
(PAb240+ve) form during cell growth. Hence the prometer 
form of p53 protein may exist either as stable wild-type p53 
protein or by expression of a mutan! p53 gene being detected 
by PAb240. 

440. USEFULNESS OF IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION TECH
NIQUES IN SMEARS FOR THE STUDY OF MULTIPLE 
INFECTIONS DUE TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF HUMAN 
PAPILLOMAVIRUS 

Curie! 1: , Roldan M.', Gomez F.', Najera M.L. ', Romero 
N. ", Alonso M.J:, Lopez-Bravo A:; *Servicio de Anatomia 
Patologica del Centro Nacional de lnvestigacion Clinica y 
Medicina Preventiva (Instituto de Salud Carlos 111), Madrid; 
•·servicio de Ginecologia del Centro Penitenciario Femeni
no, Madrid, Spain 

lnfection dueto human papillomavirus (HPV) is currently 
one of the most common sexually transmitted diseases, with 
cases of multiple infection due to two or more types of the 
virus being ralatively common in high-risk populations. 

The case of a 23-year-old woman, HIV positiva, with 
multiple infection due to three types of HPV, diagnosed 
cytologically as condyloma plus cervical intraepithelial 
neoplasia, grade 1(GIN 1), is presentad. In situ hybridization 
techniques were carried out on cells from the same smear as 
that used for the cytological diagnosis. Three biotinylated 
DNA probes specific for HPV types 6/11, 16/18, and 31 /33/ 
51 were employed. With the three probes, positiva cells were 
obtained. In order to test these results, severa! cervical 
biopsy specimens were taken and processed according to 
the conventional histological methods. In situ hybridization 
techniques with the same DNA probes were carried out on 
these specimens. Histologically, the cytological diagnosis of 
condyloma plus GIN 1 was confirmed, and by means of in situ 
hybridization a positive reaction for the three probes was 
detected in different areas of the biopsy specimens, thus 
excluding the possibility of a cross reaction. 

These results confirm the importance of in situ hybridization 
techniques with non-isotopic probes as routine diagnostic 
methods for the detection of HPV in smears. Also worth 
emphasizing is the advantage of using DNA probes for low 
risk (6/ 11 ), intermediate risk (31 /33/51) and high risk (16/18) 
types of HPV, instead of a single screening probe, in orderto 
obtain better diagnostic information, particularly in cases of 
multiple infection. 

441 . GESTATIONAL TROPHOBLASTIC DISEASE IN 
MALA YSIAN WOMEN: A STUDY FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL, KUALA LUMPUR 

Phaik-Leng Cheah, Lai-Meng Looi, and Vallipuram 
Sivanesaratnam', Departments of Pathology and Obstetrics 

and Gynaecology· , Faculty of Medicine, University of Ma
laya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Gestational trophoblastic disease (GTD) is an importan! 
disease among women in their reproductive years, especially 
Asians in whom a 4-5 times increased incidence compared 
to their Western counterparts has been reported. As a 
preliminary to a more detailed study, a retrospective analysis 
of ali consecutive cases of GTD and non-molar abortions on 
file at the Department of Pathology, University Hospital Kuala 
Lumpur over a 2 year period was conducted. Of the 25 
complete moles (age range of patients = 21-43 years), 15 
occurred in Malays, 6 lndians and 4 Chinese. Among the 11 
partial moles (age range of patients = 20-33 years), 7 
occurred in Malays, 3 lndians and 1 Chinese. A case of 
invasive mole occurred in a 42-year-old Mala y. 
Choriocarcinoma occurred in a 41 and 46 year old Chinese 
respectively. No placenta! site trophoblastic tumour was 
encountered. Of the 1062 non-molar abortions (age range of 
patients = 16-57 years), 689 were Malay, 208 lndian, 158 
Chinese and 7 other minor ethnic groups. Over this period 
there were 131 15 births, inclusive of live and stillbirths, in the 
hospital with a racial distribution of 8754 Malay, 2520 lndian, 
1716 Chinese and 125 other minor ethnic groups. The ethnic 
ratio (Malay: lndian: Chinese) of complete moles was 
3.8:1.5:1.0, partial moles 7.0:3.0:1.0 and non-molar preg
nancies 5.0: 1.5:1 .0. This study shows that hydatidiform 
moles (inclusive of complete and partial moles) occurred in 
1 :384 pregnancies, and that partial moles constituted 30% of 
molar pregnancies. 

442. P53 GENE EXPRESSION IN THE TROPHOBLASTIC 
CELLS IN HYDATIDIFORM MOLES ANO NORMAL HU
MAN PLACENTA 

A. Cheung*, G. Srivastava*, S. Pittaluga·, L.P. Chung·, 
T.K. Man•, H. Ngan .. , L.C. Wong**, R.J. Collins·, Departments 
of Pathology• and Obstetrics & Gynaecology .. , University of 
Hong Kong 

In the attempt to shed sorne light on the pathogenesis of 
hydatidiform moles, we compared tumour suppressor gene 
expression in early placenta and in molar pregnancies. 

Twelve clinically and ultrasonographically suspected ca
ses of hydatidiform mole and six legally induced abortions 
had suction evacuations performed. Fresh chorionic villi and 
molar vesicles were selected and snap frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and stored at -70ºC. The rest of tissue was fixed in 
formal in for histological examination which showed that ali of 
the collected moles were complete moles. The gestational 
age of the hydatidiform moles thus selected for analysis 
ranged from 6 to 16 weeks while the abortions ranged from 
5 to 16 weeks. Total ANA was extracted by guanidine 
hydrochloride procedure and undegraded ANA was obtained 
from eight moles and six abortion cases. Aliquots of total 
ANA (20µg) from each sample were denatured and subjected 
to electrophoresis. ANA was then transferred to nylon 
membranes which were hybridised to the 32P-oligo-labelled 
DNA probes specific for p53 mRNA. The signals were 
quantitated by densitometric scanning of Northern blot analy
sis showed a higher expression of p53 in hydatidiform moles 
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compared to normal placenta of comparable gestational age. 
Moreover, the level of p53 expression in moles was found to 
increase with more advanced gestational age whi le in normal 
placentas these levels reduced with increased gestational 
age. This suggests that p53 may play a role in the development 
of hydatidiform mole and the overexpression of p53 in the 
trophoblasts of hydatidiform moles may account for the 
malignan! potential of this disease. Whether the increased 
expression of p53 in hydatidiform moles is due to wild or 
mutan! form of the p53 gene is not certain. and further 
characterization of the transcript is needed. 

In conclusion, there is a difference in the expression of p53 
in the trophoblasts of hydatidiform moles compared with 
normal placentas, but the significance of such tumour sup
pressor gene expression awaits further analysis. 

443. HISTOLOGIC GRAOING OF AOVANCEO SEROUS 
OVARIAN CARCINOMA HAS NO PROGNOSTIC SIG
NIFICANCE IN PATIENTS TREATEO WITH CIS-PLATIN 

D. Daya, G. O'Connell, M. Goodyear.; Depts. of Pathology 
and Obstetrics and Gynecology, Henderson General Hospi
tal, Hamilton Regional Cancer Centre and McMaster Uni
versity, Hamilton, Ontario, Ganada 

Most studies have shown that the histologic grading for 
ovarian carcinoma has prognostic significance. A majority of 
these studies have been in the pre-cis-platin era and in 
patients who were treated with various treatment modalities 
including radiotherapy. We have analyzed 79 patients with 
Stages 11 1 and IV ovarian carcinoma which were accrued 
between 1983 and 1987 that were diagnosed as papillary 
serous carcinoma and uniformly managed and treated with 
cis-platin. The slides were reviewed by one pathologist 
adhering to strict predetermined h istological parameters 
which included architectural pattern, number of mitoses and 
the degree of nuclear atypia yielding a total score from which 
three histologic grades were determined. Tumors of low 
malignan! potential (borderline) were excluded from this 
study. Univariate and multivariate analyses of our results 
show that in patients who had received cis-platin , there was 
no statistically significan! contribution to survival by histologic 
grade of the tumor or the individual components of the grade 
namely, architectural pattern, mitoses or nuclear atypia. 

444. NTESTINAL MUCINOUS TUMORS OFTHE OVARY: 
A CLINICO-PATHOLOGICAL, IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
ANO QUANTITATIVE STUOY OF 57 CASES 

M. De Nictolis, S. Tommasoni, M. Valli, R. Montironi, G. 
Fabris and J. Pral'. Oepartments of Pathology, Umberto 1 
General Hospital, University of Ancona, Ancona, ltaly and 
·Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Autonomous University 
of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Ten mucinous cystadenomas (MC), 32 intestinal mucinous 
borderline tumors (IMBT) and 15 mucinous carcinomas 
(MCA), all containing globet cells, were studied. The MCA 
were distinguished from the IMBT by the presence of de
structive stromal invasion assessed by the finding of glandu
lar cribriform growth or desmoplastic stromal response. All 
patients had stage 1 tumors; 38 had salpingo-oophorectomy 
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and 19 hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy. 
All were free of tumor2-9 yrs. postoperatively (mean 5.2 yrs). 
Low molecular weight cytokeratins were detected in all 
tumors, while vimentin was expressed focally in each tumor 
subgroup. The number of mitoses expressed as the volume
corrected mitotic index (MNi) was different and statistically 
significan! in MC, IMBTand MCA. The morphometric features 
evaluated included percentage of nucleolated nuclei, per
centage of nucleoli attached to the nuclear membrane, 
nucleolar/nuclear ratio and nuclear area. The morphometric 
differences between MC, IMBT and MCA were also statistically 
significan!. DNA ploidy analysis was performed by static 
cytometry on Feulgen-stained sections. All 1 O MC, 11 IMBT 
and 3 MCA had diploid-tetraploid histograms, while 21 IMBT 
and 12 MCA had aneuploid histograms. The results of !he 
immunohistochemical study are of no diagnostic value, 
whereas the MNi and morphometric nuclear/nucleolar fea
tures help to separate MC from IMBT and MCA. These 
findings indirectly confirm that destructive stromal invasion is 
a useful feature in distinguishing IMBT from MCA on con
ventional morphologic methods. These data also underline 
that stage 11 MBT and MCA have an excellent prognosis even 
when they have aneuploid DNA content. 

445. TOPOGRAPHIC ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
IOENTIFICATION OF APOPTOTIC CELLS IN HUMAN 
ENDOMETRIUM 

J.I. Diaz, M.O., S.V. Nicosia, M.O. and S. Tabibzadeh, 
M.D.,H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Ctr. & Aesearch lnst. , University 
of South Florida Health Sciences Ctr. , Tampa, FL, USA 

Apoptosis, a process whereby cells die in a controlled 
manner in response to a variety of stimuli, was studied in 
human endometrium. In this study, apoptotic cells were 
quantitated with a CAS-200 morphometry unit. The rate of 
apoptosis was determined by counting the numberof apoptotic 
cells in a minimum surface area of 5x104 µm2 in each case. 
Since the number of epithelial cells perepithelial surface a rea 
showed little variation in difieren! regions of endometrium 
throughout the menstrual cycle (mean ± SO = 890±80 cells/ 
1 o• µm2) , the rate of apoptosis was expressed as a % of the 
number of glandular epithelial cells. Human endometria 
dated as: proliferative (n=6), early secretory (n=5), mid
secretory (n=8) and late secretory (n=ll) were u sed. Apoptotic 
cells were identified in clusters within lumina of secretory 
glands and as individual cells oras clusters in subepithelial 
locations and only rarely in endometrial stroma. Apoptosis 
was not observed in proliferative endometria and was oc
casionally observed during the early and mid secretory 
phases (mean % = 1.1 and 3.3 respectively). The rate of 
occurence of apoptosis progressively increased from mid to 
late secretory phases and peaked during postovulatory (POD) 
days 13 and 14 (mean % = 14). Also noticed, was a 
disproportional distribution of apoptotic cells in basalis ver
sus functionalis throughout the menstrual cycle (22.7% vs 
5.2%, in POD 13-14). To determine the lineages of apoptotic 
cells, sections were immunostained for leukocyte common 
antigen (LCA) and cytokeratin (AE1 -3). Few apoptotic cells 
were LCA positive, sorne were AE 1-3 positive and most were 
nonreactive. lnterestingly, apoptotic cells were intimately 
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associated with individual or clusters of LCA positive cells. 
These data indicate that apoptosis in human endometria is a 
menstrual cycle dependen! event that occurs in cells of 
lymphoid and epithelial lineages. The data also suggest that 
lymphoid cells may be implicated in the induction of pro
grammed epithelial cell death. 

446. CELLULAR KJNETIC IN COMPLETE HYDATIFORM 
MOLE: ITS RELATIONSHIPWITH DISEASE PERSISTENCE 

SJ Díaz-Cano, JJ Ríos-Martín, JJ Sánchez-Carrillo, F 
Rivera-Hueto, 1 Ortega, A.Malilla. Pathology Dpt. University 
Hospital, Seville and Málaga, Spain 

We have studied fifty one well documented cases of 
complete hydatiform mole (CHM) from which serial hCG 
levels were available. Twenty two cases hada non-agressive 
clinical course (simple GTD), and twenty nine developed 
persisten! gestational trophoblasticdisease (persisten! GTD). 
Two types of trophoblastic cells, in relation to its location, 
were evaluated in each case : ujuxtamesenchymal» (JT) 
(two layers near to the mesenchymal axis) and ccperipheralu 
(PT) (beyond the second !ayer of nuclei). Representative 
samples were selected, Feulgen stained, and measured by 
means of CAS-200 l mage Analysis System. DNA
densitometric (nuclear integral optical density -NuNulOD-, 
2c deviation index -2cDI-, Se exceeding rate -ScER-, and 
DNA index) and kinetic parameters (proliferation rate -S + 
G2/M fases fraction-) were obtained, using that material 
available at the initial treatment. 

The parameters predicting the behaviour of CHM were the 
standard deviation of NuOID of JT (0.77 in persisten! GTD vs 
0.63 in simple GTD) and PT (2.02 vs 1.01 ), 2cDI of JT (5.96 
vs 3.46) and PT (10.86 vs 3.31), as well as the proliferation 
rata of JT (54.16 vs 47.38) and PT (44.79 vs 42.19). The DNA 
indices were variable but multiple aneuploid stem lines were 
observed in PT, especially in patients wh1ch developed 
persisten! GTD. 

In conclusion, the persistence of the disease is mainly 
predicted by PT parameters which show multiple cellular 
lines with different DNA content anda lower proliferation rate. 

447. A FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANO HISTOLOGICAL STUOY 
OF UTERINE SMOOTH MUSCLE NEOPLASMS 

G. Capitanio, P.M. Donisi , C. Ortolani , F. Zanconati, L. 
Bozzola, V. Stracca-Pansa. Civil Hospital of Venice and 
Vicenza, ltaly 

When tumor-cell necrosis, cellular atypias and mitotic 
activity, in absence of clear intravascular growth, don't allow 
a differential diagnosis between benign smooth muscle tumors 
and leiomyosarcoma, the appropriate term ccuncertain malig
nan! potential» (UMP) is used. The aim of this study is to 
assess the usefulness of flow cy1ometric (FC) analysis re
garding these particular forms of uterine smooth muscle 
neoplasms (USMN) to determine if this technique provides 
further informations not afforded by histological assessment. 
We review 21 cases of USMN, fixed in formalin and embed-

L 
ded in paraffin, with an original diagnosis of leiomyosarcomas 
or leiomyomas-UMP. From 14 of these cases we obtained 

DNA histograms amenable to analysis; the remaining 7 
produced non valuable histograms fordebris. Afterhistological 
reassessment of these 14 tumors, 7 were reclassi fied as 
leiomyosarcomas, 3 symplastic leiomyomas-UMP, 2 
symplastic, 1 epithelioid and 1 cellular leiomyomas. Six of 
these 14 tumors were DNA aneuploid (5 leiomyosarcomas 
with DNA index variable from 1.38 to 1.69, and 1 symplastic 
leiomyoma-UMP with DNA index 1.20) while the remaining 8 
tumors were DNA diploid. In leiomyosarcomas DNA 
aneuploidy was always correlated to a marked increase in 
the number of abnormal mitotic figures, and to a moderate
high grade of cellular atypia whereas no correlation between 
DNA aneuploidy and tumor-cell necrosis was found. Among 
euploid USMN histological parameters were highly variable. 
Our findings confirm the validity of the pathologic classifica
tion based on histological assessment, DNA aneuploidy 
being present almost only in straightforward 
leiomyosarcomas. lt is likely that in symplastic leiomyomas
UMP, FC can provide useful informations since the one with 
aneuploidy didn't show any particular difference in the his
tological parameters. Further studies on a more rilevant 
number of cases and clinical follow-up are in progress to 
confirm the validity of FC in differential diagnosis of USMN, 
and to assess its prognostic value. 

448. AgNOR ANO PCNA IN HPV-POSITIVE ANO HPV
NEGATIVE VAGINAL INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIAS 
(Va IN) 

G. De Rosa, V. Donofrío, S. Staibano, A. Boscaino, G. 
Troncone, G. Salvatore. lnstitute of Pathology, 11 Faculty of 
Medicine and Surgery, Naples, ltaly 

The Nucleolar Organizer Regions (AgNOR) and the Pro
liferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) are currently two of 
the most investigated kinetic indices. We have studied the 
AgNOR number and the positivity for PCNA in 1 O cases of 
Vaginal lntraepithelial Neoplasias (ValN), 5 of which were 
found positive for HPV 16/18(tested by In Situ Hybridization). 
The aim of this work was to establish if there were sorne 
differences between the lesions with orwithout viral infection. 
The data concerning the Va lN seems to indicate that, in the 
major part of the cases, the AgNOR were not able to 
discriminate between the two groups of pathologies (HPV
negative lesions m=6,7, HPV-positive lesions m=6,91 ), while 
the PCNA positivity was significantively reduced in the HPV
positive lesions (HPV-negative=37,5%, HPV-positive 27,5%). 
So, the HPV seems usually not enhance an increase of the 
cellular kinetic. There were indeed particular cases of HPV
positive lesions where AgNOR number was found notably 
greater than in the major part of HPV-positive lesions and in 
the corresponding negative forms (m=10,6), even with a 
PCNA positivity of 42,5%. These higher values could be 
explained with a possible integration of the viral DNA, with or 
without other intervening cofactors (i.e. oncogene activation, 
chemical substances, etc.), able to activate the cellular 
proliferation. The cellular kinetic indices, then, could be 
useful to detect this particular uhigh-risku sub-group of viral 
lesions. 
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449. INTRA-NOOAL COELOMIOSIS 

Prade M, Spatz A, Duvillard P, Bognel C , Le Frere Ma, 
Bellefqih S, Casiraghi O. lnstitut Gustave-Roussy, Viliejuif, 
France 

Benign glandular inclusions in lymph nades were first 
described by Ríes in 1871 . Because they have similar his
tological pattern to the tubal epithelium, Sampson in 1930, 
proposed the term of uendosalpingiosis». These inclusions 
are seen almos! only in pelvic and para-aortic lymph nades 
of the female (only three cases have been reported in the 
male). Their frequency, not well known, varied from 5% to 41 
% according to sorne authors. Histologically, these inclusions 
are characterized by tubes lined by a unistratified or 
pseudostratified epithelium composed of columnar or cuboidal 
celis often ciliated. These inclusions may begin cystically 
and dilated with a flattened epithelium. They can be focal, 
restricted tofewtubes underthe capsule, ordiffused, involving 
ali the lymph nades. These inclusions are asymptomatical 
and are an incidental finding. They are usualiy quiescent, but 
can evolue in tumors of boderline malignancy or in true 
adenocarcinoma. These benign intra-nodal glandular inclu
sions are designated by numerous terms (mullerianosis, 
endosalpingiosis, lesions of the secondary mullerian sys
tem, .... ) reflecting theirunknown origin. According to Silverberg 
(1), we think that these inclusions embryologicaliy derived 
from the coelomic epithelium which may give rise to the 
peritoneal mesothelium, the mulierian duct and its derived 
structures. Because of their common origin, we propase the 
term of ucoelomiosis» to design these lesions. 

1. Fahri DC,Silverberg SG.Pseudometastases in female 
genital cancer. Patho Ann., 1982, 15, 47-76. 

450. HIORAOENOMA PAPILLIFERUM (HP) OFTHE VULVA 
ANO PERIANAL REGION: A CLINICAL, PATHOLOGICAL 
ANO IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUOY OF 28 CASES 

F. Fedeli, A. Canceliieri, M.G. Cattani, C. Bertarelli, A. 
Cavazza; Servizio di Anatomía Patologica, Ospedale 
Maggiore, Bologna and Ospedale S. Maria Nuova, Reggio 
Emilia, ltaly 

Twenty-eight cases of hidradenoma papilliferum (HP) of 
the vulva and female peri anal regían have been revised. The 
patients' age ranged between 22 and 78 years, with a mean 
value of 47.4 years anda distinct peak of incidence in the fifth 
decade. About 82% of the lesions measured 1 cm or less in 
their greatest axes, the gross architecture being cystic in hall 
of the cases and salid in the remaining hall. 

An immunohistochemical study was performed, to assess 
!he similarity between HP, sweat gland tumours and mam
mary glands, employing antisera against S-100 protein, 
smooth-muscle actin, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and 
gross cystic disease fluid protein-15 (GCDFP-15). 

Myoepithelial celis exhibited dittuse positivity for S-100 
protein and smooth-muscle actin. In only one case, the 
positivity was present throughout the fibrovascular cores of 
the papillae, suggesting a diffuse myoepithelial proliferation. 

In this preliminary study, CEA was constantly negative. 
The outer epithelial layer showed various degree of positivity 
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with anti-GCDFP-15 antiserum, from scanty to dittuse in the 
areas with apocrine differentiation. 

The histopathological appearance of the tumour and the 
immunohistochemical results seem to confirm the similari
ties between this neoplasia and a specific kind of sweat 
gland, found in the anogenital regían, which can closely 
simulate mammary glands. 

451 . A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUOY OF EXTRAGO
NAOAL GERM-CELL TUMORS (EGGCT) 

García M.O., Rivera F., Paz-Ares L., Lianes P., Mayordo
mo J.I. , Garzón A. , Cortés-Funes H. Sv de Patologia y 
Oncología Medica. H. " 12 de Octubre» . Madrid 28041. Spain 

From 1978 to 1992, 24 patients (p) with extracerebral 
EGGCT have been treated in the 12 de Octubre Hospital. We 
have correlated histology, p characteristics and stage of 
disease with outcome. 

Median age was 30 years (4-70). Twenty-two p (91 %) 
were males. Histology was 12 seminomas (S) and 12 non 
seminomatous tumors (NS), including 8 embrionary carcino
mas (EC), 2 immature teratomas (IT) , 1 endodermal sinus 
tumor (EST) and 1 choriocarcinoma (the absence of mixed 
NS may be due to diagnosis on biopsy in ali 12 p, since no 
complete resections were performed). 

Primary site was mediastinum (M) in 17 p, retroperitoneum 

(R) in 6 and lung in one. Stage (RMH) was: 3 lle, 13 ll lMc, 5 
IVL and 3 IVH. Al 11 p were diagnosed by biopsy and treated 

with cisplatin-based chemotherapy (BEP or PVB) except for 

1 p with S who received only radiotherapy. 

Treatment results: Seminomas: five p (42%) reached 
complete remission (CR), Sp (42%) partial remission (PR), 1 
is unevaluable and 1 progressed (PD). Among PR p, 3 
achieved CR with further surgery or radiotherapy. Presently, 
with median-foliow-up of 64 months (m)(9-148), 8/12 p (66%) 
are alive and disease-free and 4 died. In Non seminomatous 
tumors results were: 2 CR (17%), 7 PR (58%), 1 toxic death 
and 2PD. Among PR p, 4 reached CR alter adjunctive 
surgery (3 with EC and 1 with EST). Histology of resected 
masses was mature teratoma in 1, fibrosis in 1 and micro
scopic tumor in 2. Two out of 6 p who were rendered disease

free have relapsed. Up to date, with median foliow-up of 22, 
Sm (4-94), 4p (33%) are al ive and disease-free. 

lt is remarkable that response to therapy in NS was 
dramaticaliy dependent upan histology: both 2 p with IT 

reached CR and are disease-free whereas only 2 of 8 p with 
EC are disease-free and both 1 case of EST (PR to chemo

therapy) and 1 with choriocarcinoma (PD to chemotherapy) 
have died of disease. 

Survival was significantly worse in non-seminomatous 
versus seminoma (p<0.02). 

CONCLUSIONS: 1) EGGCT ha ve a poor prognosis, spe
cialiy if non-seminomas. 2) Response to chemoterapy and 
outcome in patients with non-seminomas is related to histology. 
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452. A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF OVARIAN 
GERM-CELL TUMORS 

García M.O., Paz-Ares L., Garzón A., Rivera F., Mayordo
mo J.I ., López-Brea M., López E., Lianes P. Servicios de 
Patologia y Oncologia Medica. Hospital «12 de Octubre» . 
Madrid 28041. Spain 

From 1978 to 1992, 32 female patients (pis) with ovarian 
germ-cell tumors (OGCT) have been treated in the 12 de 
Octubre Hospital. This is 12,3% of all 260 germ-cell tumors 
treated in our institution during that period. 

Median age was 20 years (0-70) .Histology was 
disgerminoma (D) 1 O pis (including 2 anaplastic D), 
endodermal sinus tumors (EST) 5 pis (including 1 pure yolk 
sac tumor), immature teratoma (IT) 8 pts and mixed tumors 
9 pis. Stage (FIGO) was: la, 1 O pts; lb, lpts; le, 4 pts; llb, 2 pis; 
lle, 1 pis; lllb, 1 pis; lile, 9 pts and IV, 2 pis. All pis were first 
managed with surgery (unilateral oophorectomy, 15 pis; 
histerectomy+bilateral oophorectomy, 17 pis) and alter 
histopathological diagnosis, all but 5 pis (4 D and 1 grade 1 
IT) received cisplatin-based chemotherapy (PVB 17 pts, 
BEP 10 pis) or pelvic radiation (2 pis with O). 

Treatment results: All pis with disgerminoma and 19 of 22 
with non-germinomatous tumors were rendered disease
free. With median follow-up of 37 months (range 1-144), 
actuaria! survival is 88%. 11 is remarkable that pis with O, IT 
and mixed tumors remain disease-free, whereas all 3 pts who 
were refractory to chemotherapy and eventually died were 
among the 5 pis with endodermal sinus tumors. 

Stadistically significan! adverse prognostic factors for 
overall survival (OS) were: endodermal sinus tumors ( 1 O
year OS 25% vs 100%, p<0.01, log rank test), age25 orolder 
(68% vs 100%, p<0.01 ), serum alpha-feto protein > 1000 ng/ 
mi (67% vs 100%, p<0.01) , and absence of complete 
response to chemotherapy (25% vs 100%, p<0.01). OS of 
pts with disgerminoma was 100 vs 88% for non
germinomatous tumors (non significan!). Stage and type of 
surgery were not prognostic factors. 

Conclusions: 1) The prognosis of OGCT is excellent; 2) 
Unilateral oophorectomy plus chemotherapy allows preser
vation of fertility for many patients; 3) Endodermal sinus 
tumors have a poor prognosis, as opposed to all other OGCT. 

453. THE PECULIAR CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL SPEC
TRUM OF EXTRAGONADAL GERM-CELL TUMORS 
(EGGCT) IN FEMALE PATIENTS (P) 

Garcia-Prats MD, Paz-Ares L, Garzon A, Rivera F, Mayor
domo JI, Lopez-Brea M, Lopez E, Lianes P; Servicios de 
Anatomia Patologica and Oncologia Medica. Hospital .. 12 de 
Octubre». Madrid. Spain 

EGCT in female patients (p) are exceedingly rare. 

From 1978 to 1992, 8 female p with EGCT have been 
treated in our hospital. This is 19% of 42 EGCT (and 33% of 
260 germ-cell tumors) treated in our institution during that 
period. 

Median age was 5 years (y) (range 0-70). Primary site was 
mediastinum (M), 2 p; pineal gland (PI), 3 p; sacrococcigeal 
area (S), 2 p and oropharynx (O) , 1 p. Histology was clearly 

par! of a peculiar clinicopathological picture together with si te 
and p age: all 3 pineal tumors were dysgerminoma, presenting 
al ages 8, 13 and 23. The only two sacrococcygeal tumors 
were endodermal sinus tumors, both presenting at age 2 
years. Mediastinal tumors were 1 immature teratoma (a ge 4) 
and 1 seminoma (age 70) and the single oropharyngeal 
tumor was an immature teratoma, arising in a newborn. 
Stage was: 1 in 3 p, 11 in 2 p, 111 in 1 p, and IV in 2 p. 

Treatment of pineal tumors included radiotherapy plus 
chemotherapy (BEP). Two of them remain disease-free and 
1 died of neutropenic sepsis. EGGCT in all olher siles were 
treated with chemotherapy (PVB). Four p remain disease
free and 1 is alive with residual mature teratoma. 

With median follow-up 36 months, 7 of 8 p (87.5%) remain 
alive and disease-free. 

Conclusions: 1) EGGCT in female pare exceedingly rare. 
2) Age and histology are difieren! for each tumor site. 3) 
Survival is unexpectedly good, in spite of extragonadal 
location. 

454. MYXOID VARIANT OF DERMATOFIBROSARCOMA 
PROTUBERANS OF THE VULVA: CASE REPORT 

M. Grosso, M. Lentini, ·s. Panama; Department of Human 
Pathology, ·1nslitute o!Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Messina 
University, ltaly 

Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans (DFSP) , a 
fibrohistiocytic tumor, is rare in the vulva. The case we report 
is very peculiar because it is the only case of the myxoid type 
occurring in this site. 

The palien! presented wilh a tumor growing since two 
years befo re in lhe subcutaneous tissue of the vulvar region. 
First an incisional biopsy of the lesion was obtained and a 
diagnosis of DFSP was made. Then the patient underwent 
surgical excision with wide margins of the lesion followed by 
reconstruction of the vulva.Two years la ter the patient is alive 
and N.E.D. 

Histologically the tumor showed in sorne areas the 
monomorphic and storiform arrangement of spindle cells 
typical of DFSP, but the characteristic of this tumor was the 
presence of multiple nodules with myxoid differentiation. In 
these areas the storiform pattern was lost and the cells took 
up a stellate appearance being scattered in myxoid stroma. 
A diagnosis of DFSP myxoid variant was made. 

We believe that this case should be reported since this 
myxoid variant of the tumor should be taken in account in the 
differential diagnosis with other myxoid lesions of soft tis
sues. 

455. CHARACTERIZATION OF NORMAL ANO PATHO
LOGICAL CERVICAL EPITHELIUM 

Guman N., Mormandi O., Kestelboim S., Sadier E. Hospi
tal Eva Perón (Ex Castex) San Martín, Bs. Aires, Argentina 

The object of the present investigation was the charac
terization of normal and pathological cervical epithel ium.We 
studied nuclear cell diameters of al l ep ithelial layers in 300 
cases obtained from biopsies and eones processed 
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routinarely, stained with H/E and analyzed al a microscopic 
magnification of 1875x. 

They were grouped foliowing Bethesda classification, con
sidering HPV presence (koilocitotic atypia). Results were 
analyzed by Student's Test and Unidirectional Analysis of 
Variance (Anova). Three cell populations are described: 1) 
Normal celis; 2) Neoplastic cells (CIN,CIS and invasive 
carcinoma); 3) Atypical celis (inflamatory, regenerative, un
determined). 

They have the foliowing characteristics: a) normal and 
neoplastic celis differ at high leve of certainty; b) basal cell 
layer dissapears when neoplastic population is present; c) 
atypical mitosis are present in CIN/CIS and invasive carcino
mas, indicating presence of aneuploid population; d) the 
atypical cell population, nor normal ,nor neoplastic, repre
sents in most of the cases director indirect response to HPV. 

456. NODE NEGATIVE CERVICAL CANCER - A GOOD 
PROGNOSTIC GROUP ? 

R.J. Hale, C.H. Buckley, W.J. Gullick, H. Fax, J. Williams, 
and F.L. Wilcox. Dept. of Reproductive Pathology, St. Mary's 
Hospital, Manchester, UK; ICRF Oncology Group, Hammer
smith Hospital, London, UK 

Lymph nade status is regarded as being one of the most 
importan! prognostic features in early stage cervical cancer. 
So much so, that the decision as to whether an individual 
palien! is to receive adjuvant therapy is based almost exclu
sively on this parameter. 

Thus, !hose patients with lymph nade metastases will be 
given more aggressive therapy whilst !hose lacking nodal 
metastases tend to be treated by surgery alone. 

However, the premise that nade negative disease would 
not benefit from adjuvant therapy is not totally weli founded. 
In reality, far every 100 patients with early stage cervical 
carcinoma recurren! disease occurs as often in !hose pa
tients with lymph nade metastases as in those without (Thomas 

& Dembo, 1991 ). Therefare, the truth is not that nade 

negative cervical cancer has a uniformaliy good prognosis 
but rather that we are not capable of identifying that subgroup 

which have a poor prognosis. 

The aim of this study was to attempt to identify those 
patients lacking lymph nade metastases who have a poor 
outlook. 

We analysed the expression of c-erbB-2 oncoprotein and 
epidermal growth factor receptor expression 
immunohistochemicaliy in 62 cases of Stage 18 /llA primary 
cervical carcinoma. Ali three main tumour types (squamous 
ce ll carc inoma, adenosquamous carcinoma and 
adenocarcinoma), both with and without lymph nade 
metastases, were represented. 

Results from this study suggests that these may be useful 
prognostic markers in early stage cervical cancer. This is 
particularly the case far nade negative disease and is most 
significan! in adenosquamous carcinomas. 

457. ENDOTHELIAL VACUOLATION OF DECIDUAL 
ARTERIOLES: A HISTOLOGICAL MARKER OF PREGNANCY 

P.K.Hui, K.M.Leung, W.Y.Chan, T.M.M.Thomas, Y.F. Mak. 
Kwong Wah Hospital and Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong 
Kong 

We investigated products of gestation from 1000 women 
who underwent voluntary termination of pregnancy or uterine 
curettage far otherwise asymptomatic missed or incomplete 
abortions. The gestational age was less than 28 weeks and 
ali cases examined showed chorionic villi and/or fetal tissue. 
Vacuolated endothelial cells were identified within the decidual 
arteriales of ali cases. The vacuoles were opticaliy clear 
rather than foamy, and their location was always sub-nu
clear. The endothelial nuclei were compressed towards the 
vascular lumen into which the swollen endothelial cells 
bulged. The arteriolar lumen was always patent and free of 
thrombus. The arteriales were characteristically surrounded 
by concentric layers of decidualized celis. Histochemistry 
showed negative staining results for mucopolysaccharides 
but small amount of lipid droplets were demonstrated in the 
vacuoles. lmmunoperoxidase stain showed that the vacuoles 
were outlined by Factor VI 11-related antigen. The presence of 
endothelial vacuolation of decidual arteriales (EVDA) was 
unrelated to the number of previous pregnancies. EVDA was 
not identified in uterine curettages from 500 non-pregnant 
women, including 55 cases that had positive drug history far 
progestogen preparations. EVDA was not related to intra
uterine fetal implantation because it was also present in 
uterine curettages from 5 patients with tuba! pregnancy. 
EVDA could be distinguished from the acute atherosis of pre
eclampsia by the strict intima! and subnuclear location of 
vacuoles and by the absence of foam cells, inflammation and 
fibrinoid necrosis. EVDA is proposed as a highly specific 
histological marker far pregnancy such that, its identification 
in uterine curettages can be taken to indicate a recent 
pregnancy state in the absence of chorionic vilii and fetal 
tissue. Although the biological implication of EVDA is un
certain, its invariable occurrence in pregnancy suggests that 
it represents part of the physiological uterine vascularchanges 
in early pregnancy. 

458. ENDOMETRIAL PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATED WITH 
TAMOXIFEN THERAPY 

S.M. lsmail, Departmentof Pathology, UniversityofWales 
Coliege of Medicine, Cardiff. U.K. 

Tamoxifen is a oestrogen antagonist which is used in the 
management of breast carcinoma. lt has recently been 
advocated as a prophylactic agent for asymptomatic women 
at increased risk of breas! carcinoma. However, it has partial 
oestrogen agonist activity in the lower female genital trae!, 
and its long term use may be associated with increased 
incidence of endometrial carcinoma. 

In arder to elucidate the endometrial effects of tamoxifen, 
ali uterine or endometrial specimens received during the past 
3 years, lrom patients on long term tamoxifen therapy have 
been reviewed. 01 the 15 patients 9 had endometrial polyps, 
1 had cystic endometrial hyperplasia without polyps and 2 
had malignan! endometrial tumours. The endometrial polyps 
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varied in size from 1.5 cm to 8 cm and showed unusual 
morphological features including a range of bizarre epithelial 
metaplasias. They were sometimes multiple and occurred on 
a background of endometrial hyperplasia. In one instance 
the uterus contained a superficial endometrial carcinoma in 
addition to multiple endometrial polyps on a background of 
cystic endometrial hyperplasia 

lt is concluded that tamoxifen may have oestrogen agonist 
activity on the endometrium which may result in cystic 
endometrial hyperplasia, unusual hyperplastic polyps and 
endometrial carcinoma Tamoxifen treated women should 
undergo regular gynaecological assessment. 

459. EXPRESSION OF 72 kDa TYPE IV COLLAGENASE 
IN OVARIAN TUMORS 

H. Autio-Harmainen, T. Karttunen, T . Hurskainen, M. 
Hoyhtya, A. Kauppila and K. Tryggvason. Departments of 
Pathology and Gynecology and Biocenter and Department 
of Biochemistry, University of Oulu, SF-90220 Oulu, Finland 

The 72 kD type IV collagenase degrades type IV collagen, 
which forms the structural scaffold forbasement membranes. 
lncreased activity of this enzyme has been suggested to be 
importan! in the invasion of malignan! tumors. We ha ve used 
in situ hybridization to study the expression of the 72 kDa type 
IV collagenase mRNA in 24 benign, 2 semimalignant, 15 
malignan! ovarian tumors and in 5 metastases of ovarian 
adenocarcinomas. The results were correlated with the ex
pression of the mRNA forthe o.1 (IV) chain of type IV collagen 
and with the corresponding immunohistochemical distribu
tion of the enzyme using specific monoclonal antibodies 
against the 72 kDa type IV collagenase. 

The results showed that the more malignan! an ovarian 
tumor was the more clearly mRNA expressions for both 72 
kDa type IV collagenase and the o.1 (IV) chain of type IV col
lagen could be detectad in tumor tissue. The expression of 
both types of mRNAs was localizad within the cells of tumor 
stroma and occurred mainly in fibroblasts and vascular 
endothelial cells. Epithelial tumor cells expressed these 
mRNAs less frequently and expression was generally less 
intensive than in the stromal cells. lmmunohistochemical 
stainings localizad the 72 kDa collagenase as well as the 
stromal cells and to the epithelial cells of both benign and 
malignan! tumors. 

These findings indicate that the genes for both the 72 kDa 
type IV collagenase and for its substrate in basement mem
brane are simultaneously active in the same cells of the 
tumors and mainly the stromal cells are involved. Thus it 
seems that while both the tumor stroma and epithelium may 
be involved in the synthesis and degradation of type IV 
collagen in most instances the tumor stroma has a more 
dominan! role. 

460. EPSTEIN BARR VIRUS IN CARCINOMA OF THE 
VULVA 

A.Cheung. G. Srivastava, K.Y. Kwong, U.S. Khoo, R.J. 
ollins. Department of Pathology, University of Hong Kong. 
ueen Mary Hospital Compound, Hong Kong 

The role of virus as an aetiological agent in carcinoma of 
the lower female genital trae! has been the focus of research. 
Human papilloma virus has been detectad in vulval squamous 
cell carcinoma in previous studies. This study aims al the 
investigation of Epstein Barr virus (EBV) DNA in tumour 
tissues from a group of patients with invasiva carcinoma of 
vulva compared with a control group. 

The tissue samples from both the 8 carcinoma and the 6 
age-matched control groups were archiva! formalin-fixed, 
paraffin-embedded blocks of the Pathology Department. 
Only tumour tissues or vulval epithelium in the control group 
were utilised for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis 
and this was confirmed by histological examination of the 
sections adjacent to those for DNA analysis. The primers 
used for EBV detection spanned a region of 122 bp within the 
first interna! repeat (IR1) of EBV DNA. Detection of EBV DNA 
was carried out using the GeneAmp™ DNA Amplification 
Reagent kit with native Taq DNA Polymerase (Perkin Elmer 
Cetus). The amplified products were analysed by gel 
electrophoresis in 4% NuSieveR 3:1 agarose gel (FMC) fol
lowed by ethidium bromide staining. The specifity of the 
amplified EBV DNA product was confirmad by Southern 
blotting of the gel followed by probing of the membrane with 
a 32P-labelled oligomeric reportar probe for the amplified 
BamH1 W region of the EBV genome (1424-1439). Raji cell 
line DNA was used as a posilive control and PCR reaction 
with no template DNA was used as negative control. 

EBV DNA was demonstrated in 4 of the 6 control cases but 
none of the carcinoma studied. The results indicate a lack of 
association of EBV in vulva! carcinoma and suggest that EBV 
is not involved in the development of vulva! carcinoma. 

461. PLACENTAL INSUFFICIENCY AS A CAUSE OF 
DEVELOPMENTAL PATHOLOGY: AN IMMUNOHIS
TOCHEMICAL ANO MORPHOMETRIC STUDY 

Y. Laplaza, A. Puras, A. Arraiza· , J. García de Jalón and 
A. López Cousillas. Hospital" Virgen del Camino», Pamplona. 
·Hospital Clínico Universitario, Zaragoza, Spain 

In arder to study if there is a placenta! insufficiency as a 
cause of determined pathology wich affects the fetal devel
opment, there have been studied 90 placentas correspond
ing to the following groups: smoking pregnants (19); small for 
gestational age infants (SGA), (19) ; prolongad pregnancy 
(15); intrauterus fetal death of unknow reason (18); normal 
full-term pregnancies as a control group (19). In arder to that, 
there ha ve been made inmunohistochemical determinations 
in paraffin cuts of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) 
(monoclonal antibodie bhCG Biogenex) and human placen
ta! lactogen (hPL) (policlonal antibodie hPL Dako), measur
ing in each sample a total area of 95135.32 µ2 , and evaluating 
the following parameters: villous area (A), number of nucleus 
correspondig to sincytiotrophoblast stained with the specific 
antibodie (N) and intensity of staining (1). With these facts is 
calculated the value of the following formula: (N x A) x 1 x 
50000. The placenta! weigth has also been determinad. In 
each group of pathology has been made a variance analysis 
using as stadistic method the «Kruskal-Wallis-Test». 
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Results: 

Smoking pregnants: hPL, significativally increased (p=0.03). 

SGA infants: placenta! weigth significativally reduced 
(p=0.0001 ). 

Prologed pregnancy: hPL significativally increased (p=0.002} 

lntrauterus feta l death: hPL significativally increased 
(p=0.00002) hCG significativally increased (p=0.001 ). 

Conclusions: 

- Smoking pregnants: The increase of hPL shows that 
there is notan intrinsic placenta! insufficiency, and suggest 
a cornpensating placenta! mechanism. 

- SGA infants: There is no intrinsic placenta! insufficiency, 
instead of that, for being lower weigth placentas, there is a 
lower mass of sincytiotrophoblast. 

- Prolonged pregnancy: The increase of hPL suggest a 
p lacenta! effort to compensate the desequilibrium between 
the progresive fetal growing and the detainment in the 
placenta! growing since the 36 week of pregnancy. 

- lntrauterus fetal death: The increase of both hormones 
suggest that there's no intrinsic placenta! insufficiency. 

462. INVASIVE SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA ANO 
CIN 111 OF UTERINE CERVIX: A COMPARATIVE PATHO
LOGICAL STUOY 

K.H. Leung, W.Y.Chan. P.R. Hui. Kwong Wah Hospital 
and Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong 

We compared 60 cases of surgically-proven invasive 
squamous cell carcinoma (ISCC) of uterine cervix with 45 
cone biopsies showing CIN 111. Histological features that 
were significantly associated with ISCC included: (1) Focal 
or extensive severe nuclear pleomorphism with giant and 
bizarre nuclei (93.3% in ISCC, 8.3% in CIN 11 1. p<0.001 ). (2) 
Comedo-like tumour necrosis (71.6% in ISCC, 2.2% in CIN 
111. p<0.001 ). (3) Keratin pearls (36.3% in ISCC, none in CIN 
111). (4) Focal large glassy keratinized squamous cells 
(88.3% in ISCC, none in CIN 111). (5) Microvascularization of 
tumour (50% in ISCC, none in CIN 111). The latter means 
capillary-like vascular channels surrounded by tumour. In 
addition. 30% of ISCC showed a CIN 111 componen! in which 
large glassy squamous cells and/or keratin pearls were 
identified (none in CIN 111). Contrary to previous studies. 
individual cell keratinization was not associated with ISCC 
alone (95% in ISCC, 75.5% in CIN 111. p>0.05}. None of the 
CIN 111 cases showed more than one of the above features. 
ISCC which did not show large glassy keratinized cells were 
mainly of the small cell non-keratinizing type. Our results 
indicate that ISCC can be distinguished from CIN 111 by the 
morphology of the neoplasm. We conclude that: (1) Cervical 
biopsies showing two or more of the above features are 
highly suggestive of ISCC, even when cervical stromal tissue 
is scanty for visualization of invasion. (2) In cervical biopsies 
showing CIN 111, the presence of large glassy squamous cells 
and/or keratin pearls may signify the presence of invasive 
lesions elsewhere in the cervical mucosa. 
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463. SMALL CELL CARCINOMA OF THE OVARY: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL 
STUOY 

B. Lifschitz-Mercer, R. David, M. Dharan, & B. Czernobilsky. 
Departments of Pathology, Kaplan Hospital, Rehovot and 
Central Emek Hospital, Afu la, Israel 

Small cell carcinoma of the ovary is a highly malignan! 
tumor in young females associated with hypercalcemia in 
about two thirds of the patients. The present 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural study was under
taken in order to clarify the histogenesis of this neoplasm. 

The two small cell carinomas studied showed a dimorphic 
population of small and large cells sharply demarcated from 
each other. Cytokeratin 18 and vimentin were mainly ex
pressed in large tumor cells, sorne of which also stained for 
alpha-SM actin. PAS-positive, alpha-1 -antitrypsine positive 
hyaline globules were present in one case. Ultrastructural 
findings included filamentous nucleolonema and evidence of 
smooth muscle differentiation. Sorne of these observations 
have not been hitherto reported. 

Although certain of the above featu res seem to support a 
germ cell origin of small cell carcinoma, they cannot be 
considered specific for germ cell neoplasms since sorne of 
these can also occur in other types of ovarían tumors. 

Thus, while small cell carcinoma of the ovary still defies 
classification in one of the known categories of ovarían 
tumors, our observations may throw sorne light on the 
possible histogenesis of this neoplasm and may also help in 
the frequently diff icult differential diagnosis between small 
cell carcinoma and other ovarían tumors. 

464. PRIMARY AOENOCARCINOMA OFTHE FALLOPIAN 
TUBE 

l. Macedo-Pinto, T. Amaro, M. Días, and C. Lopes. Institu
to Portugues de Oncología, Porto, Portugal 

Between 1974 and 1991, 10 cases of primary carcinoma 
of the fallopian tu be were treated at the Instituto Portugues de 
Oncología, Porto. The clinical/pathological findings are de
scribed. The mean age was 64.4 years. The most common 
presenting symptoms were abnormal uterine bleeding and 
abdominal pain. A pelvic mass was also a common physical 
finding. The preoperative diagnosis wasn't done in any case. 
The neoplasia was misdiagnosed asan ovarían tumor, most 
often. According to the FIGO staging sistem, four cases were 
Stage la, one case Stage lb, one case Stage lla and tour 
cases Stage 111. The light micmscopic apearance was very 
similar to that of ovarían papillary serous adenocarcinoma, 
Grade 1 - 2 cases, Grade 11 - 5 cases and Grade 111 - 3 cases. 
The initial treatment consisted of total abdominal histerectomy 
and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy with postoperative ra
diotherapy in nine cases, combined with chemotherapy in 
one case. Concerning the follow-up three patients with Stage 
111 died of disease 1 O months to 36 months afterthe diagnosis 
and one is still alive 5 months alter the diagnosis. The patient 
with Stage l la was alive and disease free 28 months after the 
diagnosis and los! to follow-up afterwards. All the patients 
with the Stage 1 (a,b) are alive and free of disease 6 months 
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to 1 O years of follow-up. In our series survival at 5 years was 
80% for Stage 1 and 0% for Stage 111, being the prognosis 
closely linked to the clinical stage. 

Primary fallopian tube carcinoma is clinically frequently 
misdiagnosed as an ovarian tumor. Histologically has a 
similar appearence to the serous carcinoma of the ovary. 
However and according to previous studies it seems to ha ve 
a much better prognosis. 

465. PRIMARY ADENOCARCINOMA (CLOACOGENIC?} 
OF THE VULVA - A UNIQUE NEOPLASM 

Bhagirath Majmudar, M.O. and Jan C. Kennedy, M.O. 
Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, GA, USA 

Primary adenocarcinoma of the vulva, arising in continuity 
with the epidermis and unrelated to the underlying mucus 
glands, is a distinctly uncommon neoplasm. The origin of 
such an un usual tumor is attributed to cloacogenic remnants. 
We describe two patients with this rare lesion. No other 
primary tumor was found in either of the two patients in spite 
of a thorough investigation. One patient was treated by 
radical vulvectomy and is free of disease ten years 
postoperatively. The second patient was treated by wide 
excision and is free of disease four years postoperatively. 
Clinical and pathologic findings of these two patients will be 
discussed. 

Our experience indicates the need to recognize this tumor 
as a primary and nota metastatic neoplasm of the vulva. We 
also noticed that in both these cases despite its histologic 
malignancy and ulceration, the tumor was superficial in its 
extent and without any tendency for deeper invasion. 11 can 
therefore be treated effectively by wide excision, thus elimi
nating the need for radical vulvectomy. 

466. ENDOMETRIAL HISTOPATHOLOGY ITS CLINICAL 
INTEREST IN THE IUD TOLERANCE. (AN INTERNA
TIONAL CLASSIFICATION IS PROPOSED FROM THE 
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF ENDOMETRIAL FRAG
MENTS JOINED TO THE IUD WHEN TAKEN OUT) 

Marty R.' and Levrier M.'*. (*) Université de Bordeaux 1, 
U.F.R. de Biologie, Centre d'Histo-Cy1o-Pathologie Foch, 
Rue d'Aviau, ( .. } Collége de Gynécologie de Bordeaux at du 
Sud-Ouest, C.H.U. SI. André. Bordeaux, France 

This study gives the first results obtained on more !han 
5823 IUDs which have been examined from three points of 
view; clinical, bacteriological , and histo-cyto-pathological 
ones. 

The authors have observed that the IUD bacteriological 
analysis gives of course a precise situation of the different 
micro-organisms which are present but they have also come 
to the conclusion that the precise histo-pathological study of 
endometrial micro-fragments joined to IUD is the best way to 
measure, in space and time, the endometrial tissue response 
to the intra-uterine environment. 

The histopathological study (today more !han 20000 IUDs) 
of the different micro-fragments joined to the IUD has led the 
authors to propase a IUD international histological classifi
cation which can be used in usual medical gynecology in 

order to measure endometrial tolerance so that hypofertilyty 
or post IUD sterility can be reduced. 

Four types are to be distinguished: 

1) Type l IUD and type 11 IUD - The histological tolerance 
is excellent; the inflammatory reaction is quite inferior to 
physiological limit; endometrial metaplasic reactions are 
rather frequent (type 11) . 

2) Type 111 IUD - The inflammatory reaction is above 
physiological limit; clinical signs are generally missing, so 
this method is very importan!. 

3) Type IV - The histological tolerance is very bad; the 
inflammatory state above physiological limit; microcenters of 
histological endometrites may be detected on fragments 
located near the IUD, clinical signs are present. 

467. TUMOR CELL EXPRESSION OF COAGULATION 
FACTORS ANO PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATORS IN SITU 
IN CARCINOMA OF THE OVARY 

VincentA. Memoli , Leo R. Zacharski, Deborah L. Ornstein, 
WalterKisiel and Sandra M. Rousseau. Darmouth-Hitchcock 
Medical Center, Lebanon, NH. USA 

Considerable evidence from experimental tumor systems 
has implicated either procoagulant or plasminogen activator
initiated pathways in the growth and metastasis of specific 
tumortypes(Sem. Thrombos. Hemostas. 18:104, 1992). We 
have shown that it is possible to classify human tumor types 
in terms of their expression of either of these pathways 
(Blood Coag Fibrinolys 1 :71, 1990; Fibrinolysis6 (Suppl): 39, 
1992). Distinction between these pathways is importan! 
because of the potential for designing treatment protocols of 
drugs that block these growth regulatory pathways that are 
relevan! to individual tumor types. These studies were exten
ded using immunohistochemical techniques with 
monospecific antibodies to AMEX-fixed resected primary 
tumor specimens from six cases of cystic epithelial carci
noma of the ovary. Coagulation proteins, including tissue 
factor and factors V, VII, and X, were detected focally on only 
occasional tumorcells. While abundan! fibrinogen was present 
diffusely throughout the tumor connective tissue, fibrin was 
either absent or present in rare foci (antibodies obtained from 
B. Kudryk). By contras!, tumor cells stained diffusely for 
urokinase-type plasminogen activator and plasminogen ac
tivator inhibitor-1 (antibody obtained from American Diag
nostica, Greenwich, CT) and in a patchy distribution for 
tissue-type plasminogen activator (antibody obtained from 
D. Stump). Pilo! studies reported by others have indicated 
that protease inhibitors may be beneficia! for treatment of 
ovarian carcinoma. Taken together, these results suggest 
that ovarian carcinoma is characterized by the existence of 
tumor cell urokinase (but not a procoagulant pathway) and 
that this urokinase may mediate progression of this tumor 
type. 

468. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY OF VAGINAL MELANOMA 

M. Milesi, L.Trespidi, A. Mariani, l. Miglioli , S.G. Carinelli, 
G. Benzi, A. Uderzo. lstituti Clinici di Perfezionamento, Milan, 
ltaly 
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Three melanocytic growth patterns are commonly seen in 
cases o! vaginal melanoma: 1) vertical growth, 2) in situ 
melanoma, and 3) melanosis. The last two lesions cannot be 
easily separated on H&E stained sections. 

We studied 7 p rimary vaginal melanomas. All the patients 
were Caucasian, w ith an age range o! 45 to 78 years (mean 
: 64 years). The longest su rvival was 4 years: death occurred 
within 24 months in the other cases. Two patients had 
excisional biopsy only . The other five underwent wide surgical 
procedures. The operatory specimens including the vagina, 
vulva (4) and/or the cervix (4) were fixed in tolo and serially 
blocked. The blocks were recut. In addition to conventional 
stains an immunohistochemical procedure using bridged 
alkaline phosphatase and peroxidase antiperoxidase was 
performed. In each case the tumor and the genital mucosa 
were examined for the presence o! vimentin {VIM), S-100 
p rotein (S-100) and HMG-45. Cell proliferation rate was 
evaluated on PC10 stained slides. Both invasive and in situ 
melanoma were positive for a ll these markers in each case. 
Within areas o! melanosis, as diagnosed on H&E slides, 
positive staining for S-100 and HMG-45, allowed us to 
identily scattered large melanocytes with large nuclei. Al
though such intraepithelial positivity can be expressed by 
stimulated, non neoplastic melanocytes, we believe that in 
cases o! melanoma it marks the discrete periphery o! the 
intraepithelial spreading. PC-1 O activity was strong and 
irregular in areas o! melanoma and regular in areas o! 
melanosis, but was not specific. 

In either cases of flat pigmentation and obvious melanoma 
o! genital mucosa immunohistochemistry should be per
formed in order to 1) confirm malignan! melanoma and 2) 
separate melanoma in situ from melanosis. 

469. INCIDENCE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF HUMAN 
PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) IN VARIOUS PATHOLOGICAL 
CONDITIONS OF THE UTERINE CERVIX 

V. Molina, R. Viñas, D. Ribas, P. Grases. Laboratory o! 
Pathological Anatomy, lnstitute University Dexeus, Barcelo
na, Spain 

Between July 87 and August 91 we have studied 276 
patients with difieren! pathological conditions o! the uterine 
cervix, investigating the presence and type of HPV. We have 
found 40 positives and 60 negatives in the different groups. 
The different types of HPV were represented as following: 6/ 
11: 11 patients (4%); 6/11 (16/18): 1 patient (0,3%); 6/ 11 (31-
33-35) (0,3%) 16/ 18: 49 patients (19,9%); 16/18 (31-33-35): 
14 patients (5, 1 %); 31 -33-35: 17 patients (9,9%). 

We have preved the broad variety o! morphological pat
terns that affect as much the exocervix as the endocervix 
standing out the 16/18; 31-33-35 and 16/18 (31 -33-35) wich 
are showed in dysplasic-lesions o! severe and moderate 
grade. 

In only one case o! 16/18 type we ha ve lound microinvasive 
carcinoma. The morphological evaluation o! each HPV type 
let us remark the severe dysplasia frecuency in either the 
only aspecto! related with other grades of dysplasias in types 
16/18; 31-33-35; 16/18 (31-33-35). 
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470. CHARACTERIZATION OF NUCLEAR DNA CON
TENT FROM 35 HUMAN OVARIAN SEROUS BORDER
LINE TUMORS 

J.C. Noe1·, R. Kiss·, P. Gasperin·. P. Simon*, J.L. Pasteels*, 
A. Verhesr, and E. Philippe ... Faculty of Medicine('), Free 
University o! Brussels, Belgium ; and Dept o! Pathology ( .. ), 
lnstitut de Pathologie, Centre Hospita lier Universitaire, 
Strasbourg, France 

Ovarian serous borderline tumors represen! a subgroup o! 
ovarian surface epithelial tumors which are usually associ
ated with a good prognosis. These neoplasms histologically 
present : 1) epithelial proliferation which is more marked than 
in benign serous cystadenomas, 2) high mitotic activity, 
3) nuclear atypia, 4) absence of stromal invasion. The 
p resent study deals with the determination o! the DNA index 
(DI) and the DNA histogram profi le typing (DHT), both indices 
being assesed in the poorly differentiated part o! the tumor. 
This was carried out by means of a Samba 2005 cell image 
processor, on 200 Feulgen-stained-nuclei, from formalin
fixed-paraffin-embedded specimens. The mean DI ± standard
deviation (Sdev) was 1.16 ± 0.28, the median DI was 1.1 O, 
and the modal value was 1.06. The DNA histogram typing 
confirmed the euploid pattern o! 30/35 tumors, with 18 d iploid 
and 12 hyperdiploid tumors. Aneuploidy was documented in 
the 5 remaining cases, 4 o! them exhibiting a triploid DHT, 
and one tumor a polymorphic DHT. The currentstudy therefore 
suggests that ovarian serous borderline tumors might rep
resen! a heterogeneous group, and that nuclear DNA content 
characterization should offer a helpful complement to 
histopathological diagnosis. Accordingly, such nuclear DNA 
content determination might significantly assist the monitoring 
o! treatment and the clinical follow-up. 

471. UTERINE PAPILLARY SEROUS CARCINOMA: A 
CLINICOPATHOLOGIC STUDY OF 10 CASES 

E. Oliva, M. Vaquero, E. Lerma, J. Pral. Department of 
Pathology. Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Autono
mous University o! Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Uterine papillary serous carcinoma (UPSC) is a highly 
aggresive neoplasm characterized by papillary architecture 
similar to that o! ovarian papillary serous carcinoma, high 
nuclear grade, early myometrial and lymphatic invasion, 
peritoneal spread and poor survival. 

In an attempt to identify prognostic factors in 1 O 
postmenopausal women (mean age 71 yrs) with UPSC, 
morphologic features (solid areas, mitotic index and lym
phatic invasion), stage (F.l.G.O), immunohistochemical stains 
(CEA, vimentin, low and high molecular weight keratins, 
estrogen receptor associated protein -ERP-, progesterone 
receptors -PR-) and nuclear DNA content, were correlated 
with survival. 

All patients had surgery. Four had adjuvant radiotherapy, 
five received chemotherapy and one medroxiprogesterone. 
Three patients were Stage 1, 3 Stage 11 , 3 Stage 111 and 1 
Stage IV. Follow-up ranged from 6 to 60 (mean 20) months. 
Peritoneal spread developed in 6 patients nene of whom 
achieved complete remision. Four died o! disease within 3 
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years and 2 are alive with widespread metastases 6 and 12 
months postoperatively. The other 4 patients are alive and 
well (A&W). Of the 7 patients with lymphatic invasion, only 2 
are A&W at 2 and 5 years (Stages llA and IC, respectively). 
The other two patients who are A&W had Stages IA (super
ficial involvement of an endometrial polyp), and 18 (polypoid 
tumor) tumors and absence of lymphatic invasion. Three 
patients had dyploid-ONA tumors and two are A&W. The 
other 7 had aneuploid tumors. 

Pathologic stage, and evidence of peritoneal spread and 
lymphatic invasion were the significant prognostic factors. 
No correlation was found between survival and positivity for 
neither ERP nor PR. Cytometric DNA index correlated with 
stage and survival. 

472. GLASSY CELL CARCINOMA OF THE UTERINE 
CERVIX. CASE REPORT 

Emek ózen•, Kutsal Yiiruküglu' , Oktay Erten .. , Türkan 
Küi;:ücali ... , Bilge ózgoren••, Oya Gore•, Meral Koyuncuoglu. 
Dokuz Eylül University, School of Medicine, Oepartments of 
Pathology' and Obstetrics and Gynecology .. and Hacettepe 
University, School of Medicine, Department of Pathology* ... 
lzmir. Turkey 

Gassy cell carcinoma (GCC) of the cervix is a distinct 
histologic subtype of mixed adenosquamous carcinoma with 
unique clinical significance. 11 comprises 1.2-1 .6% of all 
invasive carcinomas, 2.3% of invasive adenocarcinomas 
and 11 % of both adenocarcinomas and adenosquamous 
carcinomas. For the diagnosis of GCC, the proportion of 
tumor showing glassy cell fea tu res should be more than one 
third of the tumor. Glassy cell features are moderate amount 
of ground glass cytoplasm, fairly distinct periodic acid-Schiff
positive cell membranes and large nuclei with prominent 
nucleoli. The ultrastructural features are !hose of a poorly 
differentiated carcinoma with both squamous and glandular 
differentiation. There are no immunohistochemical markers 
to be of diagnostic use. Despiste the earlier reported aggres
sive biological behaviour, survival of the patients improved 
with combined radical surgery and radiotherapy. The age of 
the reported cases range between 21and72. Here, we report 
a cas of GCC of the uterine cervix in a 17-year-old virgin 
woman, the youngest case in the literature in our knowledge, 
with histochemical and ultrastructural studies. 

473. EPIOEMIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF CERVICAL 
INTRAEPITHELIAL NEOPLASIA (CIN). STUOY IN 23,473 
WOMEN 

Salvador Villa lba I*, Martorell Cebollada MA', García 
Guardiet E .. , Navarro Vilanova r , Alemany Monraval P*, 
Llombart Bosch A•••, • Servicio Anatomía Patologica, Hos
pital General, Valencia. •• C.P.F. Manises, Valencia. 
••• Departamento de Patología, Facultad de Medicina, Va
lencia, Spain 

We have studied 11 epidemiological factors in 23,473 
women who attended to Family Planning Centers in the 
province of Valencia. 1.115 women (4.7 %) showed GIN 
lesions (pathologic group). 

The results were compared with a group of 200 women 
randomly choosen, without any GIN lesion (control group). 

The cervicovaginal infection showed the most significan! 
relation associated with GIN between both populations (Chi
square = 142; p< 0.0001). 

Among the pathologic population 64 % of women showed 
sorne kind of cervicovaginal infection, striking a 20.8 % of 
viral infections by HPV (human papillomavirus), while among 
the control group we found only 18.5 % women with infections, 
being 10.5 % non-specific and in any case viral infection. 

The women with viral infection were characterized by: 
younger mean age (27.5 years), less number of pregnancies 
(0-1 ), earlier onset of sexual relations (befare 20 years). 

474. SIGNIFICANCE ANO OISCRIMINANT ANAL YSIS OF 
HISTOMORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN EM
BRYONAL ABORTIONS WITH ANO WITHOUT CHRO
MOSOMAL ABERRATIONS 

A. Seeger-Held'. M. Vogel'. C. Minguillon', B. Eiben2
• l. 

Hansmann3. ; 'Abt. für Paidopathologie, Universitatsklinikum 
Rudolf Virchow, Freie Universitat Berlín; 2 lnstitutfürKlinische 
Genetik, Evangelisches Krankenhaus, Oberhausen; 31nstitut 
für Human genetik, Univ. Gottingen, Germany 

The diagnostic significance of histological changes indi
cating a possible chromosomal aberration in chorionic villi of 
embryonal abortions has been controversally discussed. 

Therefore weexamined histologically in retrospectchorionic 
biopsies of 479 cytogenetically diagnosed abortions between 
the 6th and 14'h clinical week of gestation. 209 cases (44%) 
showed a normal karyotype and 270 cases (56%) pathological 
karyotypes. 17 cases of histologically diagnosed hydatid 
mole which were cytogenetically normal were included into 
the pathological group. The microscopic evaluation of the 
tissue slides was based on frequency analysis of a list of 
qualitatively and semiquantitatively recorded criteria . The 
value ascertained foreach histological traitand the cytogenetic 
flndings of normal and pathological karyotypes were tabu
lated separately and their respective percentage calculated. 
The stastitical significance of the found differences was 
examined by the Yates corrected chi2-test. As desirable level 
of significance p<0.05 (5%) waschosen. Discriminan! analysis 
was applied to determine that combination of histological 
characteristics which predicts best the group (normal/ 
pathological karyotype) to which an abortion belongs. Signifi
can! differences in frequency were found for the following 
parameters: 

1. Hypoplasia of allantois vessels in the chorionic plate 
2. Lack or hypoplasia of stem villi 
3. Irregular pattern of ramification of peripheral villi result

ing in difieren! sized villous diameters and variegated stromal 
pattern 

4. Irregular single and double layered chorionic epithe
lium, endovillous trophoblastic derivatives and hyperplasia 
of syncytio- as well as cytotrophoblast. 

Optima! combination of characteristics as determined by 
discriminan! analysis lead to classification of alltogether 7 4% 
of normal as well as pathological cases into the corree! group. 
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475. LOCALL V ADVANCED CANCER OF THE UTERINE 
CERVIX IN 442 CONSECUTIVE PATIENTS. INFLUENCE 
OF GRADE ANO HISTOPATHOLOGV ON PROGNOSIS 

D. Pedersen, H. S0gaard, J. Overgaard, S.M. Bentzen. 
Department of Oncology, lnstitute of Pathology and Danish 
Cancer Society, Department of Experimental Clinical 
Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark 

Four hundred and forty-two patients with uterine cervical 
cancer, FIGO stage llB (139 pis), lllA (10 pis) , lllB (221 pis) 
and IVA (72 pis) were evaluated retrospectively. All patients 
were planned to be treated by a combination of brachytherapy 
and externa! radiotherapy. Endocervical origin was found in 
10%, exocervical in 67% of the patients, and was not specified 
in 22%. Five years actuaria! crude survival rate was 52% 
(llB), 30% (lllA), 33% (lllB) and 13% (IVA) , overall 35%. 

Histopathology was revaluated in all patients, and grading 
performed according to WHO. Squamous tumours constituted 
62%, large cell keratinizing 19%, large cell non keratinizing 
8%, small cell 4%, adenocarcinomas 5% and adenosquamous 
tumours 3%. There was no difference in distribution of the 
various histopathological types as a function of stage. Grade 
1, 2, 3 and 4 were seen in respectively 16%, 55%, 24% and 
4% of the patients. There was a tendency of low grade 
tumours to be located in low stage disease. 

There was a significan! difference in the 5 years actuaria! 
survival rate between grade 1 + 2 (57%) and 3 + 4 (30%) 
tumours in stage llB, and also between patients with stage llB 
squamous tumours grade 1, 2 and 3 (62%, 58%, 15%). 
Patients with stage 111 B adenocarcinomas or adenosquamous 
tumours had a bad prognosis compared with other 
histopathological types (11 % versus 35%). 

We conclude that grade of malignancy in low stage disease 
and histopatology (adenocarcinoma or adenosquamous 
cancer) are importan! for prognosis. 

476. THE AUTOCRINE ROLE OF THE EGF SUPERGENE 
FAMILV IN OVARIAN CARCINOMA 

Kurt Stromberg, Alfred W. Gordon, Bhanu Kannan, and 
Gibbes R. Johnson DCB, CBER, FDA, Bethesda, MD 20892, 
USA 

The potential involvement of Epidermal Growth Factor 
(EGF), Transforming Growth Factor-alpha (TGF-alpha), 
Amphiregulin (AR), Epidermal Growth Factor-Receptor(EGF
R) , and c-erbB-2 in the initiation and progression of human 
ovarían epithelial cancer was investigated by comparison of 
the mRNA and protein leve! of these genes in carcinoma cell 
lines and normal ovarian surface epithelial (OSE) cells. All 17 
ovarian carcinoma cell lines which were examined expressed 
EGF-R (Kd= 0.21 to 5.3 nM) and 16 cell lines, in addition, 
concomitantly secreted TGF-alpha (16 to 197 pg/ml). The 
growth of 8 carcinoma lines was stimulated in a dose
dependent mannerwhen grown in the presence of exogenous 
TGF-alpha (30 to 88%). Growth in 4 of 5 of the cell lines 
capable of serum-free propagation was inhibited (28 to 56%) 
when cultured in medium containing a TGF-alpha neutraliz
ing monoclonal antibody. Comparative mRNA phenotyping 
of these ligands and receptors in three carcinoma cell lines 
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indicated nearly equivalen! mRNA expression in respect to 
EGF-R (0.5 to 1 pg), EGF and AR (0.03 to 0.07 pg), but great 
variation in TGF-alpha (0.04 to 0.6 pg) and c-erbB-2 (0.015 
to 12 pg) mRNA levels. In contras!, the TGF-alpha and c
erbB-2 mRNA level was comparable to EGF, AR, and EGF
R in OSE cells. Consequently, these in vitro data collectively 
support mechanisms of autocrine growth control in human 
ovarían epithelial cancer. 

4n. RELIABILITV OF ASPIRATION BIOPSV (AB) FOR 
GRADING ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMA (EC). 

M. Vaquero, E. Oliva, J. Pral. Department of Pathology, 
Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Autonomous University 
of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

ABs from 92 patients with EC who subsequently under
went hysterectomies were analized microscopically and his
tologic grades were compared in both specimens. Adequate 
ABs contained fragments of endometrium large enough for 
evaluation of architectural and cytological featu res. Structu
ral features included epithelial growth pattern (complex, 
papillary, cribriform and solid), presence of desmoplastic 
stroma and necrosis. Cytological abnormalities, included 
nuclear size and shape, mitosis, prominent nucleoli, and 
chromatin clearing. Eight (8.7%) ABs were inadequate. Two 
(2.1 %) grade 1 ECs were diagnosed as atypical hyperplasia 
in the ABs. Grade to grade correlation in ABs and hysterec
tomy specimens (HS) for the other cases was as follows: 

No.Cases82 12 15 28 5 21 

Grade/AB 2 2 2 3 

Grade/HS 2 2 3 3 

Correlation 44.4% 82.3% 100% 

Correlation was obtained in 61 (74.3%) cases. In ABs, all 
grade 1 EC showed either complex or papillary growth 
patterns, whereas the predominan! architecture in grade 3 
EC was sol id and/or cribriform (except for 7 cases of papillary 
serous carcinoma). 

Nuclear atypia in ABs increased with histologic grade and 
correlated best with that encountered in the HS. No correlation 
was found between histologic grade in HS and necrosis, 
mitosis, and presence of desmoplastic stroma in ABs. The 
last feature, found in 86% of ABs, did not necessarily implied 
myometrial invasion. The efficiency of AB for grading was 
0.9, and it increased with the histologic grade. 

478. HVPERTROPHIC UTERUS: MORPHOMETRIC 
ANAL VSIS ON MVOMETRIAL TISSUE ANO HORMONAL 
RECEPTORS DETERMINATIONS. 

Vila Torres J.; Callejo Olmos J.; Medina Zurinaga M.; Cusí 
Sánchez J. Pathology Department. Hosp. S. Joan de Deu, 

In US, more than 6.5 mi Ilion women were hysterectomized, 
during 1971-1980. Among the indications for hysterectomy, 
profuse intractable bleeding without endometrial or myometrial 

Carretera Esplugas s/n 08034 Barcelona. Spain J 
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pathology -hypertrophic uterus- stands out. The present 
study evaluates the pathology of uterine hypertrophy and its 
hormonal dependency. Twenty seven women in reproduc
tive years, with disfunctional bleeding and without pathologi
cal changes, were studied. Cesarean section and 
postmenopausal specimens, were also studied for compari
son. The weight of the uterus and the thickness of the fundus 
wall, were recorded and two fresh samples of myometrium 
were taken, formorphological, morphometricand biocheminal 
analysis. A planimetric computarized equipment (Videoplan 
IBAS 1, Kontron), with a video camera (Hitachi) andan optical 
microscop (Leitz), was used for morphometric analysis. The 
nuclear density as well the individual nuclear area, were 
determined and evaluated for statistical analysis. Biochemical 
determinations of estrogen and progesterone receptors in 
peripheral blood, were also assesed (BIORAD). A strong 
correlation among uterine weight, myometrial thickness, 
hypertrophy of myocytes, and the progesterone level, was 
found. lt is concluded that the thickness of the myometrial 
wall , is an hormonal dependen! parameter, which strongly 
correlates with the degree of hypertrophy of myocites. 

479. FROZEN SECTIONS FOR INTRAOPERATIVE 
EVALUATION OF THE DEPTH OF MYOMETRIAL INVA
SION IN PATIENTS WITH ENDOMETRIAL CARCINOMA 

S. Weill* , M. Lurie·, J. Atad, J. Bornstein, Y. Ben David and 
H. Abramovici. Departments of Pathology• and Gynecology, 
Carmel Hospital, Haifa, Israel 

The treatment of endometrial carcinoma Stage 1 takes into 

consideration different pathological findings established on 

the examination of the surgical specimen; especially the 

depth of myometrial invasion and the presence of lymph 
node metastases. In Stage 1 Grade 1 tumors lymph node 
dissection is not currently performed as the incidence of 

extrauterine spread is low. But it is well known that the grade 

determined on the curretings may be underestimated and 
that even Grade 1 adenocarcinomas present sometimes 
with a deep myometrial invasion (over hall of the myometrial 

thickness). The performance of frozen sections (f.s.) exami

nation on the hysterectomy specimen makes it possible to 
decide, during the operation, to proceed with a pelvic and 

paraaortic lymph node sampling in patients having a deep 
penetrating tumor. Furthermore, the histologic information 

about the pelvic and paraaortic lymph nodes will permit a 
better determination of the postoperative irradiation fields. 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the accuracy of this 

method and to analyze the causes of errors in the evaluation 
of the myometrial invasion by f.s. Of the 46 patients in whom 
an intraoperative evaluation of the myometrial invasion was 
performed, in 35 cases (76%) the f.s. and final evaluations 

were identical, in 8 cases ( 17 .3%) the correlation between the 
f.s. and final evaluation was partial. In these cases the 
surgical decision was in accordance with the treatment 
program. Only in 3 cases (6.5%) was the correlation between 

the f.s. and the final evaluation of the myometrial invasion 
unsatisfactory. We think that intraoperative evaluation of the 
myometrial invasion by f.s. is reliable and can be a helpful tool 
for better surgical decisions. 

480. SEROUS PAPILLARY CARCINOMA OF THE PERl
TONEUM. REPORT OF TEN CASES 

H. Yamabe, Y. Nakashima, N. Ara, J. Zhou, K. lchijima, Y. 
Kobashi , K. Takasu and Y.-C. Kim. Kyoto University Hospi
tal, Kyoto, Tenri Hospital, Nara, and Kyoto City Hospital, 
Kyoto, Japan 

Serous papillary carcinoma of the peritoneum is a primary 
peritoneal neoplasia in women with histologic features of the 
ovarian serous papillary carcinoma with no or minimal ovar
ían involvement. lt is considered to be derived from the pelvic 
mesothelium with mullerian potentiality. We report herein 
clinicopathologic features of ten Japanese cases of this rare 
neoplasia. 

Patient's ages at presentation were 40 to 7 4 years (median 
56.5 years). Most common clinicopathologic findings include 
(1) abdominal distension and serous ascites with positive 
cytology as chief complaint, (2) high serum CA 125 (ranging 
from 96 to 26,000 U/mi, median 3,070 U/mi) and low serum 
CEA, CA 19-9 and AFP levels, (3) no primary lesion other 
!han peritoneum detected with X-ray, upper GI series, barium 
enema, ultrasonography, computed tomography or mag
netic resonance imaging, (4) peritoneal dissemination of 
carcinoma with involvement of omentum and pelvic perito
neum but no tumor in the ovary at laparotomy, (5) histology 
of ovarian serous papillary carcinoma of varying grades with 
epithelial mucin and psammoma bodies, and (6) 
immunohistochemical demonstration of keratin, CA 125 and 
S-100. Patients were treated with cisplatin-containing com
bination chemotherapy with hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo
oophorectomy and/or omentectomy. Follow-up study (2 to 
53 months, mediam 14. 5 months) revealed that six of 
the ten patients died of the disease 2 to 27 months alter 
opertation (median 14.5 months). 

lt is concluded that serous papil lary carcinoma of the 
peritoneum is a distinct clinicopathologic entity with 
unfavorable prognosis. 

481. PRIMARY OVARIAN PREGNANCY: A CASE REPORT 

T. Yilmaz, MD; O. Yücel, MD; A. Zuhal Yumbul, MD; F. 
Horasan, MD; M. Sait Kalgail, MD. University of Firat, Faculty 
of Medicine, Elazig, Turkey 

A primary ovarían pregnancy was diagnosed in a patient 
with intrauterine device. Primary ovarían pregnancy that is 
very rarely seen form of ectopic pregnancy, was reviewed 
according to etiology, pathogenesis and improvements in 
diagnosis and therapy. In this article, our case was multipa
rous and used intrauterine device for 5 years. Ovarian 
pregnancy was diagnosed before operation. This diagnosis 
was histologically confirmed by Spielberg's principies. She 
was treated by oopherectomy. 
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482. IDENTIFICA TION OFHISTOPATHOLOGICALFACTORS 
PREDICTING EFFECTIVENESSOF PREOPERA TIVERADIO
CHEMOTHERAPY IN SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMAS OF 
THE ORAL CAVITY 

O.M. Braun M.O., G. Losch M.O., City hospital Horn, 
Austria; B. Neumeister, M .T. , A. Siebenhandl M.O., W . 
Dobrowsky M.O., N. Gritzmann M.O., University of Vienna, 
Austria 

In the management of squamous cell carcinoma of the oral 
cavity, combined radio-chemotherapy (RC) and surgery is a 

very effective treatment. Partial or even complete regression 

of the tumor can be achieved by preoperative RC. The effect 

of adjuvant preoperative RC can be evaluated histologically 

and was estimated in tour regression grades. The authors 

conducted a detailed histopathological examination of 
preoperative biopsies, compared !he results with those from 
the postchemotherapeutical resection-specimens and in
vestigated, wether a detailed histologic examination evaluat
ing multiple parameters of preoperative biopsies could pro

vide an index for determining the success of !he preoperative 

RC. 75 Biopsy specimens were evaluated for degree of 

keratinization, nuclearpleomorphism, mitotic rate, inflamma

tory response, vascular invasion, stromal host desmoplasia, 

tumor giant cells, exulceration of tumor, and pattern of 

invasion. Our conclusion is, that the pattern of invásion and 

the mitotic rateare the two histological parameters correlated 

with the regression grades of pretreated and resected car

cinomas of the oral cavity. Carcinomas invading host tissue 

in small aggregates or single cells show poor response to 

preoperative RC (p<0.001). Tumors with more !han 10 

mitoses/hpf showed good response to preoperative RC. All 

other parameters such as tumor growth, age and sex of 

patients, tumor size, and lymph node metastases showed no 
correlation with the regression grade of the tumor. 

483. INVERTED PAPILLOMA OF THE NASAL CAVITY 

A. Candia, C . Villanueva, C. González, L. Fogué. Hospital 
u Ramón y Cajal " of Madrid, Spain 

lnverted papiloma of the nasal cavity and the paranasal 
sinuses is an uncommon tumor (0.5-4 % of all primary nasal 

tumors) , of unknown etiology, which tends to occur and which 

has been associated with squamous carcinoma in 1-13 % of 

cases. We checked a list of 22 patients with inverted papilloma, 

of a ges between 24 and 79 years, and we found a reoccu rrence 

in tour cases (18 %) and possible transformation to squamous 

carcinoma in one case. A systematic study with 16 histologi
cal parameters is presented, in order to point out those 
morphological characteristics which may predict the evolu
tion of the lesion. 

Although no isolate histological criteria determines the 
clinical behaviour of the inverted papilloma, in the present 

work we suggest that sorne of them may predict the develop
ment of multiple reoccurrences or malignancy. 
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484. BASALOID SQUAMOUS CELLCARCINOMA (BSCC) 
OF FLOOR OF MOUTH: UL TRASTRUCTURAL ANO 
ONCOGENE ANAL YSIS 

Catalano E, Coppola D, Huston G., Pathology Depart
ment, Cooper Hospital/UMC, Camden, NJ, USA 

BSCC of !loor of mouth, a newly recognized variant of 
SCC, has a very aggressive behavior. We studied oncogene 
expression and e lectron microscopic features of 8 cases of 
BSCC arising in !he !loor of the mouth. Ultrastructurally, the 
basaloid cells were polygonal with irregular nuclear mem
branes and medium sized nucleoli. There were cytoplasmic 
junctional complexes and !he intercellular stroma consisted 
of basement membrane-like material. The squamous cell 
componen! displayed desmosomes and tonofilaments. There 
was no evidence of neurosecretory granules, secretory 
granules, or myofilaments within the cytoplasm. 

VHRas, TGF, and cFos oncogene expression was 
immunohistochemically evaluated in the BSCC and in com
parable groups of well to poorly differentiated SCC. cFos 
expression ranged from 2+ to 4+ in well to moderately 
differentiated SCC. In the BSCC only the squamous com
ponen! had 1+ cFos expression; the basaloid componen! 
was negative. TGF was strongly expressed in well differen
tiated SCC and the staining intensity correlated inversely 
with the tumor grade. In the BSCC the TGF expression was 
comparable to that of poorly differentiated SCC. No substantial 
differences were detected in VHRas expression when 
comparing SCC of all grades and BSCC. Our study indica tes 
that BSCC is a distinct variant of SCC characterized by a 
poorly ditferentiated cell population , as suggested by 
oncogene expression results. There was no ultrastructural 
evidence of neuroendocrine differentiation. 

485. IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL PROFILE OF TEN CA
SES OF MALIGNANT MYOEPITHELIOMA OF SALIVARY 
GLANDS 

S. Di Pa lma and M. Guzzo, lstituto Nazionale Tumori, 
Milano, ltaly 

Malignan! myoepithelioma is a recently identified entity 
among salivary gland (SG) tumors in which myoepithelia l 
cells show a multidirectional ditferentiation with expression of 
keratins , vimentin, GFAP, actin, myosin , and S-100 protein. 
Detailed descriptions of the immunocytochemical profile of 
malignan! myoepitheliomas are lacking. We studied ten 
cases of primary and recurren! malignan! myoepithelioma in 
order to identify: the type of intermediate filaments and 
structural proteins expressed, the possible relationship be
tween phenotype and histological degree of d itferentiation, 
and whether primary and recurren! tumors show similar or 
difieren! immunoreactivities. lmmunostaining for HMW 
keratins was detected in all cases except one. Anti-actin 
immunoreactivity was present in five out of ten cases while 
GFAP antibody decorated single cells in tour cases. Vimentin 
and S-100 protein were detected in all cases although with a 
variable intensity. This study also showed a high content of 
HMW keratins in well differentiated tumors, a progressive 
decrease of this immunoreactivity in poorly differentiated 
tumors, and disappearance in one case showing marked 



cytological atypia anda high mitotic count. In recurren! and 
metastatic tumors the range of the immunocytochemical 
reactivity of these proteins was similar to that of the primary, 
thus suggesting the possible identification of malignan! 
myoepitheliomas even alter multiple recurrences. As result 
of this study it appears that malignan! myoepitheliomas are 
not as rare as has been suggested. 

486. PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF MALIGNANCY INDEX OF 
GLANZ ANO LYMPH NODE STATUS IN STAGE 111 
ENDOLARINGEAL CARCINOMAS 

C. Ereño, J. Elizalde, J.I. López, J. Bilbao & J .-D. Toledo. 
Hospital Civil de Bilbao and Departments of Pathology and 
Biostatistis of the University of the Basque Country, UPV -
EHU, Spain 

We have studied retrospectively 481 cases of carcinoma 
of larynx with total larynguectomy within a period of 17 years 
(1974-1990), considering the predictive value of UICC Stag
ing, specially the lymph node status, the histological Grading 
and the malignancy lndex of Glanz. 

Stage 111 represents more than a hall of the total cases 
(245/481 , 50,9%) and is therefore a good object for a more 
accurate investigation, comparing also the disease-free and 
the overall survival, determined by the methods of Kaplan
Maier and Logrank. 

The overall survival expectancy of 175 evaluated cases at 
5 years was 67, 7%. Among them, 87 cases pNO hada 5-year 
survival of 77,7%, and 55 cases of pN1 , of 57.7% (Logrank 
p<0,01 ). lf we take pT3 pNO versus pN1 , the Logrank 
significancy is p<0,001 . 

We did not find differences of significan! value for survival 
assessment with the common histological grades. We tried 
two possibilities of grouping the Glanz lndex. With groups of 
G.I. ?.7 and ?.8, the differences in 5 year survival are Logrank 
p<0,02. lf we take G.I. S6 and ?.7 in 5 year disease-free 
survival , we gel a Logrank p<0,05. 

These results confirm that both lymph node status and 
Malignancy lndex of Glanz have a predictive value in the 
disease free and overall survival rates. 

487. GRANULAR CELL TUMOR OF THE HEAD ANO 
NECK: EVIDENCE FOR NEURAL ORIGIN THROUGH AN 
IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

E. Maiorano, A. Napoli, GF. Favia, and R. Ricco. Depart
ment of Pathological Anatomy, University of Bari - ltaly 

Granular cell tumors are rare neoplasms for which sup
porters of the histiocytic, of the myoblastic and of the neural 
origin could never fully clarify the .histogenesis. We have 
therefore undertaken an immunocytochemical study of 12 
cases of oral granular cell tumor using the following antibod
ies: Cytokeratin AE 1/3, Actin, Desmin, GFAP, MAC 387, CD 
68, Neuron Specific Enolase (NSE), S-100 Protein (S-100). 
Myelin Basic Protein (MBP), Leu 7 and Vimentin. The 
immunocytochemical methods were carried out with the 
APAAP technique (monoclonals) and with the ABC tech
nique (polyclonals). 

Cytokeratin , Actin, Desmin, GFAP and MBP could not be 
detected; all cases demonstrated strong reactivity to NSE, S-

100 and Vimentin. Leu 7 decorated granular cells in 8 cases 
whereas MAC 387 and CD 68 reactivity could be detected in 
tumor cells of 3 cases. The staining pattern was cytoplasmic 
in all cases except for NSE and S-100 which exhibited both 
nuclear and cytoplasmic reaction. Interna! positive controls 
were present in most instances for all antibodies. 

The results of the present study seem to support the origin 
of granular cell tumors from Schwann cells which probably 
undergo incomplete differentiation and do not produce Myelin 
substance. The inconstant reactivity to MAC 387 and to CD 
68 might suggest that tumor cells occasionally acquire 
phagocytic properties and consequently they express typical 
macrophagic antigens. The latter feature may also explain 
the granular appearance of tumor cells as a result of 
intracytoplasmic storage of still unknown substances. 

488. MALIGNANT MIXED TUMOR (MMT) OF SALIVARY 
GLAND. A STUDY OF 23 CASES 

Ana Felix, Isabel Fonseca, Jorge Soares. Servii;:o de 
Patología Morfologica, Instituto Portugués de Oncología de 
Francisco Gentil, Lisboa, Portugal 

We studied 23 MMT (2,4 % of a series of salivary tumors) 
classified according to the predominan! histological pattern 
in orderto correlate morphologic characteristics with progno
sis. They occured in the 6th decade (mean age 61.4 yrs) , with 
a male:female ratio of 1.3:1 and the parotid gland is affected 
in hall of the cases. Twenty cases were carcinomas ex
pleomorphic adenoma (Ca ex-PA) and 3 cases «true» MMT. 
From the former group, undifferentiated carcinoma (n=12) 
and poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma NOS (n=6) were 
the prevalen! histological patterns. The 2 other cases were 
classified as low-grade salivary-type adenocarcinomas. The 
mesenc hymal componen! of the «true" MMT were 
chondrosarcoma (n=2) and undifferentiated sarcoma (n = 1). 
Twenty-one cases were followed for periods between 2 and 
228 months (mean of 65.5 months): 6 patients are well 
without evidence of disease, 4 tumors reccurred, and 
metastases occurred in 1 O cases. Eleven patients died of 
disease. Necrosis was observed in 73% of the tumors that 
killed the patients and neural invasion positively correlated 
with the appearance of local recurrence. All the «true» MMT 
and none of the low-grade bidifferentiated adenocarcinomas 
metastasized. In conclusion: 1) the histological type of the 
malignan! compone ni of Ca ex-PA is not related to prognosis: 
both high-grade and low-grade tumors show a high rate of 
complications; 2) necrosis is associated to worse prognosis; 
3) neural invasion is a predictor of local recurrence; 4) low
grade bidi fferentiated adenocarcinomas arising in 
pleomorphic adenoma have a low metastasizing potential, 
similar to cases arising «de novo» . 

489. PCNA IMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY OF EPITHELIAL
MYOEPITHELIAL CARCINOMA (EMC) OF THE SALl
VARY GLANDS 

Isabel Fonseca, Jorge Soares. Servii;:o de Patología 
Morfologica, Instituto Portugués de Oncologia de Francisco 
Gentil, Lisboa, Portugal 
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Aggressive recurren! EMC usually exhibits myoepithelial 
cell-type predominance, which suggests that tumour cells of 
such lineage, constitute a highly proliferating componen! of 
the neoplasm associated with its local growth. Thirteen 
cases of EMC, seven of the salid type and six of the tubular/ 
cribriform type, were immunostained with the anti-PCNA 
PC10 antibody in arder to evaluate the proliferative indexes 
of the two tumor cell components. One thousand cell nuclei 
were counted in each tumour. Only one case, of the tubular 
architectu ral type exhibited unequivocal staining of a small 
number of duct-like cells. Ali the 13 cases showed positively 
stained myoepithelial, clear-cells nuclei. The percentage of 
cycling clear cells varied between 0.2% and 45. 7% (mean of 
21 .7%). Highervalues were observed in !he salid EMC (11.2 
to 45.7%) as compared to tubular/cribriform EMC (0.2 to 
6.3%). In conclusion, the «Coordinated" tumourgrowth theory 
for dual differenlialed salivary gland adenocarcinomas is 
questioned by our results because: 1) EMC growth is, in this 
series, essenlially related to !he proliferative properties of !he 
myoepithelial-cell componen!; 2) scarce «proliferaling» role 
can be attributed to !he duct-cell population that seems to 
represen! a «lerminally-differenliated» componen! with low 
dividing potential capacity. 

(Supported by a grant of !he Nucleo Regional do Sul da 
Liga Portuguesa Contra o Cancro). 

490. INTERACTION BETWEEN MEMORY T CELLS, BER
ACT8+ CELLS, ANO CYTOKINES - A HUMAN NASAL 
MALT? 

H.B. Hellquist and M.G. Karlsson, Depl. of Pathology, 
Head & Neck Unit, Órebro Medica! Center Hospital, órebro, 
Sweden. 

Nasal memory T cells (CD4/CD45RO) have been demon
strated by means of immunohistochemistry, and evaluated 
by computerized image analysis. These cells are capable of 
IL-4 and IL-5 production, which can be demonslrated by in 
situ hybridization. In allergic palients an increase of activated 
T lymphocy1es (CD25+; IL2-R+) was noticed, bolh in the 
nasal mucosa and the peripheral blood. The importance of 
the cell-mediated immune response in the allergic reaction is 
further emphasized by the observed switch in phenotype 
from CD4+/CD45RA to CD4+/CD45RO. Furthermore, in the 
normal nasal mucosa lymphocy1es positive to !he monoclonal 
antibody Ber-ACTS, which reacts with !he mucosa lymphocyte 
antigen, have been demonstrated. 

Hence it is possible to suggest that Langerhans cells 
migrale from the nasal mucosa and activate T cells. This will 
primarily occur in local lymphnodes (eg tonsils) but in allergic 
patients probably also directly on memory T helper cells 
located in the mucosa. The presentation will more easily take 
place clase to the surface due to the higher content of 
adhesion molecules. When the activated T cells (CD4/ 
CD45RO) will reach the nasal mucosa an additional increase 
of IL-4 may be induced, which will stimulate further lgE 
synthesis and mast cell proliferation. 

The findings indica te similarities with the MAL T system in 
the gut. 

491 . NASOPHARYNGEAL CARCINOMA - A MOLECU
LAR PATHOLOGIC LESION 

Dolly P Huang', MWM Suen·, KW Lo ' , Peter HK Choi .. , 
JCK Lee·. ' Dept. of Anatomical & Cellular Pathology, and 
"Oncology, Prince of Wales Hospital, Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong 

ldentification of genetic lesions and ils altered products in 
tumourigenesis is importan! in early diagnosis, intervention 
and treatment. lnactivation of tumour suppressor gene is 
known to be associated with the tumour formation. At the 
molecular level, consisten! loss of constitutional heterozygosity 
(LOH) within a specific chromosome locus is suggestive of a 
tumour suppressor gene importan! in the genesis of that 
tumour. 

With cytogenetic analysis, we reported non-random deletion 
on the short arm of chromosome 3 in nasopharyngeal car
cinoma (NPC). In the present study, we focused on the 
molecular genetic lesions in the short arm of chromosome 3. 
A strong association of NPC with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) 
has long been recognized. EBV can be further subclassified 
into type A or type B according to !he DNA sequence of !he 
nuclear anligen (EBNA) 2 gene. By using !he polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) and a pair of oligonucleotide primers 
complementary to both types of EBV and probes specific to 
EBNA2A or 28, we tested for the A- and 8- type EBV on the 
same NPC tissues. 

Thirty-six patienls with undifferentiated NPC were studied. 
Polymorphic DNA markers specific for chromosome 3 were 
used. Tumour and matched blood leukocytes DNA from the 
same patient were compared using restriction fragment 
length polymorphism analysis. Our data showed consisten! 
loss of constitutional heterozygosity al !he RAF-1 locus (al 
3p25, 32/32 informative patients) and al D3S3 locus (at 3pl4, 
18/18 informative patients). This complete LOH for 2 defined 
loci on the short arm of chromosome 3 demonstrated good 
correlation with the cytogenetic results. Since recessive 
genes have been reported to reside within or clase to these 
2 loci; genetic lesions resulting gene loss/inactivation must 
have taken place. Moreover, 97% (34/35) of !he examined 
NPCs which are of southern Chinese origin carried the EBV
type A strain and that EBV-type B virus (1/35 cases) in this 
locale is rare. 

492. AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICALSTUDY OFCELL TYPES 
IN PLEOMORPHIC ADENOMAS (PA) WITH SPECIAL REF
ERENCE TO TETRANECTIN IMMUNOREACTIVITY 

H. Kalekou, A. Kamas, A. Asimaki, and V. Tzarou.; Pathol
ogy Depts. General Hospitals «Aghios Pavlos" and "G. 
Papanikolaou», Thessaloniki , Greece 

We examined !he presence of various immunohisto
chemical markers -tetranectin (TN), fibronectin (FN), S-1 00, 
simple keratin (SK), CEA, a-1 antilrypsin (a1AT), and 
lysozyme (LZ)- in paraffin sections of 17 PA, 7 of which 
included normal salivary gland tissue. To our knowledge, TN. 
a recently discovered human plasma protein demonstrated 
by immunohislochemistry in various endocrine and exocrine 
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epithelia and also in sorne mesenchymal cells, has not been 
previously used in the study of PA. Cells of normal salivary 
gland tissue were negative for fibronectin, S-100 and CEA. 
lntercalated duct cells (IDC) stained with LZ whereas both 
IDC and striated duct cells stained positively for SE and TN 
and, faintly, for a 1AT. In the neoplastic tissue, CEA was 
found to stain the luminal content and/or the luminal surface 
of ductal structures and to a minor degree the cytoplasm of 
ductal lining cells (DLC). SE stained intensely DLC and sorne 
myoepithelial-like cells (MLC) in myxoid stroma. S-100 stained 
almos! all tumor cells excepting DLC which were positive in 
only rare ducts. a1 AT and LZ were positive in sorne of the 
DLC and in luminal secretion. FN stained basal membranes 
of ductal elements and of blood vessels, showing also an 
association with MLC. TN was intensely and consistently 
positive in DLC and negative or weakly positive in cells of the 
outer (myoepithelial) layer. In areas of mesenchymal ap
pearance the staining was positive in sorne chondroid and 
fibroblast-l ike cells . In solid or myxoid areas with MLC it 
showed a weaker positivity. Thus , TN appears to be a marker 
of both DLC and MLC but with definite differences in staining 
intensity. The findings of the study support a common origin 
for the cells of the PA. Their variable immunophenotypic 
expression does not always correspond to the 
immunoreactivity of the cells assumed to be their non
neoplastic counterparts . 

493. PARAGANGLIOMAS OF THE HEAO ANO NECK 
REGION. CLINICOPATHOLOGIC ANO IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL EVALUATION OF 88 CASES 

P. Bitterman, M. Sherman, and E.E. Lack, Georgetown 
University School of Medicine, Washington D.C., Johns 
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland, USA 

Clinicopathologic features of 88 paragangliomas of the 
head and neck region (69 females, 19 males) were reviewed 
including 64 jugulo-tympanic (JTP), 13 carotid body (CBP), 
10 vagal body (VBP), and 1 laryngeal (LP) paraganglioma. 
The mean age at diagnosis was 49 years (range:19-82 
years). One patient had bilateral CBP and another hada JTP 
anda CBP. None of the tumors were clinically functional with 
excess catecholamine secretion. One patient ..+ith JTP had 
multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2a; another with VBP had 
von Hippel-Lindau syndrome. Nuclear pleomorphism (graded 
O to 3+) was 1+in35 tumors, 2+ in 13 and 3+ in one. Mitotic 
figures were counted in 50 hpf in each case; 80 tumors had 
no mitoses,4 had 1, 3 had 2 and 1 had 4 mitoses per 50 hpf. 
Blood vessel invasion and enlarged centrally necrotic 
«Zellballen., were presentin 1 caseeach (1 %). None ofthese 
histopathologic features correlated with biologic behavior. 
Four tumors were clinically malignan! (5%); 2 CBP 
metastasized to liver and spinal cord respectively, 1 VBP 
spread to regional lymph nodes and lung and 1 JTP showed 
regional lymph node involvement. Other cytoarchitectural 
features included intranuclear pseudo-inclusions (usually 
scant-35/88, 40%), pseudo-acini (15/88-17%), lymphocytic 
infiltrates (17/88-19%), spindle cell componen! (7%) and 
oncocytic change (3%). Stromal sclerosis was graded in 42 
tumors (1+ to 3+) and was most conspicuous in JTP and 
VBP. The vas! majority of tumors were immunoreactive for 

chromogranin, synaptophysin, NSE and S-100 protein 
(sustentacular cells); one case showed keratin (AEl/AE3) 
positivity in chie! cells and another was positive in sorne cells 
for S-100 protein. 

494. CALCIFYING OOONTOGENIC CYST. A REVIEW OF 
17 CASES WITH REEVALUATION OF OIFFERENT HIS
TOLOGIC PATTERNS 

Larrauri J., Patron M., Colmenero C. and Contreras F.; 
Universidad Autonoma, Hospital La Paz. Madrid, Spain 

Calcifying odontogenic cyst (COC) is a rare lesion that 
represents 0.6% of our odontogenic cysts (17/1030). The 
clinical, radiologic and histologic study of 17 cases reveals 
the presence of cystic and solid varieties. 

The cystic variety is the most frecuent, representing 94% 
of our material (16 cases) and presents difieren! histologic 
patterns: a) Simple orconventional (1 case), b) Proliferating 
COC (4 cases), with pseudoameloblastomatous pattern 
(2 cases), or with infitration of the cyst wall by ghost cells, 
forming solid nests that sometimes delineate microcystic 
formations , c) COC associated to odontogenic tumors; 9 with 
odontomas and 2 with cystic ameloblastoma. 

The solidvariety is rare (1 case: 6%) and presentsneoplastic 
fea tu res that histologically resembles an infiltrating growth of 
odontogenic epithelium with frecuent ghost cells that 
sometimes acquire an ameloblastomatous pattern. 

Radiologically, the lesion was unilocular in a high per
centage of cases; in 11 there were radiodenses images that 
justified the diagnosis of odontoma. In 1 O cases there were 
unerupted or impacted teeth and in 5 cases showed pictures 
of root resorption. 

The authors emphasize the difieren! patterns of growth of 
COC and the association with tumors, not only odontomas or 
Ghost cell tumors, but also true ameloblastomas. 

495. PAROTIO BASALOID CARCINOMA IN CHILOREN 

R. Carrillo. M.E.Tortoledo. M.A. Luna. Hospital Ramon y 
Cajal, Madrid. Instituto Diagnostico, Venezuela, U.T.M.D. 
Anderson Cancer Center, USA 

No more than 5% of all salivary gland neoplasms occur in 
children, but if benign supporting tissue tumors are excluded, 
a higher proportion than in adults are malignan!. The first 
decade of lile, and particularly the first two years of lite, has 
a preponderance of benign neoplasms. Commencing with 
the second decade, carcinomas rise in incidence and are 
more often mucoepidermoid and acinic cell carcinomas. The 
present study documents forthe first time the clinicopathologic 
features of three cases of Basaloid carcinoma (BC) in chil
dren. The cases were seen in the consultation servíce of the 
Department of Pathology of the U.T.M.D. Anderson Cancer 
Center. BC histologically resembles basaloid adenoma with 
infiltrative and destructive characteristics indicative of malig
nancy. In adults, BC can arise de novo or by evolution from 
a preexisting basaloid adenoma. The neoplasm is a biologi
cally low grade carcinoma with a low mortality but with a 
considerable local aggressiveness and recurrence rate. 
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The patients' ages were 8, 1 O and 11 years. Two were 
males and one female. Ali neoplasms were unencapsulated 
and showed invasion of parotid tissue. In addition, two 
exhibited extraglandular extension and perineural invasion. 
The evolution from preexisting adenoma could not be 
documented in this .study. Primary treatment consisted of 
surgery alone. Recurrence occurred in one palien! who was 
salvaged by excision and postoperative irradiation. Ali 
patients are free of disease from 4 to 9 years. 

The behavior of BC in children is similar to that in adults 
and they arise de novo rather than as carcinoma ex basaloid 
adenoma. 

496. EPIOERMAL GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR EX
PRESSION IN PAPJLLOMAVIRUS INOUCEO TUMORS 
OF THE ORAL MUtOSA 

E. Maiorano, GF. Favia and R. Ricco. Department of 
Pathological Anatomy, University of Bari, ltaly 

Ep idermal Growth Factor receptor (EGFr) is a 
transmembrane molecule which is essential for maturation 
and replication of keratinocytes. Overexpression of EGFr 
has been detected in squamous cell carcinoma of difieren! 
siles but it has not been widely investigated in benign tumors 
of the oral mucosa. We have therefore studied the expres
sion of EGFr in 10 Papillomavirus (HPV) - induced oral 
tumors (7 sq1,1amous papillomas, 2 condilomata , 1 
keratoachantoma) in which HPV infection had been ascer
tained through in situ hybridization. 8 samples of non-infected 
oral mucosa have been included in this study. The 
immunocytochemical investigation has been carried out using 
a monoclonal anti-EGFr antibody (provided by DAKO Italia) 
with the APAAP technique. 

In normal oral mucosa EGFr has been detected in basal 
cell layers with an exclusive membrane staining pattern; ali 
HPV-induced tumors demonstrated strong EGFr 
immunoreactivity. The reaction was not confined to basal cell 
layers but it was clearly evident throughout the whole lesions. 
The staining pattern was mainly membranous but severa! 
cells demonstrated intracytoplasmic reactivity. 

This preliminary study demonstrates that EGFr is expressed 
in HPV-induced oral tumors; the distribution of 
immunoreactivity and the staining patterns seem to suggest 
that HPV-infected cells express higher levels of EGFr than 
normal oral keratinocytes. These features may possibly help 
in elucidating the role of growth factors and oncogenes as 
cofactors in the malignan! transformation of HPV-induced 
benign tumors of the oral mucosa. 

The present study has been partly supported by A.l.R.C. 
(ltalian Association for Cancer Research). 

497. ONA FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANAL YSIS ANO PRO
LIFERATING CELL NUCLEAR ANTIGEN EXPRESSION 
IN SQUAMOUS CARCINOMAS OF LARINX OF PATIENTS 
TREATEO WITH CONSERVATIVE SURGERY ANO THEIR 
RELATION WITH PROGNOSIS 

Calabuig Crespo e· ,Martorell Cebollada M .. , Barona 
Guzmán w-- , Basterra Alegría J ... , Llombart Bosch A ..... • 
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l 
Servicio Anatomía Patológica Instituto Valenciano de 
Oncología, --servicio Anatomía Patológica Hospital Gene
ral Universitario, ·--servicio de O.R.L Hospital General 
Universitario, .... Departamento de Patología, Facu1tad de 
Medicina. Valencia. Spain 

We have studied 88 patients treated with coservative 
surgery, 55 of them hada horizontal supraglotic laringectomy 
and 37 cordectomy. The aim of the study is to evaluate sorne 
other prognostic factors due to the low incidence of staging 
and TNM classification in prognosis. 

We have performed a clinico-pathological protocol in which 
we included seven clinical data and fourteen histopatological 
data and two macroscopic features. On sections similar to 
the histologic study we have developped a 
immunohistochemical technique to demonstrate the ex
pression of Proliferating cell nuclear antigen. 

Al the same time we have done a DNA analysis on tumor 
tissue lrom paraffin blocks with the standarized technique. 

The best predicting factor has been number of metastatic 
nodes and invasion of node capsule (P= 0.0027). Among the 
histopathological parameters the structure and degree of 
diferentiation were the best related with prognosis (p=0.001 O 
and p=0.0095) but they had no relation with prognosis. 

The PCNA expression and the DNA content of tumor had 
no statistically significan! relation neither with any of the 
histological data (p>0.01 ), nor with survival or recurrence 
(p>0.001) 

498. HYALINIZING CLEA R CELL CARCINOMA OFMINOR 
SALIVARY GLANOS 

S. Milchgrub, R. Delgado, F. Vuitch, and D. Gnepp. Uni
versity of Texas Southwestern Medica! Center al Dallas, 
Dallas, TX; and Brown University, Providence, RI, USA 

We studied 6 clear cell carcinomas of minor salivary 
glands, to determine whether they represen! a distinct entity. 
Case histories, histology with special stains, electron 
microscopy (4 cases) , and immunohistochemistry (5 cases) 
were evaluated. Ali patients were fe males ranging lrom 34 to 
74 (mean 48) years old. Two tumors were in the tongue with 
one each in the retromolartrigone, larynx, floorof mouth, and 
palate, ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 (mean 1.7) cm, each pre
senting as a submucosal mass. Histologically, ali tumors 
were dominated by sharply outlined solid nests, trabeculae 
and cords of polygonal cells with uniform to mildly pleomorphic 
nuclei and abundan! clear cytoplasm containing glycogen. 
Densely hyalinized collagen resembling amyloid surrounded 
tumor cell nests, with admixed looser myxoid stroma. Po
lygonal cells with pink cytoplasm were noted in 5 cases 
(abundan! in 3), patchy epidermoid foci without keratinization 
in 3 cases, and rare signe! ring cells with minimal mucicarmine 
positivity in 2 cases. Ali tumors had infiltrative margins, with 
at least focal invasion of peripheral nerves. Only 2 cases had 
mitotic figures, and they were the only cases with cervical 
lymph node metastases. lmmunostains demonstrated 
epithelial differentiation (positive cytokeratins and epithelial 
membrane antigen) in tumor cells, without a myoepithelial 
componen! (negative S-100 protein and smooth-muscle 
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actin}. Electron microscopy showed glycogen, desmosomes, 
and peripheral tonofilaments, with prominent interdigitating 
microvilli in 2 cases. 

We conclude the following: 1} two cases have features 
which overlap with mucoepidermoid carcinoma (rare mucin 
staining, focal epidermoid diflerentiat ion}, 2) !he remainder 
appear to represen! a distinctive category of low-grade 
hyalinizing glycogen-rich clear cell carcinoma of minor sali
vary glands, and 3) study of additional cases may confirm 
that the fea tu res shared with mucoepidermoid carcinoma are 
within !he spectrum of this entity. 

499. PRIMARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF PALATINE 
TONSILS 

J. Muñoz, J. Ordi, E. Campo. M. Morell, A. Palacin, J. 
Traserra', A. Cardesa. Departements of Pathology and 
Otorhinolaryngology'. Hospita l Clinic . University of Barcelo
na., Medical School. Spain 

Malignan! neoplasms arising primarily in !he tonsils are 
unfrequent, and the relative frequency of the ir histological 
types may show geographical variations. 116cases of primary 
neoplasms of pala ti ne tonsils seen at our institution between 
1973 and 1991 were evaluated according to age, sex, 
histological type and immunohistochemical rectivity against 
cy1okeratin, tissue polypeptide antigen, and leukocyte com
mon antigen (LCA, CD45). In LCA positive cases, UCHL-1 
(CD45RO} and L26 (CD20} were also studied. 

Mean age of presentation was 56 years (range 16-87 
years} . Ninety-four cases were males and 22 females. 
Seventy-e ight cases (67%} were squamous cell carcinomas, 
30 (26%) malignan! lymphomas, of them 26 (22%) non
Hodgkin's lymphomas, 8 (7%) lymphoepithelial carcinomas, 
3 Hodgkin' .s lymphomas, and 1 plasmocitoma. Squamous 
cell carcinomas were predominan! in men with a 1O:1 
male:female ratio anda mean age of 54 years (range 33-87 
years}. Fifty-six (71%) of them were of high histological 
grade. In the lymphoma group, !he mean age was 63 years 
(range 31-85 years) and the male:female ratio 1 :1. All cases 
were of intermedia te or high grade. Large cell type accounted 
for 15 cases (58%), mixed diffuse small and large cell for 6 
cases (23%), and diffuse small cleaved cell lymphoma 5 
cases (1 9%). Of them, 24 were of B-cell origin, and two 
showed a T-cell phenotype. Lymphoepithelial carcinomas 
arase more frequently in men (7 cases} and the mean age 
was 51 years (range 16-64 years). 

Aside from squamous cell carcinoma, main ly of high 
histological grade, which are the most frequent malignan! 
neoplasm of palatine tonsils, malignan! lymphomas, pre
dominantly non-Hodgkin's intermediate or high grade B-cell 
lymphomas, are the second most common neoplasm. 

500. p53 EXPRESSION IN SQUAMOUS CELL CARCI
NOMAS OF THE LARYNX 

A. Nadal, E. Campo, J. Muñoz, R. Miquel, C. Mallofré, A. 
Palacin, J. Traserra', A. Cardesa. Departmentsof Anatomical 
Pathology and *Ear, Nose and Throat. Hospital Clinic. Uni
versity of Barcelona. Medical School. Barcelona, Spain 

Several studies have demonstrated the expression of p53 
in cancer cell lines, mainly of glandular differentiation. Here 
we present a study of p53 expression in human squamous 
cell carcinoma of !he larynx. We tested 22 squamous cell 
carcinomas of the larynx (11 glottic, 9 supraglottic and 2 of 
pyriform sinus ) for p53 expression using pAb1801, a 
monoclonal antibody that reacts with both human mutan! and 
wild type p53 protein, and further processed with an avidin
peroxidase kit. Eleven cases included areas of adjacent 
normal and/or metaplastic epithelium. We compared the 
results w ith pathologic features as nodal metastases, grade 
of differentiation, and keratinization. 

Ten cases (45%) showed nuclear positivity for p53, while 
no positivity could be seen in normal nor metaplastic epithelium 
in any case. This has statistical significance (p<0.03), giving 
to !he detection of p53 a positive predictive value of 100% for 
malignancy, a lthough sensibility is far lower (45%). We saw 
two main patterns of staining: A diffuse pattern (4 cases) and 
a peripheric pattern (3 more cases) in tumoral nests. There 
were no significan! differences between groups, but the two 
cases of Broders grade IV were focally positive. Non
keratinizing tumors hada higher percentage of p53 positivity 
(5/8) !han keratinizing ones (5/14). 

In conclusion, p53 may play a role in the development of 
a subset of squamous cell carcinomas of !he larynx. 

501. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF C-erbB-2 
ONCOGENE PRODUCT IN HUMAN THYROID LESIONS 

Toji Osakabe, Yuichi Sato, Toru Kameya. Takeshi Matsui*, 
and Akira Kakita' from the Departments of Pathology and 
Surgery*, Kitasato University School of Medicine, Japan 

We examined the expression of c-erbB-2 oncogene 
product in human thyroid lesions. Sections of formalin-fixed, 
paraffin-embedded tissue from 27 well differentiated carci
nomas ( 17 papillary carcinomas and 1 O follicular carcinomas), 
11 poorly diflerentiated carcinomas (6 papillary and 5 follicular 
carcinomas), 11 follicular adenomas, 6 adenomatous goiters, 
6 Graves' toxic goiters, 18 lymph nodes with metastases (13 
from papillary carcinoma and 5 from follicular carcinoma} and 
one breast cancerwere stained immunohistochemically using 
a polyclonal antibody against the c-erbB-2 oncoprotein. 
When !he primary antibody al dilution of 1 :50 (2 µg protein/ 
mi) was used, the positivity rate was 83 % for papillary 
carcinomas and 7 % for follicular carcinomas. However, the 
positivity of c-erbB-2 oncoprotein showed no corelation be
tween well and poorly dillerentiated carcinomas. T he 
oncoprotein was detected not only in malignan! tumors bu! 
also benign and non-neoplastic lesions. Metastatic lymph 
node foci were moreoften positive for the oncoprotein. lts 
localization was dillusely cytoplasmic for thyroid lesions, but 
membranous in breas! cancer, as reported by many authors. 
Al 1: 100 antibody dilution, only 7, 1, and 3 cases of papillary 
carcinoma, follicular carcinoma and follicular adenoma were 
positive. respectively. All 4 positive follicu lar tumors were 
oxyphil. Al 1 :200 dilution, only !he breas! cancer used as a 
contro l was positive for the protein. In immunoblots, the 
c-erbB-2 protein (185kd) was detected in 4 of 7 papillary 
carcinomas and one breas! cancer used as a Positive con-
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trol. The immunoreaction was weaker in the papillary carci
nomas than in the breas! cancer. The signif icance of cyto
plasmic c-erbB-2 prot~in remains to be elucidated. 

502. MORPHOLOGICAL FEA TU RES OF MYOEPITHELIAL 
TU MORS OF TH E SA LI VAR Y G LAN O: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL 
STUOY 

C. Parra, O. Ludeña, C. García, A. Bullan; University 
Hospital, Salamanca, Spain 

The myoepithelial origin of certain tumors of the salivary 
glands has been subject to considerable debate in the 
literature (1, 2). In the present work we review the salivary 
gland tumors observed in our hospital (6 years, 85 cases), 
selecting 53 in view of their possible myoepithelial origin. 

We performed a morphological study with the light mi
croscope (LM), immunohistochemistry (IHC) (cytokeratins, 
pancytokeratins, MNF-116, etc, EMA, vimentin, desmin, 
actin, myosin and S-100) (PAP and alkaline phosphates) and 
an electron microscopic study (EM). 

LM findings: 42 corresponded to pleomorphic adenomas; 
3 to myoepitheliomas; 2 to adenocystic carcinomas; 4 to 
carcinomas on pleomorphic adenomas and 2 to malignan! 
tumors of myoepithelial cells. 

IHC findings. These revealed varible positivity to 
Cytokeratins, EMA, Myosin and Vimentin ; in most cases 
generalized positivity to S-100 was noteworthy. 

EM findings: cytoplasmic myofilaments the two subtipes 
and variavility organellas. 

Comments: From our study it may be concluded that 
tumors of myoepi thelial orig in have specific 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural characteristics that 
allow one to encompass neoplasms of unknown origin within 
this category. 

1.-Palmer RM. J. Oral Pathol. 1986 15 (4): 221-229 

2.- Gustafsson H et al. APMIS. 1989 97 (1 ): 49-55. 

503. TYPE-SPECIFIC CORRELATION BETWEEN HUMAN 
PAPILOMAVIRUS (HPV) - INDUCED ORAL SQUAMOUS 
CELL CA RCINOMA (SCC) A NO CORRESPONOING 
CERVICOVAGINAL (CV) CYTOLOGY AMONG VEN
EZUELANS 

G. Premoli-Oe-Percoco, l.Galindo and J.L. Ramirez. Uni
versidad Central de Venezuela, Apartado 51513. Caracas 
1050, Venezuela 

Epidemiologic and clinical evidences suggest a possible 
relationship between the HPV-types found in SCC and those 
associated with CV cancer. In the present work, we study if 
there is a simultaneous presence of SCC and HPV in the CV 
a rea. Twenty five paraffin embedded biopsies with diagnosed 
SCC and their corresponding Papanicolaou's smears (PS) 
were examined by in situ hybridization and probed for HPV
types 6/11 , 16/18 using non isotopicdigoxigenin ONA-Labeled 
probes. This study, the first in its kind in Venezuela revealed 
that 72% ( 18/25) ofSCC and 36% (9/25) PS were positive for 
viral types HPV 6/1 1 and/or 16/18 discriminated as follows: 
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1) 18 cases SCC positive for HPV 16/ 18, out of which 5 cases 
were also infected with viral types 6/11. 2) 9 of the positive 
SCC cases presented the same viral type in the corresponding 
PS. This group was associated with smoking, alcohol con
sumption, number of pregnancies and low social economic 
status. The curren! results indicate an increased incidence 
of HPV malignan! types in the CV area in women with SCC, 
thus suggesting a possible systemic susceptibility to this type 
of virus. Also, they support the concept that women with oral 
HPV infections would be at risk for CV HPV infections, and 
support a multifactorial model of oral cancer causation. 

504. ESTROGEN-RECEPTOR RELATEO PROTEIN A NO 
EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR EXPRES
SION IN LARYNGEAL CARCINOMA 

L. Resta, E. Maiorano, S. Russo, G.A. Colucci and M.A. 
Botticella.; University of Bari, ltaly 

The expresion of estrogen-receptor related protein (EROS) 
and of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFr) was inves
tigated in 40 surgical specimens of squamous cell carcinoma 
of the larynx. Ali the patients were male; their age ranged 
from 43 to 81 year (mean age 63 year). In two third of cases 
the cancer affected the extralaryngeal tissues and in 11 
cases nodal metastases were present. In 27 cases the 
surgical specimen was fixed in neutral formalin, for a variable 
time, in 13 cases a sample of the tumor and of the surrounding 
normal larynx was immediatly fixed in 95% ethanol for 24-48 
hours. The EROS protein was expressed in 33 out of the 40 
cases. The EGFr, when detectable (9 ethanol f ixed and 5 
formal in fixed cases) involved from 1Oto100% of neoplastic 
cells as well as metaplastic and dysplastic cells near the 
carcinoma; normal epithelium was negative. The influence of 
estrogen receptor and EGFr on the cancerogenesis and 
neoplastic invasion may be supposed even in laryngeal 
carcinoma in male patients. The fixative procedure seems to 
be importan! in this kind of research. 

505. PRESENCE OF HPV ONA IN SQUAMOUS CELL 
CARCINOMAS, LEUKOPLAKIAS ANO PA PILLOMAS OF 
THE ORAL CAVITY 

Ruiz-Avila l. , Nogales F., Plata C. and Esteban F*. Oe
partments of Pathology and Otolaryngology•. University of 
Granada Medica! School and Hospital Virgen de las Nieves', 
Spain 

Human papillomavirus (HPV) have been related with 
malignan! and premalignant lesions of different locations 
(cervix, vulva, larynx, esophagus, oral cavity, .. ), howeverthe 
oncogenic role of these viruses remains speculative in oral 
cavity. In this study 27 carcinomas, 18 leukoplakias and 6 
papillomas were studied by in situ hybridization in order to 
detect HPV ONA types 6/11, 16/18 and 31/33/35. HPV ONA 
was found in 37% of squamous cell carcinomas, 44% of 
leukoplakias and 66% of papillomas. HPV ONA type 6/ 11 
was detected in 5 carcinomas, 7 leukoplakias and 4 
papi llomas; HPV ONA types 16/ 18 in 1 carcinoma, 1 
leukoplakia and 1 papilloma and, for the first time in the 
literature, HPV ONA 31 /33/35 in 5 carcinomas, 2 leukoplakias 
and 2 papillomas. Well differentiated tumors were more 
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frequently positiva (90%) than the poorly ditterentiated ones 
(p 0.001 ). HPV 6/11 has been related with well d ifferentiated 
carcinomas and it has been found more frequently than 16/ 
18 in leukoplakias without dysplasia (p 0.01) as well as 
papillomas (p 0.05); this finding agrees, in lesions of the oral 
cavity, with the notion that viral subtype 6/11 are associated 
to lesions of good prognosis. HPV subtypes 31/33/35 can 
also be associated to malignan! and premalignant lesions of 
the oral cavity. These viral types have been previously 
reportad only associated to carcinomas of the cervix and 
bowenoid papulosis of the vulva and not to oral lesions. 

506. ANAL YSIS OF PROGNOSTIC PARAMETERS IN 
PRENEOPLASTIC LESIONS ANO CARCINOMAS OF THE 
ORAL MUCOSA 

A. Castaño; J.A. López García-Asenjo; J . Seoane; M.J. 
Fernández; J . Gil; J. Sanz and J. Sanz Esponera. Hospital 
Universitario San Carlos, Madrid, Spain 

Premalignant lesions are one of the commonest pathologies 
which affect the oral cavity. They are defined by: 1) Multiple 
etiology. 2) They consist clinically of one or several plaques 
measuring not less than 5 mm which cannot be removed by 
rubbing and cannot be classified as any other diagnosable 
disease. 3) Histologically they include a wide range of 
histopathological changes varying from hyperkeratosis to 
epidermoid carcinoma. 4) A small percentage of cases 
undergo malignan! changes. The impossibility to stablish a 
strong correlation between the grade of dysplasia and the 
subsequent malignant changes in oral premalignant lesions, 
and the fact that not all dysplastic lesions become invasive 
have made it difficult to predict whether malignancy will 
develop considering only histological features. lt has not 
been possible either to prove that a poliploid DNA pattern has 
any predictive value to guess the evolution of a certain lesion. 

In recent years several studies have demonstrated an 
increased expression of the myc, p53, int-2 and EGF oncogens 
both in dysplastic squamous epithelium and in epidermoid 
carcinomas of cervix, skin, head and neck so far, no study 
has been performed in oral premalignant lesions. 

Our study analyses the prognostic correlation of difieren! 
parameters (morphological, oncogen expression, growing 
factors, DNA content and cellular kynetics) in potentially 
malignan! lesions and in carcinomas of the oral cavity, trying 
to settle the features of high risk groups. Besides, we consider 
the role played by oncogens, antioncogens and growing 
factors in the neoplastic changes of lesions of the oral cavity, 
correlating the morphological stage (grade of dysplasia) and 
the increased oncogen expression. 

We ha ve used paraffin embedded material and processed 
it with inmunohistochemical techniques including monoclonal 
antibodies against p53, c-myc, int-2, EGF and EGF receptor 
and PCNA using the avidin-biotin complex. 

507. INFLUENCE OF HISTOPATHOLOGICAL TYPE ANO 
GRADE ON PROGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT PAROTID 
TUMORS 

H. S0gaard, D. Pedersen, J. Overgaard. lnstitute of Pa
thology, Department of Oncology and Danish Cancer Soci-

ety, Departmentof Exp. Clinical Oncology, Aarhus University 
Hospital, Denmark 

T reatment results and prognostic factors in 11 O consecu
tiva patients with malignant parotid tumours. diagnosed and 
treated between 1970 and 1986, were analysed retrospec
tively according to UICC 1987. T reatment consisted of sur
gery, radiotherapy alone or combined. The histopathology 
was revaluated anda grading in high, intermediate, and low 
grade malignan! tumours was performed. Malignan! mixed 
tumours were seen in 28% of the patients, 18% had 
mucoepidermoid tumours, 15% adenoid cystic, 13% acinic, 
11 % undifferentiated, 10% adenocarcinomas, and 5% other 
types. 40% had high, 18% intermediate and 42% low grade 
tumours. 

Ten-year corrected actuaria! survival rate was 52%, and 
significan! differences of survival (ten-years values in brackets) 
were found between patients with disease stage 1-IV (1: 85%; 
11: 69%; 111: 43%; IV: 14%); thosewith (34%) andwithout local 
tumour extension (79%) and patients with (0%) and without 
facial nerve palsy (57%). 

Patients with mixed carcinoma had the highest frequency 
of distan! metastases, shortest time to recurrence, and worst 
prognosis as opposed to those with acinic cell tumours who 
had the best prognosis. No significan! differences between 
any of the histopathologic diagnoses and recurrences in 
either T or N positions were found except for the acinic cell 
cancers. The difference in survival between patients with low 
or intermediate grade tumours (69%) and those with high 
grades (30%) was sig n ifican!, ir respectively of 
histophatological type. There was no difference between 
!hose with low and intermediate grades. 

We conclude that there is a good correlation between TNM 
classification (stage and local extension of tumour) and 
prognosis, and that grade of malignancy, histopathology and 
facial nerve palsy are additional importan! prognostic factors. 

508. SIMPLE MUCIN-TYPE Tn ANO SIALOSYL-Tn CAR
BOHYDRATE ANTIGENS IN SALIVARY GLAND CA RCI
NOMAS 

MH Therki ldsen '. M Christensen2, H Clausen3 , E 
Dabelsteen3; 'Dept of Path., 2Head Neck Surg, Rigshospitalet 
& 3Dept of Oral Diagnosis, School of Dentistry, U. of Co
penhagen, Denmark 

Few tumors show more diversity in clinical course, histo
logic apperance and anatomic locat1on than !hose arising 
from the salivary g lands. lt would be of interest to supplement 
the histological criteria forclassification with defined molecular 
alterations associated with malignan! transformation. Simple 
mucin-type carbohydrate antigens, Tn and sialosyl-Tn (sTn) 
are interesting because these antigens are gene rally strongly 
expressed in carcinomas, but only limited expressed in 
normal adult tissues. Paraffin sections from 51 carcinomas of 
difieren! histologic types was investigated using 
immunohistology with a panel of monoclonal antibodies with 
well-defined specificity forTn and sTn. We found sTn and Tn 
antigens in the glandular areas of allmost all mucoepidermoid 
carcinomas and adenocarcinomas as well as in (adeno-) 
carcinoma in pleomorphic adenoma. In contras!, acinic cell 
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carcinomas, and adenoid cystic carcinomas only expressed 
minimal amounts of Tn and sTn, and the staining was only 
seen in relation to a few adenoma taus structures. Mucin-type 
Tn and sTn may therefore be regarded as markers of 
glandular differentiation in salivary gland carcinomas. The 
presence of Tn/sialosyl-Tn have been shown to be of prog
nostic significance in other tumors. The expression of Tn and 
sialosyl-T n predominantly in salivary gland carcinomas with 
glandular differentiation is therefore interesting because it 
indicates that salivary gland carcinomas - based on the 
presence or of Tn/sTn -can be divided in difieren! groups, 
which may ha ve a different prognosis. One would also expect 
the structures to be present in the saliva and/or serum of 
patients with these tumor types, where they would be of val u e 
in the diagnosis as well as in !he clinical follow-up of the 
patients. 

509. CHOLESTEROL GRANULOMAS OF PARANASAL 
SIN USES 

J . Velasco; M. Muñoz; J. Alonso; C.L. Menéndez; C . 
Penin; and C. Monte., Hospital San Agustín; Asturias, Spain 

Cholesterol granulomas of paranasal sinuses are lesions 
closely related to sinusitis. Clinical ly and radiologically this 
entity might be confused with a neoplasm. 

This study describes three cases of cholesterol granulomas 
identified from our surgical pathology fi les during the last two 
years. They were located in maxillary sinuses, two in the left 
side and one in the right side. Patients were 25, 35 and 63 
years old, chief complaint was frequent sinusitis. On X-rays 
examination, in a ll were notad typical signs of sinusitis, but 
two cases showed a broken lateral nasal wall besides, one of 
them with a destroyed anterior nasal wall also, w ith a lump in 
the cheek. Microscopically all the cases had a similar 
appearence: a nasal respiratory type of epithelium (one with 
squamous metaplasia) with an underlying zone of foreign 
body giant cells, histiocytes, hemosiderin laden macrophages, 
lymphocytes, plasma cells, cholesterol clefts and areas of 
recen! and old hemorrage. This findings supports previous 
reports that this lesion nearly always arises as a result of 
hemorrage in a confinad space secondary to continua! 
inflamation . 

L ______ _ 
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510. PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN RESECTED LARYN
GEAL SQUAMOUS CARCINOMAS - SIGNIFICANCE OF 
NODAL STATUS ANO SINUS HISTIOCYTOSIS 

F. Vuitch. University ofTexas Southwestern Medica! Center 
at Dallas, Dallas, TX, USA 

Are histologic features predictiva of outcome far laryngeal 
squamous carcinoma (LSC)? Forty-eight consecutive LSCs 
treated initially by laryngectomy and unilateral or bilateral 
neck dissection, with minimal follow-up of 3 years and no 
evidence of disease (NEO) or until dead of disease (DOD), 
were studied far numerous parameters. T umor grade, 
pathologic stage of the primary, and lymph nade (LN) status 
were tabulated. Host immunologic response was evaluated 
by pattern of LN react ion - follicular hyperplasia (FH), 
paracortical hyperplasia (PH), and sinus histiocytosis (SH). 
SH was graded low if it comprised '.>10% of LN cross
sectional area, and high if <':25%, using the maximum of the 
largest 5 LNs not containing metastases for each case. 
Overall , 21/48 (44%) were DOD, 30/48 (63%) had LN 
metastases, and 26/48 (54%) had high SH. 

Grade and pathologic stage of pri mary tumors did not 
independently correlata with survival. Of low grade (1 -11) 
tumors, 6/18 (33%) were DOD, versus 15/30 (50%) of high 
grade (111-IV) tumors, but the differential was dependen! on 
LN status. LN status was prognostically significan! (p<0.02): 
2/18 (11 %) node negative cases were DOD, versus 19/30 
(63%) with LN metastases. With only a single positiva LN, 3/ 
10 (30%) were DOD, versus 9/12 (75%) DOD with multiple 
positiva unilateral LNs and 7/8 (88%) DOD with bilateral 
positiva LNs. FH and PH were unrelated to survival. SH and 
LN status were interrelated: 20/22 (91 %) with low SH had 
positiva LNs, versus 10/26 (38%) with high SH. Nevertheless, 
SH was the strongest independent predictor of survival (P< 
0.01): 18/22 (82%) with low SH were DOD, versus 3/26 
(12%) with high SH. 

This study demonstrated the key prognostic implications 
of pathologic LN status. In addition, a. simple method far 
evaluating high versus low SH grade yielded a significan! 
independent risk assessment - low SH grade was more likely 
than positiva LN status to result in DOD. Host immune status, 
as reflectad in LN morphology by SH, and its manipulation 
may affect prognosis of LSC. 
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HEMATOPATHOLOGY 

511 . COLOCALIZATION OF CYSTATIN A ANO Ki-FDC1 P 
ON FOLLICULAR DENDRITIC CELLS (FDC) IN L YMPHOID 
TISSUE 

M. Alavaikko', S. Eskelinen' , A. Rinne2, M.L. Hansmann3• 

Departments of Pathology, University of Oulu ', Tromsa2
, and 

Cologne3 

Previously we have shown that both the polyclonal anti
body raised against Cystatin A (formerly called as ACPI = 
acid ·cysteine proteinase inhibitor) and the new monoclonal 
antibody Ki-FDC1 P revea! the FDC network pattern and 
alterations of it both in reactive and neoplastic lymphoid 
tisslle'"'· However, the possibility exists that severa! types of 
FDCs may exist, as regards the immunoreactivity of them. 

We wanted to find whether or not the above two antibodies 
stain same cells in human tonsillar and lymph node tissues. 

Methods: Paraffin sections were cut to 5 µm, rehydrated, 
double-immunostained, and studied by epifluorescence 
microscopy. The direc method was used for anti-Cystatin A 
and the indirect techniques for Ki-FDC1 P. 

Results: In germinal centers (GC), both antigens gave a 
positive reaction on the same FDCs. In addition, the anti
Cystatin A reacted with the squamous epithelium, and, very 
strongly with the reticular epithelium in tonsillar crypts. Oc
casional dendritic cells between these locations expressed 
Cystatin A, too. 

Conclusions: Both anti-Cystatin A and Ki-FDC1 P can be 
used fot identification of FDCs in paraffin-embedded sections. 
However, Cystatin A is not specific for FDCs. Presence of it 
both in FDCs, reticular epithelium, and in sorne cells between 
those locations suggests that Cystatin A may have a role in 
immunological interplay between epithelium and GCs. 

References: 
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512. T-CELL RECEPTOR GAMMA/DELTA POSITIVE 
ACUTE L YMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIAS IN TWO CHIL
DREN WITH ATAXIA-TELANGIECTASIA 

G.C. Alfsen, A. Deggerdal, V. Bosnes, J. Marstrander. The 
Norwegian Radium Hospital, Rikshospitalet, and Ulleval 
Hospital , Oslo, Norway 

There is circumstantial evidence that the autosomal reces
sive disorder Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) may involve a gen
eralized defect in cellular differentiation. In the lymphoid 
system this differentiat ion defect is partially expressed by 
disturbances of the switch mechanism of B-cells and, as 
these patients a lso have an increase of peripheral TCR tdT
cells relative to TCR abT-cells, probably also a reduced 
ability of switching from TCR d gene rearrangements to 
further TCR a gene rearrangements. One would therefore 
expect to find an increased incidence of TCR td-positive 
leukemias among AT-patients. However, no reports of such 
leukemias have been published. 

We present two AT-patients from Norway with TCRtd 
positive T-cell acule lymphoblastic leukemias. They repre
sen! 2 out of 10 known AT-patients in Norway, and are the 
only ones with leukemias (2 other AT-patients developed B
cell lymphomas, 6 are without known malignancies). The 
patients, a boy (7) and a girl (6), showed no mediastinal 
tumours. The phenotypes of their leukemias were: TCRdl, 
CD3, CD2, CDS, CD4, CD7, CD10 and TCRdl, CD3, CD2, 
CD7 (CDS not tested) . Recent progress in phenotypic and 
genotypic characterization will be presented. 

513. NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS (NORs): 
QUANTIFICATION OF PROLIFERATIVE ACTIVITY IN 
LYMPHOID CELLS BY AUTOMATIC IMAGE ANALYSIS 

Alvarez-Alegret R., Sanz-Moncasi P., Giménez-Mas J.A., 
Gallego P., Ramirez-Gasca T., Garcia-Julian G. Hospital 
Miguel Servet. Zaragoza. Spain 

lntroduction: the application of an AgNOR quantification 
computer method can help us to obtain values which ob
jectively express the cellular activity grade, and to stablish 
the diagnosis and prognosis of neoplasias. 

Cases: 1 O cases of difieren! histologic grade malignan! 
lymphomas (Working Formulation), and S control cases 
(small lymphocytes, centrocytes, centroblasts, plasma cells, 
and histiocytes). We have quantified 40-60 cells in control 
cases and 60-80 in malignan! lymphomas. 

An original strategy based in computer image analysis 
techniques have been used (Sofware: VISILOG), and applied 
to cytologic smears, stained with the AgNOR method. 

Results: control cases: cell AgNOR mean Number= 1.43-
3.84; cell AgNOR mean Area= 0.74-2.63 square microns. 
Pathological cases: cell AgNOR mean Number: 3.3S-7.44; 
cell AgNOR mean Area= 3.48-13.13 square microns. 

Conclusions: lmage analysis techniques allow us an ob
jective quantification of the AgNORs, proteins related to 
cellular proliferation. 

The nuclear NOR Area, a parameter which can only be 
obtained by computer methods, ha ve a higherdiagnostic and 
prognostic value than numerical quantification (there are not 
overlapping between benign and malignan! cells). 

514. PRIMARY LYMPHOMA OF THE SPLEEN WITH 
HISTIOCYTIC HYPERPLASIA ANO ERYTROPHA
GOCYTOSIS. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF 
THREE CASES 

FI Aranda, JB Laforga, S Ghioldi. Hospital SVS Alicante. 
Facultad de Medicina. Universidad de Alicante, Spain 

The development of a malignan! lymphoma associated 
with erytrophagocytosis is very rare. We describe three 
patients with malignan! lymphoma affecting primarilly the 
spleen, with histiocytic hyperplasia with erytrophagocytosis. 
The patients, whose ages ranged 26-68 years, presented 
fever, hepato-splenomegaly, without peripheral lymph nades 
enlargement. Grossly, the spleens weighted between 1370-
1813 g. Histologically the three cases showed polymorphous 
cellularity, with particular affectation of white pulp. The 
hemophagocytosis was prominent in two cases, and moder-
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ate in one. lmmunohistochemical study was performed in 
paraffin embedded tissue with monoclonal antibodies: UCHL-
1, 4KBS, Ber-H2 (CD-30), LeuM1 (CD-1 S), Mac-387. 
Policlonal antibodies L26, CD3, Lisozime, and S-100 protein 
were also used. The neoplastic lymphoid cells stained with 
T cell markers (UCHL-1 , CD3) in two cases, and with B cell 
markers (4KBS, L26) in one case, being negative the rest of 
the antibodies. In the three cases the phagocytosis was 
observed in nonneoplastic-appearing hystiocytes, being 
positive for lisozime and weackly for Mac-387. A reactive 
population stained positively for S-100 protein in al l cases. 
We conclude that immunohistochemical study is importan! 
for typification of !he main lymphoid proliferating cells in order 
to differentiate the other accompaniant reactive populations. 
On the other hand, erytrophagocytosis was observed in 
nonneoplastic histiocytic cells with independence of !he B or 
T cell nature of !he lymphoma. 

515. PHENOTYPIC ANO GENOTYPIC PROFILE IN 
EGYPTIAN NON-HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMA 

Assem MA, Mouktar N, Fadali G, Fatah A, Assem M, Jaffe 
E, Kishor B, Magrath l. NCI Cairo, MRI Alexandria, Mansoura 
University & NCI Bethesda, MD, USA 

Randomly selected 18 NHL diagnosed and graded ac
cording to the lnternational Working Formulation were sub
jected to both immunophenotypic analysis, using a panel of 
monoclonal antibodies, and genotypic analysis using lgH 
and TCR b probes. 

14/18 (77.89%) were of B lineage, one was T, one was 
histiocytic and the 4th could not be catagorized to the B 
lineage based only on the rearrangement in lgH. 

Al l of the cases of well differentiated lymphocytic neo
plasm group showed double rearrangement along lgH & 
TCR b. These immunogenetic data suggest that B cell well 
differentiated lymphocytic neoplasms are relatively homog
enous disorder. This double rearrangement was found to be 
100% in Grade 1, 20% in Grade 11and22% in Grade 111. This 
decrease in the frequency along the line of differentiation 
may support the view point that small cell NHL arise from 
immature group and as the cell differentiate, commitment to 
the corresponding cell line is more and more achieved. 

These results confirm that" WELL-DIFFERENTIATED» 
lymphocytic lymphomas are relatively homogenous group 
based on immunogenetic data. 

516. IMMUNOPHENOTYPING OF SUBTYPES OF 
CHRONIC L YMPHOID LEUKEMIAS 

A. Batata, B. Shen. The Lymphoma/Leukemia Research 
Center, Department of Pathology, Cox lnstitute, Wright Sta te 
University School of Medicine, Dayton, OH, USA 

The FAB's proposal for !he classification of chronic lymphoid 
leukemias is unique al this time. Testing, expanding, and 
adding to !he theory will help to further characterize this group 
of diseases. Peripheral blood from 240 cases of chronic 
lymphoid leukemias was analyzed for immunologic evalua
tion of the following subtypes: typical chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia (CLL), 189; chronic lymphocytic leukemia with 
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pleomorphic lymphocytes (CLL pleo), 19; chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia of mixed cell type with 10% to SS% prolymphocytes 
(CLUPL), 20; prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL), 22; and hairy 
cell leukemia (HCL), 1 O. A numerical guideline for measuring 
surface immunoglobulin (Slg) intensity on flow cytometry 
was defined. The phenotype of CLL and CLL-pleo was weak 
Slg, mouse-rosettes positive (MR•), CDS+, and CD22· ; and 
of PLL and HCL strong Slg, MR-, CDS-, and CD22•. By 
performing the four-marker panel and accepting the relevan! 
results of two or more as sufficient for diagnosis, all cases 
(100%) of CLL, CLL-pleo, PLL and HCL were diagnosed. 
CLUPL showed the phenotype of CLL in 66.67% and of PLL 
in 33.33% of cases. The results suggest that Slg intensity, 
MR, CDS and CD22 constitute the minimum number of 
immune markers forthe differenlial diagnosis of the subtypes 
of chronic lymphoid leukemias. The frequency of cases with 
weak Slg fluorescence in decreasing order was CLL > CLL
pleo > CLLPL > PLL and HCL. The same sequence applied 
to the mean percentage of MR forming cells and CDS cells. 
But the sequence for the mean percentage of CD22 cell was 
reversed as follows: HCL > PLL > CLUPL > CLL and CLL
pleo. This sequence suggests that CLL and CLL-pleo carry 
identical phenotypes, and that the five subtypes follow a 
continuous spectrum of B-cell differentiation from early ma
ture (CLL and CLL-pleo), to late mature preplasma cell 
stages (PLL followed by HCL), with CLUPL in between. 

517. ISOLATION OF HOMOGENEOUS CELL POPULA
TION FROM NORMAL HUMAN ADUL T BONE MARROW 
WITH MUSCULAR PHENOTYPE 

Bonanno E, Ercoli L*, Macciomei MC, Missori P** , Rocchi 
G* and Spagnoli LG; Anatomic Pathology Department of 
Surgery; *lnfectious Diseases Department of Public Health; 
University of Rome «Tor Vergata" **Neurosurgery Depart
ment of Neuroscience University of Rome «La Sapienza», 
ltaly 

Hematopoietic micro-environment has a crucial role in 
physiological and pathological conditions homing and regu
lating precursorcell proliferation and maturation. Fibroblasts, 
macrophages, adipocytes, endothelial and myoid cells con
stitute !he heterogeneuos cellular population in human bone 
marrow Dexterculture. Using long term bone marrowcultures 
(L TBMC) tecnique we isolated an homogeneous stromal cell 
population, from human bone marrow taken by adult subjects 
free from hematological diseases. Cultures were fed with 
lscove medium containg 20% fetal cal! serum and incubated 
in humidified atmosphere of S% C0

2 
al 372C. Noteworthy no 

hydrocortisone and/or horse serum were added to cultures. 
These cells showed a muscular behavior assuming the «hills 
and valleys» configuration in !he post-confluent phase of 
growth. They homogeneously expressed a strong positivity 
for a-smooth muscle actin (anti a-sm1, Sigma), and desmin 
(anti-Desmin, Dako), whereas they were negalive for Factor 
VIII related antigen (anti-FVll l Dako) and anti-macropahges 
antigens (HAMS6, precious gift from Dr. Gown , Am J Path 
1986). The ultrastructural study confirmed that the majority of 
the cells had a muscular phenotype showing pinocytotic 
vesicles and bundles of actin fi laments with dense bodies in 
the cytoplasm. Only occasional foam cell, of uncertain origin, 
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were observed. Moreover our stromal cell population was 
able to support blast cell colony formation in vitro when we 
seeded, on top of them, fresh bone marrow depleted of 
adherent cells. In conclusion we developed a simple method 
to separate a defined population of muscular type from other 
components in L TBMC system obtained from normal adult 
human bone marrow. Further studies of the muscular 
population could provide a better knowledge of the contribution 
of this stromal componen! in supporting hemopoiesis in vitro 
and its role in pathological conditions. 

51 8. HEMOPHAGOCYTIC HISTIOCYTOSIS WITH DIVER· 
GENT PHENOTYPE: MACROPHAGE ANO LANGER· 
HANS' CELL 

Bosman C., ºBoldrini R., ·ungari S., "Rosati D. Dep. 
Human Biopathol., La Sapienza University; ºDep. Pathol. 
and "Pediatrics, Bambino Gesu Pediatric Hospital, Rome, 
ltaly 

There is general agreememt (Watanabe et al. 1983) that 
systemic histiocytic proliferative diseases may derive from 
macrophagic or accessory cell lineage, namely interdigitate 
Langerhans' cell. 

As a rule these two cellular categories show different 
functions and phenotypes even if both originate from bone 
marrow. This concept seems not so dogmatic as sorne recent 
researches on human skin (Cooper et al. 1985, Murphy et al. 
1986) prove and sorne cases of systemic hemophagocytic 
histiocytoses reported by Wieczozeck et al. (1986) and here 
apparently indicate. Soeither in normal as well as in pathologic 
status hystiocytic cells may be found simultaneously show
ing functions and phenotypes of macrophageand Langerhans' 
cell. These reported cases concern a systemic histiocytic 
proliferation with fever, high ESR, anemia, leucopenia, low 
platelets count and enlarged lymph nades, liver and spleen. 
Histologic examination of spleen in one case and sorne 
lymph nades and bone marrow in both cases revea!ed 
derangement of normal structures secondary to infiltration by 
large histiocytic cells with cytoplasmic engulfment by RBC 
and hemosiderinic granules. lmmunophenotypic study indi
cates in both cases positivity of AT, ACT, Lys, HAM 56, S100, 
CD1 , HLADR, Ki1 . By ultrastructural investigation in both 
cases hemophagocytosis and Bierbeck bodies were de
tected in the cytoplasm of the same cell. 

519. SEQUENTIAL BIOPSIES IN CHRONIC MEGAKARYO· 
CYTIC- GRANULOCYTIC MYELOSIS- CMGM · REVEAL 
P ROG RESS IV E TRANSFORMAT ION TOWARDS 
OSTEOMYELOFIBROSIS 

Th. Buhr, H. Choritz, A. Georgii. Pathologisches lnstitut 
der Medizinischen Hochschule, Hannover, Germany 

Although the reactive nature of myelofibrosis in Myeloid 
Metaplasia, which is designated as Chronic Megakaryocytic
Granulocytic Myelosis - CMGM -, as substantiated else
where (GEORGll et al., Path Res Pract 186 : 3 - 27, 1990), 
is widely accepted, a basic disorder without any fiber in
crease and a later progressive fibrosis is not yet well known. 
Forthis purpose, a studyon sequential biopsies from patients 
with CMGM and various stages of myelofibrosis was per
formed. 0192 patients, in whom no fiber increase was found 

al initial diagnosis, 21 proceeded to sorne degree of 
myelofibrosis later on, and nearly one quarter ended up with 
overt osteomyelofibrosis. Clinico-haematological data reflect 
the ongoing fibrosis to sorne degree, since an increased 
portian of immature precursors and red cells was found 
accompanying more pronounced stages of fibrosis. The 
particular linkage of this disease to osteomyelosclerosis is 
further substantiated by the distribution of bone marrow 
biopsies from 450 patients with CMGM at initial examination, 
who had been selected out of sorne 26,500 biopsies from the 
bone marrow register of the Deutsche Krebshilfe. 

520. BerH2 REACT IVITY IN HIGH GRADE NON
HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMAS 

J.M .Cabe¡;adas, J . Soares, Servi¡;o de Patología 
Morfologica, Instituto Portugués de Oncologia, Lisboa, Por
tugal 

Sixty cases of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma with features of 
high grade histology according to the Kiel classification were 
assessed for the expression of BerH2 in formalin fixed, 
paraffin embedded material. They were part of a consecutive 
series of 512 non-Hodgkin's lymphomas studied in a 5 year 
period (1984-1988). 

Patients age ranged from 9 to 83 years (mean 51.6), 26 
being females and 35 males. They were classified as follows, 
using H&E sectionsand immunophenotyping with antibodies 
recognizing antigens resistan! to routine tissue processing: 
centroblastic lymphoma (CB=32) , large cell anaplastic 
lymphoma (ALC=1 1 ), immunoblastic (IB=9), unclassifiable 
B-Cell (UB=4), T-Cell lymphoma (T =4). 

BerH2 was positive in ali anaplastic large cell lymphomas, 
and in 18 of the remaining cases (CB= 12, 18=2, 
unclassifiable=4), all of them being epithelial membrane 
antigen negative. We found a high percentage (30%) of 
BerH2 positive CB lymphomas in archiva! material, contrary 
to the results reported by others. 

Follow-up study revealed no difference in survival between 
BerH2 positive and negative cases, for the same histological 
type, suggesting that the expression of this antigen is not 
related to prognosis. Strict adherence to morphological cri
teria and a careful evaluation of the immunohistochemistry 
results are needed to avoid misclassifications of this type of 
lymphomas. 

521 . GYANT LYMPH NODE HYPERPLASIA: IMMUNO
HISTOCHEMICALAND UL TRASTRUCTURALSTUDY OF 
THREE CASES 

F.Calabrese, M.Valente, A.Poletti, A.Farruggio, Dept. of 
Pathological Anatomy, University of Padua and Civil Hospi
tal, Este Padua, ltaly 

Three cases of Castleman disease (giant lymph node 
hyperplasia) were studied by histology, immunohistochemistry 
and transmission electron microscopy. They were localized 
in the mediastinum (case 1 ), axillary region (case 2) and 
retroperitoneum (case 3). Case 3 had constitutional symp
toms (anemia and polyclonanal hypergammaglobulinaemia) 
which disappeared alter surgical excision of the mass. 
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Histologically all were hyaline vascular forms, but in case 3 
clusters of interfollicular plasma cells were seen and may be 
considered a hyalin vascular form with plasmocellular com
ponen!. lmmunohistochemistry revealed hyperplastic and 
sometimes atypical dendritic reticulum cells in first two cases, 
and polyclonality of plasma cells in the third. At electron 
microscopy many interdigitating cells with prominent cyto
plasmic processes and desmosoma like junctions were 
detected in cases 1 and 2; a few plasma cells with abundan! 
rough endoplasmic reticulum containing electron dense 
material were also seen. Case 3 was featured by clusters of 
plasma cells without storage of secretory products. This case 
is very interesting because is a retroperitoneal Castleman 
disease with prominent hyaline vascu lar pattern associated 
with constitutional symptoms. Our findings support that there 
is a close relationship between plasmocellular and hyaline 
vascular forms of Castleman disease. 

522. DETECTION OF EBV GENOMES IN L YMPHOEPl
THELIOMA OF THE NASOPHARYNX 

A. Candia, C. Villanueva, C. Gonzalez, F. Mampaso, C. 
Bellas; Hospital «Ramón y Cajalu, Madrid, Spain 

Lymphoepithelioma is the designation that has been given 
to a distinctive type of nasopharyngeal undifferentiated car
cinoma with a prominent lymphoid stroma. This tumor has a 
strong association with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). 

We have studied nine cases of lymphoepithelioma of the 
nasopharynx by in situ non isotopic hybridization, to detect 
EBV genomes, on paraffin-embedded tissue, using a 
biotinilated EBV DNA probe consisted of Bam H1-W frag
ment of EBV DNA. 

EBV genomes were demostrated in eight of the nine cases 
within the nuclei of the malignan! epithelial cells. In sorne 
specimens, the signa! was quite intense and in others 
relatively sparse; within each case showing nor a uniform 
distribution of the signals over the nuclei neither from one 
tumor cell to another one. These findings suggest that tumor 
cells may be heterogenous regarding EBV DNA genomes 
detection, being not clear wether this represents a true 
difference in the degree of EBV infection. 

The findings in tour of our cases of positive hybridization 
in areas of squamous metaplastic epithelium support the 
concept that this is the site where lymphoepithelioma arises. 

523. POST-TRANSPLANT L YMPHOMAS. EPSTEIN-BARR 
VIRUS (EBV) DNA DETECTION BY THE POL YMERASE 
CHAIN REACTION 

F. Contreras-Mejuto, M.C Robledo,F.J. Pardo, M.A. ldoate. 
Clinica Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Lymphomas are, excluding skin cancers, the most com
mon neoplasms in transplanted patients. They represen! the 
17% of malignan! tumours in transplant recipients and are 
usually of the large, pleomorphic, B-cell type. These tumours 
have been related with immunosuppressive therapy and 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection. 
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We present six cases of post-transplant lymphoma that 
appeared in 422 transplants; four in 95 heart transplants, one 
in 29 liver transplants, and one in 298 renal transplants. To 
detect EBV infection we performed the polymerase chain 
reaction with specific primers for the Bam-H1 W fragment. 
The patients age ranged between 38 and 63 years old (mean 
52,2). All patients with lymphoma had been treated with OKT-
3. Lymphomas developed between six and 22 weeks alter 
transplantation. lmmunohistochemically all cases were 
composed of immature activated B cells. EBV DNA was 
detected in three cases, two in heart allogralt recipients and 
one in a liver transplant palien!. 

We conclude that EBV as well as OKT-3 treatment play an 
importan! pathogenetic role in the development of post
transplant lymphomas. 

524. NON-HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMA AFTER HODGKIN'S 
DISEASE. DETECTION OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS (EBV) 
DNA IN BOTH THE FIRST ANO THE SECOND MALIG
NANCY WITH THE POL YMERASE CHAIN REACTION 
(PCR) 

F. Contreras-Mejuto, M.C. Robledo, F.J. Pardo, M. Joly. 
Clinica Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) is an infrequent late 
complication following treatment of Hodgkin's disease (HD). 
Most patients have high grade B-cell lymphomas and show 
predilection for extranodal involvement. Epstein-Barr virus 
(EBV) infection has been related with both HD and NHL, but 
as far as we know this is the first study in which this 
relationship is studied in both the NHL appearing alter 
treatment for HD and the first HD. We studied six patients 
who developed NHL between six and 11 yearsaltertreatment 
for HD, nodular sclerosis type. To detect EBV infection we 
performed the polymerase chain reaction with specific primers 
for the Bam-H1 W fragment, in 4 cases of HD and in 5 cases 
of NHL. All patients rece ived both radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy. Three cases had only gastric involvement, 
one spleen involvement, other a submandibular lymph node 
involvement and other multiple mesenteric lymph node in
volvement. Ali second tumours were B-cell type. EBV DNA 
was detected in 4 out of 5 cases of NHL and in 2 out of 4 of 
HD. In one case both tumours were positive and in other 
palien! both were negative. In one case HD was negative and 
the secondary NHL was positive. We conclude that: 1) HD 
may be related to EBV infection; 2) NHLin immunosuppressed 
patients are also strongly related to EBV; 3) lt is possible that 
NHL appearing alter HD with EBV DNA are also more prone 
to have EBV DNA. 

525. MYELOPEROXIDASE mRNA DETECTION IN 
LEUKEMIC CELLS FROM GLASS SLIDE SMEARS US
ING VARIANT PCR DETECTION SYSTEMS 

D. Crisan and E.A. Carr. William Beaumont Hospital, 
Royal Oak, MI, USA 

Determination of myeloid vs lymphoid cell lineage of 
leukemic blasts is requi red for the diagnosis of acule 
leukemias. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity is used as a 
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pivotal diagnostic criterion because MPO is considered a 
definitive myeloid marker. However, sorne primitive blasts 
may be MPO negative, but myeloid committment can be 
established by detection of MPOmRNA. Although conven
tional methods for MPOmRNA detection have been used in 
research, these procedures are ditticult and impractical for 
routine diagnostic use. Recently, a new procedure was 
developed for MPOmRNA detection using the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR): message amplification phenotyping. 

The present study represents a new approach, adapting 
this procedure to the detection of MPOmRNA in leukemic 
blasts from peripheral blood (PB) and bone marrow aspirate 
(BMA) smears. Wright stained or unstained, glass slide 
smears from patients with acule myelogenous leukemia 
(AML) and acule unditterentiated leukemia (AUL) have been 
used. Smears prepared from cultured HL-60 cells were used 
as positive controls for MPOmRNA expression. Alter mi
croscopic examination, smear areas with homogenous bias! 
populations were selected and the cellular material scraped 
and used for total cellular ANA extraction and reverse tran
scription to generate first-strand cDNA. Multiple sequences, 
ranging from 89 bp to 653 bp, and encompassing ali regions 
of the MPOcDNA were PCR amplified using nested and 
multiplex PCR variants. The finding of amplification products 
of the expected sizes demonstrated MPOmRNA expression 
and established myeloid lineage of the blasts in ali cases of 
AML studied (1 O) and in one case of AUL. The advantages 
of these variant PCR formats are: high sensitivity and 
specificity, simultaneous detection of sequences encom
passing ali regions of MPOmRNA, and also a rapid availability 
of results in 6-8 hrs. The procedure adaptated for use of 
smears is particularly attractive for diagnostics, since it 
obviates the need for fresh cells required for conventional or 
PCR-based methods of mRNA detection, and also allows 
retrospective studies. 

526. COMBINED IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL EVALUA
TION OF THE EXPRESSION OF P53 ANTIONCOGENE, 
EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS ANO CD30 ANTIGENS IN 
HODGKIN'S DISEASE ANO ANAPLASTIC LARGE CELL 
LYMPHOMAS 

M. Chilosi, A. Mombel lo, A. Scarpa, M. Lestani, F. 
Menestrina. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di 
Verana, ltaly 

Mutation of p53 «tumor suppressor gene», leading to 
abnormal accumulation of p53 protein, is found in a large 
number of difieren! tumors including lymphoid neoplasms. 

We have investigated the abnormal accumulation of p53 
protein in one hundred cases of Hodgkin's disease (HD) and 
in 35 cases of Ki 1 + (CD30) anaplastic large cell lymphomas 
(ALCL) using PAbl801 in a combined immunohistochemical 
technique together with antibodies recognizing the CD30 
antigen and the EBV-encoded protein LMP. We were inter
ested in this analysis since ditterent studies have suggested 
a possible role of EBV infection and p53 deregulation in the 
pathogenesis of these diseases. Our data show that most 
cases of HD are characterized by the presence of p53+ cells 
exhibiting the morphological and the phenotypical (CD30+, 
CD15+) features of Reed-Sternberg and Hodgkin's cells. In 

many cases CD30 negative smal l or medium-size lymphoid 
cells exhibiting p53 nuclear staining were also observed. 

The multimarker analysis provided precise data on the 
distribution of p53+ cells in histological subtypes of HD with 
similar proportions of p53+ cells in MC and SN subtypes. 
EBV-LMP antigen was demonstrated in a small proportion of 
HD and ALCL without obvious relation with p53 expression. 
In a large proportion of ALCL a great number of p53+ cells 
were found, ali coexpressing the CD30 antigen. lnterestingly 
in a proportion of the same cases we could not find p53-gene 
mutations by SSCP analysis (see the abstrae! by A. Scarpa 
et al.). Supported in part by M.U.R.S.T. (Roma), and A.l.R.C. 
(Milano). 

527. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CYTOLOGY (FNAC) OF 
EOSINOPHYLIC GRANULOMA: REPORT OF TWO CA
SES 

Dasí C, Reselló E, Ferrández-lzquierdo A, Compañ A, 
Melina P. Department of Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, 
Valencia, Spain 

Langerhans cell histiocytosis or classic Histiocytosis «X» 
is an uncommon entity characterized by a non-neoplastic 
reactive proliferation of Langerhans cells, its form of presen
tation being more frequently as an osseous eosinophylic 
granuloma. 

Although there are few descriptions about this entity, the 
FNAC technique permits an easy diagnosis highly specific 
for th is lesion. lt also provides material to make 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural studies simultane
ously, which increase the diagnostic specificity. 

We report two cases of osseous eosinophylic granuloma 
in children, diagnosed by FNAC. Both patients showed 
osteolitic lesions with cranial localization, clinically suspi
cious of sarcoma. With FNAC several slides were obtained. 
Papanicolaou and Giemsa stains were applied. Also 
immunohistochemistry to S-100 protein. pan-macrophage 
antigen, T6 antigen and PNA agglutinin was performed. 
Sorne aspirate was kept for ultrastructural study. 

The cytomorphologic characteristics were uniform in both 
cases showing a heterogeneous cellular population, that 
included Langerhans cells with typical «cotte grain" nuclei, 
together wit a variable amount of histiocytes, osteoclasts, 
eosinophylic leukocytes and lymphocytes. 

lmmunohistochemically Langerhans cells stained posi
tively for S-100 protein. Ultrastructurally «Birbeck granules» 
appeared on these cells. 

We conclude that cytomorphologic findings in FNAC ma
terial give a highly reliable diagnosis that should be confirmed 
with immunohistochemistry (positivity to S-100 protein) and 
electron microscopy (presence of Birbeck granulles) . 

528. FINE-NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY (FNAB) OF 
CERVICAL MYELOMA CONSIDERATIONS ON DIFFER
ENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 

l. De Prada,J. Vargas, P. DeAgustin, M.D. Garcia, F. Relea; 
Hospital 12 De Octubre. Madrid, Spain 
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Extramedular plasmocytoma is an infrecuent event (less 
than 10% ol all plasma cell myelomas). lts most lrecuent 
localization is in the head and the neck regions. About 17-
30% finally developed disseminated diseases. 

In our case an eighty years old woman was seen in 
outpatient department because a non-compresiva, 
anterocervical mass apparently related with the thyroid. No 
others local or systemic findings were initially found. 

A FNA8 was performed, and the smear showed atipycal, 
plasmocitoyd cells and diagnosis of myeloma or medular 
carcinoma of thyroid rendered. La ter, during the clinical study 
a mond clonal 8 peak was demostrated in serum, and a 
second FNA8 with inmunohistochemical support was diag
nostic ol neoplasm of plasma cell. 

Our case illustrate the difficulty in diagnosing plasma cell 
myeloma in cervical localization, because medular carci
noma, Hashimoto thyroiditis, and plasma cell granuloma, 
can display a very similar cytopathological picture. However 
if we suspect the possibility ol ocurrence ol plasma cell 
myeloma in the soft tissues ol the neck, we can design a 
diagnostic algorithm, that including FNA8 with Electron 
microscopy and lnmunohistochemistry, together with clínica! 
and analitical adecuate studies, can be diagnostic. 

In summary although rare, plasma cell myeloma can affect 
soft tissue of the neck and the thyroid, and can be diagnosed 
by FNA8 with clinical and analitical support, and the help of 
E.M. an lnmunohistochemistry. 

529. PROFILE OF CELL MEOIATEO IMMUNITY IN 
LEPROMATOUS LEPROSY PATIENTS AOMINISTEREO 
AN 'ANTl-LEPROSY' VACCINE 

M.Deo, S.Chiplunkar and S.Gangal of Cancer Research 
lnstitute, Parel , 8ombay-400012, India 

In 1979, we developed an «anti-leprosy" vaccine lrom 
ICRC bacilli which are cultivable leprosy derived mycobacteria. 
The organisms, which probably belong to M.avium
intracellulare complex, are yet to be lully characterized. 
However, they show extensive antigenic cross reactivity, 
including against sorne specilic monoclonals, with M.leprae. 
The vaccine induces immune responsiveness to M.leprae in 
patients ol lepromatous leprosy, who, belore vaccination, 
exhibit specilic anergy to the leprosy germs. Vaccination 
results in rapid clearance of tissue bacillary load, associated 
with upgrading ol tissue lesions; in sorne patients even 
reversa! reaction is observed. To get an idea ol the mecha
nism ol action, we have investigated vaccine-induced al
terations in the immunological prolile, specially ol the T cell 
immunity. The vaccinated patients show enhanced 
lymphocyte prolileration and increased cytokine production 
in response to M.leprae antigens. Frequency ol M.leprae 
antigen specilic T-lymphocytes is tremendously increased. 
Their average lrequency in LL patients is negligible, being 
between 1 in 30.000 to 100.000. Alter vaccination, their 
number is increased by 10-20 lold, being in the range ol 
1 :3000 to 6000. Like others, we have found it very difficult to 
develop M.leprae specilic T-cell clones lrom LL patients. 8ut 
after vaccination such clones can be readily generated 
indicating boosting of M.leprae specilic T-cell immunity, the 
dominate host-delence against the leprosy germs. 
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530. p53 ANO bcl-2 PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN 
HOOGKIN'S OISEASE 

l.A. Doussis, F. Pezzella, and K. C. Gatter. Nuffield De
partment ol Pathology, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, UK 

p53 and bcl-2 protein expression have been studied in 46 
cases of Hodgkin's disease in viewof theireffectson apoptosis. 
The aim was to see whether there would be a relationship 
between the expression of these two apoptosis-related 
proteins in Hodgkin's disease. We found immunocytochemical 
expression ol p53 protein in 17 out ol the 46 cases (36,9%) 
ol Hodgkin's disease that we studied, using 3 monoclonal 
and 2 polyclonal antibodies. The staining was mainly nuclear 
and was restricted to the Reed-Sternberg cells and to their 
mononuclear variants. The bcl-2 protein was present on 
mantle zone 8 cells and scattered T cells in all cases. In 26 
cases (57,7%) Reed-Sternberg cells and their mononuclear 
variants showed cytoplasmic presence ol bcl-2 with all 3 
monoclonal antibodies used. 1 O cases showed coexpression 
ol both protein products, while in 12 cases neither ol them 
was identified. 

We conclude that mutan! p53 is present in a high number 
of cases ol Hodgkin's disease, as is the case with many other 
human malignancies and its restricted expression on Reed
Sternberg cells and their variants further supports their 
neoplastic nature. The presence of bcl-2 product in more 
than hall of the cases shows that blocking apoptosis may be 
an importan! step towards extended survival and neoplastic 
transformation. 

531. 8-CELL ACTIVATION ANTIGENS ANO EXPRESSION 
OF EBNA-LIKE ANTIGENS IN SIV-RELATEO MALIGNANT 
LYMPHOMAS 

H. Feichtinger, S.L. Li, l. Ernberg, E. Kaaya, P. Putkonen, 
G. 8iberfeld, and P. 8 iberfeld; Univ. of lnnsbruck, Austria; 
Karolinska Hospital and National 8acteriological Laboratory, 
Stockholm, Sweden 

AIDS-related lymphomas (ARL) represen! a selection of 
high grade malignan! 8-cell lymphomas with a restricted 
morphology and are molecularly heterogeneous with respect 
to association with Epstein-8arr virus, c-myc translocation 
and lg-gene rearrangement. We have observed a high 
lrequency of malignan! lymphomas in a series of cynomolgus 
monkeys (13/39) infected with simian immunodeficiency 
virus (SIVsm, strain smm3). Here we demonstrate that these 
lymphomas are associated with a cynomolgus 8-lymphotropic 
herpes virus (C8L V) closely related to E8V. The presence ol 
C8L V in the majority ol the lymphomas was shown by 
Southern blotting using EBV-specilic DNA-probes. The 
pathogenic importance of C8L V in lymphoma development 
was indicated by demonstration ol C8LV-related nuclear 
antigens (CYNAs) involved in B-cell translormation analo
gous to E8V-associated nuclear antigens (E8NAs) in 
lymphoma biopsies and cultured lymphoma cells by 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) and Western blotting (W8). 
Thus, CYNA-1 (EBNA-1 like) was detected as a 50kd protein 
in WB ol protein lysates ol 13/13 lymphomas, and CYNA-2 
(EBNA-2 like) was present as a 100kd band in 8/13 
lymphomas. IHC lor CYNA-2 using a monoclonal antibody 
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against EBNA-2 (PE-12) revealed positive lymphoma cells 
in 10/1 O biopsies tested. Other potentially transforming 
proteins like laten! membrane protein (LMP) and CYNAs 
corresponding to EBNA3-6 were not unequivocally detectable 
by WB or IHC. The immunophenotype of the lymphomas 
showed a pattern in accordance with activated B-cells reflected 
by the cellular expression of CD 23 and occasionally CD 30. 
The expression pattern of transforming EBNA-like molecules 
and activation antigens in SIV-related lymphomas resembles 
that of EBV-infected lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) and 
points to their similarity with a major subtype (« LCL-like 
type») of EBV-associated AIDS lymphomas. 

532. EXPRESSION OF ARGYROPHILIC NUCLEOLAR 
ORGANIZER REGIONS (AgNORs) AS A TOOL TO AS
SESS CELLULAR PROLIFERATION IN LYMPHOID TIS
SUE 

T. Flores', S. Carbajo ... V. Alberca ... E. Carbajo-Perez#. 
·HCU y .. Universidad de Salamanca.· Universityof Oviedo, 
Spain 

Several attemps have been made to correlate cellular 
proliferation with variations in !he expression of AgNORs an 
it has been recently shown that the mean size and number of 
AgNOR dots per cell increase from !he GO-G 1 to !he S-phase 
of the cell cycle (1) . This study was carried out to know 
whether the modification in the expression of AgNORs during 
the S-phase can be used to assess cellular proliferation in 
routine studies. Thymuses from 30-day-old rats which had 
been given an intraperitoneal injection of bromodeoxyuridine 
( BrdU; 100 mg/kg b. w.) 60 min befo re autopsy were processed 
to paraffin and 3 µm sections were either stained with silver 
colloid and counterstained with methyl green as described by 
Carbajo et al. (1991) or immunocytochemically processed 
with an anti-BrdU mAb (2). Alter silver staining cells with 
either big AgNOR dots or irregular clumps of silver-stained 
material over a yellowish background (type 1 cells) were 
easily differentiated from ce lis with smaller and fewer AgNOR 
dots which, al the same time, showed a heavy green 
counterstaining (type 11 cells). Discrimination of both cell 
types cells was also possible by means of semi-automatic 
image analysis. The proportion of type 1 cells (11.5±0.8; n=6; 
mean±S.E.M.) almost overlaped with that of BrdU-labelled 
cells (13.6±0.4; n=6). A similar relationship was found when 
AgNORs were studied in frozen sections from biopsic sam
ples of lymphoid tissue with different degrees of cellular 
proliferation as assessed by Ki67 immuno-staining. lt is 
concluded that the proportion of type 1 cells as identified 
according to the expression of AgNORs closely corresponds 
with the proliferative activity in samples of lymphoid tissue. 

(1) Carbajo et al. (1991) J. Cell Biol. 73: 45 

(2) Carbajo et al. ( 1992) Histochem J. 24: 137 

533. PROGNOSTIC CONCORDANCE OF TWO CLASSl
FICATIONS OF THYMOMAS 

M. Gambacorta, R. Giardini, G. Palestra, E. Pescarmona; 
Ospedale Maggiore and lstituto Nazionale Tumori of Milan, 
University of Turin and University "La Sapienza• of Rome, 
ltaly 

Thymomas are primary epithelial neoplasms of the thy
mus characterized by the presence of a variable number of 
non neoplastic lymphocytes. According to !he predominan! 
cell type thymomas are traditionally subdivided into predomi
nantly lymphocy1ic, mixed lymphoepithelial and predominantly 
epithelial types (with spindle cells and non-spindle cells 
subtypes). The classification recently proposed by Kirchner 
and Muller-Hermelink includes five difieren! histological types: 
medullary, mixed , predominantly cortical and cortical 
thymoma, and well differentiated thymic carcinoma. With the 
aim to elucidate the prognostic factors of thymoma and the 
utility of the two histological classification, we analysed the 
relationship between clinical features, histological type and 
long term survival in a group of 270 cases of thymic tumor. Ali 
cases were reviewed and reclassified according to both 
classifications. With reference to the prognostic value this 
study showed concordance between !he two histological 
classifications. The extent of local invasion turned out to be 
the main prognostic factor of thymoma: actuaria! survival 12 
years alter surgery was 90% for radical (143 cases) and nil 
for non radical operations (127 cases) (p 0.00000), with an 
overall actuaria! survíval of 60%. The mortality rate of cases 
with myastenia gravis was similar to cases without myastenia 
gravis only during the first ten years, whereas it increased 
therealter, thus suggesting a long term influence of this 
disease on the clinical course. This finding needs confirmation 
by a longer follow-up study. 

534. NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS PREDICT 
SURVIVAL OF NON-HODGKIN ·s L YMPHOMAS 

F. García-Bragado, l. Ezpeleta". M.C. De Miguel. M. 
Redondo·. S. García. Hospital Virgen del Camino. Pamplona. 
Spain 

In non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL), the mean number of 
silver stained nucleolar organizer regions (NOR) relates to 
the histological grade and to other cell proliferation indices. 

To assess the prognostic importance of NOR count on 
survival, we retrospectively reviewed 117 consecutive NHL 
diagnosed between 1975-1989. Median follow-up was 65 
months. Biopsies were reclassified according to the Working 
Formulation (W.F.). The number of NOR and the percentage 
of cells with one nuclear NOR (NOR=I) were counted in 200 
ce lis with a semiautomatic image analyzer. The mean number 
of NOR in cells with more !han one nuclear do! (NOR>I) was 
calculated therealter. Reproducibility was assessed by two 
independent counts in 72 cases, using the Pearson test 
(rNOR 0.94, rNOR=I 0.92, rNOR>I 0.92). Multivariateanalysis 
was performed using the Cox method. 

The mean number of NOR, NOR=I and NOR>I were: 1.47 
± 0.56, 68.93 ± 25.55 and 2.36 ± 0.53 in low-grade, 3.43 ± 
2.04, 32.33 ± 30.55 and 3.99 ± 1.73 in intermediate-grade 
and 5.19 ± 2.06, 9.03 ± 16.65 and 5.44 ± 1.91 in high-grade 
NHL. Only the differences between low and high-grade NHL 
and between histological groups A-F and G-J were signifi
can! (p<0.01). The independent risk factors for survival were 
NOR>I (p=0.0012), systemic symptoms (p=0.008) and his
tological group (p=0.029). Neither age, sex, stage, bulky 
disease, extranodal involvement, hemoglobin, leucocy1es, 
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lymphocytes, E.S.R. or L.D.H, predicted survival (p>O.I). In 
conclusion NOR count correlates with the likelihood of sur
vival of our patients with NHL. 

Supported by grant 90/0526 from F.l.S.S. 

535. DETECTION OF SURFACE LEUKOCYTE ANTIGENS 
THROUGH IMMUNOELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

M.O. Garcia-Prats, F. Relea, l. de Prada, M.A. Martinez
Gonzalez.; Hospital 12 de Octubre. Madrid, Spain 

lntroduction. The techniques of immunohistochemistry 
with colloidal gold viewed by electron microscopy are highly 
specific and they allow quantitative studies of antigens. So as 
to better know the sensivity of this technique, we have 
studied 6 cases with antibodies directed against common 
leukocyte antigen (CLA), CD4, L26 and Leu 3A3B. 

Materials and Methods. We have studied 6 biopsies of 6 
patients with the following diagnoses on light microscopy: 
pleomorphic lymphoma, dermatopathic lymphadenitis, diffuse 
monomorphic centroblastic lymphoma, non-specific 
lymphadenitis, lymphomatoid papulosis and reactive follicular 
hyperplasia.Tumor blocks were embedded (standard tech
nique) in low temperature polymerization resins (Lowicryl 
k4M) at -25ºC with U.V. light and representative samples 
were cut in fine 60-100 nm. sections and subsequently 
mounted in naked nickel grids. 

Results: 

Pleomorphic lymphoma .CLA + 

Dermatopathic lymphadenitis CD4 + 

Diffuse monomorphic centroblastic lymphoma-CLA+ 

Non-specific lymphadenitis CLA + 

Lymphomatoid papulosis CLA +/Leu 3A3B + 

Reactive follicular hyperplasia CLA+/L26+ and Leu 3A3B

Conclusions. 

1-Techniquesof inclusion in low-temperature polimerization 
resins allow conservation of surface leukocyte antigens. 

2-Such technique yields highly sensitive views. 

3-With sufficient controls, this technique allows quantita
tive studies of surface leukocyte antigens. Their specifity is 
yet to be determined. 

536. NASAL T-CELL LYMPHOMAS (NTCL) DISPLAY 
PECULIAR PHENOTYPIC FEATURES ANO ARE ASSO
CIATED WITH EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS (EBV) 

P Kanavaros', J Briere 2 , MC Lescs', 1 Joa 3
, J Boscq 3

, F 
Galateau 4. 1Abdalsamad 5, C Haioun', JP Farcet ', F Reyes', 
and P Gaulard'. ; CHU Henri Mondor, Créteil ' ; Hópital 
Laennec, Paris 2 ; lnstitut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif 3 ; CHU 
Cote de Nacre, Caen•; and CHIC, Créteil5 , France 

Malignan! lymphomas presenting with involvement of the 
nasal cavity are unusual, except in Oriental populations 
where recen! studies have suggested that they could be 
associated with EBV. In order to know if the results of these 
oriental studies can be extended to Western patients, we 
studied 7 cases of so-called NTCL in 6 french and 1 
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mauritanean patients (3 men and 4 women ; 30 to 64 year
old). All patients had history of recurren! rhinitis. Clinically, 
they presented with involvement of the nasal fossae (7 
cases) and palate (2 cases) ; one of them also had skin and 
lung involvement. Histologically, they were pleomorphic 
tumors classified as diffuse large cell (4 cases) or diffuse 
mixed lymphomas (3 cases). Angiocentricity, angioinvasion 
and necrotic areas were seen in 2, 4 and 6 cases respectively. 
lmmunohistology revealed that 6/7 cases displayed a CD1-
, CD3·, TCRap-, TCRyl)", CD2+, CD?·, C05", C04", coa-. CD56' 
phenotype, whereas the seventh case was a yli peripheral T
cell lymphoma (PTCL) as demonstrated by the co1 ·· CD3', 
TCAyo•, CD4-, coa-, CD56' phenotype and the biallelicyand 
li TCR gene rearrangements. DNA in situ hybridization 
(DISH) using the 3.0 kb Bam HI fragment EBV DNA probe 
revealed the presence of the EBV genome in the 6 tested 
cases. In addition, immunohistology showed that all 7 cases 
expressed the EBV-encoded LMP (Laten! membrane protein) 
and BZLF1 (Zebra) proteins. In view of previous data showing 
that LMP has transforming potential and that BZLF1 is 
involved in the initiation of productive EBV lile cycle, these 
findings indicate activation of EBV replication in NTCL and 
suggest that EBV may play a role in the pathogenesis of such 
lymphomas. 

We conclude that NTCL constitute a distinct entity charac
te rized by (1) a nasal and midfacial involvement by 
pleomorphic lymphomas variably associated with 
angiocentricity, angioinvasion and necrosis; (2) a peculiar 
phenotype suggestive of either yo PTCL, or more frequently 
of PTCL with extensive T-cell antigen loss or, altematively 
with true NK cell neoplasias ; (3) a strong association with 
EBV, which may have a role in the pathogenesis of such 
lymphomas. 

537. IMMUNOPHENOTYPES OF REED-STEMBERG 
CELLS: AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF 73 
CASES OF HODGKIN'S DISEASE IN PARAFFIN SEC
TIONS 

G. Fraile, C. González García, C. Bellas. Hospital Ramón 
y Cajal, Madrid, Spain 

Although the diagnosis of Hodgkin's Disease (HD) is made 
by the identification of Hodgkin's and Reed-Stenberg's cells 
( HAS) in an appropiate cellular background, the advent of 
monoclonal antibodies (MoAb) has provided objetive criteria 
forthe diagnosis of HD. We have studied 73 paraffin sections 
of lymph-node specimens from 73 patients with pretreatment 
HD ( 13 Lymphocyte Predominan! ( LP ), among then 9 
nodular LP (NLP) and 4 diffuse LP (DLP), 39 Nodular 
sclerosis (NS) and 29 Mixed Cellularity (MC) ) by 
immunohistochemistry. The tested MoAb were CD15, CD30, 
CD45, anti-EMA and those expected to specifically identify 
B-cell or T-cell linage such as CD20 and CD45R. CD15 was 
expressed by HAS in 94,a% NS, 90,4% MC and 30,7% PL. 
CD45 was positive in 7,6% NS, 23,a% MC and 53,a% LP. 
Anti-EMA was positive in 3a,4% NS, 30% MC and 76,9% PL. 
The staining pattern with CD20 was positive in 23% NS, 
33,3% MC and 53,ao/o PL. The MoAb CD45A was found 
positive in only 10 cases, 2% NS and 23% LP. In summary 
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we ha ve found that CD15 and CD30 were heavily expressed 
in the subtypes of NS and MC HD and only in about 30% of 
LP HD. The opposite happened with CD45, EMA and CD20. 
Additionally we found that expression of CD20 occurs in HD 
subtypes others than LP and there are only a few cases that 
express T-cell associated antigen, more often in the LP 
cases. 

538. BONE MARROW BIOPSES IN ALLOGENEIC OR
GAN RECIPENTS 

D. Rea, C Guettier, R Guillemain, M Ciaudo, A Duboust, P 
Bruneval; Departments of Pathology, Cardiothoracic Sur
gery and Nephrology Broussais Hospital, París, France 

Nineteen bone marrow biopsies (BOM) obtained from 13 
heart, 1 heart-lung, 1 heart-kidney and 4 kidney transplant 
recipients were reviewed. Biopsies were indicated for diag
nosis or staging of lymphoproliferation in 9 cases, cytopenias 
in 6 cases (2 pancytopenia, 2 leucopenia, 1 thrombocytopenia, 
1 anaemia and leucopenia), unexplained fever in 3 cases 
and serum monoclonal lg in 1 case. In addition, 7 patients 
presented with oligoclonal or monoclonal gammapathies 
prior to BOM. Mean age of patients was 48 years (22-67). 
Mean time between transplantation and 80~ was 16 months 
(2-60) ; lmmunosuppressive regimen consisted in 
corticosteroids, azathioprine and ciclosporine for ali patients. 

BOM per formed for diagnosis or staging of 
lymphoproliferation failed to demonstrate any evidence of 
lymphoma. Mechanism for cy1openias was more often cen
tral (5 cases) than peripheral. Opportunistic infections were 
d iagnosed by BOM in 2 cases among 3 of unexplained fever; 
in 1 case, BOM disclosing a non caseating granuloma 
resulted in treatment for mycobacteria 3 weeks before spu
tum culture grew Mycobacterium Tuberculosis. In the other 
case, a few macrophages showed cytomegalovirus (CMV) 
inclusions within an aplastic marrow as a manifestation of 
disseminated infection. Plasmocytosis was moderately in
creased and always polytypic in 4 cases among 8 patients 
with gammapathies. Other histopathological features were 
frequently observed, including dysmegakaryopoiesis (7 ca
ses), haemophagocytic macrophages (4 cases, 2 of them 
associated with CMV infection), interstitial edematous or 
haemorrhagic changes (7 cases) and periarteriolar fibrosis 
(5 cases). 

In organ transplant recipients who often require many 
invasive diagnosis procedures, indication of BOM has to be 
precisely defined. BOM is useful for the diagnosis of oppor
tunistic infections. In our series, it never yielded diagnosis of 
lymphoproliferation. Gammapathies frequently observed in 
transplanted patients are generally unrelated to marrow 
plasma celi proliferation. Cytopenia is mainly a consequence 
of cy1otoxic drugs and should be no longer an indication of 
systematic BOM. 

539. SARCOIDOSIS PRESENTING AS A SPLENIC SPACE 
OCCUPYING LESION 

M. Halpern, A. Cohen, L. Rath-Wolfson and R. Gal, Golda 
Medica! Center, Petah-Tikva, Israel 

We reporta case of sarcoidosis that presented as a single 
splenic mass without lung involvement. A 73 year old fe mal e 
presented with a 3 months history of weakness, fatigue and 
weight loss. Past medica! history was unremarkable. On 
physical examination heartand lungs were normal. Laboratory 
tests were ali within normal range except for serum protein 
electrophoresis that showed a polyclonal increase of gamma 
globulin. Abdominal ultrasound and computerized axial 
tomography revealed an enlarged spleen with a round oc
cupying lesion in it. Bone marrow biopsy was normal. 
Splenectomy and an open liver biopsy were performed. 

On pathological examination the spleen weighed 390 
gram. A weli circumscribed 9 cm in diameter tumor protruded 
from the anterior aspect. On histological examination the 
whole mass consisted of many confluent non caseating 
granulomas made up of tightly packed epitheloid celis often 
with Langhan's or foreign body-type giant ce lis with asteroid 
body inclusions in sorne of them. Special stains, like Ziehl 
Nielsen, PAS, Gram and Methenamine Silver, in search for 
infectious agents were negative. No refracti le particles were 
seen under polarized light. Malignancy was excluded by 
examining multip le sections from the spleen. 
lmmunohistochemicaliy the granulomas were of the B-celi 
negative type. Similar granulomas were seen in the hilar 
lymph nodes and in the liver. 

The diagnosis of sarcoidosis was done by the typical 
histology of the granulomas and by excluding ali other 
granulomatous lesions. 

A foliow up of 11 months showed no evidence of respira
tory involvement. Skin tests for PPD, Tetanus toxoid, Gandida, 
Staphyloccocus antigen and Mumps were ali negative. 

We suggest that SARCOIDOSIS can be added to the long 
list of space occupying lesions of the spleen. 

540. NON-HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMA IN TURKISH CHIL
DREN: A RETROSPECTIVE ANAL YSIS OF CLINICAL 
ANO HISTOPATHOLOGIC FEATURES OF 83 CASES 

M. Baygün, S. Soydan, S. óztop, G. Basdemir, N. <;etingül, 
C. Vergin, S. Kansoy. University of Ege, Turkey 

Eighty-three cases of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) in 
the pediatric age group (<16 years old) were re-evaluated 
including the clinical information on median age at presenta
tion, primary site of involvement, extent of d isease, incidence 
of bone marrow and central nervous system involvement, 
stage, therapeutic protocols and survival in 56 patients. 
According to Rappaport's classification, the distribution of 
the histopathologic subtypes was as foliows: lymphoblastic 
lymphoma (LBL), 31 % ; Burkitt's lymphoma, 31 %; non
Burkitt's lymphoma, 17 %; large celi lymphoma, 19 %; and 
unclassified NHL, 1 %. There was a high correlation between 
histopathology and site of involvement at presentation. The 
disease was disseminated at the time of diagnosis in a 
majority of cases. Bone marrow involvement was the most 
frequent in LBL (47 %) and early dissemination to the 
meninges was identified in 20 % . Treatment of each child 
was based primarily on histology and stage. Children pre
senting with localized disease in favorable siles which were 
staged as 1 and 11 in the St. Jude Children's Research 
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Hospital (SJCRH) system or A, 8, and AR in the clinical 
staging scheme proposed by the National Cancer lnstitute, 
constitued a good prognostic group and hada high likelihood 
of long remissions when treated with a variety of systemic 
chemotherapy regimens with orwithout involved-field radiation 
therapy. There were no cases of LBL within this favorable 
prognostic group. Children in advanced stages had a poor 
outcome with LBL's consisting 44 % of these cases. Failure 
to attain complete remission or relapse from complete re
mission were indicators of bad prognosis in ali histopathologic 
subtypes. 

541. CROCIDOLITE ASBESTOS CAUSES MUTATIONS 
ATAN AUTOSOMAL LOCUS IN HUMAN PERIPHERAL 
L YMPHOCYTES 

K. Both ', O. Henderson2 and O. Turner' . 'Haematology Unit, 
School of Medicine, Flinders University, South Australia, 
5042. 20 epartment of Histopathology. Flinders Medica! Cen
tre, Bedford Park, South Australia, 5042 

Exposure to certain forms of the minera l lib re asbestos is 
associated with the induction of malignan! mesothelioma. 
The mechanisms underlying the oncogenicity of asbestos 
remain unknown. Previous studies have demonstrated that 
asbestos has little or no ability to induce mutations measured 
at specific loci. Pre liminary results from our laboratory indi
cate that crocidolite asbestos does induce mutations at an 
autosomal locus in human lymphocytes. Mutation induction 
by asbestos was studied using an immunoselection assay( 1> 

which selects for the loss of expression of one of the co
dominant HLA-A a li eles on chromosome 6. Peripheral blood 
lymphocytes exposed to 400 µ/mi of crocidoli te asbestos for 
3 days in flask cultu re exhibited a twofold increase (4.39 
(±2.0) x 1o·5:2.62 (±.67) x 1 o·5) in mutant frequency above the 
spontaneous mutan! frequency of non-exposed lymphocytes. 
Following immunoselection induced and spontaneous mu
tan! lymphocytes were cloned at limiting dilution and clona! 
lymphocyte ONA was obtained. ONA analysis (by PCR) of 
two loci on chromosome 6 indicates that mutations induced 
by asbestos show a greater incidence of loss of heterozygosity 
(LOH) than do spontaneous mutants (37.5%: 5.7% N = 174 
(p < 0.001)) . Present studies are aimed al identifying the 
molecular basis and extent of LOH. LOH has been associ
ated with tumour induction and tumour progression in many 
human cancers<2>. 

1. Janatipour, M. et a l. (1988) Mutations in human 
lymphocytes studied by an HLA selection system. Mutation 
Research 198, 221 -226. 

2. Vogelstein, A. et al. (1989) Allotype of Colorectal Carci
nomas. Science 244, 207-211 . 

542. EXTRAMEDULLARY HEMATOPOIESIS ARISING IN 
THE URINARY BLADDER IN AGNOGENIC MYELOID 
METAPLASIA 

V. lyengar, M. V. E. Gallivan, and E. E. Lack; of Fairfax 
Hospital, Ame rican Medical Laboratories, lnc., and 
Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, OC, USA 

Tumorsof extramedullary hematopoiesis (EH) sometimes 
complicate the course of agnogenic myeloid metaplasia 
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(AMM), particularly when the d isease is longstanding. The 
overwhelming majority of these tumors occur in the 
hematopoietic organs, but have also been reported at other 
siles. The presence of EH in the genitourinary tract is 
extremely rare with only isolated reports involving the renal 
pelvis and urethra. We report a 72 year old patient with 
longstanding AMM who on developing hematuria al 
cystoscopy was noted to have a polypoid ulcerated lesion in 
the urinary bladder that was excised. 

Histological evaluation revealed normal but focally eroded 
overlying transitional mucosa w ith markedly atypical giant 
cells in the underlying stroma which was admixed with 
mononuclear cells. lmmunocytochemistry was performed 
using the following antibodies: Factor VIII (FVl ll ), Vimentin 
(VIM), Myeloperoxidase (MPO), Hemaglobin (HBG), and 
Glycophorin A (GL Y A) . Results are as follows: 

Cell type FVll l VIM MPO HBG GL Y A 

Multinucleated cells +++ - - - -
--
Endothelial cells +++ +++ + -

Mononuclear cells - - +++ +/- +!-

These results confirm the lesion to be comprised of 
megakaryocytes and immature myeloid cells, and indicates 
that this represents EH. 

543. PARENCHIMAL NECROSIS IN GAUCHER DISEASE 

Robert E. Lee, M.O. and Rodney S. Markin, M.O., Oepart
ments of Pathology, University of Pittsburg and University of 
Nebraska Medica! Center,USA 

In a series of 516 patients collected into the Pitt Gaucher 
Registry, we have observed large foci of necrosis in the 
spleen or liver in patients undergoing splenectomy or liver 
transplantation. The importance of these foci is to recognize 
them as l ikely to occur in pat ients ·with severe 
hepatosplenomegaly. When they are recognized clinically by 
ultrasound, CAT scans or magnetic resonance techniques 
they should not be mistaken for neoplasms or necroses 
induced by emboli or infection. 

The splenic foci may be nodular or diffuse and are made 
up of varying amounts of collagen mixed with densely packed 
Gaucher cells that are frequently necrotic. The liver foci are 
afien subcapsular but may exist throughout the parenchyma 
of either lobe and are associated with cirrhosis and with 
distortion of the lobar architecture. 

As in the splenic foci, there are often extensive collections 
of necrotic Gaucher cells seen as cell ghosts mixed with 
varying amounts of fibrosis. 

The splenic and hepatic foci of necrosis are largely avascular 
and it is uncertain how they will respond to the modern 
therapy of enzyme infusion. 

544. HODGKIN'S DISEASE IN PATIENTS SIXTY YEARS 
OF AGE OR OLDER: CLINICOPATHOLOGIC FEATURES 
OF ADVANCED STAGE DISEASE 

R. Mir, MO, J. Anderson, PhD, J. Strauchen, MO, M. 
Barcos, MO, PhO et al. For CALGB. Long lsland Jewish_J 
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Medical Ctr., Univ. of Nebraska, MI. Sinai Hosp., Roswell 
Park Cancer lnst. CALG8, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA 

The aim of this report is to review salient pathologic and 
clinical features of 171 stage 111-IV patients <!60 years treated 
on tour Hodgkin's disease (HD) protocols from 1969 to 1988. 
The diagnosis of HD was confirmed in 114 (66.7%) patients. 
The subdivision of HD according to the Rye classification was 
as follows: HDLP 3 (2.6%) HDNS 58 (50.9%) llDMC 45 
(39.5%) and HDLD 8 (7.0%). Concordances between insti
tutional and central reviewers in the diagnosis of HD were 
higher for patients entered into the more recen! protocols 
8251 (76%) and 7551 (82%) than earlier protocols 7251 
(57%) and 6951 (45%). Concordances also differed according 
to the Rye subtype of HD, being higher for NS (73.8%) and 
MC (45.1 %) !han for LP (4.7%) and LD (27.3%). Non
Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL) and a miscellaneous non-HD 
group accounted for 52 (30.4%) and 5 (2.9%) of the cases. 
Misdiagnosis of HD as NHL was proportionally highest for 
HDLP(57.1 %) and lowestforHDNS (9.5%). HD patients <!60 
years in the most recen! protocol had lower rates of in
volvement of the cervical and mediastinal-hilar lymph nodes, 
and a higher rate of involvement of the gastrointestinal tract, 
than younger patients. The 5-year survival of HD patients~ 60 
years was significantly lower than that of patients under 40 
years (31 % vs. 79% p = <0:0001 ). The overall median 
survivals of HD and NHL stage ll l-IV patients ~60 years in the 
tour protocols were not significantly difieren! (1.5 vs. 1.3 
years, p = 0.28). There was no sign ifican! correlation between 
the survival of these HD patients and either the Rye classi
fication , 19 specific histologic parameters, or the 8ritish 
National Lymphoma lnvestigation (8NLI) grading system for 
HDNS. 

545. CUTANEOUS MONOCYTIC SARCOMA {HISTIO
CYTIC L YMPHOMA) 

Mollejo M, Soria C, Piris MA, Orradre JL, Algara P, Garcia
Almagro D. Dpt of Pathology. Hospital Virgen de la Salud. 
Toledo, 45004, Spain 

Most of the histiocytic lymphomas or cases of malign 
histiocytosis diagnosed in the past were later classified as 8 
or T large cell lymphomas. We revised 350 consecutive 
cases of lymphoma, and found 2 cases with the characteris
tics of tumours of monocyte - macrophage origin. 

The clinical, histological, immunophenotypic and geno
typic characteristics of these two cases of cutaneous genuine 
histiocytic lymphoma are described. 8oth cases presented 
as cutaneous lesions. 8oth patients remain alive and free of 
disease at 22 and 6 months alter diagnosis, having been 
treated with polychemotherapy. Neither peripheral blood nor 
bone marrow infiltration was detected in either case. Histo
logical and immunophenotypic examination showed dense, 
diffuse dermic infiltrates of mononuclear cells with positive 
macrophage-associated markers (CDllc, CD68), and nega
tive T or 8-cell associated antigens. A germline configuration 
of both T-cell receptor and immunoglobulin genes was ob
served in gene rearrangement studies. 

We would like to underline the importance of CD68 marker 
in the diagnosis of histiocytic lymphoma, suggest a therapeu-

tic approach based on the similarities with monocytic leukae
mia, and propose the use of the term «cutaneous monocytic 
sarcoma" for this clinicopathological presentation. 

546. CD20/L26 IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN HUMAN 
THYMOMAS. 

A. Mombello, M. Chilosi, P. Castelli, F. Menestrina. lstituto 
di Anatomia Patologica, Universita' di Verona, ltaly 

A series of 40 human thymomas have been 
immunohistochemically analysed using a panel of antibodies 
recognizing 8-cell markers including CD20/L26, an antibody 
which is widely used in the characterization of 8-cell 
lymphomas. Most thymomas defined as «Cortical» by mor
phological criteria were characterized by areas of medullary 
differentiation containing variable numbers of 8 lymphocytes, 
thus mimicking the microenvironmental organization of normal 
thymus. On the other hand, 8 cells were absent or rare in 
thymomas recognized as «mixed» or umedullary». 

Surprisingly, we observed in most mixed thymomas varia
ble proportions of CD20+ spindle cells which exhibited an 
epithelial cell phenotype when studied with an extended 
panel of reagents and by double immunofluorescent analy
sis. In sorne cases CD20+ cells covered large portions of the 
sample. The presence of these different types of CD20 
immunoreactivity in thymomas can represen! a drawback of 
practica! relevance in the differential diagnosis of mediastinal 
tumors, expecially when only small or morphologically in
adequate samples are available. 

Supported by M.U .R.S.T. (Roma), and A. l.R.C. (Milano). 

547. DISTRIBUTION OF HEMOPOIETIC BONE MARROW 
CELLS, CD 68+ BONE MARROW MACROPHAGES ANO 
NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS {AGNOR) IN 
MYEL ODYSPLASIA ANO HIV-1 ASSOCIATED 
HEMOPOIETIC DYSORDER 

Muller', Hiroshi lwasaki2 and H.J.Stutte' . University of 
Frankfurt!M ' , Germany; Fukuoka University School of Medi
cine', Japan 

8one marrow biopsies of 53 HIV-1 infected patients and 49 
patients with myelodysplastic disorders were examined 
histologically and by immuno- and enzyme- histochemical 
techniques. The results were obtained by morphometrical 
methods. The cellular activity and differentiation were 
evaluated quantitatively by the argyrophil technique for the 
demonstration of nucleolar organizer region {AgNOR). Sim
ple visual counting of total nuclear AgNOR dots was performed 
with an eyepiece graticule. Hypercellularity in marrows of 
AIDS patients is substantially caused by an increase of 
erythropoiesis and CD68+ macrophages. However, 
hypercellularity in preleukemia results from hyperplasia of all 
hematological cell lines and CD68+ bone marrow 
macrophages. There are no close relationships between the 
concentrations of hemopoietic cells, CD68+ bone marrow 
macrophages and the AgNOR count neither in HIV-1 asso
ciated dyshemopoiesis nor in preleukemia. The absolute 
count and relative distribution of AgNOR's per nucleus are 
similar in bone marrow cells of AIDS-patients and of patients 
with preleukemia/myelodysplasia and differ from control 
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subjects with undisturbed and hyperplastic hemopoiesis. 
The results show that HIV-associated bone marrow altera
tions differ from merely reactive changes and that they may 
be related to myelodysplastic disorders. They possibly rep
resent the predisposed state alter which the tumor can be 
initiated. 

548. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EBV-TRANSFORMED 
CELL UNES DERIVED FROM PATIENTS WITH HAIRY 
CELL LEUKEMIA 

F. Naeim, L.A. Jensen, E. Susi, C. Repinski, Y. Huo, R.A. 
Gatti; Department of Pathology, UCLA Medica! Center, Los 
Angeles, CA, USA 

Established celi lines representing hematologic malig
nancies are derived from a variety of tissues. The involved 
lesions generally contain various proportions of neoplastic 
and non-neoplastic cells and therefore, it is very importan! to 
confirm that the cell line established represents the neoplastic 
componen! in the tissue. EBV-transformed cell linesJWand 
DW, derived from splenectomy specimens of two patients 
with hairy cell leukemia, were studied to determine whether 
they represented the original leukemias. The 
immunophenotypic resultson the untransformed mononuclear 
cells of both splenectomy specimen were consisten! with a 
clona! lymphoproliferative disorder of B cell type, as dem
onstrated by the predominance of lgGL • cells for palien! DW 
and predominance of lgGK· cells for patient JW. In contras!, 
the EBV-transformed established cell lines derived from both 
splenectomy specimens showed a mixture of kappa• and 
lambda· cells. lg gene rearrangement studies of DW spleen 
cells and DW cell line revealed identical rearranged DNA 
fragmentS Wilh JH and el probeS, indiCating thal !he pre
dominan! clone of both samples was the same. In contras!, 
the spleen celis and celi line from patient JW both showed 
rearranged JH and CK genes but the banding patterns were 
different, indicating that the celi line was not representative of 
the original leukemia. Further, when tour subclones of the JW 
cell line were analyzed for JH rearrangements, the subclones 
differed from both the original spleen celis and from the 
original JW cell line, suggesting that the JW celi line is a 
heterogeneous B celi line, and with time in culture, a sub
population could outgrow the other subpopulations. This 
observation demonstrates that gene rearrangement studies 
are effective in establishing the clona! identity of 
lymphoblastoid cell lines with the original neoplastic celis. 

549. CYTOMORPHOLOGY OF MEGAKARYOCYTES IN 
ADVANCED STA GES OF CHRONIC MEGAKARYOCYTIC 
GRANULOCYTIC MYELOSIS, 1.E. AGNOGENIC MYELOID 
METAPLASIA 

R. Nafe, V. Kaloutsi, H. Choritz, A. Georgii, Department of 
Pathology, Hannover Medica! School, Hannover, Germany 

Planimetric comparison of megakaryocytes in sections of 
resin-embedded core biopsies of the bone marrow was 
performed in Agnogenic Myeloid Metaplasia with and without 
increased content of reticulin and coliagen fibers. A total of 54 
cases of advanced stages with increase of fibers (early 
myelosclerosis: n=20, myelosclerosis/myelof ibrosis: n=18, 

advanced myelofibrosis: n = 16) was compared with a group 
of 30 cases without any additional liber increase. The criteria 
of Chronic Megakaryocytic-Granulocytic Myelosis - CMGM -
were given in ali groups: increase of number and pleomorphy 
of enlarged megakaryocytes plus increased granulopoiesis 
without disturbance o f its maturation. Planimetry of 
megakaryocytes showed signif ican! enlargement of the size 
of megakaryocytes from 690 ~tm2 in non-sclerotic cases to 
760 µm2 in early myelosclerotic cases. Many other significant 
differences in quantitative cytomorphology could be ascer
tained between CMGM cases with and without fiber increase, 
especialiy the lobulation of nuclei, which was significantly 
more pronounced in cases without fiber increase. Discrimi
nan! analysis aliowed a total discrimination between cases 
with and without fiber increase on the basis of the quantitative 
morphologic data. 

These results demonstrate that a kind of dedifferentiation 
of megakaryocytes is correlated with fiber increase in these 
disorders. 

550. INTERMEDIATE L YMPHOCYTIC L YMPHOMA OF 
ORBIT ANO CONJUNCTIVA. A REPORT OF THREE CA
SES WITH FLOWCYTOMETRIC ANO GENE REAR
RANGEMENT STUDIES 

T. Nagasaka and N. Nakashima, Nagoya University Hos
pital, Japan 

11 is often difficult to distinguish benign and malignan! 
lymphoid infiltrates of the orbit and conjunctiva. When the 
lesions are composed of smali lymphocytic infiltrates, it is 
even more difficult to distinguish by histo logical cri teria alone. 
We encountered three cases with orbital and conjunctival 
smali lymphocytic infiltrates and proved monoclonal prolif
eration by flowcytometric and gene rearrangement studies. 
Case 1 is a 64-year-old male with rt. orbital mass. Case 2 is 
a 39-year-old female with rt. conjunctival sweliing, and Case 
3 a 74-year-old female with rt. orbital mass. Resected 
specimens were fixed in 10% formalin and examined 
histopathologicaliy. Sorne parts of the specimens were used 
for flowcytometric analysis and southern blot gene rear
rangement studies. In flowcytometric analysis, a li three cases 
had immunoglobulin light chain monoclonality and the phe
notype of mantle zone B lymphocytes. In gene rearrange
ment studies, immunoglobulin light and heavy chain rear
rangement were observed. Histologicaliy, the lesions of the 
cases were composed of diffuse smali or medium-sized 
lymphocytic proliferation with smali residual germinal centers. 
These histopathological and phenotypical findings coincide 
with the intermediate lymphocytic lymphoma which often 
occurs in MAL T. 

551. DIAGNOSIS OF MUL TIPLE MYELOMA: COMPARl
SON BETWEEN BARTL'S ANO PASMANTIER'S HISTO
LOGIC CLASSIFICATIONS 

Alberto Pacchiarotti, Pasquale Niscola, M. Teresa Petrucci, 
Giuseppe Avvisati and Paolo Bianco. Department of Human 
Biopathology, University «La Sapienza,,, Rome, ltaly 

Plastic-embedded Jamshidi needle biopsies taken from 
63 previously untreated multiple myeloma patients and 
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evaluated at onset according to Pasmantier's classification 
(1969) were reviewed according to the criteria of Bartl (1987). 
The bone marrow was involved in 81%and 87% of ali cases, 
respectively, based on Pasmantier's and Bartl's criteria. 
Using Bartl 's classification, we identified the frequency of 
myeloma subtypes as follows: Marshalko, 62%; small cell , 
7%; asynchronous, 22%; polymorphous, 5%; cleaved, 2% 
and blastic, 2%. A multivariate computer-based analysis of 
clinical and histologic data was pertormed and results were 
related to survival and follow-up. The comparison of the three 
Bartl's major prognostic groups (low, intermediate and high 
grade) with the three subtypes (differentiated, intermediate 
and poorly differentiated) of Pasmantier's classification shows: 
1) overall concordance between low grade and differentiated 
subtype; 2) no difference in survival between intermediate 
and poorly differentiated subtypes of Pasmantier's classifi
cation; 3) longer survival in the intermediate and poorly 
differentiated subtypes than in the intermediate grade (P < 
0.001); 4) a comparison between high grade and poorly 
differentiated subtype could not be made. These data sug
gest the better prognostic value of Bartl's histologic classifi
cation in the diagnosis of multiple myeloma. 

552. HODGKIN'S DISEASE IN MALA YSIA NS: A STUDY 
INTO ITS DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE, HISTOLOGICAL 
SUBTYPES ANO EXPRESSION OF EBV-ENCODED LA
TENT MEMBRANE PROTEIN 

S C Peh, L M Looi & C K Sam. Department of Pathology, 
University of Malaya, 59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

This retrospective study of Hodgkin's Lymphoma in the 
Unlversity Hospital, Kuala Lumpur aims at elucidating the 
demographic distribution and morphological pattem of the 
disease in Malaysia, as well as its assoclition with the 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). 

From 1983 to 1987, 200 cases of malignan! lymphoma 
were histologically confirmed in the Department of Pathol
ogy, University Hospital. 161 (80.5%) were non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma (NHL) and 39 (19.5%) Hodgkin's disease (HD). 
The ratioof NHL:HDwas 4:1 . Ofthe 39 HD patients, 11 were 
Malays, 17 Chinese, 1 O lndians and 1 Eurasian. There were 
26 mate and 13 female (mate: female ratio = 2:1). Theirages 
ranged from 3 to 73 years, reflecting a bimodal age pattem 
with peaks at the 5-9 year and young adult age-groups. 

The commonest morphological subtype of HD encountered 
(using Rye Classification) was nodular sclerosis HD (18), 
followed by mixed cellularity HD (13), lymphocyte predomi
nance HD (4) and lymphocy1e depleted HD (4). 21 cases 
were stained with antibodies to CD15 (LeuM-1) and CD30 
(BerH2) using the standard ABC method on 4µ thick formalin
fixed, paraffin-embedded sections. Ali cases of lymphocyte 
depleted HD (3/3) showed negative reaction with both anti
bodies. With regard to nodular sclerosis HD, 5/11 (45.5%) 
and 4/11 (36.4%) expressed CD15 and CD30 respectively. 
Mixed-cellularity HD showed a higher proportion of 
immunoreactive cases, 5/6 (83.3%) expressing CD15, and 
2/6 (33.3%) expressing CD30. 

Paraffin embedded sections from 17 cases (2 lymphocyte 
predominance, 6 mixed-cellularity, 9 nodular sclerosis) were 

stained with antibody to EBV-encoded laten! membrane 
protein (CS1-4) using the APAAP method. 4 (66.7%) of 
mixed-cellularity HD (2 Malays, 1 lndian, 1 Chinese) and 3 
(33.3%) nodularsclerosis HD (2 Chinese, 1 lndian) expressed 
LMP. The 2 lymphocyte predominance HD were not 
immunoreactive for the virus-encoded protein. Unlike 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, a common EBV-related malig
nancy in Malaysia with a strong Chinese predilection, there 
is no evidence of racial predilection 1n HD or in EBV-LMP 
immunoreactive HD in this study. 

553. EPST EI N-BARR VIRUS IS IMPLICATED IN 
ANGIOCENTRIC IMMUNOPROLIFERATIVE LESION 
(AIL): A T-CELL L YMPHO-PROLIFERATIVE DISORDER. 

S. Peiper, R. Barker, J. Parkhurst, J. Medeiros, E. Jaffe. J. 
G. Brown Cancer Center, Louisville, KY; U of Oklahoma, 
Oklahoma City, OK; and NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA 

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is a member of the herpes virus 
family that infects lymphocy1es both actively and latently. 11 
has been implicated in the pathogenesis of infectious mono
nucleosis, Burkitt's lymphoma, and immunoproliferative 
disorders that occur in immunocompromised hosts, ali of 
which are expansions of B-lymphocytes. AIL is an 
immunoproliferative disorder composed primarily of CD4 
positive T-lymphocytes, but lacking clonal rearrangements 
of genes encoding immune receptor molecules. We have 
previously used DNA amplification of EBV templates in the 
long intemal direct repeat region by polymerase chain reaction 
to demonstrate the presence of EBV genomes in the vast 
majority of tissues involved by AIL. We now describe 2 
immunocompromised children with angiocentric, 
angiodestructive lymphoproliverative disorders histologically 
characteristic of AIL who had EBV genomes in involved 
tissues detected by PCR amplification. One of the patients 
presented with a seropositive prodrome that included 
hepatomegaly and lymphadenopathy, high lgG antibody 
titers to EBV viral capsid antigen, depressed immunoglobulin 
levels, and anergy followed by pulmonary AIL that followed 
an aggressive course despite chemotherapy and bon e marrow 
transplantation. The second patient developed pulmonary 
AIL while in complete remission for acule lymphoblastic 
leukemia. She was hypogammaglobulinemic and lacked 
elevated titers to EBVantigens. Abnormalities on chest X-ray 
normalized and the patient is well one year later. These 
cases illustrate the relationship between EBV and AIL thus, 
underscoring the potential involvement of EBV in angiocentric 
T-cell lymphoproli ferative disorders. 

554. EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS-INDUCED DISEASES IN IM
M UN E DEFICIENT PATIENTS WITH X-LINKE D 
L YMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISEASE. 

David T. Purtilo, MD, Univ Nebraska Medical Center, 
Omaha, Nebraska, USA 

Our laboratory has continued for the past 16 years to 
investigate the immunopathogenesis of Epstein-Barr virus
induced diseases and the genetic defect responsible for XLP 
which is manifested by fatal infectious mononucleosis (fatal 
IM), malignan! B cell lymphoma including Burkitt lymphoma 
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(40% of cases) , acquired agammaglobulinemia, aplastic 
anemia, lymphomatoid granulomatosis, angiocentric T cell 
lymphoproliferative lesions, pure red cell aplasia, and 
hyperlgM. Pre-EBV infection, the males have lgGI and lgG3 
subclass defects and failure to switch from lgM to lgG 
antibody response u pon challenge 0X17 4. Progression from 
benign polyclonal B cell lymphoma with 1(8; 14) occurs in 25% 
of cases. We have identified deletions involving Xq25 in two 
kindreds and twenty kindreds show light linkage with DNA 
probes having RFLPs to the DXS42 and DXS6 loci (lod score 
greaterthan 25). Detection at birth allows immunoprophylaxis 
with lg therapy. Bone marrow and cord/placental stem cell 
transplantation has been successful. Efforts are underway to 
clone and characterize the XLP gene in the Xq25 region 
using DNA derived from 65 kindreds in the lnternational XLP 
Registry. 

1. Purtilo, D.T. et al. : X-linked recessive progressive com
bined variable immunodeficiency (Duncan's disease). Lan
ce! i:935-940, 1975. 

2. Falk, K., et al. : Express ion of Epstein-Barr virus encoded 
proteins and B cell markers in fatal infectious mononucleosis. 
lntl. J. Cancer 46:976-984, 1990. 

3. Grierson, H., et al.: lmmunoglobulin class and subclass 
deficiencies prior to Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection in 
males with X-linked lymphoproliferative disease. Am. J. Med. 
Genetics 40:294-297, 1991 . 

555. IMMUNOSTAINING FOR ADHESION MOLECULES 
IN HODGKIN'S DISEASE: L-26+ B CELL AGGREGATES 
REVEAL REACTION PROOUCTS OEPOSITS FOR AOHE
SION MOLECULES ASSOCIATEO WITH GERMINAL 
CENTER FORMATION 

H.J. Ree, A.A. Khan, M. Elsakr, C. Teplitz; Beth Israel 
Medical Center and Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New 
York, NY, USA 

We have observed that staining for ICAM-1 delineates 
germinal centers (GC) in frozen tissue sections, which is 
similar to follicular dendritic cell (FDC) meshwork in reactive 
nades, but distinct from the latter in follicular lymphoma (Lab 
lnvest 1992, 66: 68A). The presence of FDC meshwork in 
Hodgkin's Disease (HD), especially nodular lymphocyte 
predominance (NLP) subtype, has been known. We studied 
immunostaining pat1erns of ICAM-1 and LFA-1, the receptor 
for ICAM-1, by the ABC method in frozen lymph node 
specimens of 7 nodular sclerosis (NS), 2 cellular phase NS, 
7 mixed cellularity (MC), 2 NLP types, and 1 unclassifiable 
(UC), in comparison with those for FDC, VLA-4, an integrin 
involved in the binding of B cells to GC, and L-26 (CD20). L-
26 staining detected aggregates, either discrete or coales
cent, of B lymphocytes. Most of these L-26+ B cell aggre
gates stained positively for ICAM-1 , LFA-1 , and VLA-4, as 
well as for FDC, presenting a pattern similar to that of GC. In 
addition, ICAM-1 staining revealed diffuse areas in which 
staining for others was negative. The discrete pattern was 
seen in NS (417) and NLP (2/2); coalescent in NS (3/7) , 
cellular phase NS (1 /2) and MC (217) . Most tumors wilh the 
coalescent pattern had added areas of ICAM-1 • diffuse ar
eas, which was the predominan! pattern in MC (517) and 

cellular phase NS (1/2). In a case of HIV-HD (MC) and one 
other suspected case (UC), dense ICAM-1· deposits oc
curred on fibrohistiocytoid cells, without GC-like areas. In 
summary, L-26' B cell aggregates in HD revealed positive 
staining for adhesion molecules associated with the GC 
formation in addition to the presence of FDC, suggesting that 
GC may play an essential role in the pathogenesis of virtually 
all subtypes of HD. The presence of GC-like deposits without 
ICAM-1 • diffuse a reas correlated with the sclerosing features 
of tumor. 

556. EXTRANOOAL L YMPHOMAS ANO L YMPHOID IN
FIL TRATES («PSEUOOLYMPHOMAS»): CLINICAL ANO 
PATHOLOGICAL CHA RACTERISTICS IN 280 PATIENTS 

A. Rosas-Uribe and E. Barberena. lnstitute of Pathology, 
Faculty of Medicine, Central University of Venezuela, Cara
cas, Venezuela and Faculty of Medical Sciences, National 
and Autonomous University of Nicaragua, Managua, Nica
ragua 

We reviwed the clinical and pathological characteristics of 
280 Venezuelan Patients with 166 extranodal lymphomas 
and 114 lymphoid infiltrates ( upseudolymphomas» ), 154 
(55%) were females and 126 (45%) males; most of them 
between the 3a and 6a decades of lile. The 140 non-Hodkin's 
lymphomas, involved mainly the gastrointestinal tract, skin, 
retroperitoneum, mediastinum, bones and soft tissues, 
paraspinal region and the lungs; 60 of them were histologically 
of large cleaved and noncleaved cells. Twelve of the 16 
Hodgkin's lymphomas were localized in the mediastinum 
and retroperitoneum, 14 were histologically nodular sclero
sis. The lymphoid infiltra tes were more frequent in the thyroid 
gland, gastrointestinal tract, salivary glands, orbit and the 
skin. We emphasized the importance that the clinical, labo
ratory and radiologic studies have to determine the extension 
of the disease; and the usefulness of the 
immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, in situ hibridization, 
gene rearrangement and polymerase chain reaction, to 
establish the differential diagnosis between extranodal 
lymphoid infiltrates ( «pseudolymphomasn) and lymphomas. 

557. CYTOKINE-MEDIATED ENOOTHELIAL CELL ACTl
VATION IN HOOGKIN'S OISEASE 

L.P. Ruco, M. Pittiglio, M.G. Diodoro, D. Vitola, University 
«La Sapienza .. , Roma, ltaly 

We ha ve investigated cytokine production (1 L-1 ffNF) in 21 
HD lymph nades using immunocytochemistry and/or in situ 
hybridization. Furthermore, we have correlated cytokine 
production with expression of activation antigens (HLA-DR, 
ICAM-1 , ELAM-1, VCAM-1) in vascular endothelium. Our 
results indicate that neoplastic Hodgkin's cells (HC) and 
tumour associated reactive macrophages were positive for 
IL-1ffNF in 18 cases. Moreover, we have noted that two 
distinct patterns of endothelial cell activation were present. In 
the histological subtype «mixed cellularity» blood vessels 
were mostly HLA-DR+/ ICAM-1 +;in " nodular sclerosis" they 
were ICAM-1 +/ELAM-1 +NCAM-1 +. In the latter histological J 
variant, high expression of ELAM-1 on endothelium was 
associated with a significanlly increased number of 
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perivascular neutrophils. Finally, acitvation of blood vessels 
may result in decreased antithrombotic properties of 
endothelial cells. Fibrin exudation and endovascular throm
bosis were investigated in tissue sections using anti-fibrin 
(T2GI), and anti-platelet (gp 11/ 111; AP2) monoclonal antibodies. 
Blood vessels with endovascular thrombi were significantly 
more numerous in nodular sclerosis as compared to mixed 
cellularity. Moreover, vascular thrombosis was often asso
ciated with areas of necrosis and fibrin exudation. Taken 
together our findings suggest that blood vessel activation 
may have an importan! pathogenetic role in determining the 
histologic aspee! of the nodular sclerosis variant of Hodgkin's 
disease. 

558. IMPACT OF PRETREATMENT 80NE MARROW 
MORPHOLOGIC :>ARAMETERS ON PROGNOSIS IN 
MUL TIPLE MYELOMA: A SOUTHWEST ONCOLOGY 
GROUP (SWOG) STUDY 

Sheikh Saeed, Donna Stock-Novack, B.K.S. Raman, John 
Crowley, Sydney Salmon. Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI.; 
Southwest Oncology Statistical Office, Seattle, WA.; Univer
sity of Arizona Cancer Center, AZ, USA 

Concurren! with SWOG multiple myeloma protocol 8229/ 
30, an investigation was launched to assess the prognostic 
value of certain bone marrow marrow morphologic param
eters. 480 pretreatment bone marrow samples were evalu
ated for 1) bone marrow cellularity (BMC %), 2) bone marrow 
plasma cell percentage (BMPC %), 3) differential distribution 
of plasmacytes, proplasmacytes and plasmablasts, and 4) 
plasma cell lmmaturity & Dyspoiesis (1 & D) score. Based on 
preponderan! (~ 60%) plasma cell type, the myeloma was 
classified as Mature, Mixed-mature, Proplasmacytic, Mixed
immature and Plasmablastic. The 1 & D seo re was determined 
by scoring 100 consecutive plasma cells as follows: mature 
plasmacyte O, proplasmacyte 1, plasmablast 2. An additional 
seo re of one for any nuclear or cytoplasmic dyspoietic feature 
was tallied; score for a cell was limited to 4. 1 & D scoring 
permitted grading o! myelomas as Low grade ::;; 80, lnter
mediate grade 81-160 and High grade > 160. 

Univariate and multivariate relationships of the morpho
logic variables to other prognostic variables such as Durie
Salmon stage, B2 microglobulin, etc. were tested and the 
relationship to survival prediction were determined. The 
morphologic parameters produced highly significan! corre
lations to survival in myeloma as follows: 1) Patients with 
BMC% ::;; 75% vs > 75% had median survivals of 2.9 vs. 2.0 
years (p = 0.03). 2) Patients with BMPC% ::;; 50% vs > 50% 
had median survivals o! 3.1 vs. 2.0 years (p = 0.0001).3) Two 
o! the five groups based on myeloma classification stood out. 
Mixed-mature type showed best median survival o! 4.6 years 
and Blastic type showed worst survival of 1.2 years. Mature, 
Proplasmacytic and Mixed-immature types had median 
survivals of 2.3, 2.4 and 2.6 years respectively. 4) The tumor 
grade derived from 1 & D seores provided the most significan! 
differences (p = 0.0001) in median survival- Low grade 3.4, 
lntermediate grade 2.4 and High grade 1.4 years. This study 
strongly indicates that the morphologic parameters add 
significantly to survival prediction even alter adjustments for 

1 Stage, B2 microglobulin and other prognostic variables. 

-1 

559. MONOCYTOID 8-CELL L YMPHOMA. MONOCYTOID 
8-CELLS IN NON-HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMA 

Sánchez E, Piris MA, Mollejo M, Menarguez J, Orradre JL, 
Sanchez-Verde L. Dpt of Pathology. Hospital Virgen de la 
Salud. Toledo, 45004, Spain. Dpt o! Pathology. Hospital 
Provincial. Madrid, Spain 

Monocytoid 8-cell Lymphomas (MBCL) as well as the 
presence o! monocytoid B-cell (MBC) in non-Hodgkin 
Lymphomas were reviewed, eight cases of pure Lymph
node MBCL being found, together with presence of MBC in 
21 /43 cases of MAL T Lymphomas and 5/4 7 follicular CB-CC 
Lymphomas. 

Al l eight cases o! pure MBCL were diagnosed in Lymph
nodes. The tumour was formed by perifollicular strands o! 
medium-sized cells with clear cytoplasm and well-defined 
cell borders. Tumoral cells showed infiltration o! polyclonal 
germinal centres, and CD19+, CD22+, CDS-, CD10-
immunophenotypes. BCL2 translocation was not identified in 
any o! the 3 cases studied. Three (37%) o! the patients have 
an underlying mucosa-lymphoma morphologically consisten! 
with MAL T origin. The 5 other cases were of splenic or lymph
node originated tumour without mucosa involvement. Three 
o! the cases showed high -grade transformation with 
plasmablastic differentiation. 

Monocytoid B-cells were a conspicuous feature o! MAL T 
low grade Lymphomas, being found in 21 /43 (49%) o! these 
tumours. They were characteristically present within and 
around Lymphoepithelial Lesions (LEP). The presence of 
MBC was related in a statistically significan! way to the 
existence o! LEP (p<0.001). The presence o! MBC has no 
prognostic implications for these tumours. 

MBC vere rarely identi fied in follicularCB-CC Lymphomas 
(5/47, 11%). They vere present around tumoral Lymphoid 
follicles with so-called inverse follicular pattern. 3 out of 4 of 
the cases studied showed 1(14;18) translocation detectable 
by Southern blot, bcl2 expression being detected in all 5 
cases. Survival rate in these patients did not differ with 
respect to typical CB-CC Lymphomas. 

560. RETIN08LASTOMA (Rb) GENE PRODUCT EX
PRESSION IN LYMPHOMAS. RELATION WITH CELL 
GROWTH FRACTION 

Sánchez-Beato M, Piris MA, Martínez JC',Villuendas R, 
Orradre JL, Algara P, Sanchez-Verde L, Martínez P. Depts. 
Pathology, H. Virgen de la Salud de Toledo, 'l. Oftalmico de 
Madrid, Spain 

The retinoblastoma susceptibility gene (Rb), is the proto
type o! tumor suppressor genes. Rb gene alterations have 
been detected in certain tumors: bone and soft tissue sarco
mas, and carcinomas from the lung, breas!, bladder, and 
prostate, sorne studies suggesting that Rb protein expression 
could be used as a prognostic index. 

Other studies indicate a role for Rb gene in the control o! 
cell-cycle proliferation. 

To address this question in a group o! high grade non 
Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL), we undertook a combined 
study o! Ki-67 and Rb gene expression at the single cell level 
by immunohistochemistry (IHC). 
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Ki-67 and Rb protein expression was analyzed in vitro and 
in vivo on cytospin preparations from normal and pokeweed 
mitogen (PWM) or phytohemagglutinin (PHA) stimulated 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL), and frozen sections of 
28 high grade NHL. Ki-67 and Rb protein expression was 
quantified using a Computer Analysis System (CAS). 

PHA stimulated PBL showed a significan! increase of Ki67 
expression between days O and 2 (7 to S7%) followed by a 
small decrease on day 3 (S3%), while in PWM stimulated 
PBL the increase was more moderate (7 to 27%) between 
days O and 4. 

Rb protein expression on PHA and PWM stimulated PBL 
ran parallel to that of Ki-67. 

Rb protein expression was detectad in 18 of 28 NHL, with 
values from S.6 to 4S.8%. In these cases the Ki-67 index 
ranged between 2 and 62%. Ki-67 index in the 12 negative 
cases oscilated between 3 and SO%. 

These results show a parallel expresion of both Ki-67 and 
Rb which suggest that Rb expresion is related to cell activa
tion. Rb positive and negative cases show no significan! 
differences in Ki-67 expresion. Absence of Rb expression in 
a subset of B-cell lymphomas with high growth-fraction 
supports the hypothesis that Rb disregulation may play a role 
in the development of sorne high grade lymphomas. 

561. PRIMARY, CONCURRENT, ANO SECONOARY CU
T ANEOUS 8 - CEL L L YMPHOMAS: A CLINICOPA
T HOLOGtC ANO IMMUNOHISTOLOGIC INVESTIGATION 

M. Santucci and N. Pimpinelli. lstituto di Anatomia e 
lsto logia Patologica and ·clinica Dermatologica 11 , Universita 
degli Studi di Firenze, Firenze, ltaly 

Patients with cutaneous involvement by non-Hodgkin's B
cell lymphomas can be divided into three groups: those 
presenting with cutaneous disease alone (PL), those pre
senting with concurren! cutaneous and extracutaneous dis
ease (CL), and those presenting with extracutaneous dis
ease who subsequently develop skin involvement (SL). We 
investigated 7 cases of CL and 9 cases of SL, comparing their 
clinicopathologic and immunologic profile with that of a large 
series of PL already reportad by us (Cancer,67:231 1-
2326, 1991 ). PL and CL almost constantly presentad non
aggressive clinical behavior and benign overall prognosis 
(1.6% and 14.3% mortality rates, respectively) w ith a quite 
good response to treatment (93.7% and 100% complete 
remission rates, respectively), whi le Sl quite otten presentad 
an aggressive course (28.S% complete remission and 71.4% 
mortality rates). Relating to histomorphology, no significan! 
difference was observed between PL and CL concerning the 
histoarchitectural pattern, topography, depth of invasion, 
and cellular composition of the infiltrate, neoplastic cells 
showing a range of appearances reminiscent of the whole 
spectrum of follicular/parafollicular cells. In PL and CL, these 
parameters were found to be related to the age and growth 
rate of lesions; in SL, conversely, no specific correlation was 
found . Glose analogies between PL and CL were observed 
concerning the immunophenotype of neoplastic cells: they 
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expressed CD19, CD20, CD22 while constantly lacking 
CD1 O and CDS antigens. In SL, conversely, neoplastic cells 
almost constantly expressed CD10 and/or CDS antigens. 
Concerning adhesion molecules and homing receptors, PL 
and CL were characterized byt.he absenVweak expression of 
CD11 a/CD1 8 and CD44 antigens on one hand, and by the 
strongly positiva staining for Leu-8 antigen on the other hand; 
SL presented an almos! opposite staining profi le. In conclu
sion, the similar clinical presentation and course, and the 
homogeneous morphoimmunologic features of PL and CL 
favor the conjecture of a single nature and similar o rigin for 
these lymphoproliferative disorders, which possibly repre
sen! d ifferent expressions of the same spectrum of disease 
(i.e. , tissue-/organ-associated lymphoid tissue derivad B-cell 
lymphoma), and make them quite difieren! from SL. Moreo
ver, the existence of CL supports speculation about the 
existence of subtle interactions, presently unknown in their 
intimate natura, among local immune systems and the gen
eral immune system. 

562. ASSOCIATION OF p53 GENE MUTATIONS WITH 
OIFFUSE LAR GE CELLANO FOLLICULAR L YMPHOMAS 

A. Scarpa, K. Mukai, P. Capelli, T. Oda, M. Chilosi, F. 
Menestrina, Y. Matsuno, and S. Hirohashi. Pathology Divi
sion, National Cancer Center Research lnstitute, Tokyo, 
Japan; lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di Verona, 
ltaly 

One-hundred-two non-Hodgkin's lymphomas of different 
subgroups were tested for the presence of both pS3 prote in 
accumulation and pS3 gene mutations. pS3 protein expres
sion was evaluated immunohistochemically using monoclonal 
antibody PAbl801. To detect pS3 gene mutations, exons 2-
1 O were studied by single-strand conformation polymorphism 
method and by direct sequencing of PCR-amplified frag
ments. The immunohistochemical positivity · clustered into 
two subtypes: diffuse large cell (13/SO) and CD30+-anaplastic 
large cell lymphomas (3/5). Also positiva were 1/3 peripheral 
large T-cell and 1/23 follicular lymphomas. Mutations of pS3 
coding sequences were detectad in 17/ 102 samples: 13/SO 
diffuse large cell lymphomas, 3/23 follicular lymphomas and 
1/3 peripheral large T-cell lymphomas. No mutation was 
detectad in CD30+-anaplastic large cell lymphomas. The 
presence of mutations was specifically associated with the 
immunohistochemical positivi ty in the large majority of ca
ses. None of the large cell lymphomas bearing a pS3 muta
tion showed molecular abnormalities of c-myc or bc1 -2 
genes when analyzed by Southern blot. We conclude that: 
(a) p53 gene mutation is a relatively frequent genetic abnor
mality in d iffuse large cell lymphomas (26%) and is found in 
a proportion (13%) of follicular lymphomas; (b) p53 gene 
abnormalities lead to immunohistochemically detectable p53 
nuclear accumulation in the large majority of cases; and (c) 
in C D30+ -anaplastic la rge cel l ly mphomas the 
immunohistochemical positivity seems not to correspond to 
the presence of gene mutations. 

Supported by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan; 
and by Associazione Italiana per la Ricerca sul Cancro, 
Milano, ltaly. 
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563. IMMUNOPHENOTYPING OF CHILDHOOD NON
HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMAS IN PARAFFIN-EMBEDDED 
TISSUE SECTIONS: THE DIAGNOSTIC UTILITY OF 
UCHL-1 ANO 4KB5 

M. Baygün, S. Soydan, G. Basdemir, S. Sen. Universityof 
Ege, Turkey 

On the light of recen! studies investigating the usefulness 
of various monoclonal antibodies that recognize antigens on 
T-and B-lymphocytes in paraffin- embedded tissue sections, 
one «anti-T-cellu antibody (UCHL-1) and one «anti-B-cellu 
antibody (4KB5) was employed to 71 non-Hodgkin's 
lymphomas in the pediatric age group (< 16 years old). The 
cases were selected according to the availability of adequate 
tissue specimens and classified histologically according to 
the Rappaport's system. Labelled steptavidin biotin staining 
technique was applied to formal in fixed paraffin-embedded 
tissue sections and the percentage of cells demonstrating a 
positive reaction was evaluated. Stainings were considered 
positive when al leas! 20% of the neoplastic cells reacted with 
the specific antibody. Of the 21 lymphoblastic lymphomas 
UCHL-1 positivity was detected in 11 cases and no 
immunostaining was noted with 4KB5. Six of the 23 Burkitt's 
lymphomas were positive with 4KB5, whereas UCHL-1 
showed positivity in only one case which was 4KB5-negative. 
Of the 13 non-Burkitt's lymphomas 4KB5 was positive in six, 
meanwhile one case demonstrated UCHL-1 positivity in 
majority of neoplastic cells and was unreactive with 4KB5. 
Eight of the 13 large cell lymphomas were reactive with 
UCHL-1 and 4KB5 was unstained in all except one which was 
UCHL-1 negative. 

These results show that both UCHL-1 and 4KB5, but 
especially UCHL-1 , may be useful for immunophenotyping of 
childhood non-Hodgkin's lymphomas when only paraffin 
sections are available for analysis, but the abovementioned 
markers are not absolutely specific or sensitive paraffin 
section immunoperoxidase panel for this group of neo
plasms. 

564. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF CLINICAL DATA, 
MORPHOMETRY ANO DNA-FLOW CYTOMETRY AS 
PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN AGGRESSIVE MALIGNANT 
LYMPHOMA 

Luigi Giusto Spagnoli, Lucia Anemona, Stefania Schiaroli, 
Alessandro Mauriello, Mauro Antimi•, Alessio Perrotti• , Maria 
Cantonetti', Giuseppe Papa'; Anatomia Patologica , 
•Ematologia, University of Rome «Tor Vergata .. - Via 
Carnevale - 00173, Roma, ltaly 

Many features are known to be importan! for the prognosis 
in patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma, but only few studies 
evaluated the importance of each prognostic factor in relation 
to its dependence on other factors. 

In this study we report an univariate and multivariate 
analysis of prognostic factors for response to treatrnent in 18 
patients with intermediate and high grade lymphomas ac
cording to Working Formulation. All patients were uniformly 
treated with F-MACHOP (5-Fu, metotrexate, vincristina, ARA-

C, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin). Various ciinical param
eters (age and sex of patients, stage of disease, incidence of 
symptoms, extranodal disease and bone marrow involve
ment, bulk disease, serum albumin and LDH) and 30 
morphometric parameters measuring size and form factors 
of neoplastic nuclei were evaluated. By using flow cy1ometry 
anda Coulter Epics Profile DNA ploidy, proliferative activity 
(% of cells non in GO/G1-phase) and S-phase cells were 
calculated. 

Using a univariate analysis the tumors with a complete 
response (CR) to therapy, as compared to patients with a 
partial response (PR), showed a statistically significan! lower 
values of the serum LDH and greater values of serum 
albumin. In addition, lymphomas with CR showed significan! 
smaller nuclear size, lower variability, smaller values of form 
factors, low prol iferative activity and a lower number of S
phase cells. Using only the clinical parameters the multivariate 
discriminan! analysis discrirninates the 70% of patients re
sponsive to therapy, whereas adding morphometric and flow 
cy1ometric parameters to the clinical ones (albumin, LDH, 
nuclear area and number of GO/G1 cells) wecould predict the 
responsiveness to therapy in the 81.25% of cases (P<0.02). 

565. PRIMARY NON-HODGKIN'S L YMPHOMAS OF THE 
EXTRADURAL SPACE. A CLNICOPATHOLOGIC STUDY 

A. Cossu, F. Tanda, L Bosincu, A. Lissia, G. Massarelli. 
lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di Sassari, ltaly 

Primary malignan! lymphomas (ML) of the extradural 
space represen! a rarely encountered neoplasm and are 
usually associated with a good prognosis. Since the initial 
description by Buey and Jerva (J. of Neurosurg., 1962) a few 
reports have been published in the literature. We retrospec
tively searched the files of the Department of Pathology of 
Sassari Medica! School and collected nine such cases; their 
morphologic and clinical features represen! the object of this 
re port. 

There were 6 males and 3 females with an age range of 32 
to 76 years (mean= 50). The usual presentng features were 
symptoms of spinal cord compression. All tumours were 
epidural and most frequently hada dorsal location (6 cases, 
66,6%); 2 cases (22,2%) were observed in the lumbar tract 
and 1 case (11 , 1 %) was sacral. 

Histologic subtypes of the neoplasms were defined ac
cording to the Working Formulation. In particular, histotypes 
observed were as follows: 2 diffuse large cell ML, 3 diffuse 
mixed small and large cell ML , 1 follicular mixed small and 
large cell ML, 1 diffuse small lymphocy1ic ML, 1 diffuse small 
lymphocytic, 1 plasmacytoma, 1 high grade unclassifiable. 3 
cases evidenced a discrete amount of interstitial sclerosis. 
All lymphomas but the plasmacy1oma were shown to have a 
B cell phenotype (CD45 + and CD20 +). In 2 cases there 
were, admixed among the neoplastic cells, abundan! small , 
well differentiated, lymphocy1es ofT cell lineage (CD45 + and 
CD45RO +). 

These findings provide further evidence that ML of the 
epidural space are usually of B cell lineage and most fre
quently have a follicular center cell origin. 
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566. DETECTION OF EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS IN ADUL T 
T-CELL LEUKEMIA/L YMPHOMA 

M. Tokunaga and E. Sato. Department of Pathology, 
Kagoshima Municipal Hospital and Department of Pathology, 
Faculty of Medicine, Kagoshima University, Kagoshima, 
Japan 

So far two major viruses are known to be associated with 
lymphoid malignancies: human T-cell lymphotropic virus 
type 1 (HTLV-1) and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). HTLV-1 is 
etiologically associated with adult T-cell leukemia/ 
lymphoma(ATLL), and EBV is well known B-lymphotropic 
virus associated with Burkitt lymphoma, B-cell lymphoma in 
immunodeficient individuals, Hodgkin's disease and sorne 
type of T-cell lymphoma. We investigated EBV in tumor cells 
of Japanese ATLL patients. Materials and Methods: Frozen 
and paraffin sections of 100 ATLL cases were examined. The 
diagnosis of ATLL has been made bv the 
immunohistochemical demonstration of T-cell marker ex
pression (CD 2,3,4) on tumor cells of frozen sections in cases 
with histological findings of malignan! lymphoma, mainly of 
pleomorphic type and clinical findings of an ATLL with 
seropositivity for anti-HTLV-1 antibody. We used polymerase 
chain reaction(PCR) of EBV Bam W region and EBER-1 in 
situ hybridization(ISH) as well as immunostain of T-cell 
markers to demonstrate the presence of EBV in tumor cells. 
In addition, we used immunostain to detect the EBV nuclear 
antige(EBNA-2) and laten! membrane protein(LMP) on the 
frozen sections. Results: PCR performed on DNA on frozen 
specimens from 100 cases of ATLL revealed that the tumor 
tissues from 25 cases contained EBV-DNA. The EBER-1 ISH 
performed on the paraffin sections of the PCR positive cases 
indicated EBV in the nuclei of ATLL tumor cells in 19 cases. 
The LMP and EBNA-2 were also detected in tumor cells. We 
conclude that EBV is present within tumor cells in about 20% 
of A TLL, suggesting a pathogenetic role in these ATLL cases 
with similar mechanism to malignan! lymphoma occurring in 
immunodeficient individuals. 

567. EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS RELATED GASTRIC CAR
CINOMA: A HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY USING EBER-
1 IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION 

M. Tokunaga and E.Sato. Department of Pathology, 
Kagoshima Municipal Hospital and Department of Pathol
ogy, Faculty of Medicine, Kagoshima University, Kagoshima, 
Japan 

Epstein-Barrvirus (EBV) has been detected in the epithelial 
tumor cells of nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and sorne 
lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma in the salivary gland, thy
mus, lung and stomach. We have already reported the EBV
related gastric carcinoma, ma ny of which have 
lymphoepithelioma-like histological structures. The aim of 
this study is to elucidate the characteristics of EBV-related 
carcinoma of the stomach. Materials and Methods: We used 
EBER-1 in situ hybridization in the paraffin sections of 32 
cases with EBV-related gastric carcinomas which ha ve been 
detected by the polymerase chain reaction of EBV Bam W 
region. EBER-1 ISH was performed using digoxinigen la-
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belled antisense probe for EBER-1 RNA. Results: The EBER-
1 ISH showed intranuclear positive reaction in the tumor cells 
of 32 gastric carcinomas. The adjacent normal gastric mucosa 
and almos! all of reactive lymphocytes around carcinoma 
tissues were negative for EBER-1. The carcinomas with 
positive ISH were classified into 13 cases of intestinal type 
and 19 cases of diffuse type. All of the carcinomas showed 
moderate to marked lymphocytic infiltration, which com
prised mainly T cells. Six cases of poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma with intensive lymphoid stroma were simi
lar to lymphoepithelioma-like carcinomas in the other organs. 
We conclude that the EBV was observed in tumor cells in 
about 5% of gastric carcinomas detected by the highly 
sensitive EBV EBER- 1 ISH. These EBV-related carcinomas 
show moderate to marked lymphocytic infiltration, sorne of 
which have lymphoepithelioma-like pattern. These findings 
suggest that EBV may play an importan! role in the develop
ment of sorne gastric carcinomas and the EBV-related car
cinoma cells evoke an intensive cellular immune reaction. 

568. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN 
L YMPHOCYTE EPITHELIOTROPISM: A COMPARATIVE 
STUDY IN SKIN ANO TONSIL 

S. Uccini, L.P. Ruco, l. Lesnoni La Parola, D. Cerimele, 
C.D. Baroni. 11 Pathological Anatomy, University «La 
Sapienzau; Dept. of Dermatology, University «Cattolica .. , 
Roma, ltaly 

Epitheliotropism is a well known histologic feature associ
ated with reactive and neoplastic conditions. However, little 
is known about the pathways and molecules involved in intra
epithelial migration of T and B lymphocytes. We have inves
tigated epitheliotropism in skin biopsies (7) involved by CD4+ 
cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL) and in hyperplastic (7) 
and B-CLL (3) infiltrated tonsils. All CTCL were characterized 
by a band-like infiltrate at dermo-epidermal junction where 
activated vessels, expressing inducible adhesion molecules 
ELAM-1 , VCAM- 1 and ICAM -1, were detected. 
lmmunostaining for VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 was also observed 
in numerous macrophages. lmmunostaining for collagen 
type IV demonstrated narrowing and fragmentation of epi
dermal basement membrane. The possibility that these 
alterations were caused by enzymatic digestion by 
collagenase type IV released by activated macrophages was 
investigated by immunostaining serial sections with a 
polyspecific antibody anti-collagenase type IV. Positivity for 
collagenase type IV was strictly co-distributed with collagen 
type IV and was more evident in a reas with marked epidermal 
infi ltration. Furthermore, intra-epidermal lymphocytes were 
markedly LFA-1 + surrounded by ICAM-1 + keratinocytes. 
Lymphocyte epitheliotropism in tonsils was regulated by 
difieren! mechanisms. lntra-epithelial infiltrates were com
posed of T and B lymphocytes. Basal epithelial cells were 
VCAM-1 + and wel l associated with a marked staining of sub
epithelial B lymphocytes far VLA-4, suggesting that intra
epithelial migration of B lymphocytes in tonsil is mediated 
through VLA-4NCAM-1 interaction . 
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569. TOWARDS A MOLECULAR-GENETIC CLASSIFICA
TION OF 8-CELL L YMPHOMAS? 

JHJM van Krieken, S Raghoebier, M Raffeld, PhM Kluin, 
Department of Pathology, PoBox 9603, Leiden, Netherlands 

B-cell lymphomas are generally classified according to 
morphologic and immunohistochemical criteria. However, 
there is no uniform agreement on these criteria. Furthermore 
there is considerable inter- and intra-observer variation. We 
have studied a large series of B-cell lymphomas using 
Southern-blot hybridization to analyse whether genetic chro
mosomal alterations are associated with specific types of B
cell lymphomas (see table) . Rearrangements of the bcl-1, 
bcl-2, bcl-3 and c-myc loci are associated with chromosomal 
translocations 1(1 1; 14), t(14;18), 1(14;19) and 1(8;14). Our 
results show that even with a limited set of probes this method 
can be of help in the classification of 8 -cell lymphomas. For 
instance CC lymphomas are strongly associated with bcl-1 
rearrangements, foll icular lymphomas with bcl -2 
rearrangements and node based Burkitt's lymphomas with 
rearrangement of the c-myc gene. As additional molecular 
abnormalities are uncovered in thisgroup of neoplasms it can 
be anticipated that accurate molecular classification will 
become available for the majority of 8-cell lymphomas. 

Type n bcl-1 bcl-2 bcl-3 c-myc 

CLL 44 

ce 19 l 
MAL T-low grade 6 

CBCC follicular 27 

CB nodal 24 

CB extranodal 26 

Burkitt sporadic 18 

Ileocecal 8 

non-Burkitt 11 

# 2 times using a 5' probe 

• comigration with JH 

1 

10 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

3# o o 
o l o o 
o o 1 o 
21 o o 
11 o 1 --
1 o 8 

·-
o o 17 

o o 6* 

3 o o 
-~ 
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570. BONE MARROW BIOPSY FINDINGS IN OPPORTUN
ISTIC KALA-AZAR 

C. Villanueva, J. Villarrubia, R. Lopez Velez, A. Candia, C. 
Gonzalez, C. Bellas; Hospital Ramón y Cajal, Madrid, Spain 

Visceral Leishmaniasis (kala-azar) is a well-known oppor
tunistic infection in immunocompromised hosts. Previous 
reports have suggested that kala-azar is an opportunistic 
infection in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected 
patients in areas where it is endemic, such as Spain. Since 
we observe no anti-Leishmanial antibodies in the majority of 
these pa-tients during the course of the disease, the diagno
sis must be based on cultures or identification of the parasites 
in tissue. 

In this report, we describe the morphological changes 
seen in 22 bone marrow biopsies performed on 22 HIV 
infected patients with visceral Leishmaniasis. The biopsy 
specimens were fixed and decalcified in Bouin's solution and 

stained with HE and Giemsa. Leishmania serology was 
negative in 10 cases (45%); aspirate smears were not 
diagnostic in 5 cases (22%); and the culture was negative in 
5 cases (22%). The trephine biopsy was not diagnostic in 
only 1 case (4%). 

Among the most common bone marrow biopsy findings, 
hypercellularity was seen in 14 cases and hipocellularity in 
only 4 cases. There was plasmacytosis in ali cases, and it 
was extremely importan! in 12 specimens. Lymphohistiocytic 
aggregates, defined as collections of non-epithelioid 
histiocytes with a lymphoid cuff, and usually accompanied by 
plasma cells, were identified in 11 cases. Well-defined 
epithelioid granulomatta were seen in only 2 cases. A diffuse 
increase in individual histiocytes was identified in 13 cases, 
and vague collections of non-epithelioid histiocytes consid
ered ill-defined granulomas, were seen in 9 cases. Mor
phologica lly recognizable amastigotes of Leishmania 
donovani within the cytoplasma of histiocytes were readily 
visible both with HE and Giemsa stains in 21 cases. Large 
numbers of amastigotes were found in 12 cases, anda small 
number of them was found in only 3 cases. There were also 
other abnormalities in 20 bone marrow specimens related to 
the HIV infection. 

In summary, we conclude that bone marrow biopsies are 
very useful in the diagnosis of opportunistic kala-azar, the 
majorchanges being an importan! increase in non-epithelioid 
histiocytes, generally without well- formed granulomas and 
intense plasmacytosis. 

571 . PATHOBIOLOGY OF LANGERHANS CELL 
GRANULOMATOSIS 

Vitolo D., Stoppacciaro A., Covello R., Ruco L.P. and 
Baroni C.D.; 11 Pathological Anatomy, University «La 
Sapienza,, , Rome, ltaly 

Langerhans cell granulomatosis (LCG) is characterized by 
accumulation of CDla+/S-100+ Langerhans cells in bone, 
skin, lymph nodes, soft tissues, and less frequently, in a 
variety of other siles. Numerous eosinophils and a variable 
number of lymphocytes and plasma cells are present in the 
lesion. We have applied immunocytochemistry and in situ 
hybridization on tissue sections and cell suspensions ob
tained from LCG lesions to investigate the pathogenesis of 
the disease. Our findings suggest that LC accumulation in 
tissues is due to recruitment of LC precursors and to local 
proliferation of LC as well. LC precursors are small cells 
positive for ANAE, KP-1 (CD68) and COia; intra-lesional 
maturation of these cells is indicated by increase in size, and 
progressive loss of ANAE/KP-1. Local proliferation of LCs is 
demonstrated by of cells double stained for CDla/Ki67. Cells 
present in LCG are particularly active in cytokine production; 
actually LC-like cells are positive for IL-1, TNF, and for 
eosinopoietic factor IL-5; lymphocyte like cells were positive 
for IL-2. Moreover, cytokine release was able to induce 
activation of vascular endothelium as demonstrated by the 
presence of ELAM-1, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 in blood vessels of 
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LCG We suggest that LC/lymphocyte interactions result in 
production of cytokines which in turn cause vascular activa
tion, adhesion of circulating leucocytes and their trans
endothelial migration and proliferation in the LGL tissue. The 
production of IL-5 may be in turn responsible for the rich 
eosinophil infiltrate. Finally IL-1 and TNF, which are known to 
induce bone resorption , might be responsable for the pro
nounced osteolysis seen in bone localization of LCG. 
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572. NUCLEOLAR ORGANIZER REGIONS IN 
LYMPHOMAS. A QUANTITATIVE STUDY. 

Hayrttin Yekeler ·,Resal Ózercan ··, A. Zühal Yumeul ··., 
Firat University, Tip Fakultesi, Elazig, Turkey 

Using a silver staining technique, nucleolar organizer 
region-associated proteins (Ag-NORs) have been studied in 
paraffin sections of 76 non-Hodgkin·s lymphomas , five 
normal lymph nodes and five «reactive" lymph nodes. The 
mean number of nucleolar organizer regions per nucleus 
was 1.19 ± 0.09 for normal lymphocyts, and 3.04 ± 0.14 for 
reactive lymph nodes, and 2.79 ± 0.44 for low-grade 
lymphomas, and 6.35 ± 1.58 for intermediate-grade 
lymphomas, and 10.55 ± 1.97 for high-grade lymphomas. 
There were highly significan! differences in Ag-NOR counts 
among the groups (p< 0.001). The Ag-NOR regions were 
often observed in nuclei in areas where nucleoli themselves 
were not visible. 

lt is suggested that this method is a distinguished method 
in differentiation of the method in diagnostic histopathology. 
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573. MALIGNANT LYMPHOMAS ASSOCIATED WITH 
HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTION IN 
BARCELONA 

E. Campo, J. Ordi, A. Lopez-Guillermo, T. Estrach, C. 
Admella. E. Montserrat, A. Cardesa. Departmentsof Pathol
ogy and Hematology. Hospital Clinic, University of Barce
lona, Med. Sch. Barcelona, Spain 

Malignan! lymphomas (ML) are being reportad in increas
ing numbers in HIV infectad patients, and high grade B-cell 
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL) are included in the diag
nostic criteria of AIDS. To determine the histologic and 
clinical characteristics of ML arising in HIV infectad patients 
in our area, we have reviewed theclinical chartsand pathologic 
material from 47 patients with ML and previous or simultane
ous serologic evidence of HIV infection (ELISA or Western 
Blot), seen in our institution from 1985 to April 1992. The 
mean age was 33.4 (range 20-77). 45 patients were mal e. 31 
were intravenous drug abusers (IVDA), 12 male homosexu
als (HMS), 2 IVDA and HMS, 2 postransfunded. 16 patients 
(34%) had Hodgkin's disease (HD), that always was of mixed 
cellularity or lymphocyte depletion type. The rest (31 pa
tients, 66%) had high grade NHL that in two cases showed a 
T-cell phenotype. In 70% of cases NHL arose in extranodal 
sites (9 central nervous system (CNS), 8 gastro-intestinal 
tractor liver, 3 bone marrow, 1 skin , 1 pericardium). The ratio 
between HD and NHL was 1 :1 .9, being higherin IVDA (1 :1.6) 
than in HMS (1 :5) (p=NS). Previous diagnostic criteria of 
AIDS were present in 100% cases of CNS ML, and only in 
21 % of patients with HD or systemic NHL (p<0.000025). 

CONCLUSIONS: 1.-Hodgkin's disease mixed cellularity 
or lymphocyte depletion constituted one third of ML in HIV 
infectad patients in our area, and should be considered a 
diagnostic criterium of AIDS in these patients. 2.- Most HD 
and systemic NHL arise in asymptomatic HIV infectad pa
tients, whereas CNS ML arise almos! exclusively in patients 
with AIDS. 

574. PATHOLOGY OF ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY 
SYNDROME (AIDS) IN A MEDITERRANEAN AREA: OUR 
EXPERIENCE (1984-1992) 

Dasi C, Soriano P, Sales A, Navarro P, Llombart-Bosch A, 
Department of Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, Valencia, 
Spain 

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection produces a 
wide spectrum of diseases including infections, neoplasms 
and other associated pathologies. Necropsy studies have 
provided useful data for better understanding the adquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome. In this paper we present the 
results of a necropsy analysis performed on 53 patients HIV 
infectad who died from 1984-1992. This study includes gross 
and histopathology analyses as well as microbiological 
determinations. Patients were 39 males (73.5%) and 14 
females (26.4%) with ages between O and 53 years (mean 
30-37 years). As risk factors, 46 (86.7%) were drug addicts, 
5 (9.4%) homosexuals and 2 (3.7%) newborns infectad by 
transplacental transmission. We classified the pathology 
observed in three groups: infections, Tumors and associated 
diseases. All cases shared a wide spectrum of infection as 

follows: disseminated tuberculosis (26.4%), hepatitis B 
(20.75%), Pneumocystiscarinii (18,8%), candidiasis (16.9%), 
cryptosporidium (13.2%), Staphylococcus aureus (13.2%) 
toxoplasmosis (11 .5%) cytomegalovirus (5.6%), viral 
leucoencephalopathies (11 .3%), cryptococcosis (3.7%) and 
mucormycosis (1.2%). The two newborns died of a generalizad 
candidiasis and toxoplasmic meningoencephalitis respec
tively. Regarding tumor pathology, 6 cases of lymphoma 
(11.3%) and 3 (5.6%) disseminated Kaposi sarcomas were 
found . The third group of associated diseases included liver 
pathology (chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis, 54.7%), pancreatitis 
(15%), edema of brain (16 .9% ) and the genera l 
lymphadenopathy syndrome (33.9%). 

With these results we conclude that in our geographic 
area, infectious diseases, especially disseminated tubercu
losis, are the most prominent features of HIV infectad patients, 
compared with the low incidence of neoplasic pathology 
observad amongst our cases. 

575. KAPOSl'S SARCOMA IN HIV" • PATIENTS: A FLOW
CYTOMETRIC ANAL YSIS OF 35 LESIONS 

J. El-Jabbour' , G. Wilson3, K. Henry', D. Hawkins• , K. 
Mcl ean2, P. Sannino', M. Barrett'. Departments of 
'Histopathology and 2Genitourinary Medicine, Charing Cross 
& Westminster Medica! school and Hospitals, London; 3Cancer 
Research Campaign, Gray Laboratory, Northwood, London; 
and 'Department of Genitourinary Medicine, ST Stephen 
Clinic, London, UK 

Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) is a common disease in HIV"º 
individuals and is a marker of progression to acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). However, it is not yet 
clear whether KS is a neoplastic or a hyperplastic process. 
Recen! flow-cytometry (FCM) studies on sporadic KS (from 
HIV·•• individuals) have shown a low rate (5.8%) of nuclear 
DNA-aneuploidy. We document here the results of a FCM 
analysis of 35 KS lesions (20 cutaneous & 15 non-cutane
ous) excised from 30 HIV""' individuals, and to discuss the 
implications as to the na tu re of KS. Three 50-µm thick formalin
fixed paraffin sections were cut and processed by a modifi
cation of Hedley's method (J Histochem Cytochem 31: 1333-
1335, 1982). The presence of KS in the analysed sections 
was verified, and al least 10,000 single nuclei events were 
collected for each specimen. Median coefficient variation of 
ali cases was 5. 19 (range, 3.5-11.3). 

Two cases (a lymph node anda skin) out of 35 KS lesions 
were DNA-aneuploid with a DNA index of 1.14 and 1.22 
respectively. The percentage proliferative fraction (%S+G2/ 
M) was high in these two cases (29. 7% and 31.8%) comparad 
with a median %S+G2/M of 15.87% in the 33 diploid cases 
(range, 7.6-30%). DNA-diploid KS lesions of either a capillary 
ora cavernous haemangiomatous vascular pattern displayed 
a higher %S+G2/M than those KS with a mixed vascular 
pattern (Chi Squ Yates 4.16; DF 1; 0.05<p<0.02); this finding 
is being further investigated. No correlation with grow1h 
phase, cellular pattern, mitotic count, nuclear atypia, 
lymphocytic response or size is found. 

This study demonstrates a low aneuploidy rate (5.7%) in 
HIV" º KS which is similar to that reportad in KS from HIV·•• 
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individuals, thus suggesting that al least a small proportion of 
KS may be genuinely neoplastic. KS seems to have a high 
%S+G2/M; comparison of this finding with FCM of granula
tion tissue and malignan! vascular tumours is providing 
interesting results which should give further insight as to the 
nature of KS. We are also extending this study to include all 
our KS material (approximately 120 cases) . Other aspects of 
cell proliferation are also being explored. 

576. THE ROLE OF A POL YSACCHARIDE CELL WALL 
FRACTION (F,) OF Sporothrix schenckii IN THE IN
FLAMMATORY RESPONSE 

M.M.C. Zini, C.L. Silva and F. Figueiredo. School of 
Medicine of Rlbeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo, 14049-
Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

The inflammatory response induced by the dimorphic 
fungus S. schenckii infection is a granulomatous reaction 
involving the activation of cells of !he phagocytic mononuclear 
system and the participation of cytokines and lymphocyte 
subpopulations. In the present study, we evaluated !he 
involvement of !he F, fraction extracted from the cell wall of 
the fungus in the inflammatory process of sporotrichosis. 

The fraction was able to increase the influx of inflamma
tory cells to the site of inoculation, and also induced the 
formation of a granulomatous reaction when injected subcu
taneously into mice. The fraction also activated adherent 
peritoneal cells for in vitre release of Tumor Necrosis Factor 
(TNF) and interleukin-1 (IL-1) monokines and caused an 
increase in serum TNF levels when injected intraperitoneally 
into mice. 

These results suggest that the polysaccharide componen! 
of the cell wall of S. schenckii may act through various 
mechanisms by attracting inflammatory cells to the site of 
infection after fungal penetration and establishment in the 
host. However, because of its difficult degradability and its 
increased concentration caused by local multiplication of the 
fungus, this compound may persistas an irritating agent and 
stimulate macrophages to relea se TN F and 1 L-1. The monokin
cell interaction may promete an amplification circuit with 
TNF, acting so as to increase its own local synthesis and 
inducing IL-1 production. This, in turn, induces the production 
of more IL-1 , thus favoring macrophage accumulation and 
differentiation, with the consequent development, establish
ment and maintenance of the granulomatous inflammatory 
process. 

Financia! support: CNPq and FAPESP. 

577 . ROLE OF CD4+ ANO CDS+ T CELLS IN 
GRAN ULOMATOUS REACTION INDUCED BY 
PARACOCCIDIOIDES BRASILIENSIS 

F. Figueiredo, A.L. Bocea, and C.L. Silva. School of 
Medicine of Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo, 14049 
- Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Paracoccidioidomycosis is a chronic, granulomatous 
mycotic disease caused by the dimorphic fungus P. 
brasifiensis. The granulomatous inflammatory reaction rep
resents the most specialized and efficient tissue response of 
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an organism against a parasites. The full development of 
granuloma require T cell-mediated immunity and involves 
the macrophage accumulation and attraction of monocytes 
and their differentiation into epithelioid cells capable of kiling 
ingested parasite. The role of CD4+ and CDS+ T cells in 
mediating granulomatous reactions was analyzed by com
paring inflammatory patterns induced by P. brasifiensis in 
C5781/6 mice treated in vivo with anliCD4+ (GK1 .5) or anti 
CDS+ (H 35.17.2) monoclonal antibodies (mAb). 

Depletion of CD4+ T cells prevented or suppressed the 
formations of fully developed granulomas. And the lesion 
was characterized by aggregation of monocytes and 
macrophages. Treatment with anti-CDS+ mAb reveled the 
presence of fully developed granuloma. However, the number 
and the size of the lesions were significantly increased. Both 
treatment, resulted in significan! colonization of the lungs of 
infected mice. These results suggest that both CD4+ and 
CDS+ T cells are critica! in host defense against P. brasiliensis. 
The vital role played by CD4+ cells may be explained by the 
absolute requirement for the presence of these cells as a 
source of macrophage-activating factors. The role of CDS+ 
T cells may be related by thei r ability to lyse infected cells. 

Financia! support: CNPq and FAPESP 

578. HISTOPATHOLOGIC, IMMUNOHISTOLOGIC, ANO 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC FINDINGS IN A PATIENT 
WITH SEROLOGICALL Y CONFIRMED EHRLICHIOSIS 

AM Marty, DM Frisman, G lmes. HP Brusman. Armed 
Forces lnstitute of Pathology, Washington OC, USA 

Ehrlichiosis is an arthropod borne zoonotic infection caused 
by a rickettsia that infects leukocytes. Based on serological 
assays, over 200 persons have been reported with human 
ehrlichiosis since the first report in 19S6. The species of 
Ehrlichia causing human ehrlichiosis is believed to be E. 
chaffeensis, a newly described Ehr/ichia with 9S 2% DNA 
homology and antigenic cross reactivity to E. canis. Palie nis 
sera react to both E. chaffeensis and E. canis. There is one 
previous report of immunohistologic findings in a lymph node 
of human ehrlichiosis. This is the first report of the appear
ance of the organism in a human as seen on H&E, PAS, 
GMS, ZN, Warthin-Starry. Movat and Giemsa stains. lt is also 
the first fatal case report confirmed by immunohistochemistry 
and electron microscopy. The palien! is a 67-year-old black 
woman from Georgia. She presented with a three to four day 
history of flu-like symptoms, malaise, nausea, stiff neck, 
intermittent fever, generalized pain, and confusion. She had 
a platelet count of 29,000, BUN 63 mg/dl, and creatinine 6,5 
mg/dl . The fever, neurologic symptoms, thrombocytopenia, 
and evidence of renal failure were misinterpreted as signs of 
thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura. She was started on 
steroids and dipyridamole. She received vancomycin and 
ceftazidime because an infectious agent could not be ex
cluded. Ten days after admission she died of a subdural 
hemorrhage. Serologic results arrived after her demise re
vealing an lgG antibody titer of 1 :51 2 for E. canis. Serologic 
studies for babesiosis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, HIV, 
Lyme disease, and tularemia were negative. Autopsy re
vealed morula of Ehrlichia within mononuclear cells 
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throughout the body and in her peripheral smear. Morula 
were observed on routine sections and by electron 
microscopy. lmmunohistochemistry using antibodies against 
E. canis, E. sennetsu, E. equ( and E. risticiiwere performed. 
Morula weredemonstrated by the E. canisantibody. Ehrlichia 
can lead to thrombocytopenia, leukopenia or pancytopenia. 
The subdural hemorrhage was secondary to the ehrlichia
induced thrombocytopenia. The evidence reveals that the 
proximate cause of death in this patient is ehrlichiosis. 

579. PATHOLOGICAL FINOINGS WITH EXPERIMENTAL 
INFECTION BY SCEDOSPORIUM INFLA TUM 

E. Mayayo, J. Guarro, J. Cano, J. Fernandez-Baliart. U. of 
Barcelona, Spain. S. Razquin. HospitalJoan XXIII , Tarragona, 
Spain 

The experimental pathogenicity of Scedosporium inflatum 
(3 strains) and S. apiospermum (1 strain) following 
intraperitoneal and intravenous injection was tested on 
immunodepressed and normal mice. The first group was 
treated with cortisone acetate. 

The results show that the strains studied displayed posi
tive tropism to kidney and brain. In the histopathological 
study of the first organ, we initialiy observed abcesses al the 
glomerular level and later in the pelvis . In the brain, we 
detected large areas with necrosis, which produced impor
tan! neurological disorders resulting in convulsive movements 
anda stiff neck. The strains of S. inflatum were more virulent 
(45% mortality) than S. apiospermum (16% mortality). The 
inoculation method did not significantly affect the mortality 
rate of the mice by either fungus. 

In infections by S. inflatum the percentage of 
immunodepressed mice which died was higher in compari
son with that of the untreated mice. On the other hand no 
ditferences were observed in the death rate of either group of 
animals inoculated with S. apiospermum. 

580 . FULMINANT OISSEMINATEO PU L MO NARY 
ADIASPIROMYCOSIS IN HUMANS 

L.C. Peres, F. Figueiredo, M. Peinado and F.A. Soares. 
Department of Pathology, School of Medicine of Aibeirao 
Preto, University of Sao Paulo, 14049-Aibeirao Preto, Sao 
Paulo, Brazil 

Adiaspiromycosis, a ubiquitous disease of rodents and 
smali mammals found in ali continents, is caused by the 
fungus Crysosporium parvum~ 11 is usualiy an incidental find
ing in human autopsy or biopsy material. The patients are 
generaliy oligosymptomatic or asymptomatic, but more se
vere cases have been observed. 

A case of fu lminan! disseminated pulmonary 
adiaspiromycosis is reported. The palien!, a 35-year-old 
black male farm worker, presented with a four-week history 
of generalized weakness, unproductive cough, evening fe
ver, anda weight loss of 8kg. He died 12 days alter hospitali
zation of respiratory fai lure due to granulomatous lung dis
ease. The clinical and radiographic findings were indistin
guishable from those of miliarytuberculosis. Light microscopy 

revealed extensive granulomas of consisten! size that in
volved both bronchioles and alveoli. Tl1ese granulomas were 
composed of epithelioid histiocytes. frequent multinucleate 
giant celis and spherical fungi. The average diameter of the 
fungi was 380µm and the celi wall diameter was 25µm. Most 
of the fungi contained only amorphous granular material. A 
few adiaspores contained many weli-defined, round-to-oval 
nuclei (4-8µm diameter) that were surrounded by 
fibri llargranular material. Ultrastructural examination of 
formalin-fixed material showed characteristics of the trilaminar 
capsule. The outer and thinnest layer was composed of 
electron-dense fibrillar material that was occasionally 
delaminated by inflammatory celis. 

This is believed to be the first fatal case of pulmonary 
adiaspiromycosis reported in humas, and it may have been 
occupational ly acquired. lmproved diagnosis of 
adiapiromycosis wili be achieved only when physicians be
come aware of the possibility of this disease in highrisk 
patients. Financia! support: CNPq. 

581 . OISTRIBUTION OF HIV-1 ANA ANO p24 ANTIGEN IN 
LYMPHOIO TISSUES OF ASYMPTOMATIC, SEROPO
SITIVE ORUG AOOICTS BY IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
ANO IN SITU_HYBRIOIZATION. 

J.L. Ribas', A.P. Burke, W. Benson, W. Chu, J. Smialek, 
Armed Forces lnstitute of Pathology and Henry M. Jackson 
Foundation, Washington, D, USA 

Few studies have been reported describing the distribu
tion of HIV-1 nucleic acids and antigens in lymphoid tissues 
of patients with asymptomatic infection. 

We sampled axi llary, s upraclavicular, mediastinal, 
mesenteric and inguinal lymph nodes, and spleen and tonsil 
from 21 drug addicts who died unexpectedly of causes 
unrelated to HIV-1 infection, and who were autopsied within 
12 hours of death. Seropositivity for HIV-1 was determined by 
ELISA and Western blot analysis of serum coliected during 
autopsy. 

Six1y-three percent of ali tissues had germinal centers 
which contained by immunohistochemistry folliculardendritic 
(CD35-positive) celis. On serial sections, 33% of these 
germinal centers were immunopositive with a monoclonal 
antibody against HIV-1 p24 (Dako, Carpinteria, CA), and 
24% also showed signa! with 35S-labeled antisense HIV-1 
riboprobes (Lofstrand Labs., Gaithersburg, MD). In ali in
stances, positivity for HIV-1 ANA and p24 antigen correlated 
with CD35-positive areas and with scattered mononuclear 
celis in paracortical areas. lmmunohistochemistry for Cll.4V 
and HSVI, and in situ hybridization with HIV-1 sense probes 
were uniformly negative. Autopsy tissues from seven HIV-1 
seronegative control drug addicts were negative for HIV-1 
ANA and p24 antigen. 

In seropositive asymptomatic individuals, HIV-1 ANA and 
p24 antigen can be detected in association with follicular 
dendritic cells in a significan! percentage of post-mortem 
lymphoid tissues. 
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582. THE RESERVOIR OF HIV-1 IN L YMPHOID TISSUE 

K. Tenner-Racz', H. Schmidt', A. v. Stemm'. C. H. Fox" 
and P. Racz• 'Bernhard-Nocht-lnstitute, Hamburg, Ger
many; "Yale University Med. Sch, New Haven, CT, USA 

Formaldehyde-fixed paraffin-embedded sections of lymph 
nodes from HIV-1 infected individuals were examined by 35S 
RNA in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry. In 15 
lymph nodes with follicular hyperplasia intense signal was 
found over germinal centers following protease digestion of 
the tissue sections. The signal corresponded to the light zone 
of the germinal center but was not directly over specific cells. 
When protease was deleted from the protocol, only produc
tively infected cells were seen. When sections were labeled 
with anti CD4 antibodies, from 0.8-10 % of intrafollicular 
CD4+ cells were productively infected. With appropriate 
antibodies rare macrophages and follicular dendritic cells 
could be found. lnfected cells were also found scattered in 
the extrafollicular parenchyma that were CD4+. No infected 
S-100 cells were found. In nodes with mixed pattern (n=3) or 
Castleman like histology (n=2) many CD4+ infected cells 
were seen in the parenchyma. In depleted nodes (n=5) none 
or very few infected cells were found consisten! with the loss 
of circulating CD4+ cells. Depleted nodes showed patchy to 
complete loss of protein «Cloaked» immune complexes as
sociated with the cytoplasmic processes of follicular dentritic 
cells. We believe these results demonstrate the very large 
reservoir of both protein cloaked vi rus and of actively infected 
CD4+ positive cells suggesting a biological connection be
tween the two phenomenon. 

583. PATHOLOGY OF THE LUNG IN 637 AIDS AUTOP
SIES 

Vago L, Antonacci CM, Boldorini R, Cristina s. Guzzetti S, 
Parravicini C , Costanzi G. V Cattedradi Anatomia Patologica, 
lstituto di Scienze Biomediche, Ospedale «L. Sacco", Mila
no, ltaly 

Objective. To review the pathological findings of the lung 
in a large series of 637 consecutive autopsies of AIDS 
autopsies. 

Methods. The lungs from 637 patients, who died from 
AIDS at the " L. Sacco" Hospital, Milan, between May 1984 
and August 1991 were examined. At least two sections for 
each lobe, and additional sections from focal lesions, were 
routinely stained; in selected cases, special histochemical 
and immunohistochemical staining (CMV, HSV, Adenovirus, 
P. carinii , T. gondii , Gandida spp.) and in situ hybridization 
(CMV, HSV) were performed. lnclusions from entire lobe 
were also examined, to evaluate the extent and distribution 
of lung fibrosis . 

Results. On the whole, the lungs were affected by both 
opportunistic and bacterial infections, neoplasms, and chronic 
interstitial changes in 84% of the cases. The frequency and 
type of infections and neoplasms are reported in the table. In 
addition, focal or diffuse chronic interstitial lesions of variable 
degree were observed. In 24 % of the cases, chronic intersti
tial pneumonia was not associated with any identifiable 
opportunistic agent or bacteria at post-mortem examination. 

40 - ADD ANO BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA IN 637 AIDS AUTOPSIES 
37 ,9 

30 

20 

10 

o 
Bact. PnCMV PC Asp. M.Tub. KS Lym C.Ncof M .At. Cand. T.GO!l 

Conclusions. Our data confirm that in AIDS patients the 
lungs are nearly always involved both by infections and 
neoplasm, and by chronic interstitial changes, which are not 
always related to the presence of known opportunistic agents. 
In these cases, focal or diffuse fibrosis of the lung could be 
iatrogenic or indirectly due to HIV itself. 

Work supported by ISS, Ministero della Sanita Roma
AIDS project 1991 
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L IVER , PANCREAS & GALL BLADDER 

584. HEPATOBLASTOMA: A CLINICAL-PATHOLOGICAL 
STUDY OF FIVE CASES WITH IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL FINDINGS 

Luis Alfaro. Mª José Roca. Asunción Paradís. Eduardo 
Romero. Miguel Hernández. Hospital Universitario La Fe. 
Valencia, Spain 

Malignan! tumors of the liver are very un usual in childhood 
(0,2-5,8%). Among them, hepatoblastomas are the most 
common, reaching 50% of all the malignancies studied at La 
Fe Hospital in the last twenty years. 

lt is a tumour of the early childhood, our cases developed 
in the first two years of lite (with an average of 7 months). 
Clinically, they ocurred with hepatic mass, abdominal disten
sion, postration and gastrointestinal disorders. lncreased 
levels of a lpha-fetoprotein were found in every case except 
one, while thrombocytosis was observed in three cases. 

The histological patterns were: 3 epithelial, 2 of them with 
predominance of embryonal hepatocytes, and the other with 
fetal hepatocytes, the remainding 2 were mixed, with osteoid 
material in both. 

lmmunohistochemically they expressed alpha, -antitrypsin 
in every case. Focal immunoreactivity for vimentin and 
cytokeratin were found in three cases, two" mixed and one 
epithelial. Alpha-fetoprotein was weakly positive in two ca
ses. 

Ultrastructural study of two cases, which were both pure 
epithelial, showed many organelles with mitochondria, gly
cogen granulations and intercellular junctions. 

All the cases were treated with different chemotherapic 
protocols and in tour of them surgical resection was per
formed. None had good response to chemotherapy and all 
five died, 2 with pulmonary metastasis, 2 dueto postoperative 
complications and 1 because of hepatic coma. 

Hepatoblastoma has manifested in all our cases as a very 
agressive tumour independently of the histological type. Bad 
response to chemotherapy reduces the possibility of survival 
to those cases where complete surgical resection is possible. 

585. GRANULOMATOUS LIVER DISEASE: STUDY OF 130 
CASES FROM NORTH WESTERN SPAIN 

A. Armesto, M.S. Lopez, M. Bouso, J.A. Bello, F. Diz and 
F. Arnal, H. J Canalejo. La Coruña, Spain 

Granulomatous inflammation is relatively common in the 
liver and its cause remains often obscure. We rewieved the 
biopsies and clinical histories of 130 patiens with 
granulomatous hepatitis from January 1979 to March 1992. 
104 were surgical biopsies (4.4% of all liver biopsies) and 26 
cases carne from our autopsy files (2%). 

ETIOLOGY NUMBER % 

Tuberculosis 64 49.2 

Sarcoidosis 22 16.9 

Other lnfections 8 6.15 

Brucellosis 2 

Syphyllis 2 

Salmonellosis 

Q Fever 

Toxoplamosis 

Virus 1 --
Other liver disease 16 12.3 

PBC 7 

Alcoholic 2 

Alpha-1 del. 2 

CAH 1 

CPH 1 

Drugs 5 3.8 

Steroids 3 

Other 2 

Malignan! tumors 4 3.1 

Lymphoma 3 

Metastatic Ca 1 

Unknown 16 12.3 

Tuberculosis is by far the most frequent cause in our 
region due to the frequency of this disease among our 
patients.Acid fast bacilli were seen in 20% of surgical and 
50% of autopsy of proven cases of tuberculosis. Brucellosis 
by contras! is exceedingly rare comparing with other series 
from other regions of Spain. The frequency of Sarcoidosis 
depends upon the methods of diagnosis followed in our 
hospital when this disease is suspected. 

586. ANALYSIS OF SERUM HEPATOMA-ASSOCIATED 
ISOENZYMES IS OF PREDICTIVE VALUE FOR THE DE
VELOPMENTOF HEPATOMA IN THE INDIVIDUALS WITH 
PERSISTENT MODESTL Y ELEVATED SERUM a 
FETOPROTEIN. 

B. Shen, A. Batata, KG Xu, B.C. Zhang, X.Y. Meng. 
Department of Pathology, Wright State University School of 
Medicine, Dayton, Ohio; Nantong Medica! College and Qidong 
Liver Cancer Research lnstitute, China. 

Successful treatment of hepatoma largely relies on the 
early detection of the tumor. The individuals with modestly 
elevated serum AFP were thought to be at risk to develop 
hepatoma. The paired-design prospective study involved 34 
consecutive cases with persisten! modestly elevated a
fetoprotein (AFP) (serum concentration 50 - 400 ng/ml > 4 
weeks), anda group of healthy individuals as a control (n = 
34, AFP < 50 ng/ml). The subjects in the study and control 
groups showed no evidence of liver diseases, embryogenic 
tumors, or pregnancy in clinical, laboratory, and imaging 
work-ups. The assay of serum y-glutamyl transferase 
isoenzyme 11 (GGT 11), alkaline phosphatase isoenyme 1 
(ALP 1), and AFP, and liver ultrasonography and CI sean 
were conducted, once every month. GGT 11 and ALP 1 were 
assayed by a vertical slab electrophoresis on polyacrylamide 
gradient gel. During a 24 month follow-up, 2 cases (5.88%) 
showed persisten! marked elevation of AFP (AFP+, > 800 ng/ 
mi), 7 (20.59%) became persisten! positive forGGT 11, and 3 
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(8.82%) became persisten! positive for ALP 1, while 
ultrasonography and CT sean failed to show hepatic lesions 
at the point of time. In 2 to 8 months, evidence of hepatic 
lesions was showed on the imaging in the 2 AFP+ cases, 5 
of the 7 GGT 11+ cases, and the 3 ALP I+ cases. The lesions 
were proved to be hepatoma in nature through biopsy. By the 
end point of follow-up, the cases with negative GGT 11, ALP 
1, the cases without showing markedly elevated AFP, and 2 
cases with positive GGT 11, had not showed hepatic lesions 
on the imaging tests. All healthy controls showed negative 
results in the enzymology and imaging tests. We conclude 
that in most individuals at risk for hepatoma (i.e. modestly 
elevated serum AFP), the development of tumor could be 
identified prior to !he appearing of lesions on liver 
ultrasonography and CT sean, by monitoring serum GGT, 
ALP 1 and AFP. 

587. HISTOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF CHRONIC HEPA
TITIS VIRUS C 

R Canet, P Vaquer, C.Dolz, R Obrador. Hospital Son 
Dureta, Palma Mallorca, Spain 

The natural history and the histological evolution of chronic 
hepatitis (CH) virus C are not completely known. In a series 
of 27 patients (8 men and 19 women) with CH virus C of whom 
we had han at least two hepatic biopsies (with mear interval 
between both bipsies of 48.79 +28.B months and the extre
me time limits being of 12 and 126 months). We analized the 
evolution of several parameters of activity and we compared 
the conventional histological classification with the histologi
cal index of histological activity described by Knodell 
(Hepatology 1981, 1 :431-435). We studied 55 hepatic biop
sies assessing the following histological parameters: a) 
Periportal and bridgning necrosis; b) Necrosis and lobular 
inflammation ; e) Portal inflammation; d) Fibrosis and cirrhosis. 

In the first biopsies we observed the following results. 
persisten! CH 4; simple active CH 12; Active CH with bridging 
necrosis 7 and cirrhosis 3. The results of the repeated 
biopsies are as follows: Persisten! CH 3; simple active CH 4; 
Active CH with bridging necrosis 13 and hepatic cirrhosis 7. 

The index of histological activity was higher in the repeated 
biopsies in relation to the first biopsias and in the repeated 
ones was significan! (p=0.003). The difference of the score 
results of the periportal necrosis between the first and the 
second biopsy was statisticaly significat ( p=0.007) and also 
significan! (p=0.0001 ) was the score of the fibrosis. 

In our series of 55 biopsias we observad that the results of 
the conventional histological classification correlata with the 
index of histological activity of Knodell. 

Conclusions: 1) We observad in these patients a progres
sion in the evolution of histological lesion . 2) We found a 
good correlation between the conventional histological 
assessement and the utilizad index of histological activity. 3) 
The presence of periportal necrosis and fibrosis in the first 
biopsy were the parameters that showed best the histological 
progression. 
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588. Ki-RAS MUTATIONS ARE PRESENT IN ALL CAN
CER CELLS OF PANCREATIC CARCINOMAS 

P. Capelli, A. Scarpa, G. Zamboni, K. Mukai, 5. Hirohashi. 
lstituto di Anatomía Patologica, Universita di Verana, ltaly 
and Pathology Division, National Cancer Center Research 
lnstitute, Tokyo, Japan 

Controversia! data exist on the role of Ki-ras pointmutational 
activation in the pathogenesis of pancreatic carcinoma. 
Recen! studies, using different methods, reported the oc
currence of Ki-ras codon 12 mutations in up to 93% of 
pancreatic cancers1

·• . However, none of these studies ad
dressed the question if most or only a proportion of cancer 
cells harbar the genetic defect. In fact, Gonzales et al.5 , re
porting a low frequence (17.6%) of mutations in their series 
also suggested that, when present, Ki-ras mutations are 
confined to a small proportion of the neoplastic population. 

In the present study, high molecular weight DNAs from 
thirty-three pancreatic adenocarcinomas (19 ltalian and 14 
Japanese) were studied for Ki-ras gene mutations by single
strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis and 
direct se'quencing of PCR-amplified DNA fragments. Muta
tions were detectad in 16 ltalian and 14 Japanese samples. 
All involved codon 12 (GGT coding for gly ). They were G to 
A transitions (GAT; asp) in 8 ltalian and 8 Japanese cases, 
and G to T transversions (GTI; val) in all the remaining but 
one Japanese case showing a G to C transversion (CGT; 
arg). The intensity of the bands obtained at SSCP analysis 
was densitometrically evaluated. In all cases, the relative 
intensity of the mutated versus the non-mutated bands 
corresponded to the proportion of cancer cells in the sample, 
as evaluated on ematoxylin-eosin stained sections before of 
DNA extraction. 

Our data confirm the high frequence of Ki-ras mutations in 
pancreatic cancer and, demonstrating their presence in the 
large majority of cancer cells, strongly stand for an essential 
role of Kiras activation, irreverent of race and geography, in 
the pathogenesis of pancrealic cancer. 1) Almoguera C, et al. 
Cell 1988; 53: 549-554. 2) Smit V, et al. Nucleic Acids Res 
1988;16:7773. 3) Grunewald K, et al lnt J Cancer 1989; 
43:1037. 4) Nagata Y, et a l. Jpn J Cancer Res 1990; 81 :135. 
5) Gonzales-Cadavid, et al. Oncogene 1989; 4:1137. 

Supported by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan; 
and by Associazione Italiana per la Ricerca sul Cancro, 
Milano, ltaly. 

589. CORRELATION OF SEVERITY OF HEPATIC HIS
TOLOGY WITH SERUM VIRAL-ANA QUANTIT ATION ANO 
SERUM PROCOLLAGEN-111 PEPTIDE LEVELS IN PA
TIENTS WITH CHRONIC HEPATITIS C VIRUS (HCV) 
DISEASE 

F. Civantos, L. Jeffers, C. Vargas, E. Schiff, University of 
Miami Medical School, FL, USA 

Objectives: Serum HCV-RNA quantitation as a measure 
of viremia and serum procollagen-111 peptide (PClllP) levels 
as a marker of chronic hepatit is repair activity were evaluated 
as non-invasiva means of assessing activity and severity of 
chronic HCV disease. 
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Methods: Fifty-three HCV patients (32 male, 21 female) 
detected by HCV Ortho ELISA and confirmed as RIBA-11 
(Ortho-Chiron) reactive, with elevated aminotransferase (AL T) 
levels, had sera collected one hour prior to laparoscopic 
guided liver biopsyfor HCV-RNA by polymerasechain reaction 
(Chiron) and PClllP by RIA (Behring). Values of HCV-RNA 
were expressed as molecules per SO µUserum (S-20% 
coefficient of variation). Reference range for PClllP was 0.3 
to 0.8 U/ml. Liver biopsies were blindly reviewed using 
Knodell's criteria to determine the hepatitis activity index 
(HAI) and diagnosis. The patients were then divided in 3 
groups: Group 1: 19 patients with Chronic persisten! hepatitis 
(CPH) and mild chronic active hepatitis (CAH); Group 11 : 12 
patients with moderate and severe CAH. Group 111: 21 
patients with cirrhosis. 

Results: Ouantitative HCV-RNA was found to be signifi
cantly elevated in pis from Group 11 (CAH mod/sev) in relation 
to Group 111 (cirrhosis) (p < 0.01 ). Serum PCll lP was signifi
cantly higher in pis from Group 111 when compared to Group 
1 (p <O.OS) . PClllP values correlated significantly with the 
HAI score in the entire population (p < O.OS). 

Knodell's No. ALT HCV·RNA 
Histology HAI pis (Ulml) MoV50 µL PClllP 

CPHICAH mild 4.7·0.5 19 110.8±10 256 0.63±0.05 98, 

C PH mod/sev. 12.0·0.9 13 163.3±34 141, 220 1.01±0.08 

Cirrhosis 15.6-0.5 21 151.3±19 650 1.20±0.13 51 , 

Conclusions: Pis with mod/sev CAH showed the highest 
HCV-RNA values. Cirrhosis had significantly lower HCV
RNA. HCV-RNA may be more useful than AL T values. 
PCI 1 IP significantly correlated with degree of disease activity 
and is a reliable non-invasive means of ascertaining necessity 
for initial liver biopsy, monitor progression, and determine 
need to repeat liver biopsy in patients with mild disease who 
may have developed more severe hepatitis and are candi
dates for antiviral therapy. 

590. EFFECTS OF CIMETIDINE ANO RANITIDINE ON 
HEPATIC HISTOLOGY AFTER PARTIALHEPATECTOMV. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN RATS 

R. Refinetti, V. Chagas, E. Manso, F. Maia and C.P. 
Chaves U. F. of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

The present research was undertaken in orderto investigate 
the effects of cimetidine and ranitidine on hepatic histology 
alter a partial (68%) hepatectomy in rats. Twenty-eight adult 
mate wistar rats, divided in four groups were used in this 
study: 1" GROUP (CONTROL): subjected to hepatectomy 
and received an intramuscular (IM) injection of saline solu
tion (1 mi each 12 hours); 2"" GROUP: hepatectomy and l.M. 
administrntion of cimetidine (20 mg/kg each 12 hours); 3"' 
GROUP: hepatectomy and l.M. injections each 12 hours of 
ranitidine (4 mg/kg); 4'" GROUP: same operation and l.M. 
injections of satine solution (1 mi each 12 hours). 

Ali animals were sacrificed alter a seventy-two hours 
follow-up period and slices of liver were taken and immediatly 
prepared for histologic examinations (mitotic activity of 
hepatocytes). The histological examinations demonstrated a 
significan! suppression of liver cell division, expressed by a 

lower number of mitosis in animals treated with cimetidine 
and ranitidine when compared to control rats (p<0,001 ). The 
author concluded based on these findings that cimetidine 
and ranitidine, u sed on imediate post-operative period of rats 
submitted to hepatectomy, have an inhibitory effect on liver 
cell replication that occurs alter a partial resection of the liver 

591. HEPATIC REGENERATION IN SPLENECTOMIZADS 
RATS: A MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY 

E. Manso, V. Chagas, R. Refinetti, F. Maia and C.P. 
Chaves. U.F. of Rio de Janeiro - Brazil 

In an attempt to study the role of the spleen in hepatic 
regeneration , an experimental model was created by per
forming a tota l or hemiesplenectomy during partial 
hepatectomy in wistar rats. 

Alter 72 hours fragments of liver were collected and 
immersed in Bouin's fixative paraffin embedded and sections 
were stained with hematoxilin and eosin. 

Regeneration was assessed by mitosis number counting 
in hepatocytes and Kupffer cells (20 fields of 2S X magnifi
cation). 

In comparison with controls (hepatectomized animals) 
samples from hepatectomized and total or 
hemiesplenectomized rats showed a decrease in the number 
of mitosis in hepatocytes meanwhile a increase in number of 
Kupffer's cells mitosis were observed. Fu rthermore 
cariomegaly and binucleated cells, increase in cytoplasmic 
granulations, signs of regeneration, were present in ali ani
mals. The liver of splenectomized groups presented also non 
specific alterations as steatosis, Kupffer cells hyperplasia 
(frequentlywith brown pigmentation) and focal, intrasinusoidal, 
accumulation of macrophages. 

S92. VALUE OFF LIVER BIOPSY IN BONE MARROW 
TRANSPLANTED (BMT) PATIENTS WITH ABNORMAL 
LIVERTESTS 

A. Chaves, L. García-Buey, Ana Amigo, R. Durán, J.L. 
López and A. Garcia-Sánchez. Department of Pathology 
and Liver Unit. Hospital de la Princesa. Universidad Autóno
ma. Madrid. Spain. 

Due to the higher risk of liver biopsy in patients with 
haemathologic disorders, a clinical diagnosis is recommended 
by sorne authors (Ann. lntern. Med. 1989;111 :470-8). How
ever, histology plays an importan! role in characterizing liver 
involvement alter BMT. 

AIMS: 1/) To evaluate the efficacy of biopsy in the diagnosis 
of liver diseases in patients with BMT.2)To describe the 
histological spectrum of hepatic lesions found in these pa
tients. 

METHODS: We retrospectively studied 66 liver biopsies 
from S9 patients who underwent BMT (9 autologous and SO 
allogeneics). The histologic findings where: venooclusive 
disease (VOD) in 9 cases (1S'7%); acule graft-vs-host dis
ease (acute GVHD) in 17 (29'8%); chronic GVHD in S (8'7%); 
chronic hepatitis in 12 (18'8%) (S-anti-HCV positive); and 
drug liver injury in 3 (4'S%). Combined lesions (1 acule 
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GVHD and VOD, and 2 acule GVHD and CH) appeared in 3 
cases (4'5%); and another inespecific histological changes 
were: siderofibrosis in 8 (12'1 %), epithelioid gran u lomas in 3 
(4'5%); esteatosis in 16 (24'2%), sinusoidal dilatation in 14 
(21 '2%), and reactive changes in 11 (16'6%). In many cases, 
clinical and histological diagnosis were coincidental. However, 
in 15 cases (30'4%) the liver biopsy established the definitive 
diagnosis. 

CONCLUSIONS: 1 ).- The most frecuent histological find
ings on liver biopsy were: acule GVHD (29'8%), CH (18'8%), 
VOD (15'7%), chronic GVHD (8'7%) and drug liver injury 
(4'5%). A small percentage of cases (4'5%) had more than 
one lesion in the same biopsy. 2).- The role ofliver biopsy was 
importan! in most of our cases, helping to establish the 
diagnosis (not suspected clinically) in 30'4% of cases, to 
exclude other diseases, orto determine the severity of liver 
disease. 

593. EXPRESSION OF P, [CD29] INTEGRIN RECEPTOR 
AND CD45 IN ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE 

Antonio Chedid, Thomas Moritz, Charles Mendenhall, 
Thomas Chen and Samuel French, Depts. of Pathology, 
Chicago Medical School and UCLA; VA Hospitals, Hines, IL, 
East Orange, NJ and Dept. of Medicine, Cincinnati, OH, USA 

Lymphocy1e-target cell interactions take place by either 
antigendependent or antigen-independent pathways. The 
role of ethanol in either causing liver injury or perpetuating 
hepatocyte damage has been a subject of debate for about 
two decades. Studies both in humans and experimental 
animals have incriminated either the humoral or the cell
mediated arms of the immune response in the pathogenesis 
of alcoholic liver disease (ALD). Our own data indicate that 
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL (CD8)) mediate either 
hepatocy1e damage or perpetuation of liver injury in ALD. 
Furthermore, in the active stages of ALD we have shown 
previously an enhanced expression of CD4 and CD8 mol
ecules on T-cells as well as enhancement of class 1 and 11 
MHC molecules not only on lymphocy1es, but on the cell 
membrane of hepatocytes, thus suggesting that antigen
dependent cell-cell interaction between lymphocytes and 
target hepatocytes is likely. In this communication we report 
the pattern of expression of several other molecules known 
to participate in cell-cell adhesion in an antigen-independent 
fashion i.e. the P, chain of integrins [CD29). CD45RA, and 
CD45RO. Frozen liver samples from 38 patients with ALD 
were examined immunohistochemically by the ABC method 
using monoclonal antibodies. CD29 was strongly expressed 
on the cell membrane of hepatocytes in 18/20 patients with 
cirrhosis(C) and in 17/18 with only alcoholic hepatitis [AH). 
CD45RA was present in 5/18 cases of AH and in 3/20 cases 
of C on the hepatocytes plasma membrane, but not on 
lymphocytes. CD45RO was observed only on the surface of 
lymphocytes in 14/18 cases of AH and 13/20 patients with C. 
Our results show conclusively that in ALD the hepatocytes 
expressing class 1 and 11 MHC molecules also show an 
enhanced expression of the P, chain of the integrins VLA-4, 
VLA-5, and VLA-6, known to mediate binding to components 
of the extracellular matrix such as fibronectin and laminin. 
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Furthermore, the absence of CD45RA from lymphocy1es and 
the expression of only CD45RO on the surface of lymphocy1es 
confirms the postulate that the lymphocytes present in ALD 
are of the "memory .. type. This further supports the contention 
that cell-mediated cy1otoxicity by CTL [CD8) lymphocy1es 
against target hepatocytes is of importance in the 
pathogenesis of ALD. 

Supported in part by NIAAA Grant to AC and by funds of 
VACS #275. 

594. ENDOTHELIALITIS AND uQUIL TY" EFFECT IN LIVER 
ALLOGRAFT BIOPSIES 

E. de Alava, A. Panizo, M. Joly and FJ. Pardo-Mindán. 
Clínica Universitaria, Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Endothelialitis (ETL) is a special form of phlebitis defined 
by the attachment of more than two lymphocytes to the 
endothelial lining of vessels. 11 is found mainly in liver 
transplants and graft versus host diseases. «Quilty» effect 
was described in heart transplants as a lymphocytic infiltrate 
bulging in the endocardium. We present a review of 50 liver 
allograft biopsies from 27 patients in order to characterize 
ETL and the possible presence of lesions similar to "Quilty .. 
effect in these biopsies 

The time from transplantation ranged between 3 and 330 
days (average 31±50 days). Twenty eight biopsies (56%) 
showed mild or moderate acule rejection. ETL was seen in 
30 (60%) biopsies, 26 of them showing rejection . Six 
biopsies (12%) showed «Quilty» effect, all associated with 
ETL, 4 of them showing rejection and 2 reperfusion lesions. 
Data showed a very close relation between ETL and liver 
rejection (p<0.001 ). , and between endothelialitis and «Quilty» 
effect (p<0.001 ). However, there was no statistical relation 
between uQuilty» effect and rejection. The time elapsed from 
transplantation showed no correlation with morphological 
parameters. Both lesions, ETL and QE, were formed by 
immature activated T-lymphocy1es. 

Those data may suggest that: 1. ETL is a morphological 
manifestation of rejection , 2. the time from transplantation 
appears to be an independent factor from studied morpho
logical features, and 3. uQuilty» effect is nota specific lesion 
of heart transplants and is mainly associated to acule rejection. 

595. SISTEMIC AUTOPSIC STUDY IN A LIVER TRANS
PLANTATION PROGRAM. DISTRIBUTION OF CAUSES 
OF DEATH AND PREVALENCE OF PATHOLOGIES IN A 
SERIES OF 31 AUTOPSIES 

l. de Prada, F. Colina, C. Fiaño, M. Lopez, F. Relea, M.D. 
Garcia; Hospital 12 De Octubre.Madrid.Spain 

Objective: Autopsic quality control permits to know the 
most frecuent causes of liver and/or multiorganic failure. 

Range of action. During the last 5 years, 244 liver trans
plantation have been performed in 196 patients (pis). Actu
aria! survival is 71 % al 1 year and 63% at 3 years. Among 64 
death, 31 autopsies have been performed. (autopsic-index = 
0.5). 
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Patients, Materials and Methods. Two series have been 
separated. In the first series (causes of death): Group 1 

includes death of hepatic origin and group 11 comprises death 
dueto non-hepatic causes. In the second series (prevalence 
of lesion found in the corpse) ; Group A comprises lesions 
(lns) of the liver and group B extrahepatic lesions. 

Results. Causes of death; Group 1 (due to liver disease) 
comprise 21 pts including 5 pts (24%) with immune disease 
( rejection ) on day postransplantation 228±173,3 pis (14%) 
with biliary diseasewith sepsis (day 143±73) 9 pis (43%) with 
anoxic disease with or without vascular obstruction (day 
67±75) and 4 pis (19%) with relapses of viral liver diseases 
(day 278±139) Group 11 (due to non-hepatic diseases) 
comprises 1 O cases, including 6 pts with sepsis (day70±88), 
1 pi with acule myocardial infarction (day 2) and 3 pis with 
diseases of the central nervous system (day 237±67). 

Prevalence of lesions: Group A (hepatic lesions) 61 lns, 
including 15 lns (24%) with biliary lesions (4 ductular 
cholestasis, 5 biliary lithiasis, 4 acule cholangitis and 2 
fistulae), 16 lns (26%) with immune lesions (5acute rejections, 
7 chronic rejections, and 4 excesive immunosupressions) 30 
lns (49%) with hepatic anoxia (7 ischemic cholangiopaty, 6 
infarcts, 6 centrolobular necrosis, 7 hepatic artery oclussions, 
4 porta vein oclussions and 1 interior cava vein oclussions. 
Group B ( extrahepatic lesions) 42 lns, including 15 lns 
(36%) with infections (6 sepsis, 3 infectious foci in the lungs, 
6 pneumoniae) and 11 lns (26%) with digestive lesions (9 
gastroesophageal-ulcers and/or erosions, 2 acule 
pancreatitis), 7 lns (6%) with disorders of coagulation (5 
generalized hemorrhages, 2 thrombosis) 6 lns (14%) with 
respiratory pathology (6 respiratory distress) and 4 lns (9%) 
with lesions in the central nervous system ( 1 brain metastases 
of angiosarcoma, 1 parenchimatous hemorrhage, 2 fungal 
infections. 

Conclusions. A) Two thirds of all deaths in our liver 
transplantation program are due to liver diseases, and jusi 
one third to non-hepatic causes. B) The diseases most 
frequently found in the graft are multifactorial (anoxic, immune, 
and biliary). C) The most prevalen! diseases in the graft is 
anoxia with or without vascular oclussion. O) Extrahepatic 
causes of death and lessions most frequently found are !hose 
atttributable to immuno supressions. 

596. CHRONIC REJECTION OF LIVER TRANSPLANTS 
REVISITED 

Helen Deligeorgi-Politi, M.O., D.G.D. Wight, M.O. Aretaion 
Hospital, University of Athens, Greece, Addenbrooke's Hos
pital, Cambridge, UK 

The aim of the present study was to reexamine the 
accepted definition of chronic rejection and assess the relative 
frequency of the two principal features,namely occlusive 
foam-cell endovasculitis and bile duct loss. Previous reports 
have indicated that both may occur together, or that bile duct 
loss may occur alone,and hence the term Vanishing Bile Duct 
(VBD) Syndrome is often used asan interchangeable term. 
From the large Cambridge/King's College Hospital transplant 
series we have examined 27 hepatectomy specimens, remo-
~ed in Cambridge because of progressive liver failure and 

selected because of the presence of either lesion. In each 
case, an average of 8 blocks which included sections from 
the hilum, the major hepatic sepia and both main lobes were 
examined. Arterial lesions, defined as total occlusion by 
subintimal foam cells and or fibromuscular proliferation, were 
found mainly in hilar and septal arteries, whereas bile duct 
loss, defined as absence of bile ducts in more than 50% of 
portal tracts, affected mainly small tracts. Both were found in 
20 livers (74%). In two livers (7%) there was significan! bile 
duct loss but no arterial lesion, whilst in 5 cases (19%) there 
were occlusive arterial lesions but no bile duct loss. This new 
observation, that arterial lesions are not always accompa
nied by duct loss, has not been described in othercentres and 
has a number of importan! implications, including: 

1. The two features are independent since both may be 
found alone, and thus probably have separate pathogenic 
mechanisms. 

2. Biopsy cannot be relied upon far accurate diagnosis 
since smaller arteries are involved in only 10% of cases. 

3. The term VBD is inappropriate. 

597. VENOUS OUTFLOW OBSTRUCTION AFTER 
ORTHOTOPIC LIVER TRANSPLANTATION 

A. P. Dhillon, A. K Burroughs, and P. J . Scheuer; University 
Departments of Histopathology and Medicine, Royal Free 
Hospital School of Medicine, Rowland Hill Street, Hamp
stead, London NW3 2PF, UK 

Features of venous outflow obstruction, including zone 3 
congestion, haemorrhage and thickening of hepatic venules, 
are sometimes seen after orthotopic liver transplantation 
(OL T). Similar changes, associated with endothelial dam
age, have recently been ascribed to azathioprine (AZA) 
toxicity, and may be forerunners of chronic rejection. We 
reviewed 49 liver biopsies from 21 palien Is after OL T in 
whom full data and follow-up biopsies were available. He
patic venous stenoses were identified in 6 patients who had 
received AZA and in 3 who had not. Stenoses were always 
associated with zone 3 haemorrhage, and were first noted 
between 5 and 30 days alter transplantation in all but two 
cases; in the latter they were first noted alter 72 and 133 days 
respectively. Mild to moderate cellular rejection was evident 
at the same time in all pahents. There was prominent 
endothelialitis involving terminal hepatic ven u les in 5 of the 6 
patients who had received AZA. Chronic (ductopenic) rejection 
was not seen during a follow-up period of between 97 and 
540 days. In 3 of the 9 patients, zone 3 changes persisted. No 
features of outflow obstruction were seen in 12 patients, 1 O 
of whom had received AZA. Two of these 12 patients had 
peliosis-like foci, but no other vascular abnormalities. Both 
also had moderate cellular rejection. In conclusion, transient 
features suggesting outflow obstruction were found in 43% of 
patients following OL T . These features were seen twice as 
often in patients given AZA. They resolved in most cases. 
Endothelial damage associated with severe endothelialitis in 
terminal venules as part of the process of cellular reiection 
may be partly or wholly responslble far the lesions. 
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598. EFFECTS OF INTERFERON (rlFN-a. 2b) THERAPY 
ON HEPATIC COLLAGEN CONTENT IN PATIENTS WITH 
CHRONIC ACTIVE HEPATITIS C (CAHC) 

R. Ourán, L. García-Buey, R. Moreno-Otero, A. Amigo, A. 
Chaves, M. González y A. García Sánchez. Oepartment of 
Pathology and Liver Unit, Hospital de la Princesa, Universi
dad Autónoma, Madrid, Spain. 

Al present, alpha IFN is the only therapy that has proved 
to be ettective in CAHC, improving serum AL T levels and 
Knodell's lndex (HAI) . This is significan! regarding portal and 
peri portal inflammation and lobular necrosis, bul diminishing 
of hepatic fibrosis is less evident. However, one ot the 
biological ettects ot IFN is its capacity to inhibit the synthesis 
of collagen. 

AIM: To quantify by a more precise method than the 
routine histological evaluation, the amount ot collagen in liver 
tissue from patients with CAHC, comparing the changes 
induced by IFN treatment. 

PATIENTS ANO METHOOS: 16 pacients with CAHC treated 
with rlFN-a.2b (5MU/day / 2 months, 3MU/TIW/4 months and 
1 MU/3TIW/6 months) were studied. Two biopsies were ob
tained from each patient, one prior entry and the second 8 
months alter starting IFN. For the intrahepatic collagen 
measurements a spectrophotocolorimetric method 
(SACOMAN S.1000 spectrophotometer) at 540 and 605 nm 
was used, staining with Sirius Red F3 BA and Fast Green 
FcF, which have a selective afinity for collagen and non
collagen proteins, respectively. 

RESUL TS: 1) Therapeutic effect of rlFN-a.2b: A significan! 
improvement in serum AL T levels (259±118 vs 57±44, P<0,01) 
and HAI (9.7±2.2 vs 4.8±3.4, P<0,001) appeared. The differ
ence was significan! in all HAI parameters, except in fibrosls 
(1.8±1.1 vs 1.5±1.2). Alter IFN was stopped, a recurrence 
appeared in 11 patients, while the remaining 5 had a per
sistenlly normal AL T. 11) Collagen quantification by 
spectrophotometry: No significan! changes appeared com
paring the first biopsy (27.8±7.9 µg collagen/mg proteins) 
and the second one (23.9±10.4 µg collagen/mg proteins) 
when all 16 IFN-treated patients were evaluated. And, in 
addition, no statistical differences were seen in biopsies 
(27.9±8.3 vs 26.2±11.6) from patients who hada recurrence 
of the disease. In contras!, the amount of collagen statistically 
disminished (27.8±6.9 vs 18.7±3.6, P<0.05) in the 5 patients 
who did not relapse the disease. The content ot collagen in 
the second biopsy was also significantly smaller in these 5 
patients than in the 11 who relapsed (18. 7±3.6 vs 26.2±11 .6, 
P<0.05). 

CONCLUSIONS: 1.- Similarly to fibrosis in the HAI, no 
significan! diferences on hepatic collagen content appeared 
in the first and second biopsies when all 16 IFN-treated 
patients were evaluated. 2.- The content ot collagen in the 
biopsy obtained prior entry is not a parameter predictor of 
response to therapy. 3.- In patients without recurrence ot the 
disease alter stopping IFN, a significan! reduction of 
intrahepatic collagen appeared as compared with first biopsy 
obtained prior entry. 
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599. PATHO LOGICAL REVIEW OF CH RONIC 
CHOLECYSTITIS IN EGYPT WITH A CASE REPORT OF 
SCHISTOSOMAL GRANULOMA, COMBINED WITH 
ECTOPIC LIVER TISSUE 

Leila El-Shazly, Hoda Abou Seif, A. Abdel Maoula and F. 
Abou Raya.Medica! Research lnstitute. Alex. Egypt 

Chronic Cholecystitis is very common in Egypt. 11 affects 
nearly as high as 50%ºo of women above age of 40 with a 
male to female ratio of 1 : 3. 

A total of 430 Cholecystectomies were studied -99% of 
cases were associated with lithiasis. In sorne cases stone 
were embeded in the mucosa causing its ulceration. The 
epithelium was relatively normal in 85% of cases, hyperplastic 
in 10% of cases and atrophic in 30% with varying degrees of 
mononuclear cellular infiltration. The wall showed muscle 
hypertrophy in 75% of cases, while Rokítasky Aschoff sin uses 
were present within the wall in the majority of cases. Fibrosis 
of the wall was observed in 10% of cases. Schistosoma 
mansoni eggs and adult worms were found in 1 case having 
a sizable granuloma and ectopic liver tissue. A finding 
verified by electron microscopy and histochemistry. 

600. FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY (FNAB) ANO 
BILE CYTOLOGY (BC) IN THE EARL Y DIAGNOSIS OF 
ACUTE REJECTION (AR) AFTER LIVER TRANSPLAN
TATION 

A. Franza, B. Kantelip, J.P. Miguel, G. Mantion, J.P. 
Carbillet, O.A. Vuitton. - Unité de Transplantation Hépatique 
- 25000 Besan~on - France 

Aim: FNAB and BC have been proposed -and used in 
sorne centers- as non-invasive, sale, and accurate methods 
for the early diagnosis of liver allogralt AR. The aim of this 
study was to re-assess the diagnostic and prognostic value 
of both cytologícal methods in patients with AR, with and 
without infectious complications, and compare their results 
with a) !hose given by conventional histology on liver biopsy 
(LB) sections, and b) the therapeutic attitude towards the AR 
episode. 

Methods: Samples for FNAB and BC were obtained 3 
times a week within the first 3 weeks alter transplantation in 
ten patients (7 men, 3 women ; mean age : 52 yr). Five 
patients (Gr A) had bacteria! infection. None of these patients 
had CMV infection. LB were systematically performed at the 
1 O'h (± 2) day alter transplantatíon. Oifferential count of cells 
and calculation of the Total Corrected lncrement (TCI) were 
performed accordíng to the method descríbed by HAVRY et 
al. (1981 ). Expression of Class 11 molecules by lymphoíd cells 
was assessed using an immunoenzymatic technique. Bio
chemícal parameters of liver dysfunction were measured by 
routine techniques. 

Results: On clinical, biochemical and histological grounds, 
3 patients (Gr A: 1; Gr B: 2) received a specific treatment of 
AR. On the basis of histological seores, 2 Gr A and 3 Gr B 
patients had a mild AR ; 3 Gr A and 2 Gr B patients had a 
moderate AR. Few biliary cells polymorphonuclear leukocytes 
anda lot of ghost cells were observed in BC samples. A peak 
of the TCI was observed in all the patients between the 51h 
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and 15'" days alter transplantation. 11 was associated with a 
peak of the number of activated lymphocytes and Class 11 + 
cells in 2 Gr A and 5 Gr B patients. In 3 Gr A patients with a 
S.aureus septicemia no peak of activated lymphocytes was 
observed despite the presence of an AR. There was no 
correlation between the val u e of TCI and that of the histological 
score in this series of patients. TCI value was not predictive 
of the therapeutic decision and/or the etticacy of the specific 
treatment of AR. 

Conclusion : Serial bile cytology is not useful as an 
additional diagnostic method of AR. The absence of corre
lation between the histological and cytological assessments 
of AR, and the lack of sensitivity of cytology in infected 
patients for the diagnosis of AR preclude against the use of 
FNAB in AR episodes. 

601. MIXOID HEPATOCELLULAR BENIGN TUMOR: A 
NEW VARIANT OF HEPATOCELLULAR ADENOMA. 

A. Galassi , G. Pasquinelli', A. Guerini, E. Venza, G. 
Martinelli'. Department of Pathology Bassano del Grappa, 
' lnstitute of Ultrastructural Pathology,University of Bologna, 
ltaly 

The occurrence of a hepatocellular adenoma with un usual 
histologic features is reported in a 26 year old man. 

The patient presented a large mass of the right lobe 
protruding out of the anterior margin of the liver. The resected 
tumor, 16 cm in diameter, hada grey cut surface anda thin 
rim of residual yellowish hepatic tissue was present underthe 
hepatic capsule. 

Histological ly the tumor was homogeneous and was 
composed of well ditterentiated hepatocytes with a vesicular 
nucleus and a prominent nucleolus arranged in small clus
ters and trabeculae. Ultrastructurally the neoplastic cells 
showed abundant REA and elongated mitocondria containing 
needle shaped paracristallin inclusions. 

These cells were embedded in a mucoid ground substance 
containing few collagen fibers. lntermingled with hepatocytes 
there were solitary capillaries with frequently reduplicated 
basal lamina. 

lt presented also long folds d ipped into the mucoid ground 
substance. 

A total-body CT-scan and extensive sampling of the tumor 
exluded the presence of metastasis and of areas of vascular 
invasion confirming the benign nature of this tumor. 

602. TRAUMATIC NEUROMA IN THE HILIUM OF LIVER 
AFTER ORTOTOPIC LIVER TRANSPLANTATION (OLT). 
Prevalence and clinicopathological study of 27 cases. 

M.O. Garcia-Prats, F. Colina, H. Garcia-Muñoz, l. de 
Prada, F. Relea, C. Ballestin, C. Fiaño; Hospital 12 de 
Octubre. Madrid, Spain 

lntroduction: Traumatic neuroma is an hyperplastic prolif
eration of Schwann cells with axons and not surrounded by 
continuous perineurum. In the biliary tree, a few cases of 
traumatic neuromas, always associated to cholecystectomy, 
have been reported. Most of them are asymptomatic. To our 

knowledge, no case of traumatic neuroma of the biliary tree 
subsequent to OL T, (which involves section of the nerves of 
the hilium without subsequent reconstruction) has been 
reported previously. 

Patients, Materials and Methods: From the consecutive 
series of 261 OL T performed in the 12 de Octubre Hospital, 
87 donar livers have been submitted for morphologic analysis: 
54 were obtained from retransplantation and 29 at autopsy 
(proportion of autopsies in transplantation patiens= 29n1= 
41 %) Cases were studied with a)-systematic histologic study 
of the whole hilium and b)-immunohistochemical study of the 
samples with neuroma with antibodies directed against S-
100 protein, neurofilaments (NF) and epithelial membrane 
antigen (EMA). 

Results: a)- General: Total number of neuroma= 27. 
Prevalence= 32,5%. Mean time post-OL T = 270±180 days. 
Number with neuroma related symptoms= 1 (60-year old 
male with obstructive jaundice and lethal biliary sepsis). b)
Morphologic: Mean size= 0,7±0,3 cm. Location clase to 
vascular and biliary anastomoses.111-defined macroscopically 
(ditterential diagnosis with lymph nades and scars) . At light 
microscopy, interlacing bundles of Schwann cells extending 
through the peri hilar fat and occasionally infiltra ting vascular 
and biliary walls were seen. lmmunohistochemical stains 
showed a discontinuous perineurum (EMA) and positivity for 
S-100 protein and NF. 

Conclusions: 1)-Traumatic neuroma in transplanted liver 
is frequent (38% of OL T specimens). 2)- lt appears on day 
270±180 post OLT. 3)- lt is exceptionally symptomatic. 4)
Pathogenesis remains to be ellucidated, and longer follow
up is needed. 

603. PANCREATIC CARCINOMAS FREQUENTL Y SHOW 
p53 GENE/PROTEIN ABNORMALITIES 

A. Scarpa, K. Mukai, G. Zamboni, P. Capelli , T. Oda, E. 
Gilioli, S. Hirohashi. Pathology Division, National Cancer 
Center Research lnstitute, Tokyo, Japan. lstituto di Anatomía 
Patologica Universita di Vero na and Ospedale di Bussolengo, 
ltaly 

Difieren! studies have reported a strong association of Ki
ras gene mutations with pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Very 
little is known about additional genetic abnormalities in this 
malignancy . We studied thirty-four pancreatic 
adenocarcinomas for the presence of p53 gene mutations by 
single-strand conformation polymorphism method and by 
direct sequencing of PCR-amplified fragments. p53 protein 
expression was immunohistochemically evaluated using 
monoclonal antibody PAb1801 . Gene and or protein abnor
malities were detected in 76.5% of cases, with 50% of 
concordant results. lmmunohistochemical p53 positive cells 
were detected in ni ne p53 mutated cases and in twelve cases 
in which no mutation was detected. In most of these latter 
cases only a minority of cancer cells showed 
immunohistochemical positivity. Mutations were detected in 
fourteen cases, ni ne of which also showed 
immunohistochemical positivity. The transitions were six G to 
A and two A to G; the transversions were one C to G and two 
A to C; the remaining three were frameshift mutations. This 
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mutational pattern suggest that p53 gene alterations in 
pancreatic cancer are most likely due to spontaneous errors 
during DNA replication rather than to specific carcinogens. 
No statistically significative association between p53 altera
tions and clinico-pathologic characteristics of cancers was 
uncovered. lt may be worth reporting, however, that cases 
showing a significative proportion of cancer cells with p53 
alterations had a slightly shorter median survival (8 vs. 13 
months) and that all patients surviving more than one year 
had no p53 alterations. Also in the light of the demonstrated 
cooperation of ras and p53 gene alterations in the transfor
mation of cultured cells, our data suggest that p53 mutation 
is one of the genetic defect, occurring at variable stages of 
tumor development and progression, that may have role in 
the pathogenesis of a proportion of pancreatic cancers. 

Supported by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan; 
and by Associazione Italiana per la Ricerca sul Cancro, 
Milano, ltaly. 

604. SINUSOIDAL LIVER CHANGES IN HEROIN ADDIC
TION . A HISTOLOGICAL, UL TRASTRUCTURAL, 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO MORPHOMETRIC 
ANALYSIS 

S. Guerret, F. Gérard, M. S. de Araujo, P. Chossegros' 
and J . A. Grimaud. lnstitut Pasteur, Lyon; 'Hotel Dieu, Lyon, 
France 

As perivenular, sinusoidal liver areas are known to be the 
preferential targets of numerous hepatotoxic substances. 
We have studied the effect of heroin, a synthetic morphine 
derivative, on liver biopsies by means of histological , 
ultrastructural, immunohistochemical and morphometric in
vestigations. 

The hepatotoxic effect of heroin was demonstrated in liver 
biopsies of tour groups of patients : 21 drug abusers (DA). 
AgHbs and HIV negative, 18 patients who had stopped 
consumption for at least six months (ex-DA), 12 patients with 
post-transfusional chronic active hepatitis (PTCAH) and 11 
controls (CONTROL). 

Ou r observations showed principally the extent of sinusoidal 
dilatation, accompanied with an inflammatory and a librotic 
reaction in the wall of terminal hepatic veins (THV). Morphol
ogy of hepatocytes was unaltered, although transaminases 
values were increased in DA. At ultrastructural level, in zone 
111 of the hepatic acinus, sinusoids were characterized by a 
constan! flattening of hepatocytes microvilli, an early and 
significan! collagen fibrils deposit in Disse spaces, an ob
struction of sinusoidal lumen by polymorphonuclear and 
macrophagic cells. Morever a thickening of sinusoidal wall 
related toan hypertrophy andan activation of endothelial and 
lto cells was noted. An interhepatocyte space disjunction 
was a constan! finding. 

In DA, the surtace sinusoidal density (sinusoidal lumen/ 
parenchyma a rea x 100) was significantly increased (DA : 
28.4 % ; other groups : < 9.7 %). In ex-DA, a wall thickening 
of the THV, assessed by the ratio of wall area/internal area, 
was significantly d ifieren! of DA (P < 0.001 ). Endothelial cells 
processes and body surtaces measurements in DA were 2 to 
3.6 times greater than in controls. Specific immunolabeling of 

perisinusoidal cells with monoclonal anti-a smooth muscle 
actin was equally increased, suggesting their myofibroblastic 
differentiation. 

In conclusion, heroin is directly responsible for a vascular 
hepatoxicity. The cellular target seems to be the endothelial 
and perisinusoidal cells. The sinusoidal and venular dilata
tion and inflammation regress alter drug withdrawal, and are 
replaced by a collagenous dense deposit responsible for a 
reduction of the exchanges between blood and parenchyma. 

605. IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF 
ENDOTHELIALITIS ASSOCIATED TO HEART, KIDNEY 
ANO HEPATIC TRANSPLANTATION 

M. A. ldoate, F. J. Pardo, F. Contreras-Mejuto, E. de Alava. 
Clínica Universitaria. Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona, 
Spain 

Endothelialitis (ETL) is defined as a special form of 
endophlebitis of small and intermediate veins which appears 
in rejection of liver allografts. 

To study the immunophenotypic characterization of ETL, 
200 endomyocardial biopsies of heart transplantation, 200 
biopsies of kidney transplantation and 50 biopsies of liver 
transplantation were carried out 7 days to 3 years alter the 
transplantation was made. Material was fixed in 1 O% formalin 
or B-5. 20 biopsies were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
Avidin/streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase method was used with 
a largenumber of antibodies:UCHL-1, CD3, MT1 , MT2, LN1 , 
LN2, LN5, la, LCA, MB2, CD20, OKT4 and OKT8 . 
Endothelialitis was observed in 17 liver biopsies (34 %), 28 
kidney biopsies (14 %) and 3 heart biopsies (1.5%). The 
immunophenotypic characterization showed that the vascular 
lymphoid infiltrate was constituted in a 80% by T helper 
immature ( MT1, UCHL-1, CD3, OKT4 +, LN2, MT2 -) and 
activated lymphocytes (MT1, UCHL 1, CD3, OKT4, LN2 +); 
in 15 % by B immature lymphocytes (CD20, MB2, LN2 +) and 
5 % by monocytes/macrophages/natural killer cells (LN5 +) . 
Endothel ium affected by the endothelialitis showed HLA-DR 
antigens (la+). 

We conclude that ETL is nor exclusive of liver transplant 
and may be formed in the first stages of acule rejection in any 
allograft. 

606. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF lgA DISTUR
BANCES IN THE LIVER. CORRELATIONS WITH SOME 
IMAGE DIAGNOSTIC IN ALCOHOLIC HEPATIC DISEASE. 

lgnatov A., Tsenova, V., Krastev, N. Medical Academy, 
University Hospital , Sofia, Bulgary 

The demonstration of alcoholic hepatic disease is a diffi
cult and complex problem, requiring the combined assess
ment of a number of clinical, laboratory, instrumental and 
histomorphologic results. The lgA localization was studied in 
the liver biopsies of 15 patients with alcoholic and 15 ones 
with nonalcoholic chronic hepatic diseases. By using the 
immunofluorescent phenomenon of homogeneous deposi
tion of lgA in the liver sinusoides, the specificity of the 
investigation in the alcoholic hepatic lesions was established 
as compared with the nonalcoholic hepatic diseases. The 
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lgA deposition in the liver tissue was dependen! on the 
severity and phase of !he chronic alcoholic impairment and 
could be considered as a specific morphologic sign. The lgA 
level in !he liver was compared to that in the blood serum and 
higher informative value of !he former was recorded. Cor
relative comparison between !he deposition of lgA and the 
findings by sorne image diagnostic methods were carried out 
in view of more precise determination of the stage of !he 
chronic alcoholic hepatic lesions. 

607. MICROCIRCULATION, CELL RESPIRATION ANO 
BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES STA TE IN RATS WITH TOXIC 
HEPATITIS PANCREATITIS ANO DIABETES 

Karimov H,Y.,Khakimov Z.Z. , Ergashev M.K., Muhamedov 
H.A.,Yriskulov B.U. SecondTashkent Sta te Medical lnstitute, 
Uzbekistan 

The aims of this study are the dinamic disturbances of 
circulation in liver,cell respiration (mitochondrial and 
microsomal oxidation) and biological membranes in rat liver 
with toxic hepatitis (CCL4, Heliotrin),pancreatitis and alloxan 
diabetes.Line «Wistar" rats were taken as experimental 
material. In studied trial models the microcirculation, biological 
membranes & livercell oxidation systems growihing damages 
by stages were revealed. Three successive stages of 
pathological processus were notified: initial , functional & 
organic. The inition one is characterised by membrane 
components (phospholipids, fatty acids, cholesterin) and 
biophysical properties (dzetta-potential, electric stability, 
microviscosity ) disturbances.During the functional stage 
were defined blood f low velocity reduction, microvessels 
di lata ti on, b lood viscosity growth in low speed 
displacement,exaggerated permeability & decresed ad renalin 
and serotonin sensitivityof microvessels. Besides, decreasing 
oxidation level in mitochondria and microsomal hepatocytes 
fractionns were testified. During the organic stage irreversi
ble disorders of microcirculation and cell oxidation were 
marked. lntensity and duration of stages are in correlation 
with chosen model. The conclusion was done that membrane 
system fai lures in pathologies have universal character 
containing the initial and main unit of pathogenesis of liver 
capillarotrophic insufficiency. 

608. NODULAR REGENERATIVE HYPERPLASIA (NRH) 
OFTHE LIVER ASSOCIATED WITH INTESTINAL VILLOUS 
ATROPHY: REPORT OF TWO CASES 

S. Korbi, S. Hochlaf, M. Mokni, M.T. Yacoubi, M. Laarif, N. 
Chatti; Laboratoire d'Anatomie pathologique. C.H.U. Farhat 
Hached, Sousse, Tunisie 

NRH of the liver is a rare histological entity characterized 
by the presence of disseminated, and generally diffuses 
nodules of hepatocytes no! surround by fibrosis. 

The purpose of this paper is to report two cases of NRH 
associated with intestinal villous atrophy, a previously unre
ported association. 

Our two cases are part of a series of 12 patients treated 
etwen January, 1986 and October, 1989 at Sousse University 
ospital - they were 25 and 30 vears old respectively and 
eir observations are characterized by: 

- A past history of geophagia in early childhood 

- Massive splenomegaly with clinical stigmat of portal 
hypertension 

- Profound iron deficiency anemia without evidence of 
occult bleeding source in the gastrointestinal tract 

- Intestinal villous atrophy (subtotal and total respectively) 
with no improvement alter correction of iron deficiency 

- Absence of diseases known for their association with 
NRH 

In conclusion, NRH associated with massive splenomegaly 
iron deficiency anemia, intestinal villous atrophy and past 
history of geophagia, is a new anatomo-clinical entity requir
ing betterclinical identification and pathophysiological studies. 

609. THE CYTOKERATIN PRÓFILE IN D.E.N. INDUCED 
PRENEOPLASTIC ANO NEOPLASTIC LIVER LESIONS 
IN MONKEYS 

K. Lapis, · , l. Sárosi, ', and U. Thorgeirsson ··: l. lnstitute 
of Pathology and Exp. Cancer Res. Semmelweis Univ. of 
Medicine, Budapest, Hungary . .. National Cancer lnstitute, 
Bethesda, M.O., USA 

Theoretically a detailed analysis of !he cytokeratin (CK) 
pattern could be used as a kind of finger printing in tracing 
the origin and histogenesis of epithelial neoplasms including 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCCs) !he origin of which is still 
subject controversies. 

We decided therefore to study the alterations of CK profile 
taking place in connection with the process of the 
diethylnitrosamine (DEN) induced hepatocarcinogenesis in 
monkeys. For this purpose the archiva! paraffin blocks of 
more than one hundred monkeys were available from an 
experiment carried out in the National Cancer lnstitute 
(Bethesda, Maryland, USA) several years ago. 

The alterations of CK profile (CK, 7,8,18,19 and 
pancytokeratin) have been analyzed in detail both in the liver 
and in the metastases of HCCs. Monkey hepatocytes preved 
to be difieren! from the human ones by expressing also CK 19 
besides !he CK pair CK8/18 characteristic of human 
hepatocytes. The cytokeratin profile of the intrahepatic bile 
ducts proved to be alike in both species: in addition to CK8/ 
18, they expressed also CK7/19. 

Although in large majority of HCCs the cytokeratin profile 
characteristic for monkey hepatocytes was maintained, 
differing CK expression was also observed. Differences in 
the CK expression in HCC nodules within the same liver was 
also seen. The expression of CK19 preved to be the most 
variable. In sorne of !he HCCs CK7 was also expressed, 
which is in accordance with recen! findings in human HCC. 

In most of the lung metastases !he CK profile proved to be 
similar to that of the primary tumor bu! differences and 
heterogeneity in !he CK expression in metastases were also 
observed. 

In tracing the origin of the DEN induced HCCs the analysis 
of CK profile did not proved to be as powerful tool as it had 
been expected. 
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61 O. FIBRONECTIN OF LIVERTISSUEWITH FULMINANT 
HEPATITIS 

Guan Qun Li, Wei Guo Jiang, Xian Ja Dong, Zhao Quan 
Wang. Depart. of pathology, The second affiliated hospital of 
China Medical University, Shenyang,China., Mail:110003 

In seven cases of acule hepatic necrosis and fourty one 
cases of subacute hepatic necrosis,fibronectin in liver t issue 
was studed by immunohistochemistry method of PAP. The 
libronectin in liver tissue was formed network, insetting and 
turn round. the result occured in stricture or clase of liver 
sinus. That suggested an importan! base on morphology in 
fulminan! hepatitis with microcirculation disturbance. 

611 . THE LIVER IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS 

Toshiharu Matsumoto. First Department of Pathology, 
Juntendo University, School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan 

Detailed observations of arteritis and nodular regenerative 
hyperplasia (NRH) of the liver in systemic lupus erythematosus 
(SLE) have not been reported. Here, 1 present pathologic 
findings for 52 livers (51 autopsy specimens and one wedge 
biopsy specimen) from patients with SLE. Hepatic conges
tion was the most common disease (40 livers), followed by 
fatty liver (38). arteritis (11 ), cholestasis (9), peliosis hepatis 
(6), chronic persisten! hepatitis (6). non-specific reactive 
hepatitis (5) , cholangiolitis (4). NRH (3), and hemangioma 
(3). The data obtained here suggest that arteritis of the SLE 
liver is more common than has previously been recognized. 
One patient had complication of hepatic infarction produced 
by arteritis. On the basis of the findings in the present study 
anda review of the literature, 1 suggest that hepatic infarction 
resulting from arteritis is exceedingly rare in SLE. On the 
other hand, while occurrence of NRH in SLE patients has 
been considered to be exceedingly rare, my findings suggest 
that it may be more common than has previously been 
recognized. Although congestion and cholestasis may be 
acule terminal illnesses, fatty change is considered to be 
specific to SLE liver. Statistical analysis indicates that expo
sure to a large dosage of glucocorticoids is a significan! factor 
in the etiology of severe fatty liver. In addition, my review of 
Japanese autopsy registry data for 1,468 patients w ith SLE 
indicates that the incidence of chronic liver d iseases in SLE 
autopsycases isas follows: chronic hepatitis (2.4%), cirrhosis 
(1.1 %) and liver fibrosis (0.8%). 

612. THE SPECTRUM OF SYSTEMIC COMPLICATIONS 
IN LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENTS. A SERIES OF 23 
AUTOPSY CASES 

M. Morell, T. Ribalta, J. Muñoz, X. Sanjuan, J. Llach(•). 
M.J. Rey, A. Cardesa. Departments of Pathology and 
Hepathology(•). Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. University of 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

The Hospital Clinic of Barcelona began its hepatic trans
plantation program in June 1988. Since that time, 190 patients 
have undergone orthotopic liver transplantation (OL T) with a 
mortality rate of 24% to April 1992. A complete autopsy was 
possible in 23 cases (13F/ 10M; mean age 43,8 y) . The 
indications for OL Twere: viral hepatitis, 8; alcoholic cirrhosis 
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(Ci.), 4; cryptogenetic Ci., 6; primary bi liary Ci., 3; toxic 
necrosis, 1; and viral and alcoholic Ci., 1. Four patients 
underwent a second liver transplant. Eight patients (34,7%) 
died within the first month of surgery. The longest survival in 
this autopsy series was 467 days. Cardiopulmonary com
plications accounted for 11 patients; of these, respiratory 
distress syndrome was the predominan! disease(5) with an 
associated CMV pneumonitis in 4. Systemic infections were 
next in frequency ocurring in 1 O cases (43,4%). Aspergillus 
spp.(4) and CMV (3) were the predominan! agents. Liver 
failure dueto multiple causes, including rejection of the OL T, 
was seen in 8 cases. Severe coagulation disorders were 
found in 7 cases. One patient developed a non-Hodgkin B 
cell malignan! lymphoma. With the exception of CMV, that 
was not identified among the 8 cases that died during the first 
month of OL T, no other major differences in the prevalence 
of the difieren! complications were observed comparing this 
group to cases with longer survival periods. 

613. PATHOLOGY OF PANCREAS IN MALNUTRITION 
RELATED DIABETES MELLITUS 

S.J. Nagalotimath, B. L. D. E. A's Medical College, Bijapur 
- 586 103., India 

W .H.O. has accepted the existance of Malnutrition Related 
Diabetes Mellitus (M. R. D. M.) asan entity in diabetes. Two 
subtypes have been identified such as: 

a) Fibrocalcarious Pancreatic Diabetes (F C P D) 

b) Protein Deficiency Pancreatic Diabetes (P D P D) 

The gross and microscopic changes in the pancreas of 
these entities are very interesting. In FCPD severe fibrosis, 
dilatation of ducts, presence of abnormal exocrine secretion, 
number of stones in the ducts, etc are characteristic fea tu res. 

In PDPD severe librosis (Periductal), nondilatation of 
ducts, absence of stones and normal exocrine secretion are 
observed. Exact aetiology of these conditions is yet to be 
spelled out. 

614. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL EXPRESSION OF PRO
LIFERATING CELL NUCLEAR ANTIGEN (PCNA) IN 
NORMAL, NEOPLASTIC, ANO REGENERATIVE LIVER 

1 Ojanguren, M Llatjós, A Ariza, A Fernández-Vasalo, E 
Castella, JJ Navas-Palacios. Hospital Universitari Germans 
Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Barcelona, Spain 

lnformation about a tissue's proliferative activity may be 
obtained from the immunohistochemical investigation of 
PCNA, an auxilliary protein of DNA polymerase expressed 
by cycling cells. 

To determine whether a relationship exists between mor
phology and PCNA expression in normal, regenerative, and 
malignan! neoplastic hepatocytes, we studied 48 fine-needle 
aspiration cytology (FNAC) cell blocks comprising 8 normal 
livers, 8 cirrhoses, and 32 hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) 
las well as 40 needle or wedge biopsies comprising 1 O 
normal livers, 13 cirrhoses, and 17 HCC. MoAb PC 10 was 
applied to formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue using the 
avidin-biotin method. 
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PCNA immunoreactivity was evaluated as follows: Grade 
1, 1-25% positive nuclei; Grade 2, 26-50%; Grade 3, 51-75%; 
and Grade 4, 76-100%. In both the FNAC and biopsy series, 
normal and regenerative livers were either completely nega
tive or showed under 5% positive nuclei. In the FNAC series. 
the 21 well-differentiated (WD) HCC were Grade 1 in85.7% 
of cases, Grade 2 in 9.5%, and Grade 3 in 4.7%, whereas the 
11 moderately d ifferentiated (MD) HCC were Grade 1 in 
9.0%, Grade 2 in 18.1%, Grade 3 in 63.6%, and Grade 4 in 
9.0%. In the biopsy series, the 13 WD HCC were Grade 1 in 
76.9% of cases and Grade 2 in 23.0% , the 2 MD HCC were 
Grade 2 in 50% and Grade 3 in 50%, and the 2 poorly 
differentiated HCC were Grade 3 in 50% and Grade4 in 50% . 
HCC classified as Grade 1 always showed over 15% posilive 
nuclei. 

Therefore, absent or very low PCNA immunoreactivity 
seems to be a useful adjuvant to discriminate normal/regen
erative liver from HCC, whose degree of differentiation tends 
to correlate with !he level of PCNA expression. These ob
servations apply to both the FNAC and biopsy series, which 
yielded very similar data. 

615. FAMILIAL HEPATIC AMYLOIDOSIS: A HITHERTO 
UNDES CRIBED TYPE O F ISOLATED HEPATIC 
AMYLOIDOSIS. 

J. Ordi, M. Bruguera, J Cabal leria, A. Nadal, A Cardesa. 
Departments of Pathology and Liver Unit, Hospital Clinic, 
University of Barcelona, Med. Sch. Barcelona, Spain. 

The liver has been recognized as a major si te of deposition 
of amyloid in systemic amyloidosis. However, amyloidosis 
limited to the liver is extremely uncommon. We present two 
familia! cases of hepatic amyloidosis limited to !he portal 
tracts, without systemic deposition. This condition has not 
been described so far, to our knowledge. 

The first case was a 60 year old woman asymptomatic that 
presented an enlarged liver and moderate alterations of liver 
function tests, with bilirrubin 0.5 mg/dl, ASAT 213 Ui/ 1, ALA T 
276Ui/1, GGT 563Ui/ 1, AP 1754 Ui/ l. The second case was 
a 55 year old woman, cousin of case 1, asymptomatic, that 
presented an increase of cholestasis enzyrnes (GGT 447 Ui/ 
1, and AP 1039Ui/ 1), with normal leve Is of bilirrubin and other 
hepatic enzymes. Both patients had no history of alcoholism 
or previous liver disease, and HBsAg, anti-HCV, anti
mitochondrial, anti-nuclear, and anti-smooth muscle anti
bodies were negative. 

Liver histology was identical in both cases. Liver architec
ture was preserved. Most portal tracts appeared markedly 
expanded due to a diffuse deposition of amyloid in portal 
stroma, that compressed the portal bile ducts. Central veins, 
·h epatic plates and sinusoids showed no abnormalities. 
Amyloid deposition was resisten! to potassium permanga
nate pretreatment and showed no reactivity to kappa or 
lambda light chains, AA amyloid, prealbumin (transthyretrin) 
and beta-2microglobulin. No amyloid deposition was found 
in other tissues such as kidney, rectal mucosa or subcutane
ous fat. 
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616. LIVER BIOPSY IN HIV+ PATIENTS. A CLINICAL
HISTOLOGICAL STUDY 

Pannain VL, Chagas VL, Augusto DA. Federal University 
of Rio de Janeiro , Brazil 

Liver biopsies were performed in 77 HIV+ patients from 
1987 lo 1991 al the University Hospital. All of specimens 
were routinely fixed in 10% formalin and stained with 
hematoxilin and eosin, silver impregnation for reticulin fibers, 
periodic acid-Schiff with diastase, Peris' Prussian blue, Ziehl
Nielsen, Masson's trichrome, and Grocott. 

Among !he patients 87,5% were male with mean age of 
35, 7 yr. Homosexualism was a main risk factor in 32,4%. The 
major indication for liver biopsy was fever of unclear origin in 
48% associated orno with hepatomegaly. 

The most common specific infection diagnosis was 
mycobacteria following by criptococos, histoplasmosis and 
pneumocystis carinii. Others pathologic diagnosis included 
acule, chronic persisten!, active hepatitis and cirrhosis. Non 
specific liver alteration as fibrosis, steatosis, Kupffer cell 
hyperplasia as well as hepatic granulomas that were nega
tive forfungi and tasi bacilii stains were found in ourmaterial. 

We conclude that more !han 50% of the biopsies showed 
sorne specific hepatic anormalities, although no specific 
lesion of HIV + patients was noted. Liver biopsies can provide 
importan! diagnostic information in patients with fever of 
unclearorigin, which were correlated with infections disease. 

617. EICOSANOIDS CHANGES IN DOG'S LIVER DURING 
HEMORRHAGIC SHOCK (HS) 

M. Pavlovsky, A. Oborin, S. Chooklin, R. Zubachik, and A. 
Bondarenko; Medical lnstitute Lviv, Ukraine 

11 is supposed that the disorders in different classes of 
eicosanoids synthesis are one of the main causes of visceral 
organs failure in HS. In this connection during !he HS of the 
6 dogs there were studied the prostaglandins (PGs) 1

2
, F 2x 

and thromboxane (TX) A2 content in the liver by means of the 
radioimmune assays. HS was caused by instan! jet blood 
loss (31,9±1.6 ml/kg) from a. femoralis. The samples of !he 
hepatic tissue were taken before and jusi alter hemorrhage 
(H) , then in the stages of the relative compensation (RC) and 
irreversible (1) HS, correspondently alter 2,2±0,5 and 3,4±0,7 
hrs of H. lt is established that while HS progressing !he 
content of PGF

2
, and TXA

2 
constantly enlarged and in IHS 

exceeded the initial level correspondently by 153% and 
429% (P<0.001 ). At the same time the peak of PGl

2 
grow. 

which exceeded the initial level by 42% (P<0.001 ), had taken 
place in RCHS then in IHS the content of PGl2 dropped by 
14% (P<0.1) . 

Theese data with mindling of cytoprotective effect of PGl
2 

are the experimental ground for it's synthesis analogs use in 
complex therapy of acule lever lailure in clinic. 

618. COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR DNA CONTENT TO 
SURVIVAL IN RESECTABLE PANCREATIC CARCINOMA 

A. Perasole, A. Galassi, D. Saccilotto, C. Sperti , C. 
Sernagiotto, A. Borsato, R. Alaggio, G.P. Mazzoleni and E. 
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Venza; Departments of Pathology, City Hospitals of 
Montebelluna (TV) ULSS No. 13 and Bassano del Grappa 
(VI) ULSS No. 5 and Departments of Surgery, University of 
Padova, and City Hospital of Montebelluna, lta ly 

The DNA content of 19 cases of pancreatic ductal carci
noma was analyzed retrospectively by f low cytometry to 
assess the frequency of aneuploidy and to correlate the 
results with clinical outcome. Patients were treated by radical 
Whipple pancreatoduodenectomy and were followed-up for 
a mean of 17 months (range: 0-65; median 11 ,5) alter the 
diagnosis. Nuclei were prepared from 50 micrometer sec
tions of representative blocks of primary tumors and 
peripancreatic lymph node metastases following the proce
dure described by Hedley et al., and analyzed by FAC-scan 
flow cytometer (8-D, Mountain View, CA, USA). CVs of the 
GO-G1 peaks were in the range of 6,2-11 (mean 8, median 
7,9). Fifty percent of the tumors studied showed nondiploid 
stemlines; 47,3% tumors (of whom 55% were diploid, 45% 
aneuploid, 9/19 patients) had lymph node metastases. Pa
tients with diploid tumors had overall better prognosis (mean 
20 months), as compared with the aneuploid group (mean 12 
months) (nonpaired T-test, p=0.001). Tumor ploidy and 
presence/absence of metas tases were compared to survival 
and were found not to be significantly difieren! (p=0.6). 

These data suggest that ploidy may have prognostic value 
in resectable pancreatic carcinoma but is not a reliable 
indicator of metastatic potential. 

619. HEPATOCELLULAR DYSPLASIA ANO CARCINOMA: 
AgNORs EVALUATION ANO NUCLEAR MORPHOMETRY 

L. Pollice P. Bufo, M. Troia ', F. Frassanito2• lnstitute of 
Patological Anatomy, University of Bari. ' Digamma Re
search Centre, 2 AIRC (Associazione Italiana Rice rea Cancro) 
Fellow, Bari, ltaly. 

A silver colloid technique to identify Argyrophilic Organizer 
Region (AgNOR) was applied to 4 chronic active hepatitis 
(CAH), 3 alcoholic hepatitis (AH), 4 cirrhosis ali with dysplasia 
and 8 hepatocelular carcinomas with 1-11 grade of differentia
tion. Three reacctive aspecific inflammations without dysplasia 
were used as control. The authors suggest the plainness and 
usefulness of simultaneous evaluation of clumps per cell, 
AgNORs per clump and total AgNORs counts in benign and 
malignan! lesions of the liver. 

Our research shows that do exist difieren! patterns of 
aggregation of NORs between controls, dysplastic and car
cinomatous cells. 

Possible utilization of VAU ( Video Assistannce Unit, 
Metamorphosis s. r. 1.) for a better evaluation of distribution 
and density of AgNORs will be investigated. 

Moreover morphometric studies of the nuclear shape of 
dysplastic and carcinomatous liver cells were performed by 
using SAM (Shape Analytical Morphometry) software sys
tem The results of dimensional and analytical parameters 
showed that nuclei of dysplastic hepatocytes are strongly 
difieren! in size and shape from normal ones, while tey are 
similar in shape but larger than nuclei of hepatocellular 
carcinoma. 
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620. PEDIATRICALASPECTS OF HEPATOPROTECTORS 
ANO CYTOCHROME P-450 INDUCERS APPLICA TION IN 
THE CORRECTION OF LIVER DETOXICATION FUNC
TION DISTURBANCES IN THE CASE OF ACUTE LIVER 
DAMAGE 

A. Rakhmanov, Z. Hakimov, L. Muzafarova., The Second 
Tashkent Medical lnstitute, Republic of Uzbekistan 

Liver disturbances occupy the special place among the 
deseases of gastrointestinal tract, particulary during the 
growth period. During the last period, cytochrome P-450 
inducers are widely applied in the case of liver aflectance. 
Their application in pediatrical practice, however, remains 
unexplored, that is the object of the present study. 

The studies performed have shown, that not matured rats 
and rabbits with actue toxic hepatic desease, induce by 
CC 14 injection, there was observed the disturbance of 
pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of hexenal, 
amydopirine, ethylmorphine, antypirine and cardiogreen 
resulting from monooxygenase enzyme system (MOES) and 
antioxidant system (AOS), enforcement of peroxidate oxi
dation of lipids (POL). Silibor, phitin, zyxorin and benzonal 
increased the contents and activity of MOES and AOS on the 
background of POL intensity decrease. Benzonal significantly 
surpassed other drugs in activity. 

Hence, liver MOES cells induction with benzonal, in the 
case of actue hepatic desease, stipulates the inforcement of 
xenobiotic b iotransformation, thus recovering chemical 
homeostasis of the organism. Taking into account the fact, 
that biomembrane reparative regeneration under benzonal 
influence, it seems possible to apply it in pediatrical practice 
in treating actue hepatic desease. 

621. DYSPLASIA: LOW ANO HIGH GRADE LESIONS OF 
THE GALL BLADDER 

Reale A., Borghesi M.R., Petrogalli F. , Romanelli R., 
Toncini C. Department of Pathology of Genoa-Sestri Hospi
tal , ltaly 

The purpose of the present work was to describe mor
phology of the dysplastic lesions found in the mucosa of gall 
bladder, to evaluate their morphological degree and to obtain 
data about their frequency,distinguishing the same lesions 
from various hyperplastic and reactive changes. 

We reviewed 904 gall bladder specimens with lithiasis, 
inflammatory or other pathology from January 1986 to De
cember 1991 . All hystological specimens had been obtained 
from ours files and were well preserved. They contained 
sections of gall bladder wall that were drawn from the most 
significan! lesions we had macroscopically observed. The 
sections were routinely stained with ematoxylin and eosin. In 
the context of ali surface and glandular epithelium lesions 
and apart from inflammatory and sclerotic pathology, special 
attention was paid to reactive and dysplastic changes. Crite
ria established by Laitio (Path. Res. Pract: 178, 51-56, 1 983) 
in order to distinguish inflammatory atypia and dysplasia 
were followed.As made for many organs we divided dysplasia 
into mild, moderate and severe grade including in the latter 
carcinoma in situ. The frequency of such cellular changes 
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was the following: mild dysplasia 114 (12.6%), moderate 33 
(3,6%), severe 12 (1,3%). 

Our data pointed out that the incidence of mild dysplasia 
was much higher than moderate and severe. So we believe 
that the first one is getting on very slowly and it represents a 
low grade lesion whereas the two others must be regarded as 
high grade lesions. 

622. HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DATA IN THE DIAGNOSIS 
OF HAEMOCHROMATOSIS 

Rey M, Belia MR, Cabezuelo MA, Ferreres JC, Combalia 
N, Andreu J, Mas P, Bruguera M: Hospital de Sabadell 
(CHPT) . Sabadell. Barcelona. Hospital Clínico y Provincial. 
Barcelona-. Spain 

Given the high incidence of Haemochromatosis (HC) 
detected in our hepatic biopsies, it has been our interest to 
find data useful in the diagnosis of HC. 

Hepatic biopsies obtained between January 1990 and 
April 1992 (304 cases) with clinical or analytical suspition of 
HC, or with moderate or severe iron deposits in biopsy, have 
been obtained (12 cases) . We have independently revised 
clinical and analytical data, histopathological data and hepatic 
iron concentration (HIC) . The clinical data studied are: sex, 
age, alcoholic ingestion (gr. alcohol/day), family history of 
HC, history of transfusions, and presence of Diabetes. The 
biochemical data are: gamma-glutamyl-transpeptidase, se
rum Ferritin , Sideraemia, serum Transferrin and saturation 
percentage or Transferrin. The histopathological data are: 
Ferritin deposits (graded 1+ to4+), Haemosiderin (graded 1 + 
to 4+, localisation), fibrosis (pericentral, periportal, cirrhosis), 
inflammatory infiltrate and markers of alcoholic damage. 

RESUL TS: 8 cases of HC, with HIC values between 572 
and 3240 ngr/100 mgr of dry weight, having the 4 remaining 
values between 274 and 482. We have not found clinical or 
analytical data with differential diagnosis value between the 
two groups. Histopathological data with sigr:iificant value 
have been: 1) Gradation of iron deposits in biopsy (global 
value of ferritin and haemosiderin) and 2) Presence of iron 
deposits in biliarepithelium. This significan! value is maintained 
when HIC values are divided by the patient's age. 

In conclusion, sorne histopathological data, that have 
been questioned for a long time, can have diagnostic value 
in HC, as they maintain correlation with HIC. 

623. REJECTION-INDEPENDENT CHOLANGITIS FOL
LOWING LIVER TRANSPLANTATION 

R. Rubín and S.J. Munoz; Jefferson Medical College, 
Philadelphia, PA, 19107, USA 

The diagnosis of obstructive cholangitis on percutaneous 
liver biopsies following orthotopic liver transplantation may 
present significan! interpretive difficulties in view of other 
non-obstructive stresses including preservation injury, in
fection («cholangitis lenta») and rejection . We reviewed our 
series of 52 consecutive liver transplants and identified all 
patients whose liver biopsies displayed features of obstruc
tive cholangitis including duct plugging and portal edema and 
neutrophilic infiltration. Such a pattern was identified in 11 

patients and occurred invariably within the first 6 weeks 
following transpantation. No ne of the patients had any signifi
can! infections or biliary trae! disease prior to surgery. 
Cholangiograms performed within 1 day of the index biopsies 
showed either leaks or frank obstruction in only 5 cases. 4 of 
these patients had severe systemic infections coinciden! with 
the cholestasis. In contras!, the remaining 6 patients had 
normal cholangiograms. The prominant clinical feature in this 
group was infection including polymicrobial sepsis and three 
cases of CMV sepsis. CMV inclusion bodies were not 
identified in the biopsies by H&E or by immunoperoxidase. 
The pattern of obstructive cholangitis was distinct from 
rejection, and was never encountered in association with 
other classic features of rejection, including eosinophilia. 
However, in view of the neutrophilic infiltrate, it was not 
possible to exclude concomita ni rejection. The presentation 
of this pattern irrespective of the cholangiographic findings 
was associated with a particularly poor prognosis, and over 
50% of the patients died. The findings indicate that the 
histologic appearance of obstructive cholangitis in the liver 
transplant setting is common and is particularly associated 
with infection rather than obstruction. Moreover, infections of 
the magnitude associated with cholangitis are associated 
with a very poor prognosis 

624. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF MUCIN CAR
BOHYDRATES AND CORE PROTEINS IN HUMAN PAN
CREATIC TUMORS 

E. Sato', S. Yonezawa· , M. Osako .. , S. Tanaka .. , and 
Y.S. Kim .. ·, ·oep. Pathology, Kagoshima Univ., .. Kagoshima 
Medica! Association Hospital, Japan and . .. Veterans Admin. 
Med. Center, Univ. of California, USA 

Pancreatic cancer generally has very poor prognosis. 
Many pancreatic cancer-associated antigens such as CA-
19-9, DU-PAN-2, SPan-1 are present on mucins. In this study 
we examined the expression of the carbohydrate antigens 
which are associated with the earliest steps in the mucin 
glycosylation (Tn, sialyl-Tn and T antigens) and the expres
sion of the mucin core protein antigens associated with MUC-
1 (mammary-type apomucin) and MUC-2 (intestinal-type 
apomucin) gene products to determine whether these anti
gens would be useful as marker for pancreatic malignancy. 
We examined immunohistochemically 4 7 pancreatic tumors: 
36 invasive ductal carcinomas, 5 mucin producing tumors of 
low grade malignancy and 6 adenomas. In normal pancreatic 
tissues neither Tn nor sialyl-Tn antigens was ezxpressed. In 
contras! in a ll the invasive carcinomas and mucin producing 
tumors both Tn and sialyl-Tn were expressed. None of the 
adenomas expressed both Tn and sialyl-Tn. Mammary-type 
apomucin (DF3) was expressed in all the invasive ductal 
carcinomas but not in mucin producing tumors, whereas 
intestinal-type apomucin (MRP) was expressed in all the 
mucin producing tumors but not in the invasive ductal car
cinomas. Thus, Tn and sialyl-Tn antigens are highly effective 
tumor markers in the pancreas. Moreover, DF3 antigen and 
intestinal MRP are useful makers for distinguishing mucin 
producing tumors from invasive ductal carcinomas. 
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625. PATHOLOGY OF THE LIVER IN LEUKAEMIA ANO 
L YMPHOMA. A STUDY OF 78 AUTOPSIES 

Irene B. Scheimberg, P. W. Collins·, D. J. Pollock, A. C. 
Newland· and J. D . van der Walt. ; Departments of 
Histopathology and •Haematology, The Royal London Hos
pital, London, UK 

Chemotherapy, radiotherapy, immunosuppression and 
infection in patients treated for haematological malignancies 
may make the clinical diagnosis and histological interpreta
tion of liver pathology ditticult. Most published studies are 
based on clinical investigations and few detailed histological 
analyses are available. We have studied 78 haematology 
patients who died between 1983 and 1989. 10 were un
treated. 12 had undergone bone marrow transplantation 
(BMT) and the remainder had been treated by radiotherapy 
and/or chemotherapy (non BMT). We report here the liver 
findings. 

The untreated cases showed mainly neoplastic infiltration. 
BMT cases showed bile stasis and frequent, abundan! 
haemosiderosis. Neoplastic infiltration was not seen. The 
non BMT cases showed less frequent bile stasis and 
haemosiderosis. Neoplastic infiltration was seen in a quarter 
ot cases. Cytomegalovirus infection was found in the BMT 
group. Fungal and bacteria! infections were seen in the non 
BMT group. Macro- and microvesicular fatty change and 
fibrosis were seen in all groups. Cirrhosis and gralt versus 
host disease were not seen. Differences between the groups 
are probably related to treatment. 

626. REPEATED NEEDLE BIOPSIES AS A RELIABLE 
TOOL FOR STANDARDIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
CIRRHOSIS 

Luigi G. Spagnoli• , Daniela Pesce, Filippo Santarelli, Fabio 
Zezza, Rita Lucreziotti and Edoardo Arrigoni-Martelli. Ricerca 
e Sviluppo Sigma-Tau Via Pontina. Km 30.400, Pomezia 
(Roma); ·cattedra di Anatomia ed lstologia Patologica, 
Universitá di Roma Tor Vergata,Via Ricerca Scientifica, 
Roma, ltaly 

Liver cirrhosis have been experimentally induced in the 
las! decade by many methods most using CCl4 as hepatotoxin. 
Nevertheless there is still a need of a reliable method to 
define a standard form of micronodular cirrhosis. This repre
se nis a strong drawback in arder of using this model of a 
human disease to compare the results of metabolic meas
urements or therapeutic interventions from one group to 
another. 

To this end we subjected to repeated liver biopsies twelve 
rats, treated with CC14 and 100 mg/day of phenobarbital in 
drinking water. The hepatotoxin was given weekly by gavage 
according to the method of Proctor and Chatamra (Gastroen
terology 1982, 83:1183-90) for9 weeks. Beginning from 4th 
week tour biopsies were obtained from each animal by the 
use of a disposable biopsy needle (T-18/6 produced by 
Bauer Temno ,ltaly). The first biopsy was taken at the 4th 
week of treatment, the 2nd al the 8th week and the following 
were respectively obtained 3 and 7 weeks alter the hepatotoxin 
administration had been discontinued. Five out of twelve 
animals died for hemoperitoneum few hours alter the first or 
the second biopsy. 

Three out of the seven surviving animals developed a 
micronodular cirrhosis, as shown by the second biopsy. lt is 
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worth of noting that this pattern remained unchanged in the 
last two biopsies,done during the period free from the admin
istration of CCl4. In the remainig tour rats no lesions al all or 
a mild perivenular fibrosis of centrilobular ve in was observed 
during the induction phase ,whilst no lesions could be ob
served in the liver samples obtained during the recovery 
period. The follow-up study, already presented, shows that 
needle biopsy is an usefull tool for standardizing this model 
of micronodular cirrhosis that once fully eslablished does not 
regress. 

627. PANCREATIC FIBROSIS IN PATIENTS WITH A LCO
HOLIC DEPENDENCE SYNDROME. 

Koichi Suda, Department of Pathology, Juntendo Univer
sity, School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan. 

Pancreatic fibrosis in patients with alcoholic dependence 
syndrome (ADS) was studied histopathologically. In 30 of 41 
autopsied ADS patients fibrosis was observed despite the 
absence of clinical pancreatitis. The fibrosis was categorized 
into three types, according to Martin's classification: 
intralobular sclerosis (IS), in 15 cases, perilobular sclerosis 
(PS), in 7 cases, anda mixed intra- and perilobular sclerosis 
(MS) in the remaining 8 cases. Alcoholic liver cirrhosis was 
coexisten! in 23 of the 30 cases of pancrealic fibrosis; these 
cases were also divided categorized according to the three 
types, as follows: IS in 12 cases (80.0%), PS in 4 cases 
(57.0%), and MS in 7 cases (87.5%). That is, IS and MS were 
frequently coexisten! with alcoholic liver cirrhosis. When the 
pancreases from the 19 cases of IS and MS coexisten! with 
liver cirrhosis in ADS were compared with 20 pancreases 
from patients with non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis, periacinar (or 
intralobular) fibrosis was found in all cases of the former, but 
in none of the latter. Hence, it was concluded that periacinar 
fibrosis occurred as a result of alcohol abuse. Pancreatic 
fibrosis in patients with alcoholic dependence syndrome was 
distributed mainly in the intralobular areas and was tre
quently coexisten! with alcoholic liver cirrhosis. 

628. CLI NICOPATHOLOG IC FEATURES OF GALL
BLADER CARCINOMA (GC) IN HOSPITAL COMMUNITY 

S. Valerdiz-Casasola, J. Martín, A. Palacín. S. of Pathol
ogy, Hospital «Camino de Santiago», Ponferrada, Spain 

We reviewed 646 cases with clinical diagnosis of 
cholelithiasis during 1 o years later. We studied age, sex, 
clinical features, and presence of GC. Furthermore in cases 
of GC were studied the histologic type, site of tumor, deepest 
layer of cancerous infiltration, metastasis, co-ocurrence of 
gallblader stones, presence of sulphomucin and syalomucin 
in tumoral cells, and follow-up. Of the 646 cases GC was 
found in 6 or 0.93% of cases (male: 2, female: 4, mean age: 
70.3 years).The mean age of the CG group was higher than 
that of cholelithiasis group (mean age: 51 .6 years, male: 141 , 
female: 505). All cases of GC were found incidentally during 
examination of specimen. Cholesterol stones were found in 
5 cases of GC. The clinical features in all cases of GC was not 
specific; jaundice was found in 3 cases. In 3 cases the 
carcinoma was diffuse; in 3 cases cancer was localized in the 
fundus. The median follow-up was 35 months (6-57 months). 
A patient died 8 months alter diagnosis. All cases were wated 
by cholecystectomy. Two cases developed metastasis (liver, 
peritoneum) . The histologic type was papillary 
adenocarcinoma in 2 cases, moderately differentiated 
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adenocarcinoma in 3 cases and poorly differentiated 
adenocarcinoma in 1 case. Fourcases of GC had invasion to 
the serosa! layer. Sulphomucins were found in tumoral cells 
of 4 cases. lsolated cells positive far syalomucin was found 
in one case. 

In this study 66% of GC were of metaplastic type and 
survival rate was elevated. The GC in the only patient dead 
had not metaplastic changes. These found suggested with 
the metaplastic changes might be a prognostic factor in GC. 

629. EXPRESSION OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR 
IN GALLBLADER CARCINOMA (GC) 

S. Valerdiz-Casasola, J . Martín, A. Palacin. S. of Pathol
ogy, Hospital Camino de Santiago. Ponferrada, Spain 

The expression of EGF and EGFR seems to play an 
importan! role in carcinogenesis, progression and differen
tiation of tumor cell. The expression of EGF was examined 
immunohistochemically using anti-EGFR monoclonal anti
body in 6 cases of GC and 5 cases with chronic cholecystitis. 
Furthermore, in cases GC were studied the histologic type, 
grade of infiltration and fol low-up. The immunoreactivity in 
the tissue was classified into tour grades: Grade 3 showed 
positive cells in more than 50% of tumor cells; Grade 2, in 
25% to 50%; Grade 1, in less than 25%; and Grade O, in none. 
The histologic type was papillary adenocarcinoma in two 
cases, moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma in three 
cases and poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma in one cases. 
Four cases of GC had invasion to the serosa! layer. The 
median follow-up was 35 months (6-57months). A patient 
dead 8 months alter diagnosis. EGFR positive tumor cells 
were detected in ali cases. Grade 3 of immunoreactivity was 
found in poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma and two cases 
of moderatey differentiated adenocarcinoma; Grade 2 
immunoreactivity was seen in one case of moderately differ
entiated adenocarcinoma. Both papillary adenocarcinomas 
expressed grade 1 of immunoreactivity. In the epithelial cells 
of gallblader with chronic cholecystitis were not fo·und 
immunoreactivity (Grade O). The grade of tumoral infiltration 
and survival rate of patients with EGFR immunoreactivity 
(Grade 2 or 3) was lower than in those with lower grade (O· 
1) tumors. However significative correlation was not found, 
perhaps, by a few cases included in this studied. 

630. HEPATITIS B e ANTIGEN (HBeAg) DETECTION IN 
FORMALIN FIXED LIVER BIOPSY SPECIMENS 

D.Villari, G.Raimondo, S.Spinella, G.Rodinó, F.Russo, 
G.Longo. Dpts. Patología Umana and Medicina Interna 
Universita di Messina - ltaly 

HBeAg is a nonstructural viral protein encoded by the core 
gene of the hepatitis B virus (HBV). lt is both secreted in the 
serum and expressed in the infected cells, and it seems to 
play a relavan! role as target far the host's immune response. 
Although detection of this antigen in the serum is usually 
related to HB viremia, its synthesis is unnecessary far viral 
replication. lnfact HBV variant, unableto produce " e" protein 
because of mutation(s) in the pre-core region of the viral 
genome, can normally replicate. This variant, infecting pa
tients positive far antibody to HBeAg (anti-HBe), is associ
ated with a severe chronic hepatitis and it appears more 
pathogenic than wild-type HBV. lmmunohistochemical de
tection of HBeAg in liver tissue has been usually performed 
on cryostatic sections of frozen specimens. In the present 

study intrahepat1c HBeAg was evaluated in formalin fixed 
and paraffin embedded liver biopsy specimens of 18 patients 
with chronic type B hepatitis. Ali of these patients were 
positive far serum HBV -DNA and far viral core anti gen in the 
liver. Nine patients presented serum HBeAg, while 9 were 
anti-HBe positive. 01 the 9 HBeAg+ cases, 3 had chronic 
lobular hepatitis (CLH), 4 chronic persisten! hepatitis (CPH), 
2 chronic active hepatitis (CAH). 01 the 9 anti-HBe+ cases 1 
presented CLH, 4 CPH, 4 CAH. 5 µm section of each liver 
biopsy specimen has been dewaxed, incubated in 0.05% 
Pronase/PBS, then tested with a mouse monoclonal anti· 
body against HBeAg (provided by Sorin Biomedica). Finally 
a Biotin-Streptavidin commercial kit (Bio-Genex Laborato
ries) was used as a detection system. HBeAg was revealed 
in liver cells of 8 out of the 9 cases positive far this antigen in 
the serum, while it was not found in any of the anti-HBe cases. 
Conclusions · 1) HBeAg can be detected in formalin fixed 
paraffin embedded liver specimens. 2) This technique ap
pears sensitive and specific. 3) HBeAg detection in liver 
tissue might be a useful tool to identify active wild-type HBV 
infection. 

631. HISTOLOGICAL REVISION OF PRIMARY LIVER 
TUMOURS FROM THE DANISH THOROTRAST STUDY. 
PRELIMINARY RESUL TS 

M. Vyberg, M. Andersson, and J . Visfeldt. lnstitute of 
Pathology, Aalborg hospital; Danish Cancer Registry, lnsti
tute of Cancer Epidemiology; and Department of pathology, 
Copenhagen University Hospital Rigshospitalet, Denmark 

999 Danish patients injected with Thorotrast during 1935-
47 far cerebral arteriography were followed through 1991 . 42 
are still alive. From review of hospital and pathology records, 
tumorous liver lesions were suspected in 129 cases. When 
ever possible, histological sections (HS) were revised (Rev), 
and special and immunohistochemical stainings (IHC) car
ried out. In 6 cases, no primary liver cancer could be con
firmed, but peliosis was present in 3. In the rest of the 
suspected cases, a primary liver cancer was found and 
reclassified. Characteristics on these cases with regard to 
histological type, latency period, and material are given in the 
table: 

Cancers· HCC CCC HS CAR MAL MFH 

19 1 57 1 30 ] 1 º T 6 

16 46~ 8 1 5 

N 

% 

Latency (years) ---------------

mean 38 35 33 34 33 39 

"""' "'"' 1 .7 .¡ 0.9 
1.2 2.9 3.6 

---
range 23-54 19-47 20-45 19-48 22-46 

Material 

IHC 12 44 l 17 ±t HS-Rev 3 7 8 -
HS-not Rev 4 6 5 8 6 

·HCC: Hepatocellularcarcinoma, CCC: Cholangiocellular 
carcinoma, HS: Haemangiosarcoma, CAR: Carcinoma, not 
otherwise specified (NOS), MAL: Malignan! tumour, NOS, 
MFH: Malignan! fibrous histiocytoma. 

Updated results and a discussion of the merits of IHC on 
archiva! material will be presented. 
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632. PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF SMALL HEPATO
CELLULAR CARCINOMA 

K. Wakasa, and M. Sakurai. Deparment of Pathology, 
Osaka City University Hospital, Osaka, Japan 

Small hepatocellular carcinomas are now detectable and 
surgically resectable. Macroscopic features of sorne small 
hepatocellular carcinomas are different from those of large 
ones. The pathological features of small hepatocellular car
cinomas may also be difieren!. 

We studied 41 nodules of hepatocellular carcinoma (3 cm 
in diameter or less), and nine nodules of adenomatous 
hyperplasia from 41 patients. 0 1 these, 12 nodules of 
hepatocellularcarcinona and all nine nodules of adenomatous 
hyperplasia were studied immunohistochemically with CD68 
and Ulex europaeus agglutinin 1. 

Eight of ten carcinormas measuring 1 cm or less were not 
invasive and extended along the hepatic lobules without 
destruction of the liver structure. The macroscopic features 
of these tumors were !hose of macroregenerative nodules or 
adenomatous hyperplasia, and microscopically, well-differ
entiated hepatocellular carcinoma was seen. Sorne 
carcinonas larger than 1 cm had nodules-in-nodules: well
differentiated hepatocellular carcinonas contained smaller 
nodules of less differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma like 
that of large tumors. 

The vessels in all areas of well-differentiated hepatocellular 
carcinomas had histiocytes stained for CD68, but there was 
no sta ining for Ulex europaeus agg lutinin 1. The 
immunohistochemical reactivity was similar to that of the 
sinusoids of adenomatous hyperplasia and of nontumorous 
liver parenchyma. The vessels in all areas of less differenti
ated hepatocellular carcinona were not stained for CD68, but 
were stained for Ulex europaeus agglutinin 1. The small 
hepatocellular carcinomas that were well ditferentiated 
throughout seemed to be a noninvasive stage of the disease. 

633. OUCTECTATIC TYPE MUCINOUS CYSTAOENOMA 
ANO CYSTAOENOCARCINOMA OF THE HUMAN PAN
CREAS; A NOVEL CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL ENTITY 

A. Yanagisawa' , K. Ohhashi2, M. Hori3, K. Takagi3 , and 
Y. Kato'; Department of 'Pathology, 21nternal Medicine, 
3Surgery, Cancer lnstitute, Tokyo, Japan 

A new type of mucinous cystic pancreatic neoplasm is 
reported. Such lesions, which have been recognized only 
recently with progress in diagnostic techniques and previ
ously undescribed in the literature, are characterized by 
multilocular cysts with papillary proliferation of the lining 
epithelium. They occur exclusively in the head and body, 
predominantly in males, and coexistence of well-differenti
ated adenocarcinoma as well as adenoma components is 
frequently encountered. These lesions are quite different 
from hitherto described mucinous cystic neoplasms of pan
creas not only in terms of gross features but also with regard 
to intrapancreatic location, sex and age distributions. Exami
nation for the presence of point mutations at codon 12 of K
ras by oligonucleotide hybridization revealed alterations in 5 
out of 8 cases. We propose to classify these lesions as a new 
pancreatic tumor entity: the ductectatic type mucinous 
cystadenoma /cystadenocarcinoma. 

634. OSTEOCLAST TYPE GIANT CELL TUMOR OF 
PANCREAS ASSOCIATEO WITH MUC INO US 
CYSTAOENOMA ANO CYSTAOENOCARCINOMA 

G. Yüce, F. Eser, A. Veral. Ege University, lzmir, Turkey. 

Extraskeletal giant cell tumors indistinguishable from those 
located in bone, have been described in the pancreas very 
rarely. Giant cell tumor of pancreas is an uncommon type of 
nonendocrine pancreatic neoplasm and should be distin
guished from pleomorphic giant cell carcinoma and sarcoma 
of the pancreas. We had an opportunity of studying two 
pancreatic neoplasms those were identical to giant cell tumor 
of the bone. Both cases were fema le in their fifth decade and 
both were presented with abdominal mass. In the first case 
the osteoclastic giant cell tumor was associated with mucinous 
cystadenoma, and the second one was with mucinous 
cystadenocarcinoma. In Case 1, the tumor was localised in 
the pancreas having a greatest diameter of 6 cm.The tumor 
contained sol id areas around it. In the second case the tumor 
was infi ltrated on the sp leen, gastric and colonic serosa, 
forming a conglomerate mass of 30 cm in diameter by the 
time of operation. On cut section, the tumor was mostly 
necrotic and contained small cystic spaces. On microscopic 
examination both tumors were cellular and contained two 
types of cells, one was mononuclear oval or spindle-shaped 
stromal cells, and the other was osteoclast type giant cells. 
Giant cells contained numerous central nuclei and had a 
benign appearance. lmmunohistochemical studies were 
performed on formalin fixed paraffin - embedded sections. 

Because the rarity of the osteoclastic giant cell tumors 
associated with ductal cell originated tumors in the pancreas, 
these two cases were presented and the possible origin of 
the neoplasm was discussed. 

635. GENETIC ABNORMALITIES IN AMPULLARY 
NEOPLASIA 

G. Zamboni, A. Scarpa, P. Capelli, K. Mukai, and S. 
Hirohashi. Pathology Division, National Cancer Center Re
search lnstitute, Tokyo, Japan; lstitutodi Anatomía Patologica, 
Universita di Verona, ltaly 

Eleven tumors of the ampulla of Vater (5 stage IV- and 2 
stage 11-adenocarcinomas, 1 stage 11-papillary carcinoma, 1 
neuroendocrine carcinoma and 2 adenomas, one of which 
with foci of carcinoma) were searched for Ki-ras and p53 
genes' mutations by single-strand conformation polymorphism 
analysis and direct sequencing of PCR-amplified DNA trag
ments. Ki-ras mutations were detected in one adenocarcinoma 
and in the adenoma with loci of carcinoma, both involving 
mainly the intraduodenal bile duct. Seven cases showed p53 
gene mutations: tour advanced-stage adenocarcinomas, the 
papillary carcinoma, the neuroendocrine carcinoma and the 
adenoma with foci of carcinoma. Nuclear accumulation of 
p53 protein was immunohistochemically detected in mor
phologically high-grade areas of the five cancers harboring a 
p53 gene missense point-mutation. The adenomas, the two 
frameshift-mutated cancers, as well as the adenomatous 
and low grade cancer areas of mutated carcinomas were 
immunohistochemically negative. Our data suggest that in 
ampullary neoplasia, a) p53 mutations are common abnor
mal ities associated to the transformation of adenomas/low 
grade cancers into morphologically high grade and clinically 
aggressive carcinomas; b) Ki-ras mutations are infrequent, 
seem confined to tumors arising from the ductal components 
of ampulla, and when present, occur at an earlier stage !han 
p53 mutations during neoplastic progression. 

Supported by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan; 
and by Associazione Italiana per la Ricerca sul Cancro, 
Milano, ltaly. 
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NEPHROPATHOLOGY 

636. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EXPRESSION OF 
GP 170 ANO INTRACELLULAR DEPOSITS OF CSA, IN 32 
HUMAN POSTRANSPLANT BIOPSIES ANO IN THE MDCK 
CELL UNE 

Aguilar, D.; Andújar, M.; Gómez-Morales, M.; O'Valle, F.; 
Lucena, MA. ; Ramirez, C.; Medina, MT.; de Federico, MJ.; 
García Del Moral, R. Department of Pathology, University 
Hospital, Granada. Spain 

Sensitivity to CsA seems to be related to the functional 
activity of GP-170. In arder to test this affirmation and to 
evaluate the relationship between expression of GP-170, 
CsA accumulation and morphologic signs of nephrotoxicity, 
we have determined the intrarenal presence of CsA and GP-
170 in parallel, in 32 postransplant biopsies by immunostaining 
with MoAbs against both substances; 19 cases showed 
signs of CsA nephrotoxicity. The expression of GP-170 in 
MDCK cell line from dog kidney was also studied by FACS in 
basal conditions, and of GP-170 and CsA alter 7 days of 
culture in MEM plus 0.5 and 1µg/ml of CsA. 

Results showed a considerable overlapping between the 
curves of GP-170 and CsA in all renal biopsies, (Spearman's 
correlation test: r=0.64; p< 0.001). When considering only 
cases of CsA nephrotoxicity, the increase in the CsA deposits 
was not accompanied by a peak in the GP-170 expression. 
CsA renal deposits did not correlate with CsA serum levels. 
In MDCK cell line the expression of GP-170 increased from 
40 to 80 % positive cells alter 7 days of CsA exposition. Our 
results demonstrate that GP-170 is overexpressed in the 
presence of large intracellular deposits of CsA. 

The simultaneous increase of both markers, jointly with the 
lack of association in patients who develop CsA nephrotoxicity, 
supports the hypothesis that in non-neoplastic cells a pro
longed toxic insult, such as CsA, induces the overexpression 
of GP-170 as a mechanism of detoxication. Patients prone to 
develop CsA nephrotoxicity may have sorne deficiency in this 
normal response, retaining excessive amounts of CsA. 

(CICYT SAL89/1122) 

637. EFFECTS OF CALCIUM ANT AGONISTS IN ISCHEMIC 
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE IN THE RABBIT. FUNCTIONAL 
ANO MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES 

A. Alvarez, E.V. Martul, F. Veiga, F. Valdes, J. Forteza. 
Hospital Juan Canaleja. La Coruña. Spain 

Calcium blocking agents (CBA) have been proposed to 
decrease the ischemic damage. We present the experimen
tal work on the functional and morphological effects of CBA 
(Verapamil) in ischemic acule renal failure (IARF) in rabbits. 
Three different sets of animals were differentiated: Group 
"A", controls without ischemia, Group "B" , animals with 
ischemia but without treatment with CBA and group "C", 
rabbits with ischemia and CBA treatment. Functionally the 
rabbits with ischemia and treatment with CBA showed a 
better preserved Creatinine Clearance than the ischemic but 
untreated group at 24 h. (O, 77 ml/min/Kg versus 0,33 mi/mini 
Kg p<0,005), 48 h. (0,73 ml/min/Kg versus 0,35 ml/min/Kg 
p<0,05) and 72 h. (0,90 ml/min/Kg versus 0,46 ml/min/Kg 
p<0,005). Histologically a better preservation of the brush 

border of the proximal tubules ( p<0,005) was also demon
strated in this group. Fewer cells were descamated or pro
truding into the tubular lumina (p<0,005) and the inflamma
tory infiltrate was less prominent (p<0,05) . The ultrastructural 
study was done on tissues perfused and fixed "in vivo" and 
showed a better preservation in the group treated with CBA 
with a lower loss of the brush border (p<0,0005), less cellular 
edema (p<0,005) and ce ll rupture (p<0,05), better 
mitochondrial preservation (p<0,005), a basal lateral laberynth 
of the proximal tubule less flattened (p<0,05) and lesser 
hypertrophy of the actin bands in the tu bu les (p<0,05).These 
results suggest that CBA and in particular Verapamil pro
tects the renal tu bu les from the ischemic damage and can be 
very useful in the treatment of ischemic acule renal fai lure. 

638. A DIFFER ENT A PPROACH IN HA NDLI NG , 
PROCESSING, INTERPRETING, ANO REPORTING RE
NAL BIOPSIES 

Elvira Barroso-Vicens, M.O., Ernesto O. Hoffmann, M.O., 
SU Medica! Ctr. and VA Medica! Ctr., New Orleans, LA, USA 

The standard method of examination of renal biopsies by 
the pathologist includes paraffin light (P-LM), fluorescent 
(FM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and report of 
diagnosis of renal disease. The problems encountered by 
these established procedures are: 1 . Lack of subcellular 
detail in the multiple P-LM sections resulting in lack of 
diagnostic precision and difficulty in the assessment of grade 
(activity) and stage (chronicity) of the process. 2. Fragmen
tation (mincing) and blind sampling of the already limited 
material far TEM. 3. lncomplete clinical information making 
accurate diagnosis of disease difficult. In our laboratories, 
the samples are processed with epoxy histotechnology re
sulting in sections with subcellular detail, no special stains 
are needed. TEM sampling is abundan!, accurate, and 
immediately available from the same block. Our report of 
morphologic diagnosis with a list of possible diseases and 
assessment of grade and stage in every case relays the 
responsibility of diagnosis and prognosis of disease to the 
nephrologist. In this presentation, this difieren! approach in 
handling, processing, interpreting, and reporting renal biopsies 
is graphically presented. 

639. FELINE IMMUNODEFICIECY VIRUS (FIV)
ASSOCIATED NEPHROPATHY IN DOMESTIC CATS: A 
ANIMAL MODEL OF HIV-NEPHROPATHY 

Barsotti P, Abramo F. Taccini E, Poli A, Malvaldi G and 
Bendinelli M.; Dpt. Biopatologia Umana, Universitá «La 
Sapienza .. Roma, Dpt. Patología Anímale e Dpt. Biomedicina, 
Universitá di Pisa, ltaly 

FIV is a newly discovered lentivirus isolated from domestic 
cats with an acquired immunodeficiency syndrome-like 
condition. Unspecified renal abnormalities were reported in 
sorne infected cats. In the present report morphological and 
clinical aspects of the nephropathy observed in cats na tu rally 
infected with FIV are firstly described. Fifteen consecutive 
FIV-infected cats were considered: they included 11 males 
and 4 females ranging in age from 3.5 to 13 years. Proteinuria 
( > 1 g/I in 7 anima Is) was present in 14 of 15 cats. BUN values 
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(80-327 mg/dl) were greater than normal (20-65 mg/dl) in 11 
cats; 8 of these had also increased serum creatinine values 
(1,7-3,2 mg/dl; normal values <1,6 mg/dl). Atautopsy, blocks 
of renal tissue were collected for histological, ultrastructural 
and IF studies. Renal tissue damage was evident in 12of15 
animals. lt included glomerular lesions (consisting of a dif
fuse increase of mesangial matrix and/or a focal and seg
menta! sclerosis) as well as tubulo-interstitial lesions (con
sisting of focal tubular degenerative changes, focal tubular 
ectasia, prominent interstitial inflammation by lymphocytes 
and plasma cells and, in a few cases, interstitial fibrosis). 
Glomeruli were positive for lgM and C3, with coarsely granular 
deposits in mesangium and in a few peripheral capillary 
walls. Overall, our findings demonstrated that naturally FIV
infected cats had renal damages sharing many morphologi
cal features with HIV-related nephropathy. FIV-infected cats 
may be considered a useful animal model for the human 
counterpart. 

640. TRANSPLA NT GLOMERU LOPATHY ANO 
HAEMOL YTIC UREMIC-SYNOROME. A COMPARATIVE 
MORPHOLOGIC STUOY 

J.A. Bello, E. Vazquez-Martul, F. Arrojo, A. Alvarez, MJ. 
Lorenzo and A. Armesto. H. Juan Canaleja. La Coruña, 
Spain 

There is a controversy regarding the morphologic ex
pression of transplant glomerulopathy (TGP) and the many 
difficulties that are found to differentiate this from other 
entities such us chronic rejection or thrombotic 
microangiopathy. 

We have studied 314 biopsies or nephrectomy specimens 
from 234 renal transplant recipients over an 11 year period. 
In 1 O instances (4.2%) the diagnosis of TGP was established 
and six of these had repeated biopsies. 

Each case was studied by light and electron microscopy 
and inmunotluorescence techniques. A comparative study 
was made with 20 cases of the adult haemolytic-uremic
syndrome. 

In both entities glomerular morphologic changes were 
similar and undistinguishible: thickening of the glomerular 
basement membranes with double contours and widening of 
the mesangial region were seen by light microscopy; 
ultrastructurally an importan! subendothelial widening and 
mesangiolysis was observed. 

The similar microscopic appearance of transplant 
glomerulopathy and haemolytic-uremic-syndrome suggests 
the possibility of a common ethiopathogenic pathway. 

641. TUBULOINTERSTITIAL OAMAGE IN KIDNEY Bl
OPSIES OF IOIOPATHIC NEPHROTIC SYNOROME BE
FORE ANO AFTER TREATMENT WITH CICLOSPORINE. 
MORPHOMETRIC STUOY 

M. Carrera, R. Poveda", R. Oncins, D. Seron• , L. Carre
ras· , R. Berna!. Pathology and Nephrology' Dpts. Bellvitge 
University Hospital. Barcelona, Spain 

Renal function and clinical outcome are correlated with 
renal histology obtained before and alter treatment with 
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Ciclosporine (CsA), in 5 idiopathic nephrotic syndrome (INS) 
patients, in order to evaluate CsA nephrotoxicity. Usual 
histological parameters have been semiquantitatively esti
mated and interstitium measured using the point counting 
method. The CsA dosage ranged from 5 to 4 mg/kg/d 
achieving CsA plasma levels between 65 to 90 ng/ml. One 
patient resistan! to CsA has been treated during 3 months 
and the rest 12 to 15 months. 1 O mg/day of Prednisolone 
were added to CsA. All patients but one reacted favorably to 
treatment with disappearance of the INS in the first 3 months. 
Second biopsies show slight (+/+++) increment of arteriolar 
lesions in tour patients and focal segmenta! glomerular 
sclerosis in the CsA resistan! patient. Relative volume of 
renal interstitium in pretreated biopsies ranges between 
14.1% to 19%. Post treatment this measurements give a 
wider range between 11% to26%. 2 patients show interstitial 
reduction alter the treatment. None of them has relapsed 
during a follow up of ten months. The other 3 patients show 
increasing of the interstitium and two of them relapsed the 
INS 2 and 5 months alter treatment. The third one was 
treatment resistan!. 

We conclude that CsA treated patients may develop 
arteriolar intima! thickening and interstitial vol u me increment. 
Morphometric quantification of interstitium in serial biopsies 
may have a predictive value over treatment response. 

642. MORPHOLOGY ANO SIGNIFICATION OF HISTO
LOGICAL CHA NGES IN TRANSPLANT GLOMERU
LOPATHY 

R. Casas, A. Saez, l. Español, F. Moreso", M. Carrera; 
Department Pathology. Nephrology•. Hospital Principes de 
España. Barcelona, Spain 

17 biopsies of transplant glomerulopathy (GT) are studied 
in order to describe the different glomerular appearances 
and the non glomerular lesions associated and its correlation 
with renal function impairment. Biopsies were done because 
of increased creatinine: 6; proteinuria: 9 (with nefrotic syn
drome in 6); and sistematically alter the first year of trans
plantation: 2. At the moment of biopsy, the plasma creatinine 
was 309 + 23.3 umol/I. Glomerular changes ar focal or diffuse 
(8/9), the most common lesions are mesangiolisis (88%) and 
sinechies (59%). There are also recent lesions of necrosis 
and crescents. Diffuse double contoursare uncommon (18%) 
only seen in kidneys transplanted for more than 2 years . The 
interstitium quantification with the «point counting method» 
shows a relative interstitial volume higher !han 30% in 13 
patients (normal 11%-15%). 

10 patients have lost the graft 12,7 + 9,2 mounths alterthe 
biopsy. 7 patients have a functioning kidney 18.8 + 14.8 
mounths post-biopsy, with a creatinine that changed from 
259 + 91 umol/I. to 356 + 146 umol/1. 

We conclude that GT shows a variety of morphological 
aspects possibly related with the lenght of GT evolution. 
There is no correlation between glomerular changes and 
renal function The quickly worsening of it is probably related 
to vascular and tubulo-interstitial changes associated, show
ing good correlation with the % ot interstitium in most ot the 
cases. 
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643. STUDY OF PROTEINASE INHIBITORS {Pis) IN 
TUBULOINTERSTITIAL DAMAGE 

Sinniah R and Khan TN. Department of Pathology, Na
tional University of Singapore 

Pis, a-1-antitrypsin (a,A) and a-1 -antichymotrypsin (a,X) 
have been identified in renal tissues, and their presence 
interpreted as defense mechanism against the proteinases. 
We studied their role in relation to an enzyme, lysozyme 
(LZM) which is normally freely filtered and reabsorbed by the 
tubules, and membrane attack complex (C5b-9) in renal 
tubular damage. Fifty five renal biopsies from various 
glomerular diseases induding 1 O controls were studied using 
immunoperoxidase, double labelling techniques and 
immunoflourescence microscopy. For the purpose of this 
study the patients were divided into two categories on the 
basis of the presence or absence of tubulointerstitial lesions 
(TIL) by light microscopy; one group with TIL {30 cases), and 
the other without (15 cases) . Significan! antiproteinase re
sponse was observed in both disease groups compared to 
the controls (a,A, p value <0.001; a

1
X, p value <0.001 ), in

dicating that the tubules were subjected to proteolytic attack 
by various proteases, and the renal tubules showed an 
appropriate response to maintain the proteinase
antiproteinase balance. This response was limited to the 
proximal tubules. a,A showed the predominan! staining. There 
were significan! correlations between Pis staining score, 
LZM score, and proteinuria. 

lncreased deposition of C5b-9 was observed in the dis
ease group with TIL {p value <0.01) indicating direct dama ge 
to cell membranes. C5b-9 may also generate oxygen species, 
potent inhibitors of Pis, which allow the proteinases to cause 
tubular damage. 

644 . GL OMERULAR NODULAR LESIONS IN 
NONAMYLOID IMMUNOGLOBULIN DEPOSITION DIS
EASE {NAIDD) 

T . Morita and K. Kimura. Shinrakuen Hospital and College 
of Biomedical Technology, Niigata Univ. Niigata, Japan 

Glomerular nodular lesions in multiple myeloma have 
been reported occasionally, but their morphogenesis is not 
well understood. 

A 70 year-old woman was admitted with clinical features of 
rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis. The renal biopsy 
revealed glomerular nodular lesions with crescents. By IF 
study lambda lighl chain and gamma heavy chain deposi
tions were found in mesangial nodules, Bowman's capsule 
and tubular basement membrane. Multiple myeloma was 
diagnosed by bon e marrow examination. Three months alter 
admission the patient died and autopsy revealed systemic 
deposition of lambda light chain and gamma heavy chain. 
Amyloid was not found. 

Compared with our previous case {Clin Nephrol 33: 
259, 1990), mesangiolytic aneurysmal lesions, nodular le
sions with !amellar structure and cells of monocyte-

Lmacrophage lineage, even multinucleated giant cells, were 
more numerously observed. 

The findings support our previous interpretation: 1) There 
are two types of nodular lesion in NAIDD, type 1 is nodular 
expansion by deposition of abnormal immunoglobulin and 
type 11 has !amellar struclure revealed by periodic acid-silver 
methenamine stain, corresponding to advanced diffuse le
sion and classical nodular les ion of diabetes mellitus, respec
tively. 2) Type 11 nodular lesions are result of repeated 
mesangiolysis in addition to deposition of abnormal 
immunoglobulin. 

645. RENIN-INSULIN INTERACTIONS IN EXPERIMEN
TAL DIABETES 

A. Onetti Nuda, B. Simonetti, R. Biselli', T. Faraggiana. 
State University «La Sapienza,,, Roma, ltaly, and "Dept of 
Medicine, DASRS, Pratica di mare, ltaly 

Raised blood pressure is a common finding in diabetic 
patients, both of type 1 (lnsulin-dependent) or type 11 (lnsulin
independent) diabetes. Moreover, diabetes is often associ
ated with orthostatic hypotension. Exact mechanisms caus
ing such impaired control of blood pressure are not well 
known. The renin-angiotensin system has been studied by a 
number of AA, but conflicting results have been obtained. 
Furthermore, immunolocalization of renin in diabetic kidneys 
has not yet been convincingly demonstrated, and is not clear 
wether a diminished plasma renin activity would associate 
with an altered syntesis or storage of renin in the 
juxtaglomerular apparatus (JGA). We therefore investigated 
the distribution of renin in an experimental model of Alloxan
induced diabetes in rats. Animals were divided into three 
groups: diabetic, with no insulin treatment (GI); diabetic, with 
insulin treatment {G2); non diabetic (controls, G3). We 
evaluated the total amount of renin produced in the JGA and 
the number and type of intracytoplasmic dense granules of 
the JGA cells containing renin by means of immuno-light and 
immunoelectron microscopic localization of a specific 
polyclonal antibody against rat renin. We also determined 
plasma renin activity (PRA) in each rat by the production of 
Angiotensin 1 (RIA). Our results showed a 70% and a 60% 
decrement of PRA in GI and G2, respectively, while light and 
ultrastructural immunocytochemistry showed a 50% and 15-
20% decrement of renin in GI and G2, respectively. We 
therefore suggest a specific role of insulin for renin syntesis, 
while PRA appears not significantly affected by the treatment. 
lt seems that insulin would restare the syntesis and/or 
release of the inacti ve renin precursor, which is 
immunocytochemically indistinguishable from its active 
counterpart. 

646. AUTOPSY FINDINGS ANO CAUSES OF DEATH IN 
RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIPENTS. 

J.A. Ortiz, A. Armes to, F. Arrojo, J.A. Bello, F. Sacristan et. 
E.V. Martul. Hospital Juan Canaleja. La Coruña. Spain 

Renal transplant recipients are at increased risk for a 
number of complications such as infections associtated with 
immunosupresion, gastrointestinal bleeding or perforation, 
cardiovascular dysfunction, neoplasms, hemorrhage, 
pancreatitis and hepatitis. Past studies have indicated infec
tion and myocardial infarction are the leading causes of death 
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in these patients. The purpose of this study was to collect 
autopsy findings and cause of death in renal trasplant recipi
ents from our hospital and to compare them with previous 
reports in the medical literature. 

During the thirteen-year period from 1979 through Febru
ary 1992 a total of 471 renal transplantations were performed 
for 41 O patients al our Hospital. During this same period 52 
(12,6%) of thisgroup of patients died, with autopsies performed 
on 17. A detailed review of the medica! record and autopsy 
records and slides was undertaken in ali 17 cases. 

lnfection was the most significan! cause of death in our 
patients (7/16,44%). The most common findings at autopsy, 
attributable to infection included pneumonia and sepsis. Two 
patients had symptomatic CMV infection and another two 
cases suffered disseminated Aspergillus infection. 

Another outstanding causes of death were cerebrovascular 
accidents (3/16, 18%) and three postoperative deaths attrib
utable to complications of transplant operation (dehiscence 
of renal vascular anastomoses). 

Common autopsy findings were acquired renal cysts as
sociated with chronic hemodialysis (5/16,31 %) and ventricular 
hypertrophy related to arterial hypertension (10/16,62%). 
Our findings remark the'importance of infectious complica
tions in renal tnansplant recipients, associated with chronic 
immunosupresion. 

647. PARTIALLY DIFFERENTIATED CYSTIC NEPHRO
BLASTOMA VERSUS MULTILOCULR RENAL CYST 

Prieto Rodríguez M, Ramos Fernández V, Muñoz Gómez 
MC, Ferrer Albiach C, Salom Fuster JV. Servicio de Anato
mía Patológica. Hospital «La Fe", Valencia, Spain 

Partialiy differentiated cystic nephroblastoma (PDCN) is a 
rare variant of Wilm's tumor with a good prognosis. The 
neoplasm tends to appear in children and exhibits a relatively 
benign biological behaviour. 

These tumorsareweli delimited, noncapsulated and consist 
of multiple cystic cavities that do not intercommunicate or 
open to the urinary tract. 

We have carried out a review of the literature and report 
two new cases of PDCN. 

Two males aged 5 and 2 months presented with cystic right 
renal tumors (140g/8 cm diameter and 850g/12 cm di a meter, 
respectively). Both growths were classified as Stage 1 ac
cording to the lnternational Society of Pediatric Oncology 
(ISPO). The tumors were cystic in appearance; one was 
situated at the renal pole, while the other massively affected 
the entire kidney. 

The cysts were internaliy lined by a simple squamous or 
cuboid epithelium. The septal walis consisted of immature 
mesenchymal tissue, and blastema! celi clusters, tubular 
differentiation and glomeruloid structures of varying degrees 
of maturation were also seen. 

The presence of the immature mesenchymal componen! 
permitted differential diagnosis with multilocu lar renal 
cystoadenoma. 
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64 8. ATYPICA L CONGENITAL MESOBLASTIC 
NEPHROMA. A REPORT OF 5 CASES 

Ramos Fernández v·, Muñoz Gómez MC· , Prieto 
Rodríguez M·, Salom Fuster JV', Ferris J ... Servicios de 
•Anatomía Patológica and .. Pediatría. Hospital «La Fe", 
Valencia. Spain 

In 1984 Joshi described a potentialiy aggressive variant of 
mesoblastic nephroma called atypical mesoblastic nephroma. 
The tumor is defined by the presence of one or more of the 
foliowing characteristics: hemorrhage, necrosis, invasion of 
neighboring structures, elevated celiularity anda high mitotic 
index. 

We report 5 atypical mesoblastic nephromas. Ali cases 
presented clinicaliy as abdominal mass, accompanied by a 
hemoperitoneum in one patient. At the time of diagnosis, 4 
patients were under 2 months of age, while one palien! was 
aged 2 years. 

Ali tumors were unilateral; the left kidney was affected in 3 
cases, and the right in 2. Mean tumor diameter was 9 cm, and 
invasion of neighboring structures was observed in 3 patients. 

The growths were predominantly solid and whitish-gray; 3 
showed hemorrhages, while necrosis was detected in 2. 

Ali 5 tumors exhibited an elevated cellularity and mitotic 
index, with an average of 15 mitoses per 1 O microscopic 
f ields. The cells were fusiform or polygonal in shape and 
presented vesicular nuclei w ith poorly visible nucleoli . The 
cytoplasm was scarce and poorly delimited; the cells were 
arranged in fascicles and very few presented atypia. Ali 
tumors were richly vascularized, and extramedullary 
hematopoiesis was detected in 3 cases. 

Flow cytometry, immunohistochemistry and electron 
microscopy were utilized to further study these tumors. 

Surgery was the sol e treatment, and all 5 patients are alive 
and free of disease to date. 

649. MORPHOLOGIC PATTERNS IN LUPUS NEPHRITIS. 

Fred H. Rodríguez, Ernesto O. Hoffmann, Elvi ra Barroso
Vicens. Laboratory Service and Pathology, VA Medical Ctr. 
and LSU Medica! Ctr. New Orleans, LA.USA 

Clinical demand has motivated the pathologist to improve 
his morphologic assessment of lupus nephritis. This is nec
essary not only for a better classification of the difieren! types 
of lupus nephritis but also for the assessment of the morpho
logic grade (activity) and stage (chronicity) of the process. 
The best morphologic glomerular classification available 
today is that introduced by the WHO. However, there is a 
tendency today to ignore this classification ubecause it does 
not involve ali renal structures and therefore does not permit 
accurate interpretation of activity and chronicity». In this 
presentation a modified morphologic classification of lupus 
nephritis is presented based on ali four renal structures 
(glomeruli, tubules, interstitium and blood vessels). For a 
more accurate interpretation of the renal biopsies we use 
epoxy histotechnology, immunohistology and transmission 
electron microscopy. Th is presentation will d isplay photo-
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graphs of the two types of SLE nephritis (PROLIFERATIVE 
SLE ANO MEMBRANOUS SLE) and of the COMPLICA
TIONS with a guide (working formulation for the pathologist) 
to assess grade (activity) and stage (chronicity) of the proc
ess. 

650. RENAL GLOMERULI AS A HOMING SITE FOR CAN
CER CELLS 

F. Stella, A. Onetti Muda, T . Faraggiana Universita «La 
Sapienza,, & Ospedale San Giacomo, Rome, ltaly 

A variety of glomerular lesions have been reported in 
association with malignancies. The cause of this heteroge

neous group of d iseases is poorly understood and they ha ve 

been generally considered as paraneoplastic 
glomerulopathies, probably secondary to abnormal immune 

response. Direct involvement of the glomerulus by neoplastic 

tissue is an extremely rare fenomenon, despite the fact that 
the large glomerular surface area and blood flow provide 

ample contact chances to circulating cells. We report the 

neoplastic involvement of glomeruli in 13 cases of spontane
ous rat leukemia, selected from over 200 cases of affected 
animals, in 2 human angiotropic large cell lymphomas and in 

one transitional cell carcinoma of the renal pelvis. In the 13 

cases of rat leukemia there was unequivocal evidence of 
neoplastic cells in glomerular capillaries olten associated 

with colonization of interstitial capillaries. The pattern of 
infiltration of liver, lymphnodes and spleen was consisten! 

with a lymphoid leukemia. The angiotropic largecell lymphoma 

was found to involve both glomerular and interstitial capi llar
ies, with a pattern similar to the one seen in animal tissues. 
The unique case of glomerular localization of a carcinoma 

displayed a primary involvement of Bowman space, olten in 
association with tubular cancerization, thus suggesting an 

ascending spread. In view of the large number of leukemias 
(both human and experimental) and of carcinomas that come 

to the pathologist's attention, the extremely uncommon 

glomerular involvement must be due to local changes of 

adhesive properties of the capillary wall or, more likely, to 
surface characteristics of sorne neoplastic clones, which , in 

turn, are responsible for their peculiar homing patterns. 

651 . ESTIMATES OF MEAN NUCLEAR VOLUME IN RE
NAL CARCINOMA 

R. Vaamonde, E. Artacho, J.F. Martinez and R. Roldan; 
Section of Histology, Department of Morphological Sciences, 
University of Cordoba, Spain 

A new stereological method was employed which permits 
an unbiased estimate of nuclear size in the determination of 
the mean nuclear volume in grade 11 and 111 clear-cel l renal 
carcinoma. The grade 11 and 111 renal carcinoma were chosen 
in our study owing to difficult ies in grading employing conven
tional histopathological methods. 

Sixty cases of renal carcinoma (44 grade 11 and 16 grade 
11 1) were studied. The tumoral classification was performed 
by two pathologist according to the criteria of Furhman et al. 
(1982). The stereological analysis was carried out on 5 µm 
thick paraffin-embedded sections stained by haematoxylin
eos!n, using a Leits A.S.M. semi-automatic image analysis 
system. The upoint-sampled intercepts,, method was used 
to estima te !he volume-weighted mean nuclear volume using 
a test system composed of points associated with lines. Alter 
superposition of the test system on projected microscopic 
image, the intercept length was measured in each nuclei hit 
by a test point. The mean nuclear volume (nuclear v) was 
calculated as nuclear v.=rú3• T

0
3 . Comparisons of grouped 

data were carried out by Student's t test. The contribution 
from difieren! levels of sampling to the total observed vari
ance of nuclear v. was investigated by the method of nested 
analysis of variance. Screening of the quantitative data for 
prognostic impact with regard to survival rates was carried 
out using Kaplan-Meier plots and log-rank tests. 

The averaged values of nuclear v. in grade 11 and 111 renal 
carcinomas were 103.2±33.8 µm3 and 164.0±54.4 µm3, re
spectively. The coeficients of error were 4.9% and 8.3% for 
grades 11 and 11 1. Significan! diflerences between the two 
grades were demonstrated (p<0.01 ). In both grades of renal 
carcinoma, the largest contribution to total observed vari
ance is obtained from the biological variation among difieren! 
tumors (superior to 92%); both nuclear intercepts and interfield 
variation did not contribute significantly to the overall vari
ance. The survival analysis showed mejor survival time for 
renal carcinoma grade 11 than grade 111 (p<0.01 ); patients with 
the nuclear v.>140 ~tm3 hada significantly worst prognosis 
!han !hose with nuclear v, <140 ~tm3 (p<0.001 ). In conclusion, 
we have lound that stereological est imates of mean nuclear 
volume are useful in predicting disease in the individual 
palien t. 
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NEUROPATHOLOGY 
652. PRIMARY BRAIN PLASMACYTOMA IN ACQUIREO 
IMMUNE OEFICIENCY SYNOROME 

P. Ala, C. Bosman, A. Cirelli. University ol Rome «La 
Sapienza., ltaly 

Brain masses in patients with the Acquired lmmune 
Deliciency Syndrome (AIDS) are usually due to inlectious 
agents or to neoplasms. Clinical and radio logical lindings 
olten lail to predict the nature of these lesions and may 
address to erroneous diagnosis and unappropriate therapies 
The Authors reporta case of a young wh ite male seropositive 
for the Human lmmunodeliciency Virus (HIV) with AIDS who 
complained severe neurolog ical signs. A computed 
tomography (CT) sean and a magnetic resonance imaging 
(MAi) sean revealed hypodense areas with ring enhancement 
involving both the basal ganglia suggestive lor a brain 
inlection by «Toxoplasma gondii". The given therapy 
worsened the clinical course and the patient d ied with 
neurological coma. The necropsy revealed a neoplastic 
mass with the morphological and immunohistochemical 
features ola plasmacytoma restricted to the lambda chains. 
No brain inlections and no extracerebral plasmocytoma were 
revealed by the necropsy. 

Primary brain plasmacytomas in AIDS by HIV have 
apparently not been reported in literature yet. The Authors 
describe thiscase emphasizingthe importance ol the necropsy 
lor a retrospective clinical and radiological evaluation ol 
cerebral ral tumor-like lesions in AIDS. 

653. INCREASED EXPRESSION OF THE AZZ-1 ANTIGEN 
IN SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBERS FOLLOWING 
TRAUMATIC INJURY A NO OENERVATION 

Biagio Azzarelli . Indiana University Medica! Center, 
lndianapolis, Indiana, USA 

Recently, Azzarelli et al. developed a new monoclonal 
antibody termed BIKS. This antibody recognizes an antigen 
(AZZ-1 antigen) present in a variety ol cells arising from the 
three primord ial germ cell layers. Western blot analysis ol 
lung t issue homogenates indicated that this antigen is 
contained in polypeptides with approximate MW ol 116 and 
58 kD. lt was reported that the AZZ-1 antigen increases 
markedly in the Schwann cells ol the distal stump lollowing 
experimental axotomy suggesting that its synthesis is 
modulated by axonal inlluences. Normal skeletal muscle 
fibers ol the guinea pig contain trace amounts of this antigen. 
The purpose ol these experiments was to dete rmine whether 
or not the expression ol this antigen wou ld increase following 
traumatic injury and denervation of the skeletal muscle. The 
biceps cruralis in 14 guinea pigs was traumatized either by 
crushing with a hemostat or by tightening a surg ical suture 
around a muscle segment. In eleven additional guinea pigs 
the left sciatic nerve was crushed by placing an aneurysm clip 
for 60 seconds. The animals were sacriliced al intervals ol 
one to 35 days following the injury. Four normal guinea pigs 
were used as controls. 

The distribution of the AZZ-1 antigen in muscle f ibers was 
studied at light and ultrastructural levels (ABC methods) 
utilizing BIKS as the p rimary antibody. An early (48 hours) 

and dramatic increase in the amount of AZZ-1 antigen was 
documented both in the traumatized as well as denervated 
muscle. These observations may suggest a possible ro le of 
the AZZ-1 antigen in the physíopathology ol cell injury. Studies 
are in progress to elucidate the primary structure of this 
anti gen. 

654. ABORTIVE REGENERATION OF MUSCLUE FIBRES 
IN OUCHENNE MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY 

J .P. Barbe!, G.S. Butler-Browns. Hópital Saint Vicent de 
Paul and UFR Bíomédicale des Saints-Péres, Paris, France 

Muscle biopsíes were carríed out on 3 fetuses and 12 
children affected by Duchenne muscular dystrophy ( DMD). 
All samples were frozen in deep-cooled isopentane and 
analysed by enzime histochemistry, immunocytochemístry 
(using antibodies specil ic to dystrophin, vimentín, desmin 
and difieren! isoforms of the myosin heavy chains) and 
biochemical techniques (native pyrophosphate gels, 20 gel 
electrophoresis). In all cases, no reactivity (or only reactivity 
in very fewfibers) was obtained wíth the dystrophin antibodies. 

In the three fetuses, the degree of differentation of the 
skeleta l muse le was normal or very slightly delayed and there 
was no evidence lor the existence of regenerated l ibres. 

In the 12 chíldren or adolescents who were examíned, a 
large number of regenerated l ibres could be demostrated in 
a ll of the bíopsíes. This regeneration closely mimics the 
process of myogenesis which occurs du ring the fetal 
development of the secondary generation muse le libres. The 
degree of maturation of the regenerated libers can be 
determined by their level of immunoreactivity lor the different 
isoforms ol the myosin heavy chains, for vimentin and 
desmin. In DMD, regeneration results in the lormation either 
of normal and large libres or of l ibres which remain small. The 
numberof these small libres íncreases wíth age. This absortive 
regeneration of muscle l ibres could explain the progressive 
nature of the affection. 

655. ASTROCYTOMA IN CHILOHOOO - A LOW GRADE 
NEUROEPITHELIAL TUMOR OUE TO ONA SINGLE CELL 
CYTOMETRY ANO MORPHOMETRY 

S. Biesterfeld, F. Jochum, J . Weis (*).A. Niedeggen ( .. ). 
A. Béicking; lnstitutes of Pathology and Neuropathology (*) 
and Clinic ol Neurosurgery (**), Technical Uníversity of 
Aachen, Germany 

In this study the WHO grading system of astrocytoma, 
usually performed usíng epiphenomena of the tumor cell 
population, for example the occurence of ROSENTHAL 
libers in cases of astrocytoma Grade 1, was correlated to 
resu lts ol quantiliable cytometrical parameters. Alter 
histological reevaluation of the o riginal H&E-stained slides 
from 11 astrocytomas from patients younger than 17 years 
cytological specimens were produced from corresponding 
formalin- fixed and paraffín-embedded tumor material by a 
cell separation technique. DNA cytometric and morphometríc 
measurements on 250 tumor nuclei were performed al 
random using a TV-based image analysis system M IAMED
DNA. 
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Morphologically, six cases had been graded as G 1, four as 
G2, and one as G3. Nine cases revealed an aneuploid DNA 
stemline (range: 2.27c - 2.77c). In two GHumors a diploid 
stemline was found. The DNA Malignancy Grade, basing on 
the variance of the tumor cell population around the 2c value, 
ranged between 0.14 and 0.78 on the scale from o to 3 
indicating a quite low malignan! potential. The mean nuclear 
areas (MNA) ranged between 28.8 pm2 and 77.1 pm2• They 
were not correlated to histomorphological or DNA cytological 
parameters. 

One child, whose tumor revealed the highest stemline 
ploidy (2.77c), died six months atter diagnosis. The other ten 
children are alive alter a follow-up period between two and 
nine years (average: 7.3 years). Three of them suffer from 
tumor recurrence, primary and recurren! tumor being 
aneuploid. 

In conclusion, in 82% of astrocytomas in childhood 
aneuploidy was detected; the relatively good prognosis of 
astrocytoma in childhood corresponded well to the low DNA 
grades of tumor malignancy. No clear correlation between 
morphometric results and histomorphological ar DNA 
cytological parameters was found. 

656. THE VALUE OF ULTRASTRUCTURAL APPROACH 
IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CENTRAL NEUROCYTOMA 

G.Cenacchi,G.Pasquinelli,ºF.Giangaspero,ººV.Tison, 
G.N.Martinelli; lstituto di Microscopia Elettronica Clinica, 
º lstitu to di Ana tomia Patologica, Universita di 
Bologna,ººAnatomia Patologica, Ospedale di Cesena,.ltaly 

To distinguish central neurocytoma (CN) from ependymoma 
of the foramen of Monro and oligodendroglioma we performed 
a submicroscopic study of 3 cases of histologically and 
immunohistochemically diagnosed CNs. In all cases the 
striking features of neoplastic cells were rarely cilia, numerous 
cytoplasmic processes, regularly arranged concentric 
laminations, dense-core granules and clear vesicles. Typical 
synapses were found. Our ultrastructural data further confirm 
that the presence of synaptic structures can be considered 
the cellular marker in the diagnosis of CN: concentric 
laminations have been tought specific to oligodendroglioma 
and are also recognized in glial derived tumors. The hallmark 
of ependymoma is the identification of blepharoblasts and a 
variable numbers of surface microvilli. In addition, 
ultrastructural features such as synaptic vesicles, neuritic 
processes and neurosecretory granules, may suggest that 
sorne CNs may, at least focally, continue to differentiate 
towards the mature neurons. In conclusion, electron 
microscopy would be considered a valuable tool fordiagnostic 
purposes which should be used more frequently to describe 
additional cases of these rare tumors. 

657. SECRETORY MENINGIOMA, REPORT OF THREE 
CASES WITH CYTOLOGIC, IMMUNOCYTOLOGICAL ANO 
ULTRASTRUCTURALFEATURES 

S. Cerasoli., F. Nuzzo, M.T. Nasi, F. Morigi , V. Tison and 
G.N. Martinelli ' of Ospedale M. Bufalini Cesena and 'Servizio 
di Biologia e Patologia delle Ultrastrutture, Policlinico S. 
Orsola, Universita di Bologna 

Secretory meningioma is a dist inct subtype of 
meningioma,characterized by the presence of eosinophilic, 
hyaline and strong PAS+ intracellular inclusion-bodies 
(Alguacil AJSP 1986). The biologic behaviour of this variant 
is comparable to that of ordinary meningiomas, but its 
recognition by the pathologist is of paramount importance 
because of the ease with which it can be mistaken with 
carcinoma. 

In this study, the clinicopathologic, cytologic,histochemical, 
immunocytochemical and ultrastructural features of three 
cases of secretory meningioma, collected of Bufalini Hospi
tal , Cesena, are reviewed. All cases were tested with a panel 
of antisera against epithelial, mesenchimal, immunoglobulin 
and leucocytic antigens and to determine the proliferative 
index. All the cases were positive far the epithelial markers 
(EMA, anti Keratin and anti CEA) in the intracytoplasmic 
inclusion-bodies that were also positive far PAS and Alcian
blue in routine procedures. On crush preparations and even 
in histology, dense aggregates of cells with abundan! and ill 
defined cytoplasm containing sparse and characteristic round 
inclusions were present. The monotonous aspee! of the 
nuclei, with a small nucleolus, in absence of nuclear atypia 
allowed to the differentiation from a metastatic signet-ring 
cell carcinoma. On EM, the inclusions correspond to hyaline 
bodies located in intracytoplasmic lumina, lined by microvilli. 

658. EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX IN CONGENITAL 
MYOPATHIES: A STUDY WITH CON FOCAL MICROSCOPY 

A. Crescenzi, P. Carboni', A. Onetti Muda, G. Porro·, T . 
Faraggiana. Dipartimento di Biopatologia U mana and 'lstituto 
di Neuropsichiatria lnfantile, Universita «La Sapienza .. , Roma, 
ltaly 

Con genital myopathies (CM) are an heterogeneous group 
of disorders with overlapping clinical manifestations (mainly 
weakness and hypotonia); only a few show characteristic 

morphologic features (central core, nemaline, centronuclear). 

Clinical data, electromyography, serum enzyme levels and 
histological patterns are nonspecific far most CM. We 

investigated the tridimensional arrangement of sorne 
components of the extracellular matrix in skeletal muscle 
tissue of patients with CM, in arder to observe possible 
alterations of the basal lamina ar of interstitial collagen in 
cases with minimal muscle libres involvement (type 1 

predominance). 50p cryostat sections of frozen muscle biopsy 
specimens were treated with monoclonal antibodies against 
human types 111 and IV collagens, followed by a secondary 
fluoresceinated antibody. A tridimensional reconstruction of 
images was achieved with a confocal laser scanning 
microscope (CLSM). Preliminary results showed normal 
spatial distribution of type 111 and IV collagens; we also 
achieved high-definition images of the structural organization 
of these two extracellular components. These findings ha ve 
to be extended to a larger number of cases; it is stressed 
however the usefulness of confocal microscopy in !hose 
cases with involvement of the extracellular matrix. 
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659. c-erbB-2 ONCOPROTEIN EXPRESSION IN MALIGN 
GLIOMAS 

E. Demirtas, F. Eser. Ege University, lzmir, Turkey 

The neu oncogene, identified in ethylnitrosourea induced 
rat neuroglioblastomas, had strong homology with the erb-8 
gene that encades the epidermal growth factor receptor. 
Amplification and/or overexpression of c-erbB-2 is 
demonstrated in a variety of human cancer with emphasis on 
the strong correlation between c-erbB-2 amplification and 
poor prognosis of breas! cancer. The monoclonal antibody 
CB11 is a highly sensitive immunohistochemical marker for 
the localization of c-erbB-2 oncoprotein on routine paraffin 
sections. In this study, anaplastic astrocytomas (Grade IV) or 
glioblastomas multiforme from 28 patients and tour samples 
of nontumoral brain tissue were examined using CB 11. 
Biotin-streptavidin super sensitive staining technique was 
applied to the formalin fixed paraffin - embedded tissue 
sections. CB 11 immunoreactivity was detected in 21 
neoplastic tissuesamples (% 75) and no staining was identified 
in nontumoral brain tissue. Staining in all cases with positive 
reaction was intracytoplasmic and localized mainly to the 
large cells. Tumors were seo red by assessing the intensity of 
staining as weak (+), moderate (++) and strong (+++). 
Survival was known in 19 cases and the corre lation of the 
staining reactions have shown that moderate and strong 
staining with c-erbB-2 oncoprotein is an indicator of shorter 
survival in malignan! gliomas (p< 0,05). 

The curren! study has demonstrated c-erbB-2 oncoprotein 
expression in paraffin-embedded tissue samples of malignan! 
gliomas and concluded that this oncoprotein has a prognostic 
significance on survival of this group of neoplasms, but the 
analysis of larger series is required befo re further evaluation. 

660 . IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERNS OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR RE
CEPTOR IN PARAFFIN - EMBEDDED MALIGN GLIOMAS 

E. Demirtas, F. Eser, T. Akalin, A. Veral. Ege University, 
lzmir, Turkey 

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EG FR) is a 
transmembrane glycoprotein having an extracellular regían 
which binds to EGF andan intracellular regían that possesses 
tyrosine kinase activity. EGFRs have been detected on 
ependymomas and glioblastomas multiforme. Furthermore, 
anomaliesofthe EGFR gene have been reported in malignan! 
human gliomas in vivo. Thirty cases of anaplastic astrocytoma 
(Grade IV) or glioblastoma multiforme and four nontumoral 
brain tissue samples were evaluated in this study. Biotin
streptavidin super sensitive staining technique was applied 
to the formalin fixed paraffin - embedded tissue sections 
using MoAb 29.1.1 as the primary antibody. Strong EGFR 
immunoreactivity was detected in vascular endotelia in 14 
tumors (46.6%) and one nontumoral brain tissue surrounding 
a recent infarct area. A weak and focal intracytoplasmic 
expression of EGFR was found within neoplastic cells in 20 
cases (66.66%), 9 of which had immunoreactive endotelia. 
Histological staining pattern of vascular endotelia was focal 
in three cases anda very weak positive staining was identified 
within neoplastic cells in five cases. Vascular endotelia did 
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not show immunoreactivity with EGFR in five cases which 
have less vascular and endotelial proliferation. No correlation 
was found between survival and expression of EGFR in 19 
cases with clinical follow-up information. 

Vascular endotelial staining of EGFR in tumors and in one 
nontumoral brain tissue surrounding infarct area suggest that 
the EGFR may participate in tumor angiogenesis but its 
relation with survival remains elusive. 

661 . PLANIMETRIC STUDY OFSURGICALL Y RESECTED 
DIFFERENTIATED ASTROCYTOMAS 

G. Fadda, M. Scerrati, A. leraci , C. Rabitti, M. lacoangeli., 
C. Mínimo, R. Roseni· . A. Capelli. Dept. of Hum. Pathology 
and ·Neurosurgery · Univ. Cattolica S. Cuore · Roma (ltaly) 

The grading of the astrocytomas represents one of the 
most debated tapies in neuro-oncology: so far many attempts 
to find a relationsh ip with the prognosis have been 
unsatisfactory. Therefore many quantitative techniques ha ve 
been proposed to salve this problem, and among them the 
planimetry has shown itself quite reliable. This preliminary 
study was performed on the surgical specimens of 17 patients 
affected by astrocytoma (1 O high-grade and 7 low-grade 
according to the W. H. O.) to find any possible d ifference 
between the mean values of nuclear area, maximum diameter, 
form-factor and density and the nuclear area of the endothelial 
cells within the two groups of tumors, both well and poorly 
differentiated. All measurements were carried out w ith a Leitz 
ASM 68K semiautomatic computerized system with the 
optical pencil connected both to a b/w camera and to a light 
microscope. For each case and for each parameter not less 
than 60 nuclei were evaluated by two pathologists to obtain 
a final relative coefficient of variation lower than 5%; then the 
quantitative data were statistically analyzed with either 
parametric or non-parametric tests. The results of this 
preliminary study show a significan! (p<0.05) difference 
between the values of area, maximum diameter and form
factor of the nuclei of the tumoral astrocytes together with the 
a rea of the endothelial nuclei in the high-grade astrocytomas 
compared to the low-grade ones, moreover the interobserver 
variation resulted quite satisfactory. 

Martin H., Voss K. Acta Neuropatol (Berl. ) 63: 160 (1984) 

Schiffer D. and coll. Cancer 61: 1386 (1988) 

McKeever P.E. and coll. J Neuropath. Exp. Neurol. 49: 71 (1990) 

662. INCIDENCE OF ALZHEIMER'S NEUROFIBRILLARY 
TANGLES ANO SENILE PLAQUES IN THE BRAIN OF 
CHINESE 

K.J. Fan, and T.H. Huang. Howard University College of 
Medicine, Washington, D.C.; and Taipei Medical College, 
Taipei, Taiwan 

The quantitative relationship between neurofibrillary tangle 
(NFT) and senile plaque (SP) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) 
has been well established. In fact, NFT and SP are considered 
as pathological hallmarks of AD. Epidemiologic studies 
indicated relatively lower incidence of AD among Chinese 
and Japanese as compared to that of Western countries. A 
pathological study a lso revealed a relatively lower incidence 
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of SP in the brain of Japanese. The purpose of this study was 
to observe the incidences of NFT and SP in the brain of 
Chinese. A retrospective neuropathologícal examination on 
124 braíns (7 4 males and 50 females; age ranged from 30 to 
89) mostly collected lrom the metropolitan area of Taipei, 
Taiwan, 1964 to 1988, was performed. Paraffín sections (1 O 
~tm) of representative areas from each braín were examíned 
with Bielshowsky's staín for the presence of NFT and SP. 
Theirtotal number in each anatomical area were also counted 
for quantitative evaluation. Results indicated that NFT and 
SP were present with increasing number alter age 50. They 
were almos! exclusívely found in the section of medían 
temporal lobe composed of Ammon's hom, parahippocampal, 
and medían occipito-temporal gyri. No sexual preponderance 
was noted. Theír incidences appeared to be signifícantly 
lower than that of Japanese and Western countries. The 
occurrence of SP was notíceably lower than that of NFT in 
this study. These fíndíngs emphasize the importan! roles of 
genetíc and/or socío-envíronmental factors in the geresis of AD. 

663. AMYLOID STROMA IN MENINGIOMAS 

M.P. Foschini; T. D'adda; C. Bordi; V. Eusebi. lnstitutes 01 
Pathology Uníversítíes of Bologna and Parma, ltaly 

Amyloid is present in several tumors (medullary carcinoma 
of the thyroid, pheocromocytoma , Pindborg tumor, 
prolactinoma, etc.). The presence of amyloid has neverbeen 
described in meningiomas, with the exception of a brief 
quotation on a monograph on meningiomas. A series of 38 
meningiomas was investigated. Meningiomas were divided 
into two groups: 23 meningiomas with psammoma bodies 
(PBs) (group A), and 15 meningiomas without PBs (group B). 
Ali meningiomas of group A showed Congo red positive 
material (CRPM), birefringent under polarized light, whereas 
only tour cases of group B had CRPM. Congo red positivity 
was mainly localized in the intercellular stroma, and 
occasionally in PBs and around meningothelial whorls. Eight 
cases from group A were additionally studied with Thyoflavine 
T and immunohistochemistry with antibody anti-amyloid P 
componen! which confirmed the results obtained with Congo 
red. Three cases of group A were further investigated with 
electron mycroscopy, which revealed the presence of thin 
non-branching fibrils, localized among meningiomatous cells. 
Antibody anti-amyloid P componen! reacted with these fibrils 
using an immunogold technique. The results obtained with ali 
these techniques point towards the presence of amyloid in 
intercellular stroma of meningiomas. 

664. IMMUNO HISTOCHEMICA L EXPRESSIO N OF 
PROTHYMOSIN ALPHA IN ASTROCYTOMAS 

M. Fraga, E. Rosón, T. García-Caballero, F. Domínguez, 
J. Antúnez, J. Forteza.; Faculty of Medicine and General 
Hospital of Galicia, University of Santiago, Spain 

Prothymosin alpha (ProT) is a polipeptide from which 
thymosin alpha 1 is formed by proteolytic modification during 
the tissue extraction procedure. Classically, it has been 

l regarded asan immunomodulator. However, recen! studies 
on normal and neoplastic tissues have shown that ProT 

expression is related with cell proliferation. ProT can be 
demonstrated by immunohistochemistry, in routinely 
processed material , with an antiserum raised in rabbits by 
one of us (F.O.). Therefore, we investigated its presence in 
a serie of 30 astrocytomas of difieren! histological grade (low 
grade, grade 111 and glioblastomas). The results obtained 
were compared with that of proliferating cell nuclear antigen 
(PCNA). Our results showed a clear correlation between 
prothymosin alpha expression and the histological grade of 
astrocytomas: low grade tumours exhibited the lowest degree 
of staining, whereas glioblastomas had the highest, and 
grade 111 were intermediate. The results were similar to that 
obtained with PCNA. 

We think that ProT is a useful marker of proliferation in 
paraffin-embedded formalin-fixed tumour samples, with a 
potential prognostic value. 

This work was supported by Grant XUGA 20808890 from 
Consellería de Educación e Ordenación Universitaria , Xunta 
de Galicia. 

665. BIOPSY DIAGNOSIS OF DEMYELINATING LESIONS 

N. Ghatak, Medica! College of Virginia, Richmond, VA, 
USA 

With the advent of newer imaging techniques (CT, MRI) 
and an increasing use of stereotactic brain biopsy, tissue 
samples are now obtained from clinically unsuspected focal 
demyelinating lesions often masquerading as tumor or 
infection. An accurate tissue diagnosis of these lesions is 
also difficult because of considerable variability in their 
histologic appearance and lack of adequate sampling often 
encountered in small biopsy specimens. In this report, we 
present our experience with biopsies of white matter lesions 
from 11 patients. Eight lesions were classified as multiple 
sclerosis (MS) or its variants and three as progressive 
multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML). We illustrate the 
characteristic morphologic features of these lesions and 
emphasize sorne of the diagnostic pitfalls. 

In routine histologic preparations, ali lesions displayed 
increased cellularity, sorne of which showed nuclear atypia 
and mitoses closely mimicking a glioma. The changes in 
sorne others could be easily mistaken for infection, infarction 
or nonspecific reactive phenomena. In both MS and PML 
lesions, special stains for myelin and axons demonstrated 
relative preservation of axons in the absence of myelin. EM 
study in sorne of the biopsies established the demyelinating 
nature of the lesions and further characterized the difieren! 
cellular elements. The MS lesions contained macrophages, 
reactive astrocytes and a variable number of newly formed 
oligodendrocytes with evidence of remyelination. In addition 
to myelin destruction, the PML lesions showed characteristic 
nuclear changes in oligodendrocytes. The virus-infected 
nuclei were often inconspicuous in H&E preparations and 
required EM study, immunostaining or in si tu hybridization for 
identification of JC virus. A misdiagnosis of these lesions can 
be avoided if the possibility of an active demyelination is 
considered in ali biopsies obtained from lesions that 
predominantly involve the white matter. 
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666. PROLIFERATION PARAMETERS IN MENINGIOMA : 
INFLUENCE OF PREOPERATIVE OEXAMETHASONE 
THERAPY 

J. Gottschalk, M. Scholz, S. Goebel, G. Jautzke, H. Martin, 
S. Marzheuser-Brands, J. Cervos-Navarro. lnstitute of 
Neuropathology, Free University of Berlin; lnstitute of 
Pathology, Universtatsklinikum Rudolf Virchow, Free 
University of Berlin; lnstitute of Pathology, Cha rite', Humboldt
University Berlin; Germany 

We conducted a trial in 42 benign and malignan! 
meningiomas to asses a possible inlluence of preoperative 
dexamethasone therapy on mitotic index, labeling indices of 
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), progesterone re
ceptor, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGF-R), c-erbB-2 
oncoprotein, cathepsin D. gamma-gamma enolase as well 
as the mean number of silver-stained nucleolar organizer 
region-associated proteins (AgNORs). Tumors with preceding 
dexamethasone therapy for more than 1 day displa 
significantly less immunohistochemical staining for PCNA 
(p 0.05). A correlation between the labeling index of PCNA 
and the degree of malignancy could not be identified. There 
was no significan! effect of preoperative dexamethasone 
therapy on the other parameters. Our data suggest, that 
dexamethasone may selectively inhibit the expression of 
PCNA in the G 1 /S-phase of the cell cycle. Thus, we emphasize 
the necessity to heed factors. e.g. dexamethasone, which 
may affect the expression of proliferation markers. Our 
f indings with monoclonal anti-EGF-R antibody on paraffin 
embedded sections confirm previous studies on frozen 
material which did not linda significan! relation between the 
pattern ol distribution ol EGF-R and the grade ol malignancy 
in meningiomas. Preoperative dexamethasone therapy might 
alter EGF-R pattern, though our material does not justify a 
definite statement (r = -0.36). lnterestingly, the contents ol 
progesterone receptors appears to decline with increasing 
malignancy (r = -0.49). Preoperative dexamethasone therapy 
does not seem to inl luence the progesterone receptor status 
(r = 0. 11). 

667. LARINGEAL ANO TIBIAL NERVE WALLERIAN 
OEGENERATION IN SHEEP ASSOCIATEO WITH EXPE
RIMENTAL HALOXON POISONING 

D.L. Grai;;a. M.V. Souza, H . Cervo, S.M.N. Ferrao. 
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, 97119, Santa Maria, 
Brazil 

668. RESPONSE OF THE SCIATIC NERVE OF THE RAT 
TO LOCAL EXPOSURE TO ETHIOIUM BROMIOE 

D.L. Grai;;a. C. Gevehr, L.A.V.D. Pereira, J.P. de Almeida. 
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, 971 19, Santa Maria, 
Brazil 

Ethidium bromide (EB) is an intercalating dye currently 
used as a demyelinating agent. lt has been developed a 
Central Nervous System (CNS) model ol demyelination/ 
remyelination EB induced in the rat. In orderto compare CNS 
and Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) activity of EB, 16 
young adult Wistar rats were given either one (6)or 2 (1 O) 
injections ol 0.1 µI ol EB (1 mg/ml in normal saline), in the 
sciatic nerve. Optical , electronic and teased libres studies 
were performed at 7, 15 and 60 days alter injection. Nerve 
changes consisted ola reas ol seg mental demyelination with 
mild macrophagic activity. Sorne Wallerian degeneration 
was also seen along the needle tract and sorne axons were 
surrounded by thin processes of Schwann cells laying in a 
dense collagenous matrix. By day 60 most libres showed 
newly lormed internodes constituting a pale staining area 
between strongly osmiophilic proximal and distal regions ol 
the bundle. This model proves to be uselul to study PNS 
conditions concurren! with demyelination/remyelination. 

669 . EXTRACELLU LAR MATRIX ELEMENTS IN 
SPONTANEOUS ANO EXPERIMENTAL CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM CONOITIONS 

D.L. Grai;;a. M.N. dos Santos, C. Gevehr, A.E. Tudury. 
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria, 97119, Santa Maria, 
Brazil 

A comparative study ol the presence ol reticulin libres 
within the CNS was performed using silver impregnation 
techniques in spontaneous and experimental contions ol 
dogs and rats. In a case ol primary reticulosis of the CNS in 
a dog, fine branching black stained reticulin libres associated 
with a proluse mononuclear perivascular infiltrate were 
observed. Brain and spinal cord tissue from a two-month-old 
dog with spontaneous canine distemper accelerated by 
vaccination two days prior to the onset ol the clinical signs, a 
lew unconspicuous reticulin libres were depicted within the 
large perivascular cuffing. In Spirocerca tupi induced acule 
myelomalacia in a dog, very few reticulin libres were laid 
down although a large mixed inflammatory infiltra te expanded 
toward the neuropil. In spinal cord sections ol ethidium 
bromide-induced demyelinated lesions, rare reticulin libres 
were detected alter either two or three local injections ol the 
chemical. Since it is common knowledge that infiltrating 
macropahges are largely extraneural, the difieren! expression 
ol their activity seems to depend either from the chemotactic 
molecules released during the active phase ol the conditions 
or the way antigens are presented by astrocytes, microglia 
and endothelia 

670. COMPARISON OF CORTICAL MOTOR NEURONS IN 
NORMAL AGING ANO A LZHEIMER'S OISEASE 

K.C. Ho, A.M. Broeren, J.T. Gwozdz and P.G. Antuono. 

Delayed neurotoxicity has been associated with chronic 
organophosphate poisoning lor years. In order to study such 
a condition in sheep, live animals were given high oral doses 
ol Haloxon.The animals were kept between 15 and 26 days 
alter neurological signs such as mild hoarseness and marked 
lameness were detected. Two biopsies ol the tibia! nerves 
were performed and alter the sacrifice, fragments ol selected 
nerves were collected loroptical, electronic and teased l ibres 
studies. Both laringeal and tibial nerves showed the most 
pronounced changes which consisted mainly ol Wallerian 
degeneration that was observed either as a single libre or 
complete lascicle leature. These studies conlirm the presence 
ol larin geal lesions in this intoxication which. so far. have 
been reported only in horses. The Medica! College ol Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI. USA 
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Alzheimer's disease affects various parts of the brain. 
Detailed study of cortical motor neurons in the disease is 
lacking, however. This study compares the degenerativa 
changas of cortical motor neurons in Alzheimer's disease 
and normal aging. 

Autopsy materials from 20 cases of Alzheimer's disease, 
diagnosed by standard clinical and pathological criteria, and 
18 cases of age 60 years and older and without significan! 
neurological disease were studied. Histology slides from the 
motor cortex projecting to lumbar spinal cord segments 1-4 
were obtained. In each case, number of Betz cells and non
Betz neurons per area, mean cross-sectional area of 30 Betz 
cells, percentage of neurons with visible lipofuscin deposition 
and granulovacuoles and their semiquantitated amounts 
were determined. We found that, comparad with normal 
aging, the density of Betz cells is decreased, the density of 
total neurons is the same, and the accumulation of lipofuscin 
in Betz ce lls is increased in Al zhe imer's disease . 
Granulovacuolar changas are rarely seen in either group. 

The findings indicate that in Alzheimer's disease, the Betz 
cells either degenerate to a smaller size or increase in size 
from lipofuscin deposition and possibly compensatory 
hypertrophy. In contras! to neurons in the hippocampus, the 
motor neurons in Alzheimer's disease show more 
accumulation of lipofuscin and less granulovacuolar and 
neurofibrillary degeneration. 

671 . A REPORT OF THREE CASES OF OLFACTORY 
NEUROBLASTOMAS 

M. lseki, N. Tsuda·, M. Kishikawa, T. Hayashi' , M.Anami'. 
Scientific Data Center for Atomic Bomb Disaster, Nagasaki 
University School of Medicine and ·central Diagnostic 
Laboratory, Nagasaki University Hospital, Nagasaki, Japan 

Olfactory neuroblastomas are uncommon neoplams. In 
the present study, diagnosis of olfactory neuroblastoma was 
confirmed by electron microscopic examinations and 
immunohistochemical studies. Our cases were positive for 
neuron-specific enolase and chromogranin. No Homer-Wright 
rosettes were observed in any of the three cases of nasal 
biopsy. Two cases contained abundan! glycogen in the 
cytoplasm of the tumor cells, one of which was positive for 
keratin. In the keratin-positive case, microscopic features of 
both glandular and squamous differentiation were detectad 
in the metastatic lesion of the cervical lymph node. The 
olfactory epithelium was composed of both neuroblasts and 
basal cells. 

There are only a few reports that olfactory neuroblastomas 
contained abundan! glycogen and showed epithelial 
differentiation. 

672. A NEW DOUBLE GENE COMPLEX MUTANT, 
DYSTONIC ANO ATAXIC MOUSE, SEGREGATED BY 
CROSSBREEDING BETWEEN WEAVER-ATAXIA ANO 
WRIGGLE-DYSTONIA SINGLE GENE MUTANT MICE. A 
STUDY ON PATHOMORPHOLOGY ANO THE GENETIC 
BACKGROUND 

1 f\lo:.-~~hihara, M.Kono, Y.Kawazoe and K.Uchida. Dept. of 
L pathol. Tokyo Metropolitan lnst. Neurosci. Japan 

Neurological mutan! mice have been well established on 
a single gene mutation, such as Weaver mouse, an agenesis 
of cerebellar granular cell layer, andan autosomal recessive 
dystonia mouse, designated as Wriggle Mouse Sagami 
(WMS) [established by Osawa, Ohomura and lshihara, 1984]. 
The locus on chromosome of the Weaver and Wriggle 
mutants has been detected on each chromosome-16 and -
11, respectively. This report contributes to produce a new 
double gene mutant by crossbreeding with two independent 
neurological mutants. A newly segregated double gene 
mutan! exhibit severe ataxia and dystonia of neurological 
disturbances (AD-mouse). The transfer of two mutan! genes 
into the litters provides a new gene complex mutan! and 
powerful approach for generating animal models for human 
multigene neurological diseases. Morphology of the Weaver 
has been a well known migration disturbance of the externa! 
granular neurons of cerebellum in early lile and agenesis of 
the proper granular layer. The clinical symptom is typical 
cerebellar ataxia. WMS has been observed a proband of one 
female litter in BALB/c of inbred strain, suffering from 
behavioral abnormality, corresponding dystonia movement, 
and begins to appear on 1 O days postnatal. Cerebellar 
mossy fibers are affected with axonal swelling (dystrophy). 
The morphology of the double mutan! (AD-mouse) exhibits 
cerebellar hypoplasia with axonal dystrophy. In addition, 
axonal swelling is also found in the gracile tracts. The clinical 
findings are more severe, showing dystonia and ataxia on 
movement. Genetic segregation and morphological fine 
structures will be reported later. 

673. INFANTILE NEUROAXONAL DYSTROPHY (NIAD): 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL 
STUDIES ON CENTRAL NERVO US SYSTEM ANO 
PERIPHERAL NERVES 

K. ltoh, Y. lmai, C. Ohbayashi, S. Hayashi, K. Hanioka, H. 
ltoh, Dep. Pathol. Kobe U. Kobe, Japan 

INAD is an autosomal recessive, neurodegenerative 
disorder, which is characterized by dystrophic axons and 
spheroid bodies. We show two brother cases from cousin 
marriage of their paren!. The elder boy was autopsied at 1 O 
years old, the younger was alive and now 4 years old. 
Morphologically, we divided spheroid bodies to two groups; 
neuronal spheroid body (NSB) and axonal one (ASB). NSB 
hada relation to the neuron with a weak expression positively 
stained by neuron specific enolase, neurofi lament and 
chromogranin using PAP methods. On the other hand, ASB 
related to the axon without immunohistochemical expression 
by neuron specificenolase, neurofilament, glial acidicfibrillary 
protein, myelin basic protein, chromogranin, S-100 protein 
and antitrypsin. Spheroid bodies were predominan! in columna 
posterior, nuclei graci lis and cuneatus, and midbrain 
tegmentum, pons, associated with neurona loss and gliosis. 
Small sized NSB and ASB distributed in thalamus, basal 
ganglia and cerebrum. The cerebellum was sclerotic with 
rare spheroid bodies. Ultrastructurally, their membrane, 
vesicular and microtubulus-likeprofiles were disposed in the 
sence network in association wi th degenerative 
mitochondriae, Similar changes were observed in the sural 
nerve, utonomic nerve ending in the skin, and myenteric 
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plexus of the digestive tract. Although INAD is generalized 
and developing disease and etiology unknown, its primary 
disorder may occur in the neuron and axon of sensory tract, 
to cause the disturbance of transport system of axons, and to 
form many spheroid bodies as the state of the disease. 

674. EVALUATION OF AMYLOID ANGIOPATHY IN 
SUBCORTICA L HEMORRHAGES, HYP ERTENSIVE 
INTRACEREBRAL HEMORRHAGES ANO WITHOUT 
CEREBRALHEMORRHAGES 

N. lwamoto, H. lto, T. lshihara, F. Uchino; Neurosurgery 
and First Department of Pathology, Yamaguchi University 
School of Medicine, Ube. Yamaguchi 755. Japan 

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) was found in erderly 
persons with or without cerebral hemorrhages. Frequently 
CAA was found in leptmeninges and cerebral cortices. In 
order to investigate the relationship between CAA and 
subcortical hemorrhage, we examined the frequency and the 
degree of amyloid-laden vessels in subcortical hemorrhages. 
hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhages and without cere
bral hemorrhages. The frequency of amyloid-laden vessels 
and the degree of amyloid deposition were investigated 
using congo-red stain. The frequency of the amyloid-laden 
vessels in subcortical hemorrhages was higher than that in 
hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhages and without cere
bral hemorrhages. The frequency of the amyloid-laden vessels 
which were larger than 200 µm in subcortical hemorrhages 
group, was higher than that in two groups with hypertensive 
intracerebral hemorrhages and without cerebral hemorrhages. 
The degree of amyloid-laden vessels was divided into three 
grades. Comparing the rate of the severe amyloid deposition 
group, subcortical hemorrhages group was higher than the 
groups with hypertensive intracerebral hemorrhages and 
without cerebral hemorrhages. Severe amyloid deposition 
was found in cerebral vessels from patients with subcortical 
hemorrhage. We suggest that amyloid angiopathy is the 
importan! factors for non-traumatic subcortical hemorrhage 
in elderly persons. 

675. CHOROID PLEXUS PAPILLOMA WITH HYDROCE
PHALUS IN AN INFANT 

TS Kim, JY Han, IJ Choi JU Choi.; Yonsei University, 
Seoul, Korea 

Choroid plexus papillomas are rare, accounting 0.5 - 0.6 
percent of ali intracranial tumors. Choroid plexus papillomas 
has been found in ali age groups, but the incidence is highest 
in first decade. Most frequent site is fourth ventricle. A few 
cases of congenital choroid plexus papilloma have been 
reported. 

Two month old male infant showed irritability, peor oral 
intake, seizure attack, and drowsy mental state. Physical 
examination revealed isocoria with sluggish light reflex and 
downward eye ball deviation. The CT showed intraventricular 
tumor in left lateral ventricle with hydrocephalus. V-P shunt 
operation was done. Alter V-P shunt the ventricle size was 
slightly decreased. At 5 month of age abdominal distension, 
oliguria and bloody stool were developed. CSF cytology 
showed epithelial cells suggesting choroid plexus papilloma. 
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At six month of age total removal of tumorwas done. The light 
microscopic showed papillae composed of a single !ayer of 
columnar or cuboidal epithelium and fibrovascular core. lt is 
not difficult to find cilia on the epithelial cell surface. 

The choroid plexus papilloma which we report, located in 
the left lateral ventricle, must have been present at birth 
indicated by the clinical course. 

676. MENINGOENCEPHALITIS IN HUMAN CEREBRAL 
MALARIA 

C.L.P. Lancellotti' , C.E.P. Corbett2, C. Pagliari2, M.l.S. 
Duarte2· 1) lnst lnfect of Emilio Aibas Hospital, 2) Lab Path 
lnfect. Dis of University of Sao Paulo MedicalSchool Sao 
Paulo, SP - Brazil 

Encephalopathy in patient with P falciparum infection has 
been described as due to blockage of cerebral vessels by 
parasitized red blood cells with reduction of cerebral perfusion, 
edema and metabolic disfunction. The histopathological 
change usually described is brain swelling, capillaries filled 
with parasitized red blood cells (PRBC), macrophages con
taining pigments packed with PRBC and ring hemorrhages. 
Cytoadherence of PRBC to endothelial cells is also described 
as the mechanism of the blockage Aecently few authors are 
searching for evidence of immune mechanism causing 
damage in blood vessels. MacPherson et al ( 1985) found no 
lgG or lgM in immunoperoxidase staining brain section. Oo 
et al (1987) detected anti P.falciparum and lgG in basement 
membrane by immunoperoxidase technic which was nega
tive forC3. 

We describe a case of a patient, 28 years old, male, with 
history of recent travel to gold diggers settlement in Bolivia 
presenting headache and fever for 8 days. Admitted in to the 
hospital with agitation and loss of consciouness fastlyevoluting 
to coma with no response to painful stimules dying in the next 
day. The main histopathological change found in this case 
was edema and multiphocal meningoencephalitis with 
perivascular mononuclear cells infiltrate and small microglial 
nodules scatered in ali brain region. The capillaries were 
dilated full of parasitized red blood cells and pigment. There 
were few ring hemorrhages. The search for lgG, lgM and lgA 
was positive for lgM and lgA in blood vessel wall either in the 
lumen, or in the subendothelial region as well as in plasma 
cells and was negative for lgG In the mononuclear cells 
infiltrate the search with Pan B antibodies was positive and 
negative for Pan T. Anti-P-falciparum antibody stained 
parasitized red blood cell, but not vessel wall 

This fesion could represen! new pathological basis for 
cerebral malaria and explain possible sequellae in P falciparum 
infection. 

677. PITUITARY A DENOMA: A DNA PLOIDY STUDY OF 
157 OPERATED TUMORS WITH CORRELATION OF 
CLINICAL PARAMETERS, TUMOR SIZE, INVASIVENESS, 
ANO IMMUNOTYPES 

R. Leech', B. Scheithauer2, K. Blick ', K. Kovacs3, E. 
Horvath3 , D. Davis2, L. DeBault' . U Oklahoma', OK; Mayo 
Clinc2 , MN; U Toronto3, Ganada 
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A clinically, immunohistochemically, and ultrastructurally 
characterized seriesof 157 pituitary adenomas was analyzed 
for DNA content by flow cytometry. The results were corre
lated with immunotype (GH-containing, PRL, ACTH, LH/ 
FSH, NULL cell), patient age and sex, the presence of 
operatively-apparent invasion and tumor size (macro- vs. 
microadenoma)(Table 1 ). 
TYPE SEX N AGE %MAC %1NVAS %01 %TRI %AN 

G H F 22 47 

M 2 1 41 

PR L F 11 25 

M 18 35 

TH AC F 10 40 

M 6 38 

LH /FSH F 10 63 

M 29 60 

N ULL F 7 54 

M 23 58 

su BTOTALS F 60 45 

M 97 50 

TALS TO 157 48 

91 

76 

36 

100 

10 

33 

100 

100 

100 

100 

63 

88 

78 
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52 
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14 

o 

2J_ 7 
36 7 

5 13 

o 20 

12 

10 

40 1 7 2 17 11 _ _._ __ 
DI · Diploid; TRI · Triploi-hyperdiploid: AN · Aneuploid 

Given case selection, males predominated (1.6:1) anda 
4.8: 1 ratio of macro-to-microadenomas was noted. Nonethe
less, female patients were slightly younger and less often had 
invaive tumors (1 :1.3). With the exception of prolactinomas, 
similar numbers of macroadenomas and invasive tumors 
were diploid and non-diploid in other tumor types. Prolactin 
cell adenomas differed from other tumors in their high rate of 
non-diploidy (tri-andan-), 55% overall; of these, triploidy and 
hyperdiploid cases predominated. In males, non-diploid 
tumors were all macroadenomas, of which 28% were inva
sive. Striking sex differences were a lso noted in the non
diploid NULL cell adenomas. Lower invasion rates were 
noted among female PRL cell, ACTH, and LH/FSH adenomas 
and in NULLcell adenomas. In contrastto PRLcell adenomas, 
both male and female patients with GH-containing adenomas 
more often had invasive macroadenomas; in addition, non
diploid tumor were more frequent among females. This DNA 
flow cytometric analysis of a large series indicates sorne 
striking biologic differences among functional subtypes of 
pituitary adenomas. 

678. MORPHOLOGICAL ANO CYTOGENETICAL CHAR
ACTERIZATION OFTYPICAL ANO A TYPICAL MENINGIO
MAS. A STUOY ON 15 CASES 

M. Cerdá-Nicolás; C. López-Ginés; A. Peydro-Olaya; A. 
Llombart-Bosch. Department of Pathology. University of 
Valencia. Spain 

Recurrence is the most importan! complication of 
meningiomas. This is due to inherent biological aggressivity 
or secondary to other factors (incomplete resection). Malig
nan! meningiomas exhibit rapid growth, recurrence, super
ficial brain invasion and metastasis; they show histopathologic 
features of cellular and structural anaplasia. In spite of this, 
it is generally accepted that no relationship exists between 
morphological features and recurrence. 

The concept of atypical meningioma is not clear; it refers 
to recurren! meningioma in which there are sorne morpho
logical criteria of aggressivity su ch as hypercellularity, mitotic 
activity, nuclear pleomorphism, nucleolar prominence and 
zones of necrosis. 

CY1ogenetic findings of meningiomas are importan! char
acteristics to identify the biological aggressivity of this tumor, 
suggesting that meningiomas show a clona! evolution in 
which total and partial monosomy 22 could be the primary 
non-random event, by further evolution, to the genesis of 
stem lines displaying other anomalies. 

We present a clinical , morpholological and cY1ogenetical 
study of 15 meningiomas, 6 of which were recurren! 
meningiomas. Considering our results they can be grouped 
as follows.I. Morphologically benign meningiomas (8 cases), 
that showed a normal karyotype or #22 monosomy, two of 
them showed recurrence. 11. Morphologically benign 
meningiomas (5 cases) that showed, or not, #22 monosomy 
and other alterations. Two of them showed recurrence. 111. 
Morphologically atypical meningiomas (2 cases) that showed 
#22 monosomy and other numerical and structural anoma
lies. Both cases are recurren!. 

679. CENTRAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
CELL NEURITES UL TRASTRUCTURE UNOER NARCO
SIS, HYPOXIA ANO NEUROGRAFTING 

A.N. Makarenko and Yu.B.Chaikovsky. Kiev lnstitute for 
Advanced Training of Doctors, Ukraine. 

We studied ultrastructural peculiarities of the neocortex 
dendrites under narcosis and hypoxia and sciatic nerve 
axons in allografting. Experiments were carried out on 6 
rabbits, 1 O cats and 18 dogs. We observed essential changes 
in !he ultrastructure of neurons of various parts of the brain. 
They developed under narcosis and were the most promi
nent in the apical dendrites of the pleximorphous layer. Diethyl 
ether used in narcotic-concentrations reduced the number of 
microtubuli in the apical dendrites of the frontal cortex. We 
noted that the Golgi complex had desorganised, many 
lysosomes had appeared, part of !he mitochondria had 
swollen. The size and the ultrastructural configuration of !he 
mitochondrial membranes of the synapses had gone great 
changes only under the overdosage of anaesthetic.The 
combined action of general anaesthetics and hypoxia on 
central nervous system neurons testified to their reciproca! 
potentiation, i.e. to these agents synergism. Phenomena of 
destruction and of phagocytosis of the preexisting axons, 
proliferation of neurolemmocytes with formation of longitudi
nally oriented bands, revascularisation of neurografts, the 
appearance of the newly formed axons penetrating from !he 
central segment of the injured nerve into the graft, !he 
myelinisation of the regenerating axons characterised the 
process of nerve regeneration in allografts. Thus the changes 
in !he central and peripheral nervous system neurites in the 
mentioned conditions were specific for each type of injury 
and to a great extent determined the outcome of the pathologic 
process. 
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680. NEUROPATHOLOGY OF ABETA LIPOPROTEINEMIA 
(ABL): RELATION TO AVITAMINOSIS E ANO AGE 

J.S. Nelson and M.F. Brin., AFIP, Washington, D.C.; 
Louisiana State Univ., New Orleans, LA; and Columbia 
Univ., New York, NY., USA 

ABL is an autosomal recessive disorder due to detective 
synthesisof apoprotein B and associated with fat malabsortion, 
very low serum and tissue levels of vitamin E, acanthocytosis, 
retinopathy, ophthalmoplegia, anda progressive neurologic 
syndrome resembling Friedreich's ataxia. We report the 
neuropathologic changes in the brains and spinal cords from 
4 autopsied patients with proven ABL and ataxia. Two 
patients were males and two were females. Ataxia devel
oped at ages 3, 8, 11, and 17 years. The corresponding ages 
at death were 37, 10, 26, and 46 years. Loss of axons and 
myelin sheaths from posterior spinal nerve roots, posterior 
columns, spinocerebellar tracts, gracile, and cunea te nuclei 
occurred in all 4 patients. Axonal loss was most marked in the 
rost ral posterior co lumns and least severe in the 
spinocerebellar tracts. Dystrophic axons (spheroids) were 
found in the posterior columns, gracile, and cuneate nuclei. 
The degree of dystrophic change was inversely related to the 
age at which ataxia developed. No cerebellar lesions were 
observed. Accumulation of lipopigment was evident in large 
neurons. In contras! to two previous case reports, our obser
vations demonstrate that the ataxic syndrome in ABL is 
attributable to a progressive, dystrophic, afferent axonopathy 
involving posterior spinal nerve roots, posteriorcolumns, and 
spinocerebellar tracts. Extensive dystrophic change corre
lates with early onset of ataxia. Demyelination is secondary 
to axonal injury. The lesions are simi lar to those described in 
other human and experimental disorders associated with 
vitamin E deficiency. 

681 . MENINGIOMAS EXPRESS BOTH EPITHELIAL ANO 
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX PROTEIN MARKERS IN 
VITRO 

H.K. Ng, Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong 

Meningiomas are known to exhibit dual epithelial and 
mesenchymal featu res. However, their ability for dual dif
ferentiation in vitro has been little investigated. We performed 
in vitro examination of tumor explants of 7 meningiomas of 
difieren! subtypes, including one hemangiopericytic 
meningioma. Tumor tissues were grown in DMEM medium 
with 10% fibronectin-free fetal bovine serum and incubated 
at 37ºC in 5 % C02. Alter two subcultures, 5 cases were 
subcultured onto cover-s lips and exam ined 
immunohistochemical ly fo r a panel of epithelial and 
extracellular matrix protein (EMP) markers: the cytokeratins 
(CK) includ ing AE1/3, CAM5 .2, PKKI, EMA, CEA , 
desmoplakins, human milk fat globule-2, vimentin, collagen 
1, collagen 111, procollagen 1, collagen IV and laminin. Cells 
from the confluent growth of the primary cultures from 2 
tumors were removed by ammonium hydroxide and the 
intercellu lar matrix examined immunohistochemical ly for the 
EMPs. Cultured tumor cells, including the hemangiopericytic 
meningioma, expressed all epithelial and mesenchymal 
markers concerned. Strongest staining was obtained for CKs 

and fibronectin and procollagen. The extracellular matrix of 
2 primary cultures examined revealed a fine skeleton of 
intercellular skeleton of EMPs, suggesting that meningioma 
cells were able to elaborate EMPs in vitro. These in vitro 
characteristics lend support to the concept that meningiomas 
are t;uly tumors with dual epithelial and mesenchymal dif
ferentiating potentials and that meningiomas of diverse 
subtypes, including the hemangiopericytic variant, share 
similar biologic potentials. 

682. OIFFERENTIATION ANO PLOIOIA IN MEOULLO
BLASTOMAS 

T. Ribas Ariño, A. Asturdillo González, J . Fernández 
Fernández, J .S. Salas Valien. Complejo Hospitalario de 
León y Hospital General Asturias, Spain 

Medulloblastoma es an embryonal neoplasm most com
monly found in the cerebellar vermis of chi ldren and young 
adults, included in the PNET denomination, than shown 
different grades of CÍifferentiation revealed by de expression 
of several antibodies directed to the proved in tumor cells 
differentiated in neuronal or glial glial lines or both. In like 
manner it has been demostrated in them the presence of 
other neuroec ectodermic markers. We analized the ex
pression of this markers (keratins of broad spectrum, inter
mediate filaments, NF, GFAP, NSE, synaptophysins and 
chromogranin) in 26 neuroectodermal tumors of the cer
ebellum by the avidin-biotin inmunohistochemical method. 
Our inmunohistochemical f indings (4 tumors without differ
entiation features, 8 tumors with gl ial differentialion, 6 with 
neuronal differentiation , 4 with mixed differentiation and 4 
cases not conclusive) are similar to those describeb in the 
literature, those studies advocate to a neuroepitelial origen of 
the PNET including a worse outcome for the undifferentiated 
tumors. 

We documment also the different lines of differentiation 
related to the studies of the ploidia analized by flow cytometry 
and their relation with the inmunohistochemical f indings. 

683. OIFFERENTIATION IN RETINOBLASTOMA 

M. Rodrigues' , S. Rajagopalan ', S.H. Advani2, C.N. Nair2,L. 
Donoso3 , B. Wiggert•, L. Lee•, G. Kutty4 and G.J. Chader4. ' Lab 
Ophth Path, Dept Ophthalmology, Univ. of MD, Baltimore, 
M D., 2Dept. Medical Oncology, Tata Cancer Center, Bomba y, 
India, 3Wills Eye Hospital , Philadelphia, PA., and •Lab Retina! 
cell and Molecular Biology, NEI., NIH., Bethesda, MD, USA 

Surgically excised fresh unfixed tumor samples from ten 
patients (age range nine months to two years) with 
retinoblastoma were assessed by immunocytochemistry for 
the expression of photoreceptor-specific proteinsand neuronal 
and glial cell markers. Adjacent t issues were examined for 
messenger RNA expression of interphotoreceptor retinoid
bi ndi ng prote in ( IRBP) using Northern blots. For 
immunocytochemical stains (ABC method), monoclonal and 
polyclonal antibodies included S-Ag 1 :200, rhodopsin 1 :500, 
ne u ron specific enolase (NSE) 1: 1000, glial fibrillary acidic 
protein (G FAP) 1 :5000, IRBP 1 :500, neural adhesion 
molecule(N-CAM) 1 :400, and rod and cone specifictransducin 
(T Ru and Tea )1 :20. 
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Histopathology revealed mostly poorly ditterentiated tumors 
with necrosis and lack of Flexner-Wintersteiner rosettes. 
lmmunocytochemical staining showed focal IRBP expression 
in one of the tumors and S-antigen in two cases. 
lmmunoreactivity with rhodopsin was negative. N-CAM, a 
neural adhesive prol¡:!in which appears to be involved in the 
regulation of adhesive interaction during neuronal differen
tiation, was positive except in two cases. Ali tumors showed 
immunoreactivity with NSE, whereas GFAP staining was 
limited to the perivascular glial tissue confirming the essential 
neuronal nature of retinoblastoma cells. T cu was detected in 
ali tumors and T Ra in one case. Messenger ANA far IRBP was 
detected in tumors that were moderately differentiated and 
showed IRBP immunoreactivity as well as in other tumors in 
which IRBP immunoreactivity could not be detected. Detection 
of gene expression for IRBP by Northern blot was a more 
sensitive technique than protein expression assessed by 
immunocytochemistry. 

684.CEREBELLAR XANTHOMATOSIS (CHOLESTEROLOSIS) 

Nirmal Saini and John G. Guccion; VA Medica! Center, 50 
lrving Street; and Department of Pathology, George Was
hington University, School of Medicine. Washington, DC, 
USA 

A case of cerebellar xanthomatosis which manifested as a 
posterior Fossa tumor is presented. The patient developed 
bilateral cataract at age 28 and subsequently slurred speech, 
dysphagia, dysarthria, ataxia and adiachokinesia Alter having 
been completely bedridden and unable to communicate for 
severa! years the patient died at age 53. On gross examination 
the dentate nuclei were replaced by a firm brown pigmented 
geographicoutlined lesion. The olives and brachia conjunctiva 
were atrophic. On microscopic examination masses of foamy 
macrophages mixed with needle-shaped clefts of extracted 
cholesterol crystals, and proliferating capillaries, replaced 
the dentate nuclei and infiltrated the meninges, the lumens 
and walls of blood vessels. Numerous glial cells and bizarre 
astrocytes were also present. Small foci of old and recen! 
hemorrhages surrounded the lesions. In the olivary nuclei the 
number of ganglion cells was decreased. Foci of demyelination 
were present in the basal ganglia and brachia conjunctiva. 
Ultrastructurally, the foam cells contained numerous lipid 
droplets and lysosomes in their cytoplasm. Spindled dense 
bodies, probably lysosomal in nature and having fibrilra 
contents were also conspicuous in the cytoplasm of sorne 
foam cells. Capillaries having a prominent basal lamina were 
intermixed with the foam cells. Sorne al the foam cells were 
also encompassed by a basal lamina and may be endothelial 
in nature. The chemical analysis of the brain (alter formalin 
fixation) confirmed the deposition of cholestanol in the cer
ebellum, characteristic of this disease. 

685. ADENOCARCINOMA ARISING IN INTRACRANIAL 
ENTEROGENOUS CYST REMNANTS 

John C . Scharfenberg, Samuel M. Glasgow, and Edward 
S. Connolly. Ochsner Clinic, New Orleans,Louisiana, USA 

Al age 15, this white male underwent craniotomy far 
excision of a cyst of the left cerebellopontine angle (CPA). 
The cyst meas u red 4 cm and distorted and displaced the 7th, 
8th, and 9th cranial nerves. Most of the cyst lining was 
removed. Microscopic examination revealed a thin-wall cyst 
lined by a single !ayer of tal! columnar epithelium. The patient 
did well for over 21 years when neurological symptoms, signs 
and an enhancing lesion on computerized tomography in
dicated a recurren! left CPA tumor. The fourth ventricle was 
compressed, resulting in hydrocephalus. Posterior fossa 
exploration was done, and a mucin-producing adenocar
cinoma was partially removed. The tumor cells bore a striking 
resemblance to the cells lining the original cyst. Transitional 
zones between choroid plexus and the adenocarcinoma 
could not be demonstrated. Teratomatous elements were 
not identified. Radiotherapy and subsequent chemotherapy 
via an Ommaya reservoir were administered. He died at age 
38 with symptoms and signs of brain stem compression. 

Complete autopsy revealed extensive scirrhous mucinous 
adenocarcinoma in and around the left CPA with carcino
matous seeding of the leptomeninges of ali levels of the 
spinal cord. There was no evidence of adenocarcinoma 
outside al the central nervous system (CNS). 

Cranial enterogenous cysts are much rarer than their 
spinal counterparts. To our knowledge, malignan! transfor
mation in either location has not been heretofore described. 
Carcinomatous transformation, albeit extremely rare, should 
be added to the list of complications of enterogenons cysts of 
the CNS. 

686. 55 STEREOTACTIC CEREBRAL BIOPSIES IN AIDS 
PATIENTS, HISTOLOGICAL RESULTS. 

H.Schill, Y.Neveux, Y.S.Cordoliani, F.Hor, C.Katlama, 
C.Derosier, P.Gros, M.Arborio and Y.Buisson. HIA du Val 
de Grace, CHU Pitié-Salpetriere, Paris, France 

55 AIDS patients with neurologic manifestations and ra
diological lesions were biopsed since 1990. Stable ar pro
gressive lesions, despite empiric toxoplasmosis treatment, 
were biopsed with LEKSELL microstereotactic system · un
der magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Trajectory was 
calculated and performed with SUN' station.We examined 
20 primary lymphomas which were large B cells according to 
the Working Formulation for non Hodgkin's lymphomas. 
There were caracterised by abundan! necrosis and have 
always a T- cells reactive componen!. The diagnosis of 
progressive multifocal leucoencephalopathy (PML) was de
fined by histological examination. lnflammatory cells were 
lacking in most cases. Ultrastructural study performed in 22 
cases were consisten! with 11 papovavirus, 1 cytomegalovirus 
and 1 HIV infections,whereas 9 examinations were only 
suggestive of viral infections.5 toxoplasmosis infections were 
proved by presence of cystic forms, 3 cases of !hose despite 
adequate treatment. 5 cases were probably toxoplasmosis, 
3 biopsy were no conclusive, but in 1 case, bacteriological 
culture of the sample was positive for Cryptococcus 
neoformans. 2 deaths by haemorrhagic complication were 
directly related to the mechanical effect of the biopsy (final 
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diagnosis: 1 toxoplasmosis, 1 lymphomas). 1 death by acule 

subdural hematoma withoul relation with the biopsy trajec

tory remains unexplained. Stereotactic biopsy provide, in 45 
mn, under local analgesia, sufficient samples for an histologi

cal diagnosis. According to our results, cerebral lymphomas 
are the best indication of cerebral biopsies, diagnosis could 

be done in less than 48 h, allowing then the urgen! therapy 

required. A 90 % correlation observed between MRI diagno

sis and histological finding allowed the best management of 
the small amount of the specimen. Biopsy of diffuse lesion 

will supported trials of antiviral therapy. 

687. NON-RAOIOACTIVE IN SITU HYBRIOIZATION OF 
CHROMOSOME 17 IN 11 MENINGIOMAS. 

Martin Scholz (1) , Joachim Gottschalk (2), Stefanie 

Marzheuser-Brands (2), Claudia Müller (3), László Füzesi 
(3). 1: Department of Neurosurgery, University Hospital 

Rudolf Virchow, Free University of Berlin. 2: Department of 

Neuropathology, Free University of Berlin. 3: Department of 

Pathology, RWTH Aachen, Technical University of Aachen, 
Germany 

An adventage of non-radioactive chromosomal in situ 

hybridization in contras! to classical cytogenetics is 1 ) the 

possibility of carrying out this technique within 24 hours and 
2) the preservation of the morphological structure of tumor 

tissue. Slides of formalin fixed and paraffin embedded 
meningiomas were hybridized with a biotinylated alpha

satellite probe for chromosome 17 (oncor). Alter RNAse and 

proteinase K pretreatment, the slides were heated on a 

heatblock for 5 minutes, followed by hybridization in a hum id 
chamber al 42ºC overnight. For the detection of the hybrids 

we used streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase conjugate stained 
with nitroblue tetrazolium and 4-bromo-5-chloro-3-

indolylphosphate (Gibco). Slides were counterstained with 
methyl green . The labelled spots were counted 

lightmicroscopically in 200 nuclei of tumor cells. 

We found intratumoral heterogeneity of trisomie 17 in 3 of 
11 meningiomas as a possible sign of different tumor cell 

lines . Several questions remain about the prognostic signifi

cance of this findings since a correlation between clinical 
data and chromosomal in situ hybridization has not been 
achieved ye!. 
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688. CALBINOIN 0 -28k A NO PARVALBU MIN 
IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN THE FRONTAL CORTEX IN 
PATIENTS WITH FRONTAL LOBE OEMENTIA OF NON
ALZHEIMER TYPE ASSOCIATEO WITH AMYOTROPHIC 
LATERAL SCLEROSIS 

M.T. Serrano, l. Ferrer, R. Casas, l. Catala, A. Saez, l. 
Español and A. Vidal; Hospital Principes de España. Barce
lona. Spain 

The morphology and distribution of local-circuit neurons 
(interneurons) was examined, by means of calbindin D-28k 
and parvalbumin immunocytochemistry, in the frontal cortex 
(area 8) in two patients with frontal lobe dementia of non
Alzheimer type associated with classical amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS), and in seven normal cases. Calbindin D-28k 
immunoreactive cells were dramatically reduced in number 
in ALS patients, but parvalbumin immunoreactive neurons 
were preserved. Decreased numbers of calbindin D-28k 
immunoreactive neurons, which are mainly located in the 
upper cortical layers, may interfere with the normal process
ing of cortico·cortical connections, whereas integrity of 
parvalbumin-immunoreactive cells may be associated with 
the preservation of the majar inhibitory intracortical circuits in 
patients with frontal lobe dementia. 

689. MYOENCEPHALOPATIES WITH ABN ORMAL 
MITOCHONORIA: A UL TRASTRUCTURAL, HISTOLOGl
CAL ANO CLINICAL REWIEV OFTWENTY-EIGHT CASES 

T . Tuñón, l. Jáuregui, M.L. Gomez-Dorronsoro, M. 
Santamaría, J.M. Martinez-Peñuela. Hospital de Navarra. 
Pamplona. Spain 

Mitochondrial myopathies are, clinically and b iochemi
cally, an heterogeneous group of neuromuscular disorders 
caracterized by structural and metabolic function abnormali
ties in the mitochondria. 

We report five years retrospective analysis of 28 
mitochondriopathies collected from the files of the Hospital 
de Navarra. Twenty-five cases were studied by muscle 
biopsy and three were necropsy cases. Symptoms included 
8 myopathies, 2 MERRF syndromes, 2 Kearns -Sayre, 3 
MELAS and other unique syndromes. 

We found ragged-red fibers in skeletal muscle of 17 
patients.One case showed cytocrome c oxidase deficiency. 
Two of the necropsies had brain infarcts; one of these cases 
manifested paracristalline inclusions in the mitochondria of 
the neuronal soma ta and axons. The third necropsy revealed 
mitochondrial abnormalities in perycites,endothelium, neu
rons and muscle fibers. 

Ultrastructurally, the morphology of the paracristalline 
inclusions were variable. Only !hose of MELAS syndrome 
exhibit a distinct morphology .They had homogeneously 
thinner and recti linear inclusions. 

We stand out that patients with variable neurologic symp
toms without reasonable explanation must be study loocking 
for the mitochondrial myopathy. 
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OTHERS & MISCELLANEOUS 

690. RADIATION-ASSOCIATED NEOPLASMS IN A CO
HORT OF 4296 PATIENTS IRRADIATED FOR BENIGN 
CONDITIONS IN CHILDHOOD 

Cyril Abrahams, Theresa C. Gierlowski, Elaine Ron, and 
Arthur B. Schneider. U. of Chicago, Chicago, IL; National 
Cancer lnstitute, Bethesda, MD; and U. of lllinois, Chicago, 
IL, USA 

lt was common practice in the 1940's and 50's to treat 
various benign childhood conditions with radiation. We are 
conducting a longitudinal study of a cohort of 4296 patients 
who received such treatments. To date we have located and 
obtained sufficient information to evaluate 2953 (69%) of 
them. For the latter, the average age at radiation therapy was 
4.3 yrs and the average follow-up was 40.8 yrs. The most 
striking finding has been the frequency ol thyroid neoplasia. 
To date, 343 (1 1.6% of the 2953 followed patients) patients 
have developed histologically confirmed thyroid cancer, an 
additional 594 (20.1 %) developed confirmed benign nodular 
thyroid disease, and an additional 234 (7.9%) developed 
nodular thyroid disease based on clinical findings. The pur
pose of the present report is to describe the other (non
dermal) neoplasms that have occurred in these patients that 
are potentially related to their radiation exposure. The following 
have been observed: 95 patients (3.2%) with salivary gland 
neoplasms including 21 (0.7%) with malignancy, 44 (1.5%) 
with parathyroid neoplasms induding 39 (1.3%) with 
hyperparathyroidism, and 21 (0.7%) with acoustic neuromas. 
Brain tumors occurred in 24 (0.8%) patients and included 11 
meningiomas, 7 astrocytomas, 2 medulloblastomas, 2 pituitary 
adenomas, 1 glioblastoma, and 1 uncharacterized tumor. 
Other benign neural tumors, predominantly schwanomas, 
occurred in 45 (1 .5%) patients. Together, 221 (7.5%) patients 
developed at least one of these non-thyroid neoplasms. 
Limiting the analysis to thyroid cancer and one of these non
thyroid neoplasms, 48 patients had two neoplasms and one 
patient had three, with the combination of a salivary tumor 
and thyroid cancer most common (16 patients) . 

We conclude that there is a broad range of neoplasms that 
are associated with radiation exposure and the occurrence of 
one should increase the vigilance for others. 

691. MORBIDITY IN THE WORKERS MANUFACTURING 
AGRICUL TURAL MICROBIOLOGICALL Y DERIVE O 
PRODUCTS 

E. Akhmatova, lnstitute of Medical Ecology Bishkek, 
Kyrgyzstan 

The aim of the study was to examine occupational hazards 
on the biotechnological manufacture of microbiologically 
derived products (m.d.p.) and their lmpact on the workers' 
health to develop preventive measures for occupationally 
related disease. We found that the m.d.p. technology is 
characterised by generation of a number of hazards in the 
workplace, the major ones being specifically biological , 
chemical factors, gas, noise and vibration. To comprehen
sively assess their impact we made a thorough research into 
the data on general and occupational morbidity, on medical 
and clinical examinations, with analysis of the evidence of 
body functional system targeted medicobiological, physi-

L logical studies in the work environment. In experimental 

studies using a research method developed by us we inves
tigated pathogenic, toxigenic, bacteriologic, occupationally 
related toxicologic, clinical, immuno-allergic mechanisms 
and features of producer microbes such as BST, BSL, 
Bacillus Licheniformis and their impact. Thus, our studies 
suggested an alternative proof of the essential etiologic role 
of the work place hazards in the workers' diseases: 
disbacteriosis, increased general morbidity, depression of 
specific and nonspecific immunity, high allergic disease 
ratest need of occupational control measures and prophylactic 
and therapeutic controls. We suggest that the epidemiological 
and clinical phenomena revealed in our study are deriving 
from extremely intensive environmental exposures leading 
to the development of body resistance to disease whose 
mechanism remains to be studied. 

692. CILIARY BODY MEDULLOEPITHELIOMA. AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

R . Arora, P . K. Khosla, Dr.R.P.Centre for Ophthalmic 
Sciences, AllMS, New Delhi , India 

Intraocular, medulloepitheliomas can arise from ciliary 
body, retina or, optic nerve head. They have two sub
categories - the teratoid variant (showing presence of glial, 
striated muscle or other mesenchymal elements) and non
teratoid variant. Each further can be benign or malignan!. 

We present here 8 cases of ciliary body medulloepithelioma. 
There were 4 cases of benign medulloepithelioma, 4 cases 
of benign teratoid medulloepithelioma and 1 case of malig
nan! medullo-epithelioma. Monoclonal antisera against glial 
febrillary acidic protein, neurone-specific enolase and desmin 
were used for differential diagnosis of these neoplastic 
variants. The clinica l features, histopathology and 
immunohistochemical findings shall be discussed. 

693. EXPERIMENTAL TUMORIGENESIS OF THE THY
ROID GLAND 

Ana L. Clode, Jorge Soares. , Servi90 de Patología 
Morfologica, Instituto Portugués de Oncología, Lisboa, 
Portugal 

Thyroid follicular tumors can be experimentally induced by 
the administration of goitrogenic drugs that increase 
thyrotropin (TSH) serum leve Is. Thirty five BALB/c mice were 
given anti-thyroid substances (potassium perchlorate and 
propyltiouracil) starting in utero and continued 6 to 27 weeks 
(mean 15.1 +5.2 weeks) alter birth , through drinking water. 
Thirty untreated mice were used as a control group. The 
parameters studied were: animal weight, volume and 
microscopical alterations of the gland. In comparison to 
controls, the study group showed: a) reduced mean body 
weight (9.8+3.4g vs 18.2g). b) gland enlargement, the weight 
ranging between 12.6 and 58.9mg (mean 36.5+10.9 mg vs 
4 mg), causing animal death in 94% of the cases. c) thyroid 
lesions: nodular/diffuse hyperplasia (n=32) and follicular/ 
papillary neoplasia (n=3). 

Conclusions: (1) Goitrogenic drugs during intrauterine lile 
seem to induce early thyroid hyperplastic lesions. (2) The 
occurrence of neoplasia in 8.5% of cases supports the 
hypothesis that follicular hyperplasia preceeds thyroid 
neoplasia. 
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694. CHANGING TRENOS ANO PATIERNS OF HOMl
CIDAL OEATH IN THE UNITEO STATES, SUBURBAN 
ANO METROPOLITAN AREAS, TWELVE YEAR SURVEY 
(1980 - 1991 ) 

'S. Comparini, M. Hyland, J. O'Connell, and 2T. O 
Neill. ;'Dept. of Laboratories and Research, Valha!la, NY; 
and 2NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA 

We have conducted a twelve year survey (1980-1991) of 
drug related versus non-drug related consecutive homicides 
(H) comparing Westchester County (W.C.) an attluent, 
suburban community of 450 sq. miles and ± 850,000 popu
lation bordering New York City; and the District of Columbia 
metropolitan area (D.C.), a capital city of approximately 63 
sq. miles and ± 1,200,000 population.The trends, patterns 
and variables we have observed are graphically depicted 
using computer assisted analysis. The data was obtained 
from the W.C. Medica! Examiner's Ottice, the D.C. Metro
politan Police Department, The National Center for Health 
Statistics, other law enforcement agencies, ballistics and 
toxicology reports. Data will be divided into two six year 
trends (1980-1985 and 1986-1991 ) with data manipulations 
focused on the demographic, geographic, toxicology findings, 
crime circumstances and victim-ottender relationships. 

Prevalence in street drug abuse changed from heroin to 
«Crack»-cocaine in the mid 1980's coinciding with a steady 
increase in National (H) which reached a record of 23,438 
deaths in 1990. An increase in firearm anda decrease in drug 
related (H) began in 1989 for both geographic areas. These 
data revea! a continued rise in the drug related homicides 
rate of both jurisdictions of over 65% increase for the entire 
period with a rapid increase of «crack»-cocaine related (H) 
which continued into 1987 and peaked in 1988. The per
centage of (H) by firearms increased by 167% in W.C. and 
271 % in the D.C. fortheperiod 1987-1991 . Demographically, 
while 85% of (H) occurred in the metropolitan D.C. area with 
a 75-80% Black population, in W.C. with its dispari ty in 
population distribution a similar trend in (H) occurred in the 
most densely Black and Hispanic areas only. In addition, in 
both localities the majority of (H) involved the second and 
third decades of lile, predominately in Black young men. 

The data compiled over twelve years illustrates: 1 ) in 
W.C., the total percentage increase in drug related and 
nondrug related (H) trend is below the critica! numbers 
reached in a large metropolis; however, the demographic 
pattern in geographically densely populated areas by Blacks 
and Hispanics is similar to a large metropolis; 2) increase in 
firearm related (H) in W.C. with a decrease in drug related 
death is similar to o.e.; 3) these culturally entrained variables 
may be related to economics (unemploymenVmore explosive 
family related violence), population density, drug and alcohol 
abuse. Have large metropolis exchanged drug dependency 
for firearm related violence? 

695. ENDOTHELIAL CELL GENE MODIFICATION:IN VIVO 
EXPRESSION IN A RABBIT MODEL OF ARTERIAL IN
JURY 

J. Fallen, L. Birinyi, H. Gold and R. Mullligan. Brigham and 
Women's Hospital. Massachusetts General Hospital, and 
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Harvard Medica! School, Boston Massachusetts; the 
Whitehead lnstitute for Biomedical Research and MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA 

The endothelial cell plays a central role in the atherosclerotic 
process and the post-therapeutic complications of thrombosis 
and restenosis. The general feasibility of genetic modifica
tions of endothelial cells was tested in a rabbit model of 
arterial injury. Autogenous endothelial cells were obtained 
from the jugular veins of rabbits, cultured in vitre and char
acterized morphologically by immunocytochemical staining. 
Actively proliferating endothelial cells were infected with 
retroviral vectors containing the SGC.LACz construct. 
Galactosidase activity was measured histochemically re
vealing an average transfection rate of 75%-80% . Southern 
blot analysis revealed an average of >I copy per cell of the 
LACz reporter gene. Mock infection showed no LACz activity 
or DNA incorporation. Transduced endothelial cells were 
introduced intothe iliac arteries of rabbits immediately following 
balloon injury. Animals were allowed to recover. Al varying 
time points animals were killed, the iliac arteries perfusion 
f ixed and histochemically stained for galactosidase. By 24 
hours, the dependen! iliac segment contained positive blue 
staining cells which by 4 and 7 days covered the 85%-90% 
of the intima! surface. Histological and scanning electron 
microscopic studies revealed that LACz staining was confined 
to cells on the in ti mal surface that morphologically resembled 
intact and confluent endothelial cells. These studies provide 
the basis for future studies to explore the role of various gene 
products in inhibiting vascular thrombosis and intima! prolif
eration. Furthermore, improvements in the techniques of 
endothelial isolation, culturing and transfection may make 
this technique applicable to a wide range of human gene 
therapy protocols. 

696. MUL TIPLE NEOPLASMS IN A TUMORS REGISTER. 
CLINICO PATHOLOGIC PARAMETERS. AFFECTING 
SURVIVAL 

M.V. Folgueras; A. Astudillo; T.G. Miralles; M. Vega. 
Hospital Central de Asturias. Centro Universitario. Oviedo. 
Spain 

The Asturias General Hospital is a 500 beds lnstitution 
with a Tumor Register since 1975. The data and survival time 
are computerized. 

We have evaluated all the patients with two o more 
neoplasms (M.N.). We found 509 cases, with an index of 
3,07. 

Breast. lung and urinary bladder were the more common 
topographies. 

The survival time after the second neoplasm was com
pared with those of patients with the same type of tumor but 
presentas a first neoplasm by using statisticactuarial methods. 

In breast tumors we found a better survival for patients 
having breas! as a first neoplasm, that those with breast as 
a second neoplasm; but al ter ten years survival, there where 
no ditterences. 

In M.N. patients having lung as a first cancer, 64 % of them 
survived more than one year, while only 22 % of the M.N. 
patients with lung as a second neoplasm survived more that 
ayear. 
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For the urinary bladder (U.B.) cases, the main difference 
was in the second year; those with U.B as a first neoplasm 
survived 24 moths (80 % of the cases), but only 47 % of those 
having U.B as a second neoplasm survived more that 24 
months. 

We compared the survival time with others parameters in 
M.N patients, such as age of diagnosis, citologic grade of 
malignancy, staging and treatment but significan! correlation 
was not detected. 

697. HUMAN ARTICULAR CARTILAGE CELLS GROWTH 
ON COLLAGEN SUBSTRATA 

A. Franchi, L. Masi' , C. E. Comin, M. Santucci, V. Giannone', 
F. Beghé* and M.L. Brandi' . lstituto di Anatomia e lstologia 
Patologica and ' Dipartimento di Fisiopatologia Clinica, 
Universita di Firenze and ·1stituto Gentili, Pisa, ltaly 

Severa! uin vitrou studies show that extracellular matrix 
proteins, especially collagen, induce dramatic effects on cell 
growth, ditferentiation and morphology. We used a primary 
culture of human articular cartilage cells to study the effects 
of collagen substrata on cartilage phenotype. Cells were 
grown on culture plastic dishes coated with bovine collagen 
type 1 and inside a three dimensional collagen type 1 sponge 
(CONDRESS). Plating on dishes treated with solubilized 
collagen increased cartilage cells proliferation whencompared 
to untreated plastic, as determined by a microfluorimetric 
DNA measurement (42.5±4.5 vs. 27.97±5.31 fluorescence 
units/well , p<0.0001 ). Alter 48 h. incubation cells cultured in 
collagen sponges were examined with Transmission Electron 
Microscopy. The cells adhered to the collagen, infiltrating its 
meshes. They had an oval or elongated profile with frequent 
presence of thin cy1oplasmic processes. The cy1oplasm was 
rich of mitochondria, with well developed rough endoplasmic 
reticulum. and Golgi apparatus. The nucleus was oval, 
frequently indented or multilobate. Subplasmalemmal 
pinocytotic vescicles were frequently observed. Sorne cells 
developed long pseudopodia , containing bundles of 
microfi laments with focal densities, possibly used for loco
motion through the collagen network. Chondrocytes cultured 
in sponges elaborated an extracellular matrix rich in thin 
collagen fibrils without periodicity, resembling type 11 collagen. 
We conclude that collagen type 1 sponges are a favorable 
environment forcartilage cel ls growth and matrix production. 
These results encourage the use of this substratum as a 
cartilage gralt material. 

698. TUMORS OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY SITE (TUPS) 
CLIN ICOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION IN AN 
AUTOPSIC SERIES (1974-1990) 

M.O. Garcia-Prats, F. Martinez-Tello, C. Guijarro, J. Gue
rra, M. Lopez-Brea, R. Gonzalez, P. Hergueta, M.A. Lopez
Pino, A. García, J.I. Mayordomo; Servicios de Anatomía 
Patologica y Oncología Medica. Hospital 12 de Octubre. 
Madrid. Spain 

Diagnosis and therapy of patiens with malignan! tumors of 
unknown primary site remains a challenge. An analysis of the 
clinical and pathological features of ali patients with tumors 
of unknown primary site in whom autopsy was performed at 

the 12 de Octubre Hospital, trom its opening in 197 4 to 1990, 
is presented. 

In 298 of ali 868 autopsies performed in adults from 
January 197 4 to December 1990, a malignan! tumor was 
found. In 120 of these cases, the clinical diagnosis was either 
tumor of unknown primary site or it didn't agree with the 
autopsic diagnosis. Alter reviewing these 120 charts, 43 
cases fulfilling criteria for tumor of unknown primary site 
befare death (histologically-proven malignant tumor forwhich 
a primary site cannot be found alter anamnesis, physical 
exploration, chest X-ray and routine chemistries). 

Definitive pathological diagnosis of these 43 cases was: 
23 adenocarcinomas (53,4%), arising from the pancreas (6), 
biliary tree (6), lung (3), prostate (2), stomach (1 ), kidney (1 ), 
and unkown (1) . Two squamous carcinoma (4,6%) arase 
from the renal pelvis (1) and biliary tree (1) and 18 
undifferentiated carcinoma (5) (4 unkown origin, 1 lung), 
hepatocarcinoma (3), lymphoma (3), mesothelioma (2) , 
malignan! paraganglioma (1 ), malignan! neuroblastoma (1 ), 
malignan! neuroendocrine tumor of the lung (1 ), melanoma 
(1) and adenosquamous carcinoma of the cardias. 

Conclusions: (1 - Most TUPS are adenocarcinomas, fre
quently arising from the pancreas or biliary tree. (2) At leas! 
11 % of tumors in this series (3 lymphomas, 2 prostatic 
carcinomas) would have been treatable if a corree! patho
logical diagnosis wou ld have been stabilished when alive. (3-
Presenting symptoms and pattern of metastases were different 
from those expected for the primary tumor eventually found. 
(4- Complementary pathological test .(immunohistochemistry 
and electron microscopy) were most useful when diagnosis 
at light microscopy was undifferentiated neoplasm. (5) Di
agnostic evaluation of these patients must be different de
pending on the histological type of the tumor, since diagnosis 
based solely on image test are usually misleading. 

699. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION OF 109 
AUTOPSY CASES OF SYSTEMIC AMYLOIDOSIS IN JA
PAN 

Y, Hoshii, T. lwata, H. Kawano, M.Takahashi, T, lshihara, 
F. Uchino. First Department of Pathology, Yamaguchi Uni
versity School of Medicine. Ube, Yamaguchi 755, Japan 

One hundred-nine autopsy cases of systemic amyloidosis 
from 1987 to 1989 were examined histopathologically and 
immunohistochemically. Antisera against AA, AL (AA.and AK) , 
transthyretin and, P2-microglobulin were applied as primary 
antibody. 

Fifty-four cases (9 males, 45 females) were classified as 
AA amyloidosis, which were ali sensitive for the treatment of 
KMnO,. Fifty-two cases were complicated with underlying 
disease, but 2 cases had no recognizable underlying disease. 
Thirty-six cases of them were complicated with rheumatoid 
arthritis (AA). lt seemed that AA amyloidosis was dominan! 
in female because of highertendency in female than in male. 
In one case amyloid deposits were demonstrated at Disse's 
space and vessel wall. 

Twenty-eight cases (14 males, 14 females) were classi
fied as AL amyloidosis, which were ali resistan! to the 
treatment of KMnO" Twenty cases were AA., 4 cases were AK 
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and 4 cases were AA.+ A K. Two cases of them had underlying 
disease, such as tuberculosis and bronchoectasis, respec
tively. 

Four of 109 cases showed ATTA (transthyretin origin) 
deposition, all of which were diagnosed as familia! amyloid 
polyneuropathy. Five cases showed AP2M (P2-microglobulin 
origin), all of which had history of hemodialysis. One case 
showed AA and Al deposition at the same organ. 

Type of amyloid protein could not be decided in 17 cases 
(9 males, 8 females), which were all resistan! to the treatment 
of KMn0 4 • We supposed that these cases might be AL 
amyloidosis and that our antisera could not react with amyloid 
protein in these cases because of antigenic variab ility of light 
chain. 

700. UL TRASTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
METABOLIC DISEASES 

T. lshihara, M. Takahashi, Y. Yamashita, H. Kawano, S. 
Kawamura, Y. Hoshii , T. lwata, F. Uchino. First Department 
of Pathology. Yamaguchi University School of Medicine, 
Ube, Yamaguchi 755, Japan 

Many cases of metabolic diseases, that we diagnosed on 
the electron microscopy, have more or less characteristic 
subcellular fea tu res as follows. 1) many glycogen granules in 
hepatocytes from a palien! with glycogenosis type 111. 2) 
glycogenosomes in myocytes from a patientwith glycogenosis 
type 11. 3) plate-like structures in hepatocyte, myocytes and 
macrophages from two patients with glycogenosis type IV, 
and in Lafora bodies and myocytes from two patients with 
Lafora disease. The materials are identified as carbohydrate 
constituent with Thiery stain. The plate-like structures react 
to !he monoclonal antibody raised against extracted materials 
from cardiac muscle in a patient with Lafora disease. 4) 
vacuoles containing granular and flocculent materials in 
lymphocytes , endothel ial cells , macrophages and 
syncytiotrophoblasts from a patient anda fetus with sialidosis, 
and from a palien! and two fetuses with 1-cell disease, and in 
lymphocytes from a patient with Hurler syndrome. 5) zebra 
bodies or membranous cytoplasmic bodies in myocytes and 
endothelial cells from a palien! with Fabry disease. 6) myelin 
figures in hepatocytes and macrophages from a palien! with 
Niemann-Pick disease, and in splenic macrophages from 15 
patients with ITP and two patients with Felty syndrome. 7) 
curvilinear tubular structures in macrophages from a palien! 
with Farber disease. 8) non-branching fibrils (8-15 nm in 
width) in extracellular space from 1 O patients with systemic 
amyloidosis, and 1 O patients with localized amyloidosis, and 
rarely in a few cells from patients with localized amyloidosis. 
By immunoelectrom microscopy with antibodies AA, AA., AK 
and ptA4, the fibrils were identified as amyloid fibrils. 

701 . ULTRASTRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS OF A TU
BULAR KRUKENBERG TUMOR 

S. Kay and O.E. Johnson, Medical College of Vi rginia, 
Richmond, VA, USA 

The ultrastructural features of a tubular Krukenberg tumor 
in a 43 year old woman is presented. Only th ree previous 
examples of electron microscopic studies of this tumor were 
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found in the literature. Our tumor was clearly metastatic by 
virtue of its bilaterality and clear-cut evidence of peritoneal 
and greater omentum involvement. The problem of mistak
ing such a tumor for a sex cord tumor is re-emphasized, but 
electron microscopy is not necessary for diagnosis, since a 
mucin stain will easily establish the diagnosis. 

702. EXTRA-ADRENAL PARAGANGLIOMAS: IMMUNO
HISTOCHEMICAL STUDY 

JB Laforga, FI Aranda, J de Juan. Hospital SVS de 
Alicante. Facultad de Medicina. Universidad de Alicante, 
Spain 

Surgical specimens of six extra-adrenal paragangliomas, 
consisting of five carotid body and one of retroperitoneal 
localization were evaluated by immunohistochemestry. Tis
sue formalin fixed and paraffin embedded was investigated 
for !he presence of: synaptophysin (SYN), chromogranin A 
(CHA) , neuron specific enolase (NSE), cytokeratin (CK), 
membrane epithelial antigen (EMA), S-100 protein, glial 
fibrillary acid protein (GFAP) and HMB-45. All tumors stained 
chie! cells with neuroendocrine markt:lrs (SYN,CHA,NSE) 
and were negative for CK and EMA. S-100 protein positivity 
in sustentacular cells was found in all tumors and was 
present in chie! cells in 5/6 tumors. Five tumors (5/6) disclosed 
GFAP immunorreactivity in sustentacular cells. Chie! cells 
were negative for this antigen. One case (1/6) presented 
weak positivity with HMB-45 for sustentacular cells. We 
conc lude that paragangliomas show a d isti nc tive 
immunoprofile: a) S-100 protein and GFAP are positive in 
sustentacular cells; b) GFAP is more specific than S-100 to 
identify sustentacular cells; c) Chie! cells typically disclose 
neuroendocrine differentiation; d) SYN was the most sensi
ble and specific neuroendocrine markerto identify chie! cells. 
To our knowledge, the presence of HMB-45 in sustentacular 
cells was not "previously reported. Although we studied a 
short number of tumors, it should be of interest to evaluate 
this finding with caution in order to avoid misinterpretation. 

703. ARTHUR PURDY STOUT, M.O. (1885-1967) 

Robert E. Lee, MD., Archivist, APS Society of Surgical 
Pathologist, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA 

The Arthur Purdy Stout Society was founded in 1947 by a 
group of Dr. Stout's former students and associates with the 
following purposes and objectives: 

(1) to continue a keen intellectual interest, curiosity and 
research in surgical pathology. 

(2) to encourage the highest standards in the practice and 
teaching of surgical pathology, and to promete good fellow
ship among surgical pathologists through public discussion 
groups, forums, panels, lectures and other similar programs. 

(3) to publish materials related to surgical pathology. 
( 4) to foster the study of surgical pathology and to encour

age the personal and professional development of surgical 
pathologists. 

(5) to cooperate with local, national and international 
organizations in the field of surgical pathology and other 
medical specialties. 
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Highlights of the career that resulted in Dr. Stout being 
considered the Father of North American Surgical Pathology 
will be included. 

704. THE ARTHUR PURDY STOUT SOCIETY OF SURGl
CAL PATHOLOGISTS 

Robert E. Lee, MD., Archivist, APS Society of Surgical 
Pathologist, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA 

The activities of the society since its founding in 1947 have 
fostered high standards in the practice of surgical pathology 
as well as in research and education. These were initially 
accomplished by day to day contacts, written consults, and 
slide seminars that took place mostly in New York City. Later, 
these seminars took place in !he cities of Dr. Stout's former 
students and associates. 

Dr. Raffaele Lattes, his first associate served as presiden! 
from 1947 until 1971 and since then the presidents have 
included: A. Severance, F. Vellios, S. Kay, Wm. Meissner, G. 
Fine, Wm. Christopherson, S.C. Sommers, Wm. Hartmann, 
W, Bauer, H. Azar, and D. Carter. A series of A.P. Stout 
Memorial Lectures have been given yearly since Dr. Fred 
Stewart began in 1968 and have extended to 1992 with Dr. 
Robert Beck. The tapies covered by these lecturers will be 
exhibited along with photos of the original eight founding 
members of the society: 

Asa Beach Robert C. Horn 

Vincent P. Collins 

Cushman D. Haagensen 

John P. Heaney 

Raffaele Lattes 

William L. Lehman 

Alvin Severance 

705. SOFT TISSUE IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY IN HU
MAN EMBRYOS: FOCUS ON SKELETAL ANO SMOOTH 
MUSCLES 

M. Lentini , M. Grosso, G. Carrozza, ·G. Gabbiani; Depart
ment of Human Pathology Messina University; *Department 
o! Pathology, University of Geneva, ltaly 

lntermediate filaments and actins are the commonly used 
markers for muscular soft tissue tumors. We studied these 
antibodies in early stages of embryonal development to 
correlate !he antibody response at this time to that of the adult 
lile and to the response expressed by muscular neoplasms. 

We took serial samples from 1 O human embryos of 9 
weeks o! age, which we tested by immunohistochemical 
techniques using vimentin, desmin, alpha-sr actin and alpha
sm actin. 

Skeletal muscles showed a clearcut positivity for alpha-sr 
actin in the majority of fibers. In one case sorne skeletal 
muscle fibers showed positivity for alpha-sm actin. Desmin 
was also positive; this positivity was somewhere in focal 
patterns and more intensely expressed in sorne cells than in 
others, and was localized al one cellular pole. Vimentin was 
also present in skeletal muscles but the response was less 
intense and regarded only few fibers. 

Smooth muscle either in the vascular tree or in the 
parenchymal organs was positive for alpha-sm actin while 
desmin and vimentin were negative. 

We believe that these results could be helpful in the 
interpretation af apparently controversia! data in the 
immunohistochemistry of the rhabdomyosarcomas and 
leiomyosarcomas. 

706. ADENOMA OFTHE CILIARY BODY -A PATHOLOGIC 
ANO CYTOGENETIC STUDY 

Jose M. Lopes, Raquel Seruca, Paula Soares, J. Castro· 
Correia, Sergio Castedo. Departments of Pathology (JML, 
RS, PS), Ophthalmology (JC-C), and Medical Genetics (SC) 
ot the Medical Faculty of Porto, Portugal 

The authors report on a rare benign (neuro) epithelial 
tumor of the ciliary body of the left eye in a 25-year-old male 
patient, w ith clonal loss of chromosome 22. 

By light microscopy the tumor was tentatively classified as 
an adenoma of the non-pigmented epithelium of the ciliary 
body. This diagnosis was confirmed by immunocytochemistry 
(immunoreactivity for vimentin, cytokeratin , EMA, and S-100 
protein) and electron microscopy (leatures of epithelial dil
ferentiation - well developed desmosomes, apical microvilli, 
and abundan! intermediate filaments) . Flow cytometry of 
fresh tumoral fragments revealed a diploid DNA content, in 
agreement with the cytogenetic findings. 

Loss of material and/or rearrangements involving #22 
have been lrequently reported in meningiomas, as well as in 
sorne neuroectodermic tumors (e. g. Ewing's sarcomas and 
gliomas). 

The common denominator between these heterogeneous 
group of (benign or malignan!) neoplasms and the tumor 
herein reported is their neurogenic affiliation. 

lt is tempting to speculate that abnormalities of #22 might 
be associated with a common oncogenetic pathway to 
neurogenic tumors. 

707. THE PROGNOSTIC IMPLICATION OF THYMOMA 
HISTOLOGIC SUBTYPING. REVIEW OF THIRTY-ONE 
CASES 

M. LópezCarreira, M. F. Relea, M. T. Sotelo,A. Blascoand 
E. Larrú. ; Hospital «12 de Octubre .. . Madrid. Spain 

Thymomas are tumors originated lrom the epithelial cells 
of thymus. In 1985, Marino and Müller-Hermelink proposed 
a new histologic classification of thymomas with prognostic 
implications. 

We have reviewed thirty-one specimens of !he thymic 
epithelial tumors which were seen lrom 197 4 to 1991 at the 
«12 de Octubre» Hospital (Madrid). We reclassified them 
according to the proposals of Marino and Müller-Hermelink in 
pure cortical, predominantly cortical , mixed and medullary 
thymoma. The frequency of the different histologic subtypes 
was determined and they were related to patient's age, 
surgical stage, association to myasthenia gravis (MG) and 
evolution. 

We obtained 15 pure cortical , 7 predominantly cortical, 5 
mixed and 3 medullary thymomas. One of our cases filled the 
histopathologic criteria for thymic carcinoma and was not 
associated to MG. The patients' age ranged from 15 to 67 
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years, and the medullary subtype hadan average age slightly 
superior than the other subtypes. They were more frequent 
in men in a rate 2: 1. 18 of our cases were followed-up, at 
leas!, during five years. Four patients died in this time (one in 
the in media te postsurgical state, oneof MG, the third one had 
a bad evolution in six months, and the last one had a relapse 
1 O years alter the surgery). These three last cases were 
cortical thymomas. 18 of our cases asociated MG, being the 
73% of them pure cortical tymomas. 

Conclusions: (1 ). The histologic subtype more frequent in 
our cases was the pu re cortical. (2). MG is associated more 
frequently to cortical thymomas and is not a bad prognostic 
factor. (3) . The cortical thymomas have a worse prognosis 
and they are usually at a more advanced clinical stage. 
(4). So, the histologic subtyping and the clinical stage are in 
our serie the main prognostic factors in thymomas. 

708. VARIATION IN THE LEVELS OF PRE ANO POST
NATAL SUPEROXIOE OISMUTASE IN NEWBORN RATS 
IN NORMOXIA ANO HYPEROXIA, CORRELATION WITH 
MORPHOLOGICAL AL TERATIONS. (*) 

D. Ludeña, C. Martín, C. Pedraz, l. Burgos, C. Parra. 
University of Salamanca, Spain 

Since the studies performed by Me Cord and Fridovich (1) 
the importance of the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) 
is well known as regards protection against the action of the 
superoxide radical (02·) (free 0 2 radical with great cytotoxicity) . 
In the present work our aim was to study the pre- and post
natal pulmonary levels of SOD and correlate these with the 
morphological changes observed alter subjecting our expe
rimental animals to inhalation of high concentrations of 0

2 

To do so, we studied tour groups : 1.- prenatal animals al 
20 days of gestation. 2.- newborn animals. 3.- animals of 1 
and 2 days of age breathing environmental air. 4.- animals of 
1 and 2 days of age breathing a Fi02 ~ 95%. A morphological 
study was carried out on all the animals, also determining 
pulmonary SOD levels. 

On comparing the SOD levels of the ditterent groups, a 
more marked decrease was observed in the animals sub
jected to hyperoxia (25.8%) as compared with the controls of 
1 day old (33.23%), possibly due to the greater oxidative 
stress that this implies afterbirth. Thereafter, the leve Is of the 
control animals reached 24.76% al 2 days of lite, whereas 
under conditions of hyperoxia SOD levels persisted and even 
recovered slightly (26.15%) This phenomenon could be due 
to to activation of SOD production under conditions of 
hyperoxia owing to an oxidative stimulus. Also noteworthy 
was the presence of exudative lesions in the pulmonary 
parenchyma, coinciding with the decrease in pulmonary 
SOD levels. 

1.- McCord and Fridovich. J. Bici Chem. 274: 3170-3175. 1972. 
(') Work supported by the Fiss: Expediente 90/0336. 

709. CANCER FREQUENCY IN RELATIONTO GEOLOGl
CAL CONOITIONS IN TELEMARK-PRELIMINARY RE
PORT 

M. Majak, S. Dahlgren, A.Johansen. Dept. of Path. TSS 
Skien; U. ofOslo, Mineral-Geological Museum; Cancer Reg; 
Norway 
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Higher frequency of sorne malignancies among people 
who are exposed to radon(222 Rn) concentration is known 
and has been documented in the literature. Sorne geographical 
correlations between eg. myeloid leukaemia and radon ex
posure were observed.but the relation between geological 
conditions, which p lay a significan! role in radon daughters 
exposure and the frequency of cancer have not been analysed. 

We present here our preliminary observations of cancer 
frequency in ditterent regions of Telemark county (data from 
the Cancer Registry) in relation to Telemark's geological 
map. In several parts of Telemark, granites, which are 
relatively rich in uranium, are common. In these parts one 
expects a possibility for the higher concentration of radon, 
which is a radioactive daughter element produced during the 
decay of uranium. Taking into consideration 18 regions of 
Telemark, the highest cancer-frequency (statisticaly signifi
can!) registe red during a 10-year period was observed in 
!hose with «high risk»-young granit rocks. 

We consider our findings as preliminary observations,but 
fur-ther studies should be continued to preve, wheather the 
relation between geological conditions and cancer frequency 
in the Telemark county is causal. 

710. PAPILLOMA VIRUS RELATEO LES IONS. 
ULTRASTRUCTURAL EVIOENCE OF ACTIVATION OF 
THE SKIN IMMUNE SYSTEM AFTER CRYOTHERAPY 

Martin-Hirsel, A.; Bretaña, A.; Contreras-Bretaña, M. lns
tituto de Biomedicina, Universidad Central de Venezuela. 

Cryotherapy is a standard treatment for dysplasia of the 
femenine genital tract. Using ultraestructural technic we 
evaluated the effect of cryotherapy on the cells of the skin 
immune system (S IS) of genita l lesions induced by 
papillomavirus. 

We are here presenting the ultrastructural image of the 
vaginal epithelium of patients treated with cryosurgery for a 
benign vestibular papillae of the vulva (VPV) and untreated 
patients with cervical carcinoma (CCa). We evidence a large 
quantity of accessory cells in the VPV treated group. 

Given the great homology between different types of 
papillomavirus, it is possible that the immune response 
against VPV could induce immunity against oncogenic 
papillomavirus. 

711 . STUOY OF THE HEPATIC LESION ANO LEVELS OF 
PARACETAMOLANO METABOLITES AFTER ORAL ANO 
INTRAPERITONEAL OVERCHARGE IN THE MOUSE 

M.J. Mayol, A. Esteban, J. Satorres, M. Perez Mateo and 
L. Graells. H. de San Juan y H. de Elche (Alicante). Opios. de 
Patología-Cirugía y de Medicina (Universidad de Alicante), 
Spain 

The metabolism of paracetamol in the mouse is qualitatively 
similar to man. lts hepatotoxicity is given by an active 
metabolite. The work has two objectives: (1) To compare the 
hepatic lesion caused by overdose of paracetamol orally and 
intraperitoneally and (2) Correlate the lesion with the plas
matic levels of paracetamol and metabolites. Material and 
methods : There are two groups of sixteen souris OF, mice 
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(25-30 gr) that are given orally and intraperitoneally 500 mg/ 
Kg of paracetamol. alter fasting of tour hours but being able 
to drink water and killing them al intervals of one hour. two 
anda hall hours and six hours. Alter getting plasma and liver 
tissue we measure the paracetamol and metabolites as well 
as we study the hepatic histologic lesion and gel the stadistic 
analysis. 

Results: The paracetamol levels are superiortoone an two 
and hall hours intraperitoneally (p< 0,02). The highest levels 
of mercapturicooccur after six hours intraperitoneally (p=0,04). 
The highest hepatic lesion occurs alter six hours intraperi 
toneally. Correlation between the he palie lesion and 
mercapturico leve Is can be observed aftersix hours (p=0,02). 

712. MESOTHELIAL ORIGIN OF SIMPLE SPLENIC CYSTS, 
A MORPHOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL 
STUOY. 

M Me Dermott, N Dowdall, H. Vazir, DS O'Briain. Pathol
ogy Dept. SI. James's Hospital and Trinity College Medical 
School, Dublin, lreland 

The cellular lining in true or primary cysts of the spleen 
usually includes an epithelium (often squamous) and the 
cysts accordingly have been termed epithelial, squamous, or 
epidermoid cysts. Alternatively. it has been suggested that 
!he cysts are of mesothelial origin with squamous metaplasia, 
a view recently supported by ultrastructural evidence. We 
studied cellular lined cysts from 1 O patients. Six younger 
patients (aged 9 to 37 years) presented dueto the effects of 
marked splenomegaly and had large cysts (6 to 19 cm in 
diameter. mean 15 cm). In 4 older patients (mean age 69 
years) there were smaller cysts (mean diameter 2.9 cm) 
which were incidental findings. Areas of flattened and cuboidal 
lining were found in all 1 O cases and in 6 a squamous lining. 
either localised or extensive. was present. Electron 
microscopy. performed in 2 cases confirmed squamous 
features. An immunocytochemical profile consisten! with 
either epithelial or mesothelial origin (AE1/AE3+, MAK6+, 
EMA+, and negative forvimentin. ulex europaeus. and factor 
8 related antigen) was present in most cases. In addition, of 
markers more characteristic of epithelium (Ber Ep4, Leu M1 
and CEA) only CEA was focally positive. In 6 cases AE 1 / AE3 
staining remole from the cysts was positive in small 
subcapsular peritoneal inclusions and revealed frequent 
similar intraparenchymal inclusions. 

The frequency of peritoneal inclusions together with the 
immunocytochemical profile of the cyst lining and morpho
logical evidence of transition from flattened to squamous 
lining ali provide additional support for a mesothelial origin 
(with squamous metaplasia) of splenic cellular lined cysts. 

713. THE CANCER REGISTRY OF THE PROVINCE 
GUIPUZCOA. RESUL TS OF ITS 5 FIRST YEARS 

Michelena M.J .. Toledo J .D. Instituto Oncologico, San 
Sebastian, Hospital Basurto, Bilbao and Facultad de Medi
cina y Odontologia U.P.V.- E.H.U. Spain 

The Cancer Registry of Guipuzcoa gathers information 
about malignan! tumours within this province, which has 
689.000 inhabitants. according the census of population of 

1.986. This province forms the Spanish Bask Country. to
gether with Vizcaya and Alava, and has a middle place in 
population among them. The sources of informations are the 
Hospitals and Clinics and also the Civil Registry of Deaths. 

The total number of cancers gathered by the Registry 
among 1.983-1 .987, is 10.061 , 5.929 males and 4.122 fe
males. Basaliomas and «in situ" carcinomas of any localization 
are excluded. The crude incidence rates for all localizations 
are for males 340.7/100.000/year and for females 236.6/ 
100.000/ year. The most frequents localizations for males 
are: lung. colon and rectum, stomach. urinary bladder and 
prostate. Forfemales: breas!, colon and rectum. endometrium, 
skin (without basaliomas) and unknown primary tumour. 

714. TRANSPLACENTAL INOUCTION OF PERIPHERAL 
NERVE ºSYSTEM TUMORS (PNST) ANO MELANOTIC 
TUMORS (MT) IN SYRIAN GOLOEN HAMSTERS (SGH) 
WITH ETHYL-NITROSOUREA (ENU) 

J. Muntané. A. Cardesa, T. Ribalta. F. Cruz-Sánchez, "J. 
Cervós-Navarro and ··u. Mohr. Dpt. Pathology, Hospital 
Clinic. Univ. Barcelona, Med . School , Spain, 'lnst. 
Neuropathol .. Freie Univ .. Berlin, and •• Abt. Exp. Pathologie, 
Med. Hochschule. Hannover, Germany 

Three groups each of 5 SGH females received a single i. 
p. injection of ENU (30 mg/Kg b. w.) on days 13th. 14th and 
15th of pregnancy, respectively. The efective progeny was 
68 animals. PNST were observed in 12 animals, 5 different 
ones developed MT and 1 animal developed both types of 
tumors. Statistically. no differences in the incidence of PNST 
were observed comparing animal groups. MT developed in 
groups 2 and 3. Histologically, PNST were neurofibromas. 
Three PNST showed distorted nerve trunks similar to !hose 
found in human plexiform neurofibromas . lmmuno
histochemical stains using lectins of wheat germ (WGA). 
Ricinus (RCA), peanut (PNA) and Canavalia (ConA), and 
mielin basic protein (MBA) showed heterogeneity in pheno
type of tumor cells. MT were intradermic hypercellular 
melanocytic nevi. In addition, foci of melanocytic hyperplasia 
were observed in ali groups. Since in man both types of 
lesions (neurofibromas with plexiform features and 
melanocytic proliferations) are associated wi th von 
Recklinghausen's neurofibromatosis, our results suggest 
that the present experiment may offer a model to further 
study this disease, thus confirming recen! experimental 
results. 

715. EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF SQUAMOUS CELL 
CARCINOMA WITH 7, 12-0IMETHYLBENZ(A)ANTHRA
CENE IN ORAL HAMSTER MUCOSE 

Ortega Medina l. Díaz-Cano SJ. Ríos Martín JJ, Panea P, 
Rivera Huelo F and Echevarría R. Pathology Dpt. «Virgen 
Macarena" University Hospital. Sevilla. Spain 

We have performed an experimental work in the oral 
mucose of the 100 hamster, aged tour to six weeks. They 
were trated beweekly, in the bucea! pouch with topical 
applications of 0.5% 7, 12-dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA) 
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dissolved in paraffin and olive oil, for up to 15 weeks. Control 
hamsters were similarly treated with paraffin and olive oil. 

Whereas 100% of the DMBA in paraffin oil treated ham
sters developed buccal pouch carcinomas, only 20% of the 
DMBA in olive oil treated hamsters developed oral carcino
mas. No carcinomas were observed in control hamsters. The 
dysplastic lesiones and oral malignan! tumors were studied 
progressively and early precancerous lesions were identified 
histochemically by gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase (GGT). 

The higher rate of carcinoma in DMBA in paraffin oíl 
treated hamsters suggests a promoting action of paraffin in 
developing of oral squamous cell carcinoma. 

716. EXPERIMENTAL INTESTINAL ISCHAEMIA. A 
QUALITATIVE ANO QUANTITATIVE STUOY OF MOR
PHOLOGICAL CHANGES WITH ANO WITHOUT TREAT
MENT WITH SUPEROXIOE OISMUTASE* 

C. Parra, C. Martín, D. Ludeña, J. García, A. Gomez; 
University of Salamanca, Spain 

One of the mechanisms involved in intestinal ischaemia 
with revascularization is the action of oxygen free radicals 
(FA). Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is able to cause the 
dismutation of superoxide anions (O;) 

Materials and Methods: Albino Wistar rats subjected to 
intestinal vascular ischaemia (IVI) by clamping the superior 
mesenteric artery over 90 minutes were used. The animals 
were then subjected to revascularization (AV). Hall of the 
animals received Cu-Zn SOD (Zambeletti, Lot 603. Spain) 
intravenously (5 mg/kg) before the start of ischaemia. A 
morphological study: light microscopy (LM) and electron 
microscopy (TEM) was carried out and SOD was determined, 
analyzing the results statistically. For the morphological 
study 100 villi per sample were counted following the Chiu ( 1) 
grading. 

Aesults Grade 1 Grade 11 Grade 111 Grade IV Grade V 

IVI ~ 6~ 35% r -
AV 

1+SOD - 60% 

50% 

40% 

AV+SOD 45% 45% 10% 

50% 

SOD levels: There was a significan! decrease of SOD 
levels in the intestinal wall in the groups without treatment. 

Comments: There was a noteworthy decrease in the 
lesions with LM and TEM in the groups undergoing treatment. 
01 note was the absence of LPMNs in the intestinal infiltrate 
of the treated groups and the involvement of SOD in this. 

1.-Chiu J . et al. Arch Surg. 101: 478-483. 1970. 

(") Financed by !he FISS . 

717. SCARSE KNOWLEOGE OF GERIATRIC OISEASES 

C. Petri , Municipal Hospital of Copenhagen, Denmark 

The quality of the clinical and postmortal diagnoses in 
geriatric patients is critica!. Proposals for the future is given 
below. From 527 dead in a metropolitan geriatric hospital 
over the years 1987-90, 150 patients of a median age of 84 
have been studied. The male female ratio was 2/3. 
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During the study period the autopsy frequency had de
creased from 45% to 7%. Clinical diagnoses were retro
spectively compared to autopsy findigs. 

Among 24 patients with pulmonary thromboembolism, 21 
with AMI and 48 with cancer, clínica! overdiagnostication 
appeared in respectively 3%, 6% and 20 %, whereas 
underdiagnostication appeared in 83%, 62% and 21%. 

Perforated ulcer, intestinal gangrene and aortic rupture 
were clinically not diagnosed. 

Compared to a similar material from Copenhagen 1.966-
68 a study of 900 patients showed that the standard of the 
diagnoses had lowered. Specially the cardiovascular system 
is critica!. 

The old people are adding with 10-15% per ten years 
above hall of the health budget. 

The arrival of new diagnostic tools in the clinics can'! 
replace autopsy from being !he backbone of the pathology. 

Modern implements of pathology can freely be supplied as 
required ( morfometry, immunohistochemistry). 

Gerontopathogists with their unique capacity mus! col
laborate to inspire !he geriatricians to maintain their curren! 
diagnostic training. 

718. SENILE AMYLOIO OEPOSITS: A POSTMORTEM 
STUOY OF 100 PATIENTS OVER 85 YEARS OF AGE 

C. Rócken, and W. Saeger. Department of Pathology, 
Marienkrankenhaus, Hamburg, Germany. R.P. Linke, Max
Planck-lnstitute of Biochemistry, Martiensried, Germany 

The distribution patterns and the immunoreactivity of se
nile amyloid deposits in an unselected postmortem series 
were studied. Al autopsies of 100 patients elder !han 85 
years we obtained 33 specimens in each case, including 
samples of all parenchymatous and endocrine organs, the 
genitourinary trae!, the gastrointestinal trae!, the skin, and 
musculoskeletal tissues. 

Using Congo-red staining we found amyloid deposits in all 
cases. The distribution pattern and amount of amyloid de
pends on age and localization. lmmunohistochemistry with a 
panel of 5 antisera for five difieren! amyloid clssses (amyloid 
A, 1 :30, R.P. Linke; amyloid S" of transthyretin-origin 1 :500, 
R.P .Linke; amyloid of P2-microglobulin-origin, 1 :200. 
Dakopatts, Hamburg, Germany; amyloid lambda light chain, 
1 :600, R.P.Linke; amyloidkappalightchain, 1 :400, R.P.Linke) 
revealed mostly negative results in the amyloid deposits 
except for ASc, in blood vessels of heart, lung, and 
gastrointestinal tract. 

From our results we suppose that the senile amyloid 
deposits are a heterogeneous group of different amyloid 
types al difieren! localizations. 

719. A SURVEY OF COABUSE OF ALCOHOL ANO 
COCAINE 

E. Spratt, S. Comparini , G. Vallaro, R. De Luca and J. 
O'Connell. ; Westchester County, Department of Laborato
ries and Research, Valhalla, NY, USA 
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Coabuse of ethanol (ETOH) and cocaine (C) associated 
deaths have increased in the past 6 years. Ethylenecocaine 
(E-C), the ethyl homolog of (C) also known as cocaethylene 
(CE), ethylbenzoylecgonine or homocaine, a 
pharmacollogically active metabolite of (C) has been identi
fied in the blood of ETOH and (C) abusers. Our survey re
veals that the 15% of (C) abusers drink alcohol concomitantly 
which potentiates the stimulant action of (C) by ETOH. (E-C) 
is analyzed by using gas chromatography mass spectrometry. 
A total of 32 cases show a distribution of deaths with: 25% 
dueto mixed drug intoxication, 22% dueto blunt force injuries 
(traffic and firearm deaths), 16% dueto cardiogenic death, 
13% associated with chronic liver disease, 9% associated 
with drowning. The remaining 15% of deaths include: 2 stab 
wounds homicides, a hanging suicide and 2 undetermined 
deaths. The incidence of ETOH and (C) in the 16% of our 
sudden cardiac deaths represen! a 50% increase in the past 
4 years. Sudden death after (C) abuse has been attributed to 
(C) cardiotoxicity. Al high concentrations (C) binds to 
muscariniccholinergic receptors (atropine effect). Unopposed 
adrenergic cardiac stimulation produces tachycardia and 
risk of cardiac arrhythmia. Coabuse increases heart rate 
three - fivefold possibly due to ethylenecocaine's relatively 
high affinity far muscarinic receptors .. The 13% incidence of 
sudden death dueto liver di se ase represents a 400% increase 
of ETOH+ (C) associated deaths dueto chronic liver disease 
in the past 3 years. (C-E) is known to have local anesthetic 
properties. In the presence of ETOH, in the (human liver), a 
carboxylesterase catalyzes the ethyl transesterification of 
(C) to (E-C). Recen! neuropharmacodynamic studies have 
shown that apparently this metabolite causes enhancement 
of (C) euphoria. In the absence of ETOH this esterase 
catalyzes the hydrolysis of (C) to ecgonine methyl ester 
(inactive metabolite as psychomotor stimulant). In liver dis
ease, fetuses, newboms and pregnant women cholinesterase 
(Ch E) activity is low. Serum (Ch E) catalyzes the hydrolysis of 
the benzoyl group of (C) producing ecgonine methyl ester. 
Benzoylecgonine (BE) has been reported to act as a potent 

vasoconstrictor. Formation of (E-C) is accompanied by di
minished inactivation of (C) to (BE). Therefore, regulation of 
(C) metabolism by esterases may influence (C)-induced 
psychomotor activity, as well as vasoconstriction. The 
pharmacodynamic and kinetic actions of (C), ETOH and (E
C) may explain the increased risk of sudden cardiac death 
and sudden death in chronic liver disease. 

720. ECOLOGICAL PATHOLOGY: NEW DIRECT IN ME
DICINE 

D.Zerbino. Medica! lnstitute, Lviv, Ukraine 

Ecological pathology (EP)- examination hidden and evi
dent injuries of cells which were caused by enviroment and 
xenobiotics (X). EP it is not obligative syndrom or disease. 
Were prepared our own alternative classification of EP 
variations. That is: a) EP of manners of lile genesis, influence 
of X, which are in our apartments (medicines, detergents, 
sprays, paints, varnishes, parfumes) in garages (gasdine, 
oils, detergents), in gardens (pesticides and others); b) EP o! 
professional genesis; c) EP of urbanization genesis, as a 
result of falling into the organism X in cities with great number 
of cars (carbon dioxide, benzpirene, tetraaethylicus lead) 
and as results o! others dangerous influence (roads, 
termoelectrostations); d) EP of neighbourhood genesis -
living in the neighbourhood of plants, chemical industry 
factories, mines, which X falling into the air (influence of 
industrial dust, photochemical and other smokes), water and 
soil; e) geochemical ecological pathology, influence of natu
ral migration of X in that and other geographical region; f) EP, 
as a result of antropogenic changing of atmosphere (ozone 
«hales•., fotochemical smoke); g) EP of radiation genesis 
(trying of atomic and hydrogenic weapons, catastrofies on 
the atomic electrostation and hiding places ( or preservations) 
o! radioactive chemical combinations; h) EP as on effect of 
influence of electromagnetic and electrostatic fields; i) EP 
which is colled out by the means of ultraviolet and laser rays; 
j) EP transbordering; k) EP paraprofessional. 
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PATHOBIOLOGY 

721. WHY REPORTEO AOFR'S HAVE INCONCLUSIVE 
RESULTS 

C. Anderson. Oepartment of Pathology. UWO Health 
Sciences Center, London, ONT. Ganada 

Harold Frost coined !he term AOFR as a result of his 
concept for !he restoration of bone to osteoporotic patients. 
His idea was that bone remodelling units (BMU) could be 
pulse Activated pharmacologically, that the resorptive arm of 
the BMU could be similarly Oepressed. The bone forming 
activi ty would be allowed to proceed Freely and the sequence 
would be Repeated as many times as it was necessary till the 
patient's bone volume increased. 

We reported !he results of an initial pilo! study in 1984 in 
which we showed that three days of three grams of Phosphate 
Sandoz was an acceptable Activator while Oidronel was a 
good osteoclastic Oepressor. Without medication during the 
Free period and repeating the cycle eight times the bone 
volume of ten osteoporotic patients was increased by an 
average of 92%. 

Large scale trials have followed attempting to emulate our 
pilo! project. Avioli, Watts and Storm all achieved inconclusive 
results on over 600 patients. In the design of these studies 
all patients continuously received 1 g daily of ora l calcium 
supplements. 

Guillemin and Guillemin showed that !he parathyroid hor
mone secretion response to oral phosphate is blunted in 
patients given continuous oral calcium supplements. 

Fuss et al. showed that oral calcium stimulates the 
secretion of calcitonin - a bone cell depressor. 

Filliponi et al. provide evidence to show that the mecha
nism of calcitonin secretion following calcium ingestion oc
curs through the mediation of gastrin release . 

Many u bon estudies" are fraught with difficulties leading to 
inconclusive resul ts due to therapy prescribed according to 
dogma. 

722. CHARACTERIZATION OF SPINOLE CELLS OF EPl
OEMIC AN ENOEMIC KAPOSl'S SARCOMA (KS) IN VIVO 
ANO IN VITRO 

P. Biberfeld , C. Parravicini, E.E. Kaaya, W. Urassa, G. 
Biberfeld. Karolinska lnstitute and National Bacteriological 
Lab., Stockholm, Sweden, U. of Milano, ltaly and Muhimbili 
Medical Centre, Oar-es-Salaam, Tanzania 

OBJECTIVES & METHOOS: To compare immune pheno
type, ploidy and proliferative activity of the so called spindle 
cells and immune status in HIV-associated (AKS) and endemic 
(EKS) Kaposi's sarcoma (KS). 

Skin or lymph node biopsies from AKS and EKS cases 
were proccesed for routine histopathology , 
immunohistochemistry and Feulgen based quanti tative ONA 
measurements. HIV serology was performed by ELISA and 
confirmed by Western blot technique. Blood C04 • and COS• 
cells were determined by immunoflow-cytometry. 

FINOINGS: Both AKS and EKS showed !he same 
histopathological fea tu res. Spindle cells appeared by immune 
phenotyping heterogeneous and represent al least two ma-
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jo r subpopulations, one bone marrow derived (C045' ) and 
one of myofibrocytic origin (TE-7', a -actin•). Cyclin/PCNA 
immunostaining showed that the percentage of cycling cells 
range from 2 to 18, with a higher mean proliferation rate in 
AKS which however, was no! statistically significan!. ONA 
measurement of spindle cells showed no significan! values 
greater !han SC level indicating that both types of KS spindle 
cells have euploid ONAcontent. Oecrease in CD4• PBL'sand 
C04/C08 ratios was seen only in cases of AKS. 

CONCLUSIONS: 1) Tumor spindle cells of AKS and EKS 
are heterogeneous and represen! !he .same type of euploid, 
low rate cell poliferations. 

2) lmmunodeficiency is not a direct pathogenic factor for 
Kaposi-genesis. 

3) AKS and EKS are probably a category of reactive 
lesions with varying potential or autonomous (autocrine?) 
grow1h. 
Dr. E.E. Kaaya was partly supported by SAREC and WORLD LAB. 

723. A MUTATEO H-RAS AL TERS NUCLEAR MORPHOL
OGY IN A RAT FIBROBLAST CELL LINE 

A. Fischer', P. Wesr, W . Shilkitus•. ' Carney Hospital, 
Boston, MA. •Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA 

Since nuclear abnormalities are characteristic of malig
nan! cells, and since the H-ras oncogene appears involved in 
oncogenesis, we asked if H-ras affects chromatin morphol
ogy. To examine this, a rat fibroblast cell line containing an 
integrated zinc-inducible mutated H-ras (rasT24) was com
pared to the parental cell line without this ras construct. Cells 
were grown on slides, alcohol fixed , and Feulgen stained. 
Subjective assessment showed ras induction to be associ
ated with striking coarsening of the chromatin and thickening 
of the nuclear membrane heterochromatin. Oeep nuclear 
membrane notches greater than 1 /5 !he nuclear diameter or 
grooves extending at leas! 1 /2 !he diameter were identified in 
13 of 500 cells compared to O or 1 of 500 control cells 
(p<.001). The CAS-100 image analysis system quantified 
the ONA index and growth fraction. The CAS cell measure
ment program discriminated between ras positive and con
trol cell populations (N = 80-100 cells) with high significance 
for 27 of 28 measurements. The most significan! were 
differences in «Size,. (smaller area in ras positive cells dueto 
a more spheroidal morphology), «Shape", «average optical 
density", «Contras!", and «Correlation". Co:itrol studies 
showed no effect of !he zinc induction per se, and !he 
observed differences are unrelated to growth fraction. The 
morphologic effects were reversible alter withdrawal of zinc. 
These results suggest the oncogenic effect of rasT24 may be 
related to a reorganization of ch romatin. 

724. MODIFICATIONS IN THE EXPRESSION OF 
GLYCOPROTEIN P-170 INOUCED BY CY(;LOSPORIN A 
IN CELL CULTURES. (CICYT SAL89/1122) 

F. O'Valle, M .J. Quesada, J .L. Santos, M. Aguilar, J . 
López-Hidalgo, M.A. Lucena, M. Andújar, M.O. Rodríguez
Martínez and R. García del Moral. Dept. of Pathology, 
University Hospital, E-18012 Granada, Spain 



Cyclosporin A (CsA), in addition to being the 
immunosuppressive agent most widely used to preven! 
transplant rejection, has been shown to be effective, either 
alone or in combination with calcium antagonists (especially 
verapamil), in reverting in vitro sorne drug multiresistance 
phenomena caused by the expression of P-1 70 glycoprotein 
by certain tumoral cell lines in culture. The mechanism 
leading to this phenomenon is not thoroughly understood, 
although it appears to be related with competitive inhibition at 
the leve! of the membrane glycoprotein. However, prolonged 
exposure to the drug may induce cellular genomic adapta
tion, with raised levels of phenotypic expression of P-170. 
We used a panel of different neoplastic (Hela, MCF-7, B-16 
and SKMEL-5) and transformed cell lines (VERO and MDCK) 
in an immunohistochemical study of P-1 70 expression, 
quantif ied by FACScan, under different experimental con
ditions with low doses of CsA. As interna! controls, we 
assessed the possible toxic and antiproliferative effect of 
CsA with a metabolic test (MTT); we also quantified the drug 
in the supernatant of cell cultures with RIA, and examined the 
concomitan! expression of cytokeratins with FACScan. 

Three different patterns of P-1 70 expression were ob
served: 1) no modification (He La, SKMEL-5, B-16 and VERO 
lines); 2) increased expression (MDCK) and 3) decreased 
expression (MCFn). Cytokeratin expression was unchanged 
under ali conditions. We conclude that 1) CsA can specifi
cally modify GP-170 expression, and 2) behaviorof the renal 
tubule transformed line (MDCK) was opposite that shown by 
the rest of the cell lines assayed; this can be attributed to 
mechanisms of adaptation to toxic agents. 

725. ENERGY METABOLISM LEVEL IN DIABETIC 
ANGIOPATHY. 

l. Gogina, E. Pleshanov, l. Pavlovsky, P. Gordiy. Lviv 
Medica! lnstitute. Ukraine 

Biopsies of conjunctiva, iris, gastric and intestinal mucous 
of 156 diabetic patients taken during a surgery or with 
diagnostic purpose were used ultramicroscopical and 
ultrahistochemical study. 

Ultrahistochemical study showed inhibition of mitochondrial 
enzymes (succinatdehidrogenase and NAD-H-diaphorase). 
As diabetes grew worse with the progress of retinopathy we 
noted quantitative reducing of the cells possesing Na-, K+
ADFase activity. Due to the disorder of metabolism and 
changes in ion transport activity Na· accumulates in cells and 
the concentration of ions K· reuces, what leads to intercel
lular edema growth. First of ali , a sharp ADFasa activity 
decrease is noted in nucleus and nuclear membrane 
{ultrahistochemical foto). 

Metabolism disorder in capillary endothelium leads to 
pronounced destructive changes. Endothelial vascular cover 
becomes thinner and fragmented. In addition, we noted a 
sharp inhibition ensumat ic Mg 2•-ADFase and 
succidehydrogenase in endothelium mytochondrions with 
simultaneous accumulation of triglycerides and of peroxidase 
lipid oxidation end product -lipofuscine {ultramicroscopical 
foto). 

In the result of endothelium destruction with subsequent 

desquamation a large amount of killed cells, microclasmatous 

particles, cellular detritus, fibrin are concentrated in circula

tory capillary gap (ultramicroscopical foto). 

In addition, falling out of electrodense fibrin at sludged 
erithrocytes is noted. lt results in the development of chronic 

disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC-syndrome). 

Structural and metabolic changes in endotheliocytes lead 
to deendothelization of capillaries, increased vascular pen
etrability with intensive transudation, appearance of 

hemorrhages with regional microchemodynamics disorder 

and development of laten! DIC-syndrome. 

726. PEROXIDIZED LDL CYTOXICITY IS INHIBITED BY 
EXCESS LDL ANO ENHANCED BY LOVASTATIN 

K.K.S. Hui, E.T. Fossel, Beth Israel Hospital and Harvard 

Medica! School, Boston, MA, USA 

lt is known that oxygen free radicals cause tissue injury. 

We reported that peroxidized LDL (p-LDL) had selective 

cytotoxicity toward human malignan! cells (1,2). Little is 
known about its metabolic pathway. Working on the hypoth
esis that it may share a common receptor pathway with LDL, 

we studied the effects of excess LDL and lovastatin on its 

cytotoxic action on normal and cancer cells including AG-

01519, Wl-38, HT-1080, MDA-MB-231 , JMN-18, and CAC0-2. 

LDL was peroxidized with hydrogen peroxide, and 
cytotoxicity assays were periormed as described (2). Sur
vival rates were assessed by a mitochondrial function test 
(MTT assay), and cytopathic effects were monitored by optic 

and electron microscopy. p-LDL in concentrations of 0.02 to 
0.1 O mg/ml protein caused prominent degenerative changes 

ranging from loss of intercellular contacts, cytoplasmic con
densation, chromatin clumping, and membrane blebbing to 

mitochondrial swelling to overt cellular fragmentation and 

cytolysis. In the presence of 5-30 fold excess of LDL, the 

survival rates increased and the cytopathic effects dimin· 
ished. Pre·exposure of the cultures to lovastatin for 2 days 

prior to incubation with a p-LDUlovastatin mixture produced 

the opposite results. The differences between the experi· 
mental and control groups were statistically significan!. The 
effects were dose dependen!. The inhibition of p-LDL 

cytotoxicity by LDL could be due to competitive inhibition at 
the receptor site, and the enhancement by lovastatin could 
be dueto an increase in the number of LDL receptors. These 
findings suggest that p-LDL may share a common receptor 
pathway with LDL. 

References: 

1. Fossel ET, et al: Proceedings o! the AACR Special 
Conference in Cancer Research on the Molecular Basis of 
Tumor lmmunology. May 1990, p. 46. 

2. Fossel ET, et al : J Natl Cancer lnst 83:1316-1321 , 1991 
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727. DIFFERENTIAL INFILTRATION BY CD45RO VS. 
CD45RA SUBSETS OF T CELLS IS ASSOCIATED WITH 
HUMAN ALLOGRAFT REJECTION 

S. lbrahim, O.V. Dawson, and F. Sanfilippo. Duke Univer
sity Medical Center, Durham, NC, USA 

Subsets of T cells have been identified based on the 
expression of difieren! isoforms of CD45; those expressing 
CD45RA (gp220) have been characterized as "naive» in 
their response to antigens including alloantigens, whereas 
!hose expressing CD45RO (gp180) have been character
ized as «memoryu T cells. To examine !he potential asso
ciation between human allograft rejection and the relative 
infiltration of these T cell subsets, immunohistologic labelling 
of 33 heart, 17 kidney, and 17 liver transplant biopsies was 
performed. All biopsies were selected on the basis of an 
unambiguous clinical-pathologic diagnosis, adequate frozen 
tissue available for evaluation, and the absence of anli
rejection treatment within one month prior to biopsy. For 
heart biopsies, two-color immunoperoxidase labelling was 
performed and all cells within the biopsy were counted; for 
kidney and liver biopsies a semiquantitative score (1 -4+) was 
assigned based on the number of CD45RO and CD45RA 
infiltrating T cells. For each type of organ allografl, there was 
a significan! association between rejection and the ratio of 
CD45RO:RA subsets. For heart allografts the ratio of 
CD45RO:RA T cells in pat1ents with moderate rejection was 
1.31 · 0.1 compared to 0.68 · 0.01 (p< 0.001) in patients with 
minimal rejection . Two-color analysis indicated that the 
CD45RO subset of both CDS and CD4 T cells was signifi· 
cantly increased in cases with rejection. Likewise, the ratio 
of CD45RO to CD45RA infiltrating T cells was significantly 
higher in kidney and liver allograft biopsies from patients with 
rejection compared to !hose without rejection (p<0.002 and 
0.01 respectively). 

These results indicate that human heart, kidney, and liver 
allograft rejection is associated with a relatively greater increase 
in the number of CD45RO vs CD45RA infiltrating T cells. 

728. PATHOGENETICAL APPROACH TO LIVER FUNC
TIONAL STATUS RESTORATION AT PATHOLOGICAL 
STA TES 

Z.Z.Hakimov, The Second Tashkent Medical lnstitute, 
Republic of Uzbekistan 

Free radical generation increase, depression of antioxi
dant enzymes activity and stipulated by it biomembrane 
damage at pathological states (PS) leads to accumulation of 
difieren! toxic compounds and development endogenous 
intoxication syndrome in the organism. This is also prometed 
by low activity of monooxigenaze enzyme system (MES). 

The results of the study had shown, that al acule viral and 
toxic hepatic disease, various faeces peritonitis, burns, acule 
kidney deficiency, sepsis, radiation disease a significan! 
decrease in cy1ochrome P-450 content in liver and it's cata
lylic activity in relation to 1 and 11 type substrates was 
mentioned, resulting from decrease of phospholipides, par
ticularly phosphatidylcholine, in microsomes. Along with it, a 
decrease in kidney blood flow, depression of bile generaling 
and absorptive/excreting liver function, increase in activity 
and toxicity of xenobiotics was mentioned. 
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Therapy with MES inducers enforced the reparation of the 
damaged mitochondrial membranes and microsomes as 
also their conjugated function as a result of increased 
phospholipide and protein synthesis, thus removing not only 
the disturbance of xenobiotic biotransformation processes 
bu! also normalizes absorptive/excretive function of liver and 
the speed of blood flow in the organ al PS. 

Hence, the depression of MES hepathocy1es is one of 
importan! pathogenetic factors of intoxication development 
and chemical homeostasis disturbance al PS, in correction of 
which MES inducers are efficient. 

729. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DETECTION OF STER-
010 RECPTORS IN ANGIOMYOLIPOMA OF THE KIDNEY 
-A RATIONAL BASIS FORTHERAPEUTICAL HORMONAL 
MANIPULATION 

G. Martignoni, ·c. Doglioni , M. Pea. G. Bogina, M. Maran, 
G. Zamboni, R. Colombari, A. Mombello and F. Bonetti. 
lstituto di Anatomia Patologica, Universita di Verona and 
·ospedale Civile Feltre, ltaly 

Angiomyolipoma (AML) is a tumor composed of spindle 
and epithelioid leiomuscolar cells , adipocytes and blood 
vessels. One-half of the AMLs occuring in youngs with 
Tuberose Sclerosis is multifocal and bilateral, while in the 
patients without Tuberose Sclerosis, often adult women, the 
tumor is solitary and large. lnvolvement of regional lymph 
nades probably represents multifocal disease. Nevertheless 
sorne reports have documenteted aggressive behaviour, 
with fatal outcome. Moreover large AMLs involved the sur
rounding tissues could not be removed surgically or may 
recur following partial surgical resection and when bilateral 
AMLs may develop renal failure. The reported presence of 
estrogen (EA) and progesteron (PgR) receptors in Pulmonary 
Lymphangioteiomyomatosis, a lesion related to AML and 
Tuberose Sclerosis, prompted us to test AML for the same 
markers. Five cases of AML of the kidney, aflecting 4 women 
aged 35, 40, 48 and 66 yrs, respectively, anda young man 
of 14 with Tuberose Sclerosis were studied. All cases exhibited 
!he typica l his tological features of AM L. The 
immunohistochemical analysis (on paraflin embedded and 
frozen sections) showed the characteristic AM L 
immunophenotype: Actin+/-; Vimentin+/-; HMB-45+. PgR 
and ER was detected in 40% of spindle cells of all AMLs and 
occasionally in epithelioid cells. The presence of ER and PgR 
in AML prov1des a rational basis for a possible clinical 
response after hormonal manipulation of this lesion like that 
reported in patients with Pulmonary Lymphan · 
gioleiomyomatosis. 

Supported by Associazione Italiana per la Ricerca sul 
Cancro, Milano. 

730. EXPERIMENTAL BASIS FOR NEW PATHO-GENETl
CAL PRINCIPAL OF HYPOTROPHY TREATMENT IN 
CHILDREN 

LE. Muzafarova. H. Ya. Karimov. Z.Z. Hakimov., The 
Second Tashkent Medical lnstitute, Republic of Uzbekistan 

Wide spread of hypotrophy in children and low efficiency 
of treatment require to work out new pathogenetical means 
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of therapy. Application of monooxigenaze enzyme system 
(MOES) hepathocyte inducers in the case of given pathology 
would assist in correction of xenobiotics biotransformation 
processes, and also to normalization of pharmacological 
influence of drugs. In site of this benzonal - MOES inducer 
and phytin-hepathoprotectorwere applied on the background 
of balanced nutrition. 11 was established, that in !hose animals, 
who were not treated w ith the drugs, the activity of antioxidant 
system and MOES remains low and therefore low is the 
intensity of lipides peroxide oxidation processes and en
dogenous intoxication syndrome expresion. Differing from it, 
application of benzonal combined with phytin eliminates the 
mentioned pathology within 5 days, promotes normalization 
of biotransformation processes and plastic exchange, that 
was confirmed by restoration of pharmacological activity of 
drugs at hypotrophy, as also of physical development pa
rameters up to the level of healthy animals. 

Thus, application of benzonal - phytin combinations in the 
complex treatment of hypotrophy in children should permit to 
corree! ac tivity and toxicity of drugs, applied in 
pharmacoteraphy, and also to normalize physical parameters 
at the given pathology. 

731. MAST CELL PROTEINASES AS POTENTIAL REGU
LATORS OF NEUROGENIC INFLAMMATION IN PSO
RIASIS 

A. Naukkarinen, l.T. Harvima, K. Paukkonen, M-L Aalto, 
R.J . Harvima, and M. Horsmanheimo. University of Kuopio, 
Finland 

In psoriatic lesions, mast cells are increased in number. 
Their proteinases can process various biologically active 
peptides, e.g. neuropeptides: tryptase (T) degrades 
vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and calcitonin gene 
related peptide (CGRP) but not Substance P (SP), whereas 
chymase (C) cleaves both SP and VIP. In the present study, 
nonlesional skin and developing (dueto Koebner response) 
as well as mature lesions of 40 psoriatics were analysed. The 
distribution of SP, VIP and CGRP in the upper dermis was 
compared with that of mast cells displaying enzyme activity 
and immunopositivity for T and C, separately. Enzyme- and 
immunohistochemical staining methods and morphometry 
were applied. In nonlesional skin, neuropeptide-positive 
nerves were only occasionally observed in the upper dermis. 
T-activity and immunoreactivity were colocalized in the same 
cells. About 10% of the mas! cells immunopositive far C 
lacked C-activity. In the developing lesion on day 7, SP-fibers 
were found in all lesions, VIP- and CGRP-fibers in hall of 
them. Simultaneously, mast cells expressing C-activity were 
decreased 27-38% in number. On day 14, an increase in T
positive mast cells and their contacts with the basement 
membrane was noted. On day 21 , SP- and VIP-fibers but not 
CGRP-fibers were found in all lesions. In mature psoriatic 
plaques, SP was observed in 11/ 12, VIP in 8/12 and CGRP 
in 4/12 lesions. SP was in contact with T-positive mast cells 
in 5/12 lesions. Al the same time, T-positive mast cells were 
increased prominently in the papillary dermis and in contact 
with the basement membrane. Cells immunoreactive far C 
parallelled T-positive cells in the same area, but their C
activity had diminished markedly. 

The results support the idea that SP is capable of mediat
ing neurogenic inflammation in psoriatic skin, because in
creased T-activity can constantly break down VIP and CGRP 
but leave SP effective. On the other hand, decreased C
activity may result in impaired regulation of SP- and VIP
mediated neurogenic inflammation. 

732. DIFFERENTIATION PATTERNS IN TWO- ANO 
THREE-DIMENS IONAL CULTURE MODELS OF A 
TRANSITIONAL CELL CARCINOMA WITH SQUAMOUS 
ANO GLANDULAR METAPLASIA 

F.A. Offner, V. Preisler, H. Feichtinger, F. Hofstaedter, G. 
Mikuz and C.J. Kirkpatrick. RWTH-Aachen, FRG; U. of 
Regensburg, FRG; U. of lnnsbruck, Austria 

Tumor growth and differentiation are affected by tumor
host and tumor-tumor cell interactions. We ha ve established 
a new cell line (HOK-1) from a grade-111 transitional-cell 
bladder carcinoma with squamous and glandular differen
tiation. In the present study we compared the differentiation 
characteristics in two tissue culture systems, ie, monolayers 
and multicellulartumorspheroids (MCTS), and in nude mice
xenografts asan in vivo tumor model. In monolayers light and 
electron microscopy revealed transitional , squamous 
(tonofibrils) and adenocarcinoma (intracellular lumina, PAS
positive) cells randomly distributed in the culture. 
lmmunohistochemistry showed a uniform expression of 
cytokeratins (CK) 18, 19 and only very few cells expressing 
CK 1 O, 11 , 13 and 16. No staining was seen far vimentin. A 
pronounced increase of differentiation was observed in the 
MCTS and xenografts. True glandular structures (containing 
PAS-positive mucus) as well as signs of increased squamous 
differentiation (higher content of tonofibrils and desmosomes) 
were noticed under both conditions. In xenografts the latter 
changes were accompanied by a highly elevated expression 
of CK 1 o and 11. Alter prolonged culture of MCTS fundamen
tal cellular changes became visible as a segregation of 
heterogeneously differentiated cell populations within the 
MCTS. In !hose grossly irregulartumorcell aggregates areas 
containing differentiated cells (squamous, glandular) could 
be d istinguished from areas containing a spindle-shaped 
population. In contras! to the differentiated cells the latter did 
lack morphological signs of epithelial differentiation and only 
occasionally stained positive for CK 18 and 19. The present 
results show that threedimensional tumor cell interactions in 
MCTS of HOK-1 closely mimic tumor heterogeneity in vivo 
and may be use ful to further unravel the impact of tumor cell
cell interactions on heterogeneous differentiation profiles in 
bladder cancer. 

733. ENDOTHELIAL EXPRESSION OF CARCINO-EM
BRYONIC ANTIGEN 

Paavonen T, Majuri M-L, Hakkarainen M, and Renkonen 
R. Departments of Pathology and lmmunology, University of 
Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland 

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is a highly glycosylated 
protein. lt is exposed on the cell surface and produced in 
great excess in essentially all colon and several other 
adenocarcinomas. Therefore it has been widely used as a 
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clinical tumor marker. CEA is also a member of the 
immunoglobulin superfamily. Several other members of this 
family, liké ICAM-1 , ICAM-2, VCAM-1 and NCAM are known 
to participate in cell to cell adhesion events. Similarly the 
intercellular adhesion properties of CEA have been docu
mented: it has been shown to mediate homotypic adhesion 
of cultured human colon adenocarcinoma cell lines. 

In this study we show that CEA is expressed on cultured 
human umbilical ve in endothelial cells and on the endothelial 
cell line Ea.hy926. The expression of CEA on the cultured 
endothelial cells can be either enhanced by TNF-alpha or 
IFN-gamma, or decreased by IL-4 incubations. Furthermore 
we demonstrate using immunohistochemistry that an anti
CEA monoclonal antibody stains FVlll positive endothelium 
in HEV and small vessels in human peripheral lymph nodes. 
Finally we showed that CEA positive adenocarcinoma cells 
bound to purified CEA protein fixed on petri dishes, whereas 
CEA negative carcinoma cells did not. 

These results show that endothelial cells do express CEA 
and suggest that carcinomas can adhere to endothelial cells 
vía CEA and mediate metastasis. 

734. EXPRESSION OF EGF- and NGF- RECEPTORS IN 
HUMAN THYMUS ANO THYMOMAS 

Edoardo Pescarmona, Alberto Pisacane, Eleonora 
Pignatelli and Cario D. Baroni. 11 Pathological Anatomy, 
University «La Sapienza.,, Aome. ltaly 

The expression of EGF- and NGF- receptors has been 
investigated by immunocytochemistry in 6 cases of normal 
human thymus and 15 cases of human thymoma (3 medul
lary, 5 mixed, 1 predominanlly cortical, 3 cortical thymoma, 
and 3 well -differentiated thymic carcinoma). Specific 
monoclonal antibodies to EGF- and NGF- receptors were 
used. In normal thymus, EGF-receptor was expressed by 
sub-capsular, cortical and medullary epithelial cells; con
versely, NGF-receptor was expressed only by sub-capsular 
and medullary epithelial cells, whereas cortical epithelial 
cells were substantially negative. In thymomas, EGF-receptor 
was expressed by the large majority of neoplastic cells, 
regardless of the histological type. On the contrary, NGF
receptor was present in most cells in medullary thymoma, in 
the spindle cell areas of mixed thymoma, in the areas of 
medullary differentiation of predominanlly cortical thymoma, 
in numerous cells in cortical thymoma, and in most cells in 
well-differentiated thymic carcinoma. The expression of NGF
receptor in normal thymus is in keeping with the hypothesis 
of an ectodermal origin (third branchial clelt) of sub-capsular 
and medullary thymic epithelial cells; in addition, the patterns 
of expression of EGF- and NGF-receptors in thymomas 
seem to reflect !hose of normal thymus, and suggest a 
possible role of EGF and NGF in thymoma histogenesis. 

735. PROTO-ONCOGENE ANO RETINOIC-ACIO RECEP
TOR EXPRESSION BEFORE ANO AFTER OIFFERENTIA
T l ON INOU CTION IN OIFFERENT CL ONAL 
RHABOMYOSARCOMA SUBPOPULATIONS 

U. Aamp', C.D.Gerharz', J.Doehmer2 • H.E.Gabbert '. ln
stitute of Pathology' and Toxicology2 , University of Mainz. 
Germany 
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Threeclonal rat rhabdomyosarcoma subpopulations (A,B, 
C) with a block of differentiation al difieren! levels of 
rhabdomyogenesis were exposed to the differentiation in
ducers retinoic acid (AA), N-methylformamide (NMF) and 
sodium butyrate (NaBut). Since an increased expression of 
c-raf and e-tos had been demonstrated for subpopulation c 
alter differentiation induction with AA (lnt J Cancer 45: 724, 
1990), the potential for differentiation as well as the mANA 
expression of c-raf, e-tos and the retinoic acid receptors 
(AAA) alpha, beta and gamma were compared in all three 
subpopulations. Alter exposure to AA, NMF or NaBut, 
subpopulation C exhibited a significan! (p=0.0001) increase 
in biochemical and morphological differentiation. In 
subpopulation B, the response was confined to a significan! 
(p=0.0001) increase in biochemical differentiation, whereas 
subpopulation A preved to be differentiation-refractory. On 
the molecular level, an uniform increase in c-raf expression 
became evident in all three subpopulations alter 6 to 12 
hours, persisting al an elevated level throughout the obser
vation period of 120 hours. In contras!, the pattern of e-tos 
expression was heterogeneous. Expression of AAA alpha 
and gamma was detected in all subpopulations, whereas 
AAA beta mANA was not expressed. Summarizing our 
results, the uniform pattern of c-raf expression might suggest 
a participation of c-raf in differentiation signal transduction. 
Since the three subpopulations markedly differ in theirdegree 
of differentiation, the block of differentiation characteristic for 
each subpopulation supposedly becomes effective alter the 
action of the c-raf gene product. . 

736. WHAT HAPPENS TO GALL STONES LOST OUAING 
LAPAAOSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY? 

H. Aeckendorfer. A. Aeitinger, H. Siegl, U. Losert. R. 
Tessadri, A. Keiler, A. Hornof, C. Pernegger, W. Feigl. Dep. 
of Pathology, Allgem. Poliklinik Vienna; Dep. of Surgery, KH 
Aied/I; lnst. of Mineralogy, Univ. of lnnsbruck; Zentrum für 
Biomed. Forschung, Univ. of Vienna; Austria 

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is nowadays a widley u sed 
alternative to the conventional cholecystectomy. lt was the 
aim of our study to investigate (1) what happens to gall 
sienes, eventually lost in the abdominal cavity during the 
procedure and (2), whether the chemical composition of 
stones influences the reaction of the organism. Human gall 
sienes were analyzed electronmicroscopically, devided in 3 
groups (group 1: 80-100% cholesterol, group 2: 20-80% 
cholesterol and group 3: pigment stones with a cholesterol 
content of 0-20%), and then implanted into female rats. Alter 
6 weeks and 6 months, stones were analyzed again to 
determine structural changes. Samples for light microscopic 
investigations were taken from tissue surrounding the stones. 

In group 1 («pure .. cholesterol stones), the abdominal 
cavity was unaffected, stones were surrounded only by thin 
connective tissue, no inflamatory reaction was seen. With 
increasing pigment content of stones, large granulomas with 
central liquefactive necrosis occured, accompanied by an 
extensive accumulallon of giant cells. Electronmicroscopically. 
structural changes were obvious in all 3 groups. The crystal
line structure was lost, the surface became fissured and 
porous. 
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In conclusion, our data show an extensive local reaction, 
i.e. purulent granulomas, depending on the chemical compo
sition of the gall stones. Pure cholesterol stones are inert. 
With increasing pigment content, asevere local inflammatory 
reaction occured, either alter 6 weeks and 6 months of 
implantation. In addition, first signs of disintegration could be 
demonstrated electronmicroscopically. Therefore, further 
studies with extension of implantation periods are needed. 

737. CYTOGENETICAL ANAL YSIS OF THREE HUMAN 
GASTRIC CARCINOMA CELL UNES (MGc80-3; HT803; 
KATO 111) 

R.Baffa, QPen-Ning L. Ming, QS.C. Ming and M. Rugge. 
Cattedra di lstochimica-lmmunoistochimica Patologica, 
Universita di Padova-Servizio di Anatomia Patologica ULSS 
19, ltaly. QDepartment of Pathology-Temple University of 
Philadelphia, USA 

The difieren! banding techniques used in the last 20 years 
have allowed to understand betterthe roleof thechromosomes 
in the trasformation of a normal cell to a neoplastic cell. The 
cytogenetic characteristics of the gastric carcinoma among 
solid human neoplasia have not been studied thoroughly. In 
fact, there are only a few cytogenetic reports of metastatic 
lesions or primary gastric cancer and not all cell lines described 
in the literature have cytogenetic characterization. We have 
analyzed with a G-banding technique three gastric carcinoma 
cell lines (MGc80-3; HT803; KATO 111). These cells were 
cultured in flasks containing RPMl-1640 medium supple
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Alter incubation at 
37QC in 5% C02, colcemid was added for 1 hour. The cells 
were then resuspended in 0,06M KCI for 30 minutes and 
finally fixed in 3:1 absolute methanol:glacial acetic acid. 

MGc80-3: Karyotypes made=20; Nodal number: 63-70; 
ChromosomeChanges: del (3)(ql2),del (7)(p11 ), del (IO)(p11 ), 
del (17)(p11), 1(9;14) (q11;p11), i(17q) and 5-7 marker 
chromosomes 

HT803: Karyotypes made= 15; Modal number: 56-65; 
Chromosome Changes: del (3)(q22), 1(11;12) (q13;q21), 
1(4;8) (q31 ;q21), i (17q) and 3-5 marker chromosomes 

KATO 111 : Karyotypes made=5; Nodal number:S0-84; 
ChromosomesChanges: t(4;12)(q27:21), HSR (11q14-q25), 
i (15qJ and 2-4 markerchromosomes. Our data complete the 
characterization of these three cell lines whose karyotypes 
showed the typical pattern of a cell line derived from a solid 
tumor, i.e. triploid-tetraploid chromosome number with sev
era! chromosome rearrangements. 

738. LONG BONE DEVELOPMENT IN FETAL AKINESIA. 
AN EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON BETWEEN INTRIN
SIC (CURARIZED RAT FETUSES) ANO EXTRINSIC (RAT 
FETUSES SUBJECTED TO OLIGOHYDRAMNIOS) 
MECHANISMS 

A. Ruiz, J.I. Rodríguez, J. Palacios, M. Sánchez. H. 
«Príncipe de Asturias», Alcalá de Henares y H. «La Paz,., 

~
adrid, Spain 

In previous studies' we have demostrated that rat fetuses 
curarized lrom the 17th day of gestation onwards present 

' ''' f (')l w1th s1gnif1cant de ects of the membranous penosteal oss1-
fication of long bones with decreased in the total transverse 
area and in the absolute and relative amounts of bone 
trabeculae. Variations of shape and significan! reductions of 
periosteal thickness were also observed. To determine 
whether the pathogenesis of these lesions is related only to 
a reduced muscular stress or also toan associated reduction 
of movement itself, we have performed the following ex
periment: Oligohydramnios was produced in fat fetuses from 
the 17th day of gestation to term, thus obtaining a fetal loss 
of motility of the same duration and extrinsic origin, with 
fetuses showing the classical features of the oligohydramnios 
sequence. 

Our results show that oligohydramnios does not interfere 
with the parameters of bone growth investigated, in sharp 
contras! with the lesions found in curarized fetuses. Signifi
can! joint malformations were, however, clear1y present. 

These findings demostrate that the determinan! mechanical 
factor influencing bone growth is the muscular stress applyed 
to the periostium. Movility itself would lack a direct role in 
bone growth, rather influencing point development. 

1.- Rodriguez JI, Palacios J, Ruiz A, Sanchez M, Alvarez 1, 
DeMiguel E. : A Morfological changes in long bone 
developtmen in fetal akinesia deformation sequence: An 
experimental study in curarized rat fetuses. Teratology 45: 
213-221 (1992) 

739. SYSTEMIC-MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
ONCOGENESIS ADAPTATIONAL CONCEPT 

A.Schevchenko, Voronezh Medical lnstitute, Russia; V. 
Moiseev, lnstitute of Philosophy, Moscow. Russia 

The paper is devoted to the systemic approach dealing 
with biological systems' evolution by means of understand
ing the degree of unity. Using this method, one can demostrate: 
1) embryogenesis as a gradual 1ncrease of unity; 2) 
cancerogenesis, that is a sort of histological morphogenesis 
with the decreasing value of unity; 3) lrom points " 1" and 
«2», one can conclude !he following: cancerogenesis is the 
functioning change in morphological systems of the human 
organism (phenomenon of embryooncological parallelism); 
4) in accordance with the conception otfered, oncogenesis is 
considered as one of the adaptation processes that are born 
and fully controlled by !he human organism in which the unity 
of the latter is preserved by means of autonomization of its 
separated parts. 

740. DYNAMIC OF BPC PROTECTION IN GASTRIC IN
JURY 

S. Seiwerth, Z. Grabarevic, P. Sikiric,Z. Danilovic, M. 
Petek, R. Rucman. lnstitute of Pathology, CDD, lnstitute of 
pharmacology, Medical Faculty, Zagreb, Croatia 

BPC is a new gastric juice peptide, MW 40,000 and partia l 
amino sequence H

2
N-Gly-Glu-Pro-P ro-Pro-Gly-Lys-Pro-Ala

Asp-Asp-Ala-Gly-Leu-Val-COOH, wich shows, among oth
ers, a powerful antiulcerogenic eflect (1 ). In order to elucida te 
the mechanisms of organoprotective action of BPC on gas
tric mucosa injury, we carried out a series of experiments by 
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wich we investigated the dynamics and extent of BPC eflects 
on gastric mucosal damage induced by difieren! experimental 
models. 

Materials and methods. Wistar rats were used in ali the 
experiments. BPC was applied in doses of 1 Oug/kg or 1 Ong/ 
kg b.w. i.p. Gastric lesions models used were: 1)100% 
ethanol 1 mi i.g./animal, animals were killed alter 1, 15, 60, 
120, 180, 360 min; 2) 24 and 48 hours restraint stress; 3) 3 
hours water immersion stress. pH of the gastric content was 
measured, vascular injury was established by the Monastral 
blue method (2) and mucosal mitotic activity as previously 
described (3). Morphological changes were assessed on HE 
and PAS-alcian blue stained histological slides and by 
transmission EM. 

Results. In al l the experiments a significan! dose and time
dependent protective eflect of BPC was observed. Literature: 

1) S. Sikiric et al. Antiulcerogenic and antiinflammatory 
effect of a new gastric juice peptide-BPC Exp Clin 
Gastroenterol 1991 ; 1:17-20. 

2) S. Szabo et al. Early vascular injury and increased 
vascular permeability in gastric mucosal injury caused by 
ethanol in the rat. Gastroenterology 1985;88:228-36. 

3) A. Tarnawski et al. Prostaglandin protection of the 
gastric mucosa against alcohol injury - a dynamic time -
related process. Gastroenterology 1985;88:334-39. 

741 . T HE ROLE OF BASIC FIBROBLAST GROWTH FAC
TOR IN MURINE RET ROVIRUS-INDUCED ANGIOSAR
: COMA 

G. Stoica, J. R. Hoflman, S. l. Tasca and C.J. Meininger; 
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, USA 

Kaposi's fibroblast growth factor was shown to be involved 
in human Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) development. Preliminary 
studies in our laboratory utilizing the replication detective 
Moloney murine sarcoma virus (MoMuSV349) injected 
intraperitoneally in neonatal BALB/c mice demonstrated a 
multi-organ distribution of tumors resembling human KS. 
This mouse model of KS was used to investigate the target 
cells for viral replication and the possibility that growth factors 
released by the spindled cells may be operating in this 
system to stimulate (paracrine) the proliferation of endothelial 
cells. By using in situ hybridization and polymerase chain 
reaction techniques the in vivo cellular targets for viral repli-
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cation were demonstrated in spleen megakaryocytes and 
myeloid cells, liver Kupffer cells, and mesenchymal cells 
from visceral organs. Preliminary data utilizing 3H-thymidine 
incorporation into BALB/c 3T3 fibroblasts and in vitro pro
liferation assays of bovine microvascular endothelial cells 
indicate that growth factors are present in medium conditioned 
by the virus-induced tumor cell (spindle) cultures, spindled 
cell lysates and in sol id tumor extracts. However, there were 
sorne diflerences in the amount of mitogenic activity in the 
cultures of spindled cells derived from tumors with difieren! 
anatomical locations, emphasizing the importance of isolat
ing cell lines from various !argel organs affected by the 
retrovirus. Proliferative activity in the conditioned medium, 
cell lysates and tumor extracts could be partially blocked 
using neutralizing antibodies to basic f ibroblast growth factor 
(bFGF) suggesting the possibility of more !han one growth 
factor being produced by these cells. Finally, it appears from 
these studies that growth factors, primarily bFGF, released 
by the spindled cells operate in a paracrine fashion to induce 
endothelial cell proliferation in mouse KS model. 

742. MUTATIONS OF THE p53 GENE IN HUMAN CARCI
NOMAS 

G. Tamura, Y. Suzuki, C . Maesawa, T. Sugai, and R. 
Satodate. lwate Medical University School of Medicine, 
Japan 

Mutation of the p53 gene, which is a suppressor gene in 
human carcinogenesis, was investigated in 153 cases of 
carcinoma using polymerase chain reaction single-strand 
conformation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analysis. lncluded 
were 26 esophageal, 24 gastric, 22 colorectal, 21 breas!, 39 
renal cell, 16 urinary bladder and 5 endometrial carcinomas. 
Exons 5-8 of the p53 gene were amplified from extracted 
DNa and/or 103 sorted nuclei, and subjected to SSCP 
analysis. The incidence of the mutation was 26% (40/153) on 
average and varied from 8% in renal cell carcinoma to 38% 
in esophageal and gastric carcinomas. Significan! correlations 
existed between p53 gene mutation and lymph nade me
tastasis (p<0.01 by the chi-square test), and between the 
mutation and DNA aneuploidy (p<0.01 ). No correlation was 
found between the p53 mutation and the histological grade in 
each tumor type. 

In conclusion, the p53 gene mutation was detected in 
diverse human carcinomas, and appears to play an impor
tan! role in the progressive stages of human carcinogenesis. 
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743. PARACOCCIDIOIDOMYCOSIS OF THE PLACENTA. 
REPORT OF A CASE WITH IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
STUDY 

A.Altemani, M.H.Blotta, F.P.Lima, State University of 
Campinas, SP, Brazil 

Paracoccidioidomycosis, a common disease in Brazil, is 
caused by inhalation of a fungus, Paracoccidioides 
brasiliensis. Placenta! involvement by this agent has not 
been reported. We describe a case of placentitis by P. 
Brasiliensis, with immunohistochemical study. A 16 year-old 
woman was diagnosed as having juvenile paracocci
dioidomycosis two months befare becoming pregnant. Dur
ing gestation she used medication irregularly and there was 
dissemination of the disease to the skin. The patient deliv
ered a living infant with 32 weeks of gestational age, without 
signs of congenital infection. The placenta was unremarkable 
macroscopically. Paraffin sections of the placenta! paren
chyma were stained for HE and monoclonal antibodies for 
laminin, type IV collagen, HLA-DR, UCHL-1 , L26, DAKO-M1 , 
MAC 387, S-100 protein (avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex 
method). Microscopically, focal deposits of yeast phase of 
P.brasiliensis were observed in the intervillous space. The 
fungi were enmeshed in rnasses of histiocytes, giant cells, 
fibrin and sorne neutrophils. The histiocytes were positive for 
Mac 387. No cells were positive for UCHL-1, L26, HLA-DR or 
S-100 protein. The degenerated neutrophils inside the in
flammatory foci were negative for M1 . The villi amid the 
masses of histiocytes and fungi showed syncytial denuda
tion. The basement membranes of the trophoblast layerwere 
thickned in areas of syncytial denudation and they showed 
intense immunereactivity for type IV collagen and laminin. 
The localized masses of fungi were frequenthy partially 
covered by trophoblast. Neither fungus nor inflammatory 
infiltrate were observed inside the villous stroma. P .brasiliensis 
causes in the placenta a predominantly histiocytic reaction in 
the intervillous space, with damage to the trophoblastic layer. 
Apparently there is no passage of fungi to the villous stroma 
or the fetal circu!ation. 

744. HEMORRHAGIC ENDOVASCULITIS OF THE PLA
CENTA. A CLINIC-PATHOLOGICAL STUDY IN BRAZIL 

A.Altemani. State University of Campinas, SP, Brazil 

Hemorrhagic endovasculitis (HEV) of the placenta in
volves darnage to or destruction of chorionic vessels and 
fetal erythrocytes. This lesion has uncertain significance and 
its pathogenesis and role in adverse perinatal outcome 
remain unclear. The prevalence of the entity depends on the 
population being studied. Studies about the incidense of 
HEV have been done only in the USA. We evaluated the 
frequency and extention of the HEV and the clinical events 
and morphologic changes associated with it in placentas 
from liveborn and stillborn infants. Two hundred sixty four 
placentas were examined: 214 from livebirths (61 from 
maternal hypertension or toxemia, 130 from normal mothers 
and infants and 23 from small-for-gestational-age infants) 
and 50 from stillbirths (16 from maternal hypertension or 
toxemia and 34 from normal mothers). The stillbirths were 
also subdivided according to the time of intrauterine retention 

(IUR): 21with 1 day of IUR, 14 with 2-7 days, 5 over 7 days 
and 10 with time of IUR unknown. Four to eight placenta! 
sections were examined per case. HEV occurred in 8.8% of 
placentas from livebirths and in 32% from stillbirths. In the 
livebirths the lesion affected small numbers of villi, was 
frequently associated with villitis (73.6 of the case), but these 
was no significan! association with maternal disease or 
birthweight. In the stillbirths, HEV was strongly associated 
with the time of IUR. In stillbirths with 1 day of IUR, HEV 
occurred in frequency similar to the livebirths (9.5%), but in 
stillbirths with 2-7 days of IUR the frequency was high 
(71.4%) and numerous vessels were involved. In those over 
7 days the lesion was less extensive and frequent (20%) and 
it had the appearance of end stage of organization. We 
conclude that HEV, m livebirths and fresh stillbirths is frequently 
a small lesion of little significance, while in macerated stillbirths 
it is a artefact of maceration. 

745. MORPHOLOGIC CHANGES OF THE THYMUS OF 
MALNOURISHED CHILDREN WHO DIED OF PNEUMONIA 

Gonzaga, N.C . ...... ; Anderson, V.M."; Navarro, E. E .... ; 
Ouiepo, S.c ... ·; Tupasi, T.E .... ; ·state University of New 
York-Health Science Center at Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N.Y.; 
"'Research lnstitute for Tropical Medicine, Manila, Philip
pines; ... Tropical Diseases Research Foundation, Manila, 
Philippines 

Morphologic changes of the thymus of 71 children under 
five years old who died of acule respiratory infection are 
described. Based on Waterlow's classification, 21 (72.4%) 
were considered malnourished. All (100%) of the cases 
exhibited thymic atrophy, based on a set criteria: grade 1, 
four (13.8%) cases; grade 11 , six (20.7%) cases; grade 111 , 14 
(40.3%) cases; and grade V, 5 (17.2%) cases. Twenty-one 
(72%) cases revealed cystic degeneration of Hassall's 
corpuscles with increased formation of squamous cells and 
keratin. In several cases the Hassall's corpuscles coalesced 
to form largercystic structures. Of the 16 (61.7%) cases with 
measles, 7 (46.6%) showed cortical necrosis. Other findings 
include polymorphonuclear infiltration, granuloma formation 
and individual cell calcification. These morphologic findings 
suggest that in this population of malnourished infected 
children, the T-cell mediated immunity might have been 
severely compromised. Squamous metaplasia in Hassall's 
corpuscles simula te our findings of hypovitaminosis-A-related 
squamous metaplasia in the respiratory epithelium. 

746. IMPACT OF RADIOLOGICAL ANO MORPHOLOGl
CAL INVESTIGATIONS IN A CASE OF CHORANGIO
PAGUS PARASITICUS TWINS 

S. Biesterfeld, B. Wein (·),l. Liebich; lnstitute of Pathology 
and Clinic of Radiological Diagnostics ("), Technical University 
of Aachen, Germany 

Chorangiopagus parasiticus represe nis the most common 
form of asymmetric twinning, found in about 1 % of 
monozygotous twin pairs. In this case report we present 
radiological and histopathological investigations in a twin 
pair, spontaneously aborted in the 20th week. The study was 
performed to find out if malformations or reduction anoma
lies, predicted by radiological methods including ultrasound, 
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computertomography or magnetic resonance tomography, 
are correlated to macroscopic or histomorphological lind
ings. The first twin (length: 23 cm) revealed a normal ana
tomical conliguration due to radiological and morphological 
findings; the heart was enlarged because of right ventricular 
hypertrophy. The asymmetrictwin hada delormed, embryonal 
lace, missing arms and a sirenilorm leg. Morphologically, 
abdominal viscera were incomplete, the thoracal organs 
were amorphous; these findings were well correlated to 
radiological investigations, although their results were limited 
by the length ol the asymmetric twin ol only 5.5 cm. 

747. HISTOLOGICAL ANO UL TRASTRUCTURAL FINO
INGS IN LIVER BIOPSIES OF HIV-1 INFECTEO CHILOREN 

Boldorini R·, Zuin Gº, Cristinas-,Vago L", Paccagnini Sº, 
Maestri L'\ Principi Nº, Costanzi G·. ·v Cattedra di Anatomia 
Patologica -Universitá di Milano. ºClinica Pediatrica IV -
Universitá di Milano. "Chirurgia Pediatrica -Ospedale V. 
Buzzi-Milano ltaly 

Objective: To evaluate histopathological and ultrastruclural 
lindings in liver biopsies lrom 5 HIV-1 inlected children. 

Material and methods: In 5 children with vertically trasmitted 
HIV infection (p1 B, CDC criteria) aged 15-27 months with 
hepatomegaly and elevated serum alanine translerase (AL T 
mean peak 367 +296; range 168-869) longar than 6 months, 
a liver biopsy was performed. Serology lor HBV, EBV, HAV, 
HSV 1 and 2, HCV, Toxoplasmosis, Rubella was negative; in 
4 children CMV serology (lgM) and virology (urine) was 
positiva. No therapy with hepatotoxic drugs. Histological 
sections were routinely stained; immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
was performed with avidin-biotin method using antisera 
against EBV, CMV, HSV 1 and 2, HBV, delta and HIV 
antigens (p18,p25, gp41 ). In situ hybridization (ISH) was 
performed on paraffin sections using biotinylated DNA-probes 
against CMV. In 3 cases, the speciment was available lor 
electron microscopy (EM). 

Results: Histological examination revealed: chronic per
sisten! hepatitis (3 cases), chronic active hepatitis (2 cases). 
No opportunistic pathology was found. IHC and ISH were 
negativa in all cases. Ultrastructural examinations revealed: 
a)Tubulo-reticular inclusions (TRls) in endothelial and Kupffer 
cells (3 cases); b) cylindrical confronting cisternae (CCC) in 
Kupffercells (1 case); c)intrahepatocytic cholestasis (2 cases); 
d)local loss ol endothelial cells ( 1 case). CONCLUSIONS: In 
all the examined cases we lound a liver damage, histologically 
demonstrable without etiologic lactors. Otherwise the 
ultrastructural findings ol CCC and TRls -frequently de
scribed as HIVassociated patterns- suggests a possible role 
of HIV in the pathogenesis ol the liver damage in pediatric 
AIDS. Supported by lstitutosuperiore di San ita- Roma-Al OS 
research project 1991-1992. 

748. MORPHOLOGIC ANO MORPHOMETRIC STUOY OF 
THE PANCREATIC TISSUE ON HYPOGL YCEMIC ANO 
HYPERINSULINEMIC NEWBORNS 

·castro-Forns M, Torán N, Moragas A, Ferrer C, García A, 
.. Gusiñe M, Carrascosa A. ·oep. ol Pathology. "Serv. ol 
Pediatric Endocrinology. CS Universitaria Vall d 'Hebrón, 
Barcelona. Spain 
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We present an immunohistologic, morphologic and 
morphometric study ol the pancreatic tissue from autopsic 
and surgical materia l ol 9 patients, between 8 hours and 2 
monthsof age, with neonatal hyperinsulinemichypoglycemia, 
and an additional case of Beckwith syndrome (22 gw). Our 
results, comparad with an age-matched control serie, induce 
to establish a morphological classification in three categories: 
nesidioblastosis, mixed form and hyperplasia. 

Statistical analysisof spatial densityof insulin, somatostatin 
and glucagon producing cells, revealed a significan! relation
ship between this results and the morphological classifica
tion. 

The Beckwith-Wiedemann case, showed a mixed mor
phological pattern but with an distinctive morphometrical 
values. 

The morphologic and quantitative study of the lesions 
suggest a dete rminated evol utiva behavior . T he 
nesidioblastosis type would be an initial changa followed for 
the mixed form and, in the end of the spectrum, the hyperplasia 
changes. 

High levels of somatostatin and insulin signify a poorer 
prognosis of the patients in contrast of the lower levels of 
glucagon. 

749. MYOCAROIAL HYPERTROPHY ANO CALCIFICA
TION AFTER NEONATAL CARDIACTRANSPLANTATION 
(CT): POTENTIAL PREOICTORS OF VASCULAR REJEC
TION 

S.E. Crawford, V.A. Zales, C.L. Backer, E. Pahl, C. Hsueh, 
C. Webb, F.G. Crussi , C. Mavroudis; Children's Memorial 
Hospital , Chicago, IL, USA 

Progressive myocardial hypertrophty has been associated 
with poor outcome following neonatal CT. lncreased left 
ventricular (LV) mass has recently been attributed to vascular 
(humoral) rejection. We reviewed clinical histories of donors 
and recipients, echocardiography (ECHO). hemodynamics, 
endomyocardial biopsies (EMBx) and autopsies from 3 
neonates with hypoplastic left heart syndrome who underwent 
CT at 3, 5, and 6 weeks of age. Donar diagnoses were 
Sudden lnfant Death Syndrome (2) and birth asphyxia (1 ). 
Mean recipient weight was 4.0 kg and mean donar weight 4.9 
kg. Donar ischemic times were 2.3, 2.7, and 2.9 (mean 2.6) 
hours. Two infants had evidence of post CT renal insutticiency, 
none had hypercalcemia. By 3 weeks alter CT, ECHO 
revealed biventricular hypertrophy with LV posterior wall 
diameters ranging from 5-8 mm (nl=3-4 mm) and 
intramyocardial ECHO densities. Cardiac catheterization 
showed elevated diastotic filling pressures and low cardiac 
output. EMBx revealed prominent endothelial cells (2), dys
trophic calcification (2), interstitial edema (3), and no evidence 
of cellular rejection (3). In 2 patients immunofluorescence 
studies were performed on EMBx or autopsy tissue and 
showed vascular lgM and C3 in both. There was a variable 
response to anti-rejection therapy: steroids (3), OKT3 (1), 
ATGAM/Cytoxan (1). Patient survival times were 5 and 7 
months; one patient remains hospitalizad with no evidence of 
improvement by ECHO 3 months post-transplant. We con
clude that ECHO findings of rapidly progressive LV wall 
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hypertrophy may not be related to cellular rejection. The light 
microscopic changes in the intramyocardial vessels and 
deposition of lgM with complement are consisten! with vas
cular rejection. Vascular rejection does not appearto respond 
to traditional immunosuppression and may require B-cell 
specific therapy. 

750. ENDODERMAL SINUS TUMOUR (EST) IN CHILD
HOOD-A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTO
CHEMICAL STUDY 

V.G. Chellam ANO P.Kusumakumari , Pathology Depart
ment, Medical College and Regional Cancer Centre, 
Trivandrum, Kerala State, India 

Endodermal Sinus Tumour (EST) is rare and only a few 
detailed studies of EST in childhood ha ve been documented. 
The clinocopathological and immunohistochemical features 
of 34cases of ESTwhich occured in children (0-15 years) are 
presented. Majority of these tumours occurred in the gonads 
(52.9%). 37.5% of extragonadal EST were in the 
sacrococcygeal region. The other extragonadal sites were 
vagina, oral cavity, brain, mesentery, stomach and lace. 74% 
of EST occurred in female children. The youngest patient 
was a 16 day old female with an EST in the oral cavity. 

The histology revealed a combination of reticular, festoon 
and solid patterns in 90% and hyaline droplets were promi
nent in 60% of the cases. lmmunohistochemical study for 
AFP, a1 AT and PHcg in 15 pu re EST out of the 34 tumours 
showed positive staining for AFP and a 1AT in ali the 15 tu
mours while PHcg was positive in 2 vaginal tumours and 1 
testiculartumour. Among the gonadal EST, 58.3% of ovarian 
tumours and 16.7% of testicular tumours showed mixture 
with other germ cell tumours mainly teratomas. Among the 
extragonadal EST, 37.5% showed combination with teratoma. 

01 the 34 cases of EST, 90% had surgical reseclion of the 
mass lesion. 55% were treated with postoperative chemo
therapy protocol for malignan! germ cell tumours. The follow 
up information available from 28 out of 34 patients (82%) 
indicated better disease free survival rate among !hose 
treated with chemotherapy (60%) when compared with !hose 
who underwent surgery alone (42%). 

The death rate was much higher among patients with 
extragonadal EST (75%) when compared with those with 
gonadal EST (16.7%) . 

751. ROLE OF THE HAEMATO-THYMIC BARRIER AL
TERATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEPTIC 
PROCESS IN PRETERM INFANTS 

D. Dobrians'kiy, E. Tkachenko, S. Tkachenko, A. Tooziak, 
and O.Nadraga; Lviv Medical lnstitute, Ukraine 

lt is known, that neonatal septicemia in premature infants 
is the importan! cause of the infant's mortality. To investiga te 
the role of the thymic insufficiency in the septic process 
development we have performed electrone microscopic study 
of the central immune organ from 12 preterm infants dead 
from the neonatal septicemia. 11 has been proved that the 
ultrastructural changes of the membranes and organells in 
thymocytes and reticuloepitheliocytes, as alteration of the 

endotheliocytes within microcirculatoric vessels took place. 
The results obtained suggest,that haematothymic barrier 
failure is of importan! value both in genesis of the aquired 
thymic atrophy and secondary immune defficiency forming, 
and septic process development. 

752. RENAL, ADRENAL ANO THYMIC FINDINGS COR
RELATE WITH LENGTH OF STRESS IN PERINATAL 
DEATH 

D. Genes!. Brigham & Women's Hosp, Boston, MA, USA 

lt has been proposed that certain autopsy findings (i.e., 
adrenal/thymic «involution,,; diffuse interstitial hemorrhage) 
indicate the duration of severe fetal stress prior to death, 
al lowing classification of perinatal deaths into acule, subacute 
and chronic categories, which is useful in determining a 
cause of death. In arder to evaluate how well a variety of 
autopsy findings correlata with the duration of acule stress in 
perinatal autopsias, 51 cases (26 stillborn [SB], 25 liveborn 
[LB)) with well defined durations of acule stress were studied 
(18 acule [<24 h], 11 subacute [1-7 d], 22 chronic [>7 d)). 
Findings which significantly correlated with acule stress are: 
1) thymus/ spleen ratio ;::1 (p<.001 ); 2) cystic change of adult 
adrenal cortex (p<.02); 3) adrenal/spleen ratio ;::1 (p<.04). 
Correlated with acule and subacute stress: no involution or 
«starry sky" involution of the thymus (p<.001). Correlated 
with subacute and chronic stress: 1) thymus/ spleen ratio <I 
(p.001); 2) adrenal/spleen ratio <1 (p<.04). Correlated with 
chronic stress: 1) ablation of thymic cortex (p<.001 ); 2) renal 
cortical tubular basophilic concretions (p< .005); fetal adre
nal cytoplasmic vacuolization [H&E stain] (p<.04). None of 
the above findings correlated with gestational age, fetal 
hydrops, chorioamnionitis or birth status (SB v. LB). 

Findings which failed to correlate with duration of stress 
included: aspiration of squames or meconium (in SBs); 
parenchymal hemorrhage of kidney, heart, meninges, lung, 
thymus, or adrenal. 

lt is concluded that in both SBs and LBs, gross and 
histologic renal, adrenal and thymic changes correlate with 
duration of stress. 

753. PULMONARY HYPERTENSION ASSOCIATED WITH 
PORTAL HYPERTENSION IN CHILDHOOD: REPORT OF 
TWO CASES 

S. G6güs, N. Ko9ak, A. Yüce, S.Ozer, A.Bilgi<;:, S. Ozsoylu. 
U. of Hacettepe Children's Hospital , Ankara, Türkiye 

Pulmonary hypertension is a rare complication of portal 
hypertension. A search of literature disclosed 19 cases of 
portal and pulmonary hypertension in childhood. We want to 
present our two unusual cases. An 18-month-old girl who 
developed abdominal distension 46 days ago, was diag
nosed to have Budd-Chiari syndrome due to hepatic vein 
thrombosis u pon admission to the hospital. She died 14 days 
later. Microscopic examination of the incisional lung necropsy 
material revealed pulmonary hypertension (Grade 11, Heath 
and Edwards). lncisional liver necropsy material was compa-
tible with Budd-Chiari syndrome. A 14-year-old boy was J 
fol lowed for idiopathic portal hypertension with spontaneous 
splenorenal shunt and esophageal varices for 5 years. Fil-
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leen months prior to his death cardiac murmur and exertional 
fatigue developed and cardiac catheterization was performed 
which revealed pulmonary hypertension. He died 7 months 
alter catheterization with cardiac failure. Postmortem mi
croscopic examination of the incisional lung necropsy material 
revealed pulmonary hypertension with plexiform lesions 
(Grade IV). lncisional liver necropsy material showed severe 
congestion with centrilobular necrosis. Portal vein obstruc
tion and liver cirrhosis were the most common causes of 
portal hypertension in the reported pediatric cases. Budd
Chiari-like syndrome was described in a case with primary 
pulmonary hypertension. Our search failed to revea! similar 
cases in the literature 

754. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OFTHE CHILDREN'S 
SKIN OF DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS WITH BRONCHIAL 
ASTHMA 

V. lvantsiv. Lviv State Medica! lnstitute, Ukraine 

PH and oxidizing-reduction potentials (Redox) of the skin 
were determined in 41 children of difieren! age groups with 
bronchial asthma (BA) with the help of method of S. Fedorovich 
(1976). Control group -85 healthy children of analogous age 
groups. Statistic process of figure's material was done by 
Student's method. 11 was determined that pH of the 3-6 years 
old children 's skin is 4.563±0.049, in control group 
5.572±0.043 (p<0.001 ), 7-11 years old 4.469±0.062, in con
trol group 5.16±0.052 (p<0.001 ), 12-15 yearsold 4. 7 46±0.124, 
in control group 5. 709±0.089 (p<0.001 ). Redox of the skin of 
the 3-6 years old children with BA were 236.466±4.347 mV, 
in control group206.436±3.289 mV (p<0.001 ), 7-11 yearsold 
230.705±5.773 mV, in control group 150.8±4.516 mV 
(p<0.001), 12-15 years old 208.222±12.135 mV, in control 
group 165.333±2.967 mV (p<0.001 ). Our findings showed 
age peculiarities of pH of the healthy children's skin, in 
children with BA these peculiarities are lost and the reaction 
of the skin is displaced to acid side in ali age groups, more 
expressed in 7-11 years old children. 

Age distinctions of Redox are manifested in 3-6 years old 
children. BA raise Redox in all age periods, more expressed 
in 3-6 years old children. These findings testify to breach 
metabolism in BA, which is manifested by displaying pH of 
the skin to acid side and raising Redox of the skin. 

755. TRIPLOIDY A NO ACUTE SPINAL MUSCULAR AT
ROPHY AS CAUSES OF SEVERE FETAL AKINESIA DE
FORMATION SEQUENCE 

G.K. Kokai, Dept. of Pathology. Clinic of Gynaecology & 
Obstetrics, University Clinical Center, Belgrade 

Fetal Akinesia Deformation Sequence (FADS) is defined 
as a nonspecific malformation sequence with uniform 
pathomechanism (intrauterine fetal akinesia) but with the 
most diverse etiology including neuronal/muscular/ connective 
tissue lesions and fetal crowdinq. 

Two unrelated babies having lethal FADS are presented. 
In case of patient 1: early amniocentesis was done alter 
ultrasonographically noticed severe olygoamnion and mul
tiple fetal malformations. Karyotype showed triploidy (69 
XX). Alter induced preterm labor in 20 week of gestation, 

autopsy showed severe Pena-Shokeir type 1-like multiple 
malformations without histologic evidence of primary neuronal/ 
muscular/connective tissue diseases, thus FADS was ex
plained as early intrauterine fetal crowding in olygioamnion 
related to triploidy. Palien! 2: Peri natal autopsy followed early 
neonatal death showed generalized joint contractures with 
skinpterygia, Pierre-Robin sequence-like dysmorphic facies 
and severe bilateral lung hypoplasia. Karyotype was normal 
without olygiamnion. Careful microscopic examination of !he 
CNS and the spinal cord revealed features of acute anterior 
spinal muscular atrophy. 

Triploidy as a preven cause of olygoamnion (patient 1) and 
spinal muscular atrophy with early intrauterine onset (patient 
2) as basic pathologic processes represen! rarity in the 
spectrum of etiology of FADS. Orchestrated, multidisciplirlary 
diagnostic approach and competen!, detailed post mortem 
and histologic examinations are of crucial value in diagnosis 
of FADS and the prerequisite of corree! genetic councelling. 

756. NUCLEOLAR ORGANISING REGIONS IN SMALL 
ROUND CELL TUMOURS OF CHILDHOOD 

E. Kotiloglu, M. <;:aglar, S.Géigüs, G. Kale. U. of Hacettepe, 
Children's Hospital, Ankara, Türkiye 

A silver colloid method for nucleolar organising regions 
(NORs) was applied to 35 small round cell tumours of 
childhood and the mean number of NO As for every 200 cells 
was calculated. These tumours included 13 neuroblastomas, 
13 rhamdomyosarcomas either embryonal or alveolar type 
and 9 Ewings' sarcomas diagnosed within the recent two 
years in the Pediatric Pathology Department of Children's 
Hospital. The mean number of NORs was 3.056 ± 1.000 for 
neuroblastomas, 4.322 ± 1.838 for rhabdomyosarcomas and 
3.803± 1. 770 for Ewings' sarcomas. Thedifferences observed 
were statistically insignificant by Kruskall-Wallis variant 
analysis (KW=3.34; p>0.05). But the difference between 
rhabdomyosarcomas and neuroblastomas was statistically 
significan! by Mann-Whitney U test (p<0.05). We could not 
suggest this simple histochemical technique for differential 
diagnosis of small round cell tumours of childhood according 
to this limited study. 

757. CLEAR CELL SARCOMA OF THE KIDNEY: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL PRO FILE DIFFERENTIATING 
IT FROM WILMS' TUMOUR 

Lai-Meng Looi and Phaik-Leng Cheah. Department of 
Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Malaya, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia 

This study explores immunohistochemical characteristics 
that may be of diagnostic value in differentiating Clear cell 
sarcoma of the kidney (CCSK) from Wilms' tumour (WT) and 
may provide sorne insight into the histogenesis of CCSK. 
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections of 8 CCSK and 
8 WT were stained , using the standard peroxidase
antiperoxidase method, for vimentin (VIM), Factor-8 related 
antigen (F8A) , epithelial membrane antigen (EMA), 
cytokeratin (CK), desmin (DES), S-100 protein and Mac387. 
CCSK cells consistently exhibited diffuse moderate to strong 
cytoplasmic positivity for VIM and were negative for F8A, 
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EMA, CK, DES, S-100 and Mac387. In contras!, only patchy 
groups of differentiating stromal cells and primitive glomeruloid 
structures in WT exhibited VIM positivity. Blastema cells 
were VIM-negative. A few differentiating stromal cellsexhibited 
cytoplasmic positivity for DES. Epithelial cells of maturing 
tubular structures showed EMA-positivity whereas immature 
tubular structures were EMA-negative. Neither blastema!, 
stromal nor epithelial elements in WT were positive for F8A, 
CK, S-100 or Mac387. Podocytes of normal residual 
glomeruli included in the sections exhibited moderate to 
strong VIM-positivity. 

The importance of differentiating CCSK lrom WT has been 
repeatedly emphasised beca use of its poorer prognosis and 
the necessity of adding Adriamycin to the chemotherapeutic 
regime. The consisten! VIM-positivity of CCSK cells can be 
a useful feature in differentiating it from «blastemal-predomi
nant,. WT, with which it is usually confused. Vimentin expres
sion by CCSK cells is consisten! with a mesenchymal origin, 
but the possibility of a histogenetic link w1th glomerular 
podocytes should also be considered. 

758. INMUNOPHENOTIPYC STUDY OF FOUR CASES OF 
CHILDHOOD NON NODGKIN LYMPHOMAS 

S. Maglio, J. Porta and A. Arra. Children's Hospital R. 
Gutierrez and Poi. Bancario. Bs. As. Argentina 

lmmunohistochemistry (IHC) is one of the most useful 
ancillary d iagnostic procedures in pathology. In 
hematopathology this method allows a correct identification 
of the immunophenotipes (IFT) involved in the neoplastic 
processes. For this reason we selected from our files 4 cases 
of Non Hodgkin lymphomas vith unusual clinical and histo
logical fea tu res in wich IHC was theclue of the diagnosis (dx). 
The techniques were performed with a broad panel of 
monoclonal antibodies recognizing B and T cell markers as 
well as enolase and vimentin in such cases were the differ
ential diagnosis with others neoplasias was needed. The 
streptavidine-biotine-peroxidase method was used on par
affin embedded tissues. A brief data of the clinical IFT, and 
diagnosis is summarized: 

Case 1: 6 years old boy with Severe Combined 
lmmunodeficiency. Mass in the temporomaxillar region. IFT: 
ACL+, PAN T +,PAN B-. Dx: Lymphoblastic T cell lymphoma. 

Case 2: 11 years old boy with Myelocytic leukemie. HIV+. 
Lymph node enlargement,splenomegaly. IFT: PAN B+, PAN 
T-, MB1+, MB2+, MT1-, MT2-. Dx: Diffuse centrofollicular B 
cell lymphoma. 

Case 3: 8 years old boy. Tumoral mass from T7 to T8. IFT: 
BER H2+, EMA+, Vim-, Citoq-. Dx: anaplastíc large cell 
lymphoma (Ki1+) 

Case 4: 2 years old girl. Tender mass in the arm and 
abdominal mass. IFT: ACL+, PAN T +, VIM-, ENOL-. Dx: 
Lymphoblastic T cell Lymphoma. 

These results demonstrate that IHC allowed the identifica
tion of B and T cell lymphomas in immunocomprised patients. 
We could also diagnose with this method two cases of 
lymphomas in which the differential diagnosis with malignan! 
hystiocitosis in one case and small round cell tumors in the 
other was mandatory. 

759. ABNORMAL NEURONAL MATURATION IN THE 
DAMAGED CEREBRAL CORTEX OF PREMATURE IN
FANTS. A GOLGI STUDY 

M. Marin-Padilla. Dept. Pathology, Dartmouth Medica! 
School, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755, USA 

Al the time of birth, neurons of the cerebral cortex of 
prematurely born infants are still maturing morphologically 
and functionally under precise developmental constrains. 
These constrains are vulnerable to neonatal asphyxia and 
could be disrupted. 11 is not uncommon, atter episodes of 
asphyxia, to find in such infants hypoxic, ischemic, or 
hemorrhagic cortical lesions. The study of these lesions with 
the Golgi method has demonstrated the presence of abnor
mally developed neurons. Surviving neurons within the dam
aged area, free from the normal constrains, respond to new 
developmental demands created by the lesion. They subse
quently acquire new, different, and anomalous morphologic 
features, connections, and supposedly functions. The es
tablishment of new and anomalous developmental inter
relationships among surviving neurons in and around the 
damaged area could result in local dysfunction. Prematurely 
born infants who suffered neonatal asphyxia otten developed, 
la ter in lite, neurological disorders (dyslexia, epilepsy, mental 
retardation, minimal brain damage, and poor school per
formance). 11 is postulated that the malfunction of the ab
normally developed neurons within the damaged a rea, rather 
than the lesion itself, may be the underlying cause of those 
neurological disorders. 

Supported by NIH grant# NS-22897. 

760. PATHOLOGICAL ANO MOLECULAR BIOLOGICAL 
STUDIES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RAT NEPHRO
BLASTOMA 

Kazuaki Misugi ', Yohei Miyagi ' 2, Yoji Nagashima', 
Yoshiharu Ohaki' , Yoshiyuki Kuchino2. Department of Pa
thology, Yokohama City University' and National Cancer 
Center Research lnstitute2, Japan 

This study concerns with histopathological and molecular 
biological aspects of the rat nephroblastoma. The tumors 
were induced bytransplacental injection of N-ethylnitrosourea 
(BOmg/Kg) into the pregnant Sprague-Dawley rat al 15th day 
of gestation. The offsprings were sacrificed about 100 days 
atter delivery and the renal tumors were subjected for this 
study. 

Histological examination of the tumors demonstrated simi
lar morphology to the human nephroblastoma including 
nephroblastic, epithelial and mesenchymal elements associ
ated with foci of nephroblastomatosis-like lesions. 

Molecular biological studies of the tumor tissue by North
ern analysis showed an increased expression of insuline-like 
growth factor 11 . N-myc and c-myc genes as reported in the 
human nephroblastomas. Moreover, in rat nephroblastomas, 
the WT-1 expression was also increased, whereas in human, 
it has been thought that deletion of this gene plays a key role 
in transformation of nephroblasts. The rat WT-1 cDNA pre
pared from a mRNA fraction of rat fetal kidney by using the 
RT-PCR method contained 97% homology to the human 
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WT1 cDNA covering the entire, translation region at the 
nucleotide sequence level . 

These results shows that this experimental rat tumor has 
close similarities to the human nephoblastoma in histological 
and biological aspects, although expression regulation of the 
WT-1 gene in rat cells is different from that of the gene in 
human cells. Therefore, it appears that this animal system is 
a good experimental model for study of biological functions 
of the WT-1 gene product in developmental biology and 
pathogenesis of embryonal kidney tumors. 

761. PRIMARY BRAIN TUMORS IN THE FIRST YEAR OF 
LIFE. NEUROPATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF 34 CA
SES 

C. Morales Bastos, M. Sanchez Ramos, ·c. Gonzalez 
Ruiz, R. Hernandez Gaspar and M. Gutierrez Molina; Hospi
tal «La Paz .. Madrid. Depts. of Pathology and ºNeurosurgery, 
Spain 

Brain tumors with onset of symptoms befare the age of 1 
year differ in sorne clinical, morphological and topographical 
features from those presenting in older children. Their inci
dence ranges from 1.4% to 8.5% of Childhood Brain Tumors. 
Congenital cases. symptomatic before 2 months, comprise 
only about 0.5% to 1.5%. 

Among 380 Primary Brain Tumors histologically studied in 
children under 14 years, between 1966 and 1991, 34 (8.9%) 
were diagnosed before 1 year age either as surgical speci
mens (22) oras autopsies (12) and 9 were congenital (2.3%). 
There was a slight female preponderance (54.2%). Locali
zation was mostly supratentorial (67.6%), with more hemi
spheric (15) than midline (8) cases. 

Histologicdiagnosis included: 8 Choroid Plexus Papillomas, 
7 Low Grade Astrocytomas, 7 Unclassified Tumors, 2 
Teratomas, 2 Neuroectodermic Primitive Tumors, 2 
Ependymomas, 1 Ependymoblastoma, 1 Desmoplastic 
Neuroblastoma. 1 Medul loblastoma, 1 Polar 
Spongioblastoma, 1 High Grade Astrocytoma, and 1 
Meningioma. 

Sex and topographic features in our series, are similiar to 
the ones previously reported. The higher incidence of infantile 
(8.9%) and congenital (2.3%) cases may be dueto the high 
proportion of autopsy cases. There is a noteworthy reversa! 
of the proportion of Autopsy (A) and Surgical cases (8) alter 
the introduction of computerized tomography: 1966· 75: 1 OAJ 
58, 1975-91 : 2Af178. 

The most common tumor was Choroid Plexus Papilloma, 
its incidence (23.5%) was higher than in other series. In 
contras! , Teratoma represented only 5.8% and both 
Medulloblastomas and Primitive Neuroectodermic Tumors 
were scarce. There was no Glioblastoma. The proportion of 
Unclassified Tumors in that age was high, twice than in the 
global pediatric series. Frequency and topography of 
Astrocytomas, as well as absence of Craniopharingiomas 
was similar to the reported series. 

762. THERAPY INDUCED DIFFERENTIATION IN CHILD
HOOD RHABDOMYOSARCOMAS (RMSs) 
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E.S.G. d 'Amore, M. Tollo!, M.Carli, V.Stracca-Panza, A. 
Poletti , V. Ninfo. lstituto di Anatomia Patologica (EdA, MT, 
AP, VN) and lstituto di Clinica Pediatrica (MC) of the University 
of Padova, Padua, ltaly, and Servizio di Anatomia Patologica 
(VS), Ospedale civile di Venezia, Venice, ltaly 

Three RMSs which underwent marked morphologic differ
entiation alter polychemotherapy with isophosphamide, 
vincristine, actinomycin D and adriamycin were retrieved 
from a consecutive series of 101 childhood RMSs. Both pre
treatment and post-chemotherapeutic paraffin- embedded 
material was available for the study. Cases 1 and 2 were 
embryonal RMSs mainly composed of undifferentiated round 
or plump cells; case 3 was a spindle cell RMS, composed by 
monomorphic elongated spindle cells mimicking late fetal 
myotubes. The post-chemotherapy cytological differentia
tion was characterized by the appearance of a predominan! 
population of mature mononuclear myocyte-like cells and 
multinuclear mature myofiber-like cells; how~ver a minor 
componen! of undifferentiated round or plump cells persisted 
in each case. An additional effect of the therapy was a 
marked decrease of the mitotic activity, which dropped from 
14-30 miV10 HPF to 0-5 miV10 HPF. A panel of antibodies 
against vimentin (M Ab, Dakopatts, 1 :20), desmin (M Ab, 
Dakopatts, 1 :20), myoglobin (Polyclonal rabbit Ab, Dakopatts, 
1 :400) and muscle cell actin isotypes (HHF35 M Ab, Enzo 
Diagnostics, 1 : 100) was tested. Prior to chemotherapy, desmin 
and myoglobin were either absent or present in less than 
10% of the neoplastic cells, whereas vimentin was expressed 
in 90% of the cells in case 1 and 3, and in 10% in case 2. Alter 
chemotherapy all the differentiated neoplastic cells were 
strongly reactive fordesmin and myoglobin, whereas vimentin 
was usually negative. However the small persisten! com
ponent of undifferentiated cells retained a similar phenotype 
as in pre-treatment RMS. Likewise, HHF35 demonstrated 
stronger and more widespread reactivity in treated tumors, 
but in case 1 and 3 was also present in most of the tumor cells 
in the initial biopsy. In case 1 a local relapse one year and a 
hall alter radical excision of the tumor was observed. lnter
estingly the recurrent neoplasm had morphologic features 
similar to the primary RMS before polychemotherapy, and 
did not show any evidence of cytological differentiation. This 
study in conclusion suggests that the marked morphologic 
differentiation occasionally induced by drugs is accompanied 
by a phenotypic maturation, and that this is associated with 
a markedly decreased proliferative activity. Although it is 
possible that the more differentiated cells are irreversibly 
withdrawn from the cell cycle and represen! terminally dif
ferentiated post-mitotic tumor cells, the clinical relevance of 
this phenomenon is presently unknown, but may be irrelevant 
dueto the persistence of a small percentage of undifferentiated 
tumor cells which escape differentiation. 

763. AXIAL ANOMALIES IN OCULOAURICULOVER
TEBRAL DYSPLASIA 

Palacios J. RodriguezJI, Gª Rubio B, Lapunzina P, G0 Alix 
A. Departments of Pathology and Neonatology, La Paz 
Hospital, Madrid, Spain 

Oculoauriculovertebral dysplasia (OAV) is an spectrum of 
anomalies including microtia, mandibular hypoplasia, verte-
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bral anomalies, and epibulbar dermoids. Vertebral anoma
lies in OAV mainly affect the cervical spine and few examples 
of minor abnormalities of the dorsolumbar spine have only 
been reported. 

We present four autopsied patients with OAV who showed 
more severe vertebrocostal anomalies than those previously 
reported, including ene case with abnormalities similar to 
!hose observed in spondylothoracic dysostosis (Jarcho Levin 
syndrome). 

The patients, two male and two female, were the product 
of full term pregnancies. Three were twin pregnancies and 
ene was complicated with polyhydramnios. All four patients 
have delects consisten! with AOV and showed scoliosis. 
Noncervical spinal and costal malformations were : 
hemivertebrae 09-012 (patient 1 ), multiple ver tebral seg
mentation errors affecting T1-L 1 (patient 2), multiple verte
bral segmentation errors affecting T1 -T7 and 4-7 rigth rib 
fusions (patient 3), and spondylothoracic dysostosis (patient 
4). Other congenital malformations were cleft lip and palate 
(patients 2, 3 and 4) , tracheoesophageal fistula (patient 1 ), 
and ventricular septal defect (patient 3). Karyotypes were 
normal in all patients. 

The association in these patients of OAV, severe axial 
malformations, and other midline defects suggests an early 
disruption process during blastogenesis mainly affecting 
cephalic neural crest and paraaxial mesoderm. 

764. EOSINOPHILIC LARGE CELL TUMOR OF THE 
KIDNEY WITH MONOCYTEMACROPHAGE MARKERS 
IN TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS 

Ziol M., Peuchmaur M .. Jaubert F .. Fekete C .. Brousse N. 
Hópital Necker-Enfants Malades, 149 ruede Sevres 75743 
París, France 

A 4 year-old girl suffering from tuberous sclerosis presented 
a 10 cm large left renal mass. The right kidney was normal. 
A partial nephrectomy was performed. Histological study 
disclosed an unusual tumor with eosinophilic large cells, 
consisten! with a diagnosis of eosinophilic renal cell carcinoma, 
oncocytoma, or malakoplakia. 

To analyze the origin of tumorcells, immunohistochemistry 
was performed on frozen sections using monoclonal anti
bodies (MoAbs) directed against epithelial cells (cytokeratins. 
EMA), conjonctive cells (vimentin) , muscular cells (actin, 
desmin), glial cells (GFAP), histiocyte-macrophages cells 
(COiia, CDllb, CDllc, CD14, CD15, CD36, CD68), lymphoid 
cells (CD10, CD24, CD45), and proliferating cells (Ki-67). 
The tumor cells expressed vimentin and several, but not all, 
histiocytic-macrophagic markers (CD15+, CD36+, CD68+, 
CD11a-, CD11b-, CD11c-). These cells expressed no 
epithelial markers nor lymphoid markers usually present in 
renal cell carcinomas (CD10, CD24). The others MoAbs 
tested were negative, and particulary Ki-67. 

An electron microscopy study perfommed from fommalin 
fixed tissue, disclosed large cells without any features of 
epithelial differentation. No electron microscopy data of 
oncocytoma nor malakoplakia were observed. Sorne 
intracytoplasmic lysozomes were presents. 

Thus. we report the first case of a pediatric eosinophilic 
large cell tumor of the kidney in tuberous sclerosis with 
demonstration of a monocyte-macrophage origin. 

765. SKELETAL DEVELOPMENT IN TRISOMY 18 SYN
DROME 

Rodriguez JI, Martinez C, Rodriguez S, Palacios J. Depart
ment of Pathology, La Paz Hospital, Madrid, Spain 

Prenatal growth deficiency is an almos! constan! finding in 
trisomy 18 syndrome (T.18). Skeletal abnormalities, such as 
radial and thumb aplasia, and syndactyly of the second and 
third toes are low-frequency anomalies in T.18. However, 
skeletal development has not been investigated in these 
patients. 

The longitudinal and transverse growth of the humerus 
was assessed using radiogrammetry in 16 patients with T.18. 
The results were compared with those obtained from 49 
gestational age-matched controls (GA controls) and 34 birth 
weight-matched controls (BW controls). Skeletal maturity 
was evaluated in 22 T.18 patients us1ng lateral X-rays of the 
lower limbs. The results were compared with 33 GA controls 
and 29 BW controls. 

The hume rus in T.18 patients was significantly shorter and 
thinner but had a greater relativa cortical mass than GA 
controls. Humeral length, and absolute and relative cortical 
mass were greater in T.18 when comparad with BW controls. 
These findings suggest a peor development of the medullary 
cavities and an uncoupled process of endochondral and 
membranous ossification in T.18. 

Delayed skeletal maturity mainly atfected the distal femoral 
ossification center (absent in 73% of the T.18 patients vs 58% 
of the GA controls; p=0.02) and the calcaneus which was 
smaller than the GA controls (p=0.002). Skeletal maturity did 
not differ in those T.18 with a normal X-ray appearance of the 
ankle when comparad with BW controls. However, X-ray 
abnormalities of the ankle (single or multiple, unilateral or 
bilateral cluster of calcium deposits) were found in 45%of 
theT.1 8 vs 10% of the BWcontrols (p=0.005). These anomalies 
were more common in the calcaneus than in the astragalus. 

766. ARTERIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN CAMPO MELIC 
SYNDROME 

Rodríguez JI, Palacios J, Limares MA, De La Rosa P, 
Ortega P. Department of Pathology, La Paz Hospital, Paseo 
Castellana 261 , 28046-Madrid. Spain 

Anterior bowing of the femora and tibiae is ene the most 
striking fea tu res in campomelic syndrome (CS). This charac
teristic bending of the lower limbs has called the attention of 
the first investigators even before the syndrome had been 
fully defined. However, the genesis of this anomaly remains 
uncertain. Recen! research has revealed a detective length 
of the posterior femur and crus muscles that in addition to a 
hypothetical midshaft dysplasia might explain the features 
observad in CS. 

We ha ve studied four patients with CS al autopsy in whom 
postmortem angiographies of the lower limbs were per
formed. The results are comparad with 46 postmortem 
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angiographies of normal fetuses and newborns at ditterent 
gestational ages. Three patients fulfilled the criteria of CS 
and in one (a phenotypically female with a 46 XY karyotype) 
lacked the bowing of the femur and tibia, and the talipes 
equino-varus typical of CS. 

A normal arterial pattern was only found in the patient 
which lacked bowed bones. In the other three patients the 
femoral profunda artery was approximately 20 % greater and 
the anterior tibial artery was approximately 50% smaller than 
expected diameters. In addition to the decreased diameter in 
its origin, the anterior tibial artery was absent in two patients 
and in the last showed a marked deficiency and failed to 
reach the foot. Thus, its derivate the dorsal pedis artery, was 
also absent and the plantar arch was formed deficiently from 
the posterior tibial artery alone. 

This aberran! arterial pattern may attect the development 
of muscles, bones, and nerves of the leg, and leads to a 
defective length of the posterior femoral and crus muscles 
that fix the knee and the ankle joints. The bowing of bones are 
probably related to the abnormal mechanical forces applied 
to the developing long bones. 

767. UNDIFFERENTIATED (EMBRIONAL) SARCOMA OF 
THE LIVER (USL); AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANO 
UL TRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF 3 CASES 

A. Scapinello, E.S.G. d'Amore, G. Perilongo', S. Zanco 
and V. Ninfo. lstituto di Anatomia ed lstologia Patologica e 
Clinica Pediatrica, Universitá di Padova, Padua, ltaly 

The immunophenotypical features of 3 USL were studied 
on paraffin (3 cases) and frozen (1 case) sections. 
Glutaraldehyde fixed material for electron microscopic ex
amination was also available for 1 tumor. Several monoclonal 
antibod ies to cytokeratins were used : AE1 (ICN) , 
CK1(Dakopatts), CK5,8 (Sanbio). CK18 (Sanbio) and CK19 
(Dakopatts) ; in addition immunoreactivity for desmin 
(Dakopatts), musclespecificactin HHF35 (Enzo Diagnostics), 
vimentin (Dakopatts), CD34 (Ylem), CD68(Dakopatts), FXllla 
(Calbio chem, polyclonal Ab) was tested. Expression of 
cytokeratins was seen in 2/3 cases, with positivity for all the 
MAb but CK19 in one case, and immunoreactivity restricted 
to AEI in another. Notably, extensive positivity was seen only 
in frozen sections; parattin embedded material from the 
same tumor was only focally reactive for AE1 , CK1 and CK5-
8 MAb. Desmin immunoreactivity appeared focal in 2 cases 
and dittuse in one, but HHF35 yielded negative results. 
Vimentin was present in a conspicuous number of tumor 
cells. Lastly, FXllla and CD68 decorated scattered round 
cells which were interpreted as reactive histiocytes; con
vincingly neoplastic spindle or multinucleated elements were 
negative. The ultrastructural examination disclosed cells of 
nonspecific mesenchymal appearance with sparse 
microvillous-like cytoplasmic processes and variably repre
sented rough endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi complex, 
mitochondria, lipid droplets and fago-lysosomes. lntermediate 
filaments were abundan! and appeared either dispersed in 
the cytoplasm or aggregated in skeins resembling !hose 
seen in rhabdoid tumors. Desmosomal attachments and 
basal lamina-like material were not identified. 

In conclusion USL show coexpression of several interme
diate filaments. In particular it is unlikely that the positivity for 
ditterent antikeratin MAb represents an artifactual cross 
reaction ; the contradictory results of other recently published 
studies of USL, may be due to poor preservation of antigen 
immunoreactivity in paraffin-embedded material. Although 
the immunohistochemical and ultrastructural profile of the 
USL do not shed light on its histogenetic precursor, the 
absence of a known mesenchymal or epithelial cells with 
similar properties in the developing and adult liver and the 
nonspecific and variable phenotype of the tumor may indi
cate aberran! expression of cytoskeletal fi laments more than 
multidirectional differentiation toward a true histiocytic, mus
cular or epithelial lineage. 

768. FATAL HEPATIC FAILURE WITH VALPROATE 
THERAPY IN TWO YOUNG CHILDREN, ASSOCIATED 
WITH PROGRESSIVE NEURONAL DEGENERATION OF 
CHILDHOOD (PNDC) (ALPERS DISEASE) 

Scheiner C ., Gambarelli D., Sarles J., Guys J.M., Delarue 
A., Chabrol B., Pellissier J.F. Laboratoire Anatomie 
Pathologique, Hópital de la Timone, Marseille, France 

Valproate related hepatotoxicity is well known but the fatal 
cases are very rare and generally occur in young children. 
We report 2 cases of hepatic failure apparently related to 
valproate therapy. The first case concerned a 8 mth old 
female suffering from myoclonic epilepsy followed by gener
alized seizures , treated by multidrugs including valproate. 
Then occurred hemiplegy, axial hypotonia, coma and he
patic failure leading to death, 4 months later. The autopsy 
revealed spongy changes in the neuropil, astrocytic prolif
eration and neuronal loss in the cerebral cortex, thalamus, 
cerebellum, and brain stem. The hepatic changes consisted 
of micro and macrovesicular fatty lesions associated with foci 
of cell loss, nodular regeneration and extensive fibrosis. The 
second case concerned a 2,5 yr old male presenting a 
bacteria! meningitis followed 2 weeks la ter by severe seizures 
treated byvalproate. 3 months la ter an hepatic fai lure occurred 
associated with depressed consciousness. An hepatic trans
plantation has been performed but the neurological status 
worsened with myoclonic seizures, hemiparesis, axial 
hypotonia and brainstem dysfunction leading to death 4 
months la ter. CNS examination revealed similar changes as 
in the first case but more focalized in the occipital lobes ; the 
hepatic lesions before transplantation were also the same as 
in the first case. 

Similar hepatic changes ha ve been described in the litera
ture relevan! to fatal valproate hepatotoxicity. But a fatal 
evolution and CNS lesions associated with the same hepatic 
pictures without valproate therapy have also been reported 
in the PNDC. This encephalopathy is characterized by non 
specific spongy changes with typical cortical topography 
essentially occipital associated to a progressive involvement 
of thalamus, striatum and cerebellum, as in our 2 cases. So, 
fatal hepatic failure apparently secondary to valproate therapy 
must be questionned about its relation to PNDC. 
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769. EPITHELIOID HEMANGIOENDOTHELIOMA OF THE 
LIVER: REPORT OF TWO CASES IN CHILDHOOD 

F. Tanda, V. Stracca-Pansa, A. Marangon, G. Capitanio, 
R. Barbazza, A. Sacchi and and R. Giordano, Dept. of 
Pathology, University of Sassari, and «College of Pathologists 
of Provincia di Venezia", Venice, ltaly 

Epithelioid hemangioendothelioma (EH), a distinctive 
vascular tumor firstly described in soft tissue is now recog
nized as one of the most common mesenchymal tumors of 
the liver in adults. Reported cases ha ve ranged from 19 to 86 
years. We report on two cases of EH apparently primitive of 
the liver occurring in childhood. 

Clinical findings: The first palien! was a 10-year -old boy 
who was admitted to our hospital for an acutely painful 
abdomen. lntraoperatively a firm mesenteric nodule and 
multiple white-yellowish nodules throughout the surface of 
the liver was noted. The polychemiotherapy entartained was 
discontinued because of the rapid enlargement of the liver 
under therapy and the increase of ascites and pleural effu
sion. He rapidly deteriorated and died al home in four 
months. The second case was a 7 year old child, iposomic, 
admitted to the hospital because of abdominal pain since two 
months. Abdominal echography anda total body CT showed 
severa! round to oval lumps, ranging from 2 to up to 5 cm, 
scattered diffusely throughout the liver parenchyma. No 
other localization was found elsewhere. At laparotomy the 
liver showed multiple hemorragic lumps on the surface.The 
pal ien! was then treated with few cycles of chemotherapy, 
without significan! modilication of the tumor mass. Al the 
moment, alter five years from the diagnosis, he is still alive 
with evidence of disease, but with slight reduction of the 
lesions 

Histopathological findings: both the cases, which showed 
overlapping histological findings, have been diagnosed as 
EH on morphologic and immunohistochemical grounds. The 
tumor cells were rounded, polygonal or rarely spindle, with 
vesicular nuclei and prominent nucleulus, and a deeply 
acidophylic cytoplasm often centered by vacuoles containing 
single erythrocytes. The cells were embedded in a prominent 
hyalin stroma, grouped in cords and nests, or closely asso
ciated with portal vessels. Hepatocytic plates al the margin of 
the neoplastic nodules were disorganized and atrophic. In 
the first case, scattered foci of calcification were seen. The 
immunohistochemical and ultrastuctural studies confirmed 
the endothelial origin of the tumors. To our knowledge, this is 
the first report of pediatric HE, previously believed exclusive 
of the adult lile. 11 is concievable that its rarity merely parallel 
with the very low frequency of angiosarcomas reported in 
childhood. 

770. MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM INFECTION CAUSING 
GENERALIZED GRANULOMATOUS REACTION IN AN 
INTRAUTERINE HIV-INFECTED CHILD 

M. Unger', M. Mielke2, S. Ehlers2. J. Seifert' , M. Vogel', M. 
Vocks3 , l. Grosch-Worner3 ; Freie Universitat Berlin, 
Universitatsklinikum Rudolf Virchow, Germany. 'lnstitut für 

Pathologie, Abt. Paidopathologie. 2 lnstitut für Medizinische 
Mikrobiologie. 3Universitatskinderklinik (KAVH), Berlin, Ger
many 

We describe the case of a 4 years and 4 months old child 
who died from disseminated Mycobacterium avium infection 
and respiratory failure most probably due to Klebsiella 
pneumoniae bronchopneumonia. 0 1 particular note, there 
was a dissociation in the predominating tissue response to 
Mycobacterium avium in lymphatic and non-lymphatic or
gans which corresponded well with the amount of acid-fast 
bacilli in the lesions. Whereas the heavily infected small and 
large intestine. lymph nodes, spleen and bone marrow 
exhibited the typical histiocytic infiltration with pronounced 
foam cell transformation. multiple gran u lomas with Langhans' 
giant cells were found in the liver and lungs and, in isolated 
form, in the heart, kidneys, pancreas, parotis glands, stom
ach and skeletal muscle. This type of granulomatous reac
tion is hardly ever seen in Mycobacterium avium infections 
and was particularly unexpected in a child whose peripheral 
blood T cells had lost their mitogenic responsiveness one 
year before mycobacterial infection. In an attempt to char
acterize these divergen!. organ specific inflammatory reac
tions, we comparatively investigated the cellular composition 
in liver and lung versus spleen and lymph nodes. 

lmmunohistological examination was performed with anti
bodies specific for histiocytes and lymphocyte subsets 
(MAC387, KP1, anti-lysozyme, anti-TCR~. 4KB5, TAL. 1 B5, 
UCHL-1, OPD-4, T3-10, DK25). 

Despite a profound quantitative (6 CD4•T lymphocytes/µ1) 
and functional depression of Tcells in peripheral blood. 
numerous CD4• and coa• T cells were present at infected 
siles in the liver. Functional differences resulting in the 
distinct types of tissue reaction and protective capacity are 
beeing investigated using PCR-assisted mRNA amplifica
tion with primers specific for IL-1, IL-2,. IL-4, IL-6, IFNy and 
TNFa as well as by cytokine specific immunohistological 
examination. 

771. DEFECTIVE CANALIZATION OF THE MEMBRA
NOUS URETHRA AS MAJOR CAUSE OF FOETAL 0 8 -
STRUCTIVE UROPATHY 

D.J.J. van Velden and G. de Jong. Tygerberg Hospital, 
University of Stellenbosch, Republic of South Africa 

Obstructive uropathy is increasingly diagnosed by sonar 
investigation in early pregnancy. Determination of the exact 
nature and site of obstruction in early phases of foetal 
development may help to explain the complex patterns of 
obstructive uropathy as seen in Prune Belly Syndrome and 
related defects. 

Nine male foetuses of estimated gestational age from 18 
to 24 weeks were evaluated by subserial sectioning of the 
distal urinary tract and compared. In three cases no urethral 
narrowing or occlusion could be demonstrated. Valve-like 
structures in two foetuses resulted in incomplete urethral 
obstruction. Three cases revealed atresia-stenosis seem
ingly resulting from incomplete canalization al the level of the 
membranous urethra. In one foetus a neuro-fibrous band 
distorted the verumontanum resulting in obstruction. 
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Proximal to obstruction prostatic development is detective 
but distally Cowper's gland is unaffected. Bladder hypertro
phy was most marked and kidney structu re best preservad in 
the cases of incomplete valvular obstruction. Renal cystic 
dysplasia dominated in the faulty canalization (atresia
stenosis) group. 

The membranous urethra is the major site of obstruction 
and defects. Developmentally it is the junction between 
urogenital sinus (posterior urethra) and the anterior urethra 
formed by urethral plate closure. 11 is a likely site for faulty or 
late canalization in urethral development. Cases without 
structural luminal obstruction may be explained by late 
canalization or a valve-like action at the acule, fixed angle of 
the membranous urethra. 

772. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL IDENTIFICATION OF 
MALIGNANTSMALLROUNDCELLTUMOURS 

Wahab AA· , El-Ela FA·· , El-Shamy MM· , Mourad M·· , 
Labib OH' , Hamza HSM···, • Pathology Department, Faculty 
of Medicine, Zagazig University, .. Pathology Department, 
National Cancer lnstitute, Cairo University, · ··Pediatric De
partment, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University, Egypt 

Forty seven cases with the histologic features of malignan! 
small round cell tumours we re stud ied usi ng 
immunohistochemical mean to establish a diagnosis and 
identify histogenesis. Formalin-fixed, paratfin embedded 
specimens from these tumours were subjected to immuno
logic characterization by indirect immunoperoxidase tech
nique, ABC, using a panel of antibodies directed against 
desmin, cytokeratin, leukocyte common antigen and neuron 
specific enolase. Proper histopathologic typing of these 
tumours according to thei r immunostaining profile was es
tablished in 78.7%. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma was 
diagnosed in 40.4% of the cases, malignan! lymphoma in 
8.5%, neuroblastoma in 23.4% and unditferentiated round 
cell carcinoma in 6.4%. Extraskeletal Ewing·s sarcoma was 
diagnosed in 8.5% of the cases on the basis of their negative 
immunoreaction and the strong staining with PAS stain for 
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intracellular glycogen. Only 12.8% of the cases remained 
uncl assified. The findings confirm the ro le of 
immunohistochemistry as a helpful tool in identifying the 
histogenetic origin of undifferentiated small round cell tumours 
using specific markers to their characteristic tissue antigens. 

773. PERSISTENT PROXIMAL LEFT UMBILICAL VEIN 
(UV): A NEW ENTITY OR A MISNOMER ? 

D.Zachar, F.Jaubert, P.Déchelotte, S.Lortat-Jacob, 
F.Brunelle. Hópital Necker-Enfants Malades, Paris and CHA 
Clermont-Ferrand, France. 

UV anomalies are very rare. 7 cases of persisten! proximal 
UV (PPUV) entering right atrium (AA) have been described 
in !he last two centurias. 

Three new cases are reported. The fetuses were studied 
by angiography and post-mortem dissection. In the first case, 
the UV anomaly was isolated; the second case had associ
ated pulmonary hypoplasia; the third case was part of a 
trisomy 18 polymalformation syndrome. 

Associated single umbilical artery, ductus venosus ab
sence and visceral malformations (mainly situs inversus and 
ectopia cordis) are analysed in PPUV in the literature. Ex
tending to other UV anomalies (20 cases), a classification 
into 7 groups is proposed: 1/ PPUV entering AA 2/ UV 
entering distal inferior vena cava 3/ Double fetal UV 4/ double 
funicular UV 5/ right PPUV entering right portal vein 61 caput 
medusae 7/ aberran! intra-abdominal UV. This classification 
leads to prognostic implications: groups 1 and 3 have severe 
malformations and poor outcome; 2 and 5 are intermediate; 
4, 6 and 7 have few associated malformations and better 
prognosis. This study suggests that PPUV entering AA re
sults from persistence of !he left or common UV, contrary to 
the admitted theory of a right PPUV. lsolated PPUV entering 
AA appears as a variant of normal fetal development. 
Pregnancy termination is justified, until further knowledge, 
only when associated anomalies are detectad at prenatal 
ultrasonography. 
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774. PROTEIN P185 ANO PROLIFERATING CELL NU
CLEAR ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN RESECTABLE NON
MICROCITIC LUNG CARCINOMAS ANO THEIR RELA
TION WITH PROGNOSIS 

Alemany Monraval P', Martorell Cebollada M A·, Cantó 
A .. , Salvador Villalba I'. Llombart Bosch A··· . ·servicio 
Anatomía Patológica, Hospital General Universitario, Valen
cia; .. Servicio Cirugía Torácica, Hospital General Universi
tario, Valencia; ... Departamento de Patología, Facultad de 
Medicina, Valencia, Spain 

The p185 is the protein product ol proto-oncogen HER-2/ 
neu. lt has similarleatures to the epidermal growth lactorwith 
tirosin-kinase activity, being directly related with 
carcinogenesis. 

We have determined the expression ol p185 protein and 
the PCNA in 75 non-microcytic tumors ol lung, 38 ol them 
were stage 1-11, 25 stage 111 and 12 stage IV. The 
immunohistochemical study have been carried outon paralfin 
-embedded material. We have considered positive ali ol the 
cases which showed membrane staining and/or membrane 
and cytoplasm. 

The p185 protein was positive in most adenocarcinomas 
studied, both in primary tumors and the metastasis. We ha ve 
not found ,however, any relationship between the expression 
ol this protein and the clinical staging determined by the 
TNM. Similar results have been lound with the proliferating 
cell nuclear antigen. 

775. GRANULOMATOUS fNTERSTITIAL PNEUMONIA 
ANO EXPOSURE TO ZIRCONIUM SILICATE 

S. Anttila, K. Liippo, T. Tuomi and O. Taikina-aho. l. of 
Occupational Health, Helsinki; Department ol Diseases ol 
the Ches!, Turku U. Central Hospital; and l. ol Electron 
Optics, U. of Oulu, Finland 

Zirconium (Zr) compounds are widely employed in ceramic 
industry as opacifiers in enamels, glasses, and glazes. There 
is no previous literature indicating that Zr may cause 
granulomatous or librotic lung disease in man, but its ability 
to give rise to skin granulomas probably by the delayed 
hypersensitivity mechanism is well-know. 

We describe a 25-year-old non-smoking ceramic lile worker 
who developed worsening dry cough and dyspnea alter 1.5 
years as a glazer of tiles. Her respiratory function was 
markedly decreased and bilateral interstitial fibrosis was 
noticed in the chest x-ray. 

Open lung biosy revealed an intense granulomatous in
terstitial pneumonia with mild librosis compatible with 
hypersensitivity pneumonitis. A large number of very small 
birelringent crystals was observed around vascularstructures 
and terminal airways, and occcasionally in granulomas. 
Pulmonary particle burden was analysed alter tissue digestion 
with a scanning transmission electron m1croscope and an 
energy dispersive spectometer. The total number of particles 
was 4400 million per gram dry weight, consisting mainly ol 
clay minera Is and zirconium silicate. The amount of dust was 
almos! 100-lold as compared with the normal lung burden. 

The palien! had no history ol exposure to organic dusts 
and no precipitating antibodies against fungí were detected. 
Furthermore, she did not respond to the steroid treatment or 
sick leave. There is no previous evidence that any ol the 
inorganic particle types in her lungs could cause this kind of 
granulomatous interstitial pneumonia. 

Granulomatous lung reaction to Zr is theoretically possible 
according to the earlier literature. Although the final evidence 
remains incomplete, the present case suggests that Zr may 
be a causal factor to hypersensitivity pneumonitis in abnor
mally sensitive individuals. 

776. LACK OF P-GL YCOPROTEIN EXPRESSION IN A 
NON-SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER (NSCLC) SUBSET 
WITH IMPROVEO CHEMOTHERAPY RESPONSE 

A A riza, 1 Pellicer, R Rosell, J Caries, A Fernández-Vasalo, 
JJ Navas-Palacios. Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i 
Pujol, Badalona, Barcelona, Spain 

P-glycoprotein (Pgp) is a common substrate ol the multidrug 
resistance phenomenon. To determine whether Pgp plays a 
significan! role in NSCLC chemotherapy response, we in
vestigated its immunohistochemical expression in lormalin
lixed, paralfin-embedded tissue lrom 97 NSCLC patients. 
Specimens were obtained at bronchoscopy or surgery prior 
to the initiation ol chemotherapy. 

lmmunoreactivity for Pgp was assessed by the avidin
biotin method with the aid ol two monoclonal antibodies (C-
219 and JSB-1) directed against dilferent cytoplasmic epitopes 
ol Pgp. Neoplastic cells were positively immunostained by C-
219 in 21% ol cases and by JSB-1 in 24% ol cases. Pgp 
results were statistically contrasted with histologic type, 
neuron-specilic enolase (NSE) immunohistochemical prolile, 
stage, chemotherapy response, and survival, among others. 

lt was observed that lack ol C-219 Pgp expression, when 
accompanied with positivity lor NSE, identilies a subset ol 
NSCLC patients with a signilicantly improved chemotherapy 
response (p = 0.0259). On the other hand, no correlation was 
lound between Pgp status and survival. 

777. ACUTE OXIDANT STRESS SELECTIVITY INJURES 
THE LAMELLAR BOOY APPARATUS OF ALVEOLAR 
TYPE 11 CELLS 

John U. Balis, M.D., Sue A. Shelley, Ph.D. and Mark R. 
Montgomery, Ph.D. Department ol Pathology, College ol 
Medicine and College ol Public Health, University ol South 
Florida, J.A.H. Veterans Hospital and Moffitt Cancer Center, 
Tampa, Florida 33612, USA 

Using morphologic, biochemical and physiologic ap
proaches, we havedelined an injury-and-repair model induced 
in rats by severe ozone stress (3 ppm ozone for 8 hours), 
which is characterized by transient development ol high 
permeability alveolar edema with modest acule inllammation, 
decreased dynamic compliance and hypoxemia, simulating 
mild AROS. In this model, early surfactant dyshomeostasis 
is manifested by incomplete unfolding and detective or
ganization of exocytosed lamellar body (LB) membranes 
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resulting in sustained depletion of tubular myelin (TM), a 
major organized subtype of extracellular surfactant. These 

structural surfactant changes are accompanied by defi

ciency of several LB enzymes including lysozyme, which was 

found to be preferentially localized (together with surfactant 
protein A) within the tubular myelin and LB peripheral com

partment. In a series of in vitro experiments, cell-free lavage 

fluid was exposed to 0.5, 1.5 or 3.0 ppm ozone al 37'C with 
or without addition of the HO• scavenger dimethylsulfoxide 

(DMSO). Al all ozone concentrations, there was progressive 
loss of enzyme acvitity, which was inhibited by DMSO, thus 

indicating that formation of HO• is an importan! mechanism 
for ozone induced inactivation of surfactant-associated 

lysozyme. The results support the concept that ozone stress 
initiates the formation of free radical metabolites within the 
alveolar surfactant layer and LBs, thereby disrupting the 

secretory and endocytic/recycling functions of type 11 cells 

(supported by NIH HL34793 & AG0701, AHA-FA 91G1A/ 
745 and VA-MRS). 

778. ELASTIC FIBER INVOLVEMENT IN PNEUMONITIS. 
A MORPHOMETRIC STUDY 

S. Battaglia· , A.M. Casaii•• , A.R. Botticelli*". Depart
ments of Pathology, University of Genova • and Pavía ... , and 
Department of Histology and General Embryology, Univer
sity of Genova .. , ltaly 

lt is well known that the imbalance of the neutrophil elastase/ 
alpha-1-antitrypsin system plays an importan! role in damaging 

the pulmonary elastic fibers, and therefore the pulmonary 

framework efficiency. The aim of the present study is to look 
at the neutrophil elastolytic activity and at its consequences 

in focal pneumonitis. Human samples of lung tissue of both 

focal pneumonitis and control cases were processed. 

All fragments were fixed with 10% formal in and embedded 
in paraffin. 5 µm thick tissue sections were stained with 
modified elastic tissue-Masson trichrome. The morphometric 
analysis was carried out by means of the LEITZ ASM 68K 
image analysis system. The percent a rea occupied by elastic 
fibers has been evaluated in pneumonitis foci, as well as in 
the closely surrounding tissue, and in the control lung tissue. 

Eventually we obtained the following global percentages: 
1. pneumonitis area: 0.75±0.57; 2. surrounding lung tissue: 
0.81±0.32; 3. control lung tissue: 5.57±3.47. These results 
appear to be of great interest because the elastic fiber 
decrease proved to be much more marked than expected in 
both the inflammatory foci and the surrounding free tissue 
We believe that the importance of these results is over
whelming. In fact the decrease of the elastic bundles is so 
high that an effective structural remodeling of the elastic 
framework seems to be quite improbable. 

So far we can depict these damaged air spaces as 
background for the development of focal panacinar emphy
sema. 

779. ONCOGENES, MULTIDRUG RESISTANCE ANO Kl
NETIC IN NON SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER 

D. Beccati , P. Ferron, l. Maestri, L. Cavazzini, l. Nenci. 
lstituto di Anatomía lstologia e Citología Patologica, Universitá 
di Ferrara, ltaly 

In the management of Non Small Cell Lung Canear 
(NSCLC) the therapeutic approach may probably take sorne 
improvement from a better knowledge of biological charac
teristics which modulate the natural and clinical history of 
tumours. From sept. 89 to feb. 92, 130 NSCLC surgically 
resected were processed for determination of proliferative 
characteristics, c-Erb -82 and P170 expression, by 
immunohistochemistry with the following antibodies: Ki 67 
(DAKO), c-Erb-82 (Triton), C 219 (Glycochek). On routine 
light microscopy, 69 cases were classified as squamous cell 
carcinoma (SQ), 61 as adenocarcinoma (AD) while large cell 
carcinoma was interpretad as poor differentiated SO or AD. 
The proliferation index (PI) evaluated on Ki 67 labeled 
sections by a Computad Analysis Sytem (CAS 200) showed 
a wide range of values, from 4,8% to 86%, median value 
29,9% - mean value 32,6%; adenocarcinoma has lower 
proliferation activity than squamous cell canear. c-ErB-82 
expression was chiefly observad in high proliferating tumours, 
more frequently distributed in adenocarcinoma and rarely in 
squamous cell canear; P 170 multidrug resistance protein 
was present in low proliferating tumours, and extensively in 
adenocarcinoma cell population. Clinical data, now under 
study, will confi rm if these biological parameters reflect the 
lung cancer natural and clinical history more accurately than 
histology. 

780. AMIOOARONE PULMONARY TOXICITY: FIRST 
CASE REPORTEO IN A CHILO 

D. Canioni, S. Richard, J . de Blic, C. Rambaud, J . Kachaner, 
N. Brousse. Hópital Necker Enfants Malades, París, Franca 

Amiodarone hydrochloride is an iodinated derivativa u sed 
in the treatment of cardiac arrhy1hmias. This drug is an 
importan! cause of pulmonary damage. We report one case 
of a 1 O year-old child who presented amiodarone-induced 
pulmonary lesions. This child hada neonatal cardiac surgery 
for correcting a transposition of large arteries associated with 
ventricular septal defect. Five years after the surgery he 
presented an arrhythmia treated with 200mg/day of 
amiodarone two years la ter . After one year of treatment the 
arrhy1hmia started again and amiodarone's doses were 
increased to 500mg/day. Seven months later the child pre
sentad fever, asthenia, weight loss and dyspnea. In ches! 
roentgenograms, there was a diffuse reticular airspace pat
tern associated with bilateral pleural effusions. A pulmonary 
infection was suggested and a bronchiolo-alveolar-lavage 
(SAL) was pertormed. lt showed numerous clear and foamy 
alveolar macrophages stained for neutral lipids. There was 
no increase inflanmmatory cells, nor pathogen agent. The 
electron microscopy performed on the SAL demonstrated 
typical large laminated inclusions in the alveolar cells. The 
withdrawal of amiodarone and the initiation of corticosteroid 
therapy allowed the resolution of pulmonary damage. 
Amiodarone pulmonary toxicity involves adults who present 
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usual ly an insidious onset of dyspnea, cough and weakness. 
Fever and onset suggesting an infectious process are rare. 
The mechanism of lung damage with amiodarone therapy is 
not well known although most authors support a lysosomal 
storage d iisease by phospholipids. A clearcut relationship 
between dose and toxicity has not been demonstrated, but 
most cases reported have received 400mg/day or more 
before the beginning of pulmonary damage as in our case. 
The prognosis following withdrawal of amiodarone and 
corticosteroid therapy is good in most cases. 

Our observation is the first case of amiodarone pulmonary 
toxicity reported in a child . 

781. GERM CELL TUMORS OF THE MEDIASTINUM: A 
CLINICOPATHOLOGIC STUDY OF 23 CASES 

C.E. Comin, M. Santucci, S. Magazzini , and S. Dini. lstituto 
d i Anatomía e lstologia Patologica, Universita degli Studi di 
Firenze, Firenze, ltaly 

Germ cell tumors (GCT) of the mediastinum are extremely 
rare neoplasms. The anterior mediastinum is the most 
common site of extragonadal GCT in adults while is second, 
alter the retroperitoneum, in children. The clinicopathologic 
findings in 23 patients with primary GCT of the mediastinum 
were reviewed and analyzed. Histologic types were: 11 
mature teratomas, 1 immature teratoma, 6 seminomas, 1 
choriocarcinoma, and 4 mixed GCT (3 teratocarcinomas and 
1 embryonal carcinoma with choriocarcinoma). There were 
15 men and 8 women. The 23 patients ranged in age from 11 
to 67 years, with a mean of 30 years anda median age of 25. 
The most common presenting complaint was substernal 
chest pain. Additional symptoms were superior vena cava 
syndrome, dyspnea or neck mass. Four patients were 
asymptomatic when a routine chest fi lm revealed an anterior 
superior mediastinal mass. Surgical treatment consisted of 
total excision alone in 11 patients while 12 patients under
went subtotal excision with or without adjunctive radiotherapy 
or chemotherapy. Subsequent follow-up (20 cases) ranged 
from 6 months to 13 years. Patients with mature teratoma 
and one patient with semi noma are alive with no evidence of 
disease while 8 patients died of the disease. In conclusion, 
GCT originating in the mediastinum are histologically identi
cal to those originating in the genital organs. Regardless of 
the pathologic subtype, the mediastinal GCT ha ve a predilec
tion for patients in the first three decades of lile. The most 
importan! prognostic factor is the histologic pattern of the 
neoplasm. Mature cystic teratomas are the most common 
neoplasms; their prognosis is excellent without regard to the 
patient's age at presentation. Our data confirm the impor
tance of age in the prognosis of immature teratoma which has 
an aggressive clinical course in young adults while in infants 
the prognosis is excellent. The nonteratomatous GCT have 
the same prognosis as their gonadal counterparts. 

782. DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN REACTIVE ANO 
NEOPLASTIC HU MAN MESOTH ELIAL CELLS BY 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 

MF Chen, R Sawka, NS Wang.; Departments of Pathol
ogy, McGill University, Montreal, Ganada, and University of 
California lrvine, lrvine, California, USA. 

Mesothelioma and metastatic tumors to the serous cavity 
can be differentiated by regular light and electron microscopy 
supplemented by immunohistochemistry (IM) using a panel 
of antibodies. The role 1 M may play to differentiate neoplastic 
from reactive mesothelial cells (MCs), especially in a small 
spindle cell biopsy specimen, is less certain. We studied the 
expressions of high and low molecularweight keratin (HMWK, 
LMWK), CEA, Leu M, (LM1), vimentin (VIM), and muscle 
specific actin (MSA) of human fetal (21), adult reactive (16), 
and neoplastic (11) MCs. The results are summarized as 
below. 

HMWK LMWK CEA LMl VIM MSA 
--· 

(+) (-) T(+) (-) l (+) (-) Meso Cells (+) (-) (+) (-)_ j +) (-) 

Fetal 5 16 20 1 1 o 21 1 o 21 4 17 o 21 
- ~ 

Reactive 5 11 16 o o 16 o 16 6 10 10 6 --
Neoplast 11 o 11 o o 11 o 11 3 8 o 11 - -

We confirm that positive LMWK, and negative CEA and 
LM

1
, expressions are strong ontogenetic properties preserved 

in all MCs and useful in the diagnosis of mesothelioma. 
HMWK is consistently expressed only in neoplastic MCs. 
Although VIM and MSA expressions are common adaptive 
and reparative changes of mesenchymal cells, MSA is not 
expressed in fetal and neoplastic MCs. When tumor cell 
markers and antimesothelial cell ant ibodies are equivoca!, a 
combination of strong HMWK and absence of MSA expres
sions may differentiate neoplastic from reactive spindle 
mesothelial cells. 

783. EVOLUTION OF BRONCHIAL CARCINOID TO
WARDS SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER: TWO CASES 

E. Dessy, G. Frau, R. Cherchi, E. Sortino, G. Santa Cruz. 
Pathologic Anatomy, University of Cagliari and Thoracic 
Surgery, Binaghi Hospital, Cagliari, ltaly. 

Neuroendocrine lung tumors include a wide range of 
malignancies, from typical carcinoid (TC) to small cell lung 
carcinoma (SCLC). These are apparently related, having in 
common sorne ultrastructural and immunohistochemical 
features, which would suggest a derivation from Kulchitsky 
cells. 

In a retrospective review from the pathologic files of the 
past decade, we identified 24 patients with bronchial TC 
(1.78% of all lung malignancies) . All entered follow up, but 
only six were followed for more than 5 years . The 
immunohistochemical study was performed on paraffin-em
bedded tissues with a panel of antibodies for neuroendocrine 
differentiation and with monoclonal anti-carcinoembryonic 
antigen (CEA) using the avidin-biotin-peroxydase complex 
(ABC) method. A diffused and intense positivity for 
Chromogranine A and neuron-specific enolase (NSE) anda 
constan! negativity for CEA were found in all cases. Two 
patients presented local recurrence in the form of SCLC with 
regional lymph node metas tases alter 5 and 1 O years respec
tively. The immuno- histochemical investigation showed an 
inversion of val u es with respect to the previous samples, with 
a very weak, sporadic positivity for Chromogranine-A and 
NSE and a diffused and intense positivity for CEA. 
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These observations, although based on few cases, induce 

us to consider possible an evolution of TC towards SCLC, 
with progressive cell de-ditferentiation. This evolution leads 
us to believe that Lung TC must be considered a true 
malignancy and treated radically as such. 

784. PLEURAL MALIGNANT MESOTHELIOMA IN TUS
CANY - ITALY (1970-1990): CHARACTERIZATION OF 
ASBESTOS FIBERS IN RELATION TO EXPOSURE 

S. Dini, M. Santucci, C.E. Comin, and M. Biancalani. 
lstituto di Anatomia e lstologia Patologica, Universita degli 
Studi di Firenze, Firenze, ltaly 

Pleural mesothelioma is an uncommon cancer in the 
general population. lts frequency, conversely, is higher in 
people with a heavy occupational ex pos u re to asbestos, and 
is considered as a signa! tumor to asbestos exposure with 
medicolegal consequences. A surveillance system on ma
lignan! mesothelioma was implemented in Tuscany (ltaly), 
and all ascertained cases (histologically confirmed by a 
panel of pathologists) have been notified since January 
1970. During the period 1970-1990, 195cases were collected. 
For 141 cases of these series, information for occupational 
and environmental exposure to asbestos was obtained to 
date, and 97 cases have been classified as exposed (certainly, 
probably, or possibly) to asbestos, while 44 cases as im
probably exposed. Lung fiber content analysis by analytic 
electron microscopy with energy-dispersive spectrometerfor 
X-ray analysis was done on 32 cases of mesothelioma in 
which sutficient material was available. In addition, 23 cases 
of lung cancer and 6 cases of inflammatory pulmonary 
diseases were investigated in the same way. By X-ray 
microanalysis, asbestos fibers were detected only in 16 out 
ofthe 32 samplesof mesothelioma. Both positive and negative 
cases for asbestos were distributed in each group of estimated 
exposure. Only crocidolite (10 cases) and chrysotile (4 
cases) fibers were found, mixed in 2 cases. Fiberconcentration 
ranged from 130 to 10, 146 tf/gr, and it was not found to be 
related to estimated exposure levels. About 80% of fibers 
were shorter than 5 µm, and 68% thinnerthan 0.3 µm. Fibers 
longer than 5 µm were detected in 4 samples only, and their 
presence could not be related to professional exposure. In 
lung cancer, asbestos fibers were detected in 5 out of 21 
cases of primary tumor and in none of the metas ta tic cancers 
investigated. Chrysotile was found in 2 cases, crocidolite, 
tremolite, and chrysotile+crocidolite+tremolite in 1 caseeach, 
respectively. Fiber concentration ranged from 217 to 1354 ff/ 
gr. Finally, in inflammatory diseases, chrysotile fibers (27 ffl 
gr) were detected in 1 out of 6 cases. In conclusion, our data 
point out a consisten! discrepancy between the information 
gathered with the epidemiologic study and that obtained with 
the analytic investigation, and stress the need of analytic 
evaluations in order to ha ve objective and more valuable data 
in epidemiologic and environmental studies. 

785. GROWTH PATTERN AND PLOIDY IN NON SMALL 
CELL LUNG CANCER 

Paola Ferron, lva Maestri, Donatella Beccati, Luigi 
Cavazzini and ltalo Nenci. lstituto di Anatomía ed lstologia 
Patologica, Universita di Ferrara. ltaly 
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Cell kinetics and ploidy represents relevan! prognostic 
factors for many neoplasms, including Non Small Lung 
Cancer (NSCLC). We ha ve studied these parameters in 130 
surgically treated NSCLC: 64 tumours were histologically 
classified as squamous cell cancer and 54 as 
adenocarcinoma. 

Ploidy was evaluated by static cytometry and by flow 
cytometry. Static cytometry was performed on Feulgen stained 
touch imprints, analyzed by CAS 200 (Becton Dickinson); 
this evaluation was performed in all cases. 

In 60 cases DNA content was also tested by flow cytometry 
(FAC Sean, Becton) using fresh samples of tumours stained 
with propidium iodide. With static cytometry DNA index 
varies from 0,6 to 4,5; about 40% of tumours were diploid or 
near-diploid (range 0,9-1, 1 ). In the cases analyzed by flow 
cytometry DNA index varíes from 1 to 3,6 and 30% of tumours 
were diploid. In our experience, static cytometry better dis
criminated near-diploid and hipodiploid tumours than flow 
cytometry. 

Kinetic characteristics was determined on criostatic sec
t ions labeled with monoclonal antibody Ki 67 and 
counterstained with ethyl green for CAS assisted evaluation. 
Computerized analysis show a very low interobserver vari
ation, and a strong correlation with semiquantitative light 
microscopy results (carried out in parallel in praliminary 50 
samples). The proliferation index (PI) showed a wide range 
of values: from 4% to 86% (mean 32,6%, median 29,9%), 
with normal distribution. Regarding to relationship with the 
histological type, adenocarcinoma and squamous cell car
cinoma were frequently but not exclusively settled below and 
above the PI median value respectively. 

In our experience, ploidy and cells kinetics are not related 
with histological type and represents independent prognostic 
factors. 

786. WILD TYPE (WT-P53) AND MUTANT (M-P53) P53 
EXPRESSION IN NON SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER 
(NSCLC) 

G. Fontanini", P. Macchiariniº , D. Bigini", S. Vignati', S. 
Pepe·, R. Pingitore". lnstitute of Pathological Anatomy and 
Histology·, Service of Thoracic Surgeryº, University of PISA; 
Department of Medical Oncology, University of Naples. ltaly 

Mutations in the p53 gene are turning out to be the most 
common genetic alterations in a great number of human 
cancers, including NSCLC (Lancet,335: 675-679, 1990). 
However, up to now, it is not clear if p53 expression affects 
tumour's behaviour or progression (JNCI, 14:980-981, 1991 ). 
We performed immunohistochemical staining for WT-p53 
and M-p53 using two monoclonal antibodies, PAb1801 and 
PAb240 (Oncogene Science), in fresh tumour specimens 
from 85 consecutive patients who underwent surgery for 
resectable NSCLC. PAb 1801 detects both normal and 
mutan! forms of p53, while PAb 240, specific only for mutant 
form, recognizes a denaturation resistan! epitope located 
between aminoacids 156-335. Both antibodies showed a 
mainly nuclear staining in neoplastic cells but not in surround
ing uninvolved lung tissue. 56 and 30 out of 85 cases (65 and 
35%) were positive with PAb 1801 and PAb 240, respec-
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tively. There was a difieren! p53 expression between tu
mours from patients with hilar-mediastinal lymphnode in
volvement and those without nodal metastases, although 
statistical significance was not reached (P= 0.08). However, 
tumours with a low proportion of positive cells (<20%) were 
less likely to have spread to lymphnodes (x2=3.55; p=0.05). 
Moreover, tumours with a high percentage of WT-p53 posi
tive cells ( > 60%) showed a significan! increase of nodal 
involvement (X2=4.87; p=0.027). M-p53 fails to show the 
same correlation with nodal status (X2=1.02; p=0.3). WT
and M-p53 were unrelated to age, sex, tumor size, post
surgical stage, histology and DNA flow cytometry cell cicle S
phase. However, the aneuploid tumours showed a signifi
cantly (p=0.03) lower expression of WT-p53 positivity. In 
conclusion, the evaluation of p53 oncogene expression may 
identify individuals whose resectable NSCLC have a more 
aggressive tumour behaviour. 

787. HISTOPATHOLOGIC CHARACTERIZATION OF RAT 
PLEURAL MESOTHELIUM FOLLOWING INTRAPLEURAL 
INOCULATION WITH FIBER GLASS 

A.E. Fraire, S.D. Greenberg, HJ. Spjut, V.L Roggli, R. 
Dodson, J. Cartright and G. Williams. U. of Massachusetts 
Medical Center, Worcester, MA, Baylor College of Medicine, 
Houston, TX, Duke U. Medical Center, Durham, NC., and U. 
of Texas, Tyler, TX. , USA 

Fischer 344 rats (n=25) were inoculated intrapleurally with 
a single 20 mg. dose of (JM-100) fiber glass. The mean fiber 
length (5.2um) and diameter (0.22um) fell within respirable 
range. Following inoculation, the rats were killed al timed 
intervals ranging from 2 to 416 days. Saline controls were 
used forcomparative evaluation. The histopathologic changes 
were independently graded by 3 pathologists (HJS, SDG and 
AEF) with no knowledge of the time elapsed from inoculation . 
Observed changes included inflammation, fibrosis, foreign 
body reaction, mesothelia l hyperplasia, mesothelial dysplasia 
and mesothelioma. Lungs were available in 24 of the 25 rats . 
Fibrous adhesions, nodular lesions and grossly evident 
turmor were noted in 16, 3 and 1 rat, respectively. Fibrosis, 
chronic inflammation, and foreign body reaction were noted 
in up to 1 O, 12 and 19 rats, respectively and appeared more 
pronounced in rats killed alter 230-250 days. Mesothelial 
hyperplasia/dysplasia, were observed in up to 17 and 9 rats, 
respectively and were generally of mild degree, regardless of 
inoculation time. Three rats with the severest degree of 
hyperplasia/dysplasia had a lso coexisten! mesotheliomas, 
when killed at 102, 408 and 416 days. 01the3 mesotheliomas, 
one was epithelial, one was fibrous and one was mixed. 

This animal study suggests that following inoculation with 
fiber glass, a spectrum of pleural mesothelial changes may 
occur. In sorne instances this may evolve to mesothelioma. 
The association in this animal model of severe dysplasia and 
mesothelioma further suggests that there may be a gradual 
progression from mesothelial hyperplasia/dysplasia to 
mesothelioma. Supported in part by Baylor Grant # BRSG 
520-G 16261 . 

788. OETECTION OF LARGE CELL COMPONENT IN 
SMALL CELL LUNG CARCINOMA BY COMBINEO 
CYTOLOGIC ANO HISTOLOGIC EXAMINATIONS ANO 
ITS CLINICAL IMPLICATION 

H. Fushimi, M. Kikui, H. Marino, Y. Hosono, M. Fukuoka, 
Y. Kusunoki, K. Aozasa and K. Matsumoto. Osaka Univer
sity, Medical School , Suita; Osaka Prefectu ra! Habikino 
Hospital, Habikino; and Nara Medica! College, Kashihara, 
Japan. 

In the classification recently proposed by the Pathology 
Committee of lnternational Association for the Study of Lung 
Cancer (IASLC), small cell lung carcinoma(SCLC) was d i
vided into three subtypes; pu re SCLC, mixed small cell/large 
cell carcinoma(mixed SC/LC), and combined SCLC. To 
examine a clinical utility of this classification, histology, 
brushing and/or aspiration cytology, and sputum cytology 
specimens in four-hundred and thirty cases with SCLC were 
reviewed. When subtype of SCLC was evaluated from the 
biopsy, brushing and/or aspiration cytology, and sputum 
cy1ology specimens, the frequency of mixed SC/LC was 25/ 
299(8.4%), 75/400(18.8%), 8/232(3.4%), respectively . 
Whatever the diagnostic method, patients with mixed SC/LC 
showed a poorer response to treatment and worse prognosis 
than !hose with pure SCLC: median survival of 144 days 
versus 285 days when classified by biopsy specimens; 160 
days versus 275 days by brushing and/or aspiration cy1ology; 
47 days versus 259 days by sputum cy1ology, respectively. 
These findings showed that mixed SC/LC should be sepa
rated from pure SCLC as a distinctive group, and brushing 
and/or aspiration cytology were sensitive and useful proce
dures for this purpose. 

789. EPl-MYOEPITHELIAL CARCINOMA OF THE BRON
CHUS 

Garcia Viera M., Nistral M., Martinez Garcia C., Lazara R., 
Limeres M., De La Rosa P. Hospital La Paz. Madrid ,Spain 

We report a tumor of bronchus originated in bronchial 
glands w ith a microscopic similar appearance to the salivary 
gland epithelial-myoepithelial carcinoma. 

CASE: 58-years-old woman, smoker, whose one year ago 
carne to Hospital for hemoptysis and repetition pneumonia. 
X-ray displayed colapse of right superiorlobe. Bronchoscopy 
showed a bulky mass in the ostium of right superior bron
chus. The diagnostic biopsy was epi-myoepithelial tumor of 
bronchus. Two months later the lobectomy showed a soli
tary, well-circunscribed but not encapsulated hilyar mass 
within a superior majar bronchus. The tumor measured 15x8 
mm. 

Microscopically the tumor was caracterized by the pres
ence of tubules lined by a single layer of small cuboidal cells 
surrounded by one or more layers of clear cells, with a 
hyaline-like material in between. In sorne areas the lesion 
appearing as a sheet of clear cells. The tumor showed scanty 
atypias and mitoses. 

lmmunohistochemycally the inner layer showed reactivity 
for Lu-5 and the externa! and the clear cells for S-100, 
Desmin and myosin. 
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790. TRANSBRONCHIAL LUNG BIOPSY: HISTOPA
THOLOGIC ANO MORPHOMETRIC ASSESSMENT OF 
OIAGNOSTIC UTILITY 

S.D. Greenberg, A.E. Fraire, S.P. Cooper, LP. Rowland, 
and C. Langston. Baylor College of Medicine and U. o!Texas 
School of Public Health, Houston, TX, USA 

The diagnostic utility of transbronchial lung biopsy (TBB) 
is partly a function of its size. However, objective parameters 
that reflect biopsy size have not yet been well defined. We 
studied clinical records and histopathologic lung tissue slides 
of 116 patients who underwent diagnostic TBB, to define the 
significance of association between seven parameters and 
pathologic diagnoses. Three of the seven parameters were: 
Age, sex, and chest radiographic infiltrates. The remaining 
tour parameters were histopathologic and morphometric 
parameters: Total number of tissue fragments, total number 
of alveoli (per biopsy), total tissue area (alveolated plus non
alveolated) and lung total area (alveolated tissue alone). The 
categories of pathologic diagnoses were: lnfection, tumor 
and non-specific diagnoses. The alveoli were microscopically 
counted by one of us (SDG). The number of biopsy fragments, 
the total tissue area and the total lung area were measured 
in mm2 by a computer-assisted digitizing system using Bio
Quant~ software (R and M Biometrics, lnc.). The significance 
of the associations between the seven parameters and the 
three diagnostic categories were assessed by the Chi square 
test for association. Overall, tour possible associations were 
found to be statistically significan!. These were: a) Age - a 
lower percent of patients with infection was found among 
patients with increasing age (p > 0.001); b) Radiographic 
findings - a greater percent of tumor diagnoses were found in 
patients with localized infiltrates (p = 0.006), c) Number of 
biopsy fragments -a greater percent of patients with diagnoses 
of infection was identified among patients whose biopsies 
contained the highest number of tissue fragments (p = 0.04) 
and d) Number of alveoli - a greater percent of diagnosis of 
infection was made in patients whose biopsies contained <! 
20 alveoli (p = 0.01 ). Our findings support the notion that the 
diagnostic utility of TBB is related to its containing 20 or more 
alveoli. 

791. OISTRIBUTION OF ASBESTOS FIBERS IN A SHEEP 
MOOEL OF EARL Y ASBESTOSIS UTILIZING A SIMPLE 
SILVER STAINING TECHNIQUE 

J. Jagirdar·, R. Begin, S.Masse, T . Lee and W. Rom*. 
NYU/Bellevue Medical Center· N.Y., USA and University of 
Sherbrooke Ouebec, Ganada 

Asbestos fibers (AF) are considerad more significan! in 
inducing lung changes than the commonly observed .. fer
ruginous bodies,,(FB). However, the AF are invisible in 
routinely processed formalin fixed tissue. Currently the best 
way to demonstrate AF is to ash the lung tissue in arder to 
assess asbestos burden. We utilized a silver staining tech-
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nique (Jagirdar et al: Lab lnvest,66: 114 A, 1992) in 25 high 
and low dose chrysotile asbestos exposed sheep (Begin et 
al , Enviran Res30, 195-210, 1983) todemonstrate AF. A Peri 
iron stain was used to demonstrate FB to compare with fiber 
distribution. In ali cases, there were many more AF as 
compared to number of FB. The FB were similar but not 
identical to that seen in human lungs. Beaded, dumbbell 
forms, and laminated concoidal FB were identified. The AF 
were located in the connective tissue around the terminal 
bronchioles, coinciding with the early peribronchiolar fibro
sis. The AF were also present in the absence of lesions. In 
addition, AF were noted in the interstitium, within macrophages 
or seen penetrating vessel walls. The AF were codistributed 
with AB, but not always. The AF were in clusters measuring 
5-27~1 x 1µ. They were curved, a finding consisten! with 
chrysotile fibers. One low dose exposure animal did not show 
either ferruginousbodies or fibers. In one high dose exposed 
animal both FB and AF were seen subpleurally. Although the 
highest number of fibers were seen in the high dose exposed 
group, there appeared to be no correlation between dose and 
number of AF in the lung, implying difieren! rates of clearance 
and hence difference in individual susceptibility. We have 
developed an useful staining technique of significan! diag
nostic import demonstrating number and perhaps type of AF 
in lung tissue which obviates more tedious procedures. 

792. AUSTRIAN-GERMAN QUALITY CONTROL STUOY 
ON LUNG CANCER - STUOY OESIGN ANO FIRST RE
SUL TS 

K. Kayser, M. Drlicek, M. Rahn, R. Lintner. Department of 
Pathology, Thoraxklinik, Department of Pathology Klinik 
Baumgartner Hóhe Wien, Department of Pathology, Klinik 
Heckeshorn, Berlín, Germany 

The Austrian-German quality control study on lung can
cer comprises 300 biopsy specimens and 300 surgical speci
mens of primary malignan! lung tumors diagnosed in one of 
the three participating institutes. HE and PAS stained slides 
of primary malignan! lung tumors have been re-analyzed 
according to the cell type (WHO classification), grading, 
inflammatory response of host tissue, necrosis, and area of 
the most characteristic tumor morphology independently by 
three lung pathologists. Cases with non-congruent classifi
cation have been discussed by use of visual telecommunica
tion between the participating pathologists. The following 
results have been obtained: a) The agreement of all three 
pathologists regarding the cell type reaches 80% in biopsy 
specimens and even more in surgical specimens independ
ent from the cell type. b) Minar deviations (i.e. most frequently 
differences in the subclassification of adenocarcinoma and 
small cell lung cancer) amounts 5 - 1 O percent, and only in a 
small number of cases majar differences exist. c) These 
differences could be solved in nearly all cases by use of visual 
telecommunication. d) Majar differences have been found in 
the predominan! differentiation of the tumors (grading), but 
not in the mínimum differentation (poorest grade). The results 
indicate that the classification of the cell type of lung tumors 
based upon the WHO rules is reproducible and of high 

l 

coincidence between lung pathologists. J 
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793. MESOTHELIOMA VS. AOENOCARCINOMA: AN 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUOY INCLUOING 8 72.3 
ANO Ber-EP4 MONOCLONAL ANTIBOOIES 

MD Lopez-Alvarez, A Ariza, JL Mate, J Ruiz, J Rivas, 1 

Castella, R Rosell , JJ Navas. Hospital Universitari Germans 
Trias i Pujo!, Badalona, Barcelona, Spain 

B72.3 and Ber-EP4 have recently been added to the 
monoclonal antibody panel for the immunohistochemical 
differential diagnosis between mesothel ioma and 
adenocarcinoma. These two MoAbs identify glycoproteins 
present in adenocarcinoma cells but not in mesothelioma 
cells. 

We ha applied B72.3 and Ber-EP4 to a surgical biopsy 
series of 26 pleural mesotheliomas and 17 adenocarcinomas 
with pleural involvement. Keratin, epithelial membrane antigen 
(EMA), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), LeuM1 , vimentin 
and S-100 protein were also investigated. Categorization of 
a case as mesothelioma required the presence of appropriate 
clinical, radiological, and histological features, as well as the 
abscence of CEA and LeuM1 expression. 

The study was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin em
bedded tissue using the avidin-biotin method. Of the 26 
cases of mesothelioma, 21 were positive for keratin, 25 for 
EMA, O for CEA, O for LeuM 1, 13 for vimentin, 2 for S· 100, 
6 for B72.3, and O for Ber-EP4. Of the 19 cases of 
adenocarcinoma, 16 were positive for keratin, 16 for EMA, 12 
forCEA, 5 forLeuM1 , 5 forvimentin, 5for S-100, 17forB72.3 
and 7 for Ber-E P4. The 5 CEA-negative cases of 
adenocarcinoma were all B72.3-positive. 

These results seem to indicate that B72.3 1s a sensitive 
marker of adenocarcinoma anda useful adjunt to CEA in the 
solving of the mesothelioma vs. adenocarcinoma differential 
d iagnosis. Negativity for B72.3 would rule out 
adenocarcinoma. On the otherhand, Ber-EP4 has not proven 
to be in our series as good a marker of adenocarcinoma as 
in other works. 

794. PULMONARY HYALINIZING GRANULOMA IN
VOLVING KIDNEY URETER ANO PENIS 

S. Masuda, and M. Kitagawa, 

Kouseiren Takaoka Hospital, and Toyama Medica! and 
Pharmaceutical University, Toyama, Japan. 

Pulmonary hyalinizing granulomas (PHGs) are unu
sual fibrosing lesions of the lung that mimic metastatic 
carcinoma radiologically and afien misiinterpreted as a scar 
or healed infarct pathologically. PHGs with sclerosing 
mediastinitis, retroperitoneal fibrosis, rheumatoid arthritis, 
and uveitis have been reported. We presentan unusual case 
of PHGs involving urogenital tracts. 

First admission: An unsymptomatic 56-year-old man 
was admitted to the university hospital because of unilateral, 
multiple, nodules of the 

left lower lobe of the lung. Microscopical examination of 
these nodules, up to 3 cm in diameter, revealed ischemic 
necrosis surrounded by lymphocyte,plasma cells, histiocytes, 
and la mellar colla gen bundles. These findings were charac· 
teristics of the early stage of PHGs. 

Second admission (5 years later): The patient was 
seen at the urologic clinic of the Kouse1ren Takaoka Hospital 
because of right 

hydroureteronephrosis and induration of the penis. KUB, 
DIP, UCG, CT sean and MRI revealed two nodules, up to 2 
cm in diameter, of the hydronephrotic kidney and stenosis, 
2.5 cm in length, of the midportion of the ureter. 

Microscopical examination of these nodules and stenotic 
periureteral portian showed central whorled deposits of !a
mellar collagen with a few lymphocytes and plasma cells, 
consitenting with the late stage of PHGs. 

795. OISTRI BUTION OF TYPE IV COLLAGEN IN 
THYMOMAS: A CLINICOPATHOLOGIC ANO IMMUNO
HISTOCHEMICAL STUOY 

JF Mosnier' , OGroussard', F Lange" ,D Henin'. • Anatomie 
et Cytologie Pathologiques, Hop. Beaujon; Clichy and 
.. Pathologie Tissulaire, Hop. H. Mondar, Creteil , France. 

Thymomas are tumors originating from the epithelial 
componen! of the thymus. Most of them have a benign 
behavior. The importance of invasion and the presence of 
myasthenia gravis are considered as the most reliable 
prognosis fea tu res. Basement membrane, constituted in part 
of collagen IV intervene in tumour spread. The aim of this 
work was 1) to determine the distribution of collagen IV in 
thymomas 2) to discuss its prognosis significance. 

Thirteen thymomas were studied. Clinical stages were 
determined on clinical, surgical and pathologic datas: stage 
1, macroscopically completely encapsulated, no microscopic 
capsular invasion; stage 2, macroscopic invasion into sur
rounding fatty tissues or mediastinal pleura, or microscopic 
invasion through the capsule, stage 3, macroscopic invasion 
into pericardium, great vessels, or lung; and stage 4, pleura 
or pericardial dissemination ormetastases. A partof thymomas 
was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and slides were 
immunostained with anti collagen IV monoclonal antibody 
(Dako). Two normal thymus served as control. 

In the control thymus, labeling for type IV collagen was 
restricted to sheaths running along the sepias and to the 
blood vessels. Two stainings patterns were seen in thymomas: 
1) a diffusely or partially intrica te network of type IV colla gen 
fibers which surrounded group of epithelial cells, 2) a network 
of type IV collagen fibers restricted only to the sepia, blood 
vessels and perivascular spaces. lntricate network was 
observed in 6/ 13. All these thymomas belonged to stage 1 (4) 
or 11 (2) of clinical classification. Restricted network was 
observed in 7/13. All these thymomas were invasive belonged 
to stage 11 (2) or 111 (S) of clinical classification. Two thymomas 
of stage 111 with a restricted network versus none with intricate 
network recurred. 

Two difieren! patterns of type IV collagen network appear 
in thymomas. restricted type IV colla gen network is associate 
with the most invasive and aggressive tumors whereas 
intricate network is more frequently seen in well encapsu
lated tumors. Therfore, The distribution of type IV collagen 
could be a factor of significan! prognosis in regard of 
invasiveness and aggressiveness. 
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796. PSEUDOVASCULAR ADENOID SQUAMOUS CELL 
CARCINOMA OFTHE LUNG. A STUDY OF 3 CASES WITH 
A COMPARISON WITH A TRUE PULMONARY 
ANGIOSARCOMA 

O.NAPPI and M.R.WICK City Hospital, Benevento, ltaly; 
and Washington University,St Louis,U.S.A. 

Pseudovascular Adenoid Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma(PASCC) is a well documented entity in the, 
breas! and the skin. We described 3 cases ol this lesion in the 
lung. Patients were 2 male and 1 lemale; their ages ranged 
between 47 and 54 years. lmmunohistochemically, CK was 
positive in ali 3 cases, EMA in 2 ol them; F VIII and CD34 
were always negative;Vimentin was positive in 1 case.A case 
ol true pulmonary angiosarcoma was tested lor comparison 
and resulted positive lor F VIII and CD34 and negative for CK 
and EMA. 2 ol the 3 patients with PASCC died respectively 
after 20 and 34 months, while the patient with angiosarcoma 
died after only 3 months.ln conclusion, PASCC ol the lung is 
a distinctive tumor closely simulating angiosarcoma on 
conventional histology examination and may be distinguished 
by appropriate immunohistochemical studies. 

797. UNUSUAL PRIMARY TRACHEAL TUMORS: 
SCHWANNOMA, PLASMACYTOMA, GLOMUS TUMOR 
ANO GRANULAR CELL TUMOR 

Nevado M, Sotelo MT, Ballestín C, Martínez-González 
MA, García-Prats MD, Alfare J. ; Hospital 12 de Octubre. 
Madrid, Spain 

The trachea is a rare síte lor tumors ol any type. 

Four cases ol unusual tracheal tumors -schwannoma, 
plasmacytoma, glomus tumor and granular cell tumor
were seen in our hospital from 1991 to 1992. 

Neurogenic tumors are very uncommon in the upper 
respiratory tract. Only a lew ones have been reported, most 
ol them in the larynx. About granular cell tumors arising in the 
trachea, less than 20 cases can be retrieved lrom the 
literature reports. 

As schwannoma, most cases ol solitary plasmacytoma 
allecting the upper respiratory tract occur in the larynx, being 
very unusual in the intratracheal location. 

Visceral glomus tumors are exceedingly rare. Only seven 
cases have been reported in the trachea. 

Albeit the distinctive histological leatures of ali these 
tumors, diagnosis can be difficult in endobronchial biopsy 
specimens. Differential diagnosis, as well as histological, 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural clues for appropriate 
identilication are discussed. 

798. CHRONIC LUNG DISORDER (CLD): LECTIN 
HISTOCHEMICAL ANO IMMUNOHISTOENZYMATICAL 
STUDJES 

C. Ohbayashi, K. Hanioka, K. ltoh, Y. lmai, H. Hayashi, H. 
ltoh, Dept. Pathol. Kobe university, Kobe, Japan 

Though early respiratory disturbance in extremely pre
mature neonates is rather decreasing as the cause of their 
death. However, CLD such as respiratory distress, 
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bronchopulmonary dysplasia and Wilson-Mikity syndromes 
are increasing. This has become a social and serious problem 
among elder people in Japan certainly in the near future. We 
studied 55 cases ol CLD pathologically without anomalies. 
Sections from autopsied lungs were stained by 9 sorts of 
lectins and Cu-Zn SOD (PAP methods) in addition to routine 
pathological examination. Pathological results show the lung 
from 2 weeks to 1 month to be intermingled with irregular and 
atelectatic areas. CLD lungs from 1 to 3 months show 
hyperplasia of elastic fibers and smooth muscles ol the 
respiratory bronchiolus and alveolar stromal fibrosis in the 
atelectatic area. Beyonds 3 months, CLD lungs have com
pleted a single capillary network, but poor alveolization along 
fibrous septi in the atelectatic area. SOD expression is 
prominent at the late stage of CLD and in inflammatory a reas, 
in which alveolar macrophages and a lew PMN-leucocytes 
are stained positively. More than hall cases were associated 
with various degree ol pneumonia. As the conclusion, CLD 
lung showing irregular aeration and alveolar stromal fibrosis 
has not been so close correlation between bronchiolar 
occulusion and various plugs by hyaline membrane or in
flammatory products, but suggests to relate the infittration ol 
many alveolar macrophages positive lor SOD at the atelectatic 
area. These affected alveoli may not develop normally, but 
become collapse or atelectatic during and alter development 
and linally lorm characteristic pulmonary structure od CLD. 

799. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF PULMONARY INFEC
TIONS BY PSEUDOMONA AERUGINOSA IN NEWBORN 
RATS SUBJECTED TO HYPEROXIA• 

C. Pedraz, t. Burgos, D. Ludeña, C. Parra, M. Moreno; 
University ol Salamanca, Spain 

Lung inlection by Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) has 
been implicated as a pathogenic factor in the development ol 
pulmonary damage in newborns (NB) subjected to high 
oxygen concentrations (Fi02 ~95%).To examine this, the 
lollowing study was designed. 

Materials and Methods. Wistar rats of O, 1, 2, 4 and 7 days 
ol age were used. The animals were divided into 4 groups. 
Group 1: environmental air (EA); Group 2: EA+ PA; group 3: 
Fi02 ~ 95%; Group 4: Fi02 ~ 95% plus PA. PA (concentration 
1 x 106 CFU/ml), isolated lrom clinical samples, was instilled 
at birth with an aerosol (flow 3-5 l/min) over 20 min. The rat 
pups were then placed in a hermetically closed chamber 
through which the desired gas was passed continuously (7-
1 o l/min). Lung samples were obtained lor bacteriological 
culture and the morphological study: Light microscope (LM) 
and Transmision electron microscope (TEM). 

Results and Comments. The bacteriological cultures ol 
groups 1and3 were negative. In group 2, 70% of the animals 
showed a positive culture; this was 85% in group 4. In the 
morphological study of group 2, small loci ol PMN cells and 
intraalveolar haemorrhages were observed. In group 4 the 
exudative lesions typical ol hyperoxia were seen. These 
were more marked than in group 3. Larger loci of PMN cells 
and intraalveaolar haemorrhages were also seen. 

In view of the results, we believe that our model is valid lor 
study of pulmonary damage by hyperoxia in PA in neonates. 

(') Work supported by the FISS: Expediente 90/0336. _J 
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800. NEUROENDOCRINE DIFFERENTIATION AS A 
PROGNOSTIC FACTOR IN NON-SMALL CELL LUNG 
CANCER (NSCLC) 

1 Pellicer, A A riza, J Caries, R Rosell, A Fernández-Vasalo, 
JJ Navas-Palacios. Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i 
Pujol, Badalona, Barcelona, Spain 

11 has been proposed that neuroendocrine ditterentiation 
bestows a better prognosis on NSCLC. To ascertain the 
validity of this claim we have studied the immunohistochemical 
expression of four neuroendocrine markers (neuron-specific 
enolase, synaptophysin, chromogranin A, and Leu-7) in a 
series of 97 NSCLC patients. 

lmmunoreactivity was assessed on formalin-fixed, paraf
fin-embedded surgical samples using the avidin-biotin 
method. 45. 7% of cases were positive far NSE, 62% far Syn, 
2.2% far Chr A, and 4.2% for Leu-7. 

Statistical analysis showed that NSE expression is a 
significan! predictor of survival (10.91 months for NSE
positive patients vs 7.43 months far NSE-negative patients; 
p< 0.05). Moreover, all patients who survived over two years 
were NSE-positive. On the other hand, there was no corre
lation between NSE immunohistochemical profile and 
chemotherapy response. 

These resu lts provide support to the notion that 
neuroendocrine differentiation, as evidenced by NSE 
immunohistochemical detection, is an importan! survival 
indicator in NSCLC. 

801. GROWTH FRACTION EVALUATION IN NON SMALL 
CELL LUNG CANCER (NSCLC) BY PC10 ANO Kl-67 
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES: COMPARISON WITH DNA 
FLOW CYTOMETRY DATA 

G. Fontanini· , P. Macchiariniº , D. Bigini ", S. Vignati• S. 
Pepe·, R. Pingitore·. lnstitute of Pathological Anatomy and 
Histology· , Service of Thoracic Surgeryº University of PISA; 
Department of Medical Oncology, University of Naples·, ltaly 

The estimation of the growth fraction by PC1 O and Ki-67 
MoAb was examined in 54 consecutiva resected NSCLC 
patients (51 males, 3 females, mean age 61 ). PC1 O recog
nizes the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) in formal in 
fixed paraffin embedded tissues, unlike Ki-67, an established 
marker of proliferation in frozen NSCLC sections (Canear 
Res., 50: 4382-4387, 1990). These observations were com
pared with DNA flow cytometry cell cicle data in the same 
group of patients. PCNA reactivity, similar to the Ki-67 
immunostaining was confined to the nuclei of neoplastic cells 
and its frequency ranged from O to 80% (mean 17.4±2.2). 
Tumours expressed either a low (O to 25%; n=l9) , intermedi
ate (26 to 75 %; n =34) or high ( > 75%; n = 1) PCNA positivity. 
PCNA and Ki-67 labeling ratas were closely correlated 
(r=0.43 p < 0.001). Furthermore, PCNA reactive cells were 
significantly (p=0.04) higher in DNA aneuploid (28%) than in 
diploid (18%) tumours. PCNA reactivity was more related 
(r=0.42; p=0.009) to the S-phase of DNA flow cytometry cell 

l 
cicle than that of Ki-67 labeling (p=0.26). PCNA reactivity 
was significantly higher in larger (< vs > 3cm, p=0.04) and 
advanced (T1 vs T2-3, p=0.03) tumours with lymphnodes 

involvement (NO vs N1 -N2, p=0.004). These results indicate 
that PCNA immunoreactivity with PC-1 O monoclonal anti
body is a simple method far assessing the proliferative 
activity in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue of NSCLC 
and correlates well with Ki67 labeling and S-phase fraction of 
the cell cicle. 

802. PREVALENCE OF LUNG CARCINOMA OVER A 
PERICO OF TWELVE YEARS ATTHE HOSPITAL CLINIC, 
UNIVERSITY OF BARCELONA, SPAIN 

J. Ramirez, A. Nadal, X. Sanjuan, A. Cardesa. Anatomia 
Patologica, Hospital Clinic, Universidad de Barcelona, Bar
celona, Spain 

Lung carcinoma is the most frequent malignan! tumor of 
males (M). lts incidence is increasing in females (F). In 
difieren! countries it is being demonstrated that the frequency 
of histological types of carcinoma and the incidence by sex 
are changing. 

To assess the evolution of the prevalence of these tumors 
we have reviewed the files of our pathology department, 
where 1,779 new cases of lung carcinoma were diagnosed 
during 12 years (1980-1991 ). Carcinomas were classified in 
seven groups: SO=squamous-ca, AC=adeno-ca, SC=small 
cell-ca, LC=large cell-ca, CD=carcinoid, MC=mixed cell-ca, 
NOS=non otherwise specified-ca. 

RESUL TS: Al total numbers : SQ-793(44.6%), AC-
339(19%), SC-381 (2 1.4%), LC-129(7.2%), CD-21 (1 .2%), 
MC-14(0.8%), NOS-102(5.7%). Sex: M=92.9%: F=7.1%. B/ 
the percentage of tumor types by year showed mainly: 1980-
82= SQ-48.4, AC-8.3, SC-28, LC-8. 7; 1983-85= SQ-48, AC-
15.6, SC-21.6, LC-7.3; 1986-88= SQ-47.3, AC-22, SC-19.1, 
LC-4.2; 1989-91 = SQ-36.2, AC-28.1 , SC-18.4, LC-8.8. C/ 
percentage of tumors by sex: M= SQ-46.2, AC-17.4 , SC-
22.3, LC-7. 1, CD-1, MC-0.8, NOS-5.1; F= SQ-23.6, AC-41 , 
SC-9.4, LC-8. 7, CD-3.9, MC-0, NOS-13.4. DI ratio M/F: 1980-
82-15/1, 1983-85-15/1, 1986-88-20/1, 1989-91-9/1. 

CONCLUSIONS: 1 . We have seen an increasing preva
lence of adenocarcinoma and a decrease of squamous cell 
carcinoma during the 12 years studied. 2. The most common 
type in males is squamous cell carcinoma but in females it is 
adenocarcinoma. 3. We ha ve observed a reduction of the M/ 
F ratio mainly in the last three years. 

803. LOCALIZED FIBROUS TUMOR OF THE PLEURA. 
LIGHT, UL TRASTRUCTURAL ANO INMUNOHISTOCHE
MICAL STUDY OF FIVE CASES WITH HISTOGENETIC 
CONSIDERATIONS 

M. F. Relea, T. Sotelo, C. Ballestín, M. A. Martinez, M. D. 
García and l. De Prada.; Hospital «12 de Octubre .. . Madrid. 
Spain 

Localized fibrous tumor of the pleura (LFT) is a rare 
neoplasm with an incidence of 2.8 cases per 100.000 tumor 
registrations at the Mayo Clinic. In most cases LFT are 
pleural in location although they have been reported relationed 
to other serosa-covered surfaces. 

We have reviewed the clinical and histopathological as
pects of five LFT. Four of them were, as usual, of benign 
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nature and one was malignan! presenting necrosis, 
hemorraghe, cellular pleomorfism and mitosis. The size of 

tumors ranged from 2 to 14 cm. Three of them were located 
at pleura (diafragmatic, mediastinal orthoracic) and twowere 

intrapulmonary ( " inverted tumors" ), though they manteined 
their relation with visceral pleura. There was not asbesto's 
relation in any of our cases. 

Histologically, the five tumors were spindle cell neoplasms 
in a fibrocollagenous background with a prominent 
hemangiopericyticvascularpattern. lnmunohistochemically, 
they presented ditterent markers from !hose of diffuse 
mesothelioma. The five cases were negative for keratin, actin, 
desmin, S-100 protein and others, and intensely positive for 

vimentin. Ultrastructurally, the tumors were constituted by 

fibroblasts and primitive mesenchymal cells with sparse 

intercellular junctions and an abundan! collagenous matrix. 

We did not appreciate neither microvilli nor real desmosomes, 

which are characteristic findings in dittuse mesothelioma. 

Our findings support, as it has already been suggested by 
other authors, a probable origin of LFT from multipotential 
cells of the submesothelial conective tissue, so they are not 
true mesotheliomas. 

804. ASBESTOS FIBER TYPE IN MALIGNANT 
MESOTHELIOMA: AN ANAL YTICAL ELECTRON Ml
CROSCOPIC STUDY OF 94 CASES 

V. Roggli , P. Pral!, and A. Brody. Ourham VA and Ouke 
University Medical Centers, Ourham, NC; and NIEHS, Re
search Triangle Park, NC.USA 

Although the association between asbestos exposure and 
malignan! mesothelioma is indisputable, there continues to 
be controversy regarding the relative contribution of the 
various types of asbestos fibers to the development of 
mesothelioma. We examined the types of asbestos fibers 
recovered from lung parenchyma in more than 90 cases of 
malignan! mesothelioma from the United States, using an 
analytical scanning electron microscope. Almos! hall of the 
patients were former asbestos insulators or shipyard work
ers. The fibers were recovered from lung tissues, obtained al 
autopsy or surgical resection, by means of a sodium 
hypochlorite digestion procedure. Amosite asbestos was 
identified in 81 % of the cases and accounted for 58% of all 
fibers 5~1m or greater in length. Tremolite/actinolite/ 
anthophyllite were identified in 55% of the cases and ac
counted for 10% of all fiber types. Chrysotile was identified in 
21 % of the cases and accounted for 3% of fibers exceeding 
5µm in length. Crocidolite was found in 16% of the cases and 
accounted for 3% of fibers exceeding 5µm in length. 
Nonasbestos mineral fibers (commonly found in the lungs of 
the general population) were observed in 71 % of the cases 

and accounted for 25% of all fibers 5µm or greater in length. 
The findings in this study are at odds with the assertion that 
crocidolite asbestos is responsible for most mesotheliomas 

L n the United States. 
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805. CHLOROQUINE TOXICITY: NEW PULMONARY 
PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS 

J.M. Rojo-Ortega, G. Iglesias Cubero, C. Urrutia and J.R. 
Reguero. Servicio de Anal. Patológica y Cardiología. Hospi
tal Central de Asturias. Oviedo, Spain 

Chloroquine is a well-know antimalarial agent that is often 
u sed in the treatment of collagen and dermatologic disorders. 
Long-term administration of chloroquine is known to produce 
vacuolar myopathy and cardiomyopathy. Curvilinear and 
lysosomal inclusion bodies have been considered as 
pathological markers of chloroquine myotoxicity. The present 
histopathological study was done in a case of toxic myopathy
cardiomyopathy. The palien! was a 59 years old woman, 
treated with chloroquine during 25 years for a discoid lupus 
erythematosus. We describe several previously undocu
mented features that occurred in the lung. Routine light and 
electron microscopic techniques were applied to skeletal 
muscle biopsy and to heart-lung specimens taken at autopsy. 
The skeletal and cardiac muscle revealed a vacuolar myopathy 
with distinct electron microscopic fea tu res of myotoxicity due 
to chloroquine, curvilinear and myeloid bodies, large sec
ondary lysosomes and glycogen accumulation. The lung 
showed a moderate interstitial pattern with abundan! foam 
cells in the airspaces, interstitium and wall vessels. Electron 
microscopic observations on arterial smooth muscle cells 
(SMC), neumocytes 11 and macrophage, revealed cellular 
degenerative changes associated to the presence of curvi
linear and lysosomal bodies, similar to !hose observed in 
striated muscle cells. The changes were more marked in 
SMC. These observations indica te that in our palien! the lung 
is also involved in chloroquine toxicity, and suggests that 
long-term administration of chloroquine induces a lysosomal 
storage disease or acquired systemic lipidosis. 

806. ACUTE RESPIRATOY DISTRESS SYNDROME 
(AROS): ,INTRAVASCULAR THROMBI AS A CHRONIC 
AND WIDESPREAD FINOING 

J. Ruiz-Ayucar, E.Salinero, E.Alvarez. Hospital Gregorio 
Marañon, Madrid. Univ. Complutense, Spain 

lntravascularthrombi in AROS appearin lungs and in other 
organs; its pathogenic role, relationships with vascular les ion 
and morphological evolution along time are problems not 
fully solved. 

Therefore we studied 41 postmortem AROS in three 
groups according to duration: less than 4 days; 4-1 O days; 
more than 1 O days. Extension and amount of thrombi are 
mathematically compared in the three groups between them 
and to vascular pulmonary lesion, and platelet changes. As 
a control we had a group of 5 patients without AROS. 

Thrombi appear in lungs in 90.2% of cases, being more 
frequent in the less than 4 days group, with thrombopenia in 
56% and fresh thrombi in all groups. Number of thrombi 
keeps a relation with lung capillary and alveolar necrosis, that 
cannot be shown with other vascular changes. 65.8% have 
thrombi out of the lungs, more in the group lasting 1 O days or 
beyond. Organizing thrombi appear in and out of lungs in all 
groups, the less than 4 days one included. 
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Then fresh as well as organizing thrombi appear along the 
whole duration of AROS, in parallel with capilar and alveolar 
necrosis, in a chronicway and, presumably, from the preclinical 
time. The fact that more thrombi are found at early cases 
does not allow to infer a worse prognosis strictly. 

807. PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS AFTER BONE 
MARROW TRANSPLANTATION. AN AUTOPSY STUDY 
OF 54 CASES 

X. Sanjuan, T. Ribalta, A. Nadal, J.A. Barbera(' ), J. Ramirez, 
M. Morell, A. Cardesa. Departments of Pathology and 
Pneumology('). Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. University of 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Respiratory complications (RC), particularly of infectious 
origin, are among the main causes of morbidity and mortality 
after allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (ABMT). Viruses 
are considered the most usual etiologic agents. However, a 
proportion of cases, varying between 10% and 30% in 
different series, are of unknown etiology. Sorne of them may 
represen! cases of either idiopatic interstitial pneumonia (11 P) 
or bronquiolitis oblitera ns (BO), which are clinically suspected 
in 27% and 10%, respectively of !he ABMT patients. The 
mortality risk for llP is about 80% and for BO exceeds the 
50%. We report the respiratory findings in a series of 54 
autopsy cases in which we investigated the presence of 
morphological changes of llP and BO. RC accounted for 47 
cases (87%). Severe changes of diffuse alveolar damage 
(DAD) were present in 12 cases(22,2%), with associated 
morphological evidence of CMV infection in 16, or bacteria! 
infection in 5. Other findings included Aspergillosis, other 
fungal infections, diffuse alveolarhemorrhage, embolic infarcts 
and Toxoplasmosis. A single case showed, besides DAD, a 
diffuse interstitial infiltrate made up of lymphocytes and other 
mononuclear cells, that lit the histologic criteria of llP. No 
cases of BO were observed in this autopsy series. 

Our findings indicate that llP and BO doesn't seem to be 
prevalen! lesions in ABMT autopsies. A possible explanation 
would be that more agressive diseases, added to a preexisting 
llP or BO, would obscure the diagnosis al autopsy. 

808. OLEIC ACID INDUCED AROS: THE EARL Y CHANGES 

l. Serrano, E. Salinero, E. Alvarez. Hospital Gregorio 
Marañon, Madrid. Univ. Complutense, Spain 

A severe pulmonary capillar permeability dysfunction is 
the basis of AROS. Two of the problems of our interest are: 
1) the earliest morphological substrate; 2) the lesions that 
produce edema, and if the endothelial capillary and/or alveo
lar epithelial lesions are in the origin of the damage. 

Therefore we produced an ARDS-like syndrome in 14 
mongrel dogs by injecting 0.075 ml/kg of oleic acid at a 0.04 
ml/min speed in the pulmonar artery. We had samples of lung 
before this injection and 15, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 and 
360 minutes alter. As control we had 5 dogs with serum saline 
instead of oleic acid. 

This way at 15 minutes an endothel ial lesion, focal ,or 
severe and extense is found. Endothelial denudation and 
necrosis with broken basal and intravascular fibrin are quite 

common by then; however no alveolar epithelial necrosis or 
polynuclear presence associated with endothelial damage 
are found at this stage. 

From 60 minutes onwards epithelial necrosis with hyaline 
membranes and progression of vascular damage with 
polynuclears around are noted. 

The earliest lesion appears then to be endothelial, being 
severe and widespread. Epithelial alveolar lesion and 
granulocytes appear later, alter 60 minutes. Then our find
ings stand for a very quick and severe lesion produced by 
oleic acid on the capillary endothelium, with a role for fibrin 
from the very beginning with granulocytes and independent 
neumocyte lesion later. 

809. SMOOTH MUSCLE ACTIN IMMUNOSTAINING IN 
PULMONARY l YMPHANGIOLEIOMYOMATOSIS 

T . Matthews and M.N. Sheppard, Royal Brompton Hospi
tal, London, U.K. 

Pulmonary Lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM) is a rare 
and severe disease limited to women in their reproductive 
years. T he condition is due to proliferation of immature 
smooth muscle cells within lymphatics and blood vessels of 
the lung with resultan! cyst formation and lung destruction. 
The differential diagnosis of this condit ion includes 
histiocytosis X, emphysema, saccular bronchiectasis and 
cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis (CFA). Open lung biopsy has 
been used for diagnosis but the lesions can be missed 
because the smooth muscle is mistaken for fibrous tissue. 
We report here the expression of smooth muscle actin (SMA) 
and desmin in the diagnosis of LAM and compare the findings 
to those in cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis. Open lung biop
sies from 5 patients with LAM and from 5 patients with CFA, 
formalin fixed and paraffin embedded were cut and antibodies 
to desmin and SMA (DAKO) were applied using the ABC 
method. Results show that there is strong positive staining of 
the immature muscle surrounding cystic spaces in LAM. 
Desmin was negative in ali cases. In CFA only the mature 
muscle within the fibrous tissue gave positive staining with 
Desmin and SMA. The fibrous tissue was negative. These 
results show that antibodies to SMA are superior to Desmin 
in the diagnosis of LAM and may be useful in transbronchial 
biopsy. 

810. PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF PARENCHYMAL 
LUNG LESIONS USING A BIOPTY GUN 

M.N. Sheppard, J.A.A. Haddock, C.M. Allen and D.M. 
Hansell . Royal Brompton Hospital , London, U.K. 

Percutaneous fine needle biopsy is an established technique 
for obtaining cytological specimens of lung lesions. A specific 
diagnosis of malignancy is often achieved bu! interpretation of 
small fragments is d ifficult often preventing specific diagnosis 
especially benign lesions. True cut 18 guage needles provide 
a superior histological specimen in intrapulmonary lesions 
but are associated with higher complications and have been 
mainly used for pleural lesions. This study assess the feasibility 
of obtaining histological samples from lung lesions using pow
ered cutting needle 18 guage (Biopty Gun). 
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We biopsied 54 patients with lung lesion 29 lesions were 
entirely surrounded by lung and 25 had lesions abutting the 
pleural surface. A 1.8 cm core of tissue was obtained in most 
cases. A definitive histological diagnosis was achieved in 4 7 
cases (81%).38 were tumour and included 12 non-small cell 
carcinomas, 7 adenocarcinomas, 3 metastatic carcinomas, 
1 metastatic teratoma, 1 teratoma, 3 bronchioloalveolar cell 
carcinomas, 2 small cell carcinomas, 6 squamous cell car
cinomas and 3 B-cell lymphomas. The nine benign entities 
included 5 resolving pneumonias, 1 folded lung, 1 Wegener's 
granulomatosis, 1 cryptogenic organising pneumonia and 1 
sarcoid. Seven cases were inadequate. This study confirmes 
that Biopty Gun sampling of peripheral lung lesions is ex
tremely useful in !he diagnosis of both benign and malignan! 
lesions of the lung and provides a good histological specimen 
in the majority of cases. 

811. ANTIOXIOANT THERAPY OF INFECTIONS-ALLER
GIC BRONCHIAL ASTHMA (IABA) ANO PECULIARITIES 
OF METABOLISM OF PERIFERAL BLOOO LEUKOCYTES 

N.l.Skorokhod, E.M.Polishchuk. L'viv State Medical lnsti
tute, Ukraine; Lviv Scientific Research lnstitute for lnheritable 
Pathology, Ukraine. 

Ferments of peripheral blood leukocytes in IABA and 
therapy including !he Antioxidant of Alfatocoferol acetate 
(ATFA, vitamin E acetate) on 65 patients with IABA and 26 
donors. Activity of lymphocytes succinate dehydrogenase 
(SOGG) and neutrophiles alkaline phosphatase (APH) were 
determ ined by !he method of R.P.Nartsissov (1965) 
eytochemically befare the treatment, afterthe complex therapy 
(CT), CT combined with ATFA which was used parenterally 
in two variants: 1 mi of 1 O% solution once a day during 6 days 
and 2 mi of 30-% solution. lt was found: increase of activity 
of neutrophiles APH befare the treatment (114.5+/-3.5 conv. 
units with control of 94.0+/-7.5 e.u.; p<0.05), reduction to the 
control level with the CT and the therapy including ATFA in 
a greater dose administered. 

Activity of lymphocytes succinate dehydrogenase (SOG) 
was not changed in the IABA (p>0.5). Administration of the 
CT and the therapy including ATFA did not change the 
activity of the lymphocytes SOG. 

The results of the investigation prove the d ifference in 
metabolism of neutrophiles and lymphocytes in IABA, the 
normaltzing eflect of the administered therapy forms upon 
the activity of neutrophiles APH. 

812. MORPHOMETRY OF LUNG ANO HEART ARTERIES 
IN THE COR PULMONALE WITH OR WITHOUT PULMO
NARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS 

C . Tasca, U.o! Bucharest, Romanía. 

The small lung and heart arteries were morphometrically 
investigated in 100 cases with chronic obstructive lung 
disease (COLO) and cor pulmonale with or without pulmo
nary atherosclerosis (PA). The morphometrical analysis was 
performed by a previously described method (Tasca et al. 
Acta Stereol. 1985,4/47). The lung arteries in COLO with PA 
and the intramyocardial arteries in cor pu lmonale with PA 

showed: decreased density/mm2 , decreased diameter, in
creased wall thickness, as compared to cases without PA. 
The myocardial liber diameter and the interstitial f ibrosis 
were significantly increased in cases with PA. In the cor 
pulmonale without PA the right ventricle is more damaged 
!han the left one.ln the corpulmonale with PA the lesions are 
more severe and similar in both ventricles.Similar results 
were found using symbolic logic method atter computer 
program. 

These results confirm that pulmonary atherosclerosis ag
gravates the prognosis of cor pulmonale by acting on the lung 
and on the heart microcirculation. 

81 3. NEUROENOOCRINE LUNG NEOPLASMS: RESULTS 
OF AN INTEROBSERVER VARIATION STUOY 

G.L. Arrigoni, M. Barbareschi, O. Carter, A.F. Gazdar, S. 
Hammar, B. Oberman, M.N. Sheppard, V. Tison, R. Yesner. 
Hospitals of Milano-Niguarda, Trento, Zagreb, London
Brompton, Cesena; Vale Univ. New Haven; NCl-Bethesda; 
Bremerton 

The spectrum of neuroendocrine (NE) lung neoplasms 
includes tumours fall ing between carcinoids and small cell 
carcinoma (SCLC). For these neoplasms d iagnostic criteria 
seem not well established and there is space for subjective 
interpretation and semanthic confusion. 12 such cases with 
complete follow-up and immunohistochemical profile have 
been examined by the participants of the study. The results 
show low d iagnostic concordance (mean concordance 29%), 
lack of uniformity in diagnostic reporting w ith multiple and 
confusing classifications adopted. The study underscores 
the need for getting an international nomenclature consen
sus. Terminology should be kept as simple as may be 
significan! between SCLC and carcinoid. Pathological data 
so u Id be supported by data regarding proliferation, oncogene 
and tumor suppressor gene (TSG) alterations, degree of 
neuroendocrine differentiation. An immunohistochemical 
approach to the study of NE lung neoplasms for proliferation 
indexes (PCNA, Ki67) and alterations of TSG (p53, RB), has 
shown different im munohistochemica l phenotypes in 
carcinoids, atypical carcinoids (according to Arrigoni et 
al.1972) and SCLC; borderline NE neoplasms may have 
mixed phenotypes (Barbareschi et al. J . Pathol, 1992). 

814. UNUSUAL CASE OF AN INTRAPULMONARY «Gl
ANT CELL TUMOUR OF BONE-LIKE» GROWTH 

R. Tringidou, H. Tsimara-Papastamatiou, l. Skottis and N. 
Filipou.; Pathology Oepartment of Athens Ches! Hospital, 
Greece 

A case of an intrapulmonary giant-cell tumour, in a 64 year 
old woman operated for coin lesion in the lung, with histologi
cal characters very similar to !hose of a giant cell tumour of 
bone, is presented. With the purpose of discovering the 
primary lesion in the skeleton explaining a secondary lung 
involvement the palien! was submitted in repeated 
clinicolaboratory investigations during a two year period alter 
the diagnosis, and the results were negative. 

According to the data of the literature and good health of 
the patient two and a hall years alter the excision of the 
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lesion, the possibility of an un usual primary tumour in the lung 
with histological characters similar to those of a giant cell 
tumour of bone is discussed. 

815. CLINICOPATHOLOGIC STUDY OF PULMONARY 
«SCLEROSING HEMANGIOMA» 

N. Tsuda, T. Hayashi, M. Anami, M. lseki', M. Kishikawa·. 
Central Diagnostic Laboratory, Nagasaki University Hospital 
and ·scientific Data Centerfor Atomic Bomb Disaster, Naga
saki University School of Medicine, Nagasaki, Japan 

Recently, pulmonary «Sclerosing hemangioma»(SH) is 
thought to originate from type 11 pneumocyte. We investi
gated the light microscopic, immunohistochemical and 
electron microscopic findings of 6 cases of pulmonary SH. 
We also examined the relationship between the maturation 
of tumor cells and stromal connective tissue, and supposed 
how to form the papillary or «hemangiomatous .. structure. 

The cases examined consisted of five females and one 
male with the mean age of 43.7 years old. Five patients 
presented no symptoms but one patient complained of a dry 
cough. The tumor involved upper lobe in three cases, middle 
lobe in two cases and lower lobe in one case. The mean size 
of the tumors was 20.7 mm in diameter. The cut surface 
showed a yellowish-white color with hemorrhage. The pa
tients have been followed for eight to 15 years with no 
recurren! tumor. 

We classified the histologic features of SH into two types: 
a mainly solid area with slight fibrous stroma; and a papillary 
area with lumens and increased connective tissue. Electron 
microscopy revealed immature epithelial cells in the former 
type, while in the latter type, the epithelial cells with !amellar 
bodies were easily identified as type 11 pneumocytes. Also in 
the latter, degenerated type 11 pneumocytes and macrophages 
were observed in the lumen. 

lmmun ohistochemically, the tumor associa ted 
carbohydrated antigens showed negative reaction in all the 
cases. The blood group associated antigens stained posi
tively in A antigen in four cases, all of which had blood type 
A. Lea anti gen, B antigen and H type 2 antigen were negative 
in all six cases. 

816. PULMONARY HISTIOCYTOSIS X, PATHOGENIC 
CONSIDERATIONS ON THREE CASES 

C. Villanueva, C. González, A. Candia, L. Fogué. Hospital 
«Ramón y Cajal .. of Madrid, Spain 

Histiocytosis X (HX) is a disorda of unknown origin and of 
variable clinicomorpholog ical expression (eosinophil ic 
granuloma, Letterer-Siwe disease, Hand-Schuller-Christian 
disease). 

Recently a relationship between morphologic criteria and 
biologic course has been proposed (the so called Malignan! HX). 

In the presen t study we describe h is tological , 
immunohistochemical and ultrastructural features of three 
cases of pulmonary HX. Follow-up ranged from 1 to 3 years. 
Typical cytoplasmic Birbeck granules were observed in ali of 

-
them, and an analysis of pigmented macrophages was 
attempted. 

HX cells are immunocompeted cells related to lgG Fe 
fraction, and act as antigen presenting cells to T lymphocytes. 

Our findings support these three conclusions: 

1.- There is no correlation between cytoarchitectural fea

tures (nuclear atypia, eosinophils, .. . ) and biologic course. 

2.- There is no relationship between X granule (Birbeck) 

and Golgi apparatus or cytoplasmic membrane. 

3.- HX cells react variably against Langerhans' cell markers. 

817. CROCIDOLITE INDUCED PAPILLARY MESOTHEL 
PROLIFERATION IN RATS 

Kerényi T.'· Voss B.2, Müller K.-M. ' ' lnstitute of Pathology 

Berufsgenossenschaftliche Krankenanstalten "Bergmann
shei l" University Clinic & 2Berufsgenossenschaftliches 

Forschungsinstitut für Arbeitsmedizin, Bochum FRG. 

Exposure to asbestos can cause severa! difieren! types of 
pleural disease: benign pleural effusions, pleural plaques 

fibrosis, papillomatosis, and diffuse malignan! mesothelioma. 

Although crocidolite is a well-documented fibrogen and 
cancerogen, little is known about its pleural effects. One of 
the rare, benign neoplasms of the mesothel is the well
differentiated papillary tumor ,which may behave like a low
grade cancer in occasional cases. The cause of these tumor 
is not apparent but sorne studies support the concept that 
asbestos may promote its development. In this rcport we 

describe pleural papillary proliferations in connection with 

experimental asbestosis. 

67 male albino rats received a single instillation of 2mg 
U ICC crocidolite asbestos into the lower lobe of the right lung 
under barbital anesthesia. The animals were sacrificed al 

intervals between two hours and 14 months alter instillation. 
Asbestos libres appeared on the surface of visceral pleura 
already on the first postinstillatory day. Tree types of pleural 
lesions developed: fiibrotlc areas, flat- and papillary- mesothel 
prolilerations. While the flat proliferations revealed sorne 

degree of cellular polymorphism, the papillary ones seemed 

to consist of typical mesothel, blood borne and connective 
tissue cells. Histological, immunohistochemical and scan
ning electron microscopical examinations revealed a close 
connection between the papillary a reas and the underlaying 
pulmonarychanges (asbestos gran u lomas, fibrosing alveolitis 
and adenomatoid bronchial proliferations). 

The uniformity of papillas the absence of the nuclear 
features of malignancy and the absence of multilayering of 
epithelium speak forbenign lesions. The possibility, that they 
represen! hyperplasia rather than neoplasia may come un

der consideration. The papillas revealed at the same time 
many common teatures with the human peritoneal papillary 
mesotheliomas. 
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818. THE NEW EXPERIMENTAL MODEL FOR THE 
PROVOCATION OF PULMONARY HYPERTENSION (PH) 

H. Yamaguchi & M. Morisada, Keio Univ. Tokyo, Japan 

Our earlier studies on the hypocalcemic condition have 
focused on the histological distortion of the organ structure 
with the removal of Ca" from the molecular structure of 
AMPs,resulted in the sol-gel divers ion of the matrix. 

In this paper, approaching our research from a functional 
viewpoint of Ca··,decreased dose of Na2EDTA (6%, 1 mi.) 
was used in an effort to preven! severe tetanic shock and to 
induce mild constriction of muscle cells. Administration of a 
small amount of Na2EDTA once a day provoked animal death 
from 10 days one alter another for two-month period. 

In the initial phase, 10-15 days, rupture of !he right ventricular 
wall at an anterior angle with moderate right ventricular 
dilatation and a !hin wall. Characteristic of these cases was 
elastosis in media of the main pulmonary arteries (PA), 
accompanied by a severe constriction (40%). On !he other 
hand, demonstrated in delayed cases of more than two 
weeks to two months was severe right ventricular dilatation 
with a paper-like thinness of the wall (60%). In these cases, 
the main PA showed rather slight constriclion with scare 
elastosis, conversely the peripheral PA showed extraordi
nary constriction with marked vacuolar formation in medial 
muscle where a red cell could hardly pass through. 

Hitherto the experimental studies on PH have been done 
from the decrease in number of peripheral vascular bed to 
increase peripheral vascular resistance. Throughout our 
experimental results, we would like to propose !he new 
experimental model for the provocation of PH by PA con
striction in various sites under a low calcium condition. 

819. PARAPLEURAL FIBROSIS OF THE LUNG. AN 
OVERLOOKED PULMONARY LESION 

Kazuyoshi YAMAGUCHI and Naomi SUEMATSU. De
partment of Pathology, Kanto Teishin Hospital, Tokyo, Japan 

We have found a distinct form of pulmonary fibrosis no! 
described hitherto and designated it parapleural fibrosis(PPF) 
of the lung. Materials are lungs obtained from a series of 1220 
consecutive autopsies. They were fixed in formalin through 
bronchial infusion and immersed in a formalin bath 24 hours 
or longer. Frontal parallel sections were made and blocks 
were taken for HE and elastica staining. The lungs which 
exhibit PPF are more or less firmer in consistency and !he 
edge of !he lung facing the diaphragm is flattened to form a 
fringe of skirt. The site of predirection is !he subpleural areas 
of the lung facing diaphragm and posterior thoracic wall. On 
cut surface, subpleural areas of the lower lobes approximately 
0.5 to 1 cm in thickness appear grayish, rough and spongy 
with coarser air spaces. Occasionally minute honey-combed 
area is present. Microscopically, rough air spaces immedi
ately below the visceral pleura are separated by !hin fibrotic 
sepia which contain crumpled elastic fibers derived from 
alveolar sepia. The lesion ends abruptly and merge into 
normal lung parenchyma. The incidence of PPF was 13.5 % 
(165/1220). The mean age was 68.1 years. The male to 
female ratio was 4 to 1 . The pathogenesis appears to be 
collapse of alveolar sacs and simultaneous widening of !he 
air passage system(alveolar ducts) with subsequent fibrotic 
organization of the collapsed alveolar spaces, a process 
quite similar to that of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis(IPF). 
Most lesions can easily be overlooked if !he lungs are no! 
fixed by bronchial formalin infusion The fact that PPF can be 
identified in more than 10% of autopsy cases would indicate 
that such pathogenetic process can occur very frequently in 
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TECHNIQUES, COMPUTERS & QUALITY ASSURANCE 

820. MALIGNANT TUMORS REGISTERED IN JAPAN 
FROM 1974 TO 1988 - A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE COMPUTERIZED AUTOPSY DATA 

S. Aizawa, Y. Kikuchi, T. Kishi, K. Baba, and T. Fukushima. 
Jikei U., Tokyo, National Saitama Hospital, Saitama, and 
Data Processing Center, Kobe U. , Kobe, Japan 

Recen! changes in death incidence by malignancies were 
analyzed on the basis of the computerized autopsy data 
coliected from ali over Ja pan for the recen! 15 years. Ali the 
autopsy data contain more than 510,000 cases, which co
rresponded to about 5.0% of national mortality. lncidence of 
malignancies comprises 57%, and the rate is gradualiy 
increasing from 54.1% (1974-78) to 58.6% (1984-88). While 
the number of autopsy cases dueto malignancies is decreas
ing significantly in the age groups younger than 29, it is 
increasing in the groups older than 55. The peak age is 
between 65 and 74. The sex ratio in malignancies shows 
mal e predominance of 1. 73 to female of 1.00. 

Majar primary siles are in the foliowing arder: lung, stom
ach, liver, bone marrow, pancreas, gali bladder & bile ducts, 
colon, esophagus, rectum & sigmoid, and then prostate. 
Frequency of tumor histology and metastatic siles wili be 
presented. 

821 . SETUP ANO ORGANIZATION OF A HUMAN TUMOR 
BANK IN SURGICAL PATHOLOGY TO SUPPORT MO
LECULAR BIOLOGIC TECHNIQUES 

Helen L. Figge, Jeffrey S. Ross, Constantine A. Axiotis. 
Albany Medica! Coliege, Albany, NY. USA 

Modern applications of molecular biologic techniques in 
surgical palhology require the availability of frozen tissue 
samples that have been properly prepared and stored. 
Genomic DNA, mRNA, and proteins can be prepared from 
frozen specimens for use in Southern, Northern. and West
ern blots, as weli as polymerase Cha in Reaction applications, 
immunohistochemisty and in situ hybridization. We have 
implemented a comprehensive tumor bank program that 
features a fuli time coordinator to oversee sample process
ing, storage, and cataloging on a computerized database 
system. Surgical specimens are processed within 5 minutes 
of removal , and are flash frozen with or wi th out 
cryopreservative in an isopentane bath (Histobath). Samples 
are slored at -85 C in a compressor-driven freezer that has a 
liquid nitrogeli backup system. A computerized database is 
used to systematicaliy catalog ali specimens by anatomic 
site, pathological diagnosis, primary or metastatic state, 
history of prior chemotherapy or radiation, patient age and 
sex, and mode of sample preparation. A flexible searching 
algorithm is u sed to retrieve samples that lit the requirements 
of various research protocols. Patient confidentiality is strictly 
maintained, universal precautions are employed, and ali 
protocols require institutional review board approval. The 
tumor bank serves as a focal point for coliaboration between 
the surgical pathology group and other investigators within 

nvestigative endeavors . 

1 

the institutioln and makes the pathology department a focal 

822. DETERMINATION OF INTEROBSERVER VARIATION 
IN MULTIVARIATE GRADING SYSTEMS BY PRINCIPAL 
COMPONENT ANAL YSIS 

S. Biesterfeld, D. Sun; lnstitute of Pathology, Technical 
University of Aachen, Germany 

Morphological multiparameter grading systems in ma
lignan! tumors claim an insufficient interobserver reproduc
ibility of about 60% to 70% . To analyze correlations among 
the variables, factor analytical techniques, for example 
principal componen! analysis, may be useful beca use of their 
data-reducing capability. They aliow to rearrange the data to 
a smalier set of components that explain best the observed 
interrelation and variation in the original data. 

In this study, the Jaffe grading for giant celi tumors of the 
bone (GCT), performed by three observers on 44 G1 and G2 
GCT cases, was taken as a model, as it is composed not only 
of three, but of five variables. Hereby a greater variety of 
interrelations and more iliustrative results could be expected 
as compared for a grading system of three variables. 

The first and the second principal componen! were 
retained per observer in orderto arrive at data reduction from 
a subspace of dimension 5 to a subspace of dimension 2. By 
this procedure the use of the five variables per observer, the 
urecognition pattern», could be iliustrated in a orthogonal 
coordinative system. The comparison of the recognition 
patterns revealed a wide variety between the way of the three 
observers to grade. For example. variables, which were 
found to be closely correlated for one observer, were partly 
used as independent by another. Although there was no 
considerable similarity between the three recognition pat
terns to be observed, the variables were not graded in
versely. The rates of variance, which could be explained by 
the principal component analysis, ranged between 73.4% 
and 93.0% per observer. 

The difieren! recognition patterns are due to insufficient 
definitions of the single grading variables and may explain 
the low interrater agreement between the observers of 52.6%. 
They may also be the reason that the Jaffe grading repeat
edly failed in predicting recurrence in GCT. 

823. INFRARED MICROSPECTROSCOPY OF EXTRA
AND INTRACELLULAR MATRIX PROTEINS FROM NOR
MAL ANO NEOPLASTIC TISSUE SPECIMENS 

J.A. Centeno, C.A. Moran, C.S. Specht, F.G. Mullick, T.J. 
O'Leary and M.N. Koss. Armed Forces lnstituteof Pathology, 
Washington, D.G. USA 

lnfrared microscopy has been used to characterize and 
identify at the molecular level a variety of protein matrix 
components. The identification of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 
deposits, particularly keratan sulfate (KS), hyaluronic acid 
(HA) and chondroitin sulfate (CS) in macular cornea and 
stroma scar cornea were investigated. The infrared spectra 
of macular cornea exhibited contributions from KS andes as 
evidenced by infrared absorptions at 1248, 1084 and 1043 
cm·•. These vibrations are assigned to the sulfate group. On 
the other hand, the infrared spectra of the scar corea show 
absorptions at 1608, 1080 and 1044 cm·• assigned to HA 
deposits, and at 1627 and 1247 cm·• characteristic of es 
deposits. 
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The intraglandular and intracellular mucin proteins from 
cases of adenocarcinoma and mesothelioma were also 
characterized. The mucin protein in mesothelioma displays 
specific infrared absorption spectra characteristic of 
protonated carboxyl groups, with infrared bands al 1640 and 
1545 cm·1

. On the other hand, the infrared spectra of 
adenocarcinoma demonstrate absorptions at 1625, 1520 
and 1033 cm·', characterislic of neutral mucin protein com· 
ponents. 

In ali the cases investigated the infrared data are in good 
agreement with results obtained using immuno- and 
histochemical methods. However, in contras! with the com
plex processing involved with these methods, infrared 
microscopy can provide a powerful new tool for quick iden
tification, characterization and differentiation of extra- and 
intracellularprotein components in human tissue specimens. 

824. APPLICATIONS OF INFRARED MICROSCOPY ANO 
ENERGY DISPERSIVE X·RAY MICROANALYSIS IN HU· 
MAN PATHOLOGY 

J.A. Centeno, F.B. Johnson, V.F. Kalasinsky and T.J. 
O'Leary. Armed Forces lnstitute of Pathology Washington, 
o.e. USA 

lnfrared microspectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray 
microanalysis (EDXA) ha ve been employed to identify a wide 
variety of foreign materials and unknown crystals in human 
tissue specimens. Histological preparations were mounted 
on either gold· or aluminum-coated microscope slides for the 
infrared reflection experiments. Tissue sections were stud
ied as the unstained and hematoxylin-eosin stained sections. 
Foreign particles as small as 30 microns in diameter were 
identified. 

The identification and molecular structural characterization 
of foreign materials including polymers, co-polymers, silicone, 
drugs and others will be demonstrated. In addition, the 
application of infrared microscopy for the identification of 
single crystals, such as calcium oxalate crystals, in patho
logical specimens from patients with crystal deposition dis
eases will be illustrated. 

While EDXA provides informalion on the inorganic ele
mental composition of foreign materials, infrared microscopy 
allows for a more accurate and precise structural identifica
tion of the fragments. 

825. AUTOMATED IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY - A 
FUNCTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION 

B.J. Fernandes' .2and R. Peters', Dept. of Pathology, Mount 
Sinai Hospital' , and University of Toronto2, Ontario. Ganada 

In recen! years the utilization of immunohistochemistry 
has grown exponentially in histopathology laboratories. During 
the 5 year period July 1986-July 1991, the number of 
immunohistochemistry stains we performed increased from 
1200 to 7000 per annum. Faced with increasing demands for 
this technique, our department instituted a program in au
tomated immunohistochemistry (AIH), using the Fisher 
«Code-Qn,,R stainer. This is an automated stainer that uti· 
lizes capillary action to dispense reagents, an «isolon,, mal 
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to isolate primary antibodies, a heated chamber to accelerate 
the reaction and a robotic system to manipulate the slides. 
lmplementation of this system occurred in three stages. An 
initial phase, was devoted to establishing a functional staining 
method for a few selected antibodies. AIH had to be adapted 
to circumstances prevailing in our laboratory such as the 
hardness of the water. The second phase was utilized for 
consolidating and refining the methodology. During this 
stage, the procedure was fine-tuned to obtain optima! staining. 
This necessitated changes in reagents and improvements in 
the mechanical fixtures. The final phase involved the inte
gration of AIH into the general procedures of the laboratory. 

We conclude that, in a climate with increasing economic 
challenges to the laboratory, AIH offers many advantages. 
There are significan! savings in manpower and potential 
savings in reagents. Much higher workloads can be ac
commodated and there is increased consistency of results. 
We recommend the use of automated immunohistochemistry 
in laboratories that have critica! volumes to enable them to 
take advantage of the benefits of this system. 

826. SIMULTANEOUS DETECTION OF VIRAL CAPSID 
PROTEINS ANO VIRAL DNA IN UTERINE CERVICAL 
BIO PSY SPECIMEN S INFE CTED B Y HUMAN 
PAPILLOMAVIRUS 

Gomez F.', Roldan M: , Curie! 1: , PicazoA:, Muñoz E.", 
Corcuera M:, Alonso M.J:, and Lopez-Bravo A:; ·servicio 
de Anatomía Patologica del Centro Nacional de lnvestigacion 
Clínica y Medicina Preventiva (Instituto de Salud Carlos 111) 
de Madrid; .. Departamento de Biología Celular y Patología 
de la Universidad de Salamanca, Spain 

The genome of human papillomavirus (HPV) consists of 
early genes, which cede for regulatory proteins, and late 
genes, which cede for the capsid proteins. Until now. it was 
only possible to detect, separately, either viral proteins by 
mea ns of immunohistochemistry of vi ral DNA by means of in 
situ hybridization. A technique is described which permits the 
simultaneous detection, in the same section, of both viral 
capsid proteins and viral DNA. The technique involves, first, 
immunohistochemical analysis based on a method of silver 
enhanced colloidal gold labelling using a rabbit polyclonal 
anti-HPV antibody. This is followed by in situ hybridization 
based on an avid in-biotin-peroxidase method, using 
biotinylated DNA probes specific for HPV types 6/ 11, 16/18 
and 31/33/51. The final result is a brown/blackstaining in the 
nuclei of the infected cells in which capsid protein syntesis 
takes place, and a red staining in the nuclei of the infected 
cells in which there is not synthesis of these proteins. 

This technique yields importan! prognostic data, especially 
when it is used to study potentially malignan! lesions 
(condylomas and slight to moderate dysplasias): on the one 
hand, it permits identification of the HPV type present in the 
lesion thanks to the use of severa! DNA probes specific for 
high risk (16/18), low risk (6/11) and intermedia te risk (31 /33/ 
51) types of HPV; on the other hand, it permits calculation of 
the percentage of infected cells in which there is no real viral 
replication. In our opinion, the higher this percentage, worse 
is the prognosis of the lesion, given that when there is a 
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greater number of infected cells in which late viral gene 
expression does no! occur, there is an increased likelihood of 
both viral genome integration into !he host cell and of subse
quent cellular transformation . 

827. CORE-CUTTING NEEOLE BIOPSY OFTHE BREAST. 
ITS VALUE ANO ACCURACY COMPARING TWO OIF

FERENT METHOOS 

Guerra 1, Arrizabalaga R, Gorostiaga J, Sáenz JA and 
Franco S. Hospital Txagorritxu. Vitoria.Spain 

Eighty-nine patients underwent core-cutting needle breast 
biopsy using two difieren! procedures. Forty-seven of !he 
biopsies were performed under stereotactic mammographic 
control (SC) in nonpalpable lesions and 42 under manual 
control (Me) in palpable masses. There were an open biopsy 
in 46 cases. Of the 40 patients with subsequently proved 
carcinoma, the core-cutting biopsy was positive in 31 (8 by 
Se and 23 by MC). There were 8 false negative (2 by se and 

6 by Me) and 1 inconclusive diagnoses. No false positive 

diagnoses were seen. 

The sensitivity rate herein was 77.78% (80% in se biopsies) 
and the specificity rate and !he positive predictive value 100%. 

These results make the e ore-eutting needle biopsy a 
reliable, sale and free from false-positive find1ngs technique, 
useful as a quick histologic diagnostic tool, mostly in 
nonpalpable lesions of the breast. 

828. SENSITIVE ANO SPECIFIC OEMONSTRATION OF 
EPSTEIN-BARR VIRUS GENE EXPRESSION IN ROU

TINE PARAFFIN SECTIONS USING RNAJRNA IN SITU 

HYBRIDIZATION 

S. Hamilton-Dutoit and G. Pallesen, Laboratory of 

lmmunohistology, University of Aarhus, Denmark 

ldentification of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection in rou

tine tissue sections is made difficult by the lack of specific 
morphological changes associated with the virus, and by the 
poor availability of EBV-specific antibodies which function in 
paraffin section. We have overcome these difficulties by 
using RNA/RNA in situ hybridization to detect EBV-encoded 
small RNAs (EBERs). EBERs are produced in abundance 
during latent EBV infection (=106 copies per episome), ena
bling detection of very low EBV viral copy numbers. We have 
used antisense EBER riboprobes, non-isotopically labelled 
with digoxigenin, to detect EBER transcripts in situ in paraffin 
sec t ions from seve ral hundred EBV associated 
lymphoproliferative lesions (e.g. infectious mononucleosis, 
posttransplantation and AIDS-related lymphomas, Burkitt's 

lymphoma, Hodgkin's disease, sporadic B and T cell 

lymphomas) and carcinomas (e.g. nasopharyngeal and sali

vary lymphoepithelioma). The technique can be applied to 

archive surgical and autopsy paraffin embedded material, 

even alter storage for many years . l t is specific and highly 

sensitive, and represen Is an importan! advance in the detec

tion of EBV in routine tissue sections. 

829. COMPUTER BASEO HISTOPATHOLOGY IMAGE 

PROCESSING ANO ARCHIVING SYSTEM IN EOUCA

TION 

Dr. L. lgali, Dr. Z. Nemes, Dr. Sz. Gomba; Univ. Med. 
School of Debrecen, Hungary 

eomputers can be used in teaching pathology with great 
effectiveness. We are developing a computer based 
histopathology data base containing high resolution digitized 
images of histopathological sections and the related informa
tion for educational and research purposes. 

Th is system would contain a digitizing, an archiving, a 
searching, an analyzing and a «sel! learning .. module, which 
are in the stage of primary development at the moment. 

Through the access of the stored data, this system could 
be a strong and effective tool in education of both medica! 
students and pathologists too. With !he help of !he "self 
learning .. module newly digitized images can be analyzed, 
and stored for further usage. 

With this system, the stored images can be used not only 
for educational purpose, bu! by !he digital manipulation, 
mathematical and statistical analysis, for research also. 

As a preliminary step, we have developed a «text., data
base system that is capable of storing information about 
histopathological sections. 

830. THE OANSYLCHLORIOE (OC) METHOO FOR MEAS
URING THE RATE OF CELL LOSS FROM THE EPIDER
MIS OURING SKIN CARCINOGENESIS 

O .H. !versen, H.K. Knutsen and E.V. Thrane, lnstitute of 
Pathology, University of Oslo , Rikst1ospitalet, N 0027 Oslo, 
Norway. 

Alter application of a carcinogen , a proliferative block 
occurs in !he epidermis, followed by one or more waves of 
increased proliferative activity and a more or less persisten! 
hyperplasia. The discrepancy between cell numbers and 
proliferation rate leads to !he conclusion that there mus! also 
be an increased rate of cell loss involved, which is d ifficult to 
measure because los! cells cannot be counted. The study 
describes a method to assess changes in the rate of cell loss 
from !he epidermis during chemical skin carcinogenesis , by 
which it is possible to compare cell loss with !he characteristic 
cell kinetic changes in DNA synthesis and mitotic rate and the 
development of hyperplasia. De can be used to quantitate 
cell loss from human skin because it binds only to the 
presquames, which consist of mature skin keratin, and emits 
fluorescence under UV light. Severa! difieren! quantification 
systems are then used to assess the remaining fluores
cence. Many carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic irri tants 
give rise to characteristic patterns of cell loss. and alter sorne 
carcinogens there is a short period of delayed keratin matu
ration before a massive cell loss by scaling occurs. The De 
method allows the assessment of periods of delayed matu
ration and periods of massive scaling. This contributes to the 
analysis of the roles of mitogenesis and delayed maturation, 
which are al present being hotly debated. 
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831 . AN ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE A MONOCLONAL AN
TIBODY AGAINST THE LANGERHANS CELL BY USING 
PARAFFIN-EMBEDDED TISSUES 

Y. Kawakubo, Y. Sato, S. Kuwao, K. Kasai and T. Kameya. 
Dept. of Pathology, School of Medicine, Kitasato University, 
Kitasato, Sagamihara, Japan 

The Langerhans cell is known to be derived from bone 
marrow, antigen-presenting cell and macrophage monocyte 
lineage cell. Although Langerhans cells (LCs) expressed 
various antigens, LCs has been not obtained a specific 
marker and it has also been incompletely understood the 
difference between normal and proliferative LCs that ap
peared in pathological condition such as histiocytosis X (HX). 
Generally, LCs are distinguished lrom other cells by their 
immunoreactivity for S-100 protein or CD1 . This situation 
prompted us to make a monoclonal antibody to LCs using 
paraffin embedded tissues of the HX. BALB/c mice were 
immunized intraperitoneally 3 times with homogenized 1 O 
slice of thick sections of paraffin embedded tissue obtained 
lrom a patient with S-100 protein positive cells of HX. The 
immunized spleen ce lis were fu sed with mouse myeloma cell 
line in polyethylene glycol. Hybridomas secreting antibodies 
of interest were cloned by the limiting dilution method. We gol 
severa! monoclonal antibodies reacted with HX cells (LCs), 
giant cells and fibroblasts in HX case and/or proliferative 
cells, endothelial cells or macrophages in normal tissues 
respectively. These results indicate that paraffin-embedded 
tissues are capable of using as an antigen for producing of 
monoclonal antibody. In addition,it is considered that ob
tained monoclonal antibody may be lit for identifying LCs in 
various tissues with or without abnormalities. 

832. POL YMERASE CHAIN REACTION-SINGLE STRAND 

CONFORMATION POL YMORPHISM (PCR -SSCP) 
ANAL YSIS IN PARAFFIN EMBEODE O SURGICALMATE
RIALS 

Y. Kikuchi, T. Kishi, M. Suzuki, M. Furusato, and S. 
Aizawa. Jikei U., Japan 

To detect genetic abnormalities using formalin fixed paraf
fin-embedded surgical materials, mutations of p53 tumor 
suppressor gene were examined by means of PCR-SSCP 
analysis (Orita et al. 1989). The specimens of total 118 renal 
cell carcinomas were used for the purpose of extracting DNA. 

The primers of exon 5 to 9 of p53 gene which were in highly 
conservative regions, were pre pared by DNA synthesizer. Ali 
exons except exon 5 were successfully polymerized in PCR. 
Polymerization of the exon 5 which has over 200 long base 

pairs (bp). was done alter preparing 2 sets of primers with 

shorter bp. In SSCP analysis, so-called minor bands were 
often expressed and the genetic abnormalities were unable 
to detect. Therefore, the sequencing analysis was required. 

In conclusion, PCR-SSCP analysis is not solely perfect, 
but it may be useful for retrospective study as convenient 
method if it is combined with any other analytic methods. 

833. COMPARISON OF JN-S/TU POL YMERASE CHAIN 
REACTION (IN-SITU PCR), /N-S/TUHYBRIDIZATION (ISH) 
ANO POL YMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) FOR THE 
DETECTION OF VIRAL INFECTION IN FIXED TISSUE 

P. Komminoth, A.A. Long, H.J. Wolfe. Dept. of Pathology, 
Tufts University, NEMCH, Boston, MA, USA and Division of 
Cell and Molecular Pathology, University of Zürich, Swit
zerland 

Both ISH and PCR have proven to be invaluable tools for 
molecular pathology laboratories in the detection of viral 
gene sequences in fixed ce lis and tissues. ln-situPCR (ISPCR) 
is a new molecular technique, combining the high sensitivity 
of PCR with the cell-localizing ability of ISH. We compared 
PCR, ISH and ISPCR in virus detection (CMV, HIV and HBV) 
in fixed cells and tissue samples. ISPCR was performed 
using a thermal cycling oven or the heating block of a DNA 
thermal cycler. We employed both 35S- and digoxigenin
labeled oligonucleotide probes for ISH and for the detection 
of PCR amplificants in-situ (indirect ISPCR). Direct ISPCR 
was performed by incorporation of digoxigenin-11-dUTP into 
in-situ amplificants and subsequent immunohistochemical 
detection with alkaline-phosphatase conjugated anti
digoxigenin antibodies. 

Our results indicate: 1. ISH with oligonucleotide probes in 
archiva! material is less sensitive in detection of viral DNA 
than PCR-based methods. 2. For PCR amplification from 
archiva! material : a) formalin and alcohol fixation yielded 
better results than Carnoy's of 85 fixation. b) using dewaxed 
tissue sections, Proteinase K digestion followed by boiling is 
superior to phenol-chlorolorm DNA extraction, c) sequences 
shorter than 300 bp are more likely to be amplified, d) a lower 
annealing tempera tu re and more PCR cycles than employed 
with DNA from fresh material are required, e) application of 
more than one primer pair specific for different parts of the 
viral genome increases viral detection. 3. For ISPCR on 
cytospins and tissue sections: a) ISPCR can significantly 
improve the sensitivity of viral detection with preservation of 
morphology but appears to be less sensitive than PCR, b) 
many technical similarities concerning suitability of DNA for 
amplification exist between PCR and ISPCR using fixed and 
archiva! material, c) indirect ISPCR provides more specilic 
results but appears to be less sensitive than direct ISPCR, d) 
misinterpretations of direct ISPCR results dueto mispriming 
and «DNA repair» require additional controls. 

834. /N-S/TUHYBRIDIZATION (ISH) FOR DETECTION OF 
mRNA: COMPARISONS OF 35S- ANO DIGOXIGENIN
LABELED ANA ANO OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PROBES 

P. Komminoth, F.B. Merk, X. Matias-Guiu, l. Leav, J. Roth 
and H.J. Wolfe. Dept. of Pathology, Division of Cell and 
Molecular Pathology, University of Zürich, Switzerland; and 
Tufts University, New England Medica! Center, Boston, MA, 
USA 

We compared the utility and sensitivity of digoxigenin 
(dig)- and 35S-labeled cRNA and oligonucleotide probes for 
the in-situ detection of high and low leve Is of mRNA in lrozen 
or formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections. As 
model systems we used lrozen sections of paraformaldehyde 
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fixed Noble rate prostate, where seminal vesicle secretion 
protein (SVS 11) mRNA is highly expressed in the lateral but 
not in the ventral lobe. We also studied androgen receptor 
mRNA, which is low expressed in all lobes of the castrated rat 
prostate. In addition we applied dig-and 35S-labeled cRNA 
probes to detect PTH mRNA in sections of frozen and 
routinely processed hyperplastic parathyroids and adenomas. 
We also tested gold-conjugated anti-digoxigenin antibodies 
with photochemical silver amplification for the detection of 
hybridized dig-labeled probes in comparison to the alkaline
phosphatase based NBT/X-phosphate detection system. 

Our results indicate that both dig-labeled oligonucleotide 
probes and cRNA probes provide equal sensitivity in detec
tion of SVS 11 mRNA than the same probes labeled with 
radioisotopes (35S). Oligonucleotide probes were slightly less 
sensitive than their cRNA counterparts and showed more 
background. The signa! resolution of dig-labeled probes was 
superior to !hose labeled with 35S. The turnaround time of the 
nonradioactive ISH procedure was only 2 days in contras! to 
7-18 days using radiolabeled probes. Dig-labeled RNA and 
ONA probes were stable up to 6 months. Working efforts and 
costs using dig- or radiolabeled probes for ISH were similar. 
The immunogold/silver enhancement system provided !aster 
detection of hybridized dig-labeled probes (2 hours) !han the 
enzyme detection system. Oig- and 35S-labeled cRNA probes 
were successfully used to detect PTH mRNA in archiva! 
material. 

Dig-labeled ONA and RNA probes provide an attractive 
alternative to radiolabeled and other non-radioactive proves 
forlSH. 

835. COMPARISON OF FLOW CYTOMETRIC DNA PLOIDY 
ANALYSIS OF FRESH ANO FORMALIN-FIXED PARAF
FIN EMBEDDED SOLIO NEOPLASMS 

O. Kumar and O. Lyon. The University of Texas Medica! 
Branch, Galveston, Texas. USA 

Severa! investigators have used formalin fixed paraffin 
embedded (FFPE) tissue for ONA analysis by flow cytometry 
(FCM) as a prognostic determinan! for solid tumors. Few 
studies however have compared results of fresh and fixed 
tissue FCM ONA analysis. We analyzed representative blocks 
of FFPE tissue from 60 neoplasms by Hedley's method; 40 
of these had been previouslydetermined to be ONA aneuploid 
(ONA-AN) and 20 ONA euploid (ONA-0) by FCM on fresh 
tissue processed by Vindelov's technique. Analysis was 
done on a 80 FACScan FCM using cell lit 2.0 program. 26 
ONA-AN tumors and ali ONA-0 tumors were concordant 
(76.7% overall concordance) using criteria generally ac
cepted for interpretation of histograms generated from fresh 
tissue. 14 of 40 (35%) ONA-AN tumors appeared ONA-0 on 
analysis of corresponding FFPE tissue. The reasons for 
discordant results in these 14 cases were gene rally a) a small 
ONA-AN peak not evident on fixed material b) peridiploid 
aneuploid peaks which appeared as one broad peak in the 
G/G

0 
region with increased coefficient of variation (CV) and 

c) neartetraploid aneuploid peaks which merged with diploid 

G/ M peak but did not raise it beyond our 20% cut off limit to 
qualify for tetraploidy. S-phase fraction (Spf) could be de
terminad in 30 of 40 ONA-AN cases analyzed from fresh 
tissue and 12 of 26 concordant ONA-AN cases analyzed !ron 
FFPE tissue. The Spf was gene rally higher (mean =19.9% vs 
9.04%) in FFPE tissue probably due to background debris. 
Other notable differences were a higher CV of the ONA-0 G ,! 
G

0 
peak (5.73% vs 2.24%) and higher ONA indices of ONA

AN cell population (1.71 vs 1.53) in FFPE tissues. We 
conclude that ONA-AN can be missed on FCM of FFPE 
tissues in near diploid / tetraploid aneuploid tumors and 
tumors with a small ONA-AN population. The Spf may be 
more accurately determined using a model for background 
debris subtraction. More studies are needed to assess the 
accuracy of ONA analysis from archiva! tissue and also to 
standardize criteria for histogram interpretation obtained 
from FFPE tissues. 

836. INTRAOPERATIVE FROZEN SECTION DIAGNOSIS: 
A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 612 CONSECUTIVE CASES 

MJ Lorenzo, MT Yebra, A. Alvarez, JA Rois, L. Valbuena, 
E Vazquez-Martul and F. Arnal-Monreal. H. Juan Canalejo, 
La Coruña, Spain 

Frozen section (FS) diagnosis performed as an 
intraoperative consultation has immediate and serious con
sequences and needs high standards in quality and rapid 
judgement to shorten the surgical time. 

A prospectiva study was done to determine the diagnostic 
accuracy and the time from the reception of the specimen to 
the signatura of the diagnosis. Organs studied and reasons 
for consultation were also assesed. 

A total of 612 FS were done in 1991 representing 5,3% of 
the 11619 biopsias received in the same period in our 
department. 

The diagnosis was compared with the final paraffin study. 

There were a total of 598 (97,8%) correctly diagnosed 
cases with 372 benign (60,4%) and 226 malignan! (36,9%). 
In 8 cases ( 1,3%) the diagnosis was deferred until permanent 
sections, most of these were borderline breas! lesions (4) or 
lymph nodes suspicious for lymphoma or small cell meta
static tumors (3). 

In 4 cases (0,65%) there was a false negative diagnosis 
dueto sampling problems (2) or erroneous interpretation (2). 
A false positive diagnosis of malignancy was established in 
two cases (liver and pleura). 

The overall sensitivity of the method was 97 ,8% and the 
specificity 99%. There were no significan! differences when 
organs or reasons for consultation were comparad. 

The mean time for the FS diagnosis was 13,7 min. and it 
was 1 O min. when a single section was studied. 

FS is an excellent and fast diagnostic procedure that has 
to be used in the diagnosis of unknown processes or in the 
staging or adequacy of surgical margins in maligna ni tumors. 
A continuous quality control of its accuracy has to be estab
lished 
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837. IN VITRO BROMODEOXYURIDINE LABELING OF 
MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS. COMPARISON OF RESUL TS 
WITH FLOW CYTOMETRIC CELL CYCLE ANAL YSIS 

B. Llaveras, P. Garin-Chesa, A. Myc, M. Melamed; Ciudad 

Sanitaria de Bellvitge, Barcelona, Spain; Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center, New York, U.S.A; and New York 

Medica! College, Valhalla, N.Y., U.S.A 

Proliferative fraction of malignan! neoplasms is an inde

pendent prognostic marker in sorne patients. Flow cytometric 

(FCM) DNA measurement with cell cycle analysis gives an 

estimate ol the prolilerative fraction of tumors. However, 

aneuploid neoplasms are difficult to analyze and results are 
not always reproducible. Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling 

followed by immunohistochemical detection has been pro
posed as an accurate method for measuring S-phase frac
tion. 

In vitro BrdU labeling was performed on 87 samples (35 
lung carcinomas, 25 breast carcinomas and 27 tumors of 
other origin). Results were compared to FCM S-phase re
sults in 41 cases. 

Mean BrdU labeling was 8.5%, s.d.=5.2 in lung tumors and 
6.8%, s.d.=3.8 in breast carcinomas. Correlation with grade 
was found in both cases. FCM of lung tumors showed a mean 
S-phase of 20%, s .d.=18.4. Diploid tumors showed lower S
phase counts (mean= 2.2%, s.d.=2. 1) than aneuploid ones 
(mean=26%, s.d.=17.5). FCM analysis of breast carcinomas 

displayed a mean S-phase ol 12.5%, s.d.=9.9. Our results 
showed poor correlation between BrdU labelling and FCM S
phase counts. Best correlation was found in diploid tumors. 
In vitro BrdU labeling appears to be an easy and accurate 
method lor S-phase measurement. 

838. HIGH RESOLUTION IMMUNOMICROSCOPY ANO 
HIGH RESOLUTION MICROSCOPY OF INFECTIOUS 
AGENTS 

David Masan, Ph.D. Wittenberg University. Miguel A. 
Pedraza, M.O, Pathology Department Community Hospital, 
Springfield. Ohio. U.S.A. 

The two main objections to routine plastic-embedding in 
Surgical Pathology are: 1) lmmunohistological procedures 
are difficult to perform reliably and, 2) Specilic etiological 
agents such as mycobacteria or fungi can not be detected. 
Studies done by us and others have demonstrated that the 
same immunologic reactions done in paralfin embedded 
material can be carried out in plastic embedded sections with 
superior image information and reduced background. The 
entire procedure can done in a computerized robotic system 
with considerable reduction in reagents costs. 

lnfectious agents, including bacteria, fungi, and protozoans, 
can also clearty identified in plastic-embedded sections by 

nor modilications of the same techniques used in paralfin
mbedded material, providing the pathologist with improved 

solution for specific etiological diagnosis. 

- -
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839. SUBSTITUTION OF XYLENE WITH VEGETABILIC 
OILS IN THE CLEARING PROCESS OF TISSUE PREPA
RATION 

K Nielsen, K Haugaard, and G. Brandborg, lnstitute of 
Pathology, Aalborg Hospital, Aalborg, Denmark 

Organic solvents are recognized as hazardous to the 
health and to the environment. 

11 has been suggested that the organic solvent xylene used 
in the clearing process of the tissue preparation could be 
substituted by vegetabilic oils which are not toxic and not 
hazardous to the environment. 

We investigated histological and cytological morphology, 
tissue-stainability, and immunoreactivity of 168 tissue blocks 
from ali organs using olive oil, peanut oil, coconut oil, soyabean 
oil , Vegeol® (derivate of rape o il) and Estiplast® (derivate of 
coconut oil) against xylene in the clearing process. 

The study shows that it is possible to substitute xylene by 
vegetabilic oils - the best substitute is Estiplast® - without 
changing the diagnostic and immunoreactive properties ol 
the tissues. 

840. TELEPATHOLOGY IN NORTHERN NORWAY. EX
PERIENCES IN REMOTE FROZEN SECTION SERVICE 

l. Nordrum and T.J. Eide.; Department of Pathology, 
University Hospital of Troms0, Norway 

Modern technology in telecommunication provide us with 
the possibility of establishing new services in surgical pa
thology towards re mote hospitals. The service is operated by 
remole control ol a motorized video-microscope located at 
Kirkenes Hospital, ata distance of more than 400 km apart 
from the workstation al the University Hospital of Troms0. 
The video images of the frozen section are transmitted via a 
two-way telephone and video telenetwork with a 2Mbit/s 
capacity. The images are displayed as both sti ll images and 
video images on monitors and diagnosed by the pathologist 
in Troms0. 

So far tissue of 37 patients have been examined with 
frozen section. Tissue from the breasts, the thyroid and the 
lymph nades account for 27 of the cases. Corree! benign 
versus malignan! diagnosis have been given in 35 of 37 
patients. Two false negative diagnosis regarding malignancy 
have appeared. The average time taken for examination of 
each frozen section was 15 minutes (range, 5 to 35 minutes). 

For small hospital with limited availability o! local pathology 
services and lor hospitals with a deficiency of specialists, 
telepathology may be a worthwhile substitute. 

841 . VERTICAL LIGHT MICROSCOPY (LM) SECTIONS 
ANO PARALLEL COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) 
SCANS FORTHE STEREOLOGYOF HUMANLUNGAND 
OTHER ORGANS 

J.C.Pache, A .Zimmermann, P.Vock, and L.M.Cruz
Orive.U. of Lausanne and Bern, Switzerland 

The aim of the present study was to develop and test 
practica!, unbiased stereological methods (1) to estímate 
both lung vol u me and externa! surface a rea, and total volume 
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and surface area of relatively large and anisotropic interna! 
pulmonary structures (bronchi, arteries). In a lirst step, the 
volume ol each ol five lung strata was estimated by fluid 
displacement. These values were then compared to those 
obtained using Cavalieri's method on CT sections ol the fixed 
lung. lt was shown that estimated lung volume based on CT 
scans was, alter correction of the underproject1on effect, very 
clase to that found with fluid displacement, thus illustrating 
the impact of Cavalieri's method for salid organ volumetry in 
vivo. 

The unbiased estimation ol interna! surface areas in lung 
is a long- standing problem: since the structures are large 
and essentialiy void, large sections are required; to facilitate 
identification, thin sections have to be used lor LM, and since 
such structures are anisotropic, the sections should be 
vertical (2). Here we demonstrate (3) a practica! stereological 
design which lullilis ali these requirements, and exemplilly it 
with infantile pulmonary hypoplasia. 

1) Cruz-Orive,L.M., Weibel, E.A. Recen! stereological 
methods lor celi biology: a brief survey. Am. J. Physiol. 258 
(Lung Cell. Mol. Physiol.2) L 148-156, 1990. 

2) Baddeley, A.J., Gundersen, H.J.G. and Cruz-Orive, 
L.M. Estimation of surface area lrom vertical sections. J. 
Microsc. 259-276, 1986. 

3) Pache, J.C., Zimmermann, A., Vock, P., Cruz-Orive, 
L.M. J. Microsc. to be submitted. 

842. IMMUNMOSTAINING OF MALIGNANT TISSUE EM
BEDDED IN EPOXY (SPURR) BY COMPUTERIZED RO
BOTIC CAPILLARY ACTION 

David L. Masan, Ph.D., Wittenberg University, Box 720, 
Springfield, OH 45501 , Miguel A. Pedraza, M.O. and John P. 
Boblett, M.T.(ASCP) Department ol Pathology, Community 
Hospital, Springfield, OH 45501 . USA 

A series of neoplasms embedded in Spurr were sectioned 
and immunostained by computerized robotic capillary action. 
The image information produced lrom plastic is superior to 
conventional paraffin sections. Antigen-antibody interaction 
is highly resolved and background staining is reduced. 

Tissue previously embedded in paraflin can be dewaxed 

and reprocessed into Spurr with no loss ol immunoreactivity. 
Use ol the autosta ine r for this high-reso lut ion 

immunomicroscopic technique provides for: quality control 
(both positive and negative controls can be immunoreacted 
in conjunction with the unknown), lar less use ol antibody and 
reagents than for manual procedures, and use ol the tech
nologist to carry out other procedures while the sections are 
being processed on the autostainer. Controlled studies car
ried out on numerous cases, primarily neoplasms, in our 

laboratory over the past 2 years have clearly demonstrated 
that Spurr embedded tissues can be readily immunostained 
by the capillary robotic system. 

This report presents the results ol the capillary-robotic, 
high resolution immunostaining in 8 series ol tumors. 

843. A PPLICATION OF A UTOMATED IMMUNO
HISTOCHEMISTRY AND ANAL YSIS BY IMAGE 
CYTOMETRY IN ASSESSMENT OF ESTROGEN AND 
PROGESTERONE RECEPTORS IN PATIENTS WITH 
BREAST, ENDOMETRIAL OR OVARIAN CANCER 

Miguel A. Pedraza, M.O., Department of Pathology Com
munity Hospital, Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A. 

This report deals with the application ol automated 
immunocytochemistry and quantitation by image analysis of 
estrogen and progesterone receptors in paraflin embedded 
tissues and smears lrom fine needle aspirations, scrapings, 
smears ol human breas! endometrial and ovarian tumors. 
The Fisher Code on lmmunology System was programmed 
to perform automated immunocytochemical assays lor 
estrogen and progesterone receptors. The Code on lmmu
nology System produced permanent slides of high quality, 
which were used in the celi analysis system, CAS 200 for 
quantitation of hormone receptors in patients with the above 
mentioned tumors. 

Over 500 patients have been analyzed by this method. In 
the first 80 patients the results were compared using the 
standard dextran coated charcoal assay. There was corre
lation between the two methods in 86% ol the cases. In 7 
cases where the results were reported as positive by the 
DCC and negative by the immunocytochemical procedure, 
ali had levels below 30 lmols/g. Two of these cases repre
sented false positive DCC, since microscopic examination 
showed positive staining in benign ductal epithelium and 
negative in the tumor. 

The automated system is comparable to the manual 
technique and resulted in substantial time and cost savings 
with the possibility ol analyzing smali tumors, archiva! mate
rial, FNA, and heterogeneous tumors. 

844. SUBSTITUTION OF THE ORGANIC SOLVENT 
XYLENE BY VEGETABLE OILS IN THE TISSUE CLEAR
ING ANO DEPARAFFINATION PROCESS 

Rasmussen BB, Hjort RN, Melierup 1, SetherG, Christensen 
N, Department 01 Pathology, Roskilde County Hospital, 
Denmark 

In an effort to improve the working conditions in the 
histopathologic laboratory, we ha ve investigated whetherthe 
toxic organic solvent xylene cou ld be substituted with less 
toxic substances. Xylene is u sed in the clearing as weli as the 
deparaffination process. We have tested whether the sub
stitution of xylene with olive oil and coconut oil, respectively, 
gave any difference in the quality ol the histological sections. 
From 232 specimens sent lor histopathologic evaluation, two 
tissue blocks were processed paraliel in xylene and oil. The 
specimens represented a broad spectrum ol tissue types. Ali 
sections were hematoxylin-eosine stained and evaluated 
with regard to histological as weli cytologic details. Further
more, on a subgroup ol t issue sections, a range ol 
histochemical and immunohistochemical stainings were ap
plied. The results showed that only in a minority ol cases were 
there any differences in the quality ol the xylene processed 
and the oil processed tissue, and in no cases were the oil 
processed tissue regarded as less suitable lor histological 
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diagnosis. In the histochemical and immunohistochemical 
stainings, no differences were registered. Although the long 
term stability of the oil processed tissue still remains to be 
clarified, we conclude, that most probably, xylene can be 
substituted with the less toxic vegetabilic oil without loosing 
valuable diagnostisk information. 

845. FROZEN SECTION QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE 
HOSPITAL CLINIC OF BARCELONA. A REVIEW OF 401 
CASES 

T, Ribalta, M. Morell, A. Nadal, J.Muñoz, X. Sanjuan, M.J. 
Rey, A. Cardesa. Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. University of 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Frozen section (FS) discordance rates reported in the 
recen! literature range from 1 % to 6%. No spanish 
interinstitutional comparison data have been reported to 
date. In arder to assess the diagnostic accuracy of FSs in our 
institution, we evaluated the concordance between FS and 
final diagnosis in 401 cases studied in 1991. Cases were 
classified as follows: Agreement376 (93, 7%), Disagreement 
20 (4,9%)-Major7 (1,7%), Minor 13 (3,2%)-, and Deferment 
5 (1,2%) -Appropriate 5 (1,2%), lnapropriate O (0%)-. FS and 
permanent slides of cases included in the Disagreement and 
Deferment categories, as well as their relevan! clinical and 
previous pathologic information, were reviewed to look for 
explanations for the lack of concordance. 

The most frequent locations for false positive or negative 
diagnosis were thyroid gland (3 of 80 FS) and intrathoracic 
organs (3 of 62 FS). Papillary carcinoma of thyroid (PC) was 
implicated in every case: A nodular goiter obscuring a 
neoplastic nodule, a small focus of lymph node metastasis 
and a pseudoneoplastic granulomatous thyroiditis were the 
sources of misinterpretation. In the intrathoracic area, a 
previously treated Hodgkin's disease infiltrating the lung was 
overlooked in one case. In a second one, scarce cells of a 
smal l cell carcinoma invading a densely fibrotic pleural tissue 
were mistaken as inflammatory. An exuberan! pulmonary 
clear cell histiocytic proliferation surrounding a central area 
of ischemic necrosis was the cause of misinterpretation of the 
reactive lesion as a carcinoma in the third case. 

We conclude that FS quality assurance periodically re
views are an excellent source of information on causes of 
misdiagnosis particular to every hospital , allowing to improve 
the diagnostic skills and focus the attention in the fields where 
significan! disparities are identified . 

846. CELLULAR DNA ANO NUCLEAR MORPHOMETRIC 
STUDY IN STEREOTACTIC BIOPSIES FROM BRAIN LE
SIONS 

E. Reselló, R. Callaghan, M. Cerdá, A. Llombart-Bosch. 
Department of Pathology. University of Valencia, Spain 

Stereotactic biospy (s.b.) is a method that allows the 
access to deep-seated brain lesions with low rates of morbid
ity and mortality. Nevertheless, it has the disadvantage of 
getting sean! material, difficulting the diagnosis of sorne 

lesions as well as the emission of prognostic criteria. Al the 
same time, a correlation between ploidy-nuclear shape and 
histologic grade has been proved in sorne brain tumors, with 
a worse prognosis (majar histological grade) for those cases 
with aneuploidy and anisocariosis. A cellular and nuclear 
morphometric study has been done on 40 brain lesions 
obtained by s.b. :12 Multiform Glioblastomas (G .M.), 10 
Anaplastic Astrocytomas (A.A.), 5 well differentiated 
Astrocytomas (A.), 5 carcinomatous metastasis (M.), 1 
Meningioma (Mn .), 1 Oligodendroglioma (O.) and 5 non
tumoral gliosis (GI.). Biopsy imprintswere obtained from the 
tumors, stained by the Feulgen method and analized with an 
lmage Analyzer (Cue-2-Densitometry System-Olympus). 

We find in all the benign lesions (A., Mn., O., GI.) a diploid 
population, with standard deviations (s.d.) similar to the 
intrinsic control cells. On the other hand, most of the M. and 
hall of the G.M. show a near-diploid pattern, with high s.d .. 
A.A. are the more aneuploid tumors, with triploid and near
tetraploid patterns. Morphometric findings show higher nu
clear a rea with lower shape factor and higher s.d. (all of them 
indicative of a majar anaplasia) in the histologically high 
grade tumors. 

Our results show a good correlation between histological 
and morphometric criteria in the mentioned lesions. Ploidy 
has also a good correlation in all the lesions except for the 
G.M. Both methods allow a better diagnostic aproach in very 
small brain biopsies. 

847. OPTIMIZATION OF THE POLYMERASE CHAIN RE
ACTION FOR THE p53 GENE FROM FORMALIN-FIXED 
PARAFFIN-EMBEDDED TISSUE 

Y.-H. Shiao, M. Ruggeº, W.D. Scheer and P.H. Lehmann. 
Department of Pathology, Louisiana State University Medi
ca! Center, New Orleans, USA. ºCattedra di lstochimica ed 
lmmunoistochimica Patologica, Universitá di Padova, ltaly 

Amplification of genomic DNA from archiva! tissues by the 
Poli merase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a very useful technique 
to, retrospectively, study genetic alterations. We optimized 
the procedure for amplifying exons 5-6, 7 and 8 of the p53 
gene from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded gastric tissue. 
The DNA extraction procedure, PCR buffer, the size of 
sequence to be amplified, the amount of DNA template, and 
the total cycle number were evaluated. The results show that: 
1) simple salt extraction of DNA eliminated the smear back
ground and abnormal mobility of PCR product, 2) B
Mercaptoethanol reduced the non-specific amplification, 3) 
the amplification of large DNA segment can be achieved by 
increasing the amount of DNA template as well as the cycle 
number. The optimal amounts and number of cycles are 
given below. 

Exon b e eles 

7 (135) 20 2 X25 

8 (176) > 50 2 X 40 

5-6 (419) >100 2 X40 
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848. A NEW ALGORITHM FOR THE ANAL YSIS ANO 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS IN ONA CYTOMETRY 

J. Morales, O. Hardisson, G. Urdiales, A. Sampedro.U. of 
Oviedo, Spain 

Since the beginning of cytometry there have been many 
attempts to obtain objective parameters from ONA cytometry 
data in the study of tumors. 11 is evident that the objective 
interpretation of data is importan! both in arder to unify 
diagnosticcritería and far establíshing prognostic parameters. 

In a recen! review of the relevant literature we have 
encountered three main groups of interpretation models: 

a) Subjective interpretation of the analysis of ONA histo
gram distributions (SANORITTER & CARL, 1966; AUER et 
al., 1980). 

b) lnterpretatíon by means of numerical índices and al
gorithms (SPRENGER, 1974; FOSSA & KAAHLUS, 1977; 
PLOEM-ZAAIJER et al., 1979; BARLOGIE et al. , 1980; 
BÓCKING et al., 1984, 1986). 

c) lnterpretation by mathematical models using statistics 
and functional approximatíons (OKAGAKI & IZUO, 1978; 
LINOMO & AARNES, 1979; JAMES, 1985). 

The algorithm we propase is a combination of the latter two 
groups. First the algorithm finds numerical values far the 
ONA distributíon; second, by means of a function fitting 
estimation to parameters far normal tissue, it is capable of 
detecting abnormalities in a problem distribution. We have 
applied our proposed algoríthm in the study of 98 colon 
carcinoma cases and have notice an automatíc differentía
tion of the different phases in the cell cycle and, consequently, 
we are able to obtain better and more objectíve diagnostic 
criteria. 

849. A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE QUANTIFICA
T ION OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS BY 
STEREOLOGY 

K. Oicks, A. Martinez and A. Sampedro. U. of Oviedo, Spain 

The problem of trying to obtain 30 structural informatíon 
from a series of 20 sections or images is not new to 
microscopy. The discipline of stereology, begun 30 years 
ago, has done much to formalise mathemat1cally prevíous 
"ªd hoc" methods and to develop new, simple and reliable 
methods of 30 quantífication. 

We have developed a computer program that provides 
fundamental 30 stereologícal estimators of volume, surface 
area, length and number. True to the spirit of stereology the 
emphasis has been on mathematical correctness within a 
program as simple, relíable and flexible as possible to use. 
The program has the following characteristics: 

• Estimates volume, surface area, boundary length etc. by 
poínt or íntersection counting 

• Correctly samples particles, by counting trames (20) and 
disectors (30), far estimations of partícle number 

• Particle volume estimation by the selector, nucleator, 
point sampled intercepts and star volume estimators 

• lt is a general purpose tool suitable far stereological 
applications in medical research, diagnosis or screening 

We intend to demonstrate the simplicity of use of the 
program by the example of a small study. Supporting guides 
far both using the program and beginning to use stereology 
will be available. 

850. «BASIC STRUCTURALPATHOLOGY»ASTHE MAIN 
REFERENCE FOR A NEW SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATION 
OF BIOMEOICAL KNOWLEOGE 

J. Sánchez, J. Cuevas, M. Morente, S. Martín and 
P.González-Peramato. Universidad de Alcalá de Henares
Hospital General Universitario de Guadalajara, Spain 

Medical curriculum and systems of organization of bio
medical knowledge (IC0-9, 1 O-CM, SNOMEO, Medica! Text
books), are under progressíve revision all over the world. As 
an alternative a «new system of organization of biomecical 
knowledge», is now being developed. lt considers the follow
ing «knowledge fields»: (1) History of medecine, medica! 
anthropology and biomedícal science. (11) Human genetics 
and development. ( 11 1) Human biology. (IV) Human 
biopathology. (V) Oisease control and health promotion. 

The new approach is mainly related to human biopathology, 
and considers two subjets: (A) General: the disease process 
(levels: etiopathogenical - «structural" - physiopathological 
and clinical ) and general basis far diagnosis, therapy and 
prevention of the disease processes: (B) Special (the same 
concepts applied to the specific organic areas: neurosensorial, 
cardiovascular, respiratory ... ). 

In this proposal concepts of basic structural pathology, are 
the key reference: «Cellular lesion" and «Cellular change,, 
(without or with dominan! a lteration of cellular d ivision or 
differentiation, respectively). These cellular pathologic states 
are expressed during pre or postnatal lite in the «cyto-tissular 
structures", as the following complexes: 

1. The «Complex of maldevelopment,, 
2. The «complex of lesion-necrosis-inflammatory reaction 

reparation " 
3. The «Complex of change» : atrophic, hypertrophic, 

metaplasic, dysplasic , proliferative non neoplasic and 
neoplasic. 

All organic areas (neurosensorial. .. ), are organized under 
the perspective exposed. The etiopathogenic level can pro
vide discrimination in the field of the «Slructural complexes», 
above identified (hereditary, exogenous and endogenous
functional alterations- environmental, combined and un
known factors) . Thesecomplexes should actas «organizers" 
of the physiopathological-clinical levels. Excluding «non 
specific signs and symptoms», concordance between 
«Slructural" and «Clinical» levels, approach actually to 80% 
. This system should be considered as a departure point. 

Pr. lnv. F.l.S. 9010416 

851. EFFECTIVE ANO SIMPLIFIEO METHOO FOR THE 
PROOUCTION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBOOIES 
AGAINST CELL SURFACE ANTIGENS USING AMeX
PROCESSEO TISSUES 

Y. Sato, R Kasai , S. Kawakubo, S. KuwaoandT. Kameya. 
Oepartment of Pathology, Kitasato University School of 
Medicine, Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan 
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We have previously reported a new fixation and paraffin
embedded method (the AMeX method), which preserves 
many antigens as well as high molecular-weight ONAs, 
RNAs and proteins that are normally destroyed by the routine 
formalin fixation. 

In the present study, we attempted to obtain a novel 
monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) against cell surface antigens 
or extra-cellular matrix proteins using the tissues fixed by the 
AMeX method. BALB/c mice were immunized tour times 
intraperitoneally with protein obtained from AMeX-processed 
tissue sections of reactive lymph node. Spleen cells were 
fused with the SP2/0-Ag14 murine myeloma cell line using 
the method of Kohler and Milstein. The supernatant of 
hybridomas were screened by immunohistochemical method 
using the same AMeX-processed tissue sections used as the 
immunogen. Several MoAbs were obtained. The majority of 
were reacted with lymphocyte surface antigens like as CD3 
and CD20 or extra-cellular matrix proteins such as fibronectin 
and type IV collagen. 

These results indicate that AMeX-processed tissues were 
useful tool for production of MoAbs. Furthermore, this 
methodology can be developed the production of MoAbs 
againstthe selected portions of their histopathological interest. 

852. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF 
p53 TUMOR SUPPRESSOR GENE PROTEIN IN ROU
TINEL Y PROCESSED (10% formalin-fixed, paraffin-em
bedded) SPECIMENS BY USING HUMAN SPECIFIC 
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY pAb 1801 

Shiraki M, Bur ME, Shiraki WW, Department of Pathology, 
Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, MA. USA 

Abnormal expression of p53 tumor suppressor gene product 
has been demonstrated in a wide range of malignan! tumors. 
The epitope recognized by the monoclonal antibody pAb 
1801 has been shown to be stable to methacarn-or microwave
fixation and paraffin-embedding, but no information regard
ing the immunoreactivity (IR) in routinely processsed tissue 
(RPT) is available. We have evaluated p53 expression by 
immunohistochemical staining in 38 tumors and non
neoplastic tissues employing monoclonal antibody pAb 1801 
(Novocastra) in frozen sections (FS) with a peroxidase anti
peroxidase (PAP) technique and in Omnifix-fixed paraffin
embedded sections (OFPE) with an avidin-biotin (ABC) 
method. p53 IR was observed in the nuclei of tumor cells in 
29% (8/28) of carcinomas (colon 3/8, breas! 2/1 O, ovary 217, 
lung 1 / 1, cervix 0/1, and endometrium 0/1) as detected in 
either FS (6) or OFPE (5) tissue and when available in both 
(3). No p53 IR was noted in any of the benign tumors, 
placenta, fetal testis, or normal tissue adjacent to the malignan! 
tumors. RPT from p53positive tumors were then evaluated 
by the following methods for comparison: A. Monoclonal 
antibody pAb 1801 (Novocastra, Batch 362) using: 1. Vector 
standard ABC method alone, or 2. followed by osmium 
tetroxide treatment, 3. Signe! Elite ABC method. B. Anti-p53 
polyclonal antibody (Signe!, lot# LC1528) using Signe! Elite 
ABC method. p53 expression, although detected by ali these 
methods, was weakest in the first (A.1.). Significan! back
ground staining developed in the second (A.2.) and the last 

(B.) methods. The third procedure (A.3.) produced similar IR, 
less background than the polyclonal anti-p53 method, and 
similar results to the FS (PAP) or OFPE sections (ABC). 
Monoclonal antibody pAb 1801 (Novocastra) can be effec
tively used for detection of p53 overexpression in RPT. This 
technique has the advantage of allowing fo r the 
immunostaining of small biopsies, without requiring special 
handling. Moreover, it may help in evaluating p53 expression 
as a possible marker in detecting early malignan! transfor
mation or in prognostic study. 

853. AN AUTOMATED TRACKING ALGORITHM SYSTEM 
FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF GLOMERULAR BASE
MENT MEMBRANE IN IDIOPATHIC HEMATURIA 

Sinniah R, Giam ST, Ong SH, Jayasooriah. Departments 
of Pathology and Electrical Engineering, National University 
of Singapore 

The thickness of the gbmerular basement membrane 
(GBM) in renal diseases, especially idiopathic recurren! 
hematuria, is of great importance in the understanding o! 
glomerulonephritis. Most methods of measurements have 
been tedious and subject to observer error. We describe here 
an automated system using tracking algorithm which requires 
minimal user interaction. lt provides greater accuracy and 
speed in data measurements and analysis. We studied 20 
patients with idiopathic recurren! hematuria 

and 18 cases of minimal change nephrotic syndrome and 
proteinuria, with no immune deposits or obvious glomerular 
pathology on light and immunofluorescence microscopy. 
Transmission electron microscopy was performed and the 
electron micrographs were analysed by the automated 
tracking algorithm system. 

In the20 cases with idiopathic hematuria 10,000 segments 
of glomenularcapillary loops were studied; with 500 segments 
measurements in each case. In the 18 cases with minimal 
change nephrotic syndrome/proteinuria, the total area 
measured was 3,950 segments, with 200-300 segments per 
case. Each segment was approximately 1 µm long. The 
average GBM thickness in idiopathic hematuria was 297 nm 
± 94 nm (SO); and in minimal change nephrotic syndrome 
392 nm ± 94 nm (SO). A histogram of the two groups showed 
a skew towards the right, with greater thickness of the GBM 
in minimal change nephrotic syndrome/proteinuria. 

We are now able to make GBM thickness measurements 
with speed and accuracy with an automated tracking algo
ri thm system which can be used to study the GBM in various 
glomerulonephritides. Our study shows that in patients with 
idiopathic hematuria, there is thinness of the GBM compared 
to cases with minimal change nephroticsyndrome/proteinuria, 
explaining the loss of red blood cells through the GBM 
structural defect. 

854. DRINKNG WATER QUALITY ASSURANCE, AS 
CONDUCTED IN A SUBURBAN STATE-OF-THE-ART 
PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

P. Dilsizian, J. Ortega, A.M. Bury, J. Stutts, S. Comparini 
and G. Babski; Dept. o! Laboratories and Research, Val halla, 
N.Y., USA 
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Bacteriological, physical and chemical methods of analy
ses for drinking water, wastewater, recreational (bathing 
beaches/swimmlng pools), estuarine water, ground water, 
leachate and sediment have been developed. The quality 
and characteristics of these methods are reviewed in accord
ance with the Sale Drinking Water Act which is constantly 
being updated. Westchester County (WC) follows the meth
odologies prepared by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to assist states in implementing the revised Water 
Ouality Standards Regulation (48 F.R. 51400, Nov.8, 1987). 
The environmental analytical chemistry laboratory conducts 
analyses for minerals, nutrients, trace metals, petroleum 
products, polynuclear aromatics (PNPs) toxicity, pesticides, 
herbicides, polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs), and other 
common organic pollutants. Sophisticated analytical instru
ments are utilized including atomic absorption and induc
tively coupled plasma spectrophotometers for trace metals, 
gas and liquid chromatographs and mass spectrophotometers 
for organic compound identification. Description and graph
ics of experimental data and procedures using state-of-the
art computerized analytical equipment and methodologies in 
a modern environmental, organic and inorganic public health 
laboratory wlll be presented, i.e., stati stical graphs, 
chromatographs, scans of Total Ion Chromatographs (TIC), 
Selective Ion Monltoring Chromatographs (SIM runs) and 
standard curves of experimental procedures will be dis
played. 

Environmental bacteriology analyzes samples of water by 
performing a presumptive test followed by inoculation, incu
bation and fermentation for identification of coliform bacteria. 
Fluorescence in EC/Mug indicates the presence of E. Coli. A 
series of tests follow, and, if positive, the water is contami
nated. Photographs of the difieren! stages, media used, 
inoculation fermentation and other techniques will be dem
onstrated step-by-step. Rigorous decontamination of glass
ware, plastic receptacles, solutions and media preparatlons 
are performed as mandated by EPA, Clean Water Act 
Guidelines for N.Y. State Proficiency Testing Programs and 
Laboratory Certification. 

WC tests +30,000 samples per year. The average number 
of contaminated samples per year is < 1 % . The incidence of 
contamination varíes throughout WC according to difieren! 
variables, environmental T°, etc . In hot summers, the inci
dence of contamination is higher. Lake and reservoir sam
ples include biologic quality and identification of microor
ganisms relating to taste and odor. The achievement in the 
delivery and assurance of quality drinking water, wastewater 
and estuarines in WC has placed it among the top in the 
Nation. In 1984, it ranked third in the USA for laste! 

855. HISTOPATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE HEART 
CONOUCTION SYSTEM (HCS) WITH THE APPLICATION 
OF A SIMPLIFIEO TECHNIQUE ANO EVALUATION OF 
THE AGE-RELATED CHANGES 

Suárez Peñaranda JM' , Ortiz Rey JA2, López Rodríguez 
B3

· and Concheiro Carro L3
• 'Department of Pathology. 

Complejo Hospitalario Xeral-Cíes. Vigo. Spain. 2Department 
of Pathology. Hospital Juan Canalejo. La Coruña. Spain. 
3lnstitute of Legal Medicine. University of Santiago de 
Compostela. Spain 

We have studied the HCS by means of a new simplified 
technique described by Charlton and Williams in 1.990 which 

allows its accurate valoration with a significantly lower number 

of slides. We have been able to identify the main structures 

of the HCS (sinoatrial node -SAN-, atrioventricular node -
AVN- , His bundle and bundle brunches) in each of the fifty 

hearts we have tried. 

The results of the application of this technique in eleven 
non-pathological hearts (weight under 500 grms. in men and 
450 grms. in women, left ventricular wall under 15 mms. and 
normal EKG) to identify the age-related changes. The only 
statisfically significan! finding was the increasing fibrosis of 
the SAN in people over fifty years (Fisher's exact test 
p=0,002). Neither fibrosis of the AVN nor fatty infiltration or 
vascular lesions of the SAN or AVN could be found. 

856. INTEGRATEO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SPEECH 
RECOGNITION ANO LAB INFORMATION COMPUTER 
SYSTEM FOR STANOAROIZEO SURGICAL PATHOL
OGY 

C. Teplitz, M. Cipriani, H. Bass, and H. Cashman Beth 
Israel Medical Center, NY 10003; Mt Sinai Sch Medicine 

An artificial intelligence speech recognition system 
(Voicepath , Kurzweil Applied lntelligence lnc. Waltham MA, 

USA) interfaced / integrated with an anatomic pathology lab 
information system (COPATH, COMED lnc., Newton MA, 

USA) has been successfully used for the first time for 

standardized dictation of gross descriptions of diagnostic 
anatomic (surgical) pathology specimen reports thus elimi

nating the need for transcriptionists (office clerks). 35,000 

surgical specimens/year are processed al this 1200 bed 
tertiary center by 20 prosectors utilizing Voice-Path inter

faced to CO-PATH at each of 5 cutting areas located in two 

hospital siles (modem connected). Prosectors with various 

dialects are well understood after two hourg of training using 

a 5,000 word pathology vocabulary that can be programmed 
in multiple languages. Advantages of this 386 microcom

puter based system are: (1) Error free routine reports can be 
generated, monitor-reviewed, and printed stat, thus greatly 
reducing diagnostic turnaround time (2) Dictated gross re
ports are automatically archived in CO-PATH eliminating the 

need to re-key them; the descript ions are automatically 
reprinted on the final CO-PATH generated surgical pathol
ogy report and are electronically stored indefinitely for diag

nostic/i nvestigative ret rieval (3) Voice-Path prompts 

prosectors to follow a structured detailed descriptive formal 
that can be programmed by each laboratory for any specific 

type of specimen thus assuring that reports are complete, 
comprehensive, verbiage-free, and in compliance with for
mal protocols; a real-time quality assurance function is 

served (4) Residents quickly learn specific prosection guide
lines without using manuals (5) The system has proved to be 
cost-effective and allows for increased specimen volume 
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handling per unit time with decreased expense and person
nel. Standardized specimen reporting (multilingual) could be 

efficiently accomplished according to regional, national and 

international guidelines/standards so as to expedite inter
institutional collaborative and consultative studies. 

857. DEMONSTRATION OF mRNA FOR EGF ANO 
CALCITONIN USING DIGOXYGENIN-LABELLED cDNA 

OLIGOPROBES IN A FORMAMIDE FREE MEDIUM 

G.A. Thomas, H.G. Davies, E.D. Williams, Department of 

Pathology, University of Wales, College of Medicine, Heath 

Park, Cardiff. UK. CF4 4XN 

Buffers far in situ hybridisation (ISH) protocols far the 
demonstration of mRNA in tissue sections frequently include 

formamide - a hazardous salven! - which reportedly in

creases the specificity of binding to target sequences. 

We have studied the cell localisation of EGF mRNA in rat 

submaxillary gland and calcitonin mRNA in rat thyroid . Both 
peptides are immunolocalised to discrete cells within well 

defined areas of the tissue, making them ideal for a study to 

investigate the problem of non-specific binding of probe to 

their respective mRNAs. We used a routinetechnique far ISH 
for the demonstration of digoxygenin-labelled probes, with 

and without formamide. Controls included pretreatment with 
RNAse, ommision of test probe and incubation with an 

irrelevant probe. lmmunohistochemistry for protein was per

formed on serial sections. We found that !he distribution of 
both mRNAs was !he same whether or not formamide was 

used, EGF being localised to !he ductal epithelium in 

submaxillary gland and calcitonin to !he C-cells in the thyroid . 
However, the reaction was stronger and developed more 

quickly in formamide free media. Ata probe concentration of 

0.2 mg/ml mRNA to EGF was not setectable in formamide 

containing media, but was easily localisable in formamide
free media. Control sections were consistently negative and 
the mRNA distribution was consistentwith immunolocalisation 
for protein. However, ductal cells which contained high leve Is 
of EGF protein did not always express high mRNA content. 

These results demonstrate that mRNA can be demon
strated in tissue sections using a simplified method involving 
low concentration of probe and which excludes the use of 

potentially hazardous solvents. 

858. EVALUATION OF THE REPRODUCIBILITY ANO 
EFFICIENCY OF TWO METHODS IN TUMOR DIAGNOSIS 
PATHOLOGY 

R. Vaamonde, E. Artacho, R. Roldan; Section of Histology, 
Department of Morphological Sciences, University of Cor

doba, Spain 

This is a comparative study of the efficiency of two quan
titatively different methods in evaluating nuclear size. The 
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nuclear area is a morphometric parameter employed quite 

frequently in pathology and corresponds to the profile a rea of 
the transverse sections of !he nucleus. The upoint-sampled 

intercepts» method is of recen! application which permits 
estimation of the volume-weighted mean nuclear volume. 

This method, though simple, reproducible, efficient and easy, 

is less employed. 

26 endometrial biopsies were diagnosed as atypical 

hiperplasia (AH) and well-differentiated adenocarcinoma 

(WDA) according to Kurman & Norris (1982) and Kurman et 
al. (1985) . AH was identified by proliferation of glands exhib

iting images of cytologic atypia, cellular dispolarity with 

enlarged and hyperchromatic nuclei with prominent nucleoli. 

WDA was distinguished from atypical hyperplasia by the 
presence of arbitrarily defined endometrial stromal invasion. 

A Leitz A.S.M. semi-automatic image analyser was used to 
obtain data of the mean nuclear a rea from an average of 137 

nuclear profiles and six fields of vision per biopsy. The 

volume-weighted mean nuclear volume -nuclear v. 
(Gundersen & Jensen, 1985) was estimated according to the 

formula v.= (7t/3) • T
0

3. An average of 11 O intercept lengths 

were measured per biopsy and the contribution to the total 
variance from difieren! levels of sampling were obtained. A 

random selection of total samples were grouped as either a 

learning set or a testing set for each diagnostic. The repro
ducibility of quantitatives estimates was tested with using 

Student's t test. Linear regression analysis was used far 

comparing the mean nuclear area and nuclear v. ' the coef
ficient of correlation was also obtained. Estimates of relative 

efficiency of the two methods were obtained according to 

Sakai & Rohif (1981). Comparison of AH and WDA was 
carried out using Student's t test. 

The results fro volume-weighted mean volume are (ex

pressed in mean ±SD) 196.4±62.9 µm3 and 287.9±61.5 µm3 

for AH and WDA respectively (p<0.05). Values for mean 
nuclear area are not statistically significan! (46.4±16.6 µm2 

and 42.1±5.1 µm2 for AH and WDA respectively) . The repro
ducibility of the nuclear v. was good whereas these were 

significan! differences with respect to !he mean nuclear a rea. 
No correlation was obtained between both methods. The 

nuclear was v, about 98% more efficient !han the mean 
nuclear area with an efficiency of 1/(coefficient of variation 
time). 

Analysis of the results showed that the nuclear a rea v, is a 
more efficient parameter in evaluating nuclear size !han the 

nuclear area. This could be fundamentally due to: a) A 
shortertest performance time; b) Greaterdiagnostic sensitiv
ity; c) less methodological variability; d) Three-dimensional 
expression of three dimensional structures; e) More cost 
effective. However, the upoint-sampled intercepts,. method 

has the following disaventages: 1) lts scientific bases are 
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difficult to understand; 2) The terminology is difficult; 3) The 
method is less employed. 

859. MORPHOMETRIC ANAL YSIS ANO COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGIES IN MEOICAL ANO BIOLOGICAL EX
PERIMENT 

V.P. Yatsenko & Yu.B. Chaikovsky, Scientific-Medical 
Firm ulnternauchmedvuz-INTERCON», Medical lnstitute, 
Kiev, Ukraine 

The use of morphometric methods, mathematical analysis 
and expert systems allows to estimate most objetively reac
tive, compensatory and adaptative processes on cellular, 
tissue, organ and system levels in various medical and 
biological experiments. But peculiarities of structural organi
sation of biological objets pul certain limits on the use of 
automaticsystems. We worked out packages of morphometric 
programes for IBM-compatible computers which are based 

on opto-manual approach, contain original methods of quan
titative description of structural elements of objects being 
investigated, contain calculation algorithms of planimetric 
characteristics and stereometric indices modelled on their 
basis. The morphometric methods developed can be used in 
the study of micropreparations dyed both by common histo
logical methods and by methods ol selective identification of 
structural components (histochemistry, impregnation and 
marker methods, etc.). During 10 years the morphometric 
methods developed were tested experimentally and clini
cally in studying inflammatory reactions, peripheral nerve de
and regeneration, processes of sensory neurons differen
tiation and axonal reaction, processes of myo-, spermato
and ovogenesis, cardiovascular and renal pathology. On !he 
basis of programmes developed we accumulated much 
experience in perfecting the methods of diagnosis and work
ing out new approaches to the pharmacological correction of 
the processes under investigation. 
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